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African Bird Club
The African Bird Club aims to:

• provide a worldwide focus for African ornithology

• encourage an interest in the conservation of the

birds of the region

• liaise with and promote the work of existing

regional societies

« publish a twice-yearly colour bulletin

• encourage obseivers to visit lesser known areas

of the region

• encourage observers to actively search for globally

threatened and near-threatened species

• develop a Conservation Research Fund

ABC Launch Committee

Gary Allport, Mark Andrews (Publicity Officer), John Fanshawe,

Lincoln Fishpool, Paul Green, Annie Harrap (Membership Secre-

tary), Peter Lack, Duncan Macdonald, Rod Martins, Iain Robertson,

RichardWebb (Secretary) and MartinWoodcock (Chairman).

Bulletin Editorial Team
Gary Allport, John Fanshawe, Lincoln Fishpool, Eng-Li Green,

Paul Green, Peter Lack, Iain Robertson and Richard Webb.

Membership of the ABC
Membership ofthe ABC is open to all and costs £12 per annum, £15

Family, £300 Life,. £25 libraries/institutions. Supplements are

payable for airmail postage and non-sterling payments. Details are

available on request. To join or for further details please write to

the Membership Secretary, African Bird Club, c/o BirdLife Interna-

tional, Wellbrook Court, Girton Road, Cambridge CB3 ONA.

The Bulletin of the African Bird Club

The Bulletin oftheABCprovides a forum for news, letters, notices,

recent publications, preliminary expedition results, reviews and

preliminary or interim publication of studies on African birds by

contributors from all parts of the world. Publication of interim

results in the Bulletin oftheABCdoes not preclude publication of

final results as journal papers either by the ABC or elsewhere. No
material should, however, be submitted simultaneously to the

Bulletin oftheABCand to any other publication.

Notes to Contributors

TheABC welcomes original contributions on all aspects ofthe birds

ofAfrica. Africa is here defined as the area covered by Collar, N.J.

& Stuart, S.N. 1985. ThreatenedBirdsofAfricaand related islands;

theICBP/1UCNRedData Book,pa>1 1. 3rd Edition. Cambridge, UK:

ICBP/IUCN, namely Continental Africa, Indian Ocean islands west

of80°E, eg Madagascar, the Mascarene Islands and Socotra; Atlantic

Ocean islands on or east of the mid-Atlantic ridge, eg the Tristan da

Cunha group, the Azores and the Canaries.

Contributions will be accepted subject to editing and referee-

ing by independent referees, where appropriate. The material

published is divided into Papers, Short Notes, News & Comment,

Discoveries, Reviews, Literature Gleanings, Recent Reports and

Letters. The Editorial Team will be happy to advise authors on the

acceptability of material at draft stage if desired.

Submissions

Two copies of contributions should be submitted. Typewritten

manuscripts should have double-spaced lines on one side of the

paper only, with wide margins all round. Clear hand-written

manuscripts are also acceptable. Contributions will be accepted in

English or French: French summaries, as well as table and figure

captions, will be printed for all major papers published in English,

and vice versa. All submissions will be acknowledged.

If possible, please submit your contribution on floppy disk and

state computer (eg IBM comjaatible PC, Macintosh) and word-

processing package (eg Word, WordPerfect) used: please note that

Amstrad PCW disks are not acceptable. When you send your

contribution on disk, please do not key anything in ALL CAPS (ie

with the CAPS LOCK key depressed) unless the combination

always occurs in that form (eg ‘USA’). Do not use the carnage return

key at the end of lines, and do not right justify the margins. When
formatting tables use one tab, and not spaces, between each

column. Please always send two hard (printed) copies in addition.

Preferred names
With the current instability over world-wide lists of bird names,

authors are requested to follow those used in Birds ofAfica Vols.

1-4. For species not yet covered, please use appropriate regional

handbooks and checklists eg Roberts for Southern Africa, Britton

for East Africa. Deviation from suchworks should be noted and the

reasons given. The Editorial Team will keep abreast ofchanges in

nomenclature and when an agreed list of African names is avail-

able, will consider switching to follow it.

Unless a sketch map is provided as part of the article, the

names of places should, if possible, follow those on standard or

readily available maps.

(continued inside back cover. . .)

Cover Illustration

Mount Kupe Bush-shrike Malaconotus kupeensisby S. Mark Andrews. ABC is grateful to Tom Gullick for permission to reproduce this

painting and to AndrewJohnson ofThe Bird & Wildlife Bookshop for sponsoring the production of a colour cover for this bulletin.
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B inding is expanding rapidly in Africa, increasing

enthusiasm for the exchange of ideas and infor-

mation about the continent. The African Bird Club has

been established in response to this, with the key aim of

bringing together all those who share a common con-

cern for Africa’s birds. For many African bird species,

decline and extinction are a real prospect and stem-

ming this tide presents a major challenge. Records

from keen birders and ornithologists have always helped

conservationists identify species in need of special

attention, and the need for such information has never

been more pressing.

The idea of a bird club with a pan-African perspec-

tive has generated a great response from the birding

and ornithological community, and the ABC already

has 367 members including 190 Founder Members (see

page four).

As a priority, the Club seeks members from the

African continent, but we also aim to harness the

energy existing in the birding community outside Af-

rica to contribute to the study and conservation of its

birds. Birding brings together people of different

experience and background who share a common
fascination for birds. With threats increasing every-

where, we need to make information as accessible as

possible to all involved in bird conservation, both

individuals and institutions. Critical to the process are

the people who watch birds; your records and observa-

tions will expand our knowledge of Africa’s birds and

contribute directly to their conservation.

Birding in Africa is often challenging; identifying

tricky species, finding the best route to a remote mon-

tane forest or gaining access to existing information.

The quality of this information varies dramatically;

there are those countries for which no formal anno-

tated checklist had been published until recently, for

example Benin and Burkina Faso, and there are those

which have active national societies and birding com-

munities, like The Gambia and Kenya. South Africa

also has local clubs and societies operating alongside

museums, research institutes and conservation agen-

cies in a diverse but integrated ornithological commu-

nity.

Sharing information widely is a key step towards

better birding and the ABC aims to help catalyse such

exchanges. Central to achieving this is the Bulletin of

theABC which, as this first issue illustrates, will serve

as a forum in which to publish ideas, information,

reviews and anything else of interest on African birds.

Bull ABC is the main means of communication be-

tween ABC members. We hope it will become an

essential source for all Africa’s birders: for help with the

identification of difficult species, of the latest news,

details on important sites, meetings to be held, new
books published and recent reports from around the

continent. With its Bulletin, the ABC plans to focus a

bright light on birding and bird conservation in Africa.

Features on specific sites, such as that on Mount

Kupe in Cameroon in this issue, or articles on interest-

ing African genera, like the remarkable ground horn-

bills described by Alan Kemp, may become regular

features. The Editorial Team is determined to shape a

bulletin which takes account of members’ views, and

with this issue comes a request for constructive criti-

cism for the improvement of its successors.

Although some articles will be solicited, there is

room for contributions from anyone who has some-

thing to say. We welcome your letters, records for

Recent Reports, identification tips, news of events, your

report on a particular threatened site; indeed anything

you can share with other members. Ultimately, mem-
bers need to ensure that the Editorial Team is kept

informed of news that can be passed on to the birding

community throughout Africa via the pages of the

Bulletin of the ABC.

The question of the geographical area to be cov-

ered by the Club has been resolved by adopting the

African Bird Red Data Book region (see the map on

page 12). We await the final outcome of plans now
afoot to shape worldwide consistency for bird nomen-

clature and authority under the auspices of the Interna-

tional Ornithological Congress. For now, we shall

follow Birds ofAfrica to date, and regional authorities

for the families not yet covered. Contributions will be

welcomed in English and in French and summaries,

figure and table legends will be published in the other

language. Further details for contributors are found

inside the covers of this Bulletin.

In due course, meetings will be held in Africa; there

will certainly be a meeting alongside the Ninth Pan-

African Ornithological Congress in The Gambia in 1996

(for details see page seven), if not sooner. The African

Bird Club’s inaugural meeting will be held on 12 March

1994 in London (see page four). ®
The Editorial Team
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L'observation des oiseaux se developpe rapidement en

Afrique, accroissant l’enthousiasme pour (echange

d’idees et d’informations concemant le continent. Le

African Bird Club (Club Ornithologique Africain) a ete

cree en reponse a cela, avec comme objectif principal

de rassembler tous ceux qui ont (interet pour les

oiseaux d’Afrique en commun. Beaucoup d’especes

d’oiseaux africains risquent une diminution drastique

de leurs effectifs et meme (extinction: arreter cette

evolution constitue un defi majeur. Des donnees

recueillies par des ornithologues amateurs et

professionnels ont contributes a (identification des

especes requerant une attention particuliere. Le besoin

de telles donnees n’a jamais ete aussi pressant.

La creation d’un club a perspective pan-africaine a

suscite une forte reponse de la communaute
ornithologique et le ABC se rejouit de compter deja 376

membres, dont 190 membres fondateurs.

Bien que le Club cherche en priorite des membres

originates du continent africain, nous comptons

egalement exploiter (energie de la communaute

ornithologique hors d’Afrique, dans le but de contribuer

a (etude et a la preservation de son avifaune. Comme
les menaces pesant surcelle-ci se multiplient partout, il

est imperatif de canaliser (information pertinente vers

les personnes et les institutions responsables de la

preservation des oiseaux. Un element cle de ce

processus est constitue par tous ceux qui observent

les oiseaux et qui, bien que d’experience et d’origine

diverses, sont reunis par une fascination commune; en

effet, vos donnees et observations augmenteront nos

connaissances des oiseaux d’Afrique et contribueront

directement a leur preservation.

Observer les oiseaux en Afrique - identifier les

especes difficiles, trouver le meilleur moyen pour

acceder a une foret de montagne eloignee, se procurer

les informations existantes - constitue souvent un defi.

La qualite des informations varie de fagon considerable:

d’une part il y a les pays pour lesquels une liste

annotee formelle n’a ete publiee que recemment, tels

que le Benin et le Burkina Faso, d’autre part il y a ceux

qui possedent des societes nationales et des

communautes ornithologiques actives, tels que la

Gambie et le Kenia, ainsi que (Afrique du Sud, qui

possede egalement des clubs locaux et des societes

qui operent a cote de musees, d’instituts de recherche

et d’organismes de defense de (environnement.

L’echange et la large diffusion d’informations

constitue un pas essentiel vers une meilleure observa-

tion des oiseaux, et le ABC entend jouer un role de

catalysateur dans ce domaine. Comme le montre ce

premier numero, le BullABCservira de forum pour la

publication d’idees, d’informations, d’analyses de livres

et de tout element interessant ayant trait aux oiseaux

d’Afrique. Le Bw/ZASCconstitue le moyen principal de

communication entre les membres du Club, et nous

esperons qu’il deviendra bientot un outil de reference

essentiel pour (ensemble des ornithologues en Afrique:

une source d'information pour (identification d’especes

difficiles et les dernieres nouvelles, fournissant

egalement des renseignements sur des sites importants,

surdes reunions annoncees, des ouvrages nouvellement

parus et des rapports recents du continent entier. Par

voie de son bulletin leABC se propose d’attirer (attention

sur (observation et la preservation des oiseaux.

Des articles concernant des sites specifiques, tel

que celui sur le mont Kupe au Cameroun dans ce

numero, ou traitant de genres Africains interessants,

tels que les remarquables calaos terrestres decrits par

Alan Kemp, pourraient paraitre regulierement. L’equipe

de redaction a la ferme intention de creer un bulletin

qui tient compte de (opinion des membres. Afin

d’ameliorer la forme et le contenu des prochains

numeros, nous lanqons done d’ores et deja un appel

aux lecteurs, pour qu’ils nous envoient suggestions.

Bien que des articles sur certains sujets seront

specifiquement sollicites, nous invitons tous ceux qui

ont quelque chose d’interessant a dire a s’exprimer. Vos

lettres sont les bienvenues, ainsi que vos observations

pour la mbrique ‘Recent Reports’ (Communications

Recentes), vos tuyaux sur (identification de certaines

especes, vos nouvelles de certains evenements, vos

rapports sur des sites particulars menaces, en effet tout

ce que pourrait interesser les membres. Il est essentiel

que (equipe de redaction soit tenue informee par les

membres, afin que les nouvelles puissent etre diffusees

parmi la communaute ornithologique de (Afrique

entiere a travers les pages du Bull ABC.

Le probleme de (aire geographique a couvrir par le

club a ete resolu en adoptant la region du Livre Rouge

des Oiseaux africains (voir la carte page 12). Pource qui

concerne la nomenclature, nous attendons les decisions

finales du Congres Ornithologique International au

sujet du projet de creation d’une nomenclature

universelle uniforme. Pour le moment, nous suivrons

The Birds ofAfrica et, subsidiairement, les authorites

regionales pour les families non encore traitees par ce

dernier. Les textes sont acceptes en anglais et en franqais.

Ceux qui sont rediges en anglais auront un resume en

franqais, et inversement; les legendes des figures et des

tables seront publiees dans les deux langues. Des

instructions aux auteurs se trouvent au verso des

couvertures de ce bulletin.

Des reunions seront tenues en Afrique en temps

utile. Il y aura certainement une reunion a (occasion du

Neuvieme Congres Ornithologique Pan-Africain en

Gambie en 1996, si pas plus tot. La reunion inaugurate

du African Bird Club aura lieu le 12 mars 1994 a Londres.
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Club News

Inaugural meeting

The inaugural meeting of the ABC will be held at the

Friends Meeting House opposite Euston Station, Lon-

don, on Saturday 12 March 1994.

Programme
10.15 Doors open (coffee, tea and biscuits

available for a small charge)

11.00 Introducing the African Bird Club

Martin Woodcock, Chairman

1 1 .20 Bustards in Africa

Paul Goriup, Nature Conservation Bureau

12.00 Refreshment break (food and drink will be

available at a small charge)

13.00 Kenya’s Coastal Forests

John Fanshawe, BirdLife International

13-45 Mystery Photograph competition

14.20 Break (coffee, tea etc available as above)

14.50 Birding in Ethiopia

Martin Davies, RSPB

15.35 Raffle draw

15.45 Formal close of meeting

Books and sound recordings will be on sale through-

out the day courtesy of the Bird & Wildlife Bookshop

and WildSounds respectively. We also invite all mem-
bers to retire with us to The Royal George public house,

near Euston Station, after the end of the official meet-

ing, from l6.00hr until 19.00hr.

ABC Membership
We are pleased to report that the ABC membership

drive has been very successful. At the time of writing

(February 1994) the membership stands at 376, made

up of 190 Founder Members, 180 standard Members

and six Family Members.

The geographical spread of members is: Europe

298, Africa 44, North America 21, with 13 elsewhere. In

all we have members resident in 35 countries.

We are particularly grateful to the Life and Founder

Members whose subscriptions have helped the Club to

establish a solid financial base. The Founder Members

to date are listed on page five.

It is important to maintain the impetus of member-

ship to enable the Club to become firmly established

over the coming year. Please encourage all your

friends with an interest in African birds to join and help

us achieve our aim of 600 members by the end of 1994.

A note about Direct Debits

At present an encouraging 40 members pay their sub-

scription by Direct Debit. If you have a Sterling bank

account it will help both you and us if you pay by this

means. A mandate form is enclosed with this Bulletin.

You benefit from having no worries about re-

membering to pay, no need to write out and post

cheques, no queuing at cash counters and, with some

accounts, reduced bank charges. We all benefit as the

result offewer mistakes being made. The ABC benefits

from reduced time and money needed to administer

membership records. For subscribers by Direct Debit,

the Club undertakes to tell you well in advance the

amount that will be deducted from your account, and

when. You will be reassured to know that, in the

unlikely event of an error, you can obtain a full and

immediate refund from your bank/building society.

You remain in full control, since you can cancel the

instruction at any time simply by informing your bank

or building society and ourselves.

ABC administration

Please note that members ofthe launch committee deal

with ABC matters on a voluntary basis in their spare

time. Whilst we make every effort to deal with corre-

spondence as quickly and efficiently as possible, some

delays are inevitable at times particularly when Club

officers are away, so please bear with us.

The Club’s official address is a permanent postal

address, which removes the need for change each time

an officer changes or moves house. The Club has no

staff at BirdLife International and post is forwarded on

to ABC officers once a week through the kindness of

the BirdLife staff in Cambridge. Whilst this may add a

few days to the time it takes letters to reach the correct

Club officer, we believe that the stability of a permanent

address outweighs any disadvantage.

If you do experience unacceptable delays, please

let us know by writing to the Secretary.

Please note that BirdLife International cannot ac-

cept telephone calls or personal callers for ABC.

ABC Treasurer

The African Bird Club Launch Committee has a vacancy

for the post ofTreasurer. At present many ofthe day-to-

day financial matters are dealt with by the Secretary,

and by the Membership Secretary who banks all cheques

received, processes credit card payments and adminis-
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ters the Direct Debit system. The Treasurer will need to

keep full financial records, and will produce manage-

ment accounts for Council meetings and statutory an-

nual accounts. He or she will liaise with the banks,

building societies, the Charity Commission and any

other relevant parties.

One of the first jobs for the new treasurer will be to

prepare an application for charity status.

Any UK-based member who would like to help the

Club by fulfilling this important role is invited to write

to the Chairman for further details.

African Bird Club book service

The Bird & Wildlife Bookshop is pleased to be able to

offer a service to members of the ABC which will be of

benefit both to members and to the Club. With each

issue of the Bulletin oftheABCwe shall enclose a list

of available titles which are relevant to the area covered

by the Club. Members may order direct from us and will

receive their books POST FREE (overseas members will

pay just £1.00 per book). The Club will receive a

commission of 10% on all orders placed this way. In

addition, the Club will receive commission on all books

purchased by members in any of our shops (see adver-

tisement on back cover). It is important that members

should identify themselves as such, so that the sale can

be allocated to the Club.

Additional benefits arising from this service will be

regular exclusive special offers for members of ABC,

regular attendance by the Bird & Wildlife Bookshop at

ABC meetings, and a comprehensive book-ordering

service whereby members can order books not nor-

mally available from stock. We shall shortly be creating

a new points system to allow members to build up

List of Founder Members

The following lists those members who have joined the Club as Founder Members by paying a minimum of £30

for 1994 (the subscription reverts to £12 per annum in 1995). Founder Membership is designed to enable the Club

to establish a firm financial base from the outset and is available until the end of 1994. Please encourage any friends

who have yet to join the Club but are planning to do so, to join as Founder Members.

Any members who have joined as standard members but who wish to upgrade their membership to become

a Founder Member can do so by paying an additional £18. Any additional Founder Members will be listed in the

Bulletin oftheABCWo\ 1 No 2.

Desmond Allen DAF1F Don Hadden John Mason Kath Shurcliff

Richard Allison Mr S Davies Alan Hands Alan McBride E F G Smith

Gary Allport Trevor Davies Roy & Moira Hargreaves Rod McCann D Smith

Stefan Andersson Mr I Davison A J Harrap Dr H Mikkola Phoebe Snetsinger

Mark Andrews Mike Dawson Mrs Jean Hartley David Mills U G Sorensen

A L Archer Ron Demey Frank Hawkins A ] Morris Southern African

Norman Arlott Avian Demography Unit Morten Heegaard Wim Mullie Ornithological Society

John D Atkins Lars Dinesen Hans-Olof Hellkvist Dr D A Murdoch C D Spooner
Phil Atkinson Dr R J Douthwaite Christopher Helm Chris Murphy Mr C Steeman
Chris Balchin Nigel Driver Jo Hemmings Mrs Anne Nason Mr J T Stenwig

Thierry Bara Nick Dymond Roger Higman Rob & Helen Nation Terry Stevenson

Mark Beaman M J Earp Dr J C Hillman Prof David Norman Barry Stidolph

Leon Bennun C H B Eastwood Dr C J Hodgson P M Ostenso Anthony Stones

Mr Zul Bhatia Stephen Eccles S W Holmes Prof R B Payne Rita Swinnen
Birding World Guy Eldridge R A Honeywell Bruce Pearson Per Ole Syvertsen

Richard & Ann Bishop I H Elgood Dr Jennifer Home Tommy Pedersen Graham Talbot

Mr & Mrs D. Bishop M 1 Evans Richard Howard Adrian Pitches Rosie Trevelyan

Mr K D Bishop John H Fanshawe DrMKG Hudson Derek Pomeroy D A Turner
Mrs S Blamire P C Feakes Nigel D Hunter Michael K Poulsen Stephanie Tyler

Jeff Blincow Mrs Sheila Feltham M P S Irwin Mrs J A Prettejohn Emil Urban
Nik Borrow I 1 Ferguson-Lees Mrs P Isdell Prof H H T Prins Helma Unverhau
Chris Bowden Dick Filby Wendy Jackson Malcolm Quirie Mark Van Beirs

C G Bradshaw Brian Finch Mr R J Jeffers Geoffrey Randall Jan Van de Voorde
Paul Brindley Graham & Anona Finch Michael King A J Randall Col Jack Vincent

John Brodie Good Sandra Fisher Mr R W Knight Nigel Redman Tim Wacher
Joost Brouwer Lincoln Fishpool Peter Lack Barry Reed Dr J Frank Walsh
D J Buchanan Simon Fogg Mr Olivier Langrand Johh Richardson Jan H Wanink
Hugh Buck Mr J E Francis P Lascelles Dr A Richford Mrs S Warwick
Mrs E Burman Prof C H Fry D C Lawrence Iain Robertson Richard Webb
Mr G Burman Nick Gardner Thomas Lehmberg Dr W A Rodgers E T Welland
Clide Carter Chris Gibbons Roderick Leslie Richard Rolfe Nigel Wheatley
Christian Cederroth Tony Gibbs Mark Leyland Mark Ross Norman & Gail Wilson
Dr R A Cheke Nigel Goodgame Mr S M Lister Beau Rowlands Barbara Woodcock
J M Clark Paul Goriup Duncan Macdonald PAS Rowse Martin Woodcock
Tony Clarke Jocelyn Gould S C Madge Stephen Rumsey Noel Woodhead
D R Collins Paul Green Leuenberger Markus Roger I Safford Steve Woollard
Simon Cook P T Grundy Mr B A E Marr Dave Sargeant J H Wyatt
Bernard Couronne
Mr & Mrs MAC Coverdale

TomGullick* Rod Martins Dr D A Scott John Young

'LifeMember
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credits when purchasing books in our shops (not by

mail order). These credits will be exchangeable for

sound recordings, videos, etc. In this way, shop cus-

tomers will receive a direct benefit from buying in our

shops, as mail-order customers do by receiving free

postage. Further details will be provided in a forthcom-

ing Bulletin of the African Bird Club.

The Bird & Wildlife Bookshop is committed to the

active support of conservation groups and is particu-

larly keen to help the African Bird Club. It is therefore

important that members make all their book purchases

through this service so that the Club receives the maxi-

mum possible benefit.

AndrewJohnson
,
Bird & Wildlife Bookshop

Senegambia checklists

Stephen Rumsey and the Senegal Ringing Project have

produced a checklist of the birds of Senegal and the

Gambia, available for £5.00 (incl postage and packing)

from the Secretary, African Bird Club.

Natal Bird Club

The Natal Bird Club in South Africa have kindly offered

to assist any African Bird Club members visiting their

area. The Club can be contacted at PO Box 1218,

Durban 4000, South Africa. ®

Africa Round-up

Important Bird Areas (IBAs) in Africa

Following the success of the ‘Important Bird Areas of

Europe’ project (compiled by Grimmett and Jones for

ICBP in 1989) in promoting conservation initiatives in

Europe, BirdLife International, with sponsorship from

the Royal Society for the Protection of Birds, is embark-

ing upon a similar exercise in Africa.

The five-year project will seek to identify and docu-

ment globally-important places for bird conservation.

Selection of sites will be based on the presence of

endemic avifaunas, threatened species, concentration

of numbers and regionally characteristic bird assem-

blages. The project will embrace the whole of conti-

nental Africa, together with all neighbouring and outly-

ing islands, except for those included in the European

volume (ie Canaries, Azores, Madeira) and Socotra (to

be included in the near complete Middle East equiva-

lent).

The project aims to publish not only a continental

directory of such sites by 1998, but also to promote

where appropriate the separate earlier publication of

national directories. Wherever possible, the country

inventories will be compiled with the active participa-

tion of national contributors. Collaboration with na-

tional organisations, individuals and, where necessary,

the training of local ornithologists, is seen as an impor-

tant part of the project.

The production of IBA directories is seen as a first

step, and not the end of the exercise. The directories

can and must be used to inform decision-makers at all

levels of the existence and importance of IBAs and to

seek their conservation by all available means.

This African IBA project will be the subject of a

longer article in a forthcoming Bulletin. Meanwhile

further details can be obtained from the co-ordinator:

DrL. Fishpool, BirdLife International, Wellbrook Court,

Girton Road, Cambridge CB3 0NA, UK.

New Afrotropical checklist

An eagerly awaited successor to White’s 1960s African

Checklisthas just been published by the Tauraco Press.

Co-authored by Bob Dowsett and Alec Forbes-Watson,

it extends White’s coverage to include all sub-Saharan

Africa and the Malagasy region. Volume 1 covers 2,176

species (1,842 ofwhich breed), presents their scientific

(including synonyms ), English and French names, with

supporting literature, and species distribution tables for

some 50 countries and island groups. A second vol-

ume, nearing completion, will provide data on subspe-

cies and a gazetteer of all type localities. As a compan-

ion to Volume 1, the Tauraco Press has also published

its fifth Research Report, which presents two papers.

The first, by Dowsett, consists of a series of annotated

species checklists for every country in the Afrotropical

region, an enormous and extremely useful undertak-

ing. The second, by Dowsett and Dowsett-Lemaire,

discusses the reasons for their taxonomic usages and

decisions adopted where different from White.
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Both Volume 1 ofthe Checklist (Dowsett, R.J. & Forbes-

Watson, A. 1993- Checklist ofBirds ofthe Afrotropical

and Malagasy Regions. Volume 1. Species limits and

distribution. 374 pages) and Tauraco Research Report

No 5 (Dowsett, R.J. & Dowsett-Lemaire, F. Eds. 1993- A
Contribution to the Distribution and Taxonomy of

Afrotropical and Malagasy Birds. 389 pages) are

available from: Aves asbl, Maison de l’Environnement,

Rue de la Regence 36, B-4000 Liege, Belgium, at UK
£13.00, US$36.00 or FF130 for each publication (price

includes airmail postage); and cheques or bank drafts

should be made payable to Tauraco Press. The African

Bird Club hopes to be able to review these important

new publications in our next Bulletin.

Contributed byfohn Fanshawe

Double-banded Courser Rhinoptilus africanus

by S. Mark Andrews

African Crane and Wetland Workshop
In August 1993, over 100 scientists, wildlife managers

and administrators from 24 African nations gathered at

the edge of Okavango Delta in Botswana to review the

conservation status of cranes and wetlands in Africa.

The primary aim of the workshop was to build the

human and organisational capacity for research and

conservation of wetlands and cranes in the continent.

It provided an opportunity for linking together wildlife

biologists carrying out research and conservation

projects on wetlands and cranes in different parts of

Africa.

The workshop was sponsored by the World Centre

for Conservation of Cranes through the International

Crane Foundation (USA), and was hosted by the gov-

ernment of Botswana at Maun. Thirty scientific papers

on the biology of cranes and conservation or manage-

ment of wetlands were presented. Training sessions

and symposia were conducted by drawing experience

from research work on cranes and the conservation or

management of wetlands in Botswana, South Africa,

Zambia, Kenya and Uganda.

The main conservation issues addressed were trade

in wild cranes, poisoning of cranes in human settle-

ments, and unsustainable use of wetlands, especially in

countries with dense human populations or those af-

fected by drought. All participants agreed to persuade

their governments to formulate policies defining own-

ership and use ofwetlands, to increase trained wetland

managers and to promote sustainable use of wetlands.

The proceedings of the workshop will be edited by

Dr Warwick Tarboton (South Africa) and Dr Nathan

Gichuki (Kenya). Further information about the work-

shop at Maun and future meetings on African cranes

and wetlands can be obtained from the editors or from

the International Crane Foundation.

Contributed by Nathan and Cecilia Gichuki

Pan-African Ornithological Congress 1996 -

Standard Chartered Bank Awards to young
ornithologists

From 17-23 October 1996, the Ninth Pan-African Orni-

thological Congress will be held in Banjul, capital of

The Gambia in West Africa. The PAOC is held every

four years and is a critical forum for African ornithology

and conservation. One major sponsor for the 1996

congress will be the Standard Chartered Bank who are

offering awards to two young African ornithologists. A
scholarship will cover all the costs of attending, while

a bursary will cover costs in-country ( the candidate will

have to find the airfare). The awards are competitive,

for African nationals only, and will be judged from

papers proposed for presentation at the congress.

Applicants should send a title for their paper, plus an

abstract of no more than 300 words explaining its

purpose, expected results and biological, environmen-

tal or conservation implications, to DrR. Trevor Wilson,

Bartridge Partners, Umberleigh, Devon EX37 9AS, UK,

by 30 June 1994 (please note the date).

Contributed byJohn Fanshawe

Three new national parks in Uganda
The Ugandan Government has recently gazetted three

new areas as National Parks: Mgahinga Gorilla NP,

Rwenzori Mountain NP, and Bwindi-Impenetrable NP.

These provide protection for the three areas ofAlbertine

Rift Afromontane (ARA) Forest in Uganda.

Apart from the Mountain Gorillas the Mgahinga

Gorilla NP holds 16 bird species endemic to the ARA
region, including three globally threatened species.

Rwenzori Mountain NP holds 19 endemic species

and the Bwindi-Impenetrable NP holds 27, including

no less than seven listed as vulnerable, rare or near-

threatened in Threatened birds ofAfrica and related

islands (Collar and Stuart 1985).

Source: Oryx, vol 27, no 4, pp 214-224
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Botswana Bird Atlas

By the time you read this bulletin, The Botswana Bird

Atlas should have been published. The book, the

culmination of fieldwork carried out from 1980 - 1990,

includes 496 distribution maps, a list of rarer species

recorded in Botswana and a list of species thought

likely to occur in the future. Further details from the

Botswana Bird Club, PO Box 71, Gabarone, Botswana.

The Nata Sanctuary

The Nata Sanctuary in Botswana has been created to

protect part of the Sowa Pan, the wet season habitat of

thousands of flamingoes and other waterbirds, from

soda ash mining which has been carried out in the

southern part of the pan since 1989.

Source: Oryx, vol 27, no 4, p202

Yellow-headed Picathartes Picathartesgymnocephalus

by S. Mark Andrews

Yellow-headed Picathartes in Cote D’Ivoire

On a Birdquest tour of Cote D’Ivoire during December

1993 and January 1994 a visit was made to a breeding

colony of Yellow-headed Picathartes Picathartesgym-

nocephalus near Lamto. Sadly this colony no longer

exists, as the area has been cleared and burnt and is now

a banana plantation. One and a half old disused nests

were found still attached to the rocks, but the future for

the species at this site looks bleak. On a positive note

one bird was seen at Lamto itself giving hope that the

species is still in the area.

Contributed by Nik Borrow, Birdquest

Ngulia Ringing Group (Kenya) autumn 1993

A grand season from 22 October to 19 December

resulted in 14,427 Palaearctic migrants of 33 species

ringed. Top bird, as usual, was Marsh Warbler Acro-

cephalus palustris (6,772), followed by Whitethroat

Sylvia communis (3,647) and Sprosser Luscinia lus-

cinia (2,031). River Warbler Locustella Jluviatilis

(450) was in its normal fourth position, followed by

Irania Irania gutturalis (199), Basra Reed Warbler

Acrocephalusgriseldis (196 - best ever total), and Red-

backed Shrike Lanius collurio (181). Controls were

disappointing; only one, a Czech Marsh Warbler. All

this was made possible by strong support for the local

team from overseas, including ringers from Britain,

Greece, Switzerland and Kazakhstan.

Contributed by Graeme Backhurst and
David Pearson.

Bernier’s Teal

A 1992 survey of Bernier’s Teal Anas bemieri discov-

ered that the breeding population has declined from

120 birds in 1973 to ten pairs in 1992. Most of the

shallow parts of the Lake Bemamba, one of the last

known sites for the species, have been converted to

rice fields (see also Recent Reports page 29).

Source: World Birdwatch, vol 15, no 1

Madagascar Pochard
The Madagascar Pochard Aythya innotata has been

rediscovered on Lake Alaotra. In August 1991 an

individual was trapped by a fishermen and constitutes

the first record of the species since 1970.

Source: Bull. Br. Orn. Club, vol 113, p 118

Madagascar Red Owl rediscovered

A Madagascar Red Owl Tyto soumagnei has been

discovered in Andapa, about 300 km north of all previ-

ous sightings. The bird, only the second to be seen in

the last 50 years, was being kept as a pet. It will be

released in Anjanaharibe-sud Special Reserve once its

cut wing feathers have re-grown.

Source: BBC Wildlife, vol 12, no 1, pll

New passerine species in Madagascar
A new species of passerine, thought to be a member of

the warbler family Sylviidae, has been found in eastern

Madagascar by two American ornithologists, Bret

Whitney and Jan Pierson. It was found to be common
in the Maromiza area near the Analamazaotra / Perinet

Special Reserve. It was also recorded in Ranomafana

National Park about 300 km to the south of this.

Source: World Birdwatch, vol 15, no 3

Anjouan Scops Owl rediscovered

The Anjouan Scops Owl Otus capnodes was rediscov-

ered in June 1992. In Bird Conservation International

volume 3, number 1 ,
Roger Safford, who re-discovered

the species, describes the events leading to the re-

discovery and discusses the status and conservation of

the species.

The paper also discusses the taxonomy ofAnjouan

Scops Owl and proposes treating the bird as a full

species rather than as a sub-species of the Madagascar

Scops Owl O. rutilus with which it was previously

lumped. ®

Contributions for inclusion in future Africa Round-up

sections should be sent to Richard Webb c/o ABC.
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Requests

Bulletin of the ABC
From time to time the African Bird Club will publish

requests for photographs of species to be featured in

forthcoming articles in the Bulletin of the ABC. In

addition, the Club is keen to publish photographs of

little-known or rarely-photographed species, prefer-

ably ‘in the field’, or ‘in the hand’ if necessary.

Colour slides or transparencies are preferred but

high-quality prints may also be acceptable. When
submitting photographs, please indicate where and

when the photograph was taken and give both the

English and scientific names of the species con-

cerned.

The Club is also keen to receive black and white

line drawings for inclusion in forthcoming bulletins.

Photographs and line drawings for possibly inclu-

sion should be sent to Mark Andrews, Art Editor,

African Bird Club, c/o BirdLife International,

Wellbrook Court, Girton Road, Cambridge CB3 ONA.

The Atlas of Southern African Birds

Readers with an interest in southern Africa will know
that this Atlas is now being written up, and is due for

publication in 1995. The authors are requesting

colour slides of the habitats in southern Africa for

possible inclusion in the book. They are not envisag-

ing any payments, but full acknowledgement will be

made. All submissions must be slides, not prints or

negatives, which have not already been published

elsewhere.

Slides of the following habitats are required: Pe-

lagic seabirds following trawler(s); sandy or rocky

coastline; large river showing contrast between river-

ine and adjacent vegetation; open water and exposed

shore of pan; large man-made dam; Namib sand

dunes or gravel plain; Namibian escarpment; succu-

lent karoo; little karoo showing hilly karoo/ wood-

land mix; Nama karoo with and without Acacia water-

course; grassy karoo; fynbos (mountain or lowland);

sweet, sour and mixed grasslands; montane grass-

land/heath/scrub on Lesotho plateau; rolling grassy

sand dunes of Southern Kalahari; Central Kalahari

woodland; well-developed Kalahari woodland; arid

Acacia dominated mixed woodland; moister broad-

leaf-dominated mixed woodland; mopane wood-

land; Baikiaea woodland; miombo woodland on Ka-

lahari sand; miombo woodland on basalt; coastal

forest (between Kosi Bay and about East London);

Afromontane forest; Eastern escarpment showing mo-

saic of grassland, woodland and forest; and Etosha

Pan showing vegetation around pan edge.

Further information and submissions to: A. J.

Tree, Chirawanoo Farm, PO Box 6l, Darwendale,

Zimbabwe.

The Birds of Serengeti National Park,

Tanzania. BOU Checklist No 5

This checklist will be out of print shortly and a new
edition is currently being prepared. Any records for

possible inclusion should be sent to the author: Dieter

Schmidl, Max-Planck-Institut, D-82319 Seewiesen,

Port Starnberg, Federal Republic of Gemany. All

records will be acknowledged.

Photographs of Cisticolas wanted
Birds ofAfrica volume 5 is due to be published in

1995. Among the families included in this volume are

the cisticolas. To assist the artist any good quality

photographs of cisticolas either in the field or in the

hand would be appreciated. Please send any photo-

graphs to: Martin Woodcock, The Fives, Elderden

Farm, Staplehurst, Tonbridge, Kent TN12 ORN. All

photographs will be acknowledged. ®

Advertise in the Bulletin of the ABC
For details of rates please contact:

The Secretary

African Bird Club

c/o BirdLife International, Wellbrook court,

Girton Road, Cambridge CB3 ONA
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Ground Hornbills, the genus Bucorvus
Alan Kemp

Resume: Les deux especes du genre Bucorvus, chacune occupant les savanes d’un cote different de

l’equateur avec tres peu de chevauchement dans leur distribution, sont decrites et companies. Contrairement

a la plupart des calaos, ces grands oiseaux terrestres sont principalement carnivores et les femelles ne

muent pas toutes leurs plumes simultanement pendant l’incubation.

T he two species of ground hornbill, one on each

side of the equator in the savannas of sub-Sahara

Africa, are the largest hornbills and in many ways the

most primitive. Hornbills form a distinctive Old World

group of some 54 species, easily recognised by their

long bills often surmounted by a high casque, and

renowned for their habit of sealing the nest entrance to

enclose the female during breeding.

Evolution

Recent hybridisation studies of avian DNA by Charles

Sibley and Jon Ahlquist suggest that hornbills are dis-

tinct enough to warrant their own order, the Buceroti-

formes, closely allied to another African radiation which

includes the hoopoes, woodhoopoes and scimitarbills.

Ground hornbills represent the earliest offshoot

within the order, sufficiently distinct and probably early

enough in the history of hornbills to warrant their own
family, the Bucorvidae. Fossil remains assigned to this

family are known from mid-Miocene deposits in Mo-

rocco. They are large birds, around 4kg in weight, with

all-black plumage, except for white primaries which

suddenly become exposed in flight. They lead a mainly

terrestrial existence, hence their name, and are separa-

ble from true hornbills by such features as 1 5 rather than

14 neck vertebrae, elongated tarsi, a special tendon

between pelvis and femur, and not sealing the entrance

to their nest cavity. They are also unique among birds

in having no carotid arteries, these being evident only

as fibrous cords and their function assumed by other

non-homologous blood vessels.

Interestingly, they share with other large hornbills

in the arboreal Asian genus Buceros an especially well-

feathered tuft on the preen gland, and both genera are

unique in hosting feather lice of the genus Bucorvellus.

Together, these strands ofevidence suggest that ground

hornbills are descended from forest-dwelling ances-

tors, evolving from tree-living frugivores into savanna-

walking carnivores in much the same transition as that

proposed for Man himself.

Ground hornbills are the only predominantly car-

nivorous hornbills and are among the few hornbills that

walk rather than hop along the ground, with a long

stride enhanced by the long legs and walking on the

tips of the toes.

Breeding

Ground hornbills breed in rock and tree cavities, nei-

ther sealing the nest nor showing specific nest sanita-

tion behaviour, but with the female being fed at the nest

like other hornbills while incubating and brooding.

They prefer to line the nest with dry leaves, delivered to

the female on the nest by the male, and at the start ofthe

summer rainy season they lay one or two large white

eggs, about 70 x 50 mm, with the pitted and nodulated

shell typical of most hornbill species. Incubation pro-

ceeds for some 40 days and food is carried to the nest

in a unique fashion among hornbills, as a bundle of

several items held in the bill tip. In common with some

other large true hornbills, the female does not moult her

flight feathers simultaneously while breeding, the chick’s

skin turns from pink to black a few days after hatching

and the chick is left alone in the nest from about a third

to half way through the three-month nestling period.

Again in common with other large hornbills, when both

chicks hatch the younger sibling usually dies of starva-

tion within a few days, being unable to compete against

its older sibling.

Identification

The two species of ground hornbill differ in a number

of ways. The form of the casque, colour of the bill, eye

and extensive areas ofbare skin around the eyes and on

the inflatable throat and foreneck, and their social

organisation all differ. The facial colours are known to

serve for sex, age, and probably species, recognition

and the non-breeding ranges of the two species over-

lap over only a small area in Kenya and Uganda. Both

species tend to be territorial, proclaiming their large

ranges of 100-260 km2 with deep booming calls, ut-

tered daily in the still of dawn.

In the Abyssinian or Northern Ground Hornbill

Bucorvus abyssinicus, the bill is black with a triangular

patch of orange at the base of the upper mandible,

probably coloured cosmetically with preen oils as in

their Asian relatives. The casque arises at the base ofthe
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bill in a short, high, cowl-like curve, with two ridges

along each side, ending abruptly with an open anterior

cavity. In adult males, the circumorbital skin is blue and

the throat and foreneck red, with only a small blue area

under the throat, but in the smaller adult female the

face, throat and neck are entirely dark blue. Juveniles

resemble adults but for their browner plumage, small

irregular black spots on the white primaries, greyer bill

with only a small pale yellow spot at the base and the

casque only a slightly raised area on the base of the

upper mandible. The facial skin starts out pale grey,

develops recognisable but paler adult facial skin col-

ours within a year of fledging and by two years old the

casque is also well developed. Only adults utter the

series ofdeep booming notes, ‘uu-h uh-uh’ or ‘uu-h uh-

uh-uh’.

In the Southern Ground Hornbill Bucorvus lead-

beateri, the bill is all black, the casque only a low ridge

at the base, and the eyes yellow not brown. In adult

males the bare facial skin is all red, but in adult females

there is a patch of violet-blue on the throat, sometimes

extending down the sides of neck and as small spots

onto the facial skin. Juveniles start out with grey-brown

eyes and facial skin, only beginning to assume adult

colours by their third year and are often not fully adult

until they are between four and six years old, with

possible individual and sexual variation. The main call

is audible up to 5 km and accompanied by three body

contractions, the last of which produces the double

note. The notes are more distinct and the pitch slightly

higher than its congener.

Species biology

The species also differ in several aspects of their basic

biology, despite such similarity in size and form. The

Southern Ground Hornbill is the largest avian species

known to be an obligate cooperative breeder, and one

of only four African hornbills thought to exhibit this

social organisation. They live in groups ofbetween two

and eleven individuals, within which only one pair

occupies the alpha breeding position and all others,

especially adult
<=w&ma.. males, assist with territory

defence and provisioning the nest. All

members of a group coordi-

-

Abyssinian Ground Hornbill Bucorvusabyssinicus

by S. Mark Andrews

nate their activities and remain close together through-

out the day, social organisation being maintained by

allopreening and group sunbathing, complex interac-

tions involving giving and withholding food, play and

group mobbing of predators, such as lion and leopard.

The Abyssinian Ground Hornbill, by contrast, is

usually found as pairs of adults, or as trios or quartets

with young birds. They normally breed as pairs, with

no record of cooperative breeding, although occa-

sional sightings of larger groups, including juveniles or

an adult male with two females, suggest that it may
sometimes occur facultatively.

Both species feed on any small animals they can

overpower, including snakes, tortoises, lizards, Acatina

snails, amphibians, hares, squirrels and quail, but with

arthropods such as spiders, grasshoppers, beetles and

caterpillars predominating in the diet. They also eat

carrion and some fruits and seeds, including ground-

nuts, especially the more omnivorous Abyssinian

Ground Hornbill with its longer, more slender bill and

neck. The latter species also appears to forage differ-

ently, with more reaching for agile prey and less dig-

ging, and it also ranges into much drier steppe habitats

than its southern counterpart.

Relationships with man
Both species are revered by numerous indigenous

tribes, as befits one of the most conspicuous avian

predators of the African savanna. In more practical

associations, stuffed hornbill heads are worn as dis-

guise by Sudanese, Cameroonian and Hausa hunters

when stalking game, strapped to their heads on a long

wooden neck as they crouch to imitate ground horn-

bills walking through savanna, and Nguni tribes in

southern Africa occasionally kill hornbills for use in

ceremonies aimed at relieving drought. Unfortunately,

both species decline where there are dense human

populations and habitat destruction, are persecuted in

developed areas where their aggressive territoriality

leads to attacks on and shattering of their reflection in

window panes, and are subjected to inadvertent poi-

soning during campaigns against livestock predators

and carriers of rabies. Their slow breeding rate, groups

fledging one chick every nine years on average in South

Africa, their delayed maturity and low adult mortality,

around two per cent per annum, make them vulnerable

to persecution and slow to recover its effects. Fortu-

nately, if protected, they can still exist alongside a wide

range of agricultural practices which suggests a long

future for these special members of the African avi-

fauna. ®

Head Curator, Dept of Birds, Transvaal Museum, Paul

Kruger Street, PO Box 413, Pretoria, South Africa
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The geographical area covered by the African Bird Club

L’aire geographique a couvrir par le Club Ornithologique Africain

1 Azores 22 Guinea Bissau 43 Socotra

2 Madeira 23 Guinea Conakry 44 Kenya

3 Canary Islands 24 Sierra Leone 45 Tanzania

4 Cape Verde Islands 25 Liberia 46 Rwanda

5 Ascension Island 26 Ivory Coast 47 Burundi

6 St Helena 27 Burkina Faso 48 Mozambique

7 Tristan da Cunha Group 28 Ghana 49 Malawi

8 Gulf of Guinea Islands 29 Togo 50 Zambia

9 Morocco 30 Benin 51 Angola

10 Algeria 31 Nigeria 52 Namibia

11 Tunisia 32 Cameroon 53 Botswana

12 Libya 33 Central African Republic 54 Zimbabwe

13 Egypt 34 Equatorial Guinea 55 South Africa

14 Sudan 35 Gabon 56 Lesotho

13 Chad 36 Congo 57 Swaziland

16 Niger 37 Zaire 58 Madagascar

17 Mali 38 Uganda 59 Comoros

18 Mauritania 39 Ethiopia 60 Aldabra

19 Western Sahara 40 Eritrea 61 Seychelles

20 Senegal 41 Djibouti 62 Mascarene Islands

21 The Gambia 42 Somalia 63 Amsterdam Island
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Mount Kupe and its birds

Christopher G. R. Bowdena and S. Mark Andrews

t

Resume: Le mont Kupe est situe a la frontiere des Provinces du Sud-Ouest et du Littoral du Cameroun du

sud. Quelques 25 km" de foret primaire subsistent, surtout entre 900m et le sommet de la montagne, a 2050

m. Plus de 320 especes y ont ete notees a ce jour. Au total 27 especes d’oiseaux ont une distribution limitee

aux forets de montagne du Cameroun occidental, de la zone juste au dela de la frontiere au Nigeria, et de

Bioko (Fernando Po). De cellesci, 1 5 ont ete notees dans la foret du mont Kupe, et deux d’entre elles furent

decrites pour la premiere fois de la montagne: la Timalie a gorge blanche Kupeomis gilberti, en 1949, et

la Pie-grieche du mont Kupe Telophorus kupeensis, en 1952. La derniere espece n’a ete trouvee nulle part

ailleurs. La foret compte egalement diverses especes de mammiferes, notamment de primates, comprennant

probablement la derniere population viable du Drill Mandrillus leucophaeus, et bon nombres de

Chimpanzes Pan troglodytes et de Moustacs a oreilles rousses Cercopithecus erythrotis. Quelques notes

sont indues sur les conditions d’acces et d’hebergement et sur les moyens de transport disponibles.

M ount Kupe is situated on the border between the

South-west and Littoral Provinces of southern

Cameroon. About 25 km2 of primary forest remains,

mostly between 900 m and the summit ofthe mountain

at 2050 m above sea level, and so far over 320 bird

species have been recorded in it. A total of 27 bird

species are restricted to the montane forests of western

Cameroon, Bioko (Fernando Po), and just across the

border into Nigeria. Fifteen of these have been re-

corded in theMount Kupe forest, and two ofthem were

first described from the mountain, the White-throated

Mountain Babbler in 1949 and the Mount Kupe Bush-

shrike in 1952. The latter has not been found anywhere

else. The forest also supports a range of mammals, in

particular primates, the most important of which are

probably the last viable population of the endangered

Drill Mandrillus leucophaeus
,
and good numbers of

Chimpanzee Pan troglodytes and Red-nosed Guenon

Cercopithecus erythrotis.

The main threats to the forest include agricultural

encroachment and local extraction oftimber, and many
of the mammals are being over-hunted, again particu-

larly the eight species of primate. These are the main

reasons why in 1991 BirdLife International started a

conservation and development project, the Mount Kupe

Forest Proje'ct, now based at Nyasoso, to secure the

future of this forest.

Ornithological history

William Serle, a Scottish medical doctor and lay preacher,

used to spend weekends in the late 1940s and early

1950s based at the Government Rest House in Nyasoso

from which he studied and collected with his Nigerian

assistant Gilbert. Indeed, most subsequent ornitho-

logical work has been carried out from Nyasoso.

Since then, Eisentraut did some collecting in the

1960s for birds and bats, but virtually no other work was

carried out until 1984 when an International Council for

Bird Preservation team of seven, led by Simon Stuart,

spent over two weeks on the mountain as part of a

survey of the whole mountain chain 1

. In 1989 Duncan

McNiven spent several days on the mountain and was

the first person since 1952 to see the bush-shrike. The

following year Mark Andrews and Peter Hayman spent

two months surveying the bush-shrike in particular,

and in 1991 BirdLife International started the present

project which has encouraged a succession of visitors

and more comprehensive coverage has been achieved.

The total species list now stands at 322, a figure that has

increased every month since the project began.

Mount Kupe Bush-shrike Malaconotus kupeensis

by S. Mark Andrews

Key bird species occurring on Mount Kupe
Apart from the bush-shrike, five other species are

treated in full by the African Red Data Book2
,
four
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more are classified as ‘near-threatened’ and a further 29

are listed as candidate species for inclusion in the red

data list. Since these species include most of Mount

Kupe’s specialities, they are presented in Table 1 to-

gether with a summary of their status and the altitudes

at which they occur.

Collar and Stuart
2
fail to mention only one of these,

namely the Brown-backed Cisticola. One other spe-

cies worthy of inclusion is Crossley’s Ground Thrush

which has a very restricted distribution but was pre-

sumably omitted by Collar and Stuart because they

considered it a subspecies ofthe Orange GroundThrush

Zoothera gumeyi.

The species mentioned in the Red Data Book are,

by definition, the most important in conservation terms,

but the overall diversity is also high. For example, there

are eight species of kingfisher, eight woodpeckers,

seven honeyguides, all three African trogons, 21 green-

buls, 14 shrikes, including six of the Malaconotus

genus, five wattle-eyes and 17 sunbirds.

Birdwatching on Mount Kupe
Nyasoso, at an altitude of 850 m, provides the best

access to the forest. It is the highest sizable village and

has primary forest as well as farms and secondary forest

all within easy walking distance (Figure 1). It is possible

Table 1 Red Data Book Species (mentioned by Collar and Stuart2
)
which occur on Mount Kupe

Table 1 Especes du mont Kupe figurant au Livre Rouge (mentionnees par Collar et Stuart
4
).

E = endemic to the mountain chain NT = recorded regularly on the nature trail at Nyasoso

E = endemique de la chaine de montagnes du Cameroun occidental. NT = note regulierement le long de la piste a Nyasoso.

Species given full treatment

White-throated Mountain Babbler E Common above 1400m

Kupeomis gilbert!

Grey-necked Rockfowl NT Uncommon

Picathartes oreas

Mount Kupe Bush-shrike E Scarce 930-1 450m

Malaconotus kupeensis

Green-breasted Bush-shrike E Uncommon 1400-2000m

Malaconotus gladiator

Monteiro’s Bush-shrike 1 or 2 records 1400- 1500m

Malaconotus monteiro

Bates's Weaver 2 records 900m

Ploceus batesi

Near-Threatened Species

White-naped Pigeon 4 records 1000-1 550m

Columba albinucha

Cameroon Montane Greenbul E Uncommon 1550m, clearings

Andropadus montanus

Grey-headed Greenbul E NT Common 900-2000m

Phyllastrephus poliocephalus

Ursula’s Sunbird E NT Common 900-2000m

Nectarinia ursulae

Candidate Species

Congo Serpent Eagle 2 records 900- 1000m

Dryotriorchis spectabilis

Ayres’ Hawk Eagle 2 records 1000m

Hieraaetus dubius ayresii

Cassin’s Hawk Eagle NT Fairly common 800-2000m

Spizaetus africanus

Cameroon Olive Pigeon E Fairly common 1 400-2000m

Columba sjostedti

Sandy Scops Owl 1 record 1 550m

Otus icterorhynchus

Red-chested Owlet Uncommon 1000-2000m

Glaucidlum tephronotum

Chestnut-backed Owlet 1 record 1 200m

Glaucidlum sjostedti

Black Spinetail 1 record 850m

Telacanthura melanopygia

Bates’s Swift NT Uncommon 850-2000m

Apus batesi

Bare-cheeked Trogon Uncommon 1000-2000m

Apaloderma aequatoriale

Zenker's Honeyguide

Melignomon zenkeri

Uncommon 900-1 200m

Tullberg’s Woodpecker

Campethera tullbergi

Common 1400-2000m

Grey-headed Broadbill

Smithornis sharpei

NT Fairly common 900-2000m

Forest Swallow

Hirundo fuliginosa

NT Common 850-2000m

Cameroon Olive Greenbul

Phyllastrephus poensis

E NT Fairly common 900-2000m

Mountain Robin-Chat

Cossypha isabellae

E Common 1400-2000m

White-bellied Robin-chat

Cossyphicula roberti

Fairly common 1 000-2000m

Grey-chested llladopsis

Kakamega poliothorax

Fairly common 1 400-2000m

Green Longtail

Urolais epichlora

E NT Common 900-2000m

Black-capped Woodland Warbler

Phylloscopus herberti

E NT Common 850-2000m

White-tailed Warbler

Poliolais lopesi

E Common, clearings 1 000-2000m

Olivaceous Alseonax

Muscicapa olivascens

1 record 900m

Violet-backed Hyliota

Hyliota violacea

NT Uncommon 900-1 100m

Black-necked Wattle-eye

Platysteira chalybea

Uncommon 1000-1 600m

White-spotted Wattle-eye

Platysteira tonsa

Uncommon 900-1200m

White-bellied Crested Flycatcher

Trochocercus albiventris

Fairly common 1400-2000m

Mountain Sooty Boubou

Laniarius poensis

Common 1200-2000m

Cameroon Blue-headed Sunbird

Nectarinia oritis

E NT Common 1 1 00-2000m

Fernando Po Olive-back

Nesocharis shelleyi

Additional Species (see text)

E Fairly common 1500-2000m

Crossley’s Ground Thrush

Zoothera (gumeyi) crossleyi

Fairly common 900-2000m

Brown-backed Cisticola

Cisticola (hunter!) discolor

E Uncommon 1900-2000m
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to reach the forest from other villages but in most cases

it is much further, accommodation is more problemati-

cal and local people may be more wary of strangers.

camp sites on both. The ‘shrike trail’ is the steepest and

very quickly reaches primary forest. The initial climb

into forest up to 950m takes you through a combination

of secondary and mature growth. The immediate

elevation provides an excellent view from the forest

floor to the canopy and is worth a short stop. This and

the next 100 m in altitude provide a good opportunity

to observe many traditional ‘lowland’ species along-

side some montane endemics. From around 950 m the

trail follows up through ridge-based habitat with alter-

nating flats and climbs. The ridges here are narrow and

provide perfect concentrated viewing for birds as they

traverse the forest. Most sightings of the Mount Kupe

Bush-shrike have been along this trail between 950 and

1350 m. The ideal way of looking for the species is to

sit and observe downward through the forest between

two and ten metres from the ground. The species rarely

calls loudly although its continuous ‘insect-like’ grating

would be heard if the forest was otherwise quiet. The

trail between 1100 and 1400 m provides ample oppor-

tunity to see a number of specialities and, in particular,

Crossley’s Ground Thrush favours this area.

The other trail (‘Max’s’) passes through farms and

secondary forest for the first 2 km, up to 1050 m, and

then continues through primary forest right to the

summit. It is the farms which provide the best bird-

watching in terms of diversity and numbers of birds

being visible. Once inside the forest your first ‘goodie’

could well be a seemingly-resident Zenker’s Honey-

guide which frequents a patch of forest around 1060 m.

Although the bush-shrike has been observed along this

trail, the mountain’s other specialities should draw the

observer. The initial climb provides ample opportunity

to get to many of them from Black-necked Wattle-eye

Figure 1 Mount Kupe forest area and the marked trails.

Figure 1 La zone deforet du montKupe et lespistes

marquees qui la traversent.

There are three main trails from Nyasoso. The

shortest and easiest of access is the Mount Kupe Forest

Project nature trail which despite being less than 1 km
long and being right at the edge ofthe village has many
of the specialities (see Table 1). There is a trail leaflet

and map available from the project office. However,

several of the endemics are only found at higher eleva-

tions and several of the species which occur through-

out are more numerous above 1200 m.

The mountain slopes are steep and the two longer

trails are hard going (see Figure 1) although there are
White Spotted Wattle-eye Platysteira tonsa

by S. Mark Andrews
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Figure 2 The location of Mount Kupe in western Cameroon.

Figure 2Situation du montKupe au Cameroun occidental.

to Bare-cheeked Trogon. The climb between 1350 m
and the elevated plateau at 1550 m offers an excellent

opportunity to observe the elusive Green-breasted

Bush-shrike. Imitation of its mournful whistle could

bring in more than anticipated as the rediscovery of

Monteiro’s Bush-shrike here in 1992 illustrates (see

page 26 of this issue of the Bulletin). The level plateau

at 1550 m with its ‘cloud forest’ appearance is an ideal

spot for seeing the excitable White-throated Mountain

Babbler moving around in noisy groups.

On the shrike trail there is a camp site at 1200 m on

an elevated bench at the ridge top (at the convergence

with another ridge), and another on Max’s. Visitors can

stay at both of these and arrange for supplies to be

brought from the village. Those planning a visit to

either of the longer trails are encouraged to employ a

local guide, and this is essential for anyone planning to

reach the summit.

How to get there and where to stay

Nyasoso is a three-hour drive from Douala where car-

hire is possible (four-wheel drive is advisable in the

rainy season from June to October). A more economi-

cal way is by ‘bush-taxi’ which can take three to six

hours depending on connections at Loum and Tombel

where you have to change vehicles (Figure 2). Accom-

modation is available in Nyasoso where there is a guest

house, and other rooms are becoming available. There

is also a good cheap guest house in Tombel (Alson's)

for anyone needing to stop there. Booking for Nyasoso

is not essential, but is advisable through the Mount

Kupe Forest Project co-ordinators who will also send

up-to-date information on travel, accommodation and

other facilities on request (contact c/o WWF Douala,

Fax 43 21 71 or write c/o Guinness address below).

Wildlife tourism is being actively promoted by the

Mount Kupe Forest Project as an income generating

benefit of conserving the forest and its wildlife. For this

reason efforts are being made to make sure that as

many local people as possible, such as guides and

porters, are involved. Visitors are encouraged to spend

time in bars to explain why they have come and of

course to increase trade! Nyasoso gives a special op-

portunity for westerners to spend time in a rural African

community which for many is a great attraction in itself.

For those wishing to visit Korup National Park as well as

Mount Kupe there are plans to make a vehicle available

for hire between the two locations to encourage visits

to both areas. ®
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Mount Kupe, home to 15 of the 27 species endemic to the

Cameroon Highlands. (Mark Andrews)

Lemont Kupe, habitat de 15 des 2 7 especes endemiques des

regions montagnueses du Cameroun. (MarkAndrews)

Chestnut-backed Owlet, Glaucidium sjostedti, seldom seen but frequently

heard on Mount Kupe. (Mount Kupe, Paul Donald)

La Chevechetteaqueue barreeGlaucidium sjostedti, rarement obseruee

maisentenduefrequemmentau montKupe. (MontKupe, PaulDonald)

Grey-necked Picathartes, Picathartesoreas, one of the gems found on Mount Kupe (BirdLife International)

LePicathartechauvedu Cameroun Picathartes oreas, un desjoyauxdu montKupe. (BirdLife International)
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Shoebill, Balaeniceps rex
,
one of the most sought-after species in Africa. (Murchison Falls NP, Uganda, September 1992, Alan Brown)

Le Bec-en-sabot du M/Balaeniceps rex, une des especes lesplus recherchees d'Afrique. (PNdeMurcheson Falls, Ouganda, septembre

1992, Alan Brown)

Crossley’s Ground Thrush, Zoothera crossleyi, a restricted range species endemic to the forests of Cameroon and south-east Nigeria.

(Mount Kupe, Chris Bowden)

La Griue terrestre de Crossley Zoothera crossleyi, espece d distribution limitee, endemique desforets du Cameroun et du sud-est du

Nigeria. CMont Kupe, Chris Bowden)
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The Shoebill

Nigel J. Collar

Resume: La decouverte originelle est relatee, suivie dune description sommaire et de quelques notes sur

l’ecologie de cet oiseau, le plus extraordinaire d’Afrique. Pour les omithologues amateurs il s’agit d’une des

especes les plus recherchees en Afrique, ce qui s’explique au moins en partie par son habitat inaccessible,

constitue de vastes marecages eloignes. L’article conclut en donnant quelques notes sur les meilleurs

endroits pour voir l’espece.

Gould knew he had something truly ex

ceptional, from a collection ‘by Mans-

field Parkyn, Esq., of Nottingham’,

made on the banks of the upper

White Nile. Under the title On a

new and most remarkableform

in ornithology, the first paper in

Proceedings of the Zoological

Society ofLondon for 1851, he

called it Balaeniceps rex, ‘the

most extraordinary bird I have

seen for many years’, words

that doubtless echo through

many people’s minds when
they have their first good view

of the species.

Gould’s name means

‘King Whalehead’, and for

most of its career as a mysteri-

ous, monstrous, almost mythical

inhabitant of the impenetrable

marshes of the upper Nile and its

tributaries, it has gone by the English

name of ‘Whale-headed Stork’. The

Arabs, however, called it ‘abu markub’ - ‘father of the

shoe’, and presumably in deference to this the Ger-

mans have long used the name ‘Schuhschnabel’. Nine

inches long and four inches broad (23 x 10 cm), the bill

is certainly big enough to serve as a clog for the average

human foot. The idea of this incredible structure as a

shoe is by no means inappropriate, suggesting as it

does a container (one ofthe lighter sides ofthe species’s

life is when parents use it to pour quantities of water

over their overheated nestlings). At any rate, ‘Shoebill’

has gradually gained ascendancy as the name for one

of the most exciting and sought-after of all the birds of

the African continent.

Taxonomy
Long in the leg and broad in the wing, standing well

over a metre high and dressed entirely in dull, scaly

grey, the Shoebill is dominated by its feed-

ing apparatus, a huge and powerful ap-

pendage ending in a ferocious nail-like

hook. Violent and primitive in appear-

ance, the bird has caused taxonomists

constant vexation and bafflement over

its affinities. Gould thought it was allied

to the pelicans, but it has characters that

place it close both to storks and to her-

ons. Its behaviour at the nest suggests

stork ancestry but its retracted neck in

flight recalls both pelicans and her-

ons. Like herons it has powder-

downs, but only on the back;

unlike them, but like peli-

cans, it has no pectinated claw

on the third toe. DNA studies

by Sibley and Ahlquist now
indicate that Gould was right,

and that the Shoebill, hitherto

always a member of its own
family, can even be placed as

a subfamily of the

Pelecanidae.

Discovery

After the bill, perhaps the most extraordinary thing

about the bird is that, as massive as it is distinctive, and

with its centre of distribution in lands to the south of

Egypt, it only became known to science at the mid-

point ofthe nineteenth century. At this stage, the Snail-

eating Coua Coua delalandei of Madagascar had been

seen alive (or recorded as such) for the last time some

10 years before, and the Wattled Crane Bugeranus

carunculatus, similarly bound to the interior marshes

of Africa (albeit over a wider area), had been recog-

nized for over 60 years. All the same, the Shoebill’s

defiantly individual appearance indicates how much it

has evolved to occupy a highly individual niche, and

one which happens to tie it to some of the most

inaccessible habitat in the world.
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Habitat and feeding

Shoebills prefer swamps, marshes and in particular

floating vegetation or sudd
,
formed notably, though

not exclusively, by papyrus. They generally keep to the

more open areas, to avert problems with take-off that

canopies of pure papyrus and tall grass would cause.

Sluggish and largely solitary, they will utilise channels

widened or even opened up by Hippos and Elephants.

In Sudan, they commonly occur in swamp ‘transmis-

sion zones’, where slow, deep water shifts down chan-

nels and through lagoons to lower lakeland areas, and

where fish concentrate as they move through. The

Shoebill feeds on them chiefly by ambush, standing

motionless on banks or floating vegetation above

these areas of deep water.

The attack, when it

comes, is awesome in its

speed and power, the mas-

sive bird flapping and

pouncing downward to

grasp the passing fish in its

inescapable mandibles, the

sharp, upcurving edges and

hooked-over tooth grip-

ping, crushing and piercing in

one decisive moment. African

lungfish are common prey among a

variety of larger fish, though

smaller types are also caught.

Amphibians, water-snakes,

monitor lizards, turtles

and even young croco-

diles, sometimes fall prey

to the outsize jaws; so too

do rats, young waterfowl

and - reputedly - Lechwe

calves. The crocodiles, at

least, may get their own
back.

The birds nest solitarily,

laying one to three eggs in a

large flat nest built amid swamp
grasses or sedges, usually in

remote areas. Inter-sibling rivalry may account for the

fact that only one bird normally fledges; when none

does so, the culprit may well be a crocodile. The

breeding season is generally ill-defined, but there is

some evidence that it coincides with the onset ofthe dry

season, when floods are receding. It takes 140 days of

nest-attendance to get from new-laid egg to independ-

ent offspring; and it takes three to four years to get from

newly independent offspring to mature adult.

Populations

The smallest of seven territories measured in Uganda

was 2.5 km2

,
so this inevitably is a low density species.

Estimating its numbers has proved very difficult, how-

ever. A global total ofaround 1,500 suggested in the late

1970s was quickly disowned by its proponent as out by

a factor of ten, and indeed impact assessment work on

the Jonglei Canal in Sudan in the early 1980s showed

that up to 10,000 birds were then present in that country

alone. A recent (1990) survey of the Moyowosi-Kigosi

Swamp, the one site for the species in Tanzania, re-

placed the previous estimate of over 300 with one of

over 2,500. Work in Uganda in the late 1980s

seems to indicate that a rough estimate

of 400-600 made a few years earlier

may also be an under-representa-

tion.

This and other evidence sug-

gests that the Shoebill probably

survives well enough in its

marshland fastnesses in the

three countries mentioned,

plus Zaire, Zambia,

Rwanda and the Central

African Republic.

Records from other coun-

tries are few and seem

generally to refer to va-

grants (the bird soars to

great heights and clearly

possesses good disper-

sive abilities), although

there is yet the chance a

small population breeds

in Malawi, where local

people in Liwonde Na-

tional Park have a name

for the species. All the

same, this is a bird the

African Red Data Book-

lists as ‘Of Special Concern’, owing to swamp drainage

and general disturbance and modification of habitat, as

well as direct persecution for food and trade. Whatever

its status, it is one of the great African species, one ofthe

major challenges in birdwatching, and always a bird to

cherish. (D

19 Molewood Close, Cambridge CB4 3SR, UK.

Shoebill Balaeniceps rex

by S. Mark Andrews
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Shoebill: how to see one

P art of the Shoebill’s survival strategy appears to

be to live in areas which are generally difficult of

access or somewhat politically unstable. Currently

the easiest place to see this much sought-after bird is

in Uganda, where it has been recorded from a number

of sites. By far the most reliable of these is on the

White Nile in Murchison (Kabalega) Falls National

Park. President Museveni twitched it here and, inci-

dentally, made his boat go round a second time for

closer views. Murchison Falls National Park is acces-

sible from Masindi, which in turn is only a few hours

drive from Kampala. There is no public transport to

the Park, but bush-taxis can be hired in Masindi or it

may be possible to arrange lifts with tourist groups

from the Masindi Hotel, especially at week-ends.

There is basic accommodation at Paraa Bandas (bring

your own food and liquid refreshment), or at the

more luxurious Rabongo bungalows. Camping is

also possible at Paraa, From Paraa, it is a short walk

to the south bank of the White Nile and the bird can

sometimes be seen from the jetty there. A launch

makes regular trips 1 1km upstream to the spectacular

Murchison Falls where the Nile is forced through a

gap merely 10 m wide. Rock Pratincole Pratincola

nuchalis is common on the rocks here. Below the

Falls, there is a narrow strip of papyrus on both banks

and two pairs of Shoebill regularly inhabit this area.

The boatmen are aware of the importance of the bird

and make a special effort to approach them slowly for

the benefit of photographers. The narrowness of the

papyrus marshes limits the birds to linear territories,

and should you be unlucky enough to dip on the trip

to the Falls and back, it is probably worth hiring the

launch to make a further trip down river towards Lake

Mobutu (Albert).

Other potential sites are much more difficult of

access and visibility even if you can get in. These

include some of the swamps of the Sudd in southern

Sudan, the Moyowosi-Kigosi swamp in southwestern

Tanzania, the Bangweulu Swamp in northern Zambia

and the Akagera National Park lakes in Rwanda. In all

these and other areas information is relatively sparse

and all records are wanted. ®
Iain Robertson
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Discoveries

The bright sides of stumbling over a new bird species
Thomas Lehmberg1 and Lars Dinesena
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The newly described Udzungwa Forest Partridge Xenoperdix udzungwensis

by MartinWoodcock

O n 4 June 1991 a new species of perdicine was

discovered in montane forest in Tanzania. It

turned out to be a distinct genus, with the closest

relatives among the hill partridges in the Indo-Malayan

region. The paper describing the species is to be found

in Ibis 136: 2-11. This article gives you the unofficial

background story.

Our first encounter with the species was quite

remarkable and exciting as we saw only the feet of it. It

was one of our first days in the forest, and we had

already seen a couple ofthe rare species found in these

endemic-rich Eastern Arc Mountain forests. Dusk forced

us to go back to the camp, where we gathered around

the fire discussing the day’s experiences accompanied

by the cawing turacos. Supper was, as always, a most

welcome interruption. During the fight to get hold of

the remaining bits of chicken, two small chicken-like

feet suddenly appeared at the bottom of the pot. How
did they end up there and what species did these ‘spare

parts’ belong to? The guides from the local village,

Udekwa, were smiling roguishly due to the white peo-

ples’ excitement and we knew by then that they were

the promoters of this unexpected diet contribution.

It turned out that it had been caught in a snare just

behind the camp. It was a ‘kwale ndogo’ (small perdi-

cine bird), presumably some kind of francolin but not

the Scaly Francolin, Francolinus squamatus, which

was called ‘kwale mkubwa’ (big perdicine bird), and

occurred on the forest edge and surrounding grassland.

As the checklists of the Udzungwa Mts did not mention

any forest-dwelling francolins or the like, we were very

eager to get a closer look at this bird - preferably alive.

During the next two days we caught only glimpses, but

on the third day we saw a small flock at close range.
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A subsequent comparison with descriptions and

colour-plates in the field guides revealed that eitherwe
were suffering from the lack ofthorough field guides or

it was really something new. As the former was in fact

the case we chose the cautious approach to the ques-

tion and agreed upon calling it ‘unsolved’ until we had

finished the first field period and got back to our hosts,

Neil and Liz Baker, and their bird book library in Dar-es-

Salaam. However, that did not stop our brains from

puzzling with this mysterious ‘kwale ndogo’ while we
were still in the forest and our curiosity was aroused

every time we saw the bird. Was it a range extension,

a strange morph, a new race or what?

On our way back to Dar-es-Salaam we were natu-

rally bubbling with expectancy like a shaken bottle of

champagne. The cork went off next morning as we
were unable to find anything like it in the literature. The

people ofMbezi Beach got an abrupt awakening by the

sound of ‘omithooligans’ yelling, bawling, jumping -

the pack of Danes were back with a major discovery!

The task during the second field period was then to

get specimens ofthe new bird necessary for publishing

a species. Even though we caught more than 1000 birds

of about 58 species in mist nets, we did not manage to

catch one single ‘kwale ndogo’ - a few times they

walked into the net but walked out again two seconds

later. This job surely required experts and we asked the

guides to try to do the trick again with their snares.

Luckily they were successful as they caught both a male

and a female. Now we had the proof.

In order to get the specimens legally out of Tanza-

nia to make a thorough description and cladistic analy-

sis we had to obtain a trophy certificate from the CITES-

office in Dar-es-Salaam. This turned out to be a major

obstacle as the only person who was able to issue the

certificate was away from the office most of the time

and about to leave the country on a longer journey.

After two days of siege he finally turned up, and we got

the certificate just a couple of hours before we had to

catch the plane, but then only after some confusion

about how to fill in the blank under the head ‘Species

Name’. We could now boldly face the customs officers

in the airport. That exercise turned out to be an

anticlimax, when the customs officer asked to see what

was in the hand luggage.

“What’s in that black shoe box?”

“A couple of birds!”

“Can I see them?”

“Yes, here they are!”

“That’s okay, thanks!”

Nothing else happened. The customs officers took

a glance at the birds without asking for a permit. We
were astonished. Could we have taken live parrots out

of the country in the same manner?

Before leaving Tanzania we had arranged for

Martin Woodcock to illustrate the bird for publication.

After a couple of weeks of acclimatisation in Denmark

we contacted Martin again in order to arrange a meet-

ing. He needed the photos ofthe bird as well as the two

specimens. We agreed to hand over the black shoe box

in Gatwick Airport wearing full ‘field-uniform’ includ-

ing binoculars for identification purposes as we had not

seen each other before. As an extra precaution we
further agreed on bringing wife and girlfriends respec-

tively to give the customs officers, civil police and the

Aliens Division of the Home Office the impression that

the exotic avian pair were not illegal immigrants.

We were delayed an hour on arrival, but afterwards

everything passed smoothly through hand luggage,

customs and passport checks. Approaching the final

exit we were all looking for a married birder-couple

and suddenly we saw a tall deep-chested man with a

prominent black supercilium and, most important to

us, binoculars present. He waved his hand and as we
waved back we saw a short woman beside him waving

her binoculars: they were definitely our contacts! The

‘goods’ were handed over to enable Martin to paint the

small, aberrant bird before we left England.

Meanwhile we had the chance to check the skin

collection in Tring. We found none of the francolins to

be like this new species. The closest were the two small

forest-adapted species Nahan’s and Latham’s Francol-

ins F. nahaniand F. lathami. However, they were also

far from being similar. The fact that we had to work

more than a year to solve the phylogenetic affinities

within the taxonomically messy Phasianidae is another

story.

The new species turned out to be a new genus with

its closest relatives to be found among the hill-

partridges in Southeast Asia. It must be considered a

relict form dating at least 15 million years back in time

when there was a continuous forest cover through the

Middle East and North Africa. The Eastern Arc Forests

in Tanzania have been under continuous favourable

climatic conditions influenced by the Indian Ocean

and are probably 30 million years old or more. There-

fore these forests serve as ‘elephant graveyards’ for old

relict forms as well as speciation centres for new radia-

tions which speciate during unfavourable dry condi-

tions. The description, a more detailed systematic

discussion and Martin Woodcock’s painting can be

seen in the January 1994 issue of Ibis. ®

“Zoological Museum, University of Copenhagen,

Universitetsparken 15, DK 2100 Copenhagen 0,

Denmark.
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Rediscovery of the Monteiro’s Bush-shrike

Malaconotus monteiri in Cameroon
S. Mark Andrews

Monteiro's Bush-shrike Malaconotus monteiri

by S. Mark Andrews

T he Monteiro’s Bush-shrike is an enigma in African

ornithology. The species is known only from the

escarpment of western Angola (no records since 1954)

and Mount Cameroon (Collar & Stuart
1

). What little is

known about the species has come from a limited

number of birds collected from within the escarpment

zone ofAngola. A very similar bird was described from

Buea at 1,000m on Mount Cameroon in 1894

(Reichenow2
): it was originally named Laniariusper-

spicillatus but is ‘practically indistinguishable from

monteiri’ and remains the only record from Mount

Cameroon (Serle3
). Recently, Prigogine4 investigated

this problem and provided evidence for considering

the Mount Cameroon specimen to be subspecifically

distinct, as Malaconotus monteiriperspicHiatus5 . Fail-

ure of subsequent observers to locate the species on

Mount Cameroon led to the record being open to

question.

On 21 September 1992, whilst ascending the west-

ern slopes of Mount Kupe in primary montane forest

with Tom Gullick and Steve Keen in search of endem-

ics, I heard a distant Green-breasted Bush-shrike M.

gladiator calling. Its distinctive far-carrying call can be

readily imitated and, after 30 minutes of whistling and

climbing, I eventually managed to draw the bird in. At

1450 m some confusion arose as to which direction the

bird was coming from as excited whistles echoed all

around. We quickly pinpointed a Green-breasted

Bush-shrike as it flew to perch on a branch just above

us. Almost immediately, a second bird arrived and, to

our amazement, was clearly a different species. The

birds, briefly in the same view, promptly started duet-

ting’ and bill rattling, both throwing heads back with a

‘staccato’ movement downwards. Clearly agitated, the

Green-breasted moved slowly away from the area

allowing us to concentrate on the second bird. Super-

ficially resembling Grey-headed Bush-shrike M.

blanchoti, the bird differed in structure being much

heavier, especially the bill width and length which,

together with the white of the lores extending above

and below the eye in half-moon fashion, identified it as

Monteiro’s Bush-shrike. Clean lemon-yellow ‘anchors’

on the tertial and covert tips with uniform lemon-

yellow underparts gave the bird an immaculate ap-

pearance. The call, very similar to the mournful whistle

of M. gladiator
;
was a slightly shorter note repeated

five, as opposed to three, times without the slight

inflection at the end of each note. The bird was easily

located hours later by call, and by imitating the five note

whistle we brought the bird in.

An important note to add to this observation was

that the bird, when alongside M. gladiator, appeared

larger. I examined skins held in the British Museum of

birds collected in Angola, and they were all smaller in

size when I compared them with M. gladiator skins.

I thank Chief R.M. Ntoko and the Bakossi people

for allowing access into the forest, Chris and Liz

Bowden of BirdLife International’s Mount Kupe Forest

Project for their ground support and Peter Colston of

the BM, Tring for access to the relevant skins. ®
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Elusive Congo Peacock found by film-maker Alan Root
John H. Fanshawe

I
n a recent letter, Alan Root, well known for his

spectacular films of East African wildlife, vividly

describes his search for the Congo Peacock Afropavo

congoensis, one of many elusive animals he has been

seeking to capture on film for a series on the ecology of

Congo Basin forests.

He writes, “Giles Thornton [Alan Root’s assistant]

took a motorbike two days down a track that, 30 years

ago, was the road to Opienge, 120 miles south-west of

Epulu. There he cleared an old mission airstrip and I

then flew in the 180 [Cessna light plane] with supplies

and another piki [motorcycle]. We rode the bikes for

another long day on forest trails to the Loya river on the

park boundary, and then walked for two days into the

park, where we set up a base camp. The hunters we
took with us assured us we would hear peacocks when

they went to roost, but, though we spent many eve-

nings sitting on ridge tops we did not...perhaps be-

cause it was raining most days? We did find lots of signs,

scratch marks where they had been feeding,

tracks...(they could have been guineafowl), but then

we found dust baths containing male and female pea-

cock feathers. It was wonderful forest, full of all sorts

of fruiting trees, and signs everywhere of Elephant,

Chimps, Gorillas and Okapi.”

“On about the tenth day [4 September 1993], I

walked off on my own for about a kilometre, found a

place where the forest floorwas clear, and I had a good,

long view, and sat on a stump to watch. After a couple

of hours, I heard something rustling the leaf-litter about

thirty yards away. It turned out to be a squirrel, and I

watched it jump up from the forest floor onto a fallen

log. . .that should have been the end ofthe leaf noise, but

it was still going on... I raised my head from the binocu-

lars to get a wide view, and the movement spooked a

male peacock, who had been hidden by a fallen tree

except for his head. He broke, but I had my bins right

there already and I followed that wonderful head and

crest as he ran, and he came out from behind the tree

and I got a great look at him as he scuttled off, low and

leaning forward like a cock pheasant.”

“I raced back to the. hunters, yelling with excite-

ment, and gave a great demonstration ofwhat happens

to a European who’s been too long in the tropics. They

all thought I’d been attacked and grabbed their spears

to come to my aid!”

“The peacock does not appear to be rare in the area

we operated in. I was wearing a feather in my hat that

Don [Turner] got from the New York Zoo and gave me
for luck; it was instantly recognised by the people there,

and we know that two birds were trapped and eaten

within a 50km radius in the three months we were

there.”

“I also have film ofboth Plumed and Black Guinea-

fowl coming to eat termites spilling from an arboreal

nest torn open by a Long-tailed Pangolin - this is going

to be a flick for aficionados!! Other interesting dickies

seen nesting have been White-crested Hornbill Tockus

albocristatus, Red-billed Dwarf Hornbill T. camurus,

and Black Wattled Hornbill Ceratogymna atrata, Grey-

throated Rail Canirallus oculeus and Spot-breasted

Ibis Bostrychia rara."

Alan has also succeeded in finding some rarely

seen mammals including; “.
. .the Fishing Genet, known

only from about a dozen skins...and I have some great

film of them fishing, and Water Chevrotain, the mixed

up pig-antelope, that we have discovered does not just

swim and dive, but walks about on the bottom of rivers

like a hippo... I have film of one walking, eyes open,

through a school of fish. We also got film of Poto-

mogale, the giant otter-shrew.”

It’s a great story and, in a subsequent letter, Alan

reports that the rainforest film should be set for showing

on Independent Television sometime in 1995- The

editors will endeavour to publish advance warning of

the details. ®

c/o BirdLife International. Wellbrook Court, Girton

Road
,
Cambridge CB3‘0NA
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Recent Reports

Records refer to 1993 unless stated otherwise. In

future bulletins, records will cover mainly the six

month period prior to publication. Deadlines for con-

tributions to Recent Reports are 1 January and 1 July.

Reports include unsubstantiated records and should

not be taken as a scientific record. We urge that, if they

have not already done so, contributors submit full

details to the relevant national or regional authorities -

see Appendix D of African Binding p46 of this issue of

the Bulletin ofthe African Bird Club for details. Only

records which are accepted by the appropriate bodies

and published in their reports or journals can contrib-

ute to the scientific literature. The importance of this

will not be lost on responsible observers wishing to

make a serious contribution to African ornithology.

Botswana
Ringing activities by M. Herremans resulted in the

discovery of a number of Reed Warblers Acrocephalus

sciipaceus at Chobe River on 9 March, and at Gaborone

on several dates in November 1992; there was only one

previous record for Botswana. Also 21 River Warblers

Locustella fluviatilis were located in Kasane Forest

Reserve between 4-6 March; there are only two previ-

ous records for the country (per DB).

Cameroon
Two Black-billed Barbets Lybius guifsobalito in Waza

NP on 11 February (MVB) was the first record for

Cameroon and a range extension of at least 1800 km. A
Sandy Scops Owl Otus icterorhynchus at Mt Kupe on

1 March was new for this locality (Birdquest). Kemp’s

Longbill Macrosphenus kempi was reported from Baro

(Korup) on 4 April (EW). Eight Cape Teal Anas

capensisjust north of Ngaoundere on 17 October 1992

was the first record for Cameroon, while 16 Yellow-

billed Ducks Anas undulata also present there were

the third record for Cameroon and the second at this site

(SK). Close views of a male Levant Sparrowhawk

Accipiter brevipes at Waza on 26 October 1992 consti-

tutes the first record for Cameroon (SK). Twelve Whisk-

ered Terns Chlidonias bybridus at Garoua on 2 No-

vember 1992 (SK) was the third record for the country.

Around 400 Mottled Swifts Apusaequatorialisat Rumsiki

20 October - 1 November 1992 (SK), was a notable

record for Cameroon, it is possible that the species may
breed in nearby mountains. One or more Pallid Swift

Apuspallidus at Lake Barombi Mbo on 29 November

1992 (SK), was apparently the third record for Cam-

eroon. Three Horus Swifts Apushomsnear Ngaoundaba

on 12 October 1992 (SK) were the second record for

Cameroon. A Rufous-chested Swallow Hirundo lucida

at Waza NP on 22 October 1992 (SK) was the first record

for Cameroon. Two Niam Niam Parrots Poicephalus

crassuswere seen in Waza NP in October 1992 (SMA &
TG).

Canary Islands

Lip to nine Marbled Ducks Marmaronetta angustirostris

at Embalse de Los Molinos, Fuerteventura from April-

February 1994, was the first record for many years and

the first time the species has over-summered. A
Merlin Falco columbarius at Los Cristianos, Tenerife

on 29 October was the second record for Canary

Islands. A Terek Sandpiper Xenus cinereus at

Ciguana, Tenerife 10 April was first or second for the

islands. A Desert Warbler Sylvia nana was reported

from Fuerteventura in early April; details are still re-

quired for this record, which would be the first for the

Canary Islands if accepted. An Isabelline Wheatear

Oenanthe isabellina on Amarilla Golf Course, Tenerife

on 26 September was the first or second for the Canary

Islands. A female Ring-necked Duck Aythya collaris

at Roquito del Fraile, Tenerife from 1 December

remained into 1994 (all per TC).

Egypt

Twenty-five Long-tailed Cormorants Phal.acrocorax

africanusat Abu Simbel on 18 March and 28-29 April

was the third record this century (OSME), a Lesser

Flamingo Phoenicopterus minorwas at Abu Simbel on

27 November 1992 (OSME), and a Three-banded Plover

Charadrius tricollaris at Gebel Asfar between 6-26

March was the first record for Egypt and apparently the

first for the Western Palearctic region (OSME). A near-

adult Great Black-backed Gull Larus marinus at Lake

Qarun on 28 April was the third record for Egypt. One

ortwo Buff-bellied Pipits Anthus mbescensal El Fayoum

on 25 March constitutes the first record for Egypt and

the African continent (OSME). Two male Menetries’s

Warblers Sylvia mystacea were seen in Wadi Hagul,

west of Suez on IP November (TG) and three Siskin

Carduelis spinus 90 km west of Safaga on

30 November (TG).
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Ethiopia

An isolated population of Olive-bellied Sunbirds

Nectarinia chloropygia was discovered by John Ash

near Tepi in the south west of the country in mid

February. The only previous Ethiopian record of this

species dates from 1901 at a site 25 km from Tepi. This

population is apparently isolated by 650 km from the

species range in Kenya and Sudan. Ankober Serins

Serinus ankoberensis were seen almost daily in groups

of 2-40 at Gosh Meda, north of Debre Birhan, from 6

October - 18 November. A group of c 12 unidentified

cliff swallows Himndo sp. were seen on 18 September

at Awash NP, the same site where these birds were

discovered in 1988. In the absence of a specimen there

is still doubt as to the identity ofthese swallows but they

differ significantly from Red Sea CliffSwallow H.perdita

and appear to be closer to South African Cliff Swallow

H. spilodera. Another species which still awaits iden-

tification is the white-mmped Serinus sp. which has

been reported on at least nine occasions, the latest

being at Lake Langano on 10-14June 1989- It is possible

that they are S. leucopygius which is not known from

eastern Ethiopia but a full description is needed. Four

Wattled Cranes Bugeranus carunculatus were seen at

Bahar Dar on lOJanuary. This species is now seen only

irregularly and in very small numbers at Tefki, Debre

Zeit, Akaki and the Bale Mountains. A Mongolian

Plover Charadrius mongoluswas seen at Makelle Res-

ervoir on 14 March. Single Kentish Plovers Charadrius

alexandrinus were reported from the same site on 7

February and 14 March and one was seen at Bahar Dar

in December (all per JA). A Citrine Wagtail Motacilla

citreolaseen and photographed at Dinsho on 7January

1994 would be a first for the country (JV). A Greater

Short-toed Lark Calandrella brachydactyla on 9

December was new for Awash NP and a Grey-headed

Silverbill Lonchura griseicapilla on 25 December

55km west of Gambela represents a westward range

extension (per JA).

Gabon
Two Black-throated Apalis Apalisjacksoni on 19 Au-

gust near Bokaboka were apparently the first records

for the country (IR).

Gambia
White-backed Night Heron Nycticorax leuconotus

continues to be recorded from Abuko Reserve (RM).

Two White-rumped Swifts Apus caffer were seen at

Pirang 13 November and one at Bansang 17 November

(RM). A Black-faced Firefinch Lagonosticta laruata

was reported at Ouassadou Bridge in November (per

RM).

Kenya
A visit to north-east Mt. Elgon in early October pro-

duced sightings of Ring-necked Francolin Francolinus

streptophorus, White-breasted Cuckoo-shrike Coracina

pectoralis, Foxy Cisticola Cisticola troglodytes and

Streaky-headed Seed-eater Serinus gularis none of

which had been recorded in Kenya for over fifty years.

An Ortolan Bunting Emberiza hortulana at Ngulia on

14 November would be the third Kenya record (all per

DT). A LesserJacana Micropana capensiswas seen at

Timboroa Pond on 15 August (RAS).

Madagascar
Observers visiting Ampijoroa in December were re-

warded by views of a pair of breeding Schlegel’s Asity

Philepitta schlegeli at the headquarters. Two Bernier’s

Teal Anas bemieriwere seen at Lac Amboromalandy

in December (NB/Birdquest). The newly discovered,

as yet undescribed species of warbler, first reported in

1992, was seen at Vohiparara, near Ranomafana in

November and Perinet in December (NB/Birdquest,

KH). A visit to Nosy Be on 24 December revealed as

many as 30 pairs of Red-tailed Tropicbird Phaethon

rubricauda (KH).

Mauritius

A juvenile Shy Albatross Diomedea cauta salvini

brought in by a fisherman at Mahebourg on 19 August,

was the first record for the island. A White-winged

Black Tern Chlidonias leucopterus at Terre Rouge

Estuary on 16 January was the second for the island.

Cyclonic weather in January-February resulted in sev-

eral records of Barau’s Petrel Pterodroma baraui in-

cluding 30 off Pointe aux Caves in one hour on 18

February. Biologists were able to make landings on

Serpent Island in November 1992 and September 1993

and found c 250,000 pairs ofSooty Terns Stemafuscata,

plus Brown and Lesser Noddies Anous stolidus and A.

tenuirostris and a small but important number (50

pairs) of Masked Booby Sula dactylatra (per RS).

Morocco
Four Ruddy Ducks Oxyura jamaicensis present near

Moulay Bousselham from early December 1992 re-

mained until 29 January (NR) and were apparently the

first for Morocco and African Continent. The spread of

the European population of this introduced species has

potentially serious implications for the dwindling North

African population of White-headed Duck O.

leucocephala. A first winter Ring-billed Gull Lams
delawarensis was at Rabat on 31 January and a pair of

Blue-winged Teal Anas discolor at Oued Massa on 2

February (NR). A single male Arabian Bustard Ardeotis
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arabs was seen 80 km south ofErfoud on 10 April (TG).

At least three pairs of Plain Swift Apus unicolor were

seen entering crevices on sea cliffs near Tamri on 10

April (TG). The birds were suspected to be breeding

which, if proven, would represent a major range exten-

sion and the first breeding record on the African main-

land (see also Brit. Birds 87: 9). A male Semi-collared

Flycatcher Ficedula semitorquata at the Merzouga

oasis on 26 April was the fifth record for Morocco (TG).

Two or three Slender-billed Curlew Numenius

tenuirostris were present at the usual site at Merja

Zerga from November to January 1994 and encourag-

ingly, 4-6 birds were also present at Sidi Massa Oualidia

in November (per GA).

Seychelles

Five species new for the Seychelles were reported: a

Kelp Gull Lams dominicanus on 24-25 September at

Aride, and possibly the same individual at the Yacht

Basin on Mahe on 20 October. An Asiatic Dowitcher

Limnodromus semipalmatus on 24 November on

Praslin, a Hoopoe Upupa epops on 20-22 October on

Aldabra and a Black-necked Grebe Podiceps nigricollis

was found exhausted on South-east Island on 14 De-

cember. A Needle-tailed Swift Himndapus caudacutus

on Bird Island on 28 October was the second for the

Seychelles and the Afro-Malagasy region. Other ‘sec-

onds’ were a Corncrake Crex crex on Aride 11-16

November, a Eurasian Bittern Botaums stellaris found

exhausted on Praslin on 19 October and a Sharp-tailed

Sandpiper Calidris acuminata at Roche Caiman Bird

Sanctuary from 4 October - 21 November. Other

unusual records included two Eurasian Oystercatchers

Haematopus ostralegus at Oceangate mudflats on 4

November, one remaining into January 1994, a Sand-

wich Tern Sterna sandvicemis on Mahe on 5 October,

an Asian Lesser Cuckoo Cuculus poliocephalus on

Mahe on 26-27 November. Single Pintail Anas acuta

on Aride on 31 October, another there on 22 November

and three at Roche Caiman Bird Sanctuary on 2 Decem-

ber. A Pacific Swift Apuspacificus was reported from

Fregate on 2 January 1994 (all per AS).

Socotra (Yemen)

Between 30 March - 6 April the OSME Yemen Expedi-

tion visited the island. A number of areas in the

northern and central parts of the island were surveyed,

and for the first time ornithologists were able to study

areas on the south coast. Fourteen new species for the

island were recorded: Black-crowned Night Heron

Nycticoraxnycticorax, Glossy Ibis Plegadisfalcinellus
,

Barbary Falcon Falcoperegrinuspelegrinoides, Black-

winged Stilt Himantopus himantopus, Greater Sand-

Plover Charadrius leschenaultii, Mongolian Plover

Charadrius mongolus, Marsh Sandpiper Tringa

stagnatilis
,
Red Knot Calidris canutus

,
Black-headed

Gull Larus ridibundus
,
Sandwich Tern Sterna

sandvicensis, Roseate Tern Sterna dougallii, Blue-

cheeked Bee-eater Merops persicus, Crag Martin

Hinmdo mpestris and Grey Wagtail Motacilla cinerea.

In addition Cream-coloured Courser Cursorius cursor

was confirmed as a new breeding species for the island.

All four endemic species were studied with both So-

cotra Sunbird Nectarinia balfouri and Socotra Chest-

nut-winged Starling Onychognathus frater being

relatively widespread and Socotra Cisticola Cisticola

haesitata being common in lowland scrub, principally

on the coast. However only two Socotra Mountain

Buntings Emberiza socotrana were seen.

Further to this the little-known Forbes-Watson’s

Swift Apus berliozi was common and widespread. A
pelagic trip to 20 km off the north coast recorded 260

Jouanin’s Petrels Bulweriafallax. The breeding grounds

of this species remain unknown though it is suspected

to nest on the island (per GK & RM).

Tanzania

A Quail Plover Ortyxelos meiffrenii at Tarangire NP on

9 October (per DT) and several Three-streaked Tchagra

Tchagra jamesi reported from Mkomazi Game Re-

serve in July-August (PL) would be the first records for

Tanzania. An Usambara Eagle-Owl Bubo (poensis)

vosseleri was mist-netted at 200 m in Kambai forest

Reserve, East Usambaras, and calling birds thought to

be this species were heard in Kambai Forest, Kwamgumi

Forest Reserve and Segoma Forest Reserve in 1992.

These are the first records of the species from lowland

forest below 850m (TE et al). A Sokoke Scops Owl Otus

irenae trapped in lowland forest in the East Usambaras

in August 1992 and subsequently four others heard in

September-October 1993 were the first records away

from the Sokoke-Arabuko Forest in Kenya; the East

Coast Akalat Sheppardia gunningi was proved to be

common in these forests (TE et al).

Zambia
Two Red-throated Cliff Swallows Himndo mfigula at

Lukulu Bridge, near Kasama on 20 June and subse-

quent dates extend this species range by over 400 km.

Bar-winged Weavers Ploceusangolensis were recorded

at Shiwa Ng’andu on 8 and 1 1 April, over 100 km further

east than previously recorded. Olive-tree Warblers

Hippolais olivetomm were reported from the Inangu

Peninsula, Lake Tanganyika on 2-4January. Records of

Black-tailed Godwit Limosa limosa included 8 at

Chikuni in Bangwelu on 4-5July and 35 at Lochinvar on
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the Kafue Flats on 2-5 July. A black-phase Jacobin

Cuckoo Oxylopus jacobinus was reported from

Chakwenga Camp in Lower Zambezi N. P. on the very

late date of6 July. A Booted Eagle Hieraaetuspennatus

was reported from Ndola on the unusual date of 15

August. Twenty Eurasian Curlews Numenius arquata

were at Lochinvar in January. Three hundred Allen’s

Gallinules Porphyrio alleni were at Lochinvar on 14

February. Over 40 Dusky Larks Mirafra nigricans

were at a bush-fire in the Nsefu area of the Luangwa

Valley on 3June. One hundred and nine Caspian Terns

Sterna caspia at Lochinvar on 2-5 July, was the largest

number ever recorded in the country. A particularly

large concentration of 85 Mosque Swallows Hirundo

senegalensis was seen at Milima in Kasama District on

1 August. A huge flock of 3000 African Open-bill Storks

Anastomus lamelligerus were foraging in a dambo
near Matapa in Chilubi District on 3-5 September.

IWRB waterbird counts recorded large numbers of

several species including 3500 Great White Egrets

Egretta alba at Kafue Flats on 30 January, 246 Woolly-

necked Storks Ciconia episcopusax Lochinvar on 15-20

January, 634 Wattled Cranes Bugeranus canmculatus

on Kafue Flats and a further 302, together with 1611

Glossy Ibis Plegadisfalcinellusax Chikuni (all per DA).

A visit to the Mwinilunga District between 12-15 March

produced sightings of Bamboo Warbler Bradypterus

alfredi, Bocage’s Weaver Ploceus temporalis and An-

gola Lark Mirafra angolensis all little-known species

(TG). ®

Records were collated by lain Robertson (IR) from

observations and contributions supplied by the follow-

ing: G. Allport (GA), S. M. Andrews (SMA), D. Aspinwall

(DA), T. Clarke (TC), Birdquest, D. Bishop (DB), N.

Borrow (NB), T. Evans (TE), T. Gullick (TG), K. Harrison

(KH), S. Keen (SK), G. Kirwan (GK), P. Lack (PL), R.

Martins (RM), N. Redman (NR), R. Safford (RS), R.

Schofield (RAS), A. Skerrett (AS), D. Turner (DT), M.

Van Beirs (MVB), J. Vaughan (JV), E. Williams (EW),

Ornithological Society of the Middle East (OSME).
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Notes on the field identification of the bulbuls

(Pycnonotidae) of Upper Guinea

Lincoln D. C. FishpooP
,
Ron DemeyP

,
Gary AllporP

,
and P. V. Haymanc

Part I: The Genera Criniger
,
Bleda and Andropadus

Resume: Des notes comparatives sont presentees sur l’identification sur le terrain des bulbuls de la Haute

Guinee, basee sur les caracteres-clef du plumage et des parties denudees, le comportement, les

vocalisations et les preferences d’habitat. Les imprecisions relevees dans la litterature actuellement

disponible sont indiquees.

S
ome 25 species of bulbul (Pycnonotidae) have

been recorded from the Upper Guinea region of

West Africa, the area west of the Dahomey Gap in

Benin, where the savanna extends to the coast. With

the exception of the Common Bulbul and the Yellow-

throated Leaflove, all species are associated with forest

habitat, where they form a conspicuous component of

the avifauna, in terms of species diversity and numeri-

cal abundance. They comprise a homogeneous group

in shape, size and, in particular, colour. They are, with

some exceptions, sombrely and monotonously dressed

in various combinations of dull greens, browns, greys

and yellows, to all of which the word olive can usually

be prefixed, indicating the degree to which these col-

ours inter-grade. One consequence of this is that they

have hitherto been poorly served by illustrations in

handbooks and field guides. Their habitat and often

retiring habits have meant that familiarity with their

form and posture is hard won while their uniformity of

colour has, until recently, endeared them to neither

artist nor publisher. Moreover, past illustrations made

from skins have often missed subtle differences in

plumage characters between species, while soft part

colours, which can be vivid in life, are usually depicted

as being drab. The recent publication of Volume IV of

The Birds ofAfrica' has improved the situation. There

are, however, a number of inaccuracies in that work,

some of which are indicated in the following account.

We believe that field identification of bulbuls, in

Upper Guinea at least, is much easier than currently

available texts suggest. We hope that these notes,

together with the excellent accompanying new plates

by Mark Andrews, demonstrate this.

This paper concentrates on visual field characters.

There is no denying, however, that the surest and

quickest way for the identification ofsome bulbuls is by

call; the published recordings by Chappuis 2 of most of

the species discussed here are invaluable. We recog-

nise that for people making short trips to West Africa,

attempting to learn calls for such a large number of

species is unrealistic. Bulbuls are often silent, even

occasionally Andropadus virens. Hence, although

calls are discussed in the following notes, they are

treated mostly as adjuncts to the morphological charac-

ters described. This treatment belies their importance.

Of the bulbuls that occur in the region, we have

field experience of all but one. This is the Liberian or

Spot-winged Greenbul Phyllastrephus leucolepis, re-

cently described from eastern Liberia3
. On the basis of

the published description, it is sufficiently distinct (see

Part II) that its identification should present few prob-

lems for anyone lucky enough to see it. There is, in

addition, an old record of the Cameroon Montane

Greenbul Andropadus montanus from the Ghana-

Togo border but this is now thought to be an error
4 and

we do not consider it further. The Common Bulbul

Pycnonotus barhatus, is so well known as not to

require comment.

For the remainder, brief notes are given for distri-

bution, habitat preferences, distinguishing features of

plumage, bare parts and behaviour together with prin-

cipal features of song and call. No attempt is made to

give full descriptions of plumage etc; these are to be

found in the standard works 1
'5 '

6
. Table 1 (to appear in

Part II) summarizes aspects of the distribution and

behaviour ofeach species. It is stressed that these notes

apply to the bulbuls of the Upper Guinea region only,

here used to include not only the forest zone ofwestern

Togo, Ghana, Cote d’Ivoire, Liberia, Sierra Leone and

Guinea but extending as far north as Senegambia,

southern Mali and southern Burkina Faso. In many

cases conspecifics from the Lower Guinea forests (east-

wards from Nigeria ) are subspecifically distinct, conse-

quently, the features described here may not apply.

Scientific and English names are taken from Keith

et al
1 although commonly used English alternatives of

some are given in parenthesis. The species covered in

this paper are:
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1 Criniger barbatus

Western Bearded ( Bearded) Greenbul

2 Criniger calurus

Red-tailed (White-bearded) Greenbul

3 Criniger olivaceus Yellow-bearded

(Yellow-throated Olive) Greenbul

4 Bleda canicapilla Grey-headed Bristlebill

5 Bleda syndactyla

Red-tailed Bristlebill (Bristlebill

)

6 Bleda eximia Green-tailed Bristlebill

7 Andropadus gracilirostris

Slender-billed Greenbul

8 Andropadus latirostris

Yellow-whiskered Greenbul

9 Andropadus virens Little Greenbul

10 Andropadus curvirostris

Plain (Cameroon Sombre) Greenbul

11 Andropadus gracilis Little Grey Greenbul

12 Andropadus ansorgei Ansorge’s Greenbul

13 Phyllastrephus icterinus Icterine Greenbul

14 Phyllastrephus albigularis

White-throated Greenbul

15 Phyllastrephus baumanni Baumann’s Greenbul

16 Phyllastrephus leucolepis

Liberian (Spot-winged) Greenbul

17 Chlorocichla simplex

Simple Greenbul (Simple Leaflove)

18 Chlorocichla flavicollis

Yellow-throated Leaflove

19 Pyrrhurus scandens Leaflove

20 Thescelocichla leucopleura

Swamp Palm Greenbul

21 Calyptocichla serina Golden (Serine) Greenbul

22 Ixonotus guttatus Spotted Greenbul

23 Baeopogon indicator Honeyguide Greenbul

24 Nicator chloris Western Nicator

This paper is published in two parts; Part I deals

with the genera Criniger, Bleda and Andropadus. The

remainder will be covered in Part II.

Species notes

Criniger - Bearded greenbuls (Plate 1

)

The genus Criniger comprises three species readily

separated from other bulbuls. Diagnostically, all have

prominently tufted throat feathers which are frequently

puffed out (hence the common name of bearded bul-

buls) and which make obvious field marks. All are

species of closed forest and inhabit the lower and

middle strata. They are frequent members of mixed-

species parties, usually occur in pairs or small groups,

are fairly vocal but tend to be rather shy. Mixed parties

may contain all three Crinigerspecies. The easiest way

to distinguish between them is by comparison of col-

ours of the head and underparts. Crinigerbarbatushas

an olive-brown head, yellow throat, a mottled grey and

olive breast and a dirty olive-yellow belly; C. calurus

has a grey head, white throat and yellow breast and

belly, while C. olivaceus has an olive green head

concolorous with the upperparts, bright yellow throat

and olive-green breast and flanks, merging to yellowish

on the belly.

1. Criniger barbatus Western Bearded Greenbul

(Bearded Greenbul). This is the largest species of the

genus. The throat feathers are conspicuous yellow and

clearly contrast with the rest of the plumage which is

mainly a uniform dull olive-green except the central

breast, nape and mantle where some grey is mixed with

the olive-green, apparent at close range. The grey

feathers of the breast, in particular, have obviously

pale, almost white shafts, giving a rather untidy, mot-

tled appearance. These features are important in sepa-

rating C. barbatus from C. olivaceus, which also has a

tufted yellow throat; the breast and belly of olivaceus

are, however, a warm olive-green, sharply demarcated

from the throat. C. olivaceus differs from C. barbatus

in other ways; it generally appears much brighter,

lacking entirely the grey tones of barbatus, it is consid-

erably smaller and has a small area of bare blue skin

around the eye (not shown in the plate in Keith et al ))

which barbatus lacks, although these are less good

field marks when birds are seen fleetingly. The throat

feathers of C. olivaceus are also less often puffed out

and even when they are, look somewhat shorter. C.

barbatus is generally very common and draws atten-

tion to its presence by its frequent clear, far-carrying,

disyllabic whistle, the first note short and flat in tone, the

second more sustained and rising in inflection before

dying away. C. barbatus attends ant columns.

It occurs from Togo to Sierra Leone in the forest and

forest-savanna mosaic zones.

2. Crinigercalurus Red-tailed (White-bearded) Green-

bul. Almost as common as the previous species, often

occurring with it. It is a much more handsome species

than most illustrations suggest. The most obvious field

characters are the pure white ‘beard’ which is very

conspicuous, and contrasts strongly with the grey of

the rest of the head and the bright yellow of the central

breast and belly. There is also a conspicuous, blue-grey

patch of bare skin around the eye ( Plate 1 ). This is not

shown in most illustrations, including the plate in Keith

et al.
1

,
although it is depicted in the line drawing on p.

360 of that work. The remainder of the plumage, the

back, mantle, wings and flanks is, like C.
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barbatus, dull olive-green. The upper tail is also olive-

green except for a rufous stripe down the centre ofeach

feather but this is not a field character.

It is slightly smaller than C. barbatus and, perhaps,

is only likely to be confused with Bleda canicapilla
,

since they are of similar size, have grey heads and

yellow underparts. However, B. canicapilla lacks the

white beard and blue-grey eye-ring of C. calunis. C.

calurus is vocal, the commonest call being a cheerful,

rising ‘chup-chup-chwirulup’, somewhat reminiscent

of the Common Bulbul.

It occurs in the forest and forest-savanna mosaic

zones from Togo to southern Senegal.

3.

Crinigerolivaceus Yellow-bearded (Yellow-throated

Olive) Greenbul. This is the rarest of the genus and

seems to be the most restricted to high forest, appar-

ently absent from gallery forest, where the other spe-

cies occur, and from degraded secondary forest. There

are, however, records of this species from SW Mali,

suggesting that, there at least, it occurs in less humid

forest. It is the smallest of the three and superficially

resembles C. barbatus
;
to distinguish them see above.

Like C. calurus it has an eye-ring of bare blue skin,

though this is less conspicuous than that of calurus. C.

olivaceus has a distinctive behavioural trait; it often

clings to tree trunks while foraging, rather in the man-

ner of a woodpecker and some forest weavers, the only

greenbul in Upper Guinea to do so. Unlike the other

Criniger species, olivaceus is a rather quiet and unob-

trusive bird. Its call is similar in structure to but lacks the

sprightly quality of C. calurus. It consists of three short,

harsh syllables, uttered in the same, relatively low pitch

‘whut-chruw-chruw’, with the emphasis on the last

syllable. For separation from Icterine Greenbul, see

that species.

This species is patchily distributed from Ghana to

Guinea and Sierra Leone. There is also a nineteenth

century record from southern Senegal7
.

Bleda - Bristlebills (Plate 1)

The Bristlebills form another distinctive trio of species.

They present few identification problems. All are large

species ofthe forest undergrowth, where they regularly

attend ant columns. They are skulkers and fairly shy.

Of the three, B. canicapilla is by far the most common
and widespread, occurring throughout the region, even

in gallery forest in Guinea savanna, in vocal family

parties. The other two species are more restricted to

closed forest, are less common (particularly B. eximia),

more discreet and are usually seen singly or in pairs,

except at large ant columns, where all three species

may be found together.

4. Bleda canicapilla Grey-headed Bristlebill. The best

field marks of this species are the slate grey head with

paler, whitish feathering on the lores, yellow throat

slightly paler than the rest ofthe underparts and wedge-

shaped yellow tips to the olive-green, outer three pairs

of tail feathers. This species lacks the bare peri-orbital

skin (and white ‘beard’) of the superficially similar

Criniger calurus. As a result, it lacks the ‘wide-eyed’

appearance of C. calurus. Note, however, that both the

other Bleda species do have bare skin around the eye.

This species is perhaps the least timid of the genus

but that does not imply that it is confiding; the yellow

tail tips are perhaps the most frequently seen character!

Its varied vocabulary includes a far carrying and dis-

tinctive song with a cheerful, ringing quality, consisting

of a loud initial note followed by a briefpause and then

series of notes in a descending scale. Other character-

istic loud notes, also often repeated in long series, may
be rendered as ‘CHEEup’ or ‘CHRIup’.

5. Bleda syndactyla Red-tailed Bristlebill (Bristlebill).

Both this species and the rest are noticeably larger than

B. canicapilla. B. syndactyla is readily identifiable

when seen well. The sulphur-yellow underparts, espe-

cially bright on the throat, contrast strikingly with the

olive-brown upperparts and head, while the tail is

bright rufous. There is a conspicuous patch of bare

blue skin in front, above and behind the eye. B.

syndactyla is a handsome species, very partial to ant

columns, which often provide the best opportunities

for seeing it well. There are no yellow tips to its tail

feathers. It also has a characteristic song comprising a

series of pure, vibrant syllables of the same pitch -

‘turrruuu turrruuu turrruuu’. Another form of song

comprises a series of notes descending in pitch. The

calls of B. syndactyla are less penetrating than those of

B. canicapilla
,
and always have a tremulous, ‘melan-

cholic’ quality to them.

It is found in the forest zone from Togo to Sierra

Leone.

6. Bleda eximia Green-tailed Bristlebill. The vernacu-

lar name for this species not particularly appropriate

since although the tail is green, with the yellow tips to

the three outer pairs of tail feathers, it shares these

features with the B. canicapilla. However, the green

Plate 1

Top: CrinigerbarbatusQeh), C. calurusiright);

Centre: C. olivaceusdeh), Bleda canicapilla (right);

Bottom: B.syndactyladeft), B.eximiainghl).

Not to scale. (S. Mark Andrews)
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head, concolorous with the rest of the upperparts,

distinguishes it from its congeners. It appears con-

spicuously greener than B. canicapilla in the field.

B. eximia has, like the previous species, an area of bare

blue skin in front, above and behind the eye (contra

Hall & Moreau8
). This is depicted in Plate 1 but is not

otherwise shown in illustrations, eg Keith et al
1

. In

addition, none of the individuals we have seen had the

conspicuous yellow eye shown in the plate in Keith et

al
1

. It is the rarest of the three and vocally the most

discreet. The song, however, resembles somewhat that

of B. syndactyla in its descending pitch and has the

same tremulous ‘lisping’ quality.

B. eximia is restricted to the forest zone from

Ghana to Sierra Leone.

Andropadus (Plate 2)

It is with the six members of the genus Andropadusthat

most identification problems occur. Four species in

particular seem to lack any satisfactory field characters

other than call. While the situation is not as bad as field

guides seem to imply, it is acknowledged that the

following notes are not going to enable a positive

identification to be made of every Andropadus seen.

Given reasonable views of cooperative birds, espe-

cially if vocal, all species can, however, be identified.

The genus Andropadus comprises mainly uniform

olive green birds which, with Phyllastrephus, have the

most featureless plumage of all bulbuls. They occur in

a wide variety of forest habitats from high forest to

overgrown farm scrub, and are amongst the most

commonly encountered of bulbuls. They are essen-

tially frugivores and are often seen feeding at fruiting

lianes etc. Indeed, this is often the best way to see them

as, with the partial exception of A. latirostris
,
they are

skulkers. As frugivores, they are rarely members of

mixed bird parties, although exceptions do occur. All

species are usually seen singly or in pairs except when
attracted to plants in fruit, although A. gracilis and A.

ansorgei sometimes occur in family parties. Habitat

and stratum within the forest are important guides to

Andropadus identification. The superficially similar

Phyllastrephus greenbuls are largely insectivores and

consequently are not attracted by fruiting trees etc. For

further distinctions between the genera, see the Phyl-

lastrephus account.

Plate 2

Top: AndropadusgracilirostrisQeti), A. latirostrisinght)-,

Centre: A. virensQeft), A. cuwirostris(righl)\

Bottom: A.gracilisQeh), A. ansorgei (right).

Not to scale. (S. Mark Andrews)

7. Andropadus gracilirostris Slender-billed Greenbul.

This species is easy to identify. It is the only Andropadus

species largely restricted to the canopy and occurs in

most forest types. It occurs throughout the region in the

forest and forest-savanna mosaic zones. It is conspicu-

ously two-toned, with olive-brown upperparts con-

trasting with pale grey underparts, the division running

from the line ofthe bill to the tail. This feature is obvious

in the field. In good light the red eyes are an additional

character. The call is a distinctive, drawn out ‘tseeeu’,

frequently uttered. There is also a much more rarely

heard song consisting of four or five whistled notes

‘whee-ti-twheew-ti-twhee’ or slight variation thereon.

8. Andropadus latirostris Yellow-whiskered Green-

bul. Probably the commonest greenbul of primary and

well-developed secondary forest. 1 1 is distributed widely

in the forest and forest-savanna mosaic zones from

Togo to Sierra Leone, with an apparently disjunct popu-

lation in southern Senegal. A bird of the middle strata

which sings ceaselessly for long periods. The song

consists of a monotonous series of a dozen of so ‘chruc’

notes, slightly increasing in volume.

The most obvious field character of this species is

the yellow malar stripes. These are large and striking on

mature birds, less so on immatures although vestiges of

them can usually be made out. The other distinctive

character not mentioned in most texts is that A . latiros-

tris is the only Andropadus to have orange- or yellow-

brown legs. Many A. virenshave pale legs but rarely as

bright as latirostris. Other Andropadushave dark legs.

The remaining four species of Andropadus axe the

most difficult of all greenbuls to identify. The crucial

starting point is that while A. curvirostris and A. virens

show uniform plumages throughout, A. gracilisand A.

ansorgei have grey heads which contrast subtly but

perceptibly with the body plumage. The small size of

these two, emphasized by Keith et al

}

as a field char-

acter can be less apparent than they imply.

9. Andropadus virens Little Greenbul. The quintes-

sential greenbul of forest edge, rank scaib, abandoned

farms, thicket etc, it penetrates little into forest proper

except in regrowth along edges of tracks and paths.

Occurring throughout the region, it is another species

that calls relentlessly, from deep cover usually some 2-

3m above ground. The call starts with a few subdued

chuckling notes, followed by a rapidly ascending series

of notes forming a pleasant bubbling warble, increas-

ing in volume and abruptly ending on a clear, rising

high note. The plumage is standard-issue Andropadus

dirty olive-green throughout, and, in the way of the

Palaearctic Garden Warbler (Sylvia borin), the absence

of any contrast in the plumage is a distinguishing
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feature. It never has an eye-ring. The bill is relatively

short and often shows yellow at the gape; its ‘stubbi-

ness’ is sometimes given as a field character but, in our

experience, the bill appears longer than this adjective

leads one to expect and is a dubious field mark. The

legs are usually pale yellowish-brown but may be

darker. The keys to identification are, therefore, habi-

tat, uniformity of plumage, call and (sometimes) leg

colour.

10. Andropadus curvirostris Plain (Cameroon Som-

bre) Greenbul. This species is found from Togo to

Sierra Leone in the forest and forest-savanna mosaic

zones and largely replaces the preceding species in

mature forest, although they do overlap in degraded

forest. It inhabits the same lower-middle stratum as A.

virens, rarely being seen above five metres and skulks

to a similar degree.

It shows a similar uniformity of plumage, except

that the colour is more olivaceous brown rather than

olivaceous green. This subtle difference is, with expe-

rience, and favourable light, a useful field character. In

addition, it often shows a narrow white or whitish eye-

ring, sometimes conspicuous, sometimes broken or

faint, unfortunately also sometimes wanting. Keith et

al

}

state that it has a neatly defined grey throat which,

as it contrasts with the dark head and brown breast, is

a useful field character; this feature is not apparent in

the Upper Guinea race. It has a longer, more slender

bill than A. virens, not a very useful character in the

field. The call of this species, although discreet, is

diagnostic and the surest means of identification. It

may be rendered 'tiu-whee-tiu triiiii’ or ‘su-hi-oo triiiii’,

with the stress on the last syllable. The final harsh trill

is often also made on its own.

1 1 & 12. Andropadusgracilis Little Grey Greenbul and

Andropadus ansorgei Ansorge’s Greenbul. These two

species are very similar in appearance, having olive-

grey heads and throats and olivaceous green upper-

parts with chestnut tones in the upper side of the tail.

Both usually show obvious white eye-rings. The only

difference is in the lower breast and belly which in A.

ansorgei are mainly pale olive-greyish centrally but,

importantly, become brown-ginger on the flanks and

around the vent while in A
.
gracilis the underparts are

olive yellow, brightest in the centre. Indeed, of the

Andropadus species ansorgei is the only one to show

obvious rufous-buff tones; gracilis lacks buff. These

are rather better field characters than might first appear

since both species are usually found a few metres

above head height, although, on average, ansorgei

tends to forage rather higher than gracilis. The surest

way to separate these species again, however, is by call.

That of A. gracilis consists of five rapid, jaunty notes,

and may be transcribed as ‘wheet wu-wheet wu-wheet’.

There is also a short ‘tyuc’ call. A. ansorgeihso has two

calls, one that resembles the first ot A. gracilisin quality

but lacks its sprightliness and consists of only three

notes. It may be rendered ‘wheet whuut whit’ or ‘tiu

wheet tweet’, although the final syllable may be

dropped. The second call is a rapid trill (not on

Chappuis’ recording2
), ‘rititititit’ or ‘tchitchitchitchitchi’,

which is harsh and flat in tone.

Whilst both species are found from Ghana to Sierra

Leone, A. ansorgei is less widespread than A. gracilis,

more restricted to mature forest, but it may be the more

common in the right habitat. A. gracilis is a common
bird of forest edge, secondary habitats and gallery

forest. Both can occur on the same ground, however,

and there is a fair degree of overlap - gracilis can occur

in mature forest. Both prefer the upper middle stratum,

being most frequently seen in the crowns of low trees.

Perhaps because it favours more mature forest, A.

ansorgei is more often seen at greater heights than A.

gracilis. Unlike other Andropadus species, both occur

in small groups, singly or in pairs. ®
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African Birding

John H. Fanshawe

Resume: Un bref aperqu de l'infrastructure ornithologique des 6l pays et archipels couverts par le ABC
est presente. Dans plus de la moitie des cas, suffisamment de renseignements sont disponibles pour

permettre aux interesses de joindre la structure locale, de se procurer les ‘checklists’, etc. En annexe Ton

trouvera des listes de societes, de publications et de musees, ainsi que des endroits ou, et des personnes

a qui sousmettre des observations. Des renseignements supplementaires corrigeant les erreurs eventuelles

et ameliorant cet aperpu sont les bienvenus.

T he main purpose of this paper is to introduce

African Bird Club members to the increasingly

lively birding community Africa-wide. In so doing, it

aims to help everyone actively contribute data, re-

sources and enthusiasm, while enjoying their birding

more on the ground.

The paper can only offer a snap-shot for each

country, but the bulletin will update accounts regularly

through the news and comment sections, and any

information members can provide to improve the ma-

terial available will be welcomed. African birding is

unevenly spread with active groups in some countries

and virtually no activity at all in others. In any country,

resident and visiting birders can contribute by joining

clubs, collecting data on birds and submitting it for

reports, Atlas projects, etc. Even well known national

parks often lack straightforward species lists and sim-

ply requesting such information can help stimulate

local awareness and action. It opens the eyes of park

managers to birding as a popular pastime, leads to

guides being employed to cater for visitors, and

step by step, at all levels, to a new constituency

sharing a common concern about the future of birds

in Africa.

For more than half of the 6l countries and island

groups detailed here, you will find enough information

to tap easily into the local birding community. In many

others, basic structures need to be developed. Perhaps

you can start a club, lead bird-walks, locate key sites,

maybe even discover a new species. In Tanzania

alone, recent discoveries include a sunbird, a weaver,

a cisticola, and, in 1991, Udzungwa Forest Partridge

Xenoperdix udzungwensis1

,
which is locally common

in the montane evergreen forests where it was found!

Most ornithological activity is organised at a na-

tional or local level in Africa. Every four years, how-

ever, a truly continent-wide meeting takes place, the

Pan-African Ornithological Congress. Two years ago,

the eighth brought people to Bujumbura, the capital of

Burundi, and the ninth will be held in The Gambia in

1996. Meetings of bodies like the International Crane

Foundation also occur in Africa, and its possible an

International Ornithological Congress will take place

on the continent before long.

Country accounts

For the purposes of adding some clarity,

these accounts are organised into seven

sub-continental regions, north, west, north-

east, central, east, south-central and south-

ern, plus separate sections for the islands

groups in the Atlantic and Indian Oceans,

and Madagascar. The region covered is that

of the Africa RedData Book-’. Under each

region, brief notes are provided on coun-

tries where the information, available does

not yet warrant a separate account.

Under the country headings, a para-

graph contributes background remarks along

with information, like a full number ofspe-

cies recorded, whether a field-type list of

species has been compiled, if there is an
.

annotated list, appropriate recent field

guides, or an Atlas. Separate appendices

exist for societies, journals, museums, and

for the places and people to where records

should be sent.

One series of books, Birds ofAfrica,

published by Academic Press, has full pan-

African coverage. Three volumes3 '
4

'5
,
cov-

ering Non-Passerines, have been published

since 1982, and the first of the Passerine

volumes (Broadbills to Chats) has just ap-

peared6
. The classic regional works by

Mackworth-Praed and Grant also remain

invaluable references7 '
8 '9

. A comprehen-

sive new publication provides check-lists

for all the countries south of the Sahara, so

it has become a key reference for species

numbers 10
. The nomenclature follows a

sister publication, Dowsett and Forbes-

Watson’s new Afrotropical and Malagasy

check-list
11 (see the news item on page six).

With millions of Palaearctic birds wintering

north and south of the Sahara in Africa,

European field guides, eg Lars Jonsson’s

excellent recent publication 12 (which in-

cludes North African and Middle-Eastern

coverage), provide support for the identifi-

cation ofmany species.

North Africa
The increasing popularity of countries on

the Mediterranean fringe ofAfrica (Algeria,

Egypt, Libya, Morocco, Tunisia) means or-

ganised birding activity there is gaining

momentum. Highly distinctive races of

species found south of the Sahara occur,

like the North African Marsh Owl Asio

capensis tingitanus, and large flocks

of waders winter on wetlands like

Morocco’s Merdja Zerga, alongside rarities

like the Slender-billed Curlew Numenius
tenuirostris. Field guides cover most of the
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species well 12
’ 13 and a new one dealing with

the birds of the Middle-East is also in prepa-

ration
14

. The Ornithological Society of the

Middle East (OSME) is a focus for birders

interested in countries east of Libya, and

publishes a bulletin and journal, Sandgrouse.

Tire Azores and Madeira are included here,

but no information has been forthcoming.

Algeria

In 1981 ,
when the most recent annotated list

was published, 382 species had been re-

corded 15
. The largest country fringing the

Mediterranean, it is well known for its en-

demic Algerian Nuthatch Sitta ledanti
,
but it

is still not often visited and any information

about birding there would be welcome.

Canaries

Increasingly popular with birders, a total of

316 species have been found16 and an anno-

tated check-list is being prepared 17
. The

islands once sheltered the Canarian Black

Oystercatcher Haematopus meadewaldoi,

a species probably now extinct, with no

confirmed records since 1968, despite ex-

tensive searches 18
.

Egypt

A total of 421 species has been recorded in

Egypt 19 including, recently, a new bird for

the Western Palaearctic, Three-banded

Plover Charadrius tricollaris, which is wide-

spread and common in the Afrotropics.

Birding is increasingly well organised with

the national Ornithological Society of Egypt

and a journal, Courser, as well as annotated

lists and field guides 20,21
.

Libya

Limited work since the 1970s, but surveys

have been undertaken recently, and an an-

notated listwas published with maps for the

ranges ofbreeding birds in 197622 (now out

of print). It recorded 317 species.

Morocco

Perhaps the best known of the North Afri-

can countries, 459 species have been re-

corded23 and a fully annotated list is being

prepared24
. A guide to birding was pub-

lished in 199025
. Data are also being col-

lated for an Atlas23 and two local societies

have been established, Groupe de Recher-

che pour la Protection des Oiseaux au Maroc

and Le Groupe d’Ornithologie du Maroc

Centrale (which publishes an annual report

and a journal, Porphyrid). Conservation

action underway includes intensive efforts

to support remaining populations of the

endangered Northern Bald Ibis Geronticus

eremita,

Tunisia

Another country with a birders’ guide26
,

Tunisia lacks the range of habitats of Mo-

rocco (being smaller in area), but still sup-

ports a list of353 species26
. There are some

spectacular wetland sites and growing in-

terest in birds nationally with the recent

creation of a society, Les Amis des Oiseaux.

West Africa
For the countries of West Africa, the West

African Ornithological Society (WAOS)
forms a focus, and publishes a journal,

Malimbus, carrying both French and Eng-

lish papers. West Africa contains well known
countries, like The Gambia, as well as virtu-

ally unknown ones, like Guinea Conakry.

One rather outdated regional field guide

covers the entire area27
,
but another is in

preparation28
.

Benin

Very little is known about the birding situa-

tion in Benin, although a first list has been

compiled recently with 423 species re-

corded 10
. Any information on Benin and

Burkina Faso would be welcome.

BurkinaFaso

Like Benin, Burkina Faso is poorly known,

although, again, a list has now been com-

piled, with 453 species recorded 10
.

CapeVerde Islands
Recent activity has seen the gathering to-

gether of all the data for the Cape Verdes

and an annotated list has almost been pre-

pared for the 143 species which have been

recorded29
. An Atlas is also being compiled

and there are hopes of establishing a con-

servation society, Associagao Caboverdeana

da Historia Natural, and newsletter, soon30
.

IvoryCoast

As one of the largest of the Upper Guinea

forest countries, the Ivory Coast has re-

ceived a lot of recent attention and a fully

annotated list was published in 1985 cover-

ing 683 species31

,
a total which has now

climbed to 694 10 Ivory Coast has one ofthe

most important conservation sites in the

Upper Guinea region, Tai Forest, which

contains populations ofmany of the area’s

threatened primary forest specialists, like

White-breasted Guineafowl Agelastes

meleagrides.

Ghana
A fully annotated check-list records 721

species32 and the country total now stands at

725 10
. Ghana is one of the most active

African countries for bird conservation, well

known for efforts to control the illegal hunt-

ing of Roseate Terns Sterna dougallii. Wild-

life clubs are thriving and there is an active

national conservation group, the Ghana

Wildlife Society.

GuineaBissau

Most recent ornithological exploration has

been coastal and a limited list of 319 species

reflects this
10

. Guinea Bissau is another

country for which any information would

be welcomed.

GuineaConakry

A species list was published in 1988 record-

ing 498 species33
,
but the full total is now

552 10
. Further information needs to be

gathered for this important country which

has major inland forested areas.

Liberia

Seriously unsettled recently, Liberia is com-

paratively well documented ornitho-

logically
,
with a field-list (now out of print)

and an annotated list
34

. A recent review of

Liberian birds provides a list of 581 spe-

cies
10

. Savanna, forest and montane habitat

on and around Mount Nimba alone yielded

385 species during exploration in the early

1980s35
. A full revision of the country list is

underway36
,
along with an Atlas37

.

Mali

A comprehensive check-list was published

in Malimbus in two parts in the early 1980s38,39

and a recent review lists a total of622 for the

country10
. Mali covers a vast area of Sahelian

and Saharan West Africa and includes much
of the course ofthe river Niger. Its savannas

are important wintering grounds for wide-

spread Palaearctic species like Whitethroats

Sylvia communis.

Mauritania

With spectacular wader populations win-

tering at sites like Banc d’Arguin, Mauritania

has a coastline critical for migrant birds. An
annotated list has been put together pri-

vately*
0 and the country total is now thought

to be 541 species 10
.

Niger

Like Mali, Niger stretches across a vast swath

of savanna and desert, and includes some

spectacular protected areas, like Air et

Tenere National Park. A recent revision of

the annotated list
41

reveals records for 532

species 10
.

Nigeria

Extensive work in Nigeria has resulted in a

comprehensive annotated check-list
42 which

is being revised at present. The full country

total now stands at 862 species
10

,
a reflec-

tion of the wide range of habitats which

make up this diverse country, from savan-

nas to forests, to the Niger river delta. A
wildlife organisation, the Nigerian Conser-

vation Foundation, is increasingly active.

Senegal

Although there is no local conservation or-

ganisation, Senegal is a popular birding

destination, and has been the location of

intensive migration studies since 198843
. An

annotated list and Atlas has been published

for Senegambia, which includes The Gam-

bia44
,
as has a field list

45 (covering 623 and
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641 species respectively). A review of

records brings together a total of 610 spe-

cies for Senegal alone 10
.

SierraLeone

Another of the important Upper Guinea

countries with its once extensive forests

now largely confined to Gola, Sierra Leone

has a national list of622 species 10
forwhich

an annotated list is being prepared46
.

Research is underway on threatened

forest birds, including the remarkable

White-necked Picathartes Picathartesgym-

nocephalus. A wildlife group, the Conser-

vation Society of Sierra Leone, is active,

especially in conservation education.

TheGambia
Perhaps the best known of West African

countries, The Gambia has a rich avifauna

with 530 species recorded
47

,
a consequence

ofso many habitats packed into a small area

which includes canopy forest in the Abuko

Nature Reserve and the Gambia River delta.

There are two annotated lists
48 -49 and a third

is in preparation
47

,
along with a new field

guide which will also cover southern Sen-

egal50
. An active national group, The

Gambian Ornithological Society, exists.

Togo

An annotated list is in preparation for Togo

and will cover 622 species51
,
although a first

check-list has been recently prepared for

558 species 10
.

North-East Africa
Six countries (and Socotra) make up this

region. With the exception of the fertile

montane regions of Ethiopia and the Nile

Valley, they are dominated throughout by

semi-arid habitats, with predictable diver-

sity of arid country birds, like larks. No
guide exists for north-east Africa, but many

species are covered in the East African

guide52
,
and a new guide to the Middle-East

is also in preparation 14
.

Chad
Little birding information has been forth-

coming for Chad, despite its size and the

importance with its threatened lake basin

for migrants. A full check-list has recently

been published listing 532 species
10

.

Djibouti

By far the smallest of the six countries,

Djibouti lies at the mouth ofthe Red Sea and

has a list of 342 species53 including one

endemic, the Djibouti Francolin Francoli-

nus ochropectus. The straits at Bab-el-

Mandeb are important migration crossing

points, with thousands of raptors, like east-

ernCommon Buzzards Buteo buteo vulpinus

and Steppe Eagles Aquila nipalensis, mov-

ing on passage53
. An annotated check-list

has been published
54

.

Eritrea

New life is being breathed into Eritrean

conservation, still included in coverage by

Walia, the journal of the Ethiopian Wildlife

& Natural History Society. Rapid develop-

ment is taking place, especially in the criti-

cally important coastal zone, and a check-list

has just been published for 537 species 10
.

Ethiopia

A comparatively well known country with

some 836 species55
,
a list which includes

remarkable endemics, like the Ethiopian

Bush-crow Zavattariomis stresemanni,

which make Ethiopia an increasingly popu-

lar birding destination. No field guide cov-

ers the country, although some species are

covered in the East African guide52
. An out

of date annotated list
56 has been updated57

and will be fully revised in an Atlas being

compiled55
. A active national conservation

group, Ethiopian Wildlife & Natural History

Society, publishes a journal, Walia.

Socotra

Red Data Book coverage means Socotra is

included here, although the island is politi-

cally attached to the Yemen. There has

been a lot ofornithological activity recently,

and the results of expeditions there will be

published in Sandgrouse
,
the OSME jour-

nal. They have extended the current pub-

lished list of 95 species 10
,
to 11058

Somalia

Somalia has been birded extensively and is

fairly well recorded with an annotated dis-

tributive list of 650 species59 -
60 and an Atlas

in preparation55
. A national conservation

group, the Somali Ecological Society, is ac-

tive overseas and in-country.

Sudan

A huge country which stretches from North

Africa to the Uganda border and has a list of

938 species which has been prepared in an

annotated Atlas form61
. There is a museum

in Khartoum, but no local society.

East Africa
After the south, East Africa is the best known

of the six regions, with comparatively wel 1-

watched countries ofKenya, Tanzania and

Uganda, as well as those of the Albertine

Rift, Rwanda and Burundi. The diverse

avifaunas are a consequence of equally

diverse habitats. Two regional lists (for

Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania) have been

published62 -63
,
one62 being reviewed in the

light of recent taxonomic changes. A re-

gional society, the East Africa Natural His-

tory Society exists, and publishes a journal

and bulletin. Two dated field guides are

available52
-
64

,
but another is being prepared65

.

An excellent regional journal, Scopus, takes

papers from all over Eastern Africa.

Burundi

Like Rwanda, Burundi is a country which

supports many of the important endemic

birds of the Albertine Rift mountains in a

series of highland forests and marshes de-

spite extensive conversion to agriculture

and heavy pressure from people. A total of

596 species have been recorded10
. Burundi

successfully hosted the Pan-African Orni-

thological Congress in 1990.

Kenya
With 1 ,078 species

66
,
well known sites, and

an excellent infrastructure, Kenya has been

a popular birding location for many years.

Reactivated in the last few, the Ornithology

Department at the National Museum in Nai-

robi, along with the East Africa Natural

History Society, regularly update with news

through the popular magazine Kenya Birds,

the regional journal, Scopus
,
and an annual

bird report ( one issue ofScopus each year).

A comprehensive bird Atlas was published

in 1989
67 and there is a field check-list

available
68

Tanzania

With new species rapjdly being added to its

impressive country total of 1.038
69

,
Tanza-

nia is an exciting prospect for any birder. A
field list has been prepared70

,
and there are

excellent annotated site lists for Zanzibar

and Pemba71 and Serengeti National Park72

(being updated). An active group is compil-

ing an Atlas and a national body, the Wild-

life Conservation Society of Tanzania,

produces a regular newsletter called

Miombo.

Uganda

Landlocked Uganda has a remarkable mix-

ture of habitats bringing a total of 992 spe-

cies
10which have been compiled into a field

list
73

. An active Uganda branch of the East

Africa Natural History Society provides a

focus for naturalists, and data are being

collected for a national Atlas
74

.

Rwanda
Well known for the phenomenal success of

gorilla safaris, Rwanda also has a fascinat-

ing avifauna with 666 species 10
. Albertine

Rift endemics in the montane forests in-

clude Stripe-breasted Tit Parusfasciiventer,

while montane marshes support rarities like

Grauer’s Rush Warbler Bmdypterusgmueri.

A lively new society, the Association pour la

Conservation de la Nature au Rwanda, pub-

lishes a newsletter, Le Nectar.

Central Africa
The central block ofAfrica is dominated by

the Congo Basin and Zaire with other coun-

tries including those of the Gulf of Guinea,

like Gabon and Congo. Although northerly

countries, like Cameroon and Central Afri-
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can Republic, have extensive important sa-

vannas, it is forest which dominates. The

Gulf of Guinea islands are included here.

Cameroon
Cameroon lies at the edge of West Africa,

and supports some 874 species 10
,

which include montane forest endemics

like Bannerman's Turaco Tauraco banner-

manni, as well as a wide range of species

associated with a northern fringe of sa-

vanna. An annotated list has been pub-

lished75
,

a national group, Cameroon

Birdline, has recently been established. Sites

like Mount Kupe, with its endemic Mount

Kupe Bush Shrike Malaconotus kupeensis

(see article on page 13) are attracting more

and more birding groups.

CentralAfrican Republic

An annotated list has been published76 and

a recent review ofpublications has seen the

list settle at 662 species 10
. Little information

has been forthcoming, so any material on

birding in CAR would be welcome.

Congo
When an annotated list was published in

1989, some 500 species were known77
,
but

a recent review has seen the Congo total

climb to 569 species 10
. Birders are making

their first forays into this well forested coun-

try and it is likely to become the subject of

numerous interesting discoveries and in-

tensifying conservation action in the near

future.

EquatorialGuinea

Little information has surfaced about Equa-

torial Guinea although a first check-list has

just been published, covering 271 species 10

,

a total which seems likely to grow.

Gabon
Gabon has been well researched in the past

and a recent review of the list records 629

species10
,
although a new birding guide

carries 669 species for the country78
,
and an

annotated list is being prepared79
.

SaoTome& Principe

In recent years, the unique avifauna of Sao

Tome and Principe has been the subject of

expeditions leading to the rediscovery of

several species, like Sao Tome Grosbeak

Neospiza concoloi80
,
previously feared ex-

tinct. An annotated list is well advanced and

will cover 121 species
81

.

Zaire

Despite its vast forest resources, Zaire re-

mains something of an enigma, with orni-

thological research hampered by the sheer

logistical problems oftravelling away from

the Congo river system. Some 1,094 spe-

cies occur10
,
but nothing major has been

published since the epic 1976 study of

Lippens & Wille82
. Extensive bird collec-

tions exist from Zaire in the famous Musee

Royale de l'Afrique Centrale in Belgium.

South-Central Africa
Tucked in between central and south Africa,

Angola, Malawi, Mozambique, and Zambia

stretch in a broad sweep through some of

the most interesting bird country on the

continent; an area which includes vast

swathes of savanna, as well as important

montane forests, like those on Mount

Mulanje in Malawi, and wetlands, like Zam-

bia’s Bangweulu Swamps.

Angola

A bird rich country for which there are few

recent data. It was well watched histori-

cally, however, and a large list of 909 spe-

cies has been created 10
. The status of critical

RedData Book species, like Gabela Akalat

Sheppardia gabela
,
are simply unknown,

and it is likely the human tragedy unfolding

there has led to severe pressure on some of

the forest areas. The bulletin will carry any

news received.

Malawi

Malawi has a country total of 650, soon to

appear as a species list
83 for the present

annotated list is twenty years out of date84
.

An Atlas is in preparation as well83
. An

active national conservation group, Wild-

life Society of Malawi, exists, and two bird-

orientated publications, Nyala and Vocifer,

are published. Southern African bird guides

cover most of the species in Malawi85
'
86

’
87

.

Mozambique
Despite considerable recent instability,

Mozambique has been quite well watched

and a list of around 690 species is awaiting

publication
88

. The southern field guides85,86,87

are best, and a new group, the Wildlife

Society ofMozambique, is now active.

Zambia

Over 737 species have been recorded89
,

and a dedicated national body, the Zambian

Ornithological Society (ZOS), are produc-

ing an Atlas for a country which has been

well documented throughout90 . Best guides

are those for the southern region85,86,87
. The

ZOS works closely with, and can be con-

tacted via, the Wildlife Conservation Soci-

ety of Zambia in Lusaka.

Southern Africa

Possibly the best known of the regions,

south Africa contains six countries. Numer-

ous initiatives are active for projects like

atlassing. South Africa also has some of the

best bird guides available, which include

Roberts85
,
Newman86

,
and the newest,

Sinclair etaF. The area is home to a range

ofendemics, like Cape Rockjumper Cbaetops

frenatusand Yellow-breasted Pipit Anthus

chloris, as well as being by far the most

important centre for floral diversity on the

continent. Little information has surfaced

for Swaziland

Botswana

Comparatively uniform terrain restricts the

list to 550 species10
,
but the country is well-

watched with an active society, the Bot-

swana Bird Club, which publishes a

newsletter and the journal, Babbler. Bot-

swana possesses real jewels, like the

swamps of the inland Okavango Delta,

which supports the entire breeding popula-

tion of the threatened Slaty Egret Egretta

vinaceigula. Recently, a new field guide

has been produced91
,
and an annotated

check-list, along with a comprehensive bird

Atlas, are being co-ordinated by the club.

Lesotho

Landlocked and mountainous Lesotho has a

list totalling 301 species92 and a guide to

birding there has been published recently93 .

The Lesotho Bird Atlas Project is compiling

records and a conservation group exists, the

Wildlife Society of Lesotho.

Namibia

Lying along the Atlantic seaboard of south-

west Africa, Namibia is dominated by arid

habitats, like the spectacular Etosha Na-

tional Park. A total of624 species have been

recorded94 and a check-list is available95 .

Namibia also supports important seabird

and wintering wader populations in places

like Walvis Bay, and some endemics, like

Dune Lark Certhilauda erythrochlamys

and Caip's Tit Pams carpi. A national

society, the Namibia Bird Club, produces a

journal, Lanioturdus.

South Africa

With the most extensive system ofnational,

regional and local clubs and societies (see

appendix A), South Africa is well docu-

mented with lists
96 and field guides85,86,87

,
as

well as an extremely comprehensive

atlassing project close to publishing an Atlas

for southern Africa97
. If Lesotho and

Swaziland are included, a total of 790 spe-

cies have been recorded 10
. The leading bird

group, the Southern African Ornithological

Society, publishes a journal, Ostrich, as well

as a popular magazine, Birding in Southern

Africa. At the same time, many of the

affiliated clubs produce newsletters and

there are specialist publications for raptors,

seabirds and other groups (see appendix

B ) . The Percy FitzPatrick Institute ofAfrican

Ornithology is one of the leading scientific

institutions in Africa, but there are several

other bodies, including university depart-

ments and museums, like theTransvaal and

Durban Museums, which are actively in-

volved in ornithology. Room prevents a full

description of the facilities here, but the
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Southern African Ornithological Society can

provide any information needed about bird-

ing in the country.

Zimbabwe
An active society, the Ornithological Soci-

ety ofZimbabwe, publishes a local journal,

Honeyguide, for this interesting and diverse

southern country. A total of 648 species

have been recorded10
. An annotated list is

now rather out of date98
,
but will soon be

replaced by an Atlas which is nearing com-

pletion99 . Zimbabwe also holds the largest

continental collection ofAfrican birds at the

Natural History Museum of Zimbabwe in

Bulawayo.

Atlantic Ocean
Remote islands which are rarely visited

other than by professional ornithologists or

yachtsmen, so only the lucky few will see

endemics like the Tristan Bunting Nesospiza

acunhae. Best guides for the majority of

seabirds are still those byTuck& Heinzel 100

and Harrison 101 and records can be sent to

the African Seabird Group or the Royal Navy

Bird-watching Society (for publication in

their journal, Marine Ornithology).

St. HelenaIsland

Notable forits peculiar plover, the St. Helena

Wirebird Charadrius sanctaehelenae this

remote island now boasts a total of 99

species, forwhich an annotated list is being

written102
.

AscensionIsland

Access is controlled by permit, but an anno-

tated list is in preparation to cover some 16

resident and 40 plus vagrant species 103
. A

general association exists, the Ascension

Historical Society.

TristandaCunha Islands

Like Gough, the Tristan da Cunha group

(which includes Inaccessible and Nightin-

gale) are notable for their seabirds and rare

endemic buntings. An annotated list has

been published104
.

Gough Island

Gough is covered by the same annotated list

as the Tristan group™ and both these island

groups are included within the range of the

Southern African Ornithological Society, and

the endemic birds are described in

Newman86
.

Indian Ocean
Five groups of islands which, as a conse-

quence of their remarkable endemic avifau-

nas, have been the subject of extensive

studies 105
. The far flung Amsterdam Is-

land group are included here because of a

presence in the African Red Data Book2
.

Comoros
Considerable logistical difficulties exist over

visiting the Comoros archipelago, but ex-

tensive expedition work has yielded records

of 99 species, published as an annotated

list, with some illustrations, and maps 106
.

No local society exists, but there is a mu-

seum.

Mauritius ( & Rodrigues)

One ofthe best known ofthe Indian Ocean

islands, Mauritius has been at the forefront

of attempts to resuscitate populations of

rare endemics like Mauritius Kestrel Falco

punctatus. The annotated list is rather

dated107
, but about 100 species have been

recorded108 and the field guide has been

updated recently109
. There is an active local

society, the Mauritian Wildlife Appeal Fund.

Reunion

About 70 species have been recorded 108
,

but the check-list prepared in 1982 is now
out of print 110

. Two societies are active, the

Societe Reunionnaise d’Etude et de Protec-

tion de l’Environnement (SREPEN) and an

ornithological group attached to the mu-

seum, Societe Reunionnaise des Amis du

Museum(Groupe Omithologique) (SRAM),
which publish Info-Nature lie de la Reunion

and Borbonica, respectively.

Seychelles Republic ( including Aldabra)

The Seychelles archipelago is comparatively

well-watched and yields prized species like

Seychelles Magpie Robin Copsychus

sechellamwand Seychelles Warbler Acro-

cephalus sechellensis. Birding is increas-

ingly well organised with a species list

published 111 (covering 219 species), as well

as two local guides112113
,
and a third in

preparation 114
. The Seychelles Bird Group

operates from within the Nature Protection

Trust of Seychelles umbrella and produces

a magazine, Birdwatch.

Madagascar

Madagascar exists as a separate biogeo-

graphical region from which a total of 256

species has been recorded 115
. Access is

improving, and a new field guide has greatly

improved the data available for birders in

this remarkable place115
. It includes a list

and some maps, although a separate Atlas is

also being prepared. A local society, the

Working Group on Birds in the Madagascar

Region, publishes a newsletter.

Appendix A: Societies

All societies with their addresses, where

known, are listed here by name in regional,

national and local order. Please let the

author know of organisations which are

missing and if any of this information is

incorrect.

Regional
East Africa Natural History Society

(EANHS): Box 44486 Nairobi, Kenya.

Ornithological SocietyoftheMiddle East

(OSME): c/o The Lodge, Sandy, Bedford-

shire SG19 2DL, United Kingdom.

Southern African Ornithological Soci-

ety (SAOS): Box 84394 Greenside, Johan-

nesburg 2034, South Africa.

West African Ornithological Society

(WAOS): c/o 1 Fishers Heron, East Mills,

Fordingbridge, Hampshire SP6 2JR, United

Kingdom.

National
Ascension HistoricalSociety: current ad-

dress unknown.

Association pour la Conservation de la

Nature au Rwanda: UNR BP 117 Butare,

Rwanda.

Botswana Bird Club: Box 71 Gaborone,

Botswana.

Cameroon Birdline: BP 547 Yaounde,

Cameroon.

Conservation SocietyofSierraLeone: 4

Sanders Street, Box 1 292 Freetown, S. Leone.

EthiopianWildlife and NaturalHistory
Society: Box 60074 Addis Ababa, Ethiopia.

Gambian Ornithological Society: Box 757
Banjul, The Gambia.

GhanaWildlife Society: Box 13252 Accra,

Ghana.

Groupe de Recherche pour la Protec-

tion des Oiseaux au Maroc: (GREPOM)

12, rue Ottawa, Quartier Ocean, 10,000

Rabat, Morocco.

Le Groupe d’Omithologie du Maroc
Centrale: (GOMaC) Departement de

Biologie, Faculte des Sciences de Meknes,

BP 4010 Beni-M-hamed, 50003 Meknes,

Morocco.

Les Amis des Oiseaux: Faculte des Sci-

ences, Campus Universitaire, 1060 Tunis

Belvedere, Tunisia.

MauritianWildlifeAppealFtmd: Tamarin,

Mauritius, Indian Ocean.

Namibia Bird Club, Box 67, Windhoek

9000, Namibia.

Nature Protection Trust of Seychelles:

Seychelles Bird Group, Box 207 Victoria,

Seychelles.

NigerianConservationFoundation: Box

74638 Victoria Island, Lagos Nigeria.

OmithologicalSocietyofEgypt: no cur-

rent address.

OrnithologicalSocietyofZimbabwe: Box

8382 Causeway, Zimbabwe.

Societe Reunionnaise des Amis du
Museum (Groupe Omithologique)

(SRAM): viaMme Sonia Ribes, Conservateur,

Museum d'Histoire Naturelle, Rue Poivre,

97400 St-Denis, Reunion.

Societe Reunionnaised’Etude et de Pro-

tection de l’Environnement (SREPEN):

BP 1109, 97482 St-Denis, Reunion.
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Somali Ecological Society: c/o Dr Talib

Ali, FAO Representative in Somalia, c/o

FAO Representative in Kenya, Box 30470

Nairobi, Kenya.

Wildlife Conservation SocietyofTanza-

nia: Box 70919 Dar es Salaam, Tanzania.

Wildlife Conservation Society ofZam-
bia: Box 30255 Lusaka, Zambia.

Wildlife Society of Lesotho: no current

address.

Wildlife Society of Malawi: Box 1429

Blantyre, Malawi.

Wildlife SocietyofMozambique: c/oMs.

Milagre O.F.N. Cezerilo, Director of For-

estry and Wildlife, Ministry of Agriculture,

Maputo, Mozambique.

Working Group on Birds in the Mada-

gascarRegion: via Olivier Langrand,WWF
Madagascar, BP 738 Antananarivo 101,

Madagascar; Lucienne Wilme, Missouri Bo-

tanical Garden, BP 3391 Antananarivo; Steve

Goodman, Field Museum of Natural His-

tory, Roosevelt Road at Lake Shore Drive,

Chicago, Illinois 60605, USA.

Zambian Ornithological Society: Box

33944 Lusaka, Zambia.

Local
Largely South African bird clubs, but we
would welcome the names and addresses

of other local binding groups throughout

the region.

Cape Bird Club: Box 5033, Cape Town
8000, South Africa.

Lowveld Bird Club: Box 4113, Nelspruit

1200, South Africa.

Rands Barbets Bird Club: 2 Flint Road,

Parkwood2193, South Africa.

Sandton Bird Club: Box 650890, Benmore

2010, South Africa.

Witwatersrand Bird Club: Box 72091

Parkview, Johannesburg 2122, South Af-

rica.

The Eastern Cape Wild Bird Society,

Goldfields Bird Club, Natal Bird Club,

NatalMidlands Bird Club, North-eastern

BirdClub, NorthernTransvaalOrnitho-

logical Society, Orange Free State Orni-

thological Society, VaalReefs BirdClub

,

WesvaalBirdClub can all be contacted via

the Southern African Ornithological Soci-

ety, Box 84394 Greenside, Johannesburg

2034, South Africa.

Species orientated
Groups are increasingly being established

which co-ordinate interest in particular fami-

lies of birds. Again, the author would wel-

come details ofany othersuch associations.

African Hirundine Group: Department of

Ornithology, National Museum, Box 266,

Bloemfontein 9300, South Africa.

African RaptorInformation Centre: Box

4035, Halfway House 1685, South Africa.

AfricanSeabirdGroup: Box34ll3, Rhodes

Gift 7707, South Africa.

SouthernAfricanCraneFoundation Box

2310, Durban 4000, South Africa.

Vulture Study Group: The Endangered

Wildlife Trust, Box 72334, Parkview 2122,

South Africa.

Appendix B:

Journals and newsletters

Journals are listed in alphabetical order

with, where possible, the date of first ap-

pearance, the number of issues per year,

the organisation responsible for publica-

tion, and the editor’s name. Most are pro-

duced by the societies already listed above.

Please note this list is largely confined to

publications emanatingfrom Africa orwhich

publish mainly on African birds. Many
others, like the Bulletin oftheBritish Orni-

thologists' Club
,
also regularly carry rel-

evant papers.

We urge authors, where possible, to

publish their observations and results in

regional journals, so facilitating access for

African ornithologists, or, failing that, to

submit papers to an abstract service the

British Ornithologists’ Union runs in asso-

ciation with their journal, Ibis. Contribu-

tions should be sent to the Editor, Recent

Ornithological Literature, Edward Grey In-

stitute of Field Ornithology, South Parks

Road, Oxford OX1 3PS, United Kingdom.

Albatross unknown-present. Newsletter

of the Natal Bird Club. Editor: Phillip de

Moor, Box 2866, Durban 4000, South Africa.

Babbler 1981-present. Published twice a

year by the Botswana Bird Club. Editor: Dr

Marc Herremans, Box 71 Gaborone, Bot-

swana.

BirdNumbers 1993-present. A newsletter

recently started by the group responsible

for atlassing in southern Africa. Editor:

James Harrison, Avian Demography Unit,

Department of Statistical Science, Univer-

sity ofCapeTown, Rondesbosch 7700, South

Africa.

Birding in SouthernAfrica 1948-present

(formerly Bokmakierie). Published quar-

terly by the Southern African Ornithological

Society ( in its new form since 1989). Editor:

Gordon Bennett, c/o Southern African Orni-

thological Society (address above).

Birdwatch 1992-present. Newsletter of

the Seychelles Bird Group. Editor: Ron

Gerlach, Box 207 Victoria, Seychelles.

Borbonica unknown-present: Published

by the Museum d’Histoire Naturelle, Rue

Poivre, 97400 St-Denis, Reunion. Editor:

unknown.

Courser 1984-present. Published occa-

sionally by the Ornithological Society of

Egypt. Editor: unknown.

East Africa Natural History Society

Bulletin: unknown-present. Published quar-

terly from Nairobi, but covering Kenya,

Tanzania and Uganda. Editor: c/o the soci-

ety (address above).

Gabar 1986-present. Published biannually

as an African raptor biology journal by the

African Raptor Information Centre. Editors:

David Allan & Andrew Jenkins, c/o Avian

Demography Unit (see Bird Numbers for

address; see also Quilt).

Gyps Snips see Vulture News.

Hirundo 1988-present. Biannual newslet-

ter for people interested in the Hirundinidae.

Editor: Roy Earle, Department of

Ornithology, National Museum, Box 266,

Bloemfontein 9300, South Africa.

HoepHoep 1990-present. Published quar-

terly as the newsletter of the Wesvaal Bird

Club. Editor: The Editor Hoep Hoep,

Wesvaal Bird Club, c/o Southern African

Ornithological Society (address above).

Honeyguide 1962-present (formerly Bul-

letin of the Rhodesian Ornithological

Society). Published quarterly by the Orni-

thological Society ofZimbabwe. Editor: c/o

the society (see above).

Info-Nature lie de laReunion: unknown-

present. Published by the Societe

Reunionnaise d'Etude et de Protection de

l’Environnement (SREPEN), BP 1 109, 97482

St-Denis, Reunion. Editor: unknown.

Journal of the East Africa Natural His-

tory Society: unknown-present. Published

periodically on a wide range of natural

history subjects and covers Kenya, Tanza-

nia and Uganda. Editor: c/o the society

(address above).

Kenya Birds 1992-present (formerly Avi-

fauna News). Published biannually by the

Ornithology Department at the National

Museums of Kenya and BirdLife Kenya.

Editors: Dr Leon Bennun, Cecilia Gichuki&
John Fanshawe, Department of Ornithol-

ogy, National Museums ofKenya, Box 40658

Nairobi, Kenya.

Koedoe 1958-present. Published biannu-

ally as the research journal of the National

Parks in South Africa. Editor: Mr J.C.

Rautenbach, National Parks Board, Box 787,

Pretoria 0001, South Africa.
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Laniarius unknown-present. Newsletter

of the Northern Transvaal Ornithological

Society. Published occasionally by the Edi-

torial Committee, Box 4158, Pretoria 0001,

South Africa.

Lanioturdus 1965-present. Published oc-
1

casionally (usually twice a year) as the News-

letter ofthe Namibia Bird Club. Editor:Joris

Komen, Department of Birds, The State

Museum of Namibia, Box 1203 Windhoek,

Namibia.

Le Nectar 1993-present. Published by the

Association pour la Conservation de la

Nature au Rwanda. Editor: Dr Sam
Kanyamibwa, UNR BP 1 17 Butare, Rwanda.

Malimbus 1979-present (from 1964-1978

was Bulletin oftheNigerian Ornithologists

'

Society). Regional journal for Western Af-

rica published biannually by the West Afri-

can Ornithological Society. Editor: Dr Alan

Tye, Box 1 Amani, Tanga, Tanzania.

Madoqua 1969-present. Madoqua is pub-

lished biannually by the Namibian Ministry

of Wildlife Conservation and Tourism as a

journal of arid zone biology and nature

conservation research. Editor: Dr Chris

Brown, Ministry of Wildlife, Conservation

andTourism, Private Bag 13306 Windhoek,

Namibia.

Marine Ornithology 1976-present (for-

merly The Cormorant). Published biannu-

ally as the bulletin of the African Seabird

Group. Editor: Dr John Cooper, Percy

FitzPatrick Institute ofAfrican Ornithology,

University ofCapeTown, Rondebosch 7700,

South Africa.

Miombo 1987-present. Newsletter of the

Wildlife Conservation Society ofTanzania.

Editor: to society (address above).

Mirafra 1984-present. Published quarterly

as the Newsletter of the Orange Free State

Ornithological Society. Editor: Mr R.J. Nuttall,

National Museum, Box 266, Bloemfontein

9300, South Africa.

Nyala 1975-present. Published biannually

by the Wildlife Society ofMalawi. Editor: Dr

C.O. Dudley, The Museums ofMalawi, Box

30360 Blantyre, Malawi.

OSME Bulletin 1980-present. Published

biannually by the Ornithological Society of

the Middle East. Editor: The Bulletin Editor,

OSME (see Sandgrouse).

Ostrich 1930-present. Regional journal for

Southern Africa published quarterly by the

Southern African Ornithological Society.

Editor: Dr A.J.F.K. Craig, Department of

Zoology, Rhodes University, Grahamstown

6140, South Africa.

Porphyrio 1988-present. Published annu-

ally by Le Groupe d’Ornithologie du Maroc

Centrale(GOMaC). Editor: unknown.

Proceedings oftheMauritiusRoyalSoci-

ety of Arts and Sciences: unknown-

present. Published irregularlyby the society

.

Editor: unknown.

Promerops unknown-present. Published

five times a year by the Cape Bird Club.

Editor: Jo Hobbs, Box 5022, Cape Town
8000, South Africa.

Quill 1992-present. Published as an occa-

sional newsletter of the African Raptor In-

formation Centre (see under Gabar).

SAFRING News 1972-present. Published

biannually by the Southern African Bird

Ringing Unit. Editor: MrT.B. Oakley, Uni-

versity of Cape Town, Private Bag,

Rondesbosch 7700, South Africa.

Sandgrouse 1980-present. Published bi-

annually by the Ornithological Society of

the Middle East. Editor: Duncan Brooks,

OSME, c/oThe Lodge, Sandy, Bedfordshire

SG19 2DL, United Kingdom.

Scopus 1977-present. Regional journal for

Eastern Africa published twice a year (with

a third issue forming the East African Bird

Report) by the Ornithological Sub-commit-

tee of the East Africa Natural History Soci-

ety. Editor: Graeme Backhurst, Box 15914

Nairobi, Kenya.

Southern Birds 1975-present (formerly

SouthAfricanAvifauna Series 1961-1972).

Publishes annotated check-lists of birds of

Africa south of the Cunene and Zambezi

rivers and is producedby the Witswatersrand

Bird Club. Editor: DrC.J. Vernon, Southern

Birds, Box 650284, Benmore 2010, South

Africa.

Tauraco 1989-present. Published twice a

year by the Tauraco Press as a Journal of

African Ornithology. Tauraco also pub-

lishes separate research reports. Editor: Mr

R.J. Dowsett, c/o Projet ECOFAC, BP 62

Brazzaville, Congo.

The Bee-eater 1950-present. Published

annually by the Eastern Cape Wild Bird

Society. Editor: Dr Paul Martin, Box 27454

Greenacres, 6057 Port Elizabeth, South Af-

rica.

The Cormorant see Marine Ornithology.

The Hombill 1985-present. Newsletter of

the Lowveld Bird Club. Editor: Peter Lawson,

Box 507, Nelspmit 1200, South Africa.

Vocifer 1986-present. Newsletter published

twice a year forMalawi by the editor. Editor:

Mr R.D. Medland, Box 30370, Lilongwe 3,

Malawi.

VultureNews 1979-present. Published by

the Vulture Study Group. Editor: Steven

Piper, 2 Canal Drive, Westville 3630, South

Africa. The group also publishes a newslet-

ter called GypsSnips.

Walia 1969-present. Published annually by

the Ethiopian Wildlife and Natural History

Society. Editors: Sue Edwards&John Atkins,

Box 60074 Addis Ababa, Ethiopia.

WBC News unknown-present. Newsletter

published quarterly by the Witwatersrand

Bird Club. Editor: John McAllister, Box

72091, Parkview 2122, South Africa.

Working Group on Birds in the Mada-

gascarRegion Newsletter: Published oc-

casionally by the WGBMR. Editors: Olivier

Langrand, Lucienne Wilme & Steve

Goodman, c/oWWF Madagascar, BP 738,

Antananarivo 101, Madagascar.

Appendix C: Museums
African museums with bird skin collections

form an integral part of the ornithological

fabric as centres of research and training.

Again, the author would welcome up-to-

date information on institutions listed here

and on those that must be missing. This list

does not take account of the large collec-

tions of African material which are held

outside the continent, such as at the Field

Museum in Chicago in the United States, the

Sub-department of Ornithology at the Natu-

ral History Museum at Tring in the United

Kingdom and the Musee Royale de l’Afrique

Centrale at Tervuren in Belgium. Future

articles in the bulletin may deal with these

important collections.

Cameroon: University of Yaounde,

Yaounde, Cameroon.

Comores: Centre National de Documenta-

tion et de Recherche Scientifique (CNDRS),

(Musee National des Comores), Moroni,

Republique Federale Islamique des

Comores.

Ethiopia: Natural HistoryMuseum, Faculty

of Science, University of Addis Ababa, Ad-

dis Ababa, Ethiopia.

Kenya: Department of Ornithology, Na-

tional Museums of Kenya, Box 40658 Nai-

robi, Kenya. Head: Dr Leon A. Bennun.

Liberia: University of Liberia, Monrovia,

Liberia.

Madagascar: Musee de l'Academie Mal-

gache, Parc Zoologique et Botanique de

Tzimbazaza, BP 4096, Antananarivo 101,

Madagascar.

Malawi: TheMuseums ofMalawi, Box30360

Blantyre, Malawi.

Mauritius: The Mauritius Institute, La

Chaussee, Port Louis, Mauritius.
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Mozambique: Natural History Museum of

Mozambique, Maputo. Director: DrAugusto

Cabral.

Namibia: Department of Birds, The State

Museum of Namibia, Box 1203 Windhoek,

Namibia.

Reunion: Museum d’Histoire Naturelle, Rue

Poivre, 97400 St-Denis, Reunion.

Seychelles: The National Archives, Victo-

ria, Seychelles.

South Africa: Durban Natural Science

Museum, Box 4085, Durban 4000, South

Africa.

South Africa: Percy FitzPatrick Institute of

African Ornithology, University of Cape

Town, Rondebosch 7700, South Africa.

Tanzania: Arusha Museum: address un-

known.

Uganda: The Zoology Museum, Depart-

ment ofZoology, Makerere University, Box

10066 Kampala, Uganda. Curator: Robert

Kityo.

Zimbabwe: The Natural History Museum
of Zimbabwe, Box 240 Bulawayo, Zimba-

bwe. Curator of Birds: Dr Kit Hustler.

Appendix D: Records

For 37 of the countries and island groups

listed under the accounts, either a person or

an institution, and in some countries more

than one, has been listed as willing to re-

ceive records. In some cases, an annotated

list is being compiled, the Cape Verde Is-

lands for example, but in others, like Kenya

and South Africa, a well established system

of recording and reporting exists. The sub-

mission and accurate scrutiny of records

underpins every aspect of successful bird

research and conservation. There are active

rarities committees in some areas (eg the

Seychelles), but in many, no central point

for the submission of records exists.

Where that is the case, records can be

sent to the regional societies, eg the East

Africa Natural History Society (Ornithologi-

cal Sub-committee). The BulletUrw'iW pub-

lish changes to this list in the light of com-

ments received after publication and keep

people abreast of those responsible for

collating records for any country. Again,

please let the author know of any informa-

tion which can improve on the list below,

especially where there are no potential

recipients of records imcountry. The ap-

pearance ofa complete set ofcountry check-

lists from the Tauraco Press
10 has gone a

long way to providing a baseline from which

to build future record assessment.

If you have records to submit, please

do send them to the relevant people. Your

observations can make a real difference to

what is known about birds around the con-

tinent.

Ascension Island: DrK.E.L. Simmons, c/o

The Administrative Secretary, British Orni-

thologists' Union, The Natural History Mu-

seum, Sub-department of Ornithology,

Tring, Herts HP23 6AP, United Kingdom.

Botswana: Botswana Bird Club, Box 71

Gaborone, Botswana.

Burundi: DrJean Pierre Vande Weghe, BP

2900 Bujumbura, Burundi.

Canary Islands: Tony Clarke, Republica

Dominica No 61, Barrio de Fatima, 38500

Guimar, Tenerife, Islas Canarias, Spain &
Juan Antonio Lorenzo, La Laguna Univer-

sity, Tenerife, Islas Canarias, Spain.

Cape Verde Islands: Dr C.J. Hazevoet,

Institut voor Systematiek en Pop-

ulatiebioliogie (Zoologisch Museum),

Mauritskade 61, Postbus 94766, 1090 GT
Amsterdam, The Netherlands.

Comores: Dr Michel Louette, Musee Royale

de l'Afrique Centrale, B-3080 Tervuren,

Belgium.

Congo: Mr R.J . Dowsett, c/o ProjetECOFAC,

B.P. 62 Brazzaville, Congo.

Djibouti: GeoffWelch, Minsmere Reserve,

Westleton, Saxmundham, Suffolk IP17 3BY,

United Kingdom.

Egypt: Sherif Baha el Din, The Business

Center, Cairo Marriott Hotel, Box 33 Zomalik,

Cairo, Egypt.

Eritrea: Dr Chris Hillman, Assistant Head of

Research, Ministry of Marine Resources,

Box 923 Asmara, Eritrea

Ethiopia: DrJohn Ash, Paysanne, Godshill

Wood, Fordingbridge, Hampshire, United

Kingdom&John Atkins, FCO (Addis Ababa),

King Charles Street, London SW1A 2AH,

United Kingdom.

Gabon: Patrice Christy, BP 2240 Libreville,

Gabon & Dave Sargeant, 34 Pine Walk

Weyboume, Holt, Norfolk NR25 7HJ, United

Kingdom.

Kenya: DonTumer, EANHS Ornithological

Sub-committee, Box 48019 Nairobi, Kenya.

Lesotho: Dr David Ambrose, National Uni-

versity of Lesotho, PO Roma 180, Lesotho.

Liberia: Dr Wulf Gatter, BuchsstraiSe 20, D-

73252 Lenningen 1, Germany.

Madagascar: Olivier Langrand,WWFMada-

gascar, BP 738 Antananarivo 101, Madagas-

car.

Malawi: records to Mr R.D. Medland, Box

30370, Lilongwe 3, Malawi; rarity reports to

Mrs D. Hamner, Mitsasa, Box 3076

Paulington, Mutare, Zimbabwe.

Mauritius: Mauritian Wildlife Appeal Fund,

Tamarin, Mauritius, Indian Ocean.

Morocco: records to Dr Jacques Franchi-

mont (GOMaC), Departement de Biologie,

Faeulte des Sciences, BP 4010 Beni-

M'hamed, 50003 Meknes, Morocco, & Dr

Mohammed Dakki (GREPOM), 12 rue Ot-

tawa, Quartier Ocean, 10,000 Rabat, Mo-

rocco; rarities to Dr Michel Thevenot,

Biogeographie et Ecologie des Vertebres,

EPHE case 94, Universite de Montpellier 2,

F-34095 Montpellier Cedex 5, France.

Mozambique: Dr Heimo Mikkola, FAO
Representative for Malawi, Box 30750,

Lilongwe 3, Malawi.

Namibia: The Ornithologist, Ministry of

Wildlife, Conservation and Tourism, Pri-

vate Bag 13306 Windhoek, Namibia.

Nigeria: John Elgood, 16 The Anchorage,

157 Mudeford, Christchurch, Dorset BH23
4AG, United Kingdom.

Reunion: Societe Reunionnaise des Amis

du Museum (Groupe Ornithologique) &
Societe Reunionnaise d’Etude et de Protec-

tion de l’Environnement, via Mme Sonia

Ribes, Conservateur, Museum d’Histoire

Naturelle, Rue Poivre, 97400 St-Denis,

Reunion.

Rwanda: Dr Sam Kanyamibwa, UNR BP

117Butare, Rwanda.

St. Helena: Commander M.B. Casement,

Dene Cottage, West Harting, Petersfield,

Hants GU31 5PA, United Kingdom.

Sao Tome & Principe: Dr Peter Jones,

ICAPB (Zoology Building), The King's Build-

ing, Edinburgh EH9 3JT, United Kingdom.

Seychelles: Adrian Skerrett, Secretary, Sey-

chelles Bird Records Committee, Box 336

Victoria, Mahe, Seychelles.

Sierra Leone: Conservation Society of Si-

erra Leone (address above) & Geoffrey D.

Field, 37 Milton Grove, New Milton, Hamp-

shire BH25 6HB, United Kingdom.

Socotra: Guy Kirwan, OSME, c/oThe Lodge,

Sandy, Bedfordshire SG19 2DL, United King-

dom.

Somalia: DrJohn Ash, Paysanne, Godshill

Wood, Fordingbridge, Hampshire, United

Kingdom.

South Africa: Dr Phil Hockey, Chairman,

Southern African Rarities Committee, South-

ern African Ornithological Society, Box

84394 Greenside,Johannesburg 2034, South

Africa.

Sudan: Gerhard Nikolaus, Bossenbiittel 4,

D-27637 Spieka, Germany.

Tanzania: Tanzania Bird Atlas Project, Box

23404 Dar es Salaam, Tanzania.

The Gambia: Gambian Ornithological So-

ciety, Box 757 Banjul, The Gambia.

Uganda: Dr Derek Pomeroy, Institute of

Environment and Natural Resources,

Makerere University, Box 10066 Kampala,

Uganda.

Zambia: Zambian Ornithological Society,

Box 33944 Lusaka, Zambia.

Zimbabwe: records to Tony Tree, Chiran-

woo Farm, Box 61 Darwendale, Zimbabwe;

rarities to Dr Kit Hustler, Department of

Ornithology, Natural History Museum of

Zimbabwe, Box 240 Bulawayo, Zimbabwe.
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Reviews

Putting Biodiversity on the Map
Priority Areas for Global Conservation

Bibby CJet al. ICBP, Cambridge. 1992.

From introduction to conclusions, the book is divided

into seven sections, but I will put these into four parts.

The first introduces the concept of biodiversity and

points out that it is possible to use one class of organ-

isms, in this case birds, as indicators of the level of

biological diversity in an area. It also deals with the

methodology used by the authors to compile and

analyse bird data and gives a global overview of the

results from those analyses. The concept of Endemic

Bird Areas is defined and the distribution of the EBAs,

in terms of altitudinal spread and whether they occur

continentally or on islands, is identified.

The second part goes into more detailed accounts

of EBAs at a regional level. Regions are demarcated for

convenience of presentation rather than to correspond

to the conventional biogeographical zones. They are;

North and Middle America (A), South America (B),

Africa, Europe and the Middle East (C), Asia ( D), South-

east Asian Islands, New Guinea and Australia (E) and

the Pacific Islands (F). For each region, the precise

locations of the EBAs, their altitudinal ranges as well as

habitat types are described. On mainland Africa 19

areas are defined with a further 18 on islands covered

by the ABC. The most diverse of these are the moun-

tains of the Albertine Rift, the eastern are mountains of

Tanzania and those of Cameroon. Threats to the EBAs

are highlighted.

The third part shows the congruence of areas of

avian endemism and those of other organisms. It

expounds on the point made in the first part that avian

diversity and/or endemism can be a good indicator of

overall species diversity and/or endemism.

The fourth and last part of the book deals with how
the analysed data can be used to identify areas that need

urgent action. Areas are prioritised in terms of levels of

threat and thus need for conservation action. The

criteria used include restricted-range species richness,

taxonomic uniqueness and presence of other endemic

taxa. This exercise makes the book a practical guide to

conservation rather than merely a textbook. Through-

out the book the authors point out the problem of

paucity or imprecision of data in certain instances and

they show how they tried to overcome that problem

during their analyses.

Putting Biodiversity on theMap is aimed at conser-

vation planners and policy makers. I would, however,

go further and recommend it to all keen amateurs and

academics because it is quite informative and reveal-

ing. The authors have generally avoided technical

jargon and enriched the book with extremely beautiful

colour illustrations. The strongest feature of this book

is the emphasis on habitat rather than single species

conservation. I believe this is the way to go, if global

biodiversity is going to be conserved.

Preparation of Putting Biodiversity on the Map
must have involved tremendous effort. My only disap-

pointment is that the book skims over problems of

poverty and population pressure in the tropical regions

that are identified as containing greatest biodiversity.

With a little extra effort, some indices of those param-

eters could have been incorporated into the analyses.

The output would then have been more down-to-earth

regarding issues of conservation in impoverished areas

of the world. Otherwise, an excellent book. ®
PMB Kasoma

A Birder’s Guide to Gabon, West Africa

Dave Sargeant, published privately, 1993. 100

pp, £11.50.

Very little has been written about ornithology in Gabon

in recent years apart from Brosset& Erard’s Les Oiseaux

des regions forestieres du nord-est Gabon and occa-

sional papers in Malimbus and in the Bulletin of the

British Ornithologists’ Club. This is in spite of the fact

that Gabon contains some of the most accessible low-

land rainforest in the whole of west and central Africa.

It also has one of the richest avifaunas in Africa, with

over 430 species having been recorded in the Ivindo

basin of the north-east alone.

Dave Sargeant has spent several years (1988-1992)

living in Gabon and this guide is based on his experi-

ences during that time. Much of his time has been spent

in the Garnba area of coastal Gabon, but he has visited

several other areas during his time in the country and

these areas are fully documented in the guide.

Apart from providing the mandatory site guide and

systematic checklist, the guide includes sections on

travel to and around the country, visas, money, climate,

health, references and suggested itineraries. It also

includes identification notes on difficult species/groups

as diverse as ibises, accipiters, greenbuls, ‘grey’ fly-
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catchers and batis. Given the absence of a high quality

field guide to the region, this is very welcome. In fact

the notes on greenbuls are a small field guide in their

own right, running to five and a half pages. During a

trip to Gabon in August 1993, these notes were very

useful, the only apparent discrepancy being the de-

scription of the call of Grey-throated Tit-Flycatcher

Myioparus griseigularis as a ‘very thin, high pitched

wheeze’ whereas we regarded it as a strident four note

whistle. A full list of all species recorded in Gabon

completes the publication.

The main parts of the guide are the 40-page site

guide and the 39-page systematic list. The site guide is

well written and includes 13 maps. In my experience,

the maps were generally accurate although we did

experience some problems following the ‘New Can-

yons Track’ shown on the Lekoni map. The site ac-

counts give directions to the site, details of the species

likely to be seen at various times of the year and a list of

species for the site. One notable error in the site guides

is the inclusion of Rufous-tailed Palm-Thrush

Cichladusa ruficauda on the species list for Makokou,

this should refer to Red-tailed Ant-thrush Neocossyphus

rufus. At times the descriptions of road conditions

appear overly cautious although this is probably the

result of our visit being in the dry season and also the

result of road improvements over the past year. In

addition some of the descriptions of forest types were

at variance with what we found, at least one ‘swamp

forest’ being decidedly dry and one area described as

‘some of the best I have seen in Gabon’ being anything

but. The most unfortunate error in the site guide relates

to the Makokou area where car hire is available (from

M’Passa reserve) considerably cheaper than at

Franceville, and where it is possible to stay in the chalets

at M’Passa so long as you are prepared to spend several

hours tracking down the caretaker. It’s well worth the

effort! It should perhaps also be noted here that the

village of Olindi referred to in the account of the road

from Franceville to Makokou is actually the village of

Zoolende.

The systematic checklist which follows the site

guides provides details of the status of those species

recorded by Dave during his time in Gabon and is

naturally biased towards the Gamba area where he was

based. Birders visiting Gabon on a ‘full blown birding

trip’ can expect to make a significant contribution to

our knowledge of the distribution of birds in Gabon

especially if they spend a lot of time birding in the east.

To quote two examples where our experience in Au-

gust was at variance with the information provided by

Dave, Narrow-tailed Starling Poeoptera lugubris is re-

corded as ‘rare in forested areas’, Dave having only

seen the species at two sites in five years. We recorded

the species at two ‘new’ sites in the east. Red-throated

Swallow Hirundo rufigula is noted as ‘Common
throughout’. We recorded it at only one site and our

experience mirrored that ofTom Gullick et al. on a trip

in August 1991, suggesting that the species is not

common in Gabon throughout the year.

To sum up, despite its faults, this guide is the

essential reference for anyone planning a trip to

Gabon, and should also be read by anyone with an

interest in the distribution and identification of west

African birds. Gabon is an exciting country where

some of the most sought after species in Africa eg

African River Martin Pseudochelidon eurystomina

and Black-headed Bee-eater Merops breweri can be

found. I hope that this guide will encourage more

people to visit the country and, in turn, increase our

knowledge of the birds of this region. (D

Richard Webb

Literature Gleanings

This section aims to bring readers attention to relevant

papers and notes which have appeared in other jour-

nals. It is not intended as a full abstracting service, for

which we can recommend the supplements published

in conjunction with Ibis, the journal of the British

Ornithologists’ Union. It will especially take note of

those which are in more obscure places but unfortu-

nately we cannot undertake to provide any copies.

Contributions in the form of abstracts ready for

publication, or copies of papers which could be in-

cluded, are welcome. There will be no fixed period

covered by each issue, and it is never too late to notice

an interesting paper. Similarly there will be no fixed

sections although we shall try to group like with like

and to have broad headings. The full references of all

papers noted are listed at the end.
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Identification notes

During 1992 there were three useful notes on the

identification of difficult groups in Bulletin of the

British Ornithologists' Club

,

volume 112.

Michel Louette 1 considers some forest accipiters in

central Africa, in particular A . toussenelii (African Gos-

hawk in Birds of Africa), A. tachiro (also African

Goshawk) and A. castanilius (Chestnut-flanked Spar-

rowhawk). He notes that there are several mistakes in

the Birds of Africa accounts for these species and

provides a key to identifying the immatures.

Adrian Craig
2
writes about non-breeding Euplectes

species (Bishop birds, widow birds and others). All 16

Afrotropical species are covered, with keys, and al-

though the notes are mainly aimed at birds in the hand

or museum specimens many of the points will be useful

in the field too. He acknowledges that the problems are

large and that he has found misidentified ones in every

museum collection he has looked at!

Finally William Clark 3 tackles the thorny problem

of Tawny and Steppe Eagles (Aquila rapax and A.

nipalensis). The paper looks at both the taxonomy and

the distinguishing characters of specimens and live

birds. The two species differ in plumage, gape struc-

ture and hallux dimorphism, in food and breeding

habitats, and in hunting, social and migratory behav-

iours.

Palaearctic migrants in Africa

The supplement to Ibis vol 134 ( 1992) contained the

proceedings of the BOU/BTO/ICBP Symposium on

The Ecology and Conservation ofPalaearctic-African

Migrants, held in Norwich in April 1991. It contains

several papers of particular interest on this topic.

The five most relevant to Africa are in the section on

the Wintering Grounds. First Bernd Leisler
4 discusses

how migrants and residents coexist, points out that

migrants are primarily in savannas and mainly use

temporarily and locally abundant food sources, and

that there is some weak evidence for niche shifts in

residents when the migrants are present.

There follow reviews of the status, habitat use and

general ecology of migrants in West Africa5
,
East Africa5

and South Africa7
. The first points out especially the

importance of the Niger and Senegal Rivers and notes

the threats to these environments. The second is a

broad review of the ecology of the migrants, and the

last describes a method of analysing presence/absence

data from field cards sent in to the southern African

Atlas and then using them as a basis for describing the

seasonality of species.

The final paper of the section is an overview of the

conservation requirements by Martin Kelsey8 'who notes

that there is a considerable paucity of baseline data on

where the migrants are and what they need in Africa.

Surely this is an area where we can all participate and

contribute useful information?

Most other papers in this volume will be of interest

to all Africa-oriented birdwatchers, perhaps in particu-

lar those by Franz Bairlein
0 on trans-Saharan migration,

and by Brian Wood10 on migration of Yellow Wagtails

from West Africa to Europe. ®
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Contributions for inclusion in future Literature Glean-

ings should be sent to Peter Lack, African Bird Club,

c/o BirdLife International
,

Wellbrook Court,

Girton Road, Cambridge CB3 ONA, UK.
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Notes for contributors ( continuedfrom insidefront cover)

I

Style

Authors are asked to follow the conventions used in The Bulletin

oftheAfrican Bird Club and to refer to a recent issue for guidance,

dates: 23 September 1993 (note the order, no comma, not 23rd).

names ofbirds: use the vernacular name for birds, followed by the

' scientific name, viz White-necked Raven Corvus albicollis (with

hyphen, no comma, no parentheses, no author’s name). Underline

for italics if you submit typed or handwritten copy, but please

format with italics if you submit your contribution on disk with

accompanying hard copy. Only the first (generic) name should

have an initial capital. English names of birds and other animals

require initial capitals except after a hyphen (eg White-headed

Vulture, Black-backedjackal), but for group names use lower case

for initial letter (eg bustards, crows). Both English or French and

scientific names should be given when the species is first men-

tioned, thereafter only one name, preferably the English or French,

should be used.

units: use metric units with the following abbreviations: length

(mm, cm, m, km); area (m2
, ha); mass (mg, g, kg); time (s, min, hr,

day, month, year). Time ofday should be given in the 24-hour clock

form (eg 06.30hr). The time system used should be the zonal time

closest to solar time. Except at the beginning ofa sentence orwhen
ten or less, or when part of a date, numbers should be given as

numerals, not spelled out. Fractions should be decimalised,

punctuation: full points (= full stop, period) should be omitted

from well-known initials, such as ABC and also from ‘eg’, ‘ie’, and

‘et al.’. Include a full point after each initial of person’s name.

Quotation marks, if used, should be ‘single’, not "double’’,

references: these should occur in numerical order in the text, and

should be indicated by superscript Arabic numbers, corresponding

to the numbers in the reference list. For example: ‘...confirming

earlier work-1 -'*"7
’; ‘Lack and Webb 15

stated that. . .’or ‘eg Safford et al
3 ’.

Reference lists should be in numerical order, and appear at the end

of the paper or short communication
,
following the format below

:

• authors’ family name(s) followed by a comma, then initials, each

followed by a full point.

• names ofpublications should be given in full, or for journal titles,

abbreviated according to the 4th edition (I960) of the World List of

Scientific Periodicals and the supplementary lists published since

then by the British Union Catalogue of Periodicals (if in doubt, give

the title in full), and underlined for italics in typescript.

• titles of papers should be given in the original language, unless

this uses a non-Roman alphabet, in which case an English transla-

tion of the title should be used, in square parentheses.

• books: after author(s), year ofpublication and title, give the town

followed by the publisher,

eg for a book:

Mackworth-Praed, C.W. & Grant, C.H.B. 1973. TheBirds ofWest

and CentralAfrica, Vol.II. London: Longman.

eg for a chapter in a book:

Kroodsma, D.E.&Baylis,J.R. 1982. A world survey of evidence

for vocal learning in birds. In Kroodsma, D.E. & Miller, E.H. (eds )

Acoustic Communication in Birds, Vol.2: 311-337. New York:

Academic Press.

eg for a journal:

Safford, R.J., Duckworth,J.W., Evans, M.I., Telfer, M.G., Timmins,

R.J. & Zewdie, C. 1993. The birds of Nechisar National Park,

Ethiopia. Scopus 16: 61-80.

Information that has been privately communicated to you should

be referred to in the text as eg ‘(AB Halliday
,

pers comm)’ and must

not be listed in the references.

PhD theses that are under a publication embargo, or otheiwise

unavailable for general reference, may not be quoted in the text.

References should be made either as 'Halliday (unpublished)’ if it

is Halliday’s own work, or as ‘Halliday (pers comm)’ if information

is being quoted by another author.

Verify references before submitting your paper and check the

typescript and proofs carefully for errors in the references. Ifyou

refer to a paper that you have not actually seen, you should indicate

where you have seen it quoted by adding as much at the end of the

reference in the list, eg (quoted by 4).

tables: each table should be prepared on a separate piece of paper,

and be thoroughly checked. Use ‘0’ for a zero reading, ‘-’ for a

missing value. Titles of tables should be self-explanatory. Figure

legends and table headers will be given in French and English,

diagrams: should be clearly drawn in ink without shading. Origi-

nal black and white photographs and line illustrations should not

be larger than A4 (297x210 mm). Line illustrations should be on

good quality white paper or board, or on tracing material; lettering

should preferably be marked lightly in pencil. All illustrations

should have the author's names and figure numbers clearly marked

on the back. Where there is any doubt, the upper margin of the

illustration should be indicated.

Proofs

Authors of major papers will be sent proofs for immediate return.

Reprints

Authors of major articles receive one copy of the Bulletin oftheABC
free of charge. Extra copies will be charged at cost, and must be

ordered when the manuscript is accepted.

Reviews

Copies ofnew journals, books or reports for mention or review are

always welcome. Contributions or enquiries should be sent to The

Bulletin Editor.

Deadlines

The Bulletin oftheAfricanBird Clubis published twice per year on

1 March (with a deadline of 1 October) and 1 September (deadline

1 April).

Editorial address

All contributions and correspondence should be sent to: The

Bulletin Editor, African Bird Club, c/o BirdLife International,

Wellbrook Court, Girton Road, Cambridge CB3 ONA, UK. ®
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birds of the region
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regional societies
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TheABC welcomes original contributions on all aspects ofthe birds
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& Stuart, S.N. 1985. ThreatenedBirds ofAfricaand related islands:
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If possible, please submit your contribution on floppy disk
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processing package (eg Word, WordPerfect) used: please note that
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contribution on disk, please do not key anything in ALL CAPS (ie

with the CAPS LOCK key depressed) unless the combination

always occurs in that fomi (eg 'USA' ). Do not use the carriage return

key at the end of lines, and do not right justify the margins. When
formatting tables use one tab, and not spaces, between each

column. Please always send two hard (printed) copies in addition.

Preferred names
With the current instability over world-wide lists of bird names,

authors are requested to follow those used in Birds ofAfrica Vols.

1-4. For species not yet covered, please use appropriate regional

handbooks and checklists eg Roberts for Southern Africa, Britton

for East Africa. Deviation from such works should be noted and the

reasons given. The Editorial Team will keep abreast ofchanges in

nomenclature and when an agreed list of African names is avail-

able, will consider switching to follow it.

Unless a sketch map is provided as part of the article, the

names of places should, if possible, follow those on standard or

readily available maps.
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Editorial

M any thanks to those members who have, by letter

or by word of mouth, provided positive and

constructive comments on the first issue ofthe bulletin

.

We feel reassured, even relieved, to discover that you

like the publication and hope that forthcoming issues

will continue to please you. Amongst the articles you

will find in this issue are the second part of the long

paper on greenbul identification and major articles on

fishing owls, birding on the Kenya coast and on Sao

Tome. Several correspondents have kindly sent in fur-

ther information updating the article on African Bird-

ing. We have included these in this issue, together with

recent reports and a round-up ofnews from around the

continent.

We have received a number of suggestions for

future articles, and are now busy preparing volume

two. There are papers lined up on rockfowls, Zenker’s

Honeyguide Melignomon zenkeri, and a review of the

Pan-African Ornithological Congresses, the next one of

which takes place in 1996. As a list of potential subjects

grows, we welcome more ideas, papers (and manu-

scripts) from members.

As we mentioned in the first bulletin, and at the

Club’s inaugural London meeting, we had set ourselves

a membership target of 600 by the end of our founda-

tion year. To our pleasant surprise members have been

joining at a much faster rate than we believed was

possible; byjuly 24 membership stood at an encourag-

ing 603. We now have a revised target of700 members;

by the year end we may even achieve 750. So please,

get out and recruit your friends!

We end with a plea to all members. Our success in

1995 and beyond depends on your continued support

and encouragement. Please help us build on the suc-

cess of our first year by renewing your subscription for

1995 today. We have included a membership renewal

form with this copy of the Bulletin
;
if you already pay

by direct debit, please pass the form on to a friend.

Thank you. ®
The Editorial Team

Tous nos remerciements aux membres qui ont,

oralement ou par ecrit, fait des commentaires positifs

et constructifs au sujet du premier numero du Bulletin.

Nous sommes rassures et meme soulages de decouvrir

que vous appreciez cette publication et nous esperons

que les prochains numeros continueront a vous plaire.

Parmi les articles que vous trouverez dans le present

numero se trouvent la deuxieme partie de la longue

communication sur l’identification des bulbuls et des

articles importants sur les chouettes-pecheuses,

(observation ornithologique sur la cote du Kenya et a

Sao Tome. Plusieurs correspondants ont eu la gentillesse

de nous envoyer des renseignements remettant a jour

Particle sur (observation ornithologique en Afrique.

Nous les avons inclus dans le present numero, avec des

rapports recents et les nouvelles rassemblees de

(ensemble du continent.

Nous avons repu un certain nombre de suggestions

pour des articles futurs; nous travaillons actuellement a

la preparation du volume 2, avec des articles sur les

Picathartes, (Indicateurde ZenkerMelignomon zenkeri

et une etude des Congres Ornithologiques Panafricains,

dont le prochain aura lieu en 1996. La liste des sujets

possibles continue a s’allonger et nous sommes toujours

ravis de recevoir des idees, des communications et des

manuscripts de nos membres.

Comme nous (avons mentionne dans le premier

Bulletin, et lors de la reunion d'inauguration du Club a

Londres, nous nous etions fixes comme objectif

d’atteindre le chiffre de 600 membres d'ici la fin de

(annee de la creation du Club. Nous avons ete ravis de

voir que le nombre de membres a augmente plus vite

que nous ne croyions possible. Le 124 juillet, il s’elevait

au chiffre encourageant de 603. Nous avons done

revise notre objectif, qui est maintenant de 700 membres,

et d’ici la fin de (annee nous pourrions meme atteindre

le chiffre de 750. Alors, ayez la gentillesse de recruter

parmi vos amis!

Nous tenninerons par un appel a tous nos membres.

Notre succes en 1995 et au-dela de cette date depend

de votre appui et de vos encouragements. Aidez-nous

a edifier sur le succes de notre premiere annee en

renouvelant aujourd’hui votre abonnement pour 1995.

Un formulaire pour le renouvellement de votre

abonnement se trouve dans le present numero du

Bulletin. Si vous reglez votre abonnement par debit

direct, veuillez donner ce formulaire a un ami. ®
L’equipe de Redaction
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Club News

ABC inaugural meeting -

an enthusiastic kick-off

Well before the date of our first meeting we had forgot-

ten any lingering doubts about the level of attendance.

There was an evident keenness of members to support

the event; a turn-out of nearly 180 on 12 March 1994

exceeded both our best hopes and almost the capacity

of the hall! The choice of the Friends’ Meeting Flouse

near Euston Station in London proved both appropriate

and convenient. The hire of two rooms enabled us to

devote one to accommodate the trade stands and a

display of paintings, an important part of meetings such

as ours these days. Andrew Johnson, of the Bird and

Wildlife Bookshop, displayed an impressive array of

books; he proved again that seeing and handling books

makes them less resistible than simply seeing the name

in a catalogue! In addition WildSounds and Clive Byers

displayed sound recordings and greeting cards respec-

tively.

The programme, for perhaps the largest-ever meet-

ing in the UK to be devoted to African ornithology,

featured three main talks. Members made full use of the

intervals and lunch-break to meet and talk informally;

to judge from the noise level this was an animated and

important part of the day’s events. The Chairman ex-

tended a warm welcome to all those present when he

opened the meeting, especially to John Gunningham

who had flown in specially for the event from Tacoma,

Washington. The Chairman read out messages of sup-

port and congratulations on the founding of the Club,

including those from the East Africa Natural History

Society, and from the editorial team of Birds ofAfrica.

In a brief introduction, the Chairman put the Club’s

formation into the historical perspective of research in

African ornithology. Paul Goriup followed as our first

speaker, who presented us with a wide-ranging survey

ofAfrican bustards. He included details of their biology

I

and relationships, and illustrated his talk with tape

recordings as well as slides; he drew our attention to

those aspects of the lives of bustards about which we
know little or nothing. John Fanshawe followed with

an in-depth, and highly entertaining, study of the ecol-

ogy of the Arabuko-Sokoke Forest in Kenya. John also

told us ofthe effects ofhuman activities and the exploi-

tation ofthe Forest’s resources. Whilst digesting all this,

our gastronomic needs were well catered for in the

ensuing lunch-break. In the afternoon Martin Davies,

of the International Division of the Royal Society for the

Protection of Birds, took us on a visually stunning and

stimulating tour of Ethiopia. His superb photography

gave us a an interesting look at the endemic birds in

their unique surroundings.

The proceedings officially closed at l6.30h, but by

careful prior arrangement, a local pub opened spe-

cially, and did a roaring trade, as virtually everyone

attended the new venue to continue the meeting amid

noisy enthusiasm until (reputedly) much later.

We owe our thanks to all the exhibitors and artists

who donated a part of the proceeds of their sales to the

ABC, and especially to Andrew Johnson who heavily

subsidised the cost of hiring the venue for the day.

Contributed by Martin Woodcock

Circulating Bull ABC within Africa

The Club has received several representations from

members in Africa about making BullABCmore widely

available to interested people, either through libraries

or existing clubs and societies. We should like to ensure

that everyone who might be interested in the activities

of the ABC is able to learn about us, and be able to read

Bull ABC. There are many problems to overcome

before we can achieve this aim, and we are giving the

issue careful consideration. We hope to be able to

provide more details in the next issue of Bull ABC.

Some members have taken steps to ensure that friends

in Africa receive BullABCby paying subscriptions for

them in 1994, and we hope that more members may

decide to follow their initiative. We would also like to

hear members’ ideas on how we can reach more

people in Africa.

ABC membership
The membership of the Club continues to grow. As at

24 July 1994 the membership stands at 603, including

six Life Members and 247 Founder Members.

We now have members in 42 countries, 17 ofwhich

are in the ABC region.

Direct debits

So far, a pleasing 73 members have completed direct

debit mandates. The benefits of paying by direct debit

were outlined in Club News m Bull ABC 1:4. Please

consider paying your subscription by this method if

you can and thereby save the Club both time and
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money in administering membership renewals. A fur-

ther mandate is enclosed with this issue of Bull ABC.

Please complete it and return it to us today.

The 1995 subscription, for those members who
have already completed direct debit mandates, will be

debited from your bank/building society accounts on

or around 3 January 1995.

Membership renewal

Whilst the growth of the membership has been

encouraging, a real test of the Club’s success will

come at the end of 1994 when membership renew-

als fall due. Any new club is particularly vulnerable

at this time.

The Founder Member scheme has been a suc-

cess and has enabled the Club to establish a firm

financial base. Your continued support is essential

if we are to continue to produce a high quality

bulletin and make progress towards achieving our

long-term aims.

To encourage members to renew, we have

included a Membership Renewal Form with this

copy of BullABC. Although we shall send reminder

letters to you if you forget to pay, this is a time-

consuming and costly process for the Club. So

please complete and return your form today.

Membership database

In order to produce labels which we use when mailing

Bull ABC, the Club keeps membership records com-

prising, name, address, category of membership and

year(s) paid, in a computer file. In order to comply with

the UK Data Protection Act 1984, the Club can confirm

that these details are not released to any outside source.

Members who do not want their records to be held on

computer should advise the Membership Secretary in

writing. In addition, please remember to advise the

Membership Secretary if you change your address.

Additional committee members
At present, the ABC Launch Committee consists of 15

people involved in the running of the Club in various

capacities. We need further volunteers in order to

spread the workload and to take on specific roles for

the Club.

In particular, we need to fill the positions detailed

below in the next few months. Any ABC members

interested in these roles are invited to contact Martin

Woodcock, Chairman, African Bird Club, c/o BirdLife

International, Wellbrook Court, Girton Road, Cam-

bridge CB3 ONA.

Membership Development Officer

Responsible for:

• developing alliances with other organisations

• stimulating membership growth

• production and distribution of membership

leaflets.

Promotions Officer

Responsible for:

• liaising with the business community to raise funds

• recruiting corporate sponsors to boost income for

the planned Conservation Fund

• attracting advertising for Bull ABC.

Conservation Officer

Responsible for:

• overseeing the Conservation Fund, including grant

applications

• encouraging the submission of high quality

grant applications,

• corresponding with local representatives to

seek their views on such applications,

List of Founder Members

The Founder Members who have joined the Club since the first Bulletin was published are listed below together

with those members who have upgraded their membership for 1994 since that Bulletin. It is still possible to join

the Club as a Founder Member or to upgrade your membership for 1994. The Founder Membership scheme closes

on 31st December 1994.

M G Archer

M Aurivillius

M Barlow

K Bartlett

Peter Becker

Mike Blair

Mark Brazil

M H Broadbridge

Steve Broyd
P Buckley

Sir J L Chappie
Nick Cobb

Nigel Crocker

Dr H Croze

Martin Davies

Peter Exley

Dr G T Foggitt

N A Gartshore

Phil Gregory

John Gwyne
Steffen Gysel

W G Harvey

1 G Henderson

Ian Hepburn
Dr M Hollings

Dr O Hollings

Steve Holloway

Jon Hombuckle
Nigel Hunter

RAJ Jones

R H Kearley

Lt Col P S Kerr-Smiley

A P Leventis

W L Macauley

Yvonne Malcolm-Coe

John Mather

Bob Medland

John Miskell

P Partington

P L Pelley

David Porter

E M Raynor

E Renman
D S Short

Adrian Skerrett

Patrik Slimane

G Smith

Dr P G Smith

P W Smith

Chris Sykes

William Todd
R A Warren

S Warry
Nick Williams

Roger G Williams

James Wolstencroft

Peter Wood
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The production of the T-shirts has been kindly

sponsored by WildWings, whose name appears on the

sleeve of the shirt.

NB. For each T-shirt sold ±3.00 will go into a special

fund to enable two African students to attend the 1996

PAOC (see page 58).

2. ABC baseball caps in green or silver grey. UK ±5.00.

3. ABC car and ’scope stickers. UK ±1.00.

4. Senegambia Checklists. UK ±5.00 each.

5. Gambia Trip Report - Dec 1992-Jan 1993 by Chris

Gibbons. UK ±5.00. This 32-page report includes a full

systematic checklist, site guide and six maps.

Forthcoming ABC meetings

Following on from the success of the Club’s inaugural

meeting (see p55) three further meetings are planned

before the end of April 1995.

The first will be held at Blakeney Village Hall,

Norfolk, on Saturday 8 October as a joint meeting with

the Norfolk Bird Club. The doors will open at 18.30h

when ABC sales items will be on sale. Food will be

available and there will be a licensed bar.

Peter Ginn, senior editor of The Complete Book, of

Southern African Birds, will be giving an illustrated

talk entitled The Birds ofZimbabwe, starting at 20.00h.

Entry will be free to members but there will be a charge

of ±1.00 for non-members.

• circulation of grant applications for discussion

at ABC Council meetings

• writing a section on Conservation Fund
activities for Bull ABC.

Meetings Officer

Responsible for:

• booking venues

• arranging speakers and trade stands for UK
meetings

• giving notice of meetings to the Publicity Officer

and Bulletin Editor.

In addition, we anticipate that the following positions

will be created at some stage in the future:

Overseas Meetings Officer

Catering Officer

Distribution Officer

Country Representative Co-ordinator

African Bird Club sales items

The following items are now available from the Sales

Officer. All prices include postage and packing. Please

use the order form enclosed with this copy of BullABC.

1. White T-shirts in medium and extra-large sizes fea-

turing an Egyptian Plover design by Martin Woodcock.

UK ±11.00 (surface mail) ±13.00 (airmail).

ABC Sales Items
•

Support the work

and aims of the ABC
by buying from our

sales items

•

T-shirt

Baseball cap

Car sticker

’Scope sticker



Secondly, there will be an all-day meeting at the

Friends Meeting House, Euston, London on Saturday

11 March 1995 that will include the Club’s first AGM.
Further details will be circulated nearer the time but we
intend broadly to follow the format of the inaugural

meeting. Please put this important date in your diary

now and come along and make it as big a success as our

Inaugural Meeting.

The third meeting will also be an all-day event held

jointly with Birding World magazine at Cley Village

Hall in Norfolk on Sunday 30 April 1995. Full details will

be included in BullABCwol 2, no 1.

We are planning at least one additional meeting in

1995 and hope to arrange our first event in Africa at the

PAOC in 1996 (see below).

White-breasted Guineafowl Agelastes meleagrides

by Malcolm Ausden

1996 Pan-African Ornithological Congress
The African Bird Club intends to play a leading role in

the 1996 PAOC and has offered to sponsor a half-day

session including papers on Bird Records and Sound

Recording in Africa and a paper on the identification of

a difficult species group. The sponsorship will include

travel expenses and accommodation to enable African

speakers to attend the Congress.

In order to begin raising funds specifically for this

purpose, the Club has established a PAOC Fund and we
invite members and others to make donations. In addi-

tion, as stated above, the Club will donate ±3-00 to the

fund for each ABC T-shirt sold.

We shall print further details of the Club’s plans for

the PAOC in BullABC vol 2 no 1

.

Trip reports

A considerable number of ABC members undertake

privately-organised birding trips in the ABC region and

produce trip reports. These reports may simply be an

annotated checklist of species recorded or they may
contain more detail, and include maps of the areas

visited and additional logistical information.

Steve Whitehouse, who runs the Foreign Bird-

watching Reports and Information Service (see advert

on page 109) can supply reports covering many of the

countries in the ABC region, whilst some members

prefer to distribute their reports themselves.

As a service to members, the ABC will advertise trip

reports in ClubNewsfree of charge. In return we ask for

a copy of the report for the ABC library. Any members

wishing to advertise reports in this way should send a

copy of the report to the Secretary along with details of

how members can obtain it.

We already have a Gambian report by Chris Gib-

bons in the ABC Sales List and have also received a 61-

page report by Steve Keen on Cameroon, based on a

trip to the country between 16 September - 3 December

1992. This report is an essential reference for anyone

planning a trip to the country as it covers sites in the

south-west, such as Mt Cameroon, Mt Kupe, Mt Oku
and Korup National Park, as well asWaza National Park

and Ngaoundaba Ranch in the savannas of the north-

east. Members can purchase the report from Steve at

Jasmine Cottage, Station Road, Sway, Lymington, Hants

S041 6BE, UKfor£5.00 including postage and packing.

A third report, on Swaziland by Peregrine Rowse, is

also available. See Africa Round-up on page 65 for

details.

If, as an ABC member, you are planning a trip and

are looking for additional people to share the cost, you

can advertise this fact in Club News free of charge.

Please write to the Secretary with the details.

African bird literature

Zul Bhatia, an ABC member from Scotland, has sent us

a list of nearly 500 reports, papers and offprints on

African birds, with a strong bias towards East Africa and

Tanzania. Zul will supply copies of the list to ABC
members and, in return, is keen to obtain additional

reports and papers to add to his collection.

Anyone interested in obtaining his list should write

to Zul at Ivy Cottage, Insh, Kingussie, Highland Region

PH21 1NT, UK.

African regional bird clubs

In African Birding in Bull ABC vol 1 no 1, John

Fanshawe listed those bird-oriented organisations ac-

tive within Africa together with the publications they

produce.

It is the ABC’s intention to publicise the work and

publications of such organisations via Africa Round-
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up in the way that Southern Birds, Kenya Birds and the

Somali Ecological Society have been in this issue.

We are also pleased to give additional publicity to

the journal Scopus
,
produced by the East Africa Natural

History Society, and also to the Southern African and

West African Ornithological Societies, by including a

membership/subscription leaflet for these organisa-

tions with this issue of BullABC.

The new BirdLife Conservation Series.

Included with this copy of BullABC is an insert for a

major new conservation series initiated by BirdLife

International. The first five publications have either just

been published or are about to be published. All five

titles can be obtained at greatly reduced pre-publica-

tion prices until 30 September 1994. The savings vary

from £4.50 to £8.50. ®

Africa Round-up

European-African songbird

migration project

A new co-ordinated research project has recently been

set up to study passerine migration along the ‘Western

Flyway’ from Scandinavia to western Africa. The project

starts in 1994 and will continue for at least two and

possibly three years.

The fieldwork, sponsored by the European Science

Foundation, will involve standardised mist-netting at a

network of more than 30 sites in Europe and Africa.

Eight ofthe sites are within Africa and some ofthese still

require volunteer assistance.

These include four sites in Morocco where autumn

and spring mist-netting is planned. Tented accommo-

dation will be provided but volunteers are expected to

share the costs of food.

For further information regarding the African sites

please contact: Prof Franz Bairlein, Institut fur

Vogelforschung, An der Vogelwarte 21, D-26386

Wilhelmshaven, Germany.

Source: BTO News No 192
, pp 10-11

May-June 1994

Successful breeding season for

Madeira Freira

The Madeira Freira (Zino’s Petrel) Pterodroma madeira,

one of the world’s most threatened seabirds, breeds

only in the high mountains of Madeira, with an esti-

mated population of 20-30 pairs. Efforts of the Freira

Conservation Project, to reduce predation by cats and

rats, resulted in a record eight chicks fledging in 1993.

The closely-related Fea’s Petrel Pterodromafeae,

which breeds on the island of Bugio in the Madeiran

archipelago, is also threatened. The hard ground, caused

by overgrazing by goats and rabbits, makes it difficult

for the birds to excavate their nest holes.

Source: World Birdwatch, vol 16 no 1, p2
March 1994

Birding in Cape Verde

The Atlantic Ocean archipelago of the Cape Verde

Islands lies 500km west of Senegal and is home to no

less than four endemics: Cape Verde Swift Apus

alexandri, Raso Lark Alauda razae
,
Cape Verde Cane

Warbler Acrocephalus brevipennisand Rufous-backed

Sparrow Passer iagoensis.

A recent article in Birding World vol 7 pp 152-160

outlines the logistics of visiting the islands. It gives

advice not only on how to see the endemic species, but

also on how to find seabirds such as Red-billed

Tropicbird Phaethon aethereus, Magnificent Frigatebird

Fregata magnificens, White-faced Storm Petrel

Pelagodroma marina and Fea’s Petrel Pterodroma

feae, all of which breed in the archipelago.

Socotra Biosphere Reserve

UNESCO, in conjunction with Yemen’s Environment

Protection Council, is preparing a proposal to desig-

nate Socotra as a Biosphere Reserve. The proposal is

aided by the results of the survey of Socotra carried out

by the Ornithological Society of the Middle East in 1993-

Source: World Birdwatch, vol 16 no 1, p3
March 1994

Audouin’s Gulls in Senegambia
Audouin’s Gull Larus audouinii is a globally

threatened species breeding at coastal sites in the Medi-

terranean. Until recently the species was thought to

winter almost exclusively in the Mediterranean and
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Audouin's Lams^dotum/and Yellow-legged L. cachitmansGuWs

by Martin Elliot

along the Atlantic coast of Morocco with a few records

further south along the Atlantic coast.

Surveys of the entire Senegambian coast from 2-18

February 1991 and 5 September-3 October 1992 dis-

covered 531 Audouin’s Gulls in February 1991 and 276

in September 1992. Most of the birds were seen in

Senegal, the highest individual count being 350 at the

river mouth next to Joal-Fadiout.

A relatively high proportion of the birds seen had

been ringed in Spanish breeding colonies. The surveys

identify Senegambia as an important wintering area for

the species.

Source: Seabird 16: 57-61

1994

Lesser Crested Terns in Libya

A survey of the coast of Libya between 19 and 28 July

1994 discovered two breeding colonies ofLesser Crested

Terns Sterna bengalensis containing 40 and 1700 pairs

respectively. The colonies at Geziret al Elba and Geziret

Garah are the only currently known breeding sites in

the Mediterranean region.

The survey organised by the Working Group on

International Wader and Waterfowl Research (WIWO)
was the first in the area since 1937.

Source: British Birds 87: 160-170, April 1994

A full report on theWIWO expedition, which recorded

a number of species which were either previously

unrecorded or not known to breed in Libya (see Recent

Reports for more details), can be obtained fromWIWO
at the address (right) for 15 Dutch guilders, Dfl, plus an

administration charge of 15 Dfl. The latter is not re-

quired for Eurocheques or for payments from Dutch

accounts.

WIWO in Africa

The need to create a well-defined and accessible inter-

mediary between financing organisations and govern-

ment bodies on one hand, and volunteer ornithologists

interested in studying waterbirds in countries with little

potential for conducting their own studies on the other,

led to the creation of Working Group on International

Wader & Waterfowl Research (WIWO) in 1983. Since

then, WIWO has undertaken 18 surveys in Africa. They

have been in Egypt, Libya, Tunisia (2), Morocco (3),

Mauritania (4), Guinea-Conakry (2), Guinea-Bissau (2),

Cameroon, Gabon and Botswana.

The results of the surveys are published as WIWO
Study Reports. A list of these reports, together with

details ofhow to obtain them, is available from: Stichting

WIWO, c/o Driebergse weg l6c, 3708 JB Zeist, The

Netherlands.

WIWO has recently published its Forward Plan for

1994-1998. Besides summarising the achievements of

WIWO to date, the Forward Plan highlights areas in

need of research in the years ahead. The priorities for

Africa in the Forward Plan include:

• surveys of inland wetlands in Algeria, Tunisia and

Morocco;

• ground surveys in the Senegal Basin, Inner Niger

Delta and Lake Chad Basin;

• censuses of wintering waterbirds in inland Sudan

and Ethiopia;

• censuses of wintering waders along the Red Sea

and Indian Ocean coasts ofSudan, Eritrea, Djibouti,

Somalia, Kenya and Mozambique;

• an inventory of wintering waders and terns along

the coast between Gabon and Namibia, and

• an integrated waterbirds census of the Okavango

Delta.

Source: WIWO. 1994. Forward Plan 1994-1998.

WIWO, Zeist.

Waldrapp (Bald Ibis) in Morocco
The number of Bald Ibis Geronticus eremita in North

Africa is now below 400. With few birds remaining in

the Middle East, the Moroccan population is of para-

mount importance to the survival of this species.

The loss of suitable nesting ledges may have been

a major factor in the its decline. In an attempt to remedy
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this, six climbers from Britain visited Sous Massa Na-

tional Park in Morocco earlier this year to enlarge

existing ledges and create new ones. Their work was

part of a project to save the species, involving the

Government of Morocco, BirdLife International, the

Society for the Protection of Animals in Morocco and

the Royal Society for the Protection of Birds.

Source: World Birdwatch, vol 16 no 1, p5

Waldrapp Geronticus eremita

by Mark Andrews

Training developments in The Gambia
The Gambia has for some time been a popular destina-

tion for European birders, partly as a result of cheap

package holidays, plus the availability of local bird

guides. The standard of these guides has improved

dramatically in recent years as the result of training, in

particular by the The Gambia Ornithological Society.

Previously, according to Solomon Jullen, the field

training officer of the GOS, courses promoted local

conservation. Now they concentrate on identification,

observation and guiding skills. Twelve students have

been trained on the new-style course and four of these

are now working as full or part-time bird guides.

To enable visitors to The Gambia to identify those

guides who are competent from those who are ‘merely

charlatans in search of a fast buck’ Clive Barlow, a

Gambian-based ornithologist, has proposed that a for-

mal training programme, leading to a Diploma in Orni-

thology, be set up. This suggestion is currently under

consideration by the Gambian Department of Wildlife

and Conservation.

Clive hopes that the scheme will channel local

interest and enthusiasm for all aspects of ornithology

into a recognised formal course of training and educa-

tion. He also hopes that it will ensure that tourists can

hire a local guide with confidence in his/her ability.

As the standards of the guides improves specialist

tour operators may no longer need to bring guides with

them from Europe and so lead to additional local

employment.

The Gambia’s commitment to conservation is

acknowledged; these proposals, if implemented, would

further enhance the country’s reputation and be of

lasting benefit to local and visiting birders alike.

Contributed by Fraser Henderson

Egyptian Plover Pluvianus aegyptius

by Ian Lewington

Tanji Bird Reserve, The Gambia
Tanji is one ofThe Gambia’s best known coastal birding

localities and an essential destination for visiting bird-

ers. In 1990 the government recognised the site’s orni-

thological importance by designating it a conservation

area, and there are now plans to update its status by

making it the first official bird reserve in The Gambia.

The planned reserve will incorporate the Tanji

conservation area, the adjacent land at Bald Cape and

the tidal Bijol islands, two kilometres offshore.

Included in the plans for the reserve, as proposed by Dr

Almany Camara, the Director of Wildlife & Conserva-

tion, is a comprehensive programme of habitat restora-

tion and improvement, along with the provision of

hides and viewing platforms and an interpretative cen-

tre.

The site contains an array of habitats, including

marine, estuarine, coastal dunes, mangrove, freshwa-

ter marsh, savanna and thicket. This variety contributes

to the large number of African and Palearctic bird

species found there; over 300 have been recorded.

Habitat degradation is a major problem in the area.

Irresponsible use of off-road vehicles and unrestricted

grazing have damaged the delicate sandy soil structure

while firewood collection has taken its toll of once

extensive areas ofopen woodland. The proposed plans

advocate a number of measures to improve the situa-

tion, including boundary fencing, controlled planting

to re-establish vegetation, re-afforestation and the ex-

pansion and creation of freshwater marshes.

The plans see establishing an interpretative centre

as a central plank for local conservation education and

for the needs of visiting birders and tourists. The two-

storey centre will include conference and exhibition

areas, catering facilities, ranger offices and a large,

upper floor viewing area. The plans envisage the use of
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traditional wovecane/bamboo facings and thatched

roofing to ensure the building blends in with the land-

scape. To relieve the pressure on sensitive areas, well-

maintained paths will lead to strategically-placed hides

and raised viewing platforms that will afford visitors the

best possible observation facilities.

The plans include a separate scientific research

centre that local ornithologists, and visitors studying

migrant species, would be able to use.

The establishment of the reserve would further

underline The Gambia’s commitment to conservation

set out by the President, Sir Dawda Jawara, in his 1977

Banjul Declaration. However, the lack of funds hinders

the progress ofthe project. Whilst bywestern standards

the capital cost of the project is relatively minor, for a

developing countiy trying to meet health, welfare and

education priorities, the establishment of the reserve

constitutes a major financial investment. A number of

international conservation organisations are consider-

ing what financial assistance they can make and the

Tanji Trust has been set up in Britain to promote the

merits of the proposed reserve. Any birders requiring

more information or wishing to make a contribution

should contact the Trust’s organiser, John Tyler, 154

Lightwoods Hill, Warley, West Midlands B67 5ED, UK.

Contributed by Fraser Henderson

Tanji Birders Group
The Tanji Birders Group has been set up to help raise

funds for the Tanji Bird Reserve project. Membership of

the group is open to anyone with an interest in the

conservation of Gambian wildlife. It is a not-for-profit

organisation and all funds raised will be donated to the

Tanji Trust. Members receive a quarterly newsletter

keeping them informed of the progress of the reserve.

To help, please send your annual subscription of£10.00

to the Tanji Birders, c/o John Tyler, at the address

above.

Source: Birding World, vol 7, no 6

July 1994

A new guide to birding in The Gambia
Another African title has joined its stable mates on the

Seychelles and Morocco (as well as Nepal and Southern

Spain & Gibraltar) in the Prion Birdwatchers’ Guides

series. Rod Ward’s guide to The Gambia is in this series’

usual attractive format and will be fully reviewed in the

next issue of BullABC. It runs to 1 16 pages, includes 27

maps and 23 line drawings, has a full species list, and

costs £9.75.

New information on Gola Malimbe

The Gola Malimbe Malimbus ballmanni has been one

of the least known species in West Africa. Recent

Gola Malimbe Malimbus ballmanni

by Mark Andrews

surveys, in Gola Forest in Sierra Leone and in the Tai

Forest in Cote d’Ivoire, had failed to locate the species.

Wulf Gatter and Roderick Gardner have now greatly

improved our knowledge, and report their findings in

a paper in Bird Consewation International vol 3, pp
87-103, In their paper they provide updated informa-

tion on the status and biology of the species based on

fieldwork carried out in Liberia and Cote d’Ivoire

between 1981 and 1992. They suggest that between

20-50 000 birds may exist in eastern Liberia and Cote

d’Ivoire, but state that numbers in western Liberia and

Sierra Leone are more difficult to gauge.

Somali Ecological Society

The Somali Ecological Society, like many other organi-

sations in Somalia, has experienced considerable diffi-

culties as a result of the civil war. Indeed the society’s

premises in Mogadishu have been destroyed.

A number of members are trying to keep the Soci-

ety going and some of their publications are still avail-

able. They can be obtained fromJohn Leefe OBE, The

Spinney, Clipsham Road, Stretton, near Oakham, Leics

LEI 5 7QS, UK. The following items are available:

Birdwatching in Southern Somalia

Checklist of the Birds ofSomalia

Checklist of the Mammals ofSomalia

Birds of the Baliad Nature Reserve

Checklist of the Birds ofBaliad Nature Reserve

A Guide to the Mammals ofBaliad Nature Reserve

Nature Trail Guide, Baliad Nature Reserve

Somali Ecological Society Newsletters Nos 1-5

Birdwatching in Southern Somalia costs £7.50 whilst

photocopies of the other items can be obtained for a

reasonable cost.

Kenya Birds

Kenya Birds is a biannual publication produced jointly

by the Department of Ornithology, National Museums

of Kenya and BirdLife Kenya, the bird conservation

sub-committee of The East Africa Natural History Soci-

ety. Volume two, number two, was published in
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January 1994 (56 pages) and includes articles on Tura-

cos, Birding in Kakamega, identification of ‘Kakamega’

greenbuls and Threatened Birds of Kenya (Turner’s

Eremomela). There is also a Records & Notes section

plus a selection of news items and short notes.

Anyone wishing to subscribe to Kenya Birdscan do

so by sending UK £7 . 50 (orUK £6 .00 if a member of the

East Africa Natural History Society) to Kenya Birds,

Department of Ornithology, National Museums of

Kenya, PO Box 40658, Nairobi, Kenya. The rates for

subscribers living in Kenya are KSh 200/- and

KSh 120/- respectively. Cheques, in any convertible

currency, should be made payable to BirdLife Kenya.

Bank Drafts should not be sent in Kenyan currency.

More national parks in Uganda
Further to the news of the creation of new national

parks in Uganda in BullABC 1:7, three additional areas

were designated National Parks in 1993. These are

Kibale Forest, Semliki Forest and Mt Elgon, bringing the

total of National Parks in Uganda to ten.

A combined checklist for all the parks is being

prepared and should be available later in the year from

Makerere University, Institute ofEnvironment and Natu-

ral Resources, PO Box 10066, Kampala, Uganda.

Contributed by Derek Pomeroy, Makerere University

Progress for the Uganda Bird Atlas project

On 7July 1994, a meeting held at BirdLife International

headquarters in Cambridge reviewed progress so far

and drew up plans for the production of a Uganda Bird

Atlas. The aims of the atlas are two-fold:

• to record all the information on the distribution of

each species in Uganda

• to relate the information to current conservation

needs and to the management of the country’s

natural resources.

The Uganda Bird Atlas could become a powerful and

practical conservation tool. Those attending the meet-

ing discussed sources of data, methods of analysing

and presenting information, and possible sources of

funding and co-operation. The group laid plans for

integrating all available data, preparing draft species

accounts, improving methods of analysis and raising

funds for the completion of the work.

Anyone with bird records for the Atlas should

submit them to The Data Manager, National Biodiver-

sity Data Bank, PO Box 10066, Kampala, Uganda,

preferably on a form available from the same address.

Contributed by Julius Arinaitwe

Udzungwa Forest Partridge update
The Udzungwa Forest Partridge Xenoperdix

udzungwensis, the formal description of which was

only published earlier this year, (see BullABCvol 1 no

1 pp 24-25) already appears to be in trouble. A group of

ornithologists visiting one of the two forests in which

the species had been discovered, and where it had

been reported as locally common, failed to find the bird

and found evidence of widespread snaring.

Source: World Birdwatch, vol 16 no 1, p2
March 1994

Chirping Cisticola in Burundi

Three pairs of Chirping Cisticolas Cisticola pipiens

were found in a marshy area about 200m south of the

golf course in Bujumbura, Burundi in September 1992.

They were in a mosaic of reeds, cat-tails, rank grass,

maize and sweet-potato cultivation.

The record, the first in Burundi, represents a north-

ward range extension of 800 km from the Ufipa Plateau

in Tanzania. The site is also about 550km from the

nearest known locality in the Marungu Highlands in

Zaire.

Birds were subsequently found at three additional

sites in Burundi in October 1992. The species was only

added to the East African list in 1990 in Tanzania.

Source: Bull BOC 114,p63-64
March 1994

ARBA find Prigogine’s Greenbul

The high spot of the first major field trip by the newly

formed Albertine Rift Birding Association (ARBA) was

the rediscovery of Prigogine’s Greenbul Chlorocichla

prigoginei in north-eastern Zaire.

There have been fewer than twenty records of this

inhabitant of the forest undergrowth, and ornitholo-

gists know it only from two small areas of fragmented

thicket habitat. The type specimen was taken from near

Beni, to the north-west of Lake Edward, in 1956, and

Prigogine collected a specimen from here in 1981.

However, the first specimen record of this bird passed

unnoticed in a museum drawer for over 30 years having

been taken in the Djugu Forest on the Lendu Plateau

west of Lake Albert, some 250km to the north-east of

Beni, in 1926.

This individual remained a mystery until ARBA
found a single Chlorocichla, with a group of Joyful

Greenbuls C. laemsima, at 1700m in the Djugu Forest

in February 1994. The ARBA team - Tommy Pedersen,

Marc Languy and Laurent Esselen - saw the bird on

three occasions over two days in dense streamside

vegetation. They are happy to report that Prigogine’s

Greenbul is alive and well on the Lendu Plateau.

Since then, communications with eastern Zaire

have worsened as a result of the security situation in the

region. We are waiting for more details of the sighting,

and of the extent and condition of the habitat.
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For more of ARBA’s trip see Recent Reports and

look out for more on eastern Zaire’s Albertine Rift in a

future issue.

Contributed by Gary Allport

Southern Birds

The Witwatersrand Bird Club first published the journal

Southern Birds in 1975, and since then have produced

18 issues. The Southern African Ornithological Society,

which has recently taken over responsibility for the

publication of Southern Birds, has appointed Professor

Les Underhill, of the Avian Demography Unit at the

University of Cape Town, as editor.

Southern Birds will continue to publish annotated

lists of bird species for localities in southern Africa.

These may include quarter-degree squares, groups of

squares, nature reserves or even political units. In

addition, Southern Birds will publish bird atlases for

small areas, expedition reports, results ofSAOS surveys

and other Avian Demography Unit projects, and mono-

graphs of single species or groups of species.

Southern Birds coverage will include Angola, Bot-

swana, Lesotho, Malawi, Mozambique, Namibia, South

Africa, Swaziland, Zambia and Zimbabwe.

The new publishers hope to produce four issues of

the ‘new’ Southern Birds a year, and they invite anyone

interested in contributing to contact Professor Les

Underhill, Avian Demography Unit, Dept of Statistical

Sciences, University ofCape Town, Rondesbosch, 7700

South Africa for further details. Authors will receive a

small annual royalty for their efforts!

Those wishing to subscribe to Southern Birdsshould

send a cheque for at least 60 rand to: Southern Birds,

SAOS, PO Box 84394, Greenside 2034, South Africa.

The publishers intend to price each issue individually,

and will debit your subscription accordingly. Subscrib-

ers receive a 20% discount from the cover price.

Source: Babbler, pp 49-50, 1994

Seychelles Blue Pigeon returns

After an absence of more than 50 years, the Seychelles

Blue Pigeon Alectroenaspulcherrima has returned to

breed on Aride Island. It became extinct on the island

probably as a result of habitat destruction and hunting

for food by locals. The original habitat has now been

largely restored, and the birds are now rarely taken for

food anywhere in Seychelles. This has led to a general

population increase over the last 20 years.

In 1992 the Seychelles Sunbird Nectarinia

dussumieri also returned to breed on Aride. Both

species returned to the island without assistance.

Contributed by Adrian Skerrett

Update on Bernier’s Teals Anas bernieri

Surveys in Madagascar in June-July 1993 found a total

of 73-95 birds, including at least 35 at Lake Bemamba
(16-18 in 1992) and around 35 at Lake Antsamaka near

Masoarivi. Two pairs were captured for captive-breed-

ing at Jersey Zoo.

Source: IWRB Threatened Waterfowl Research

Group Newsletter August 1993

Madagascar Serpent Eagle Eutriorchis astur

by Mark Andrews

Madagascar Serpent Eagle photographed
The Madagascar Serpent Eagle Eutriorchis astur is

known from only 11 specimens and was not seen

between 1930 and 1988, although there were uncon-

firmed reports of a bird resembling the species during

that time.

Ornithologists from the Peregrine Fund have re-

cently mist-netted and photographed one bird, al-

though there are no further details at present. We hope

to publish more information in the next Bull ABC.

Source: World Birdwatch, June 1994

African Birding update

A number of people have responded to the request for

information made in the African Birding article in Bull

ABC vol 1 no 1 . I have summarised the additional

information below together with a number of correc-

tions received since publication of the paper.

We plan to update and reissue the article (as a

Supplement to BullABC in 1995) as a service to mem-
bers when they join the Club. All members will receive

a copy of the Supplement, which we shall continue to

update through Africa Round-up, in future issues of

Bull ABC.

Lesotho

Su Fairman has kindly sent us additional information

for Lesotho. She reports that while the Bird Atlas Project

included a field checklist, it is now out of date and at

least 45 species have been added since its production.

Su also reports that a small guide entitled Tourist Guide

to the Birds ofLesotho was published a few years ago

and, although not comprehensive, birders could use it
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in conjunction with the major guides to southern Africa

produced by Sinclair and Newman.

There is a small museum and archive at Morija (Box

12, Morija 190, Lesotho) and we encourage you to copy

your bird records to Prof David Ambrose, National

University of Lesotho, PO Roma, Lesotho.

Mali and Mauritania

Bruno Lamarche, author of the Mali checklists, has

advised us that the number of species recorded in Mali

has increased from 622 to 655 since he published his

checklists. Bruno has also produced an atlas covering

both Mali and Mauritania.

South Africa

J. H. Gordon, Chairman ofthe Rands Barbets Bird Club,

has informed us that the address of the Club should be

Box 130355, Bryanston, 2021 Transvaal, South Africa.

Swaziland

Vincent Parker and Peregrine Rowse have sent the

following information for Swaziland.

A Swaziland Bird Checklist, compiled by Vincent

Parker, was published in 1992 by the Conservation

Trust of Swaziland and an atlas ofthe birds covering the

period 1985-1991 will be published by VP shortly. Both

the checklist and the atlas (when published) can be

obtained from Webster’s, Box 292, Mbabane. In addi-

tion, a 25-page trip report on Swazi birds is available

from Peregrine Rowse, Woodcote, Brockenhurst Road,

South Ascot, Berks SL5 9HA, UK for £3.50. Please make

cheques payable to the ABC and enclose a stamped

addressed envelope.

A total of 481 species have been recorded in the

country, and the Natural History Society of Swaziland

invites anyone interested in birding there to contact

them at Box 1631, Mbabane for further information.

Please send records for Swaziland to Vincent Parker,

Statistics Dept, University of Cape Town, Rondebosch

7700, South Africa.

The Gambia
In BullABC 1: 41 and 43, I referred to The Gambian

Ornithological Society. The society in question should

be The Gambia Ornithological Society, which has been

in existence since 1975.

Zambia
Dylan Aspinwall has sent us details of the Zambian

Ornithological Society Newsletter. It is a duplicated

monthly publication currently edited by Carl Beel,

Kasama Boys’ Secondaiy School, Box 410235, Kasama.

Dylan has also advised us that the Livingstone Museum,

Box 60498, Livingstone contains a bird collection. ®
Contributed byJohn Fanshawe

Requests

Madagascar records

The avifauna of Madagascar is both strange and

unfamiliar. The island has 37 endemic bird genera, 31

ofwhich live only in the forest, and there are between

three and five endemic bird families. As a result, the

island is one of the highest priorities for bird conser-

vation in the world. The rapid deforestation going on

in parts of Madagascar emphasises the need for

urgent action.

Consequently, conservation authorities need in-

formation on the distribution of species urgently to

enable them to take decisions on the areas in greatest

need of conservation. Until quite recently, very little

survey work had been done in Madagascar outside

protected areas and most ornithological tourism con-

centrated on three or four well-known sites.

Recently, a new species of jery (or warbler), was

discovered within 10km of the best-studied site on

the island. Two new species of primate have been

discovered in the last ten years, demonstrating clearly

the exciting possibilities of exploring new sites or

having a good look at ‘well-known’ ones. Tours and

independent birdwatchers have generated much

useful information on the distribution ofbird species.

I hope that visitors to Madagascar will send records to

the ABC for inclusion in Recent Reports.

Records of all species, however common, are

important. I will pass on any information I receive. I

can also provide prospective visitors to Madagascar

with information regarding interesting new places to

visit, where to look for key target species and any

other information they require.

Please submit your trip reports and any other

records to the local recorder, Olivier Langrand, WWF
Madagascar, BP738 Antananarivo 101, Madagascar

As an example of the importance of records of

common species, during a year at Ampijoroa in the

north-west, I did not see a Red-tailed Vanga

Calicalicus madagascariensis, one of the most com-

mon vangas in Madagascar. Only by collecting infor-

mation of this sort can conservation hope to succeed.

Frank Hawkins, 10 Lodway Gardens, Pill, Bristol

BS20 ODL, UK.
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Requests (cont)

The ecological roles and socio-economics of sandgrouse

Although our knowledge of the behavioural and

physiological ecology of sandgrouse is fairly well-

developed, there is little recent documentation of

their demography, ecological roles or value as a

sustainable natural resource.

Historically, sandgrouse hunting has had great

economic value in eastern Africa and India, and

recently some organisations have started to offer

commercial shooting ofNamaqua Pteroclesnamaqua
and Spotted Sandgrouse P. burchelli in northern

Cape Province, South Africa. While this embryonic

industry supplements agriculture in this semi-arid

environment, we believe that the authorities under-

estimate the full commercial value of the resource,

and that the resource is under-utilised.

We need more research to understand the eco-

logical roles of sandgrouse as consumers and

dispersers of seed, and their value as a source offood

and recreation. This knowledge will help the local

populace who are dependent on the productivity of

these arid areas, either from hunting wildlife, or

through agricultural activities. Also, a knowledge of

the key biotic and abiotic factors that control

sandgrouse abundance, annual productivity and dis-

persion could contribute to understanding the key

environmental factors that drive these ecosystems.

Whilst we welcome any information on

sandgrouse ecology, published or unpublished, we
especially need answers to the following questions:

1 . Where are the nuclei of high population density

located for each species?

2. What are the sizes of these populations?

3. What are the limiting factors of these

populations eg habitat destruction for

agriculture, human predation and others?

4. Do people use the sandgrouse populations

(species specific) for food or recreation (hunted,

trapped, netted or others)?

3. If so, how many birds are ‘hunted’ each hunting

season or year?

6. Is this utilisation for subsistence, socialising or

commerce?

7. What are the values of these bags as substitutes

for traditional protein sources or as commercial

(paid) hunting?

Please specify sandgrouse species, specific locality,

country, or general region relevant to the information

wherever possible and send information or addresses

of any biologists, hunters, conservationists, farmers

etc who might have such information to: Dr R. M.

Little or Prof T. M. Crowe, Gamebird Research Pro-

gramme, FitzPatrick Institute, University of Cape

Town, Rondesbosch 7700, South Africa.

If you respond to this request, please mention

that you saw it in the Bulletin of the African Bird

Club.

Photographs and line drawings for the Bulletin of the ABC
From time to time the African Bird Club will publish

requests for photographs and line drawings of

species to be featured in forthcoming articles in Bull

ABC. In addition, the Club is keen to publish photo-

graphs of little-known, or rarely-photographed,

species preferably ‘in the field' or ‘in the hand’ if

necessary.

Colour slides or other transparencies are pre-

ferred but high-quality prints may also be acceptable.

When submitting photographs please indicate where

and when the photograph was taken and give both

the English and scientific names of the species

concerned.

Photographs and line drawings for possible

inclusion should be sent to Mark Andrews, Art Editor,

African Bird Club, c/o BirdLife International, Well-

brook Court, Girton Road, Cambridge CB3 ONA, UK.

Windrush Photos

The excellent photograph of a Rufous Fishing Owl in

this issue was taken by Kevin Carlson, one of a

number of wildlife and travel photographers repre-

sented by Windrush. Windrush Photos was started in

1991 by David Tomlinson. David now runs the library

in partnership with David Tipling. Windrush special-

ises in bird photographs but has a comprehensive

library of wildlife photographs ranging from lions to

longclaws. However Windrush would like to

strengthen its African coverage of mammals, birds

scenics and travel. Anyone with top quality transpar-

encies should contact David Tipling, Windrush Pho-

tos, Noah’s Ark, Kemsing, Sevenoaks, Kent TNI

3

6PD, UK. (Tel 0732 763486). ®
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The status, identification and vocalisations of

African fishing owls with particular reference to the

Rufous Fishing Owl Scotopelia ussheri

Philip W. Atkinson Alie P. Koromab
,
Richard Ranff, Stephen G. Rowe' and Roger Wilkinsone

Resume: L’etat et l’identification des trois chouette-pecheuses d’Afrique sont debattus en faisant

particulierement reference a l’espece la moins connue, la Chouette-pecheuse a dos roux, Scotopelia

ussheri. Les cris des trois especes sont illustres et compares. Les observations des deux especes de plus

petite taille son decrites.

T he distribution of fishing owls of the

genusScotopelia is centred upon the Upper and

Lower Guinea forests of Africa, where three species

occur, namely Pel’s Scotopelia peli
,
Vermiculated S.

bouvieri and Rufous S. ussheri (Figure 1).

Figure 1 Distribution of fishing owls in Africa

(after Allport etaP\ Collar and Stuart
1

;
Fry etaF\ Snow1

)

Figure 1 Repartition des chouette-pecheusesen Afrique

(d 'apres Allport et al16; Collaret Stuart
1

; Fry et aF; Snout1
)

We know little about the Rufous Fishing Owl, a

poorly-known endemic of Upper Guinea, categorised

as ‘Rare’ in the African bird red data book 1

. The species

was first described in 1871, from Fantee in Ghana2

;
its

rarity and secretive nature mean that only about 30

records have been submitted to date, including those of

several captive birds.

As part of a four-month University of East Anglia /

ICBP expedition in 1992, three of the authors (P.W.A.,

A.P.K. & S.G.R.) visited the previously unsurveyed

forests and savanna of Mount Loma in Sierra Leone 3
.

We looked for species endemic to the Upper Guinea,

which included searching river corridors for Rufous

Fishing Owls. We saw these on seven occasions, pro-

viding us with an opportunity to make notes on their

behaviour and identification. Detailed notes on habitat

selection, and observations of this and other species in

Loma, appear in Atkinson et al3 .

This paper summarises sightings of fishing owls,

published and unpublished, and attempts to draw

some conclusions on the birds’ status and ecology. We
hope to clarify past confusion on the distribution and

identification of the three species, incorporating infor-

mation gathered from captive birds (R.W.) and sound

recordings from the British Library (R.R. and R.W.).

Status of fishing owls

The main range of Pel’s extends from Nigeria eastwards

to the Central African Republic and south through

Congo to Natal; scattered records have also come from

Senegambia, through Upper Guinea and on the north-

eastern extremity in south-east Sudan. Its extensive

range makes it sympatric, or partly so, with the two

smaller species of fishing owl4
. Vermiculated and Ru-

fous, on the other hand, are allopatric. Rufous is re-

stricted to Upper Guinea, whilst Vermiculated occurs

from Cameroon eastwards, through the Congo basin to

the Central African Republic, but has not been reliably

recorded west of Cameroon, although there are some

possible records from Cote d’Ivoire 5
. These latter records

were based on call alone, and we need sight evidence

to substantiate them. All small fishing owls specifically

identified in Upper Guinea have proved to be Rufous.

It has a localised distribution, occurring in all the coastal

countries from Guinea through to Ghana. Table 1

shows that Rufous has been seen in each country within

the Upper Guinea block since 1985, suggesting that it is

a widespread, but probably scarce, species.
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Table 1 Numbers of Rufous Fishing Owls Scotopelia ussheri recorded in the Upper Guinea

Table 1 Nombre de Chouette-pecheuses rousses, Scotopelia ussheri reperee en Haute-Guinee.

Ghana Cote d’Ivoire Liberia Sierra Leone Guinea Unknown

Up to 1985 a 3 2+ 8 3 1 1

Post 1985b 2 2 1 3 0

a
Collar & Stuart

1

bFrom Allport
15

,
Allport et a/

16
,
Demey & Fishpool 9

,
R. Martins verbally, this study

Identification of fishing owls

The main identification features for all three species are

set out in Table 2. In the Upper Guinea forest the Rufous

Fishing Owl is likely to be confused only with Pel’s

Fishing Owl. In the field, the first impressions of Rufous

are of a medium-large, pale-rufous owl with light ru-

fous breast streaking (Figure 2). In contrast, Pel’s is a

large owl with heavy brown spotting on the breast

(Figure 3). The smaller size and faint breast streaking of

Rufous are enough to determine any fully grown bird in

the field. Vermiculated is smaller than Pel’s and has

brown upper parts and brown breast streaking. The

streaks are long and narrow on Vermiculated (Figure 4)

contrasting with the chevrons on the breast of Pel’s.

Vermiculated is superficially like Rufous, but it lacks the

rufous markings on the breast and mantle.

There is confusion in the literature about the eye

colour of Rufous Fishing Owl. Mackworth-Praed and

Grant6
state that the eye colour of immatures and

females is brown, whilst in males it is yellow. The

museum label on a specimen at the British Museum,

Tring records ‘iris deep brown, rim creamy yellow’. Fry

et af also state the yellow eye colour in adults of both

sexes as a field character but illustrate them as brown,

confusing matters further. However, all recently pub-

lished sightings, including those in London Zoo, have

dark brown or black eyes. Boyer and Hume8 also report

the eyes of live birds (presumably the London Zoo

individual) as brown and so we conclude the yellow

eye colour should not be used as an identification

feature. Leg colour has also been given wrongly as a

feature to distinguish Pel’s from the other two species.

Fry et aF state that Pel’s has dark legs while the other

two species have yellow legs. In fact, all three species

have yellow or straw coloured legs.

Field description of Rufous Fishing Owl
There are some discrepancies between published de-

scriptions of Rufous Fishing Owl. We took the follow-

ing description from notes made in Loma and from

captive birds.

Figure 2 Captive adult Rufous Fishing

Owl S. ussheri. Chester Zoo 1993.

(R. Wilkinson)

Figure2 Chouette-pecheuse a dos roux,

S. ussheri, specimen adulteen captivite

au zoo de Chester, 1993' (R- Wilkinson)

Figure 3 Captive adult Pel’s Fishing Owl

S.peli. Menagerie du Jardin des Plantes,

Paris. (Dr M.A. Schlee)

Figure 3 Chouette-pecheuse de Pel, S. peli,

specimen adulte en captivite d la

Menagerie du Jardin des Plantes, Paris.

(DrM.A. Schlee)

Figure 4 Captive adult Vermiculated

Fishing Owl 5. bouvieri. Chester Zoo

1993. (R. Wilkinson)

Figure 4 Chouette-pecheuse deBouvier,

S. bouvieri, specimen adulte au zoo de

Chester, 1993 (R- Wilkinson)
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Figure 5. Juvenile Rufous Fishing Owl S. ussheri. Gola Forest,

1989. (P. Robertson)

Fig 5 Chouette-pecheuse a dos roux, S. ussheri, specimen

juvenile en captivite. Foret de Gola
, 1989 . (P. Robertson)

Size: Intermediate in size between Pel’s and

Vermiculated Fishing Owls but not a useful identifica-

tion feature in the field.

Bareparts: Eyes disproportionately large and black.

Adult plumage: Head rounded though flattened at

sides, no facial disc. Face cream-fawn unstreaked.

Crown and back of head bright rufous with fine darker

rufous streaking on crown, continuing down onto

nape. Mantle rufous, unstreaked. All flight feathers

rufous and uniform in colour with mantle and back,

primaries with darker barring. Tail rufous and faintly

barred. Under parts; breast to belly fawn and lightly

streaked with rufous.

Immatureplumage: Very similar to adult except head

is a very pale buff or honey-brown9
. On fledging, head

and under parts white tinged honey-buff, retaining

much downy white juvenile plumage (Figure 5).

Voice:A call attributed to Rufous Fishing Owl on tapes

published by C. Chappuis10
is in fact White-crested

Tiger Heron Tigriomis leucolophus11 which puts in

doubt some of the recent records in Cote d’Ivoire,

which may be based on call alone9
. We obtained a

recording of the Rufous Fishing Owl in London Zoo

and a similar call described as a deep foghorn-like ‘ooo’

was heard by the UEA/ICBP expedition in Loma on

several occasions. Although we played the tape of the

London bird in the field, we heard no responses.

Vocalisations of fishing owls

One of us (R.R.) prepared sonograms, at 150 Hz band

width, from sound recordings deposited in the British

Library of Wildlife Sounds (BLOWS) of Rufous, Pel’s

and Vermiculated Fishing Owls.

In addition, for comparison, we made a sonogram

of the recording by Chappuis, which he thought to be

of Rufous Fishing Owl 10 but which Fishpool et aln

thought was White-crested Tiger Heron.

The adult female Rufous Fishing Owl we recorded

at London Zoo gave single, soft dove-like low hoots at

intervals of one minute. These were of a similar pitch

(330 Hz v 300 Hz) to those in Chappuis’ recording, but

rather shorter in duration and differing in their har-

monic structure (see Figures 6 and 7). Nonetheless, the

similarity of the calls of Rufous Fishing Owl to those of

White-crested Tiger Heron suggest that we should be

cautious when assessing the validity of sound records

not backed up by sightings in the same vicinity.

The bittern-like booming call of Pel’s Fishing Owl

(the Hoooommmm-hutof Fry etal7) is remarkably low-

pitched, about one octave below the pitch of the

Rufous Fishing Owl hoot (170 Hz v 330 Hz), and should

be easily distinguishable (Figure 8). Fry etal7 also note

a wail, given by large young of Pel’s Fishing Owl and by

females soliciting food (Figure 9).A similar but lower-

pitched wail has been recorded in the Congo from

Vermiculated Fishing Owl (Figure 10). Captive

Vermiculated Fishing Owls also give a series of hoots

(Figure 11 and 12). Whilst those recorded by J. M.

Lernould had an irregular rhythm, the Chester Zoo

female had a distinctive rhythm with an accelerating

Table 2 Main identification features of adult fishing owls

Table 2 Principaux traits permettant /’identification des chouettes-pecheuses adultes

Character Pel’s Rufous Vermiculated

Breast & Belly Pale rufous with streaking ending in black

tips forming bold tear-drop markings

Pale rufous with faint rufous streaking White with black streaking

Head Rufous with pale facial disc Rufous with pale facial disc Rufous with pale facial disc

Crown streaked with black

Bill Black with grey cere Black with yellow cere Pale yellow sometimes tipped black

Mantle Rufous with fine dusky barring Dark rufous unstreaked Rufous-cinnamon vermiculated with

dark brown

Eyes Black Black (see text) Black / dark brown

Legs and Feet Pale straw and unfeathered Yellow and unfeathered Pale straw and unfeathered
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series of six to eight hoots followed, after a short pause,

by three more hoots. The Chester Zoo female gave

these calls when disturbed by the keeper entering its

aviary. Otherwise it rarely called.

Other descriptions of the calls of fishing owls are

given in Bannerman 12

,
Mackworth-Praed and Grant6

,

McLachlan and Liversidge 13 and Serle, Morel and

Haitwig 14
. We can match some of these descriptions to

sound recordings, for example Bannerman describes

the calls of the Vermiculated Fishing Owl as hu,

repeated a dozen times in quick succession, or a

protracted wavering hoot. The first description resem-

bles the hoot series of captive birds (Figure 11 and 12)

and the latter the wail (Figure 10). Bannerman’s pro-

tracted wavering hoot became a protracted quavering

hoot in Mackwoith-Praed and Grant12
. This is also

probably synonymous with the low, protracted, croak-

ing hoot kroooook of Fry et aF whose description of a

faster, clucking krook krook ook-ook. ook-ook may fit

the hoot series.

Only Fry et aF describe the call of the Rufous

Fishing Owl. This, noted as a low deep moaning whoo,

is of Chappuis’s recording, considered by Fishpool et

aF 1

to be of the White-crested Tiger Heron. Nonethe-

less, the description is more apt for the call recorded

from the London Zoo Rufous Fishing Owl than the

more growling call taped by Chappuis.

In contrast, the literature indicates a more extensive

vocal repertoire for the more widely distributed and

better-known Pel’s Fishing Owl. This reflects the pau-

city of knowledge of the other two species from which

analogous calls may be expected. Fiy et aF describe a

sonorous hoot preceding the deeper, softer grunt

hoooommmm-hut of the male, and a longer, softer

hoot, followed by a shorter hoot-ootsomeiimes given in

reply by the female. They also note that a series of

grunts may precede hooting, and describe a penetrat-

ing trill when feigning injury. Bannerman noted a deep

and resonant hmmm, probably the same call as the

loud resonating, snoring note of Serle, Morel and

Hartwig12
'
1

'1 who also describe a loud screech.

Other, more evocative descriptions of the calls of

Pel’s Fishing Owl include ‘a hoot rising to a loud

screech and ending in a terrifying wail’
6 and ‘a weird

screeching howl, which rises to a nerve-shattering

crescendo, to peter out like a cry of a lost soul falling

into a bottomless pit’
13

.

Discussion

The Upper Guinea forest, to which the Rufous Fishing

Owl is endemic, has suffered severe deforestation, due

directly to logging and agriculture and indirectly to

fragmentation. Approximately 77 per cent of the origi-

nal forest area has now been cleared15
. Further defor-

estation and fragmentation outside reserves will con-

tinue to threaten the survival of Rufous Fishing Owl if it

is allowed to continue unabated. Fry etaF note that the

species is rare along large rivers in the Upper Guinea.

Our information shows that the Rufous Fishing Owl

inhabits not only large rivers, but also small rivers and

secondary habitats.

Other information also supports these conclusions;

Allport etaF6 describe the area from where the recently

fledged juvenile came as being ‘a clump ofbamboo by

the edge of a stream, running through an extensive

cocoa plantation, only 10 minutes walk from the vil-

lage’. ‘This habitat... was very degraded’. Demey and

Fishpool9 recorded individuals from ‘forested banks of

the Bandama river where the bird landed in a bare tree

and flew off into riverine forest’. These sightings are in

character with our own in Loma.

It seems from recent records that Rufous Fishing

Owl does not necessarily require large areas of primary

forest and can survive in primary or secondary habitats,

given suitable gallery forest. However, the inevitable

disturbance caused by the clearing of forest could well

contribute to the demise of this retiring species. Clear-

ance would also increase the sediment loading of

rivers, resulting in increased turbidity which could pose

a threat to the foraging of fishing owls, which hunt

visually.

Pel’s Fishing Owl Scotopeliapeli

by Nik Borrow (Birdquest)

If the current trend in deforestation continues then

protected areas, such as national parks, will be the

species’ only refuge. Most recent records come from

protected areas such as Mount Nimba in Liberia
17

,
Gola

and Loma in Sierra Leone and Tai, Azagny and Lamto in

Cote d’Ivoire
15

. In the protected areas, such as Gola,
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Tai, Azagny and Loma, where there is an abundance of

watercourses surrounded by forest, intense searching

would probably reveal more birds. The small number

of records probably does not reflect the bird’s true

status.

Loma is intersected by numerous small streams and

rivers and must therefore be considered a prime area

for the conservation of the Rufuous Fishing Owl. The

remoteness of the area means disturbance is kept to a

minimum with only occasional visits by hunters. None

of those we encountered had any knowledge of the

bird. Hunting, therefore, does not seem to be a threat in

Loma. Women from the nearby villages visit the area

regularly to inspect their ‘water fences’ (dams created

to trap fish) which may actually benefit the owls by

creating areas of still water in which they can fish.

Young birds seem especially vulnerable to trap-

ping as evidenced by the number of birds caught

before fledging. These are kept as pets or in zoo

collections. It is essential that their habitat, throughout

their range, is disturbed as little as possible to minimise

the loss of young birds to hunters and children.

We have very little information on the ecological

requirements of the Rufous Fishing Owl. The quality of

rivers and surrounding forest seem to play a vital role in

determining the distribution and abundance of birds;

deforestation and the disturbance of rivers seem to be

the greatest threat. It seems likely that its long term

survival may depend on the forest reserves, which are

few in number.
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Fishing owl sonograms

seconds seconds

Figure 6 Scotopelia ussheri hoot. London Zoo,

27 June 1991, R. Ranft. BLOWS no. 40854.

i seconds

Figure 8 S.peliboom of single bird. Liwonde,

Malawi. G. Gibbon. From Gibbon 18
.

Figure 7 Tigiiomis leucolopbushoot.

Lamto-N'Douci, Ivory Coast, 2 May 1976,

C. Chappuis. FromChappuis 10
.

Figure 6Hululementde Scotopelia ussheri, le27

juin 1991 au zoo deLondres.

Figure 7HululementdeTrigriomis leucolophus,

le2mai 1976a Lamto-N'Douci, Cote d'Ivoire.

Figure 8 ‘Boom’d’un oiseau solitaire, S. peli.

Liwonde, Malawi.

1 2 seconds

Figure 9 S.peli wail. Luangwa, Zambia, R. Stjernstedt.

BLOWS no. 21304.

Figure9CrideS. peli .Luangwa, Zambie.

I seconds :

Figure 10. S. bouvieri wail. Bena, Kouilou

region, Congo, 9 October 1990, F. Dowsett-

Lemaire. BLOWS no. 35619

Figure 10 CrideS. bouvieri, le 9 octobre 1990

a

Bena, region de Kouilou, Congo.

2 i

\

seconds

Figure 1 1 S. bouvieri hoot series. Captive (Chester Zoo), 22 Feb 1989, R. Wilkinson. BLOWS no 40906.

Figure 11 Serie d’hululements deS. bouvieri en captiviteau zoo de Chester, le22fevrier 1989.

"-t /•* >4 •A A A a
r\A*

seconds

A ri

Figure 12 5. bouvieri hoot series. Captive, 1973, J-M. Lernould. FromChappuis 11
.

Figure 12 Serie d'hululemenlsdeS. bouvieri en captivite, 1973-J-M Lernould. D'apres Chappuis’
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Sonograms: how to use them

The sound spectrogram, or sonogram, is an important

method of describing bird sound, being more de-

tailed and objective than the phonetic descriptions

one reads towards the end of the species account in

most field guides. A sonogram is particularly useful

for reference when comparing sounds: it is far easier

to compare the subtleties of two bird’s vocalisations

by looking at both their sonograms simultaneously

than by listening to them one after the other.

But how do you read a sonogram?

It is just a graph. Time is on the horizontal axis,

which one reads from left to right, against which the

two other properties of sound - relative amplitude, or

loudness, and frequency (equivalent to pitch) - are

shown. Frequency is on the vertical axis in (kilo)

Hertz and relative amplitude is shown as shades of

grey between white (no amplitude) to black (loud-

est).

A sonogram of a human whistle at constant pitch

will appear as a horizontal line. Conversely, a handclap

produces a vertical line, showing the brevity of a

sound that covers many frequencies at once.

Birds produce a whole range of sounds interme-

diate between these extremes. The well-known song

phrase of a Hoopoe Upupa epops produces three

evenly-spaced lines at uniform pitch in quick succes-

sion. Thus:

2 ,

in

o 1
-

cr
CD

time (seconds) i

In practice, the Hoopoe’s simple song is rather

easy to transcribe into words compared with most

bird sounds, when the sonogram is more necessary.

Complex bird sounds often include harmonics. These

appear as reflections above the lowest-pitched note

and alter its timbre or quality. So when reading a

complicated spectrum, concentrate first on only the

lowest-pitched notes and look at their change in pitch

and the rhythm and timing between the notes.

It is useful to start offby examining sonograms of

sounds you know well from memory. Roberts' Birds

of Southern Africa 1 helpfully includes many
sonograms with transcriptions printed over each graph

as well as an excellent piece on sonograms (summa-

rised from the introductory sections of the earlier

volumes of Birds ofthe Western Palearctic
2
).

Until recently, sonograms could only be made

using the costly equipment solely available to re-

search scientists. But now that cheaper “do-it-your-

self” sonograms are possible on personal computers,

for example by using Soundedit Pro on Apple

Macintosh machines, the usefulness of sonogram

analysis is becoming more widely appreciated. ®
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Vermiculated Fishing Owl: how to see one

T o the usual difficulties associated with seeing

night birds add the fact that the Vermiculated

Fishing Owl is confined largely to the Congo basin,

most of which falls within countries rarely visited by

birders, that it has specific habitat requirements and is

apparently scarce, then getting to see this species

becomes quite a challenge.

Although it is entirely nocturnal

and of a retiring nature, it is

quite a vocal species. This use-

ful trait, combined with good

information on its likely

whereabouts, improves

your chances of seeing

one.

The first key to

locating this owl

successfully is to be

aware of its habitat

preferences

riparian and rain

forests bordering

medium to large

rivers (greater than

about 10m wide in

my experience). No
one has reported the

species from extensive

swamps, nor along

smaller streams within

contiguous primary rain

forests, although in Congo

it is quite common in the

flooded forests ofthe Kouilou

Basin 1

. The second and most

important key to seeing this bird,

therefore, is access to a boat!

Currently, one of the most reliable places to find

the Vermiculated Fishing Owl is along the Rembo
N’Dogo river near Gamba in south-west Gabon. Bird-

ers have reported it from along the Ivindo River and

its tributaries north-east of Makokou in north-east

Gabon, but one site along the Rembo N’Dogo allows

the observer the opportunity of seeing the species

from dry land.

The Rembo N’Dogo is a long tributary of the

N’Dogo Lagoon, about 25m wide, bordered by swamp
forest, and with only a couple of small fishing villages

along its banks. The best time to go is during the dry

season, that is between June and September.

Although rather remote, Gamba - which survives

purely on its proximity to producing oil fields - is

accessible by air from the capital Libreville. From the

airport it is 1 0km to the town, situated on the edge of

the lagoon. Here, visitors can obtain basic accommo-

dation, pirogues (motorised canoes), boatmen, all

necessary provisions and supplies. If in doubt, one

reliable contact seems to be Paul, the manager

of Biffa’s Boozer in the town. Paul should be

able to put you in contact with Shell

workers prepared to take you up

Rembo N’Dogo (probably over a

weekend).

From Gamba it is only two

to three hours to the mouth of

the river, which is navigable

for the 100km to Bongo vil-

lage. However, from a bind-

ing point of view, it is only

necessary to go as far as

Lac Kivoro, two to three

hours up-stream. I would

recommend spending

at least two days and a

night on the river since

its remote location

makes it an excel-

lent location for

viewing both birds

and mammals.

The best site, both

for camping and seeing

the Vermiculated Fishing

Owl, is a sizeable cleared area

on the east side, which is the

start ofan old logging road, about

two thirds of the way towards Lac

Kivoro. Tell the boatman you want to camp at the old

embarcadere. At least one pair of Vermiculated Fish-

ing Owl occur in the trees around the campsite. Ifyou

are unsuccessful here, take the boat up and down
river a couple of kilometres and scan the riverside

trees with a powerful light. The owls usually sit be-

tween five and 15m above the water.

A bonus is that another highly elusive African

species, the White-backed Night Heron Gorsachius

leuconotus, is exceptionally common upstream from

the campsite. You will see it feeding on exposed

sand-bars during the dry season. ®
1Malimbus 15: 68-80 (1993)

Dave Sargeant

Vermiculated Fishing Owl
Scotopelia bouvieri

By Nik Borrow
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Rufous Fishing Owl: how to see one - maybe!

S
o few birders have seen the Rufous Fishing Owl

in the wild that it is impossible to identify any

particular locality where you would have any more

than an outside chance of finding one. One place,

however, where it has been recorded recently is

Lamto in southern-central Cote d'Ivoire. The Station

Ecologique de Lamto is a 2500ha field station and

nature reserve belonging to the University ofAbidjan,

situated along the eastern bank of the Bandama river.

This is in the transition zone between the rain forest

and southern Guinea savanna, and the vegetation

comprises a mixture ofwooded savanna, in which the

Borassus Palm Borassus aethiopium is a conspicuous

feature, intersected by gallery forest. Beside the

Bandama there is a wider ribbon of riverine forest.

The field station’s buildings are five minutes walk

down a rough track from the river’s edge. Here, there

is a small landing area for fishermens’ dugouts that

provides a point ofvantage over the river. Arrival here

before dawn can be rewarding! Even if Rufous Fishing

Owl does not co-operate (the only record is of an

immature in December1 - on Christmas Day!) there is

the possibility of Pel’s Fishing-Owl and White-backed

Night Heron Gorsachius leuconotus, while White-

crested Tiger Heron Tigriomis leucolophus is seen

regularly enough to reward your early start. You will

also be able to see the last mentioned species at dusk.

Lamto (shown on Michelin map 975 of Cote d’Ivoire)

is some 180km north of Abidjan, an easy, two-hour

drive nearly all ofwhich is over tarmac. The road from

Abidjan is the country’s main north-south axis so

many buses and taxis pass the turn-off to the field

station. Traffic along the final 15km murrain road is

infrequent so those without transport can have a long

wait - or a long walk. You can usually find good,

cheap accommodation and food at the Ecological

Station (not the Geophysical Station which one reaches

first). However, this does not apply if your visit coin-

cides with a university field course! It is therefore

sensible, as well as being common courtesy, to seek

permission to visit Lamto in advance. As a research

station, Lamto has duties other than to accommodate

itinerant birders! Write to: The Director, Station

Ecologique de Lamto, B. P. 28, N’Douci, Cote d’Ivoire.

Staffthere are, however, very welcoming and used to

people turning up periodically unannounced. ®
1 Malimbus l991 12: 61-86

Lincoln Fishpool

Finding fishing owls in southern Cameroon

Both Pel’s and Vermiculated Fishing Owl occur in

Cameroon but are rarely observed by birders.

However in 1989 a site in southern Cameroon proved

reliable for Pel’s, and provided tantalising glimpses of

Vermiculated.

Both were observed along the Nyong river west

of the town ofAkonolinga and adjacent to the village

of Ndibi which lies on a peninsula on the south bank

of the river. Akonolinga can easily be reached from

Yaounde by bush-taxi in a couple of hours, and has

plenty ofbasic accommodation. Ndibi can be reached

either by walking across the Nyong river road-bridge

then turning right and walking for several hours along

dirt tracks to the village, or by renting a pirogue from

a fisherman below the road-bridge and gently pad-

dling downstream. There is no accommodation in

Ndibi, but camping is easy.

The area in which the owls were observed was on

the south bank of the Nyong river below the village

and could be accessed by a forest track. The habitat

consists of a 2km-wide flood plain and floating grass

community, backed by seasonally inundated swamp
forest. The area experiences considerable seasonal

change. In the main dry season (January-May) fires

frequently burn along the open flood plain and occa-

sionally enter the swamp forest. During the major

rainy season the Nyong river rises by 6-7m, inundat-

ing the flood plain and flooding the adjacent forest.

The owls were easiest to observe during the dry

season, when the river was confined to the river-

channel. The owls could then be watched hunting

where the forest came down to the river bank and

trees overhung the water. Activity commenced soon

after dark and good views could be obtained by sitting

quietly and occasionally illuminating the birds by

torchlight for a few seconds. Pel’s Fishing Owls are

extremely vocal and can be located by listening for

the characteristic low grunting hoot, or by a high-

pitched screaming wail which appears to be

associated with the soliciting of food. Although no

actual catches were observed, birds could be seen

‘mantling’ freshly caught fish on branches overhang-

ing the water. The best views, however, were

obtained when birds were occasionally discovered

by day, roosting in the crowns of forest trees up to

lkm away from the river, when the true beauty of the

species could be appreciated. ®
Duncan McNiven
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Rufous Fishing Owl Scotopelia ussheri.

Liberia, 1988. (Kevin Carlson/Windrush

Photos)

Chouette-pecheusea dos roux Scotopelia

ussheri. Liberia, 1988. (Kevin Carlson/

Windmsh Photos)

Schlegel’s Asity Philepittaschlegelimale and female. Ampijoroa, Madagascar, December 1993. (Simon Harrap)

Philepitte de ScWege/Philepitta schlegeli male etfemelle. Ampijoroa, Madagascar, December 1993- (Simon Harrap)
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The nest of Schlegel’s Asity Philepitta schlegeli
Frank Hawkins

S
chlegel’s Asity is a member of the endemic Mala-

gasy subfamily Philepittinae, part of the Broadbill

family Eurylaimidae 1

. The subfamily includes two mem-
bers of the genus Neodrepanis, strongly convergent on

sunbirds. It also includes two species in the genus

Philepitta (both understorey frugivores) and are remi-

niscent of green broadbills Calyptomena and

Pseudocalyptomena. The Velvet Asity P. castanea is

widespread and fairly common in eastern Malagasy

rain forest2,3

,
but Schlegel's Asity is poorly known and,

in recent years, rarely seen. It has been recorded from

a large area of western Madagascar2,3

,
the Sambirano

rain forest2,3,4 as far south as near Tsimafana 5 (20°18’S,

44°40’E) and Ankazoabo3
. Outside the Sambirano rain

forest region, it occurs only in gallery forest in river

valleys, where its distribution is patchy and it may be

difficult to find,
4 and humid fringe forests in limestone

massifs, where it may be more common3,4,5
.

In Namoroka Strict Nature Reserve, Province of

Mahajanga, north-western Madagascar (16°25’S,

45°20’E), on 15 October 1993, Aly Hassanaly, Lalajean

Rakotoniaina, Merline Rasoharimalala, Don Reid, Patrick

de Valois and I found a pair of Schlegel's Asity building

a nest in a small (clOha) forest patch surrounded by

savanna, 1km from a larger area forest. The nest was

half-built, suspended over a clear area from beneath a

4.5m high, 6cm diameter branch and made of pieces of

moss and loose bark held together with spiders’ webs.

The birds had used leaf strips to build the nest frame and

strips about 10cm long to hold the frame to the branch.

The frame was in the form of an oval, about 20cm tall,

into which both adult birds were weaving spiders ’-

webs and bark collected from shrubs nearby. Although

not complete, it was clear that the nest would take the

form of a suspended pear, with an entrance hole

towards the top.

We observed the male display to the female, perch-

ing next to her, drooping his wings, fluffing up breast

feathers and lifting his tail so that it almost touched his

rump feathers. During this display he called very qui-

etly, a series of sibilant squeaks. Later, when we
returned to the nest, a young or partially moulted male

was perched about 30cm from the adult pair. The

second male’s plumage showed a mixture of adult

male and female characters, and had a half-sized wat-

tle. After a few minutes, the adult male attacked the

second male; they fought in the air and then on the

ground for a few seconds before the second male flew

off.

The dimensions, materials, position and overall

structure Velvet Asity’s nests are in general very similar

to those of the Schlegel’s Asity in Namoroka3,4
. The nest

of the Wattled Sunbird-Asity Neodrepanis comscans is

very similar to that of Velvet Asity3
. The nest of African

Green Broadbill Pseudocalyptomena graueri is also

similar but more spherical, while those of the African

Smithomis broadbills tend to be more elongated, (of-

ten twice as long as broad), often with long trailing

masses of material hanging beneath6
. Other members

ofthe Eurylaimidae have similar pendant, near-spherical

nests7
. Similarities between the nests of Philepitta and

P. graueri, rather than with those of Smithomis, may
reflect the close relationship of the Philepittinae to the

African Green Broadbill in particular
1

.
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White-throated Needletail Hirundapus caudacutus
,

first occurrence in the Malagasy region

J. Nick Dymond

On 4 November 1992 N. D. Hunter and I were

birding at Fairview Estate, Mahe, Seychelles. Low
cloud cover had brought down many Seychelles

Swiftlets Collocalia elaphra and while watching these

we suddenly realised that there was more than one

species of swift present. Among the Swiftlets was a

much larger, chunky swift which, as it came nearer, was

clearly a needletail Hirundapus sp. Subsequent pro-

longed views from various positions and angles estab-

lished that there were two individuals present. Al-

though they ranged over a considerable area they were

often in view simultaneously, and on several occasions

flashed past us at vety close range.

Description

A large, very thickset swift with long, broad-based

wings with very pointed tips. It had a fairly short,

square-ended tail, sometimes closed to give a tapered

rear-end effect. It flew by gliding most of the time with

wings slightly bowed in anhedral position, occasion-

ally generating speed with short bursts of rapid wing-

beats.

Upper parts: crown, nape, hind-neck and upper

mantle blackish-brown, fading into pale greyish-brown

on mantle and back forming a saddle, darkening to

dark brown/blackish on rump and tail.

Wings: blackish, flight feathers slightly paler than cov-

erts. Dark greenish gloss occasionally apparent on

wings and, much harder to see, on crown (dependent

on angle of flight and light).

Under parts: chin and throat whitish, sometimes hard

to see. White under tail-coverts tapering forwards onto

lower flanks formed a very prominent white ‘horse-

shoe’ under rear end. Breast, belly and remainder of

flanks dark brown.

The White-throated Needletail breeds in the East-

ern Palearctic, from central and southern Siberia to

Japan, China and Taiwan, the northern Himalayas and

Assam. The northern, nominate race is wholly migra-

tory and winters in Australia. It is an irregular visitor to

New Zealand and stragglers have also reached Fiji and

Macquarie Island. It has been recorded as a vagrant in

the Western Palearctic with 13 records up to 1991 from

Britain and Ireland (May-July), Finland (April-May),

Malta (November) and Norway (May).

The Seychelles Bird Records Committee has ac-

cepted this record which constitutes the first occur-

rence of this species in the Seychelles, as well as for the

whole Afrotropical and Malagasy Region. ®

Burgadies, South Funds, Levenwick, Shetland, UK.

White-throated Needletail Hirundapuscaudacutus

by Colin Towe
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Birding Arabuko-Sokoke Forest and
Kenya’s northern coast

John H. Fanshawe

Resume: La cote nord du Kenya offre d’excellentes chances d’observer les oiseaux et jouit d’un acces facile

d’Europe a la ville cohere de Mombasa. Dans la presente communication, la foret d’Arabuko-Sokoke ainsi

que plusieurs autre sites, comme Mida Creek et l’embouchure de la riviere Sabaki, son decrits et

accompagnes de notes sur la faqon de s’y rendre. Des details supplementaires sur un nombre d’especes

et de groupes d’especes rares sont egalement fournis.

W ith some of the most accessible accommodation

in East Africa, and cheap package deals and

flights to Mombasa from all over Europe, Kenya’s

coastal province offers outstanding value to the visiting

birder. In this article, I concentrate on the

Arabuko-Sokoke Forest area, including Mida Creek

and the Sabaki river mouth, as well as some of the less

well-known sites, like Lake Jilore. You can reach all of

these places easily from Watamu and Malindi, and they

offer rewarding birding in a small area. Birders with

more time and money can travel inland to the rest of

Kenya’s birding destinations. Many, including Tsavo

East National Park and the Taita Hills, are within a day's

drive.

The opening of a spectacular bridge spanning Kilifi

Creek, a water crossing by ferry that used to drive even

the most patient to despair, now means that the north

coast is within easy reach of Mombasa by car, matatu

or bus. You can drive the distance in less than two

hours, allowing gentle birding en route that guarantees

the ubiquitous IndianHouseCrow Corvussplendens,

now infesting the coast to the detriment ofsmaller song

birds, as well as coastal specialities like Zanzibar

Euplectes nigroventris and Black-winged Red Bish-

ops E. hordeaceus, both of which turn up in roadside

pools which flood in the long rains, especially during

April, the wettest month. Unlike its well-marked inland

cousin, the pale coastal race of Winding Cisticola

Cisticola galactotes haematocephala is common in a

wide range ofwet and dry habitats. Keep an eye out for

shy Brown-headed Parrots Poicephalus

cryptoxanthus among the baobabs too, especially just

south of Kilifi.

To Kilifi, the main road is good and fast and,

although there are no well known sites before you

reach Arabuko-Sokoke and Mida Creek, it is worth a

little birding time. From Kilifi to Malindi, the road is

peppered with pot-holes, some well capable of shred-

ding a tyre or dislodging an exhaust, so please be

careful, and watch your rear mirror for the approach of

coast buses, whose drivers treat even the most cavern-

ous holes with total disdain.

Although I have written this paper with the specific

purpose of encouraging birders to visit the north coast

of Kenya, it is worth noting that these sites lie at the

centre of one of Africa's most popular tourist destina-

tions. Breaks at hotels, like the Turtle Bay Beach Club in

Watamu and The Driftwood Club in Malindi, are great

family holidays with activities ranging from diving to

wind-surfing, sailing to deep sea fishing, as well as all

the other glories of a tropical seaside environment (ripe

mangoes spring instantly to mind). Hospitality is the

rule and, whatever their age, there will always be

distractions for members of your party who are not

keen on birding!

Arabuko-Sokoke Forest

As you drive north from Kilifi, Arabuko-Sokoke Forest

forms a boundary immediately west of the road for

almost 25km. Standing just inland of Mida Creek and

the coastal beaches ofWatamu, it is the largest remain-

ing stand of indigenous coastal forest in Kenya,

spreading over 372 km2
. Low-lying, Sokoke barely rises

above 60m. Soils are of two principal sorts, white and

dark red, the former probably alluvial or sea sand in

origin, the latter an infertile soil that stretches inland to

Tsavo. The switch from white to red soil is striking,

taking place over a few metres, and contributing to the

equally abrupt changes in vegetation (see below).

There is no permanent water, although a large river, the

Sabaki, flows to the north. Ephemeral pools form in the

rains and may extend to over 2ha in exceptional years.

They form interesting oases in the forest and attract

crakes and herons, as well as migrant waders. Annual

rainfall is dominated by a long rainy season in April,

May andJune, with mean annual rainfall rarely exceed-

ing 1000mm. The name of the forest is derived from

Giriama and Sanje words, arabuko meaning place of
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Map ofArabuko-Sokoke Forest

Leplan deforetd Arabuko-Sokoke

thin elephants, and so&o&ereferring to the dense shady

thickets typical ofthe red soil. The lighter, airier vegeta-

tion of the white soil is called sosoni.

A kilometre south ofGede village lies the entrance

to Gede Forest Station, headquarters of both the Forest

Department and the Kenya Wildlife Service, joint forest

managers, and coastal office of the Kenya Forest Re-

search Institute, which maintains a bank of seeds col-

lected in Sokoke. You will find trees with their scientific

names initialled in large white letters, eg. A.c. for Afzelia

cuanzensis, throughout the forest. A visit to Gede

Forest Station is essential for you to register yourself in

the tourist records. Please take the time to drop in,

whether you are taking a guide or not (more of guides

below). Whilst it may seem like an inconvenience, your

visit is a critical support for the moves to conserve

Sokoke, and so needs

recording.

Some 233 bird species

have been observed in the

forest, including some of

Kenya’s, and East Africa’s,

most elusive. Seeking out

Sokoke’s special birds

needs time, two or three

days at least, and an appre-

ciation that the division of

the forest into three broad

habitat types (dominated by

different tree species:

Afzelia
,
Brachystegia and

Cynometra), strongly influ-

ences their distribution. To

see the best range of spe-

cies, you would need to

spend time in each area.

Crossing the forest west to

east you come across these

habitats in alphabetical or-

der, A>B>C, the Afzeliagw-

ing way to Brachystegia
,

and then to Cynometra
,
the

latter coinciding with a dra-

matic change of soil colour

from white to red.

Three key access points

exist, all leading west from

the main Mombasa Road,

and all lying south of Gede

village. One km south of

Gede Forest Station is the

Gede walking trail; a small

shaded car park gives

access to two short trails in

the wettest Afzelia forest. This is an excellent area for

all the Afzelia birds. Way to the south, 22km from Gede

Forest Station, is the Kararacha track which, after a thin

belt of rather poor Afzelia forest, gives way to excellent

Brachystegia woodland, and access to a system of

tracks that leads deep into Sokoke, tracks that finally

reach the nyari
,
or view point, which offers an out-

standing place from where to look out over the forest

canopy towards the Indian Ocean. This area is worth

exploring if you have time but, for the purposes of this

account, I intend to concentrate on the so-called Mida,

or Nature Reserve track, which enters the forest 3.8km

south of the forest station. In Kenya, ten per cent of all

natural forest is set aside as strict nature reserve, but

there is no obvious way of distinguishing the nature

reserve on the ground in Sokoke. Well-worked, the
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Mida track, and those that branch from it, has the

potential to offer all the key forest bird species.

Forthe first kilometre, the Mida track passes through

heavily degraded forest with little or no canopy. Early

in the morning, literally at first light, or after heavy rain,

the track may yield Spotted Ground-thrush Turdus

fischeri and perhaps a party of Crested Guineafowl

Guttera edouardi drying out. On most days, however,

you should pass on to the first junction at one kilometre.

Here the road swings right towardsJilore, but it is worth

driving straight ahead since the habitat quality im-

proves at once. You are soon in good Afzelia forest, the

track becoming a tunnel over which mature tree cano-

pies form a roof. After a further 2.1km, the forest

suddenly changes into Brachystegia woodland, and it

is here that you will find the best early morning birding,

leaving a return to the cool of the Afzelia for later.

Pressing on through the Brachystegia eventually

leads one to Cynometra forest, but only after another

five kilometres, and so it is really better to return to the

junction close to the main road and rejoin the track

towardsjilore Forest Station. This passes through Afzelia,

then Brachystegia and, after a short climb, leads down
into Cynometra forest with the white soil giving way to

red at the bottom of a slight escarpment. A number of

side tracks lead off into all three habitat types and are

worth exploring. Some of the Cynometra forest is

degraded but, because it is the most accessible of this

habitat type, and supports a good population ofSokoke

Scops Owls Otus ireneae, it definitely needs investiga-

tion.

Walking or slow-driving the roads and tracks can

yield a range of birds and mammals. It is worth stopping

at corners and scanning far ahead, taking special ac-

count of dips and damp places, where Peter’s

Twinspots Hypargos niveoguttatus like to forage.

Sokoke Pipit Anthus sokokensis is a rare species that

regularly ventures onto well-shaded tracks. It typically

flies up into the middle storey before dropping back

onto the forest floor to resume foraging.

Golden-rumped Elephant-shrew Rhynchocyon

chrysopygusand Suni Neotragus moschatus, as well as

Yellow Baboon Papio cyanocephalus and Sykes’

Monkeys Cercopithecus albogularis, are mammals

that you can often see on the roads, especially early in

the morning. Watch for birds crossing ahead as well,

since it is often the first evidence one sees of mixed

species flocks.

Time of day: Like most African birding sites,

Sokoke is best early in the morning, from sunrise at

about 06.00h, until around 09.00h, after which time bird

activity tends to fall away. The coast heats up quickly

and, although you can find birds throughout the day, it

is worth getting into the forest at first light. The cool of

the evening brings another peak of activity, but it does

not compare with the morning and, unless you are on

your way in to search for scops owls, you are better off

birding at Mida or Sabaki for waders, gulls and terns.

Seasonality: Sokoke is interesting all year round,

but it is hardest to bird in the diy season, with little rain

falling from December to March. Several of the species,

notably Spotted Ground-thrush, Red-capped

Robin Chat Cossypha natalensisand the near-mystical

African Pitta Pitta angolensis

by Craig Robson

African Pitta Pitta angolensis are intra-African mi-

grants and absent during the dry season. They return in

the long rains that start in earnest in April and last

through May and June, finally giving way to sporadic

showers until the short rains in October and November.

In truth, my A>B>C vegetation classification is an

oversimplification but, from a birding point of view, it

does make sense since the three habitats offer different

birds and opportunities for watching. I give below

general notes on each type, followed by detailed notes

on some of the more difficult species at the end. This is

not a comprehensive treatment, but I hope that it gives

a flavour of the birding available in Sokoke.

Afzelia

The first forest that one encounters, Afzelia, is dense,

diverse, and forms a belt of lush habitat which is cool,

and where the birds tend to become active slightly later

in the morning than in the Brachystegia woodland.

Birds to look for here tend to be shy and shade-loving,

often in the low or middle canopy. Despite their loud

calls, many species are hard to find in the tangles:

Crested Flycatcher Trochocercus cyanomelas,

Fischer’s Phyllastrephusfischeri and Tiny Greenbul

P. debilis, Forest Batis Satis mixta
,
and Olive

Nectarinia olivacea and Plain-backed Sunbird

Anthreptes reichenowi. It is the best area for East Coast
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Akalat Sheppardia gunningi which, like Green

Tinkerbird Pogoniulus simplex, is notoriously cryp-

tic. These species rarely invade the Brachystegia
,
so

you have to find them in the Afzelia. Sokoke Pipit

occurs at reasonable densities, but is slightly easier to

locate in the more open Brachystegia. Mixed bird

flocks will yield several species together, including

Little Yellow Flycatchers Erythrocercus holochlorus

or Black-headed Apalises Apalis melanocephala

(which occur in the low and middle canopies in all

three forest types), and perhaps attracting Ashy

Muscicapa caerulescens and Paradise Flycatchers

Terpsiphone viridis. The Afzelia is the best area for

Fischer’s Turaco Tauraco fischeri
,
but beware fol-

lowing up calls since they can carry a long way and,

despite their size and obvious colourfulness, turacos

tend to be rather shy, and skilled at blending into the

background.

Impressive ant trails are a particular feature of forest

like Sokoke, especially after heavy rain. If you are

careful, they can yield shy species like the migrant

Red-capped Robin Chat, and residents like

Red-tailed Ant-thrush Neocossyphus rufus, Eastern

Bearded Scrub Robin Cercotrichas quadrivirgata

and East Coast Akalat. Well-established ribbon trails

where the ants - known as siafu - are simply moving

from A to B, are less productive than feeding parties,

where they move on a broad front flushing lots of

insects. As many as 20-30 birds may gather and you may

be rewarded with good views simply by sitting quietly

nearby. The larger soldier ants have a very powerful

bite, and an uncanny capacity to seek out a tender spot

before using it, so a circumspect watch of the trail’s

progress is well worth maintaining!

Brachystegia

Brachystegia woodland is the most open habitat and

the easiest to bird. Where the woodland has been

degraded, it forms a patchwork of tree stands and open

glades. The tree Brachystegia spiciformis dominates;

like most species in the forest, it is deciduous. It sheds

its leaves annually and bursts into new, reddish leaf in

the rains, a colour which soon gives way to a delicate

grey-green. The canopy is the key habitat here, sup-

porting a range of special birds, notably Clarke’s

Weaver Ploceusgolandi, the diminutive Amani Sun-

bird Anthreptes pallidigaster and East Coast Batis

Batts soror, which replaces the Forest Batis of the

Afzelia and Cynometra forest. This is the best place to

find Mombasa Woodpecker Campethera

momhassica, (only recently split from Golden-tailed

C. ahingoni), and Green Barbet Buccanodon

olivaceum, with its distinctive far-carrying tok-tok-tok.

A few pairs of the striking Black-collared Barbet

Lybius torquatus also still occur here, often close to the

ephemeral pools deep in the forest. Less commonly,

Amethyst Sunbird Nectarinia amethystina
,

Lead-coloured Flycatcher Myioparus plumbeus,

which has a distinctive trilling phone-like call, and

Green-capped Eremomela Eremomela scotops, can

all be found in the Brachystegia.

Birders are well aware of the value of seeking out

mixed species flocks in forests, since they can often

provide views of a number of species together. Two
hypotheseses are usually suggested to explain the phe-

nomenon: improved feeding opportunities as the pro-

gressing flock flushes insects, or because of better

predator detection, with numerous pairs of eyes watch-

ing out for raptors like Great Sparrowhawk Accipiter

melanoleucus and African Goshawk A. tachiro. In

the Brachystegia, flocks build around two species of

helmet-shrike, Chestnut-fronted Prionops

scopifons, a coastal speciality and by far the commoner

bird, and Retz’s P. retzi which occurs in small groups

ofbetween five and eight individuals, and seems shyer.

The Chestnut-fronted Helmet-shrikes appear to

manipulate the presence of other birds by calling, their

noisy trilling drawing in other species from all around.

Clarke’s Weaver Ploceusgolandi

by Martin Woodcock

Followers include Dark-backed Weaver Ploceus

bicolor
,
Scimitarbill Pboeniculus cyanomelas, Little

Spotted Campethera cailliautiiandMombasaWood-
peckers, Green Wood-hoopoe Pboeniculus

purpureus, Crowned Hornbill Tockus

alboterminatus, Black-headed Oriolus larvatus and

the migrant African Golden Oriole O. auratus (there

are a few records of the rare Green-headed Oriole O.
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chlorocephalus)

,

and less often, Yellow-bellied

Greenbul Chlorocichla flaviventris, Nicator Nicator

chloris and Narina’s Trogon Apaloderma narina.

When they are in the forest, Clarke’s Weavers (see

below) regularly join these flocks, swelling numbers to

hundreds.

Cynometra
This forest is so dense, that birding is best confined to

seeking those species that cannot be found in the

Afzelia and Brachystegia. The scops owl is the main

target (see species accounts below), but daytime bird-

ing can bring an opportunity to see the day-glo

Four-coloured Bush-shrike Malaconotus

quadricolor. Like so many bush-shrikes, its capacity to

skulk, even at close quarters, is amazing; so it is always

tempting to resort to a tape. Its clarion call, which

Newman 1 describes well as kong-kong-koit, is distinc-

tive and a characteristic sound of the Cynometra
,
al-

though individuals will slur the call, and they have a

notable range of near-catarrhal clicks and wheezes as

well. The Cynometra is also full of Tiny Greenbuls

and Crested Flycatchers, but the really dense under-

growth always makes it easier to locate them in the

Afzelia.

Several species in Sokoke respond to playback, but

please remember that birds, such as Barred Owlet

Glaucidium capense, do so because they believe the

taped calls to be from a territorial intruder. Excessive

use of playback in Sokoke has driven some owlets off

well-established territories. Regular or loud tape-use

creates real problems and should never be exploited.

The forest is degraded in many areas, so

bush-species like Black-backedPuffback Dryoscopus

cubla, Zanzibar Sombre Greenbul Andropadus

importunus, Common Bulbul Pycnonotus barbatus

and Mouse-coloured Sunbird Nectarinia ueroxii

have invaded. Selective felling of hardwood trees like

Afzelia cuanzenis for building and furniture, and

Brachylaena buillensis for the carving trade, has modi-

fied large swathes of Sokoke and many of the birds,

especially in the Brachystegia and Cynometra, are not

true forest species.

Other wildlife: visitors to Sokoke should look out for

several remarkable mammals. There are a small number

of African Elephants Loxodonta africana
,
probably

fewer than a hundred, but of far greater interest are the

elephant-shrews, both Golden-rumped (largely

confined to the white soil area and most common in the

wetter Afzelia forest), and Four-toed Petrodomus

tetradactylus (generally on red soil, nocturnal and

mainly seen during scops owl forays). Golden-rumped

Elephant-shrew is endemic to the Sokoke area and

an excellent lifer mammal. There are two spectacular

rufous-red squirrels that are worth looking out for:

Red-bellied Coast Squirrel Funisciurus palliatus

and Red-legged Sun Squirrel Heliosciurus

rufobrachium. The latter is more brightly coloured,

more common and has a rather bird-like chipping call,

which can cause confusion!

Small antelopes include Suni and duikers ofwhich

one, Ader’s Duiker Cephalophus adersi, is confined

to Sokoke and Zanzibar. There are three primate spe-

cies, Yellow Baboon, Sykes’ and Vervet Monkeys

Cercopithecus aethiops, and, at night, there is always a

chance of bush-babies or galagos, which call very

loudly. Two species occur: the large Garnett’s Galago

Galago garnetti and smaller Zanzibar Galago G.

zanzibaricus. Night drives can also yield White-tailed

Mongoose Ichneumia albicauda
,
Blotched Genet

Genetta tigrina, African Civet Civetta africana, and

even Caracal Felis caracal on the red soil.

Guides: Taking a guide into the forest at Sokoke can

help in a number of ways, not least by saving time

locating the best patches of the three habitat types for

birding. Guides are based at Cede Forest Station and in
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some of the Watamu Hotels (notably Turtle Bay Beach

Club). Most experienced among them is David Ngala,

who has made his reputation leading people to see the

Sokoke Scops Owl. You can find David at Gede; he

has an outstanding knowledge of all the birds of

Arabuko-Sokoke and their calls.

Gede Ruins

Gede Ruins, the site of an old Arab town, can provide

excellent birding, but lacks the variety and many of the

species found in Sokoke. The ruins lie about one

kilometre from Gede village and are well signposted

from opposite the mosque on the Watamu road. It is

worth visiting very early in the morning, both to escape

the crowds of sightseers, which pile in during the rest of

the day, and because the forest seems drained of birds

and bird song when the heat sets in. Only the drowsing

tok-tok-tokof Green Barbet persists. A network of paths

has been cleared and is swept on a regular basis, so it is

possible to move quietly, listening for the tell-tale

sounds of birds foraging in the dry litter.

Once almost guaranteed at Gede, Spotted

Ground-thrush is now hard to find. It may emerge

onto the paths at first light (along with Red-capped

Robin Chat and Eastern Bearded Scrub-robin).

African Pitta is very rarely, if ever, now seen. The ruins

are good for Fischer’s Turaco and the two large

species of hornbill: Silvery-cheeked Bycanistes

brevis and Trumpeter B. bucinator, both of which

call variations on a theme of strangled goats and crying

babies. Silvery-cheeked are often seen in the mature

Casuarina trees along the coast at Watamu. There is

also a nest ofPalm-nutVulture Gypohieraxangolensis

in the tallest tree in the main square. It is worth visiting

Gede (the mins are interesting too!) but not at the

expense of a morning in the main forest.

Mida Creek

Mida Creek is the most important site for wintering

shorebirds on the Kenya coast. Some 5000 birds regu-

larly shelter on the sand banks along the side of the

creek, particularly its inner reaches. It provides a good

opportunity to observe a wide range ofwaders, includ-

ing the extraordinary Crab Plover Dramas ardeola.

Carmine Bee-eaters Merops nubicus (the northern

race nubicus is now split from the southern nubicoides,

which reaches Tanzania as a migrant) once roosted in

the mangroves, in large numbers, from September to

March, but they are present now in smaller numbers,

and should be watched out for throughout the area.

Crab Plover is undoubtedly the bird to see. Flocks

of several hundred build up in Mida Creek at the height

of the northern winter, from August to April. Large

numbers of commoner waders include delights like

Crab Plover Dromas ardeola

by Craig Robson

Terek Sandpiper Xenus cinereus and both Great

Charadrius leschenaultii and Mongolian or Lesser

Sandplovers C. mongolus. Regular rarities include

parties of Broad-billed Sandpiper Limicola

falcinellus, but they are more often seen at Sabaki,

while vagrants have included Red-necked Stint

Calidris ruficollis.

Finding the best place to watch birds is not easy,

although the creek can be approached from the water

or by land. The best way in is opposite the Mida-Jilore

track barrier to the Forest, 6.8 km south of the

Gede-Watamu road junction. You can drive or walk

down a track through Eucalyptus trees, a Forest De-

partment plantation, for 150m, then turn left for 400m,

and right again. If you follow the fairly straight sandy

road for about 800m this will lead you to the edge ofthe

creek. The tracks are passable to four-wheel drive

vehicles, even in the rains, but may become inaccessi-

ble to normal vehicles. This is the best area for waders,

especially on an incoming tide, as the water pushes the

birds closer and closer to the mangroves fringing the

creek. The mangroves form an excellent natural hide

and you can get very close to the birds ifyou are patient.

The creek is home to fishermen who are entitled to fish

there, using traditional methods. Security is normally

good, but you should take care and lock cars and hide

valuables or, if possible, leave someone watching over

your vehicle.

Sea approaches mean hiring a boat from one of the

hotels in Watamu, or joining an organised trip. Contact

Ocean Sports or Turtle Bay Beach Club for details.

Travelling by boat, you can approach a number of

species very closely, including Black Herons Egretta

ardesiaca. You will normally be able to see tide tables

displayed in the foyers of the coast hotels, or you can

buy copies from many of the Malindi shops.
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Sabaki River

Another outstanding area for shorebirds, terns and

gulls is the mouth of the Sabaki River. You can ap-

proach this along the beach from Malindi, about a two

hour walk from below the Golf Club, or along the Lamu

Road: the river bridge is six kilometres north ofMalindi.

From the bridge there are two options, walking sea-

wards on the north or south bank of the river, and

always the risk that roosts will be on the wrong side

when you get there! Low tide exposes wet sand and

mud on the southern shore, and this attracts large

numbers of feeding waders; I tended to visit that side.

Visiting with the afternoon sun behind you can bring

outstanding lighting conditions, but it is important to

leave enough time to get back to your vehicle before

dark. It is also worth wearing a hat and taking some

water to drink, since there is no shade near the birds. It

is best to deal with security by taking someone with you

to watch over a vehicle. You can also park closer to the

barrier, just over the bridge, and ask the police there to

mind your car. The scrubby habitat en routeXo the river

mouth can yield interesting birds such as Scaly

Babbler Turdoides squamulatus, Yellowbill

Ceuthmochares aereus and Fire-fronted Bishop

Euplectes diadematus.

Large flocks of gulls and terns build up at Sabaki,

especially in the winter. Look out for, among others,

White-cheeked Tern Sterna repressa, Caspian S.

caspia
,
Roseate S. dougallii

,
which often breeds on

Whale Island, opposite the mouth of Mida Creek, in

July and August, Crested S. bergii, Lesser Crested S.

bengalensis, Bridled S. anaethetus and Sooty S.

fuscata
,

as well as the vagrant, Sandwich S.

sandvicensis, Terns. Both Saunder’s Little Tern

Sterna albifrons saundersi, which is probably a good

species, and White-winged Black Terns Chlidonias

leucopterus can be common and Gull-billed Terns

Gelochelidon nilotica occur in Sabaki and Mida. Both

Common (or Brown) Anous stolidus and less com-

mon Lesser Noddies A. tenuirostris occur offshore.

Large numbers of shorebirds are always present in

winter, with Sabaki being the best site for Broad-billed

Sandpiper, with as many as 60 wintering there. Along

the beach, and at the edge of the dunes south of the

river, it is usually easy to find White-fronted Sand

Plover Charadrius marginatus and, from March to

September, the dunes are full of Madagascar

Pratincoles Glareola ocularis. African Skimmer
Rynchops flavirostris may occur and the dunes may
shelter ephemeral pools that are worth investigating.

Lake Jilore

Just inland from Sokoke there is a remarkable seasonal

expanse of water called Lake Jilore. It can be seen from

the Malindi-Tsavo road which, just beyondJilore Forest

Station, bends to the the right and descends steeply to

cross the valley which contains the lake, well to the left,

well to the left. Since the lake varies seasonally in

extent, it is hard to give accurate directions on the best

ways in. You can approach from the far side of the

valley having parked in Jilore Secondary School, which

perches on the ridge above the lake. Alternatively, you

can follow the forest’s eastern boundary, driving straight

on where the Tsavo Road bends steeply down to the

right. The lake is then below the forest boundary to the

right and can be reached by one of the many cattle and

goat tracks that lead down - a good one slopes off

3.2km from the Jilore road. Some are closer to the shore

and more open than others, but it is worth struggling

the short distance (less than 1km) which then brings

you to this potentially bird-filled lake. The lake is

shallow and fringed by marsh vegetation when water

levels are high, but it can dry out completely and, when

this happens, people plant maize, tomatoes and

tobacco on the valley floor. Simply scanning the shore

turns up plenty of interesting birds, but it is worth

investigating the numerous small bays that may hold

skulkers such as Painted Snipe Rostratula

benghalensis.

The range of waterbirds occurring obviously de-

pends on lake levels, but species like Open-billed

Stork Anastomus lamelligerus, Saddle-billed Stork

Ephippiorhyncus senegalensis, African Spoonbill

Platalea alba
,
Night Heron Nycticorax nycticorax

and Allen’s Gallinule Porphyrio alien i have all been

observed. Bee-eaters flight over the lake with large

numbers of Madagascar Merops superciliosus,

Carmine and White-throated M. albicollis some-

times present together. You can reach the lake easily

from the forest, simply follow the main Mida-Jilore

track until it joins the Tsavo road, l6km from the

Malindi road entrance, and then turn left towards Tsavo.

Another 300m and the road drops steeply to cross the

valley containing the lake. When it is full, Lake Jilore

offers concentrations of birds that provide a really

excellent evening’s hireling.

Travelling further north

Driving further north from Malindi than the Sabaki

River leads ultimately to the banks of the Tana. Local

advice should always be sought before travel-

ling in this area: it is remote and can be veiy danger-

ous, despite the fact that the Lamu buses use the road

several times a day. The highlight of one my trips north

took place at the barrier on the Tana River bridge where

a young soldier kindly noted, after my inquiry about

security, that I would be all right if I wasn't shot. Pretty

reassuring. The Garsen heronry is about three kilome-
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tres downstream of the new Tana bridge on the south

side of the river; it can be reached only on foot. It was

inactive when I visited in 1992, but Borassus Palms

along the Tana provided stunning views ofRed-necked

Falcon Falco chicquera and Morning Thrush

Cichladusa arquata. The heronry is about one kilome-

tre from the river on the far side of an old oxbow lake;

the nests are low in the trees. Returning from the

heronry and turning back towards Malindi, away from

Garsen, you pass a road on your left that leads to

Tarasaa. Just beyond the village is another seasonal

lake, Shaka Babo, which was heaving with Open-billed

Storks, African Spoonbills and White Pelican

Pelecanus onocrotalus in June 1992, but which is

sometimes drained for agriculture. With the rains there

are numerous seasonal freshwater and saline pools that

provide interesting birding along the northern road.

One bird to look out for is the north-eastern race of

Lilac-breasted Roller Coracias caudata lorti which

has the lilac restricted to the throat, and which some

consider a good species.

Birds like Malindi Pipit Anthus melindae and

Violet-breasted Sunbird Nectariniapembae can be

found at Karawa, approximately 65km north of the

Sabaki River bridge, through the villages of Mambrui

and Gongoni. Look for a rusting sign on the right to

Karawa Industries, and drive 2.8km into the salt com-

plex turning right down onto sparsely vegetated salt

flats. The pipit is found on these flats, and the sunbird

in the surrounding bush. Much of this area is virgin

birding territory and rarely visited, so it would be wise

to explore it onlywhen you have exhausted the options

for birding in and around Arabuko-Sokoke.

Equipment
Binoculars with low magnification (7x- or 8x- are ideal)

and close focusing are best for forest birding, but a

telescope might provide a good view of some of the

canopy top species like Amani Sunbird. Scopes are

almost essential for Mida Creek, Sabaki River mouth

and Lake Jilore. Carrying a compass in the forest, and

elsewhere, is always wise because it is easy to be

tempted away from the security of paths by an interest-

ing call, and equally easy to become disorientated. In

the forest, it is worth remembering to take a plastic bag

or two to protect camera lenses and other optical

equipment from dust and sand. Ifyou plan a visit in the

rains, remember to pack a folding umbrella. For all

these sites, lightweight footwear, such as trainers, and

equally lightweight long trousers and shirts are ideal.

Wear a hat ifyou are not used to the heat and, ifyou are

planning to walk far from your vehicle, please carry

some water with you. It is easy to become dehydrated.

How to reach the area and where to stay

The area is within 90 minutes drive of the northern

outskirts of Mombasa. Take the main road that reaches

the southernmost end of Sokoke forest just north of

Kilifi. It is as well to stay in the area, which boasts a wide

range of hotels (at an equally wide range of prices) in

both Malindi and Watamu. A regular bus service runs

north and south to Malindi, stopping at Gede village for

Watamu, as do colourful and packed matatus (bush

taxis). Most bird tours prefer Watamu since it is only 15

minutes drive from Sokoke and Mida Creek, and the

hotels there, including Hemingways, Ocean Sports and

Turtle Bay Beach Club, are all birder-aware and willing

to provide early breakfasts, packed lunches and other

requirements. You could also stay in guest houses and

self-catering accommodation and there are plenty of

restaurants and cafes in both places. Car hire is available

in Malindi and Watamu and you can hire bicycles by the

day in Watamu village. Most hotels have transport

which you can hire by the day.

Notes on species and groups of particular

interest:

Here are additional notes on the six Red Data Book

birds and some further notes on species which are hard

to see or distinguish in the forest.

Sokoke Scops Owl: although recently found in

the Usambaras in northern Tanzania, Sokoke Scops

Owl still remains the jewel of a Sokoke visit. Only

discovered in 1965, it is confined to the red-soil forest

dominated by Cynometra webberi, and never easy to

find. By far the best method is to take advantage of the

expertise of David Ngala, the resident guide at Gede

Forest Station. Visits involve an early evening drive into

the forest (at around 17.45h), followed by a search for

a calling scops owl, with which David establishes a

duet, before leading birders into the thickets to spot-

light the bird. The trip may last from one to several

hours, depending on the ease with which he locates a

scops owl, but it remains a thrilling way of spending an

evening birding. At the same time, you may easily see

nocturnal mammals like Four-toed Elephant-shrew

or White-tailed Mongoose.

Spotted Ground-thrush: this is an intra-African

migrant which is only present from May to November.

It is probably the hardest ofthe six species to guarantee,

since the birds hug deep shade and have developed

skulking to an art form. A lucky few may encounter

ground-thrushes very early in the morning, at the first

moment of light, when the birds will forage on forest

tracks. Alternatively, you can walk trails quietly in the

Afzeliaand listen for birds foraging in the dry leaf litter,
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something Golden-rumped Elephant-shrews do

too, so prepare to keep looking. Simply sitting and

waiting in appropriate shady habitat may yield a view

and the first track into the forest, the Gede walking trail,

is a good place to try for this bird. It has become much

more difficult to find at Gede Ruins.

East Coast Akalat: another skulker, but the akalat

is resident all year round, rather more common, and

sings on territory with a sort of rapid repeated warbling.

The Afzeliawhich leads in from the first junction on the

Mida track is good for akalat, but searches there de-

mand patience. Akalats respond rapidly to tape of their

song, so it is vital that playback is used very sparingly.

They prefer to feed down in the bottom storey often

flighting from low perches to grab food off the ground.

Amani Sunbird: possibly the easiest of the six Red

Data Book species to locate, this tiny sunbird is usually

found high in the canopy of Brachystegia trees. It

occurs in both primary and degraded forest, but at

higher densities in the former. Amanis may join the

mixed species flocks led by Little Yellow Flycatch-

ers and Black-headed Apalises and draw attention

with sharp high-pitched calls. They are usually found in

pairs.

Sokoke Pipit: one of the hardest birds to find, the

pipit is thinly distributed in all three habitats, appearing

in slightly higher densities where the forest is in primary

condition. It is a match for the ground-thrush on the

skulking front, but at least the pipits reveal their wherea-

bouts with a wheezing high-pitched call. They also

have a dipping display flight, performed in a circuit

above the canopy, but they tend to fly too high to allow

good views. Normally birds flush from under your

Spotted Ground-thrush Turdusfischeri

by Martin Woodcock

feet or in front of a vehicle. They will fly up into the low

storeys, not normally more than two to three metres up,

and call. Ifyou stand still, they will often drop back onto

the litter, and return to foraging with their rather cau-

tious, clockwork progress.

Clarke’s Weaver: this is unlikely to be confused

with the only other weaver seen regularly in the forest,

the larger Dark-backed Weaver. Clarke’s is a small

forest weaver usually encountered in the Brachystegia

canopy, sometime hundreds together, and often in

mixed species flocks. Groups are noisy uttering a con-

stant chatter which can carry some distance, and flocks

over the canopy often utter a distinct sharp chet in

flight. They are enigmatic and, since their nests have

never been found, it remains possible, perhaps prob-

able, that they move away from Sokoke to breed during

the dry season, at the start of the year. The bulk of the

records fall in the period August to November, but they

have been seen in most other months, and it is possible

that some birds at least remain in the forest all year

round.

Notes on groups:

Raptors: including overfliers such as Bateleur

Terathopius ecaudatus
, 23 species of birds of prey

have been recorded. Sokoke is a stronghold of South-

ern Banded Snake Eagle Circaetusfasciolatuswhich

can be seen and heard performing display flights high

above the forest (it has a far-carrying guttural

kruk-kruk-karoow call). Bat Hawk Macheiramphus

alcinns is rarely seen in Sokoke, but is not uncom-

monly seen over Mida Creek in the late afternoon and

early evening. Although Bat Hawks are crepuscular,

some, especially younger birds, fly during the day.

They are almost impossible to guarantee but, as dusk

approaches, it is worth remembering to keep an eye

out throughout the Watamu to Malindi area. Three

accipiters, Great Sparrowhawk, African Goshawk
and Little Sparrowhawk Accipiter minullus, occur,

but only African Goshawk is seen regularly. Lizard

Buzzard Kaupifalco monogrammicus is common on

the forest fringe or in the degraded areas. Another

enigmatic species is Cuckoo Falcon Aviceda

cuculoides, which sometimes occurs in reasonable

numbers between May and November. It occupies

dense, forest-edge habitat, but may be seen perched

out in the open on telegraph wires. Don’t be too

surprised if you hear African Fish-Eagle Haliaeetus

vocifer, since they are common at Mida Creek, and visit

the pools in the forest, often soaring on thermals and

calling high overhead. If the call does appear to be

coming from the forest floor, it is almost certainly a

mimicking Red-capped Robin-chat.
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Cuckoos: if you are lucky, Thick-billed Cuckoo

Pacchycoccyx audeberti is a real catch in Sokoke

where it parasitises Retz’s Helmet-shrike. In the

short rains (October-November), the cuckoos draw

attention with buoyant, noisy display flights over the

canopy. In April, European Cuckoos Cuculus

canorus and the similar, but smaller Asian Lesser

Cuckoo C. poliocephalus (split from Madagascar

Lesser Cuckoo C. rochii which occurs rarely in

western Kenya) sometimes flood through the forest,

occuring in abundance for a couple of weeks and then

disappearing. Beware the striking hepatic form ofAsian

LesserCuckoo which is brick red and quite a shock to

the unwary.

Other owls and nightjars: Barn Owl Tyto alba

is not uncommon at Gede and can be seen roosting in

the old wells there. African Wood Owl Ciccaba

woodfordii is also fairly common in both the Afzelia

and Cynometra forest, but the other interesting species

is Barred Owlet, which is regular in the Brachystegia

woodland. Verreaux’s Eagle Owl Bubo lacteus also

occurs at low densities. Fiery-necked Nightjar

Caprimulguspectoralis is common in the forest, and

may be flushed from leaf litter during the day, but is

more often seen on tracks at night, when its wild and

haunting call is everywhere.

Honeyguides: five species occur in Sokoke, with

Lesser Honeyguide Indicator minor and

Scaly-throatedHoneyguide/. variegatus, being fairly

easy to locate by their calls in the Brachystegia wood-

lands. Lesser make a staccato repeated chip-chip-chip,

while Scaly-throated repeats a dull trill which ascends

a scale, most notably at the end. Black-throated

Honeyguide /. indicator is less common, while both

Pallid Honeyguide I. meliphilus and Eastern

Honeybird Prodotiscuszambesiae are rare. The latter

prefers the dense cover of Afzelia forest.

Spinetails and swifts: two spinetails, Boehm’s

Neafrapus boehm i and Mottle-throated Telacanthura

ussheri occur, with the slurred high-pitched screams of

Boehm’s often revealing their presence in small par-

ties above the Brachystegia canopy. The larger

Mottle-throated is often easier to see away from the

forest and may be seen over hotels in Watamu!

Forbes-Watson’s Swift Apus berliozi is a prize bird

and winters over the forest, and can be seen over Mida

Creek from November to March.

Greenbuls: eight species occur with the distinc-

tive Common Bulbul and Zanzibar Sombre
Greenbul having invaded parts of the forest, along

with Northern Brownbul Phyllastrephus strepitans

which occurs in small flocks in the Brachystegiawood-

lands where it has been degraded to form thickets and

glades. Yellow-bellied Greenbul, the largest

species, is common throughout, drawing attention with

its gaiff call and song, and easily told by its size, sulphur

yellow-green breast and underwing, as well as a dis-

tinct short pale supercilium over its red-brown eye.

Nicator is widespread but skulking, although they will

forage high up and can be easily identified due to their

spotted wing coverts. Two of the remaining three

species, Fischer’s Greenbul and Tiny Greenbul,

are confined to the thickest Afzelia and Cynometra.

Both have creamy white eyes, but the Tiny really is tiny

with a greyish head and green back and under parts,

while Fischer’s is uniformly dull-grey brown with a

slight yellow wash below. They occur in small parties.

The final species, Brownbul Phyllastrephus terrestris

is very similar to Northern Brownbul, but is slightly

larger, has a wine red, rather than brown-red, eye and

calls with a rather more level staccato chatter. It is

poorly known in the forest and rarely seen in dense

areas of the Afzelia and Cynometra belt.

Other sunbirds: apart from Amani, there are five

other species in descending order of abundance:

Collared, Olive, Plain-backed, Amethyst, and

Mouse-coloured. Like Collared, Olive occurs

throughout, but prefers dense cover, Plain-backed is

confined mainly to the undisturbed Afzelia and

Cynometra, while Amethyst occurs at very low densi-

ties in the Brachystegia, and Mouse-coloured ( which

is really best seen in hotel gardens) has invaded badly

degraded areas, notably in the Cynometra.

Records
Please remember to submit your observations to Don
Turner, EANHS Ornithological Sub-committee, Box

48019 Nairobi, Kenya (see BullABC 1: 46).
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Top left: Brachystegia canopy in new leaf, critical habitat for

several rare species.

Enhaut agauche: nouveaufeuillage de Brachystegia, habitat

essentielpourplusiersespecesrares.

Bottom left: Amani Sunbird, a male.

En basagauche: Souimangad Amani, specimen male.

Centre: SPOT satellite image ofArabuke-Sokoko Forest.

Ail centre: ImageparsatelliteSPOTde laforetdArabuko-Sokoke.

Bottom right: Clarke’s Weaver, a male in breeding plumage.

En bas d droite: Tisserin de Clarke
,
specimen male avecplumage

nuptial

(All photographs byjohn Fanshawe)
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Notes on the field identification of the bulbuls

(Pycnonotidae) of Upper Guinea

Lincoln D. C. Fishpoola
,
Ron DemeyP

,
Gary AllporP

, and P. V. Haymanc

Part II: Phyllastrephus and remaining genera

Resume: Des notes comparatives sont presentees sur 1’ identification sur le terrain des bulbuls de la Haute

Guinee, basee sur les caracteres-clefdu plumage et des parties denudees, le comportement, les vocalisations

et les preferences d’habitat. Les imprecisions relevees dans la literature actuellement disponible sont

indiquees.

Species notes (continued)

Phyllastrephus (Plate 3)

In general, Phyllastrephus greenbuls are among the

smaller members of the family. They are insectivorous

and are often members of mixed bird parties. They

occur in family groups, usually in the lower and middle

strata of the forest, and are not especially vocal; group

members emit frequent contact calls but these are of

low volume and are not very memorable. Identifica-

tion, therefore, usually rests on visual characters which

are fairly straightforward.

13. Phyllastrephus icterinus Icterine Greenbul (Plate

3). This species is common and widely distributed from

Ghana to Sierra Leone in the forest zone. It is rare either

to see P. icterinus anywhere other than in a mixed bird

party or a mixed bird party that does not include it!

Small in size, with dull olive-green upper parts, drab

yellowish underparts, except for a brighter throat and

a dull rufous tail contrasting with the remainder of the

upper parts, the colour tones of this species are unlike

those shown by any Andropadus, being at the same

time both brighter and paler than their sombre hues. It

is further separated from Andropadushy its gregarious

habits and its behaviour of gleaning in leaves, shoots

and tangles. It is also less skulking than Andropadus

species.

The fact that the throat is brighter yellow than the

breast can cause initial confusion with Crinigerolivaceus

but P. icterinus lacks the deep olive tones, tufted

yellow throat feathers clearly demarcated from the

olive upper breast, bare orbital skin and woodpecker-

like, trunk-clinging behaviour of that species.

14. Phyllastrephus albigularis White-throated Green-

bul (Plate 3). This species is rather larger than P. icteri-

nus and often occurs down to ground level where P.

icterinusxs rarely seen. Less common than P. icterinus
,

at least in the forest zone proper, it is perhaps more

frequent in gallery forest. The species occurs through-

out the region as far west as Sierra Leone with an

apparently isolated population in southern Senegal. It

is less often encountered in mixed bird parties than P.

icterinus
,
being regularly seen in small, monospecific

groups.

The white throat is a reasonably good field charac-

ter, contrasting strongly with the grey head and breast.

The latter has an admixture of yellow, which increases

on the lower breast and belly, but is nothing like the

depth of yellow shown by P. icterinus. The feathering

in the dark-grey crown is rather loose and can suggest

a vague crest. The iris is creamy white to light grey,

obviously pale when seen well (contra the plate in

Keith et a?). As in P. icterinus
,
the upper side of the tail

is richer olive-rufous than the back and wings and this

contrast is apparent in the field.

This species differs from Criniger calurus
,
which

also has a white throat, in its smaller size, lack of ‘beard’

and eye-ring and different coloured underparts.

Since we never saw P. albigularis either in com-

pany with or, indeed, on the same ground as P. icteri-

nus it is possible they are mutually exclusive.

15.

Phyllastrephus baumanni Baumann’s Greenbul

(Plate 3). We have only limited field experience of this

species. We are grateful, therefore, to Mr G. D. Field for

allowing us to make use of his unpublished field obser-

vations of P. baumanni from Sierra Leone, on which

the following notes are based.

P. baumanni is a dull-coloured bird which, seen

briefly, could be confused with an Andropadus or a

Trichastoma babbler. It behaves, however, much like

P. icterinus
,
and is usually seen in small groups of up

to six individuals in company with other species. It

occurs, mostly, in the shrubby under storey but ranges

from ground level to the mid-stratum. It has the habit of

flicking its wings and can be very noisy, scolding at

intruders with harsh chayrchayr calls while raising its
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crown feathers in a weak crest. It also has a surprisingly

sweet little song, chuweetchuweetchuweetweet, which

fades away at the end.

In Sierra Leone it is most common in semi-decidu-

ous forests on mountain slopes, just reaching gallery

forest on the plateaux of the Tingi and Loma moun-

tains. It also occurs, however, in lowland forest corri-

dors in the west of the country. Elsewhere in the region

it is known from scattered localities east to Togo. It is

not a rain forest species and only overlaps marginally

with P. icterinus, being largely segregated from it by

altitude. It also overlaps little with P. albigularis
,
which

is largely restricted to lowland gallery forest.

P. baumanni is dark brown above, olive-grey

below, sometimes with a paler chin and throat. The

upper side of the tail is, like other Phyllastrephus, more

rufous, while the under tail-coverts and underside of

the tail are a rather distinctive pale sandy rufous. Eye

colour appears to be variable, ranging from light’,

‘reddish’ to ‘dark' while the bill is two-toned with the

upper mandible dark, the lower whitish, horn or yel-

lowish.

16. Phyllastrephus leucolepis Liberian (Spot-winged)

Greenbul (Plate 3). To date, Gatter2seems to be the only

ornithologist to have seen this bird in the field, at the

type locality in south-eastern Liberia. It has been sought

extensively in neighbouring Tai Forest, Cote d’Ivoire,

without success (M. E. Gartshore pers. comm.). From

the published description, field identification should

be straightforward. The bird is similar to P. icterinusbut

for a brighter chestnut tail and very conspicuous spot-

ting on the wing: cream-coloured, sub-terminal spots

on the primaries and secondaries and a row of whitish

to creamy grey spots on the greater coverts, alula, and

greater and median primary coverts, forming two bright

bars on the brown wing.

Chlorocichla (Plate 3)

17. Chlorocichla simplex Simple Greenbul. (Plate 3)

This is a species of secondary habitats (eg abandoned

farms, overgrown cultivation and forest regrowth)

within the forest zone and extends into the Guinea

savanna to the north. It is widespread, occurring

throughout the region as far west as Guinea Bissau and

may be locally common. It is usually seen in pairs in the

top of dense thickets and the canopy of low trees. It is

rather larger than the Common Bulbul which it super-

ficially resembles in general colour. It has a conspicu-

ous white throat but the broken eye-ring, in the form of

two white crescents, one above, one below the eye, is

an even better field mark. Vocalisations include a fre-

quently uttered nasal chattering and a scolding when.

18.

Chlorocichla Jlavicollis Yellow-throated Leaflove.

(Plate 1) Identification of this large species is straight-

forward since it is not a bird of forest, but rather one of

the Guinea savanna. It frequents dense woodland and

thicket such as occur along water courses; it does not

appear to penetrate heavy gallery forest. It occurs

throughout the region, north of the forest zone.

The conspicuous yellow throat (not tufted, as in

Criniger) which contrasts with the olive-grey of the rest

of the underparts, the palish eye and the garailous

behaviour, mean there is little chance of confusion with

other bulbul species. It can be shy, however, and is not

always easy to see well. It is mostly found in pairs or

noisy family parties, mainly in the middle and lower

strata of its habitat, although rarely on the ground.

Other Genera (Plate 4)

19 Pynhurus scandens Leaflove. (Plate 4) This is a

large, handsome species, frequenting forest fringing

rivers in the Guinea savanna where it occupies the

canopy and middle stratum, only occasionally de-

scending lower. In its riparian habitat it is common but

is rarely encountered elsewhere. It occurs throughout

the region but is apparently absent from large parts of

Liberia, Sierra Leone and Guinea.

Its plumage pattern is unique among bulbuls of the

region: the pale grey head contrasts with the pale

olivaceous back and white throat, while the remainder

of the underparts are creamy buff and the tail light

chestnut.

The Leaflove draws attention to itself by its inces-

sant call, at least during the first half of the day. It lives

in loquacious family parties that keep up a loud and

pleasant conversational cackling between themselves

for long periods, which makes the species easy to

locate and identify. It is not always so easy to see,

however, as it usually keeps well hidden.

This species has often been placed in the genus

Phyllastrephus
,
but, on the basis of field characters and

behaviour at least, it seems out of place in such com-

pany. By its vocal nature and behaviour it seems to be

closer to ChlorocichlaJlavicollis (which is sometimes

also placed within Pynhurus) and, even more so, to

Thescelocichla leucopleura. The calls of all three spe-

cies are very similar.

Plate 4 (page 92)

(left) (right)

Top: Pynhurus scandens Thescelocichla leucopleura

Centre: Calyptocichlaserina Ixonotusguttatus

Bottom: Baeopogon indicator Nicatorchloris

Not to scale (Mark Andrews)
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20. Thescelocichla leucopleura Swamp Palm Green-

bul. (Plate 4) This is another large, easily identifiable

species, which is found throughout the region wher-

ever its particular habitat requirements are met. As its

vernacular name indicates, it is associated with palm

trees, particularly raffia and, to a lesser extent, oil palm

(although it is absent from oil palm plantation

monocultures). This fidelity is striking - the species is

never seen far from these trees. T. leucopleura is boldly

patterned; the upper parts are dark olive-brown and

contrast strongly with the pale grey-buff of the upper

breast and the pale yellowish lower breast and belly.

Broad white tips to the outer tail feathers are an excel-

lent field mark.

This species shows a strong similarity to the previ-

ous one in call and behaviour: it is only found in voluble

family parties which play follow-my-leader between

palms. The bird’s call comprises a raucous, nasal cack-

ling that sounds like a tape recording of a conversation

played too fast. It may be poorly transcribed as quank-

quank- pause - quek-quek-quek-quek, with the latter

rising in pitch. One bird will commence and the call is

then immediately taken up by other members of the

group.

21. Calyptocichla senna Golden (Serine) Greenbul.

(Plate 4) The Golden Greenbul is restricted to primary

and well developed secondary forest and occurs, in the

region, from Ghana to Sierra Leone. It occurs singly or

in pairs in the canopy, where it is rather uncommon.

Seen well, it is easy to identify - it is the only species of

the canopy to show golden-yellow tones in its under-

parts which become bright yellow on the centre of the

belly, while above it is wholly olive-green. Further-

more, it is the only bulbul to have a pale pinkish bill,

which is a good field mark. The call consists of a clear,

short tiup-chieew, with the stress on the last syllable.

22. Ixonotus guttatus Spotted Greenbul. (Plate 4) This

species is readily identifiable on plumage, call and

behaviour. It is found, from Ghana to Sierra Leone, in

the forest proper in the canopy, where it occurs in

groups of seven to 15 (occasionally more than 20)

individuals, which restlessly glean insects from leaves

and branches. It has the endearing habit of raising one

wing alternately when doing this. The monospecific

Plate 3 (page 93)

(left) (right)

Top: Phyllastrephus icterinus P. albigularis

Centre: P. baumanni P. leucolepis

Bottom: Chlorocichla simplex C.flavicollis

Not to scale (Mark Andrews)

flocks are very mobile and maintain contact with one

another by incessantly emitting a dry chirping or ‘tick-

ing’ call, rather like the noise made by an electrical

spark.

The plumage is also conspicuous - dark olive-

brown on the back and wings except for the epony-

mous white spotting on the wing coverts, inner second-

aries and rump. The breast, belly and outer tail feathers

are also white, tinged yellow, making this, along with T.

leucopleura
,
the palest of the bulbuls of the region.

23. Baeopogon mdiotforHoneyguideGreenbul. (Plate

4). As the common name indicates, this species super-

ficially resembles a large honeyguide. It is a mainly dark

bird; dark olive-green above, dark olive-grey on the

throat, breast and flanks. The belly and under tail-

coverts are, however, whitish-buff while the two outer

pairs of tail feathers are conspicuously white, tipped

blackish-brown. These are obvious field characters

when the bird is in flight. It also has a conspicuously

pale iris, making identification straightforward. Most

references state that the white iris is confined to males

and that females have brown eyes. From our experi-

ence, this does not appear to be true of the Upper

Guinea race. We suspect that females also have pale

irides, with brown eye colour, perhaps, confined to

juveniles.

B. indicator occurs singly or in pairs in the upper-

middle layer and canopy of the forest and hence

requires mature trees or forest that is not heavily

degraded. In the region, it occurs from Togo to Sierra

Leone where it is widespread and generally common.

It has a wide range of calls which are unlike those ofany

other bulbul. One is a single note like the mewing of a

cat. The main song is a clear, vigorous thrush-like

whistle comprising a series of melodious drawn out

notes. The song is often abbreviated as a hurried vik-

vik-view or tiu-liuuw
,
the last note of which is always

the longest.

24. Nicator chlorisWestern Nicator. (Plate 4) The Nica-

tor occurs throughout the region in the forest and

forest-savanna mosaic zones. It is a skulking species of

tangles, dense foliage and thick cover of all sorts. It is,

therefore, not often seen but when it is, identification is

straightforward thanks to the heavy gold spotting on

the wing coverts and secondaries. Otherwise, the bird

is olive-green above with yellow tips to the outer tail

feathers, pale grey below with yellow under tail-cov-

erts. It has a heavy bill and, consequently, rather

resembles a Malaconotus bush-shrike, with which

group it may, in fact, belong. This is a species more

often heard than seen as it produces an explosive

crescendo of notes which, both loud and distinctive,
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Table 1 Summary of distribution, habitat and aspects of behaviour of bulbuls in Upper Guinea

Table 1 Sommaire de la distribution, I’habitat et le comportement des bulbuls de la haute Guinee

Species Zone Habitat Stratum Mixed Sociality Ant

bird parties swarms

Criniger barbatus RF-FSM CF L Yes G Yes

Criniger calurus RF-FSM CF L Yes G Yes

Criniger olivaceus RF CF L-M Yes P-G No

Bleda canicapilla RF-FSM CF G-L Yes P-G Yes

Bleda syndactyla RF CF G-L Yes S-P Yes

Bleda eximia RF CF G-L Yes S-P Yes

Andropadus gracilirostris RF-FSM CF-DEG U-C No S-P No

Andropadus latirostris RF-FSM CF L-M Yes S-P (Yes)

Andropadus wens RF-FSM-GS DEG-SCR L-M No S-P No

Andropadus curvirostris RF-FSM CF-DEG L-M No S-P No

Andropadus gracilis RF-FSM CF-DEG (U)-M No S-P-G No

Andropadus ansorgei RF CF U-(M) No S-P-G No

Phyllastrephus icterinus RF CF L-M Yes G No

Phyllastrephus albigularis RF-FSM CF G-L-M (Yes) G No

Phyllastrephus baumanni FSM CF L-M Yes G No

Phyllastrephus leucolepis RF CF L-M Yes S-P No

Chlorocichla simplex RF-FSM-GS DEG-SCR U-C No S-P No

Chlorocichla flavicollis GS W-T-FP L-M No P-G No

Pyrrhurus scandens FSM-GS RF M-U-C No G No

Thescelocichla leucopleura RF-FSM Palms-SF U-C No G No

Calyptocichla serina RF CF U-C No S-P No

Ixonotus guttatus RF CF U-C No G No

Baeopogon indicator RF-FSM CF U-C No S-P No

Nicator chloris RF-FSM CF-DEG L-M No S-P No

Key; Zone (Vegetation) Stratum Sociality

RF = Rain Forest G = Ground U = Upper S = Singles

FSM = Forest Savanna Mosaic L = Lower C = Canopy P = Pairs

GS = Guinea Savanna M = Middle G = Groups

Habitat

CF = Closed (primary and mature secondary) Forest W = Woodland

RF = Riverine Forest T = Thicket

DEG = Degraded (secondary) Forest FP = Forest Patch

SCR = Scrub SF = Swamp Forest

Parentheses indicate the feature is less marked or common. The table is intended as a guide only; many exceptions will occur.

are quite unlike any other bulbul (or Malaconotus

bush-shrike either!) but can be confused with those of

the Yellowbill Ceuthmochares aereus. It is usually

found singly.

We do not imagine that we have written the definitive

account of the identification of the bulbuls of Upper

Guinea and much remains to be learned of all species

discussed. We believe, however, that the foregoing

represents an advance on the material hitherto avail-

able. We hope, at least, these notes will stimulate others

to look more critically at bulbuls and therefore, by

implication, at this paper.
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Recent ornithological observations from

Sao Tome and Principe Islands

By Dave E. Sargeant

Resume: Deux voyages aux lies de Sao Tome en decembres 1989 et en aout 1991 et un voyage a Principe

en aout 1991 ont permis d’observer toutes les especes endemiques connues de ces deux lies. Cela incluait

la ‘redecouverte’ du Grosbec de Sao Tome, Neospiza concolor, connu uniquement d'apres trois specimens

obtenus en 1888 et en 1890 et qui, selon les criteres de CITES, serait maintenant classe dans la categorie

Disparus. Ils ont permis les premiers releves precis de la race endemique rothschildi a Principe de l’lbis

olivatre, Bostrychia olivacea
,
qui n’avait pas ete rapportee depuis le debut de ce siecle et qui, selon les

memes criteres, etait consideree comme disparue. Toutes les especes endemiques paraissaient prosperer

dans des habitats non perturbes. Etant donne la superficie relativement etendue de foret primaire, pour

la plupart inaccessible, qui subsiste, une destruction de 1’habitat, qui menacerait la survie de ces especes,

parait peu probable actuellement.

The birds of the islands of Sao Tome and Principe,

situated 250km west ofAfrica in the Gulf of Guinea,

have been studied on many occasions. However, apart

from the lengthy studies by de Naurois during 1963-

1973, most observations have been of the ‘expedition’

type. This has led to a patchy understanding of the birds

ofSao Tome and Principe, the result ofwhich is that the

status of many species is very unclear. In addition,

recent observations have been limited, since following

Table 1 Species endemic to Sao Tome and Principe

Table 1 Especes endemiques a Sao Tome et Principe

Species Sao Tome Principe

Bostrychia bocagei X
Treron sanctithomae X

Coiumba malherbii X X

Coiumba thomensis X

Otus hartiaubi X

Otus sp. X

Chaetura thomensis X X

Lanius newtoni X

Lamprotornis ornatus X
Oriolus crassirostris X

Turdus olivaceofuscus X X

Horizorhinus dohrni X

Prinia molteri X

Amaurocichta bocagei X

Terpsiphone atrochalybeia X
Nectarinia newtoni X

Nectarinia hartiaubi X

Nectarinia thomensis X
Zosterops ficedulinus X X

Speirops lugubris X

Speirops leucophaeus X

Serinus rufobrunneus X X

Neospiza concolor X
Pioceus grandis X

Ploceus princeps X

Pioceus sanctithomae X

independence in 1975 the islands were virtually closed

to the rest of the world until the late 1980s.

There is a total of 25 endemic species known from

both islands (Table 1). Twenty occur on Sao Tome, and

11 on Principe. Of the 20 on Sao Tome 14 are single

island endemics, while on Principe there are five. Most

of the endemic species are common or fairly common,

but certain species are rare and have not been seen for

lengthy periods.

Seven species are currently treated in the ICBP/

IUCN Red Data Boold-. Bostrychia bocagei
,
Coiumba

thomensis, Otus hartiaubi, Lanius newtoni,

Amaurocichla bocagei, Zosterops ficedulinus and

Neospiza concolor. This number was increased to nine

in the 1988 update2 with the inclusion of Nectarinia

thomensisand Speirops leucophaeus. It is this very high

degree ofendemism combined with the number ofRed

Data Bookspecies which has led to the forests of south-

west Sao Tome being considered as the second most

important forest area for threatened bird species in the

Afrotropical and Malagasy region3
.

An overview of the history of ornithological inves-

tigation of the two islands is given in Jones and Tye 4
.

Only a summary of the main surveys or expeditions of

note is presented here.

1847 - 1850 Carl Weiss collected specimens for the

Hamburg Museum.

1885 - 1895 Francisco Newton collected for the

Lisbon Museum. His records included

the first and last sightings of Neospiza

concolor.

1899 - 1901 Leonardo Fea collected for the Genoa

Museum.

1909 Boyd Alexander collected for the British

Museum.
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1928 - 1929

i 1949
' 1954

1963 - 1973

1983 - 1985

1987

ij

1987

j

1988

1990

Jose Correia collected for the American

Museum. His records included the last of

the early sightings of Lanins newtoni.

Oxford University Expedition.

A Portuguese scientific mission.

Several long periods spent by R. de

Naurois resulting in many scientific

papers.

Gunther and Feiler.

S. Eccles spent a week in April for the

World Bank. His observations included

the possible rediscovery ofAmauro-

cichla bocagei.

P. J. Jones and A. Tye spent five weeks

studying both islands for ICBPL

P. J. Jones andj. Burlison on an EC/IUCN

expedition.

University of East Anglia Expedition.

Found all the endemic species with the

exception of Neospiza concolof.

Observations

Observations were made on two trips. The first, from

23-25 December 1989, comprised myself and P.D.

Alexander-Marrack. The second from 2-11 August 1991

included myself, T. Gullick, K. Gullick, J.C. Sinclair,

and D. Turner.

In view of the limited time available, the December

1989 trip concentrated on the high altitude primary

forest at Lagoa Amelia, on Sao Tome, with two days

spent trying, without success, to locate Nectarinia

thomensis. This species was claimed to occur there by

our local guide, and was indeed subsequently located
:

there by the University of East Anglia (UEA) expedition

in 1990 5
. Owing to poor weather further south, the

|

other day was spent mainly in the drier savanna areas

between Sao Tome Town and Praia das Conchas in the

north-west.

The ten-day trip in August 1991 capitalised on the

ornithological and logistical information gathered by

the 1990 UEA expedition. We spent a total of five days

camped along the Rio Xufexufe in the largely inacces-

sible south-west of Sao Tome island. A four-wheel-

drive vehicle was used from Sao Tome Town to Santo

Antonio, after which local porters transferred equip-

ment along the coast and then about 3km up the Rio

Xufexufe to a base camp which was used as a central

location from which to explore. This base camp was

situated at 40m altitude within undisturbed primary

rain forest. Working the area was slow as the river

course was comprised entirely of algae-covered vol-

canic boulders, with almost sheer forested slopes on

either side. A total of 7km of river was surveyed (5km

of the main Rio Xufexufe and 2km along larger tributar-

ies), from sea level to an altitude of 100m. We reached

higher altitude forest on the north-western side of the

Rio Xufexufe on three occasions by climbing the valley

sides and walking along the less steep ridges. In this

way, we covered forest from 40-380m altitude. For the

rest of the time we spent one day each at Lagoa Amelia

and the area around Praia das Conchas.

During the two days on Principe, we covered

cocoa shade forest between the main town, Santo

Antonio, and Bela Vista, as well as some remaining

primary forest above Bela Vista along the Rio Papagaio,

and further north toward the communications dish

above Santo Antonio. In addition, we visited the off-

shore islet of Pedra da Gale one afternoon by boat. We
also passed the Tinhosas Islands, to the southeast of

Principe, on the return flight to Sao Tome.

We recorded a total of 66 species, 54 on Sao Tome
and 35 on Principe. All the 25 endemic species, includ-

ing all 20 species known from Sao Tome, were re-

corded but only seven of the eleven known to be

located on Principe. The four which we could not

locate on Principe were Columba malherbii, Otus sp,

Turdus olivaceofuscus, and Zosteropsficedulinus. The

first certainly survives there4 and there seems to be a

good chance that the others do as well in the undis-

turbed forests of the south-west of the island. We tape-

recorded song and calls ofmost ofthe endemic species,

and have lodged these recordings with the British

Library of Wildlife Sounds, London.

Two basic maps were used. The best overview,

covering Sao Tome and Principe on one sheet at a scale

of 1:75,000, is the locally available IlhasdeSao Tomee

Principe (produced by the Centro de Informayao e

Tourismo de SaoTome e Principe). For the Rio Xufexufe,

we made use of a very detailed 1 :25,000 series labelled

Carta de Sao Tome. Levantomento Aeropotogrametrico

1958. Folha 3, produced by Ministerio do Ultramar,

Junta de Investigates do Ultramar.

Systematic List

Nomenclature and sequence follow Clements6
,
with a

few exceptions which are discussed under the relevant

species. Where the names are different, the Birds of

Africa7,8,9 name is also given in brackets.

White-tailed Tropicbird Phaethon lepturus On Sao

Tome, a few observed on several occasions (23/12/89)

and (2/8/91 ) from the eastern coastal road, either pass-

ing along the coast or flying inland over forested areas.

On Principe, at least ten around the offshore islets of

Pedra de Gale (9/8/91 ) and the Tinhosas Islands (10/8/

91).

Brown Booby Sula leucogaster On Sao Tome, one

offshore of Sao Tome Town (24/12/89) and two off
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shore of Santo Antonio (2/8/91 ) On Principe, at least

six off the northern coast between Santo Antonio and

Pedra de Gale (9/8/91).

Long-tailed Cormorant Phalacrocorax africanus

On Sao Tome, a total of ten birds, mainly singles,

recorded along rivers from the eastern coast road.

Cattle Egret Bubnlcus ibis Fairly common on both

Sao Tome and Principe in the lowlands, and occurring

around plantations above 1000m at Nova Moca on Sao

Tome.

Green Heron Butorides striatus On Sao Tome, three

along rivers and streams in the northern part of the

island (24/12/89) and six over two days along the Rio

Xufexufe (3-4/8/91). On Principe, two recorded along

the Rio Papagaio (10/8/91).

Western Reef Heron Egretta gularis On Sao Tome,

fairly common along rivers, with a maximum of seven

birds on coastal rocks at Santo Antonio (7/8/91). On
Principe, only a single bird along the Rio Papagaio (9-

10/8/91). White phase birds comprised about 60 per

cent of the population.

Olive Ibis Bostrychia olivacea On Principe, two birds

seen flying low over forest just below the communica-

tions tower 4-5 km from Santo Antonio (10/8/91). This

is the first sighting of the endemic Principe subspecies

B. o. rotbscbildisince early this century, and it had been

postulated that this subspecies was extinct
710

.

Dwarf Olive Ibis Bostrychia bocagei

by S. Mark Andrews

Dwarf Olive Ibis Bostrychia bocagei Species

endemic to Sao Tome, although usually regarded as a

subspecies of Olive Ibis B. olivacea (eg Birds of

Africa7
). At least three birds along forested ridges on

the western side of the Rio Xufexufe (5/8/91) and (6/8/

91). Another bird heard calling from the ridge north at

Roca Jou (2/8/9D as it was flushed by dogs used by

local people for hunting pigs, and three other records

of birds calling from the forested areas along the Rio

Xufexufe between 4/8/91 and 6/8/91
.
Judging from the

three individuals seen, this species seems to prefer

feeding on the flatter areas of the forest floor, and

indeed the second locality where this species was

found was chosen as an obvious ‘plateau’ area within

the mostly very steep valley flanks. These flatter areas

were also heavily rooted over by introduced Wild Boars

Sus scrofa, and it could be that this also attracts the

ibises, which presumably feed on the insects exposed.

All observations were from primary forest between 210

- 300m altitude. From the one individual seen well from

25m (which was perched in a tree about five metres

above eye level) we took the following description:

size small for a Bostrychia ibis (it was initially mistaken

for a Maroon Pigeon Columba thomensis). Upperparts

dull olive-brown with no metallic gloss. A fine pale line

across secondary coverts. Fine white tips to the crest

and a wide pale streak above and below the eye. Under

parts as upper parts, though with belly and undertail

blackish, and some fine white flecking on the flanks.

Bill flesh-orange, short, thick-based and not strongly

decurved. Legs flesh coloured. In flight, call a harsh

karh karh karh followed by a similar karh karh.

Black Kite Milvus migransparasitus On Sao Tome, a

few birds of the distinct yellow-billed African race

parasitus seen daily in coastal areas, and frequently

seen feeding offshore. On Principe, four around Santo

Antonio (9-10/8/91).

Harlequin Quail Cotumix delegorgueiOn Sao Tome,

a single flushed in the northern savannas near

Guadalupe (23/12/89), and two in flight across the road

on the outskirts of Sao Tome Town (8/8/91).

Common Moorhen Gallinula chloropus On Sao

Tome, one where the Rio Abade crosses the eastern

coast road (23/12/89), and one heard Porto Alegre (7/

8/91). On Principe, one Santo Antonio (10/8/91).

Whimbrel NumeniusphaeopusOn Sao Tome, two in

the bay of Sao Tome Town (23/12/89), and two along

the Rio Xufexufe (3/8/9 1) and (7/8/91 ), and a further

two on the beach at Praia das Conchas (8/8/91). On
Principe, one feeding on the sandy beach of Santo

Antonio (9/8/91).

Common Sandpiper Tringa hypoleucos On Sao

Tome, up to five seen daily in coastal areas (23-25/12/

89), two at Santo Antonio (2/8/9 1) and one at the mouth

of the Rio Xufexufe (7/8/91).

Bridled Tern Sterna anaethetus On Principe, one

flying around the headland at Praia Grande (9/8/91).

SootyTern SternafuscataOn Sao Tome, a large flock

of Sterna terns seen from the Praia das Conchas (8/8/

91) were presumed to be this species. On Principe, up
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to 25 feeding around the Pedra da Gale (9/8/91). Large

numbers (many 1000s) of Sterna terns on the Tinhosas

islands ( 10/8/91) could possibly be this species 10
.

Brown Noddy Anous stolidus On Principe, up to 15

feeding around the Pedra da Gale (9/8/91).

White-capped Noddy Anous minutus On Principe,

up to 15 feeding around the Pedra da Gale (9/8/91).

Feral Pigeon Columba livia On Sao Tome, a few

around Sao Tome Town and Santo Antonio (2/8/91).

On Principe, up to six around Santo Antonio (9-10/8/

9D.

Maroon Pigeon (Sao Tome Olive Pigeon) Columba

thomensis Species endemic to Sao Tome. A total offour

birds seen on two occasions in primary forest above the

Rio Xufexufe (4-5/8/91). At Nova Moca a pair were

seen feeding on berries in forest edge adjacent to old

plantations (24/12/89), with another two singles in the

same area (11/8/91). One in primary forest on the

mountain summit at Lagoa Amelia above Nova Moca

allowed very close approach.

SaoTome Bronze-napedPigeon Columba malherbii

Species endemic to Sao Tome. Common in the dryer

lowlands of the north-west, and probably prefers sec-

ondary forest. Outside this area, a few around Nova

Moca plantations and Lagoa Amelia forest (23-25/12/

89), three Porto Alegre (2/8/91) and ten along the Rio

Xufexufe (5-7/8/91). Undertail coverts look chestnut in

the field.

Laughing Dove Streptopelia senegalensis On both

Sao Tome and Principe common in the lowlands,

becoming less common in the highlands.

African Green Pigeon Treron calva On Principe, at

least 20 in small groups observed along the road be-

tween Santo Antonio and Bela Vista (9-10/8/91 ).

Sao Tome Green Pigeon Treron sanctitbomae Spe-

cies endemic to Sao Tome. Appears to be restricted

largely to primary forest. Ten seen Lagoa Amelia (24/

12/89) with several heard there (11/8/91). Along the

Rio Xufexufe ten (3-7/8/91). Call resembles that of

African Green Pigeon T. calva, but with the ending

more regular and reminiscent of a telephone.

Lemon Dove Aplopelia (Columba) larvata On Sao

Tome, common in the higher forest of Lagoa Amelia

with 20 daily (24-25/12/89). Otherwise uncommon,

with three singles in forest along the Rio Xufexufe (2-5/

8/91). Four in secondary forest near Praia das Conchas

and two in beach scrub there (8/8/91). On Principe,

two in primary forest above Bela Vista. Plumage of this

species noted as extremely variable. Some had pale

grey face, pinkish on sides of neck, vinous breast, pale

belly with whitish undertail coverts, brown wings, dark

tail with pale rim. Feet reddish. Some had entirely buff

belly, while others had a dark grey head, dark maroon

breast, brown wings and mantle, pale grey undertail

coverts, iridescent pink nape, row of pale spots on wing

coverts. None seen calling, but several heard: series of

falsetto boo notes repeated about twice per second.

Red-headed Lovebird Agapornis pullaria On Sao

Tome, ten in the northern savannas (23/12/89) and (8/

8/91). Two at San Miguel (3/8/9D and two Santo

Antonio (7/8/9D were in abandoned plantations near

the coast.

African Emerald Cuckoo Chrysococcyx cupreus On
Sao Tome, a few heard daily in both lowland and

highland areas (23-25/12/89), two heard from forest

along the Rio Xufexufe (4-5/8/91). On Principe, two

heard (9-10/8/91).

Sao Tome Scops-Owl Otus hartlaubi Species en-

demic to Sao Tome and possibly this or another Otus

species present on Principe4
. Up to six heard calling

daily in lowland primaiy forest along the Rio Xufexufe

(3-6/8/91), from about 40-250m altitude, including one

seen nightly within the base campsite spotlighted down

to five metres. Also heard from high altitude forest at

Lagoa Amelia (11/8/91).

Sao Tome Spinetail Chaetura (Zoonavena

)

thomensis Species endemic to Sao Tome and Principe.

On Sao Tome, 15 in small parties in the northern

lowlands (23/12/89) and (11/8/91), about five daily

along the Rio Xufexufe (2-4/8/91 ), and six and four at

Lagoa Amelia (24/12/89) and ( 1 1/8/91) respectively.

Call was a very high pitched ‘chip’.

African Palm Swift Cypsiurusparvus On Sao Tome,

only observed in the drier northern areas, with up to 30

daily around SaoTome Town. On Principe, up to 25 (9-

10/8/91).

Little Swift Apus affinis On Sao Tome, numerous

around Sao Tome Town and in the drier northern areas.

The only other record was of 5+ birds near Santo

Antonio (Sao Tome) (2-3/8/91 )•

Malachite Kingfisher Alcedo (Corythomis) cristata

I follow Snow11
(1950) in regarding Alcedo kingfishers

on both SaoTome and Principe as A. cristata. (Clements

regards both as specifically distinct: Sao Tome King-

fisher A. thomensis and Principe Kingfisher A. nais.

Birds of Africa
9 consider the Sao Tome bird to be

C. cristata and the Principe bird to be White-bellied

Kingfisher C. leucogaster.) On Sao Tome, two on the

coast near Praia das Plancas (23/12/89) and up to six

daily along the Rio Xufexufe (2-5/8/91). On Principe,

up to four along the Rio Papagaio between Santo

Antonio and Bela Vista (9-10/8/91).
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Blue-breasted Kingfisher Halcyon malimbica On
Principe, two around Santo Antonio (9/8/91).

Sao Tome Fiscal Shrike Lanins newtoni Species

endemic to Sao Tome. One seen on two occasions (4-

5/8/9D along a forested ridge at 220m altitude above

the Rio Xufexufe at (0°09’N 6°31'E, ). Other than the bird

found by the UEA expedition in 1990 5

,
this is the only

sighting of this species since Correia in 1928. This bird

was actually only about 1 km in a direct line from the

earlier UEA sighting. In contrast to this earlier bird,

which was found feeding on a dried up river bed, this

individual was found within closed-canopy primary

forest. The bird was initially seen as it flew from the

ground, where it had been feeding, to perch on a small

sapling about two metres up, where it was viewed for

several minutes in good light. Crown, nape, mantle and

wings glossy black with a white, broken line across the

wing. Throat, chin, breast and belly yellow-orange.

(This colour presumably fades soon after death, as

museum specimens are white). Tail long and appar-

ently forked with rounded tips, reminiscent of Asiatic

forktails Enicurus spp., though whether this was the

result of moult was not clear. Undertail blackish with

three or four irregular off-white bars. Bill black and

stumpy. Legs greyish. Stance very upright. When
perched remained motionless before hopping down
onto the ground to feed. Seen to feed on some small

beetles. Once, when disturbed, ascended tangled vines

into the lower canopy. Quiet and unobtrusive, which

probably helps account for the paucity of records.

Sao Tome Thrush Tardus olivaceofuscus Species

endemic to Sao Tome and Principe. A few in lowland

forest areas and plantations in the north. Fairly com-

mon in forest above Nova Moca (24-25/12/89) and

along the Rio Xufexufe (3-6/8/91) with at least ten daily.

Dohrn’s Thrush-Babbler Horizorhinus dohmi Spe-

cies endemic to Principe. At least 15+ daily (9-10/8/91)

in cocoa plantation shade forest along the road be-

tween Santo Antonio and Bela Vista. Loud vocalisations

strongly suggest that this is a turdine species. Study of

this species highly recommended.

Sao Tome Prinia Prinia molleri Species endemic to

Sao Tome. Widespread, recorded daily in all habitats

including town and high altitude forest. Probably the

most successful of the Sao Tome endemics. The wing

snapping displays are frequently observed.

Sao Tome Short-tail Amaurocichla bocagei Species

endemic to Sao Tome. Up to ten daily (4-6/8/91) along

the Rio Xufexufe from 40 - 350m altitude (the total

altitude range covered). A poorly recorded species,

collected regularly between 1892 and 1928, but with

only two records since then112 . Most common on moss

Sao Tome Fiscal Shrike Lanins newtoni

by Mark Andrews

covered boulders along rivers at the edge of primary

forest, but also several found some hundred metres

from water within primary forest where it occurs on

fallen logs and low branches within two metres of the

forest floor. Quite vocal with a piercing call. The taxo-

nomic affinities of this species are far from clear, and

the most striking feature is the gait, which strongly

resembles a pipit Antbus spp.

SaoTome Paradise Flycatcher Teipsipbone atrocha-

lybeia Species endemic to Sao Tome. Recorded from

lowland shade and primary forest at all altitudes. Com-

monest along the Rio Xufexufe with at least ten birds

daily (2-5/8/91).

Olive Sunbird Nectarinia olivacea On Principe, two

(9-10/8/9D along the road between Santo Antonio to

Bela Vista.

Principe Sunbird Nectarinia hartlaubii Species en-

demic to Principe. Five between Santo Antonio and

Bela Vista (9-10/8/91).

Sao Tome Sunbird Nectarinia newtoni Species en-

demic to Sao Tome. Largely confined to primary forest.

Commonly seen with at least ten daily along the Rio

Xufexufe (2-6/8/91) and at Nova Moca (24-25/12/91)

and (1 1/8/91 )• Otherwise only four individuals in the

coastal lowlands, including one in a tree-lined avenue

in Sao Tome Town.

Giant Sunbird Nectarinia thomensisSpecies endemic

to Sao Tome. Only seen in primary forest along the Rio

Xufexufe, both near and away from water (2-6/8/91)

from 60 - 250m altitude. Seen feeding on both the

nectar of flowering scrubs and probing the branches of

larger trees.

Sao Tome White-Eye Zosterops ficedulinus Species

endemic to Sao Tome and Principe. Only seen in areas

of primary forest where it appears to prefer the edge. At
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Lagoa Amelia four groups of 4-10 birds (24-25/12/89)

and ( 1 1/8/91). Along the Rio Xufexufe four groups of

2-15 birds (2-6/8/91).

Principe Speirops Nectarinia leucopbaeus Species

endemic to Principe. Two birds in cocoa shade forest

along the road from Santo Antonio and Bela Vista (9-

10/8/9D, with a further 12 in primary forest above Bela

Vista (10/8/91).

Sao Tome Speirops Speirops lugubris Species en-

demic to Sao Tome. A few daily in lowland shade forest.

Common in areas of primary forest, with several parties

of 2-10 birds daily at Lagoa Amelia (24-25/12/89) and

(11/8/91), and along the Rio Xufexufe (2-6/8/91).

Yellow-fronted Canary Serinus mozambicus On
Sao Tome, several in the drier northern areas (23/12/

89) and one near Praia das Conchas (8/8/91).

Principe Seed-Eater Serinus rufobninneus Species

endemic to Sao Tome and Principe. On Sao Tome,

common along the Rio Xufexufe, with 15 daily (2-6/8/

91) and at Lagoa Amelia (24-25/12/89) and (11/8/91).

A few seen in most forested areas on both islands.

Sao Tome Grosbeak Neospiza concolor Species en-

demic to Sao Tome. Two birds seen on two occasions

(4-5/8/9D, perched in a bare tree along a ridge within

primary forest above the Rio Xufexufe, at 240m altitude

(0°09’N 6
0
31’E,). This was the most important find of

these trips, as this species had not been seen since 1890,

when three specimens were collected by Newton.

Without our observations, it would now be considered

extinct by CITES criteria. Indeed, this hypothesis had

been raised 1,5
. On the first occasion, we observed one

bird for about three minutes perched some 20m away,

four metres above eye level on a dead branch within a

small clearing. On the second occasion, the following

day, we saw two birds briefly, one for about 30s in

exactly the same place. The most striking feature of the

bird was the large ‘bull’ head, ‘chunky’ build, and very

thick bill, giving an appearance reminiscent of Thick-

billed Weaver Amblyospiza albifrons or European

Hawfinch Coccothraustes coccothraustes. Size esti-

mated 17-18 cm. Plumage overall dark chestnut-black

with underparts more rufous. Bill darkish horn. The

plate in Mackworth-Praed and Grant 10 gives a fair

impression of the species, although the head is more

‘bullish’ than depicted. Full details of the rediscovery of

this species are the subject of another paper13
.

Chestnut-breasted Negro-Finch Nigrita bicolorOn
Principe, two birds on two occasions (9-10/8/91) along

the road between Santo Antonio and Bela Vista.

Cordon-Bleu Uraeginthus angolensis On Sao Tome,

only seems to occur in the drier northern areas, where

fairly common, including scrub in Sao Tome Town.

Common Waxbill Estrilda astrild On Sao Tome,

common in the northern savannas, with 50 daily in

suitable habitat. One group of 20 along the Rio Xufexufe

(3/8/9D. On Principe, fairly common along the road

between Santo Antonio and Bela Vista (9-10/8/91).

Bronze Mannikin Lonchura cucullataOn Sao Tome,

common in the drier northern areas. A few seen in the

south-east along the coast road (2/8/91). On Principe,

common around Santo Antonio and Bela Vista.

Principe Golden Weaver Ploceus princeps Species

endemic to Principe. Abundant in all wooded habitats.

The commonest bird on the island.

Vitelline Masked Weaver Ploceus vitellinus On Sao

Tome, fairly common in the drier north-east and north-

ern savannas, including scrub within Sao Tome Town.

Giant Weaver Ploceus grandis Species endemic to

Sao Tome. Up to six seen daily along the Rio Xufexufe

(2-4/8/91). A few in overgrown plantations in the

southern part of the island, and three around Santo

Antonio (2/8/91) where it obviously nests. Elsewhere,

four near Sao Tome Town (23/12/89), two at Nova

Moca (24/12/89) and ten there (11/8/91).

Red-headed Quelea Quelea erythrops Common in

open grassland in the north-west of SaoTome between

Guadalupe and Praia das Conchas (23/12/89).

Sao Tome Weaver Ploceus sanctithomae Species

endemic to Sao Tome. A few in northern areas, and

fairly common at Nova Moca and Lagoa Amelia.

Fire-crowned Bishop Euplectes hordeaceus Com-

mon in open grassland and scrub in northern areas of

Sao Tome.

Golden-backed Bishop Euplectes aureus Common
in open grassland in northern areas of Sao Tome (23/

12/89), with males in full breeding plumage. One bird

in non-breeding plumage near Praia das Conchas (8/8/

91).

White-winged Widowbird Euplectes albonotatus

Small groups totalling up to 50 birds in scrub around the

town, and in grassland along the road near Guadalupe

(23/12/89), with males in full breeding plumage. A few

parties of non-breeding plumaged birds near Praia das

Conchas (8/8/91).

Pin-tailed Whydah Vidua macroura Fairly common
in the north of Sao Tome, with up to 25 birds in

grasslands and scrub along the road between Sao Tome
Town and Guadalupe (23/12/89), with males in breed-

ing plumage. Three near Praia das Conchas (8/8/91)

had not yet attained breeding plumage.

Chestnut-winged Starling Onychognatbusfulgidus

Two groups of one and three respectively in the north-

ern lowlands of Sao Tome (23/12/89). At least 12 over
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four days along the RioXufexufe (2-5/8/91). Not present

on Principe.

Principe Glossy Starling Lamprotomis omatus Spe-

cies endemic to Principe. Abundant in all wooded

habitats.

Sao Tome Oriole Oriolus crassirostris Species en-

demic to Sao Tome. A total of 30 birds seen and heard

in primary forest along the Rio Xufexufe (3-6/8/91).

Otherwise only recorded in primary forest at Lagoa

Amelia, where up to ten birds heard and seen (24-25/

12/89 and (11/8/91), including a juvenile (25/12/89)

which had heavy streaking on upper breast, no black

on head and a large white eye-ring.

Velvet-mantled Drongo Dicrurus modestus Usually

considered as a species endemic to Principe. However,

here I follow Mackworth Praed and Grant 10
in regard-

ing the Principe birds D. m. modestus as conspecific

with the mainland race of D. m. coracinus
,
itself often

treated conspecific with Fork-tailed Drongo Dicrurus

adsimilis. On Principe, two pairs along the road be-

tween Santo Antonio and Bela Vista (9-10/8/91)

Observations ofthree other species, Fregata aquila,

Sula capensis and Apus sladeniae, which require con-

firmation, would be new for Sao Tome and Principe.

Frigatebird spp. Fregata spp. Flying from Principe to

Sao Tome on 10/8/91
,
at least four frigatebirds Fregata

spp were seen hanging over the Sooty Tern Sterna

fuscata colonies on the Tinhosas Islands. There are no

records of Fregata spp for Sao Tome, though at least

one record of Ascension Frigatebird Fregata aquila

exists for Gabon.

Gannet spp. Sula spp. On Sao Tome, an immature bird

of either S. capensis or S. bassana observed from the

beach at Praia das Conchas (8/8/91 ) flying past north-

ward. There are no records of either of these species for

Sao Tome, though there is at least one record of S.

capensis, the most likely species, for Gabon. Distin-

guished from immature Brown Booby Sula leucogaster

by the absence ofany pale patches on the belly, smaller

size and different flight jizz.

Swift spp. Apus spp. In Sao Tome Town, an individual

Swift Apus spp. showing known characteristics of

Fernando Po Swift Apus sladeniae was seen feeding

low down around houses (7/8/91) in the company of

Little Swift Apusaffinisand African Palm Swift Cypsiurus

parvus. We watched the bird in good light at eye level

from a distance down to 20m for about 30s before it

flew off. General size was that of European Swift Apus

apus, with a blue-black body and showing no contrast

on the upper wing surface of the secondaries. Tail fork

shallower than European Swift. Little or no white on

throat (none seen by four observers). European Swift is

not known from Gabon, the closest African mainland,

until late September14

,
(and pers. obs).
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Reviews

Illustrated Guide to the Birds of South-

ern Africa Ian Sinclair, Phil Hockey and
Warwick Tarboton. Illustrated by Peter

Hayman & Norman Arlott. New Holland

1993. 426 pp, 200 colour plates, distribu-

tion maps, £19.99.

The publication of a new field guide dealing with

African birds is a major event but, since southern Africa

is already well served by existing guides, how does this

one compare? The authors claim that the aim of the

book was to produce the most comprehensive set of

illustrations of southern African birds in one volume.

With over 4000 figures, they have undoubtedly achieved

this.

The ‘text-facing-plate’ format dictates that the writ-

ten descriptions are necessarily concise and there is

little new information here, indeed most of the text has

been lifted word for word from the senior author’s 1 984

photographic guide. It is disappointing that some ofthe

advances in field identification made in the last ten

years have not been incorporated. 1 noted that drive-in

cinemas are given as a habitat type for House Crow,

Corvussplendens. Town planners in Mombasa beware!

Errors are few, but it is worth pointing out that the

text and plate captions for Red-faced Crombec Sylvietta

whytii and Red-capped Crombec S. ruficapilla have

been transposed.

The real value of the book lies in the quality of the

plates, many of which set new standards for an African

field guide. The treatment of raptors is particularly

thorough, eg Steppe Buzzard Buteo buteo is depicted

in no less than twelve figures, ten of which are in flight

and a further three figures illustrate variation in tail

patterns. The plates of nightjars are also outstanding

with the best illustrations I have seen of this group.

Difficult groups such as larks and cisticolas are similarly

well covered. However, the rest of the plates are a

mixed bag; surprisingly, in view of Hayman’s previous

work, the figures of Sand Plover Charadrius

leschenaultii and Mongolian Plover C. mongolus are

almost caricatures and his flight figures of some

bee-eaters are decidedly raptorial. Norman Arlott pas-

serines are attractive to look at but not particularly

strong on accuracy, eg Phylloscopits, Hippolais and

Sylvia warblers do not share the same bill shapes, the

wing formulae of Acrocephalus warblers do not show

any primary feather emargination as claimed, but illus-

trate the notch on the second primary and there are

several instances where the text is at variance with the

illustrations. I found the sunbirds rather disappointing

- many appear to be weighed down by the weight of

their bills. To redress this situation a series ofdisembod-

ied bills are depicted separately, though strangely these

rarely match the bill shapes of the main figures. The

colour printing is too vivid and has led to some remark-

ably lurid rollers, kingfishers and swallows.

The taxonomy mainly follows the SAOS List though

departures are the splitting of Black Korhaan Eupodotis

afra into Southern afra and Northern afroides forms,

other splits are Livingstone’s Lourie Tauraco livingston ii

and Knysna Lourie T. corythaix, Burchell’s and

White-browed Coucals Centropus burchelli and C.

superciliosus
,
Grey-backed and Green-backed Bleat-

ing Warblers Camaroptera brevicaudata and C.

brachyuramd Spotted and Drakensberg Prinias Prinia

maculosa and P. hypoxantha. Namaqua Prinia moves

from Prinia to Phragmacia. Violet Widowfinch Vidua

incognita has been removed from the regional list

which conveniently avoids the problem of having to

illustrate a hypothetical bird. English names also largely

follow the SAOS List and unfortunately for users outside

the sub-region, no alternatives are given. Fans of the

hyphen will note that 1 have resurrected its use in the

above names. There is an apparent lack of this symbol

on word processors in South Africa.

Grey stippling is used to indicate range on the

distribution maps and there is no attempt to differenti-

ate between residents, migrants and (austral) summer

visitors. The open circle symbols for vagrants are very

hard to distinguish. The use of arrows would have be

useful here and would also have helped to indicate the

range of species with very restricted distributions.

Despite these criticisms this is undoubtedly the best

field guide for Southern Africa and will be a most useful

complementary guide elsewhere on the continent,

though users outside the sub-region should be aware

that there are often major differences between local

races and those covered in this work, particularly in

groups such as cisticolas. ®
lain Robertson
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A birders guide to Mauritius and Reunion

(with seabirds of the western Indian

Ocean) Dave Sargeant. Privately published.

£6.00

This well-produced 14-page report is based on a ten-day

cruise from Durban, South Africa, of which two days

were spent ashore on Mauritius and one on Reunion.

Many seabirds were seen, including such little-known

species asjouanin’s and Reunion Black Petrels Bulweria

fallax and Pterodroma aterrima, but it is for the en-

demic landbirds of the Mascarene Islands that this

report will be most used. The report includes some

background information, an itinerary, site guide, sys-

tematic list and checklist. It is very much a twitcher’s

guide, giving minimal (but adequate) details for the

visitor to find nearly all the endemics on both islands;

Sargeant found all but two.

There are various minor inaccuracies, although

most annoying is the statement that the Mauritius Fody

Foudia rubra and Olive White-eye Zosterops

chloronothos (not Z. olivacea) are likely to become

extinct in the near future’: it is not for the two-day visitor

to make such judgements. Intending visitors should

note that they should not enter the Black River Captive

Breeding Centre on Mauritius without making prior

arrangements. These factual errors could have been

avoided, all the endemics of Mauritius seen, and the

Captive Breeding Centre legitimately visited, had the

author contacted the Mauritian Wildlife Appeal Fund

(address: MWAF, Tamarin, Mauritius) first; MWAF are

always happy to help visiting birders in return for a

donation towards their conservation work.

This is a useful and entertaining report. It is the only

one of its kind for the area, and I recommend it, but

contacting MWAF is an essential step for any birder

visiting Mauritius. Unfortunately, for the threatened

Cuckoo-shrike Coracina newtonias well as for visiting

birders, there is no such active body on Reunion. ®
Roger Safford

Sao Tome and Principe: A birders guide

to the Gulf of Guinea islands of Sao Tome
and Principe Dave Sargeant.

Privately published. £7.50.

In recent years Sao Tome has opened up to western

visitors and since 1987 there has been a steady trickle of

birders visiting the islands. As a result, the avifauna of

the islands is now fairly well known, but there has been

1 ittle i nformation for birders who have limited time and

want to visit the island and see all the endemic birds.

This is the first guide to fulfil this need and it describes

Dave’s experiences on two trips, totalling 15 days

made by him and various others, to the islands, one in

1989 and the other in 1991- It consists of 22 typed pages

and two maps, although for some reason it does not

include a map of Principe.

As a result of the short time he spent on the islands,

the number of areas he visited is small, and several

other important sites are missing from this guide. Apart

from the species list and guides to the sites, Dave

provides an informative, and sometimes extremely

amusing, account of his experiences on the island,

notably when camping in the south-western forests.

His account gives useful hints on how to find the rarer

endemics in lowland primary forest. On the front cover

there is a bold claim of where to find all the endemic

species, which the guide lives up to. Dave also provides

a suggested itinerary to enable the birder to do so.

Whilst this is quite hectic, it is well informed and anyone

following his advice should get to see all the endemics.

Dave stresses that a trip to the remote south-western

forests is essential, but that it needs to be planned

carefully. His experiences show that it is best to be as

self sufficient as possible, and not to rely on porters

being available. Although this guide makes no mention

of the risks, I would not recommend that a single

person visits the south-western forests. The terrain can

be treacherous and it would be very easy to slip and

break a leg, or even be bitten by one of the extremely

common Black Cobras that lie around in the rivers.

Dave highlights some of the problems of access

and accommodation; visitors to the islands should

ensure that they plan their trip well in advance through

one of the companies mentioned in the guide.

Dave provides a brief summary of the endemic

birds found to be found on Sao Tome and Principe. The

taxonomy of this, and the species list at the end, is

questionable and does not take into account several

recent taxonomic changes. For example, the two Al-

cedo kingfishers found on the islands have been el-

evated from endemic subspecies to full species whilst

in the guide they are lumped under A. cristata. My
experience of birds in the hand shows the two to be

markedly different and I think Dave has been a little

premature in ‘lumping’ this and other species. As a

result of recent changes in taxonomy it is widely ac-

cepted that there are now 28 endemic species on the

two islands. There is no mention of the 11 endemic

subspecies found on the islands, and a general sum-

mary of the status of these would have be useful for

birders not familiar with the avifauna of the islands. The

species list at the end, although fairly complete (but

with several omissions), is a little misleading as it does

not give the status of the birds. This would have been

useful as many of the records are of single birds col-

lected many years ago; just a list of breeding birds

would have been helpful for a birder wanting to know
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what could realistically be seen on a trip. There is also

no mention of conservation status.

For any birder visiting the islands I would recom-

mend two reports published by BirdLife International

as essential reading to accompany this guide. BirdLife’s

Study Reports numbers 24 and 56 detail visits made

since 1987 and provide information based on four

months of fieldwork. These reports detail observations

from a wider variety of sites and also useful information

on the status of the endemics and their conservation.

In conclusion, this publication will be extremely

useful to the birder who wants to visit the islands and

see all the endemics. For a description of two birding

trips, it is pricey at £7.50 but any birder visiting the

islands would be well advised to buy this guide to-

gether with the two BirdLife reports. (J)

Phil Atkinson

Recent Reports

These are largely unconfirmed records covering the

first six months of 1994, and in a few cases 1993. We
urge that contributors submit full details to the relevant

national or regional organisations.

Cameroon
A visit by EW to the Bakossi Mountains from 14-19

March produced the following records: Congo Ser-

pent Eagle Dryotriorchis spectabilis, three White-

naped Pigeons Columba albinucha
,
Grey-headed

Broadbill Smithomis sharpei
,
Cameroon Montane

Greenbul Andropadus montanus, Cameroon Olive

Greenbul Phyllastrephus poensis common, White-

bellied Robin-Chat Cossyphicula roberti
,
Mountain

Robin-Chat Cossypha isabellae
,
Crossley’s Ground

Thrush Zoothera crossleyi heard, White-tailed War-

bler Poliolais lopezi, White-throated Mountain-

babbler Kupeomisgilberticommon, Ursula’s Mouse-

colouredSunbird Necta rii i ia ursulaecommon, Cam-
eroon Blue-headed Sunbird Nectarinia oritis com-

mon and Green-breasted Bush-shrike Malacono-

tus gladiator heard. Additionally four White-naped

Pigeons were seen on Mt Kupe on 20 March, three

Black Guineafowl Agelastes niger were seen near

Korup Bridge on 12 March, Black-throated Coucal

Centropus leucogaster at Korup on 12 March and at

Baro on 13 March and a Willcock’s Honeyguide

Indicator willcocksi in secondary growth along Baro

road on 13 March (EW). A visit by JB, EK and UGS in

November-December 1993 produced a remarkable

number of potential firsts for the country including an

Imperial Eagle Aquila heliaca in Waza NP, an adult

Augur Buzzard Buteo rufofuscus between Benoue &
Garoua on 20 November (a major range extension of

this normally sedentary species), a Terek Sandpiper

Xenus cinereus at Garoua on 13 November, a juvenile

Broad-billed Sandpiper Limicola falcinellus at La

Dique, Douala on 21 November, two Isabelline

Wheatears Oenanthe isabellina at Waza NP on 17

November and a Collared Flycatcher Ficedula albi-

collis in Benoue NP on 19 November. A Barbary

Falcon Falco pelegrinoides south of Waza NP on 17

November was the second for the country, as was a

Greater Short-toed Lark Calandrella brachydactyla

there on the same date. Other notable records were 200

Eurasian Avocets Recurvirostra avosetta in man-

groves south of Korup on 5 December, while 600

Royal Terns Sterna maxima at the same locality and

900 at La Dique, Douala on 6 December suggest that

these areas hold a substantal wintering population.

Several Fire-bellied Woodpeckers Dendropicos

pyrrhogaster at Baro 29 November- 3 December were

seen in the same stand of trees as Yellow-crowned

Woodpecker D. xantholophus.

Canary Islands

A flock of three male Blue-winged Teal Anas discors

together with 12 Marbled Duck Marmaronetta

angustirostris at Los Molinos, Fuerteventura 1 February

1994 (per NA).

Congo
RJD and FDL spent five months from December 1993

in the north, based in Odzala NP. Among the 32 species

they added to the country’s list were Black-backed

Cloud Cisticola Cisticola eximius
,
Black-throated

Apalis Apalisjacksoni and Uganda Woodland War-
bler Phylloscopus budongoensis. Tape recordings of

the latter proved identical with a recording made by C.

Erard in Gabon in 1991. Other notable firsts included
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Lesser Spotted Eagle Aquilapomarina and Booted

Eagle Hieraaetus pennatus passing through on sev-

eral dates in April. A male Northern Pochard Aythya

ferina near Owando on 24 December 1993 was the first

record for central Africa.

Egypt

A Siberian Rubythroat Luscinia calliope was re-

ported from Hurghada on 12-13 November 1993. If

accepted this would be a first for the country and the

African continent (per GK)

Ivory Coast

Up to 80 White-breasted Guineafowl Agelastes

meleagrides were seen in Tai on 2 January, A Lyre-

tailed Honeyguide Melichneutes robustus was seen

well and at least two more displaying birds heard there

on the same date and at least one pair of Pale-fronted

Negrofinches Nigrita luteifrons on 3-4 January. A
huge flock of 2000 Preuss’s Cliff Swallows Hirundo

preussiwere seen at a bush-fire in Como on 26 Decem-

ber 93 (per NB)

Kenya
Kenya and East Africa’s second Black-bellied Storm

Petrel Fregetta tropica appeared at Malindi on 5 June,

but died the following day. The previous record was a

beach caste bird found on 27June 1988 atWatamu (just

to the south of Malindi). Notable breeding records

included at least six pairs of Rufous-bellied Herons

Ardea rufiventris and a pair of Pel’s Fishing Owls

Scotopelia peli in the Mara Game Reserve during April

and May. News of migrants included 6-8 Corncrakes

Crex crex daily in the Mara GR from April 15-24. Also

disturbing is the news that House Sparrows Passer

domesticus (which first appeared in Mombasa early

this century) have finally reached various parts of

Nairobi, establishing around rubbish heaps (all per

DT).

Libya

In addition to the breeding colonies of Lesser Crested

Terns Sterna bengalensis (see page 60) the WIWO
expedition to Libya in July 1993 discovered four

new breeding species for the country: Black-winged

Stilt Himantopus himantopus and Collared Pratin-

cole Glareola pratincola at Ayn Zayanah, Zitting

Cisticola Cisticola juncidis at Wadi Ka’am and

Yellow-legged Gull Lams cachinnans at 4 sites in

eastern Libya. In addition they also recorded a Lesser

Sand Plover Charadrius mongolus (new for Libya)

with 1 5 GreaterSand Plover Charadrius leschenaultii

at Geziret al Elba on 21 July 1993 (all per RW).

Senegal

A visit to the Richard Toll area from 30 December 1993

- 5 January produced single records of Golden Night-

jar Caprimulgus eximius
,
Little Grey Woodpecker

Dendropicos elachusand Kordofan Bushlark Mirafra

cordofanica , Cricket Warbler Spiloptila damans
was found to be relatively common and a party of eight

Sennar Penduline Tits Remiz punctifrons was re-

corded (per TG).

Tanzania

Two brown morph Red-footed Boobies Sula sula

found and photographed at Latham Island in Novem-

ber 1993 are the first record for Tanzania (per DT).

The Gambia
Up to 30 Adamawa Turtle Dove Streptopelia

hypopyrrha seen along the south bank of the Gambia

River west of MacCarthy Island on 21 February and two

juvenile Preuss’s Cliff Swallow Hirundo preussi at

Abuko on 19 February are both new species for the

country (subject to acceptance). Two Ahanta Fran-

colin Francolinus ahantensis were seen at Abuko on

21 February, a Great Snipe Gallinago media was seen

at Basse Marsh on 21 January and five were present

there on 23 February (per NB).

Zaire

Members of the Albertine Rift Birding Association

(ARBA) visited the north-east of the country in Febru-

ary. Besides rediscovering Prigogine’s Greenbul

Chlorocichla prigoginei (see Africa Round-up p63)

the group recorded a number of noteworthy species in

this little-visited area including Riippell’s Vulture

Gyps rueppellii over the Garamba River, five Egyptian

Plovers Pluvianus aegyptius, 12 Temminck’s Stints

Calidris temminckii, two Black-billed Wood Doves

Turtur abyssinicus, two Pel’s Fishing Owls Scotope-

lia peli, seven Rufous-rumped Larks Pinarocorys

erythropygia, three White-fronted Black Chats

Myrmecocichla albifrons, three Gambaga Flycatch-

ers Muscicapa gambagae, two Spotted Creepers

Salpornis spilonotus, Emin’s Shrike Lanins

gubernator and Red-winged Pytilia Pytilia

phoenicoptera in Garamba National Park, two Grauer’s

Cuckoo-shrikes Coracina graueri and a Bedford’s

Paradise Flycatcher Teipsiphone bedfordi in Djugu

Forest, a Thrush Nightingale Luscinia luscinia on

the Ishwa Plain and Dybowski’s Twinspot
Euschistospiza dybowskii at Andri.

Zambia
January IWRB waterfowl counts at Lochinvar included

58000 Fulvous Whistling-duck Dendrocygna bicolor,
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20000 Knob-billed Duck Sarkidiomis melanotos,

7000 Spur-winged Geese Plectroptems gambensis,

and 1,458 Black Egrets Egretta ardesiaca. Other no-

table waterbird records included: 662 Great White

Pelicans Pelecanus onocrotalus at Lochinvar on 30

November, (including an albino) and at least 3000 in a

flock migrating east in Kaputa District on 20 December,

two Slaty Egrets Egretta vinaceigula at Huntley Farm

on 26 December and one there on 11 January, a roost

of 3000+ African Open-bill Storks Anastomus

lamelligerusm Kaputa District on 18 December, at least

47 White-backed Duck Thalassomis leuconotus on a

pool 15 km from the Mashi River on 30 October, 2000

Caspian Plovers Charadrius asiaticus at Lochinvar

on 10 October, a Solitary Sandpiper Tringa solitaria

photographed and tape-recorded, at Lilayi on 23 Janu-

ary - 27 February (one of the first Afrotropical records)

and 14221 Ruff Philomachuspugnax at Lochinvar on

30 November. Records of immature Madagascar

Squacco Herons Ardeola idae on the Kafue Flats in

January and February were unexpected. On a rare visit

to the swamps at the Luapula Mouth on 18 December

a Papyrus Yellow Warbler Chloropeta gracilirostris

was seen. Cassin’s Grey Flycatcher Muscicapa

cassini
,
recorded in northeastern Zambia only once,

on 15 September 1908 on the Kalungwishi, was relo-

cated there on 16 December 1993, when at least two

pairs were present. At least three European Blackcap

Sylvia atricapilla were at Njalamimba mushitu,

Mporokoso District at the low altitude of cl600 m; this

is a considerable extension of known range and only

the second Zambian locality for the species. An appar-

ently lst-year RiverWarbler LocustellaJluviatiliswas

tape-recorded in the Lower Luangwa on 5-6January. In

October two species were recorded breeding for the

first time: Madagascar Bee-eater Meropssuperciliosus

entering a nesthole at Bimbi Hot Springs and the no-

madic Monotonous Lark Mirafrapasserina carrying

nest material in Sioma Ngwezi National Park. Finally

Pearson’s Warbler Apalis melanura a ‘near threat-

ened’ species only known from a few localities in

Angola and Zaire was unsuccessfully searched for on

the Zambo-Zairean border in November (per DRA). ®

Records were collated by Iain Robertson from contri-

butions supplied by Laurent Esselen
,
Marc Languy

and TommyPedersen fARBA), Dylan Aspinwall (DRA),

Neil Aston (NAJ, Jorgen Becb (]B), Nik Borrow (NB),

Bob Dowsett (RJD), Tom Gullick CFG), Guy Kirwan

(OSME) (GK), Erling Krabbe (EK), Frangoise Dowsett-

Lemaire (EDI), Uffe Gjol Sorensen (UGS), Don Turner

(DT), Eddie Williams (EW), Richard Webb (RW), Pete

Wood (PW).

Apologies toJohn Atkins (JA) for accidentally omitting

his name from the list of contributors in the last bulletin

and for wrongly attributing the records of Olive-bellied

Sunbird to John Ash rather than to him.

In BullABC vol 1 no 1 ,
the Streaky-headed Seedeater

Serinus gularis record from northeast Mt Elgon is

claimed as the first record in Kenya for over 50 years.

However, an entry in Birds ofEast Africa (Britton,

PL [ed] 1980. Nairobi: EANHS) mentions a record

from Nakuijit, R. Suam, Kenya, based on a record of

mine, of a small party on 29 July 1973.

Clive Mann, 123 Hartswood Road
,
London, UK.

Erratum

BullABC 1, page 13, para 1, line 14 states that the

Mount Kupe forest supports ... ‘probably the last

viable population of the endangered Drill’. In fact

this should read 'probably one of the last viable

populations ....’

Advertise in the Bulletin of the ABC
All advertisements must be sent prepaid (cheques

made payable to the African Bird Club) as camera-

ready copy, bromide/film or on floppy disk to The
Secretary, African Bird Club, c/o BirdLife Interna-

tional, Wellbrook Court, Girton Road, Cambridge

CB3 0NA, UK.

If adverts are sent on floppy disk we can accept

Pagemaker 5, CorelDraw 4 files or unformatted ASCII

text files and uncompressed TIF graphics files. If

adverts are prepared on an Apple Mac the diskette

should be formatted for PC.

The current rates are as follows and are based on a

print run of 1000 copies. These rates are guaranteed

for the March 1995 Bull ABC.

African Bird Club Advertising Rates

Black & white

Full-page £85 (210 X 145mm)
Half-page £55 (100 X 145mm)
Quarter-page £35 (100 X 70mm)
Eighth-page £20 (50 X 70mm)

Colour

Full-page £370
Half-page £250
Back-page £420

Please note that the deadlines for copy

are 15 January (March issue) and 15 July

(September issue).
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‘A great way to fly...’

AFRICA - CURRENT RETURN FARES FROM
NAIROBI.................. ...£319 DAR-ES-SALAAM ... ...£405

HARARE.................. ...£443 ENTEBBE.... ...£319

WINDHOEK.... ...£459 LILONGWE ...£455

JOHANNESBURG... ...£432 MADAGASCAR....... ...£505

LIBREVILLE............. ...£689 ADDIS ABABA. ...£421

ABIDJAN ...£505 CAIRO ...£165

DOUALA. ........ ......... ...£465 TUNISIA....... ...£119

LAGOS ...£359 MOROCCO ...£159

FREETOWN ...£435 ALGIERS ...£203

DAKAR .................... ...£285 MAURITIUS............. ...£565

BANJUL................... ...£159 SEYCHELLES ...£485

AIRPASSES • GROUND ARRANGEMENTS • CAR-HIRE

British Airways direct to Africa Return fares from

Nairobi £454 Lusaka £502 Johannesburg £477

Harare £524 Lilongwe £502

NEW for 1995! Namibia Birding Tour departing March.

Contact us for details.

International House, Bank Road H "7 AO/I OA/IA
Bristol BS1 5 2LX U II I 5/O^fOU^tU
ABTA/IATA/ATOL
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Topical, lively, informative and ...

now in full colour

BIRDING
WORLD

Europe’s premier monthly bird magazine for keen birders -

available only on subscription

Subscribe now - it couldn’t be easier.

Just send £31 (£38 overseas; major credit card nos. with expiry date accepted) to:

Binding World, Stonerunner, Coast Road, Cley next the Sea, Holt, Norfolk

NR25 7RZ, England for the next 1 2 issues

(or just send £2.00 for a sample issue).

FOREIGN BIRDWATCHING
REPORTS AND

INFORMATION SERVICE

Organised by STEVE WHITEHOUSE

FBRIS is a central database of topical

information relating to birdwatching sites

around the globe. If you are planning a trip

abroad, give Steve Whitehouse a call on

01905 454541 or send £1

For The NEW 1994 AUTUMN CATALOGUE:
(Including many new destinations) To:-

Steve Whitehouse
5 Stanway Close, Blackpole, Worcester, WR4 9XL

TURACO

TOURS
presents

KENYA - NO FRILLS

March/April 95

An exhilirating 21 days birding tour of

Kenya in fully equipped expeditionary

4WD vehicle.

Visiting Mt Kenya, Naro-Moro, Samburu,

Baringo, Kongali, Saiwa, Kakamega,
Nakuru and Naivasha.

£1300 fully inclusive

For more information contact

Guy Eldridge, Welsh Myers Farm
Skeffington, Leics LE7 9YE

Tel 0533-598226
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The monthly journal

for every birdwatcher

British Birds

For a free sample copy
write to Mrs Erika Sharrock

,
Fountains,

Park Lane, Blunham, Bedford MK44 3NJ,

England

Ornithological Safaris.

SMALL. dROUIP
BJRDJXcT tours

m
BOTSWANA
ZIMBABWE
NAMIBIA
fwi'+ke*' afield in

AFRICA.
CoiAiact :

ROdSK fty\WK£R,
P.O.BOX 1031,
SEROWE,
BOTSWANA .

PUBLICATIONS FROM BirdLife INTERNATIONAL
The new BirdLife Conservation Series

Five new titles from BirdLife -

• Seabirds on Islands: Threats, Case Studies

andAction Plans Eds. D. N. Nettleship,

J. Burger and M. Gochfeld. 318 pp.

• Birds in Europe: Their Conservation

Status G. M. Tucker & M. F. Heath with L.

Tomialojc and R. F. A. Grimmett. 625 pp approx.

• Important Bird Areas in the Middle East

M. I. Evans. 410 pp.

• Birds to Watch 2: The World Checklist of
Threatened Birds 2nd edition. N. J. Collar,

M. J. Crosby and A. J. Stattersfield. 320 pp approx.

• Priority Areasfor Threatened Birds in the

Neotropics D. C. Wege and A. J. Long.

370 pp. approx.

See leaflet enclosed in this issue of the bulletin for

details of pre-publication offers.

Also available...

• Putting Biodiversity on the Map: priority

areas for global conservation (1992). 96pp.

Colour, graphs, maps, photos. £12.50

• Threatened Birds ofAfrica and Related

Islands: The ICBP/IUCN Red Data Book
N. J. Collar & S. N. Stuart (1985). 795pp.

12 colour plates. £24.50

• Key Forests for Threatened Birds in Africa

N. J. Collar & S. N. Stuart (1988). 109pp. £7.00

There are many more titles in the Technical Publica-

tion, Monograph and Study Report Series and the

quarterly BirdLife journal Bird Conservation

International covers specific bird conservation issues

in greater detail.

For fuller details on BirdLife publications contact:

BirdLife International, Wellbrook Court,

Girton Road, Cambridge, CB3 ONA, UK.
Tel 0223 277318 Fax 0223 277200

e-mail:birdlife@gn.apc.org

BirdLife
INTERNATIONAL
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WildSounds

Make the most of

your birding . .

.

whether at Kakamega
or Kruger Park

Improve your chances and your trip list.

Learn the calls before you go from recordings

supplied by WildSounds.

WildSounds

DeptABC

P 0 Box 9

Holt

Norfolk

NR257AW

UK
•

Tel/Fax

0263 741100

Bird recordings from The Gambia
by Steve Smith. Approx 42 species on 1 cassette. £7.50

Birds of African Rain Forests
Over 95 species on 2 cassettes. Very useful in East Africa. £12.95

Southern African Bird Sounds
888 species on 6 cassettes - almost all the species known to occur in the

region. Useful anywhere in Africa south ofthe Sahara. Announced. Includes

an innovative tape winding guide for quick location ofspecies. £49.95

Newman’s Birds - An Introduction
Approx 100 birds ofsouthern Africa on a 56 min video.

£15.95+ p&p £2 UK, £3 rest ofworld

Bird Songs of Israel and the Middle East
Songs and calls of 1 14 species on 2 cassettes plus extremely detailed booklet

complete with line drawings ofdisplays and song flights plus a seasonal

check-list oflsraeli birds. Usually£24.95 NOW only £19.95

African Forests and Savannas
Wilderness recordings frommany areas in Africa:- including the Cape,

KrugerNational Park and Victoria Falls; Mombasa, Tsavo and Lake Nakuru;

and Niokola-Koba and Casamance. 1 CD £10.99

Birdsong of Zambia
Over 350 species on cassette. In preparation. Details on request.

Birders Guides
ByDaveSargeant

Gabon: lOlpages, 16 maps. Based on

5 years field observations and travel in

Gabon. Annotated systematic list for

over 550 species with extensive notes

for the identification ofdifficult species.

Complete checklist £11.99

Mauritius and Reunion: 14 pages,

2 maps. Where and how to find all the

endemic species with notesonID.

Complete checklist. £6.00

Sao Tome and Principe: 22 pages,

3 maps. Where and how to find all 25

endemic species plus complete

checklist. £7.50

Zimbabwe: 38 pages, 5 maps.

Detailed site guide and complete

checklist. £9.99

Birders Checklists

ByDaveSargeant

Complete checklists with a 22 day grid,

with both English and scientific names

suitable for a 3-week trip. Printed

landscape single-sided.

Birds of Senegambia: 15pp, 646 spp

£3.95

Birds of Gambia: 12pp, 531 spp

£3.60

Birds of Gabon: 15pp, 669 spp £3.95

Birds of Kenya: 23 pp, 1074 spp

£4.95

Birds of Malawi: 15pp, 651 spp

£3.95

Birds of Southern Africa:

20pp, 907 spp. Covers the entire

Southern African avifauna. £4.50

Send for our free catalogue

Call or Fax 0263 741100 to order Please send your coupon or order to:

WildSounds, Dept ABC, PO Box 9, Holt, Norfolk NR25 7AW, UK



FIRST CHOICE IN AFRICA

YelloW'headed. Rockfowl

DISCERNING BIRDERS CHOOSE BIRDQUEST FOR:
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Notes for contributors (...continuedfrom insidefront cover)

Style

Authors are asked to follow the conventions used in The Bulletin

i oftheAfrican Bird Club and to refer to a recent issue for guidance,

dates: 23 September 1993 (note the order, no comma, not 23rd).

names ofbirds: use the vernacular name for birds, followed by the

scientific name, viz White-necked Raven Cormts albicollis (with

hyphen, no comma, no parentheses, no author’s name). Underline

for italics if you submit typed or handwritten copy, but please

format with italics if you submit your contribution on disk with

accompanying hard copy. Only the first (generic) name should

have an initial capital. English names of birds and other animals

require initial capitals except after a hyphen (eg White-headed

!

Vulture, Black-backedJackal ), but for group names use lower case

for initial letter (eg bustards, crows). Both English or French and

|

scientific names should be given when the species is first men-

I tioned, thereafter only one name, preferably the English or French,

|
should be used.

units: use metric units with the following abbreviations: length

i (mm, cm, m, km); area (m2

,
ha); mass (mg, g, kg); time (s, min, hr,

I

day, month, year). Time ofday should be given in the 24-hour clock

form (eg 06.30hr). The time system used should be the zonal time

closest to solar time. Except at the beginning ofa sentence orwhen
ten or less, numbers should be given as numerals, not spelled out.

Fractions should be decimalised.

punctuation: full points (= full stop, period) should be omitted

j
from well-known initials, such as ABC and also from 'eg', ‘ie’, and

‘et al'. Include a full point after each initial of person’s name.

Quotation marks, if used, should be ‘single’, not “double",

references: these should occur in numerical order in the text, and

should be indicated by superscript Arabic numbers, corresponding

to the numbers in the reference list. For example: ‘...confirming

earlierwork3 -4"7
’; ‘Lack andWebb 15 stated that. . .’or ‘eg Safford et al

3 ’.

Reference lists should be in numerical order, and appear at the end

of the paper or short communication, following the format below:

• authors’ family name(s) followed by a comma, then initials, each

followed by a full point.

• names ofpublications should be given in full, or for journal titles,

!

abbreviated according to the 4th edition (I960) ofthe World List of

Scientific Periodicals and the supplementary lists published since

then by the British Union Catalogue ofPeriodicals (ifin doubt, give

the title in full), and underlined for italics in typescript.

• titles of papers should be given in the original language, unless

this uses a non-Roman alphabet, in which case an English transla-

tion of the title should be used, in square parentheses.

• books: after author(s), year of publication and title, give the town

followed by the publisher.

eg for a book:

Mackworth-Praed, C.W. & Grant, C.H.B. 1973- TheBirds ofWest

and CentralAfrica, Vol.il London: Longman.

eg for a chapter in a book:

Kroodsma, D.E. & Baylis, J.R. 1982. A world survey of evidence

for vocal learning in birds. In Kroodsma, D.E. & Miller, E.H. (eds)

Acoustic Communication in Birds, Vol. 2: 311-337. New York:

Academic Press.

eg for a journal:

Safford, R.J., Duckworth,J.W. ,
Evans, M.I., Telfer, M.G., Timmins,

R.J. & Zewdie, C. 1993. The birds of Nechisar National Park,

Ethiopia. Scopus 16: 61-80.

Information that has been privately communicated to you should

be referred to in the text as eg ‘(AB Halliday, pers comm)’ and must

not be listed in the references.

PhD theses that are under a publication embargo, or otherwise

unavailable for general reference, may not be quoted in the text.

References should be made either as ‘Halliday (unpublished)’ if it

is Halliday’s own work, or as ‘Halliday (pers comm)’ if information

is being quoted by another author.

Verify references before submitting your paper and check the

typescript and proofs carefully for errors in the references. If you

refer to a paper thatyou have not actually seen, you should indicate

where you have seen it quoted by adding as much at the end of the

reference in the list, eg (quoted by 4).

tables: each table should be prepared on a separate piece ofpaper,

and be thoroughly checked. Use ‘0’ for a zero reading, '-’ for a

missing value. Titles of tables should be self-explanatory. Figure

legends and table headers will be given in French and English,

diagrams: should be clearly drawn in ink without shading. Origi-

nal black and white photographs and line illustrations should not

be larger than A4 (297x210 mm). Line illustrations should be on

good quality white paper or board, or on tracing material; lettering

should preferably be marked lightly in pencil. All illustrations

should have the author’s names and figure numbers clearly marked

on the back. Where there is any doubt, the upper margin of the

illustration should be indicated.

Proofs

Authors of major papers will be sent proofs for immediate return.

The Editorial Team reserves the right to amend articles without

reference to the author(s).

Reprints

Authors of major articles receive one copy ofthe Bulletin oftheABC
free of charge. Extra copies will be charged at cost, and must be

ordered when the manuscript is accepted.

Reviews

Copies ofnew journals, books or reports for mention or review are

always welcome. Contributions or enquiries should be sent to The

Bulletin Editor.

Deadlines

The Bulletin oftheAfrican BirdClubis published twice per year on

1 March (with a deadline of 1 October) and 1 September (deadline

1 April).

Editorial address

All contributions and correspondence should be sent to: The

Bulletin Editor, African Bird Club, c/o BirdLife International,

Wellbrook Court, Girton Road, Cambridge CB3 ONA, UK. $

Designed, typeset and produced by Alcedo Publishing

Tel/Fax +44 (0)953 455499 • E-mail 100330,2261@compuserve.com
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Kf) African Bird Club

The African Bird Club aims to:

• provide a worldwide focus for African ornithology

• encourage an interest in the conservation of the

birds of the region

• liaise with and promote the work of existing

regional societies

• publish a twice-yearly colour bulletin

• encourage observers to visit lesser known areas

of the region

• encourage observers to actively search for globally

threatened and near-threatened species

• develop a Conservation Research Fund

ABC Launch Committee

Gary Allport, Mark Andrews (Publicity Officer), Jacquie Bridges,

Mark Cocker, Guy Eldridge,John Fanshawe, Lincoln Fishpool, Paul

Green, Annie Harrap (Membership Secretary), Colin Humpage
(Treasurer), Peter Lack, Duncan Macdonald, Iain Robertson, Tony

Stone, Richard Webb (Secretary) and Martin Woodcock (Chair-

man).

Bulletin Editorial Team
Gary Allport, Mark Andrews, Mark Cocker, John Fanshawe,

Lincoln Fishpool, Eng-Li Green, Paul Green, Peter Lack, Iain

Robertson and Richard Webb.

Membership of theABC
Membership of the ABC is open to all and costs £1 2 per annum, £15

Family, £300 Life, £25 libraries/institutions. Supplements are pay-

able for airmail postage and non-sterling payments. Details are

available on request. To join or for further details please write to the

Membership Secretaiy, African Bird Club, c/o BirdLife Interna-

tional, Wellbrook Court, Girton Road, Cambridge CB3 ONA, UK.

The Bulletin of the African Bird Club
The Bulletin oftheABCpmCides a forum for news, letters, notices,

recent publications, preliminary expedition results, reviews and

preliminary or interim publication of studies on African birds by

contributors from all parts of the world. Publication of interim

results in the Bulletin oftheABCdoes not preclude publication of

final results as journal papers either by the ABC or elsewhere. No
material should, however, be submitted simultaneously to the

Bulletin oftheABCand to any other publication.

Notes for Contributors

TheABC welcomes original contributions on all aspects ofthe birds

of Africa. Africa is here defined as the area covered by Collar, N.J.

&Stuart, S.N. 1985. ThreatenedbirdsofAfricaandrelated islands:

the ICBP/IUCNRed Data Book, Part 1. Cambridge: International

Council for Bird Preservation, namely continental Africa, Indian

Ocean islands west of 80°E, eg Madagascar, the Mascarene Islands

and Socotra; Atlantic Ocean islands on or east of the mid-Atlantic

ridge, eg the Tristan da Cunha group, the Azores and the Canaries.

Contributions will be accepted subject to editing and referee-

ing by independent referees, where appropriate. The material

published is divided into Papers, Short Notes, News & Comment,

Discoveries, Reviews, Literature Gleanings, Recent Reports and

Letters. The Editorial Team will be happy to advise authors on the

acceptability of material at draft stage if desired.

Submissions

Two copies of contributions should be submitted. Typewritten

manuscripts should have double-spaced lines on one side of the

paper only, with wide margins all round. Clear hand-written

manuscripts are also acceptable . All submissions will be acknowl-

edged.

Contributions will be accepted in English or French: French

summaries, as well as table and figure captions, will be printed for

all major papers published in English, and vice versa. Those

submitting major papers should supply a summary for translation

into English, or French, as appropritae.

If possible, please submit your contribution on floppy disk

and state computer (eg IBM compatible PC, Macintosh) and word-

processing package (eg Word, WordPerfect) used: please note that

Amstrad PCW disks are not acceptable. When you send your

contribution on disk, please do not key anything in ALL CAPS (ie

with the CAPS LOCK key depressed) unless the combination

always occurs in that form (eg ‘USA’ ). Do not use the carriage return

key at the end of lines, and do not right justify the margins. When
formatting tables use one tab, and not spaces, between each

column. Please always send two hard (printed) copies in addition.

Preferred names
With the current instability over world-wide lists of bird names,

authors are requested to follow those used in Birds ofAfricaWols

I-IV. For species not yet covered, please use appropriate regional

handbooks and checklists eg Roberts for Southern Africa, Britton

for East Africa. Deviation from such works should be noted and the

reasons given. The Editorial Team will keep abreast ofchanges in

nomenclature and when an agreed list of African names is avail-

able, will consider switching to follow it.

Unless a sketch map is provided as part of the article, the

names of places should, if possible, follow those on standard or

readily available maps.

(continued inside back cover. . .)

©1995 African Bird Club and contributors. Quotations should carry a full acknowledgement. No part etc may be

reproduced, copied or stored in a retrieval system without the prior written permission of the Club or authors.
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Editorial

We have been delighted with what has been a

generally favourable response to the content and

format of the first year’s bulletins. Nonetheless, we are

determined to keep shaping and improving issues with

your constructive criticisms much in mind, and we
hope the third bulletin is another step in that process.

One strength of the bulletin in the Club’s inaugural

year has been an opportunity to use colour illustrations,

and we are keen to act as a showcase for the work of

artists on all aspects ofAfrican birds. So far, plates have

been representational and identification orientated,

but we would be happy to consider illustrations of a

different character, such as abstract designs, in both

colour or black and white. If you would like to draw

vignettes to illustrate specific articles, please write to

the Art Editor who can let you have a list of any pictures

required. We also need photographs, again both colour

and black and white, and we have introduced a photo-

spot in this issue to allow for the publication of

interesting, unusual or highly topical photographs.

Nor do we just seek your art and camera work; we
need more written material too. As you have seen from

the first three issues, a diverse subject base is emerging

with identification articles, guides to sites, discoveries,

letters, reviews, etc. Please let us have your contribu-

tions, long or short: new information on separating

difficult species pairs, for example, Little Tern Sterna

albifrons and Saunders’ Terns S. saundersi, or Steppe

Aquila nipalensis and Tawny Eagle A. rapax, encour-

agement to visit poorly known sites, and your records

for Recent Reports. We are happy to receive your

material and will try to publish whatever we can. A key

purpose for the bulletin is to serve as an information

forum on African birds, birding and bird conservation.

So please, after a successful start to the life of Bull

ABC, take up your pens, pencils and paintbrushes, and

write, draw or paint your way onto its pages. Use your

own ideas or write to us for lists ofsubjects on which we
would welcome contributions of any length. ®

The Editorial Team

Nous sommes ravis des reactions generalement

favorables au contenu et a la forme des bulletins

de la premiere annee. Nous sommes neanmoins bien

decides a continuer a faponner et a ameliorer la revue

en tenant compte de vos critiques constructives et nous

esperons que ce troisieme bulletin est un pas

supplementaire dans ce processus.

Un des points forts du bulletin de l’annee inaugurate

du Club a ete la possibility d’utiliser des illustrations en

couleur, et nous tenons beaucoup a remplir un role de

vitrine pour les oeuvres d’artistes concernant tous les

aspects des oiseaux africains. Jusqu’a present, les

planches ont ete figuratives et orientees vers

l’identification, mais nous serions heureux d’envisager

la publication d’illustrations d’un caractere different,

tels que des dessins abstraits en couleur et en noir et

blanc. Si vous aimeriez dessiner des vignettes pour

illustrer des articles specifiques, nous vous invitons a

ecrire; le redacteur artistique peut vous faire parvenir

une liste des dessins voulus. Nous avons egalement

besoin de photos, aussi bien en couleur qu’en noir et

blanc, et nous avons introduit un ‘photo-spot’ dans ce

numero afin de permettre la publication de photos

interessantes, inhabituelles ou d’actualite.

Non seulement nous recherchons vos travaux

d'artiste et de photographe, mais nous avons egalement

besoin davantage de material ecrit. Comrne vous avez

pu le constater en lisant les trois premiers numeros, un

ensemble divers de sujets emerge, comprenant articles

d’identification, guides de sites, decouvertes, lettres,

critiques, etc. Faites nous parvenir vos contributions,

qu’elles soient courtes ou longues: informations

nouvelles sur la distinction d’especes voisines difficiles,

comme par exemple la Sterne naine Sterna albifrons

et la Sterne de Saunders S. saundersi, ou l’Aigle des

steppes Aquila nipalensiset l’Aigle ravisseur A. rapax,

incitations a visiter des sites mal connus, et observa-

tions pour ‘Recent Reports’. Nous serions heureux de

recevoir vos produits et nous nous efforcerons de les

publier. Un des objectifs-clef du bulletin est en effet de

servir de forum d’information sur les oiseaux africains,

leur observation et leur preservation.

Done, suivant le demarrage reussi du Bull ABC: a

vos plumes, vos crayons et vos pinceaux, et ecrivez,

dessinez et peignez pour paraitre dans ces pages!

Utilisez vos propres idees ou demandez-nous la liste

des sujets pour lesquels nous serions ravis de recevoir

des contributions de n’importe quelle longueur. ®
L'equipe de redaction

2 - Bull ABC Vo! 2 No 1 Editorial



Club News

ABC Membership

On 31 December 1994, the Club's membership stood at 801 including nine Life Members and 273 Founder Members. This is well

in excess of our original target and we would like to thank all the Club’s members for their support. A further 31 new members

have already joined for 1995 giving a grand total of 832.

The following have upgraded to founder membership or have joined the Club as founder members since the BullABC 1(2).

The founder member scheme is now closed.

Tim Ademall Andrew Clarke P Hall Bernard Mercer Langdon Stevenson

D Augusi WJ Cooper Olivier Hamerlynck Roger Mitchell D Stirling

Myles Archibald K Cross John Hammick E de Roeck Marcel E Thonnon
Clive Barlow J P Decoux Joan Howie T H Roed D Warden

Peter Becker Robert L Flood Colin Humpage Larry Schwab Sandra de Witt

Kenneth Berlin Max Germain Chris Lythall Shanna Sheridan- Yorkshire Birding

Mario Camici Alan Greensmith Rene Marie-Lafontaine Johnson

Mark Catterall MagnusJaderblad Roger Matthews Dr G Steinbruck

In addition we would particularly like to thank the following life members for their generous support.

Robert L Bateman Andre Dekoning Tom Gullick A P Leventis Dr Tim Wacher

Dr M G Davies Sandra Fisher Dr David Murdoch Mr D Smith

Membership renewal

An encouraging 341 members had

renewed their subscription for 1995 by 31

December 1994 and we thank those

members for their prompt response to the

request in BullABCKT). However this

means that 459 members have yet to

renew their subscriptions for 1995. To

help you, we enclose a membership

renewal form with this bulletin. Please

complete it and return it to us as soon as

possible. Please remember, you will not

receive any more reminders or bulletins

unless you have paid.

Membership supplements

One or two members have been disap-

pointed at the time it has taken for their

bulletins to be delivered. Members who
live outside the United Kingdom should

remember that their bulletins are des-

patched by surface mail unless they pay

an airmail supplement, ie UK £1.50 (US

$2.50) for Europe or UK £3.00 (US $5.00)

outside Europe. Delivery by surface mail

may result in a delay of several weeks.

In addition, please remember that if

you pay your subscription by non-sterling

cheques or by sterling cheques drawn on

banks with no UK address, a £4.00

supplement is payable. This is the

average amount that the Club is charged

to convert such monies. The Club will

continue to waive this charge if three or

more years' subscriptions are paid

together. Alternatively, it may be cheaper

and easier for members to pay by credit

card.

We apologise for having to impose

these supplements but they are necessary

to offset the administrative costs of the

Club. Airmail postage is very expensive

and the cost of converting currency into

pounds sterling is also a major expense.

Direct Debits

To date, 131 members have completed

Direct Debit Mandates. The benefits of

paying by Direct Debit were outlined in

Club News (page 4) in BullABC 1(1).

Please consider payment by this method

if you can and help save the Club both

time and money in administering

membership renewals. A further mandate

is enclosed with this bulletin.

African Bird Club sales items

The following items are still available

from the Sales Officer. All prices include

postage and packing. An order form is

enclosed with this bulletin.

1

.

White T-shirts featuring an Egyptian

Plover design by Martin Woodcock in

medium and extra-large sizes, UK
£1 1 .00 (surface mail) £13.00 (airmail).

The production of the T-shirts has

been kindly sponsored by WildWings

whose logo appears on the sleeve of

the shirt.

2 . ABC baseball caps in green or silver

grey, UK £5.00.

3. ABC car and scope stickers, UK £1 .00.

4. Gambia Trip Report - Dec. 1992 /Jan

1993 by Chris Gibbins, UK £5.00.

Back numbers of BullABC 1(1) and

1(2) are available for sale at £7.50 each or

£12.00 for both (including postage).

African Bird Club Autumn
1994 Meeting

A joint meeting of the African Bird Club

and the Norfolk Bird Club on 8 October

1994 in Blakeney Village Hall attracted an

audience of around 100 people who were

treated to a superb slide show by Peter

Ginn from Zimbabwe. We would like to

thank the Norfolk Bird Club for their help

in organising this event and look forward

to further joint meetings in the future.

The 1 994 British Birdwatching Fair

The British Birdwatching Fair is held at

Rutland Water in Leicestershire annually

and is one of the biggest events of its kind

in the world. The fair is nan to raise funds

for a specific conservation project each

year. In 1994 it supported BirdLife

Club News BullABC Vo! 2 No l -3



International’s Halmahera project in

Indonesia.

The fair attracts large numbers of

exhibitors from around the world,

including conservation organisations,

booksellers, optics manufacturers and

retailers, bird tour companies and many
more. In 1994 no fewer than 12,000

people attended the fair, which raised

over £40,000 for conservation.

The African Bird Club had a stand at

the 1994 fair (see photograph below) and

attracted a lot of interest, 81 new mem-
bers joined during the three days and

more than 100 existing members visited

the stand. These included members from

The Gambia, Zimbabwe, Cameroon and

Seychelles. Over £2,300 was taken on the

stand during the weekend.

The 1 995 British Birdwatching Fair

The 1995 British Birdwatching Fair is

being held from 18-20 August and is

raising funds for conservation projects in

Moroccan wetlands. The Moroccan

wetlands are essential to the survival of

two species considered to be close to

extinction: Bald Ibis Geronticus eremita

and Slender-billed Curlew Numenius

tenuirostris.

Every person attending the fair will be

helping to raise funds for conservation in

Morocco and the Club would like to

encourage all members able to do so to

support the fair this year and, in the

process, have an enjoyable day out.

If you do visit the fair please visit the

ABC stand. We expect the autumn

bulletin to be printed in time for the fair

and we hope to be able to hand these out

to help reduce postage costs.

Forthcoming ABC meetings

The Club’s first AGM will be held on 1

1

March 1995 in London. Details have

already been circulated to members.

A second meeting will be held jointly

with Birding IFor/tfmagazine at Cley

Village Hall in Norfolk on Sunday 7 May

1995 (please note change ofdate).

Doors will open at 1 1 .00hr and there

will be an ABC sales stand along with a

number of trade stalls.

Talks start at l6.00hr and will include

Pete Morris on his recent visit to Madagas-

car, during which he photographed over

70 of the endemics, and Simon Harrap

talking about South Africa and Namibia.

1 996 Pan-African Ornithological

Congress

The venue for the 1996 PAOC to be held

from 1-8 December 1996 has recently

been changed from The Gambia to Accra

in Ghana. The Club has accepted an

invitation to organise a symposium

entitled Field Techniques in Ornithology

at the congress. We anticipate that this

will include papers on identification,

vocalisations and the structure and value

of rare bird recording facilities.

As previously announced, the Club is

attempting to obtain sufficient funds to

help two or more African students to

attend the congress.

Finally, we are also exploring the

possibility of obtaining subsidised air

travel for members attending the con-

gress. Further details will be included in

the next bulletin.

Birding Around the World.

This is the title of a conference to be held

at the Swanwick Conference Centre,

Derbyshire, England from Friday 5 to

Sunday 7 April, 1997. The conference is

being organised jointly by the African

Bird Club, British Ornithologists’ Union,

British Trust for Ornithology, Neotropical

Bird Club, the Oriental Bird Club and the

Ornithological Society of the Middle East.

Further details will be published in the

next bulletin, but please note this in your

diary now.

Scopus
subscribers

We are pleased to

report that the

inclusion of the

subscription leaflet

for Scopus
,

Malimbusand

OstrichwithBull

ABC 1(2) has

resulted in 20 new
subscribers to

Scopus. We do not

have any figures

The African Bird Club stand at the 1994 British Birdwatching Fair (Rod Leslie)

Le stand de Club Omithologique Africain a lafoire ornithologique de 1994 (Rod Leslie)

for Malimbusand Ostrich at present but

are pleased that Scopus is receiving new
support from ABC members.

The Bird & Wildlife Bookshop.

We regret to announce that it has been

necessary for the Club to withdraw from

its agreement with The Bird & Wildlife

Bookshop, but we would like to thank

Andrewjohnson for his generous support

during the Club's first year.

The Natural History Book Service

With immediate effect the Natural History

Book Service based in Devon, UK, will be

providing a book service for ABC
members. A catalogue of African titles

available from the Natural History Book

Service is enclosed with this bulletin and

an advertisement appears on page 68.

The Natural History Book Service are

generously sponsoring the production of

the colour covers for the bulletin and we
are extremely grateful for their support.

Please help us develop this relation-

ship by ordering all your bird books

through the Natural History Book Service

and by identifying yourself as an ABC
member when you do so.

BullABC Vol 1 No 2
Unfortunately, as a result of an error

made by the reproduction house, the two

colour plates of greenbuls in BullABC
1(2) were transposed. An erratum was

issued with the bulletin and some
members will have received bulletins in

which sticky labels had been inserted to

correct the captions. Additional labels are

enclosed with this bulletin to enable those

members who only received the erratum

to correct their copies.

In addition, a few members received

copies with blurred plates. Anyone with a

blurred copy is invited to return it to the

Club for replacement.

We apologise for these problems but

they were outside the control of the

editorial team. We will endeavour to

ensure that problems of this nature do not

recur.
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Africa Round-up

African Birding update:

Scopus editorial address

Please note that the editorial address

given for Scopus in African Birding in Bull

ABC 1(1), p 45 was incorrect and that the

Box No should be 15194 and not 15914.

Bird Conservation International

Bird Conservation International (BCI) is a

quarterly journal published by Cambridge

University Press in conjunction with

BirdLife International. Since its inception

in 1991 BCI has included no fewer than

21 articles on the birds of the ABC region

and indeed volume four part one is totally

devoted to the birds of Korup NP in

Cameroon. Other articles cover Sao Tome
and Principe (2), Madagascar and

Comoros (8), Seychelles and Aldabra (4),

Nigeria (1), Cameroon (1), Kenya (1),

Cote d’Ivoire ( 1) and the Upper Guinea

Forests (2).

The annual subscription to BChs UK
£32.00 or US $57.00 post free. Single

parts cost UK £18.00 or US $29.00 plus

postage. For further details write to

Cambridge University Press at either The

Edinburgh Building, Shaftesbury Road,

Cambridge, CB2 2RU, UK, or The Journals

Department, 40 West 20th Street, New
York, NY 10011-4211, USA.

Niger checklist

In African Birding in BullABC 1(1) the

species list for Niger was incorrectly

stated to be 532. The total should have

been 482.

perDrJoost Broilwer

Resource guide to travel in

sub-Saharan Africa, volume 1

:

east and west Africa

This is the first volume of a new series

intended as a multi-resource travel

reference guide to various regions of the

world. A second volume covering central

and southern Africa (and Indian Ocean
islands) is due to be published in March

1995. For further details contact Louis

Taussig, Travel Resource Guides Series

Editor, 24 Landsdown Drive, Westone,

Northampton NN3 3ED, UK.

Birds to watch in Africa

BirdLife International have recently

published Birds to Watch 2
,
the successor

to Birds to Watch which was published in

1988 and listed 197 threatened and 87

near-threatened species in the ABC

region. The new edition includes 322

species in newly defined categories.

The new edition can be obtained from

BirdLife International, Wellbrook Court,

Girton Road, Cambridge, CB3 0NA, UK,

for UK £18.50.

Grey Parrot Psittacus erithacus

By Mark Andrews

Wild bird trade in Africa

In July the ABC received a list of African

bird species available from a dealer in

Fort Lauderdale, Florida, USA. The list

makes depressing reading with species

such as Saddle-billed Stork Ephip-

piorhynchussenegalensisiUS $15,000 per

pair) and Shoebill Balaeniceps rer(US

$20,000 each) apparently in stock.

The covering letter accompanying the

list states 'I will personally travel to Africa

to hand pick, sex and pre-treat the birds

to ensure excellent condition upon arrival

into quarantine’. The letter also gives

information on the permits and other

details required to enable importation of

the birds into the USA.

Clearly the wild bird trade in Africa

still extends to CITES listed species.

Fighting wildlife crime

The Task Force for Cooperative Enforce-

ment Operations Directed at Illegal Trade

in Wild Fauna and Flora has been

established by nine eastern and southern

African states. Each of the participating

countries will designate an existing

national wildlife enforcement agency as

its 'National Bureau’ which will supply

the Task Force headquarters with at least

one officer. It is hoped that the initiative

will help combat international wildlife

smuggling syndicates.

Sources: African Wildlife Update,

May -June 1994, 1 and Oryx
vol28 no 4, p 227, October 1994

Does Crested Honey Buzzard occur in

Africa?

On 14 May 1994 Hadoram Shirihai

discovered an adult male Crested Honey

Buzzard Pemisptilorbyncusin a migrat-

ing flock of Honey Buzzards Pemis

apivorus near Eilat in Israel. This the first

record for the Western Palearctic. When
considered alongside additional extralimi-

tal records, from the United Arab Emirates

in December 1992 and elsewhere, it

suggests that Crested Honey Buzzards

may on occasion migrate from their

palearctic breeding grounds with flocks of

Honey Buzzards wintering in Africa, and

that the species should, perhaps, be

considered by observers encountering

odd looking Honey Buzzards in Africa. An
article on the Eilat record, together with a

paper on the field identification of

Crested Honey Buzzard, including

excellent colour photographs, has

recently been published in Birding World

vol 7 no 10, 1994.

Hartlaub’s Duck Pteronetta haitlaubii

By Mark Andrews

Threatened wildfowl in Africa

A recent paper in Wildfowl44 (1993),

149-169, reviews 25 wildfowl taxa

thought to be candidates for globally

threatened status. It also provides updates

on a further 40 taxa covered in more

detail in the 1992 issue of Wildfowl. In the

paper, species are classified as Safe (S),

Vulnerable (V), Endangered (E) & Critical

(C).

The paper covers ten species found in

the ABC region and of these six are
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considered to be Safe. The four species

giving greatest cause for concern are

Hartlaub’s Duck Pteronetta hartlaubii

(V?), Meller’s Duck Anas melleri(E),

Marbled Teal Marmaronetta angustirostris

Wand White-headedDuck Oxyura

leucocephala(S).

Two additional species, Bernier’s Teal

Anas bemieriand Madagascar Pochard

Aythya innotata, areboth considered to

be Critical but are not covered in this

reference (see BullABC 1(1), p 8 and Bull

ABC 1(2), p 64).

Palearctic wildfowl in north-east and

east Africa

A recent paper by Emil K Urban summa-

rises the status of palearctic wildfowl

wintering in Egypt, Sudan, Somalia,

Ethiopia, Uganda, Kenya andTanzania.

Thirteen species regularly winter in the

area and a further 15 are either uncom-

mon or rare.

Among the commoner species with

significant wintering populations in the

area are Shoveler Anas clypeata (150,000

- 340,000 ), Northern Pintail A. acuta

(32,000 - 1 13,000 ) and Garganey A.

querquedula (95,000 - 181,000). In some

years, often associated with drought in

sahelian Africa, the populations of

Northern Pintail and Garganey may be as

high as 300,000 and 500,000 respectively.

Among the rarer species Marbled Teal

Marmaronetta angustirostrisare thought

to number no more than 50 and are

restricted to Egypt.

Source: Wildfowl 44 (1993)pp 133-148

Thick-billed Warbler in Egypt

Africa’s first Thick-billed Warbler

Acrocephalusaedon was found in Egypt

in November 1991. The record has

recently been written up in Sandgrouse

14 (2) along with accounts of the first

Egyptian records of Great Bustard Otis

tardaandWoodpigeon Columba

palumbus.

Mountain Nightjar identification

Sandgrouse 14 (2) includes a paper on the

identification, status and distribution of

Mountain Nightjar Caprimulgus

poliocephalus'm Arabia.

The paper includes a map of the

species range within Africa and notes on

its identification including an excellent

colour plate.

Farm Africa’s Ethiopian Community
Forest and Wildlife Conservation

Project

Ethiopia’s forests have declined from

about 40 per cent cover of the highlands

to 2.7 per cent today. Only scattered

remnants ofindigenous forest remain.

Human population and land pressure

have taken their toll of the forest. To

survive, farmers cut down trees to sell for

firewood and they sell cow dung and

crop residues which should ideally be

returned to the soil.

In October 1992, a project was

instigated at four pilot sites in the

highlands, where encroachment by

farming and illegal tree-cutting threaten

the remnants of natural forest. The project

aims to tackle the twin problems of forest

and wildlife destruction on the one hand

and poverty on the other. The objective of

the first stage of the project is to identify

the underlying constraints, opportunities

and appropriate ways of involving local

communities and individual farmers in

sustainable resource management.

Source: Ethiopian Wildlife & Natural

History Newsletter, September 1994

Ethiopian Bird Atlas Project

For a number of years, DrJohn Ash has

been preparing a summary of the status of

the birds of Ethiopia. Data are being

compiled on the distribution, abundance,

migratory status, periods of occurrence,

habitat preferences and breeding status,

together with other details of all species

recorded in the country.

The basis of recording is a map of

Ethiopia, divided into primary units of

one degree squares numbered from west

to east and north to south. Each primary

square is sub-divided into four secondary

squares. In the Atlas, each species will be

represented by its own map indicating its

presence or absence in each of the

squares. This infonnation will eventually

be published in the form of a bird atlas of

Ethiopia.

A number of contributors are already

sending in records from less well-known

areas. If you travel off the main routes

anywhere in the country, the more

remote the better, you can make an

important contribution to the atlas.

Observations from the west, the south-

west and the Ogaden, would be

particularly valuable.

If you are interested in contributing to

this important project, or know of anyone

working in remote areas of Ethiopia who
might be, please contactJohn Atkins, c/o

FCO (Addis Ababa), King Charles Street,

London, SW1A 2AH, UK, for further

information, recording sheets and

information about map squares.

Source: Ethiopian Wildlife & Natural

History Society Newsletter,

July/August, 1994

Uganda Forest Biodiversity Inventory

Programme
The Uganda Forest Department, funded

jointly by the Global Environment Facility

(GEF) and the European Union, is in the

final stages of a three-year ornithological

inventory of its forest reserves. The

programme, which began inJune 1992, is

due to finish in April 1995. This, together

with four other indicator groups being

sampled, is designed to provide a

scientific rationale for the establishment

of a network of forest nature reserves

throughout the country.

During the course of the programme

at least five new species for Uganda have

been recorded (subject to confinnation).

These include Grey Ground Thrush

Turdusprincei in Semliki Forest on the

Zaire border; Bush Petronia Petronia

dentata in Labwor Hills, Karamoja; Black-

throated Barbet Lybius melanocephala

and Shining Sunbird Nectarinia

habessinicahom Mt Moroto, Karamoja on

the Kenyan border; and Dybowski’s

Twinspot Euschistospiza dybowskihom

three forest reserves bordering Sudan.

Among hundreds ofnew distribution

records are new sites for Grauer’s Rush

Warbler Bradypterusgraueriia Red Data

Book species) at Echuya swamp, and

Yellow-eyed Black Flycatcher

Melaenomis ardesiacusat Mafuga, both in

the south-western highlands.

Source: RogerMatthews, Biological

Advisor/Coordinator, Uganda Forest

BiodiversityInventoryProgramme

Blue-winged Goose

Cyanochen cyanopterus

By Norman Arlott

Management plan for wild birds in

Tanzania

Tanzania has recently published a

management plan for its avifauna which

aims:

• to increase or maintain numbers of

each species, with special regard to

endemic species;

• to produce a sustainable harvest of

species in which it is appropriate to

trade;
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• to initiate captive-breeding

programmes for appropriate key

species;

• to conduct any trade in live birds in a

humane manner;

• to manage birds where appropriate

for the benefit of local communities.

Source: TRAFFIC Bulletin 14(2): 47

Threats to Selous Game Reserve

Plans to build a dam on the Ruvu River on

the north-eastern boundary of the Selous

Game Reserve in Tanzania would flood

186km2 of valuable habitat in a buffer

zone. The flooding would threaten a

promising community wildlife pro-

gramme established in the area which has

seen a reduction in poaching and

improved the maintenance of habitat

outside the boundaries of the reserve.

Source: African Wildlife Update,

March - April 1994, 1&8

Kahembe Enterprises, BudgetTours

in Tanzania

Kahembe Enterprises in Tanzania has

been created to cater for the budget

traveller to the country and to encourage

visitors to the country to visit areas other

than the standard tourist areas, such as

Mount Kilimanjaro and the national parks

of the north.

The tours are designed to enable

tourists visiting Tanzania to mix with local

communities. Kahembe Enterprises hope

that visiting birdwatchers may help to

discourage local poachers from supplying

the wild bird trade in the country.

For further information, please

contact: Joas Kahembe, Managing

Director, Kahembe’s Enterprises, Ka-

hembe’s Hotel, PO Box 366, Babati,

Tanzania.

Bird checklists of Malawi’s national

parks

New bird checklists for Malawi’s five

national parks (Nyika, Kasugu, Lake

Malawi, Liwonde and Lengwe) prepared

by Bob Medland have recently been

published by the Wildlife Society of

Malawi. There is also a checklist for the

capital Lilongwe and Lilongwe Nature

Sanctuary. Each checklist is an annotated

booklet and contains an introduction with

brief explanations of habitat, status of

species etc. Copies of the checklists can

be obtained for £2.00 each plus £1 .00

post & packing from Bob Medland, 2

Staplake Cottages, Starcross, Devon, EX6

8QT, UK.

Recent Malawi Rarities Committee
decisions

The following have been accepted:

singles of European Reed Warbler

Acrocephalusscirpaceusand Basra Reed

Warbler A. grise/diswere trapped,

measured and ringed at Chankhandwe,

Lilongwe on 23 November 1993 (R

Medland). These are second records of

these species at the ringing site. A Spur-

winged Plover, Vanellusspinosuswas

first seen on 25 July 1993 at Liwonde

National Park and on many subsequent

dates until the end of the year and was

photographed on 31 October 1993 (D

Foot, R Medland). It represents an

extraordinary and unpredicted first record

for Malawi. Another RuddyTurnstone

Arenaria interpres, was recorded at Lifu

Rice Scheme, Salima on 21 August 1993

(R & C Medland, A Thompson, R Smith).

Also accepted as a Phalarope

Phalaropus sp was a record of two birds

inadequately photographed at Dwangwa
lakeshore on 3 January 1993 (W Wilson).

Both Red-necked Phalarope P. lobatus

and Grey Phalarope P.fulicarius are

possibilities.

BobMedlandperMrsDHanmer
Hon Secretary

Spur-winged Plover Vanellusspinosus

By Mark Andrews

Zambian ringing expedition

Following a pilot study inJanuary 1994, a

group returned to Chisamba in Zambia in

January 1995 to study palearctic migrants.

During the pilot study Sedge Warbler

Acrocephalusschoenobaenuswas the

most abundant species caught with Great

Reed A. arundinaceus, European Reed A.

scirpaceusand Marsh A.palustris

Warblers also being caught in good

numbers.

Other species caught included a

selection of afrotropical species eg

Hottentot TealAnashottentota, Pearl-

spotted Owlet Glaucidiumperlatum,

Spotted-backed Ploceus cucullatusand

Thick-billed Amblyospiza albifrons

Weavers.

There are plans for a team of up to

ten people to return to Chisamba in

January 1996. The expedition aims to

cater for everyone, from beginners to

experts. It seeks to provide a range of

accommodation from tents, through self-

contained flats and chalets, to full board.

The organisers are also offering a

variety of additional activities, such as

excursions to Victoria Falls, walking,

horse-riding, motor-safaris and fishing.

There will also be opportunities to look

for Shoebills Balaeniceps rex.

Flights and travel will be arranged,

wherever possible, around the wishes of

the individual but a minimum stay of two

weeks is preferred. Costs, including travel

expenses, full board and an itinerary

suited to the requirements of the indi-

vidual, will be capped at £1500.

For more information and bookings,

please contactjulian Moulton, 2 Beech

Close, Bugbrooke, Northampton NN7
3RB, UK.

Contributed by'JulianMoulton

Bird ringing course in Zimbabwe
Peter Ginn, one of southern Africa’s

leading ornithologists, is arranging two

one-week bird ringing courses in May-

June 1995 in the Lower Save and Bvumba

area. These will allow 'hands on experi-

ence’ and cover two unique habitats in

the Lowveld and Eastern Highlands.

Course 1

Monday 15 May to Sunday 21 May

Course2

Monday 26June to Sunday 2 July

Places are limited so if you are

interested in going and/or would like

further details, please contact Steven

Humphreys as soon as possible at 15

Stemdale Close, Girton, Cambridge CB3

OPR, UK.

Indigobirds in Zimbabwe
Indigobirds (Viduidae) are undoubtedly

one of the greatest identification chal-

lenges facing fieldworkers in Africa with

many identifications seemingly depend-

ing on association with known host

species. Robert B Payne, widely acknowl-

edged as the world’s expert on

indigobirds has recently published a

paper on the identification of indigobirds

in Zimbabwe {Honey,guide40(2): 78-86)

This paper should be of use to

anyone encountering indigobirds in

Zimbabwe or elsewhere in Africa and

covers four species including the

widespread Village Indigobird Vidua

chalybeata.

We hope to be able to publish a

paper on indigobird identification in a

forthcoming BullABCbut in the mean-

time the above-mentioned article is an

essential reference for people interested

in this enigmatic genus.
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Taita Falcon Falcofasciinucha

By Mark Andrews

Taita Falcon breeding programme
A captive breeding programme has been

implemented in Zimbabwe for the

threatened Taita Falcon Falcofasciinucha

using the offspring of birds sent from

Zimbabwe to the USA in the 1980s

together with wild-caught Zimbabwean

birds. Once a large captive population is

established, birds will be released to

augment the existing wild population.

Source: African Wildlife Update 3(1)p5
andOryx 28 (3)pi55, July 1994

Santa Lucia Wetland Reserve

South Africa’s third largest nature reserve,

the Greater Santa Lucia Wetland Reserve,

is being created by the parks board in

Natal Province.

It will link four existing protected

areas within South Africa to protect

grassland savannahs, coral reefs, coastal

dunes and extensive wetlands and will

eventually be linked with Maputo

Elephant Reserve in southernMozam-
bique.

Source: Oryx vol 28 no 4, p 228,

October1994

Titanium mining halted

The government have overturned plans to

mine for titanium in the wildlife-rich

dunes around St Lucia in Natal, South

Africa. A second environmental impact

assessment initiated in response to a

storm of public protest concluded that the

mining would not cause lasting environ-

mental damage but a government

commission advised against the scheme

and proposed that eco-tourism should be

encouraged instead with local people as

partners and as the principal beneficiar-

ies.

Source: BBC Wildlife, March 1994, p55

Blue Crane counts

The population of Blue Cranes

A ntbropoidesparadisea in southern Cape,

South Africa, has recently been recog-

nised as being of national importance.

Accordingly, the Cape Bird Club and the

Avian Demography Unit at the University

ofCapeTown are co-ordinating bi-annual

road counts of the species throughout its

coastal-plain stronghold between Bot

River and Mossel Bay.

During the first count on 25 July 1993

2068 cranes were counted in the 1409 km
covered, averaging an astonishing one

crane per 700 metres. By comparison, the

numbers present during the summer
count on 12 December 1993 were poor,

with only 528 seen. Among these birds

were 52 breeding pairs. This evidence

suggests that many of the Blue Cranes

which winter in the southern Cape coastal

plain breed elsewhere.

More detailed census work funded by

the Endangered Wildlife Trust suggests

that between 6150 and 9550 cranes winter

in the 7640 km2
of suitable habitat in the

southern Cape coastal plain and that

between 2400 and 3700 remain during

the summer.

Source: Promerops no 214, pp 5-6,

July 1994

Paarl Bird Sanctuary

Paarl Municipality in SW Cape have

recently declared most of the Paarl

Sewage Treatment Works a bird sanctu-

ary. This popular birdwatching site is

presently rated one of the premier sites in

SW Cape.

Source: Promerops no 214, p3, July 1994

The Cape Bird Club

With around 1350 members, the Cape

Bird Club is the largest of 13 branches of

the Southern African Ornithological

Society (SAOS). In addition, there are

seven clubs in the CBC area that are not

affiliated to the SAOS: Tygerberg Bird

Club (based in Durbanville), Somerset

West Bird Club (Somerset West),

Witzenberg Bird Club (Tulbagh), Robert-

son Bird Club (Robertson), Kleinmond

Bird Club (Kleinmond), The Lakes Bird

Club (Sedgefield) and William Quinn

Wild Bird Society (Beaufort West). Many
of their members are also members of the

CBC and therefore of SAOS.

CBC’s newsletter, Promerops, was first

published as the CBC Newsheet in 1951,

it then became the CBC Newsletter, and

finally Promerops'm 1971. The new editor

is Will Steele. Members will be interested

to learn that, jointly with the journal

Southern Birds, CBC are producing an A5

booklet called Birds ofthe South Western

Cape and Where to Watch them. It will

cover around 40 of the best birdwatching

locations in the area and should be

published during the first half of 1995.

Information about the club and its

activities can be obtained from the: Cape

Bird Club, PO Box 5022, Cape Town
8000, South Africa. This updates and

corrects information in the African Birding

article in BullABC 1 (1).

Contributed by Otto Schmidt,

CBCChairman

Revised South African Rare Bird List

The Club is keen to encourage both

resident and visiting observers to submit

their records to the relevant local

organisations / recorders listed in African

Birding in BullABC 1(1). To assist

members we will periodically publish

lists of species for which information is

especially required and lists of rare

species for which full details are required.

We invite all local societies to send us

lists for possible publication.

The first list, the South African Rare

Bird List, is printed below. The names

used are those in common usage in

southern Africa and do not necessarily

follow Birds ofAfrica.

If you encounter any of the listed

species in South Africa, please send full

details to: Phil Hockey, Percy FitzPatrick

Institute of African Ornithology, Univer-

sity of Cape Town, Rondebosch 7700,

South Africa.

King Penguin Aptenodytespatagonicus

Rockhopper Penguin

Eudyptes chrysocome

Macaroni Penguin E. chrysolophus

Royal Albatross Diomedea epomophora

Greyheaded Albatross D. chrysostoma

Laysan Albatross D. immutabilis

Darkmantled Sooty Albatross

Phoebetriafusca

Lightmantled Sooty Albatross

P. palpebrata

Antarctic Petrel Thalassoicaantarctica

Bulwer’s Petrel Bulwerii bulweri

Whiteheaded Petrel Pterodroma lessonii

Atlantic Petrel P. incerta

Kerguelen Petrel P. brevirostris

Blue Petrel Halobaena caendea

Slenderbilled Prion Pachyptila belcheri

Fairy Prion P. turtur

Grey Petrel Procellaria cinerea

Little Shearwater Puffinusassimilis

Audubon’s Shearwater P. Iherminieri

Wedgetailed Shearwater P.pacificus

Leach’s Storm Petrel

Oceanodroma leucorhoa

Matsudaira’s Storm Petrel O. matsudairae

Whitebellied Storm Petrel

Fregetta grallaria

Redtailed Tropicbird

Phaethon rubricauda

Whitetailed Tropicbird P. lepturus

Redbilled Tropicbird P. aethereus

Brown Booby Sula leucogaster

Australian Gannet Sulasenator

Greater Frigatebird Fregata minor

Slaty Egret Egretta vinaceigula

Pintail Anasacuta
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GarganeyA
.

querquedula

European ShovellerA . clypeata

Egyptian Vulture Neophronpercnoptems

Honey Buzzard Pernis apivorus

Longlegged Buzzard Buteo rufinus

European Marsh Harrier

Circus aemginosus

African Hobby Falcon Falco cuvieri

Eleonora’s Falcon F. eleonorae

Striped Crake

Aenigmatolimnas marginalis

Streakybreasted Flufftail

Sarothrura boehmi

White-winged Flufftail S. ayresi

American Purple Gallinule

Porphyrula martinica

European Oystercatcher

Haematopus ostralegus

American Golden Plover

Pluvialis dominica

Pacific Golden Plover P.fulva

Green Sandpiper Tringa ochropus

Spotted Redshank T.erythropus

Redshank T. totanus

Greater Yellowlegs T. melanoleuca

Lesser Yellowlegs T.flavipes

Dunlin Calidris alpina

Longtoed Stint C. subminuta

Rednecked Stint C. ruficollis

Whiterumped Sandpiper C.fuscicollis

Baird's Sandpiper C. bairdii

Pectoral Sandpiper C. melanotos

Temminck’s Stint C. temminckii

Buffbreasted Sandpiper

Tryngites subruficollis

Broadbilled Sandpiper

Limicolafalcinellus

Great Snipe Gallinago media

Blacktailed Godwit Limosa limosa

Hudsonian Godwit L. haemastica

Wilson’s Phalarope Phalaropus tricolor

Crab Plover Dromas ardeola

Greater Sheathbill Cbionisalba

Threebanded Courser Rbinoptiluscinctus

Longtailed Skua Stercorarius longicaudus

South Polar Skua Catharacta tnaccormicki

Lesser Blackbacked Gull Larusfuscus

Herring Gull L. argentatus

Franklin’s Gull L.pipixcan

Blackheaded Gull L. ridibundus

Blacklegged Kittiwake Rissa tridactyla

Gullbilled Tern Gelochelidon nilotica

BlacknapedTem Sternasumatrana

Sooty Tern Sternafuscata

Bridled Tern S. anaethetus

Whitecheeked Tern S. repressa

Common Noddy Anousstolidus

Lesser NoddyA tenuirostris

African Skimmer Rynchopsflavirostris

European Turtle Dove Streptopeliaturtur

Madagascar Lesser Cuckoo Cuculus rochii

Olive Bee-eater Merops superciliosus

Whitethroated Bee-eater M. albicollis

Silverycheeked Hombill Bycanistes brevis

Angola Pitta Pitta angolensis

Eastern Sawwing Swallow

Psalidoprocne orientals

Spotted Creeper Salpomisspilonotus

European Wheatear Oenanthe oenanthe

Pied Wheatear O.pleschanka

European Redstart

Phoenicurusphoenicurus

Whinchat Saxicola rubetra

Collared Palm Thrush Cichladusa arquata

Thrush Nightingale Luscinia luscinia

Mashona Hyliota Hyliota australis

Olivetree Warbler Hippolais olivetoram
Blackcap Sylvia atricapilla

River Warbler Locustellafluviatilis

Basra Reed Warbler

Acrocephalusgriseldis

European Reed Warbler A. scirpaceus

Cinnamon Reed Warbler A. cinnamomeus

Redwinged Warbler Heliolaiserytbroptera

Collared Flycatcher Ficedula albicollis

Vanga Flycatcher Bias musicus

Grey Wagtail Motacilla cinerea

Redthroated Pipit Anthuscervinus

Golden Pipit Tmetothylacus tenellus

Chestnutfronted Helmetshrike

Prionops scopifrons

Lesser Blue-eared Starling

Lamprotomis chloropterus

Yellowbellied Sunbird Nectarinia venusta

Bluethroated Sunbird

Anthreptes reichenowi

Goldenbacked Pytilia Pytilia afra

RedthroatedTwinspot

Hypargos niveoguttatus

Broadtailed Paradise Whydah
Vidua obtusa

New national park in Congo
Approximately 4050km2 ofThe Republic

of Congo has been designated as a new
national park, the Nouabale-Ndoki

National Park. The new park is in the

north of the country and adjoins the

Dzanga-Ndoki National Park in the

Central African Republic and a large

forested area in Cameroon, Lobeke,

which is also being considered for

protection. The rainforest in the new park

is rich in wildlife. Human activity in the

area has to date been limited but during

the 1980s logging increased in the

surrounding areas.

Source: African Wildlife Update 3(1):pi

and Oryx vol 28 no 3pl53,July 1994

Coastal Waterbirds in Gabon
Gabon is generally considered to be of

particular importance for its extensive

areas of lowland rainforest. In 1988, the

World Wide Fund for Nature identified it

as one of the six key countries in the

Africa/Madagascar region because of its

rich biological diversity and because

much of the country was still relatively

pristine. This situation is under threat

African Skimmer Rynchopsflavirostris

By Craig Robson

from logging and the rapidly developing

oil industry in the countiy.

With this in mind Working Group on

International Wader& Waterfowl

Research (WIWO) (see BullABCKD
p60) spent two months from mid-January

to mid-March 1992 surveying the coastal

areas of the country.

Amongst the most interesting

discoveries were breeding Cattle Egret

Bubulcus ibis( the first breeding record

for Gabon) and a flock of c750 African

Skimmers Rynchopsflavirostris.

The results of the survey are pub-

lished in WTWO-report 41
,
Coastal

Waterbirds in Gabon (30 Dfl plus 15 Dfl

administration charge for overseas

payments, from WIWO).

The report firmly establishes the

importance ofGabon’s coastal wetlands

and proposes that three new Ramsar sites

should be created and that oil exploration

and drilling should be banned in the main

coastal wetlands.

Logging threat to Cameroon’s forests

Cameroon’s forests have been reduced by

almost 50 per cent in the last few decades

to about 220,000 km2

,
and a Tropical

Forestry Action Plan drawn up by the

Cameroon Government in 1990 will

reduce this further by turning Cameroon

into Africa’s major timber exporter by the

year 2000 partly by opening up the

largely untouched south-eastern forests

by building roads into the area.

In return for France’s agreement to

cancel part of its debt Cameroon has now
agreed to give French companies

exclusive access to Cameroon’s forests. In

addition, France will cancel a further part

of the debt in return for Cameroon’s

agreement to double the amount of forest

available to non-state companies for

logging.

Source: New Scientist, 29January 1994,

1 and Oryx vol 28 no 3, p 153, July 1994
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Korup National Park, Cameroon
Anyone planning to visit Korup National

Park during a visit to Cameroon is advised

to write toJames Culverwell, Park

Advisor, Korup Project,WWF Cameroon,

BP 2417, Douala, Cameroon (tel/fax +237

432171) in advance. James will willingly

provide up-to-date details on access to

both the north and south sections of the

park and on accommodation in the area.

Mount Kupe, Cameroon
Chris and Liz Bowden have now left

Mount Kupe (see BullABC 1(1)) and the

new tourism co-ordinator is O’Kah

Ebwekoh Monya . Bookings for accommo-

dation at Nyasoso should either be faxed

to O’Kah c/oWWF Douala (fax +237

432171) or sent to O’Kah c/o Cameroon

Bag, Guinness Brewing International,

Park Royal Brewery, London NW10 7RR,

UK.

Okwangwo Forest, Nigeria

Nigeria has the highest population ofany

country in West Africa and is also the

most heavily logged country in West

Africa.

The Cross River National Park

contains Nigeria’s two largest remaining

natural forests, the 920 km 2 Okwangwo
Forest and the 2800 km2 Oban Hills

Forest. The latter provides a continuous

protected area of 4000 km2 with Korup

National Park in neighbouring Cameroon.

Okwangwo Forest forms a protected

area of 1600 km2 with Cameroon’s

Takamanda Forest Reserve. By early 1994

the Nigerian government, assisted by the

World Wide Fund for Nature, had

persuaded some 36,000 people living in

66 villages around the Okwangwo Forest

to accept restrictions designed to protect

the forest and its wildlife. A £3 million

grant from the EU will be used over the

next four years to introduce new crops

and farming methods to replace the

destructive traditional slash-and-bum

agriculture of the area. Fodder trees and

livestock will be brought in as a way of

weaning villagers away from bush meat.

The sustainable harvest of forest prod-

ucts, eg medicinal plants, mushrooms and

wild honey will, however, continue to be

allowed in the park.

In addition, the Nigerian National Park

Service will be implementing vigorous

anti-poaching operations to protect the

wildlife, in particular the primates of the

area.

Difficulties still exist as there are three

villages, each of about 1000 people in the

heart of the forest. It is hoped that the

people from these villages will be

resettled outside the forest in due course.

Initial discussions regarding resettlement

have been positive, although the financ-

ing of the proposed resettlement is still a

major problem.

Source: BBC Wildlife, October 1994

Kounounkan Forest, Guinea

Compared with other countries in West

Africa, the biology of the Republic of

Guinea is poorly known. In 1992 the

Fauna and Flora Preservation Society

funded an expedition to Kounounkan, a

relict forest covering 5032 hectares near

Moussayah, Forecariah Province, 90km
south-east of the capital, Conakry. The

forest comprises mainly old secondary

closed-canopy forest although both marsh

and natural savannah also exist.

A team of three British and four

Guinean biologists spent a total of 64

man-days at Kounounkan during a four

week visit in November - December 1992

and carried out inventories of the birds,

mammals and vascular plants. Local

communities were interviewed to

determine their attitudes towards the

conservation of the forest and to identify

the hunting practices of the area. Mem-
bers of six villages around Kounounkan

were questioned and it was found there

was a total often hunters in these villages

all ofwhom used only shotguns, shun-

ning traps and nooses.

One hundred and thirty five species

of bird were recorded including Yellow-

headed Picathartes Picathartes

gymnocephalus, which was seen twice. In

addition two nest sites were discovered.

Other species encountered during the

visit included four candidate threatened

species, Ahanta Francolin Francolinus

abantensis, Yellow-casqued Hornbill

Ceratogymna elata, Sharpe’s Apalis Apalis

sbarpii and Red-cheeked Wattle-eye

Platysteira blissetti.

The sightings ofYellow-headed

Picathartes represent the first confirmed

record of the species in south-west

Guinea and a range extension of 125 km
from the nearest known birds on the

Freetown Peninsula of Sierra Leone. They

also represent ‘the most westerly

confirmed record of the species to date’.

The avifauna of Kounounkan closely

resembles that of Gola Forest, eastern

Sierra Leone and the Western Area Forest

ofwestern Sierra Leone, although certain

species (eg Icterine Greenbul Phyllast-

rephus icterinus) were conspicuous by

their absence from Kounounkan.

Although the local communities

appear to have had little, if any, negative

effect on the forest to date, rising

population levels, road construction and

the possibility ofencroachment for

farming and hunting in the area mean that

an active approach is required to ensure

the continued protection and survival of

the forest. This is currently under

investigation by the Direction Nationale

des Forets et de la Chasse in Guinea.

Source: Oryx vol 28 no 4pp 269-273,

October1994

New records for The Gambia
At a recent meeting ofThe Gambian

Ornithological Society Rarities Committee

seventeen additions to M.E. Gore’s Birds

ofThe Gambia. BOU ChecklistNo. 3 (2nd

edition) were accepted. These include

White-crested Tiger Heron Tigriomis

leucolophus, Ovampo Sparrowhawk
Accipiterovampemis, Quail-plover

Ortyxelos meiffrenii
,
Kaffir Rail Rallus

caerulescens, Kelp Gull Lams
dominicanus

,
African Wood Owl Strix

woodfordii and Black-and-white-casqued

Hornbill Ceratogymna subcylindricus. A
further seven species are still being

investigated.

Source: GOSRarities Committee

The Gambia - birding unaffected by

political changes

Many people will have heard the reports

of political unrest in The Gambia during

the autumn of 1994. Soloman Yallow, an

experienced bird guide, reports that the

country, the towns and the tourist areas

are quite unaffected by the changes that

have taken place in the army. He reports

that no civilians were hurt in the Novem-

ber action and that life carries on as

normal. Apparently only some bird tour

companies are taking tourists to The

Gambia, and local bird guides are being

hit badly by the decline in visitors.

However, it seems as though the country

is as safe and appealing as ever.

Contributed byMrsFCBull.

Cambridgeshire, UK.

Inaccessible Island Rail Atlantisia rogersi

By Craig Robson

Inaccessible Island

Inaccessible Island, one of the three main

islands in the Tristan de Cunha archi-

pelago, is internationally important as a

breeding site for millions of seabirds of at

least 16 species, including the most
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northerly population ofWandering

Albatross Diomedea exulans. The

Inaccessible Island Rail Atlantisia rogersi,

the world’s smallest flightless bird, is

restricted to the island and three other

land birds confined to the archipelago

also occur on the island. The Island

Council and Administrator ofTristan de

Cunha have decided to designate the

island as a reserve. The creation of this

reserve means that 44 per cent of Tristan's

land area now protected as Gough Island

is already a reserve.

Source: Oryx vol 28 no 4, p 230,

October1994

The Birds of the Cape Verde Islands

The latest in the BOU Checklist Series,

The Birds ofthe Cape VerdeIslandsby

C J Hazevoet is due to be published in

March 1995. It can be obtained from the

British Ornithologists’ Union, The Natural

History Museum, Sub-department of

Ornithology, Tring, Herts HP23 6AP, UK
for £13.00 (UK) or .£15.00 (rest of the

world).®

Pleasesendyourcontributionsfor
inclusion infutureAfrica Round-up

sections to Richard Webb at the Club

address.

Requests
Bird observations from Niger

Six years have passed since the

appearance of Giraudoux etal's very

useful Avifaune du Niger: etatdes

connaissancesen 1986(Malimbus

10:1-140). Since then a lot more has

become known about the birds of

Niger. In coordination with IUCN-Niger

and the Departement de Faune, Peche

et Pisciculture, we are trying to prepare

an updated description of the avifauna

of Niger. In this context we are

requesting the assistance of all those

who have, orknow of, documentation

of bird observations made in Niger. We
are in particular looking for previously

unpublished information, but published

information is very welcome, too. For

published information, please send us a

copy or bibliographic reference (as

complete as possible). For unpublished

information, please mention as far as

possible name(s) ofcontributor(s),

geographic references, date(s) of

observations, description of habitat(s),

the species recorded and any details for

individual species regarding abun-

dance, breeding, habitat preference and

behaviour. For less common species a

description of the birds observed would

be appreciated. All information used

will be duly ackowledged in any

resulting publications.

Where possible, submitted records

should be allocated to 30' squares 00’

latitude by 30’ longtitude), or finer.

Each 30' square is approximately 50x50

km, and is identified by the co-

ordinates of its centre point, as well as

by the name of prominent town, lake,

or feature that lies within it. The

boundaries of each square can be

identified with reasonable accuracy

even on the Michelin 1:4,000,000 map

ofNorth-West Africa. However, all data

are welcome, even if they can be

localised only as referring to eg the road

between Niamey and Maradi. To facilitate

your work, we can send you copies of a

checklist of bird species reported from

Niger, on which the species observed at a

particular site can be ticked, and other

details added.

Joost Brouwer, Dept, of Soil Science

and Geology, PO Box 37, 6700 AA
Wageningen, The Netherlands;

tel +31 8370-84410; fax +31 8370-82419.

Wim Mullie, DFPV, BP 12625,

Niamey, Niger (via Paris);

tel +227 73 21 81, fax +227 73 22 37.

Demande d’observations d’oiseaux

au Niger

En 1988 Giraudoux etal ont publie

Avifaunedu Niger: etatdes connaissances

en 1986(Malimbusl0:l-l40). Depuis la

publication de cet article tres utile la

connaissance sur les oiseaux au Niger est

beaucoup approfondie. En coordination

avec l’UICN-Niger et le Departement de

Faune, Peche et Pisciculture, nous

sommes en train de reviser la description

de l’avifaune du Niger. Dans ce cadre

nous recherchons toute autre documenta-

tion au sujet de l’observation d’oiseaux au

Niger. Aussi demandons nous l’assistance

de tous ceux qui pourraient nous aider.

Nous recherchons particulierement des

observations pas encore publiees, mais

des copies d’observations deja publiees

seront aussi les bien-venues. Nous vous

prions de nous envoyer une copie ou la

reference bibliographique complete

d’observations deja publiees. Quant aux

observations pas encore publiees, nous

serions gres de recevoir, si possible, les

noms des observateurs, les references

geographiques, le(s) date(s) des observa-

tions, une description de l’habitat, les

especes observdes, et tous les details

possibles pour les especes

individuelles concemant leur

abondance, nidification, habitat prefere

et comportement. Pour les especes plus

rares, nous serions gres de recevoir des

descriptions plus detaillees. Chaque

utilisation de vos observations sera

mentionnee dans les publications a

apparaltre.

Nous preferons de recevoir des

listes individuelles pour chaque carre

de 30’ (30’ de latitude par 30’ de

longtitude), ou pour des endroits

encore plus limites, si possible. Chaque

carre de 30’ mesure approximativement

50x50 km, et est identifie par les

coordonnees de son centre, et par le

nom d’une ville, d’un lac, d’un mont ou

d’une particularite qui est situe dans ce

carre. Les limites de chaque carre sont a

identifier assez facilement sur la carte

Michelin du Nord-Ouest de l’Afrique

(1:4.000.000). Tout de meme, toutes les

donnees sont les bienvenues, meme si

on ne peut les localiser que, par

example, ‘le long de la route entre

Niamey et Maradi’. Pour faciliter votre

travail, nous pouvons vous envoyer des

listes des especes observees au Niger,

sur lesquelles vous pouvez marquer les

especes que vous avez observees dans

un certain endroit, et ajouter les autres

details demandes.

Joost Brouwer, Dept, of Soil

Science and Geology, PO Box 37, 6700

AA Wageningen, The Netherlands; tel

+31 8370-84410; fax +31 8370-82419.

Wim Mullie, DFPV, B.P. 12625,

Niamey, NIGER (via Paris); tel

+227 73 21 81, fax +227 73 22 37.
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Requests (cont)

Photographs of Shrikes

A new guide to the shrikes of the world

(subfamily Laniidae) is currently being

prepared.

Tim Worfolk, the artist for the

guide, is currently seeking photographs

(not necessarily of the highest quality)

of the non-European species of Lanius

and the four African species of the

genera Corvinellaand Eurocephalus.

Any photographs received will be

returned if requested.

Suitable photographs should be sent

to Tim at: 6 Johnsons Road, Bristol BS5

9AT, UK.

Photographs wanted

Photographs of the following species/

families are needed to illustrate

forthcoming articles in BullABC:

• Flufftails Sarothrura,

• Oxpeckers Buphagus,

• IndigobirdsViduidae,

• Ethiopian endemics.

Colour slides or transparencies are

preferred but high-quality colour prints

may be acceptable. Suitable photo-

graphs should be sent to Mark Andrews,

Art Editor, ABC, c/o BirdLife Interna-

tional, Wellbrook Court, Girton Road,

Cambridge CB30NA.UK.

Colour-marked Turtle Doves

Turtle Doves Streptopelia turtur

wintering in Senegal have been colour

marked. The white tips of the tail

feathers have been dyed in a variety of

colour combinations. White, blue, red

and green dyes have been used.

Birdwatchers observing dyed birds

are requested to send details of their

observation including an indication of the

colour combination seen to: GuyJarry

,

CRBPO, rue Buffon, 75005 Paris, France.

Threatened birds in captivity

DrJean-Paul Decoux is collecting and

collating information on threatened

African bird species in captivity and

would welcome information from anyone

interested in participating in an interna-

tional survey of captive African birds

threatened in situ.

Further details including a list of

threatened species only known from one

or two countries is available from: Dr

Jean-Paul Decoux, Laboratory for Animal

Species Conservation (MNHN), Parc

omithologique de Cleres/FoundationJean

Delacour, 76690 Cleres, France, fax.

33.35.33.56.04.

Colour-ringed gulls and waders

A number of colour-ringing projects

are currently in progress in the Nether-

lands, Latvia, the Ukraine and Siberia.

Observers are requested to send details of

any sightings of colour-ringed birds of the

following species to Voorne Bird

Observatory, PO Box 305, 3233 ZG
Oostvoorne, The Netherlands.

• Lesser Black-backed Gull

Larusfuscus

• Yellow-legged Gull

Latvscacbinnans

• Common Gull Lams canus

• Avocet Recurvirostra avosetta

Observers reporting colour-ringed

birds should provide the following

details:

• nameand address of observer(s)

• species observed

• date and locality of sighting

• colour of ring(s) and their relative

position, eg green and black on

right and left tarsus respectively.

• details of any numbering and/or

lettering on the colour rings.

Ring Ousels in Morocco
Colin Ryall is currently collecting

information on wintering (November to

March) Ring Ousels Turdus torquatusm

Morocco. The following information is

required and should be sent to Colin at

the Farnborough College ofTechnology,

Department of Environmental Manage-

ment, Boundary Road, Farnborough,

Hampshire GU14 6SB, UK:

• date, number seen and exact geo-

graphical location,

• behaviour, eg feeding and flocking

behaviour,

• habitat and details of evidence of

habitat degradation and other

pressures.

Illustration work wanted

Rob Davies is looking for illustration

work, particularly on birds of prey. Rob

provided the two colour plates for the

article on the field identification of

bustards and korhaans in this issue. He
can be contacted at PO Box 1390,

Halfway House 1685, South Africa. Tel/

Fax +27 (0)11 3142705.®

Advertise in the Bulletin of the ABC
All advertisements must be sent prepaid (cheques

made payable to the African Bird Club) as camera-

ready copy, bromide/film or on floppy disk to The

Secretary, African Bird Club, c/o BirdLife Interna-

tional, Wellbrook Court, Girton Road, Cambridge

CB3 0NA, UK.

If adverts are sent on floppy disk we can accept

Pagemaker 5, CorelDraw 4 files or unformatted ASCII

text files and uncompressed TIF graphics files. If

adverts are prepared on an Apple Mac the diskette

should be formatted for PC.

The current rates are as follows and are based on a

print run of 1000 copies. These rates are guaranteed

for the September 1995 Bull ABC.

African Bird Club Advertising Rates

Black & white

Full-page £85 (210 X 145mm)
Half-page £55 (100 X 145mm)
Quarter-page £35 (100 X 70mm)
Eighth-page £20 (50 X 70mm)

Colour

Full-page £.370

Half-page £250

Back-page £420

Please note that the deadlines for copy

are 15 January (March issue) and 15 July

(September issue).
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Recent observations of the Western Tylas Vanga
Tylas (eduardi) albigularis.

FrankHawkins

Resume: La race nominale du Vanga Tylas Tylas eduardi est commune dans la foret humide du

Madagascar oriental. La sous-espece occidentale albigularis est connue de peu de specimens et a

rarement ete observee. La presente note rapporte les observations recentes qui etendent l’aire de

repartition de l’espece et formule des hypotheses sur les causes de la rarete de la sous-espece

occidentale. Celles-ci comprennent la competition d’especes semblables et la reduction de l’etendue

forestiere recente. La possibilite d’une migration interne est examinee.

The Tylas Vanga Tylas eduardi is a common bird in

the eastern and central forests of Madagascar 1

. It

often joins mixed-species flocks and has several loud

calls which make it easy to detect. It is found from sea-

level to 2000 m, and is one of the commonest birds at

high altitudes 1,2
. A western form, T.e. albigularis, was

described as a subspecies from a specimen collected

near Morondava, central west Madagascar3,4
. There is

some doubt about the species’ membership of the

Vangidae13
,
where it was placed in I9606

,
having been

variously considered a monotypic family7
,
a Pycnonotid

bulbul or in the Sturnidae8
. More recent phylogenetic

work places it in a clade with other vangas8
. The

western form is generally treated as a subspecies but

appears to differ markedly in plumage, distribution and

call.

Characters

The eastern form is well described in Langrand 1

. It has

a green-grey back, a complete black hood (with, rarely,

sparse white flecking on the throat), a white line around

the collar and deep orange-buff underparts. The west-

ern form is very distinct, being much paler on the breast

and belly and having the throat white instead of black.

Specimens and recent reports of western forms seem

very variable in belly and breast colour, ranging from

bright orange to white. The structure of specimens of

the two forms seems very similar, though sample sizes

of T.(e.) albigularis are small.

Previous records

Four specimens of T. (e.) albigularisnow in the Musee

Nationale d’Histoire Naturelle (MNHN), Paris, were all

taken in 1872, from near Morondava (20°l6’S, 44°18’E),

probably from mangroves, as the labels say “Morondava

Plage” . Between the date ofthe last specimen and 1 990,

this form was only observed by Appert9 '
10

. He saw it

only three times: one individual in western dry

deciduous forest to the south-east ofAnkazoabo (22°18’S

44°30’E), on 7 June 196l 9 or 1962 10

;
two individuals in

mangroves near the southern subdesert at Morombe

(21°47’S, 43°2TE) (25 September 1962); and two birds

15 km south ofMorondava, also in mangroves (10June

1965). The first individual was in a mixed species flock

with Ashy Cuckoo-shrikes Coracina cinerea, Rufous

Vangas Scbetba rufa and Madagascar Bulbul Hypsipetes

madagascariensis, the second two either with a flock

of Blue Vangas Cyanolanius madagascarinus10 or in a

mixed flock of Blue Vangas, Ashy Cuckoo-shrikes and

Madagascar Bulbuls9
. The 1965 pair were alone.

Recent records

During 22 months fieldwork in western Malagasy for-

ests, 1990-1993, 1 saw Western Tylas Vanga five times at

three different sites.

i. Andranomena Special Reserve/Ampataka Classified

Forest (20°10’S 44°30’E), 30 km north-west of

Morondava, Province of Toliara, 18 and 19 August

1991 . A group of three was seen on consecutive days 5

km west ofMarofandilia, next to the Route Nationale 8,

which links Morondava and Belo-sur-Tsiribihina, in

primary deciduous western forest. They were in a flock

with three White-headed Vangas Leptopterus viridis,

two Blue Vangas and three Ashy Cuckoo-shrikes. One

showed extensive pale orange areas on the base of

each mandible, and was perhaps a juvenile. Two of the

four specimens of T.e. albigularis in the MNHN (Paris)

appear to show the same bill coloration. One caught a

caterpillar and held it between a branch and its foot

while pecking at it. The only call noted was a quiet

three-note whistle (“whit-whit-whit”), apparently a

contact call and similar to calls made by the eastern

form. All three were very pale orange underneath.

ii. Baly (16°04’S, 45°l6’E), 120 km south-west of

Mahajanga, Province of Mahajanga, 18 February 1993.

At least two birds were present in a mixed species flock

in a small raised patch of western deciduous forest
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nearly surrounded by mudflats, 3 km north of Baly.

They were in a mixed-species flock with three White-

headed Vangas, two Hook-billed Vangas Vanga

curvirostrisand about three Crested Drongos Dicrurus

forficatus. All had dark bills and were brighter orange

beneath than the birds at Andranomena, 460 km to the

south-east. They used the same contact call as those at

Andranomena, but in addition made a loud, single,

fluty whistle rather like a White-headed Vanga.

iii. Kirindy forest (20°03’S 44°43’E), 50 km north-west of

Morondava, Province of Toliara, 14 July 1993. A single

bird was seen in a mixed-species flock with five White-

headed Vangas, three Blue Vangas, three Chabert’s

Vangas Leptoptems chabert
,
and four Long-billed

Greenbuls Phyllastrephus madagascariensis, in

primary western deciduous forest. It fed in a typical

sally-gleaning insectivore fashion, perching briefly on

horizontal branches at 4-6 m height and flying 1-2 m
between perches in, as Appert10 remarks, a similar

fashion to an Ashy Cuckoo-shrike. It was a dull orange-

buff underneath.

Presumably the same bird was seen on the 15 and

16 September 1993, about 400 m from the July site. It

was singing loudly and characteristically whitoo-wbit,

whitoo-whit, the last note of the phrase strongly slurred

upwards, from 5 m high perches in primary western

deciduous forest. The song was tape-recorded and a

copy has been deposited at the National Sound Ar-

chive, Wildlife Section. Similar calls have been noted

from eastern Tylas Vangas 1

.

Discussion

The remarkable aspect of these sightings is their rarity.

I have spent a total of seven weeks in Andranomena/

Ampataka, five weeks in forests around Baly, and 22

weeks in Kirindy, for a total of five sightings. In addi-

tion, I have spent fourweeks in forest 80 km to the south

of Morondava (at Marofihitse, 20°47’S 44°01’E and

Amparehitse, 20°51’S 44°06’E), between the sites of

Appert’s 1962 and 1965 sightings, and 24 weeks at

Ampijoroa Forestry Station (16°20’S 46°45’E), Mahajanga

Province, without once seeing the species. It has by far

the lowest encounter rate of any western forest bird,

despite being more widely spread than many, and

being easy to detect where it does occur, having a loud,

distinctive call and frequenting mixed species flocks.

The lack of singing Tylas Vangas in the Andranomena/

Ampataka/Kirindy forest area and at Ampijoroa in

October-January is particularly puzzling.

While Appert 10 speculated that the western Tylas

Vanga might be more common in mangroves than

elswhere, recent observations seem to indicate that it is

rare everywhere. I have spent short periods in or near

Madagascar showing current forest cover in the three main forest

types and localities mentioned in the text.

CartedeMadagascarindiquantI’actuelle couvertureforestiere

des troisprincipaux types deforet et les localities mentionnees

dansletexte.

mangroves with only the results described above, but

O. Langrand (pers comm 1993) has explored other

such areas without success.

It is possible that competition from similar species

in western forest limits its range to mangrove and

mangrove edge, whereas the nominate form can co-

exist with these potential competitors in the eastern

rainforests owing to the much greater structural diver-

sity of the forest. At Andasibe, in eastern Malagasy

rainforest, Eguchi etalu found Tylas Vangas and Ashy

Cuckoo-shrikes to be very similar in foraging style. The

major difference was that Tylas Vangas fed more con-

sistently in the canopy, above 10 m, and Ashy

Cuckoo-shrike spent more time in the mid-storey. Ashy

Cuckoo-shrikes took more prey from twigs and the air

than did Tylas Vangas. The latter used branches and

trunks more often, but both took more than 50% of food

items by gleaning from leaves.

In western forests, Ashy Cuckoo-shrikes some-

times conflict with Rufous Vangas, as both forage in the

shrub-layer and take insects from overhanging leaf-

clumps (A F A Hawkins unpublished data). However,

western populations ofAshy Cuckoo-shrikes also spend
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a lot of time foraging in the canopy and take aerial food

less often than they do in the east
11

. Thus, Tylas Vangas

in western forests might be trying to feed in an already

well-filled niche. No conflict has been observed be-

tween Tylas Vangas and these other species however,

and both Appert9 and I have recorded western Tylas

Vangas in mixed flocks with Ashy Cuckoo-shrikes.

All eight recent records ofwestern Tylas Vangas are

in the austral winter or late summer (February), while

fieldwork in October-January has not produced any.

This suggests that the birds only winter in the west. A
possible breeding area is the western slopes of the

central highlands. Tylas Vangas at Ambohitantely

(18°08’S 47°l6’E), in the western part of the central

highlands, have both white and dark throats (O.

Langrand pers. comm. 1994). The phylogenetic status

of these intermediate populations is not known, but it

suggests that the populations are not completely

allopatric and a hybrid zone may exist.

The modern rarity of the western form might be

explained by the severe reduction in surface area of

forests in the central-western highlands in the last

thousand years12
. Visits to highland forests such as

Kasijy Special Reserve (l6°25’S 46°10’E), and

Ambohitantely during the winter period are required to

assess the status of Tylas Vanga at this season.

Rather conflicting with this theory is the current

lack of unequivocal evidence of internal migration

in any endemic Malagasy passerine. Many vangas

(for instance Red-tailed Vanga Calicalicus

madagasca'riensis, Bernier’s Vanga Oriolia bernieri

and Helmet Vanga Eurycerosprevostii) are very patch-

ily distributed 1,2 '9 and the perceived rarity of western

Tylas Vangas may simply be due to areas of dense

populations remaining undiscovered. Many areas of

western forest have never been thoroughly investi-

gated for birds. Clearly, the answer to these and other

questions relating to forest-bird distributions lies in

more fieldwork, in particular in remote forest patches.
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The field identification of the bustards and
korhaans (Otididae) of southern Africa

Text by David G. Allana and colour plates by Rob A. G. Daviesb

Resume: Les outardes d’Afrique australe sont souvent mal identifiees. Le present article examine

l’identification sur le terrain des 1 1 especes de la region et donne un bref aperqu de leur statut taxonomique,

leur endemisme, leur distribution, leur habitat et leurs vocalisations.

S
outhern Africa has the highest diversity of bustards

found anywhere in the world. No less than 1 1 of the

world’s 23 species are found in the sub-continent;

assuming that the resurrected taxonomic ‘split’ of the

Black Korhaan into two species Eupodotis afra and E.

afraoides5 ' 2
is valid. For the purposes of this article,

southern Africa is defined as the area lying south of the

Kunene and Zambezi Rivers and comprises South

Africa, Lesotho, Swaziland, Namibia, Botswana,

Zimbabwe and southern Mozambique. The 11 species

are:

Kori Bustard Ardeotis kori

Stanley’s Bustard Neotis denhami

Ludwig’s Bustard N. ludwigii

White-bellied Korhaan Eupodotis senegalensis

Blue Korhaan E.caerulescens

Karoo Korhaan E. vigorsii

Riippell’s Korhaan E. meppellii

Red-crested Korhaan E. ruficrista

Black-bellied Korhaan E. melanogaster

Black Korhaan E. afra

White-winged Black Korhaan E. afraoides

At least one species is present at any locality in the

sub-region, with the exception of the alpine grasslands

of Lesotho, Afromontane forest, coastal forest along the

eastern seaboard, and areas with extremely steep to-

pography. In parts of the eastern Cape Province in

South Africa, no less than eight species can be found in

close proximity to one another.

north in Africa (E. senegalensis, ruficrista and

melanogaster). For consistency, ‘korhaan’ has been

used here for all these small bustards. In southern

Africa, the scientific name E. cafra (and not E.

senegalensis) is used for the White-bellied Korhaan3,5'

1
,
but this is incorrect8

. Birds ofAfrica uses the word

‘Crested’ in the common name for E. ruficrista but

‘Red-crested’ is employed locally3 for the subspecies E.

r. ruficrista found in southern Africa. It has been used

here for clarity, as only this race will be covered in any

depth.

Various common names are being applied by the

major fieldguides and handbooks in the sub-region

relevant to the recent split of the Black Korhaan into E.

afra and E. afraoides. Roberts' Birds of Southern

Africa
6 and Newman’s Birds of Southern Africa5 are

using the names Black Korhaan for afra and

‘Whitequilled Korhaan’ for afraoides, while SASOL

Birds of Southern Africa
1

is using ‘Southern Black

Korhaan’ for afra and ‘Northern Black Korhaan’ for

afraoides. The list committee of the Southern African

Ornithological Society9
,
however, stipulates the names

Black Korhaan for afra and White-winged Black

Korhaan for afraoides, and this has been followed here.

Taxonomy
Both the higher and lower order classification of the

Otididae have had controversial histories
10

. Relevant to

Common and scientific names
Stanley’s Bustard is the common name used in south-

ern Africa 3 for the local breeding race N. d. stanleyi of

the widespread Denham’s Bustard. Birds of Africa
5

lists this alternative name and it is used here for clarity,

as only this subspecies is discussed in detail. The smaller

species of bustards in the genus Eupodotis are known
as ‘korhaans’ in the sub-region3 and Birds of Africa

uses ‘korhaan’ as the primary name for those species

restricted to southern Africa but only as an alternative

name for the three Eupodotis species extending further

Plate 1

1 Kori Bustard

(Outarde Kori)

2 Stanley’s Bustard

0Outarde de Denham)

3 Ludwig’s Bustard

(Outarde de Ludwig)

4 White-bellied Korhaan

(Outarde du Senegal)

5 Blue Korhaan

(Outarde plombee)

Ardeotis kori

2a female (femelle) 2b male {male)

Neotis denhami (stanleyi)

Neotis ludwigii

4a female (femelle) 4b male (male)

Eupodotis senegalensis (barrowi)

3a female (femelle) 5b male (male)

Eupodotis caendescens

By Rob Davies
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this article, the specific status of three taxa in particular

have been hotly debated. Strong arguments have been

presented 1113
that the isolated southern E. ruficrista

comprises a separate species from the two forms found

further north in Africa, which in turn may also be

separate species from one another. This viewpoint has

been accepted by a recent and comprehensive review

of the taxonomy of the world’s birds
8

. Similarly, the

specific distinctiveness of the Karoo and Ruppell’s

Korhaans has been disputed in the past but appears

now to have gained widespread acceptance4,6 '
8"9

.

The taxonomic history ofthe ‘Black Korhaan’ fonns

E. afra and E. afraoides has recently been reviewed2
.

These two forms were initially described as separate

species but were subsequently treated as races of the

same species, apparently without much critical ap-

praisal. Recently Clancey 1 argued strongly that the two

forms should not be treated as conspecific. Even more

recently, Crowe et al
2 examined the issue in detail and

concluded that the differences between the two taxa in

‘habitats, plumage, morphometries, displays and vo-

calisations of males, mitochondrial DNA restriction

fragment length polymorphisms and, possibly, social

systems’ strongly suggested that they are separate spe-

cies. This conclusion was reached despite the finding

that hybridisation occurs in the limited area of overlap.

Endemism
Six of species are endemic or virtually endemic to the

region: Ludwig’s Bustard, and the Blue, Karoo, Riippell’s,

Black, and White-winged Black Korhaans 1,14
. In addi-

tion, four other species are represented by highly isolated

endemic or virtually endemic subspecies: Kori

Bustard A. k. kori, Stanley’s Bustard N. d. stanleyi,

White-bellied Korhaan E. senegalensis barrowii and

Red-crested Korhaan E. r. ruficrista
4

. If the last form is

accepted as a full species, then it comprises a seventh

southern African endemic 14
. Even the eleventh south-

ern African species, the Black-bellied Korhaan, has an

endemic subspecies in the region, E. m. notophila,

which is restricted to the area south of the Zambezi

River but is widely contiguous with the subspecies

occurring to the north4
.

Identification

Data collection during the Southern African Bird Atlas

Project
15 showed that bustards and korhaans are widely

misidentified by many observers. The most typical

mistakes are:

1) recording Stanley’s and Ludwig’s Bustards as Kori

Bustards, ie believing that all large bustards are Kori

Bustards

2) recording Ludwig’s Bustard as Stanley’s Bustard

3 ) confusing the calls ofthe Blue and Karoo Korhaans

in the general region where these two species

overlap

4) confusing the Karoo and Riippell’s Korhaans

5) confusing Red-crested, Black-bellied and White-

winged Black Korhaans.

The marked sexual dimorphism in several species

compounds these identification problems. Ignorance

of the general distribution and habitat of each species

further facilitates misidentification.

The large bustards

Kori Bustard

In southern Africa, the Kori Bustard is widespread in

relatively arid (<500 mm rainfall/annum) savanna

woodlands, except for the dense closed-canopy wood-

lands, eg Brachystegia woodland, in Zimbabwe and

Mozambique. It is also widespread in the arid Karoo

shrublands of western South Africa and southern Na-

mibia, where it is associated with tall acacia-lined

watercourses in otherwise open country.

This is the largest bustard in the region. Its size, dark

crest, and lack of any red on the hindneck and upper

mantle are diagnostic. In flight it can be told from

Stanley’s and Ludwig’s Bustards by its extremely slow

and laborious wingbeats, its upperwing pattern which

appears uniformly speckled grey and lacks the striking

white markings ofthe two smaller bustards, and its ‘flat-

headed’ appearance.

Stanley’s Bustard

Until relatively recently, Stanley’s Bustard was thought

to be widespread in South Africa, eg Brooke16
.

Herholdt17
,
however, showed that its purported occur-

rence in the dry grasslands ofthe Orange Free State and

in most of the Karoo were based on misidentifications

with Ludwig’s Bustard. Stanley’s Bustard actually has a

relatively restricted range. It occurs only in the highest-

rainfall grasslands in the east and south-east of the

country, extending westwards in a narrow strip directly

adjacent to the south coast where it inhabits planted

pastures and cereal croplands in the fynbos biome of

the south-western Cape. It is present in the Karoo only

in parts of the eastern Cape, where it is a non-breeding

wanderer into karroid areas directly adjacent to

grasslands. This is the only area where it regularly

overlaps with Ludwig’s Bustard and the two species

can be found in mixed flocks (pers obs). It is also a non-

breeding visitor to parts of the central Transvaal

woodlands, where it is regularly misidentified with the

Kori Bustard. Several local fieldguides have ignored

Herholdt’s findings and continue to show the range of

Stanley’s Bustard as extending much further than it

does, eg Newman 5 and Maclean6
. The central African

race N. d. jacksoni is a rare, non-breeding visitor to
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extreme north-eastern Namibia, northern Botswana

and north-western Zimbabwe3
.

The head pattern of this species is diagnostic. The

crown is black, with a white stripe down the middle,

there is a prominent white supercilium, and the ear

coverts are plain grey. There is a conspicuous broad

black wing panel, with striking white markings super-

imposed on it. The foreneck of the male is plain grey,

gradually merging into the white underparts. The fore-

neck of the female is finely barred black-and-white,

appearing grey at a distance, and is clearly demarcated

from the white underparts. In a few males observed in

the south-western Cape, perhaps old individuals, the

face and foreneck were black, resembling the brown

face and foreneck of Ludwig’s Bustard (pers obs).

Males are noticeably larger than females and have

darker, plainer backs. The colour of the hindneck and

upper mantle differs subtly from Ludwig’s Bustard,

being dark red, as opposed to pale rufous in the latter

species. In flight, Stanley’s Bustard appears lighter in

colour on the head and foreneck than Ludwig’s Bus-

tard, and the white markings on the upperwing coverts

extend further up the wing towards the body. In Stanley’s

Bustard, primaries 4-5 are strikingly white, while in

Ludwig’s Bustard primaries 5-6 are the whitest. Stanley’s

Bustard males have a striking display in which the neck

and chest feathers are erected to present a pure white

‘balloon’ as seen from the front
18-19

.

Contrary to popular opinion, eg Clancey20
,
this

species is largely silent (eg Smith18
,
Tarboton19 and pers

obs). It occurs in flocks of up to about 30 individuals

and tends to form single sex groups21
.

Ludwig’s Bustard

Ludwig’s Bustard was also thought to be more widely

distributed than it is, due to misidentification with

Stanley’s Bustard. It was believed to occur throughout

the grassland biome of South Africa, eg Clancey22 and

Brooke16
. Herholdt 17

,
however, showed that it is largely

absent from grasslands, except as a non-breeding va-

grant to the arid western grasslands of the Orange Free

State directly adjacent to the Karoo, and is essentially a

Karoo and Namib desert bird. It also occasionally wan-

ders into the southern Kalahari along calcrete

watercourses and even into the agricultural areas of the

south-western Cape.

Compared to Stanley’s Bustard, the head and fore-

neck of Ludwig’s Bustard are brown, the black-

and-white wing panel is much reduced, and the back is

more patterned. In some adult male Ludwig’s Bustards

there is a white crown stripe, similar to that found in

Stanley’s Bustard. In flight it appears darker on the head

and foreneck than Stanley’s Bustard, and the white

markings on the upperwing coverts are largely con-

fined to the outer half of the wing. Ludwig’s Bustard

males have a similar display to that found in Stanley’s

Bustard. The white chest feathers are erected but the

brown foreneck feathers form a dark rectangle in the

middle of the otherwise white balloon as viewed from

the front. In this species the display is accompanied by

a loud booming call. This far-carrying sound is charac-

teristic of the arid regions of South Africa and Namibia

after localized rain. Ludwig’s Bustards occur in flocks of

up to 80 individuals23
.

The Eupodotis korhaans

Kemp and Tarboton24 showed how the Eupodotis

korhaans can be divided into two groups, based on

their morphology, habitats and behaviour. The White-

bellied, Blue, Karoo and RiippeH’s Korhaans have pale

underparts, only slight sexual dimorphism, inhabit rela-

tively open habitats, are found in pairs or small family

groups, have duetting calls, and do not have aerial

displays. The Red-crested, Black-bellied, Black and

White-winged Black Korhaans have black underparts,

at least in the males, marked sexual dimorphism, live in

relatively closed habitats, do not maintain permanent

pair bonds, and have non-duetting calls and eye-catch-

ing aerial displays.

White-bellied Korhaan
This species inhabits open and relatively tall grassland

in the eastern parts of South Africa and south-western

Swaziland but it also enters lightly wooded areas. There

is an isolated population in the eastern Cape Province.

It is most similar in appearance to RtippeH’s Korhaan

but the ranges of these two species are widely sepa-

rated. The combination of golden hindneck, blue

foreneck and white belly in the males is diagnostic, and

the former feature is the key character differentiating

the southern race of this species from the forms found

further north in Africa. The female has a brown neck

and resembles the female Black-bellied Korhaan, both

of which have white underparts, but differs in lacking

the long neck and legs, and black underwing coverts of

that species. The base of the bill is an obvious reddish

colour in both sexes, a feature shared only with the

males and females of the Black and White-winged

Black Korhaans. Its call is a distinctive takwa-takwarat,

which is higher-pitched, more rhythmical and has more

syllables than the otherwise similar call of the overlap-

ping Blue Korhaan.

Blue Korhaan
The Blue Korhaan inhabits open and relatively short

grasslands in South Africa and western Lesotho. Its

distribution extends deep into the Karoo-grassland

ecotone, where it overlaps with the Karoo Korhaan.
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The blue underparts of this distinctive species are

diagnostic and it is the only korhaan to show blue in the

wings in flight. Adult males have white ear coverts,,

while those of adult females are brown and those of

immatures are blackish. The call is a deep krok-

kaa-krow (‘knock-me-down’), which is relatively

unrhythmical and discordant, compared with that of

the Karoo Korhaan. When flushed, this species always

flies off calling loudly, whereas the Karoo Korhaan

usually flushes silently.

Karoo Korhaan
This species is restricted to the dwarf shrublands of the

Karoo biome in South Africa and southern Namibia,

except in the south-western Cape where it has colo-

nized cereal croplands and planted pastures along the

south coast in the fynbos biome.

The Karoo Korhaan is the dullest member of the

group, being grey-brown above and below. In the

male, there is a discrete black throat patch which is

erected when calling. Females have a less well-devel-

oped throat patch and more mottled wing coverts25 but

sexual dimorphism is less well developed in this spe-

cies than in any other southern African bustard. It is

most similar to the female Ruppell’s Korhaan but can be

distinguished by the absence of the black line down the

centre of the foreneck. The call is a deep, rhythmical

two or three syllable kraak-rak, or crrok-rak-rak, with

a strong accent on the deeper first syllable.

Riippell’s Korhaan
This species is endemic to the gravel plains of the

Namib Desert in western Namibia. It is marginally

parapatric with the Karoo Korhaan along thfe south-

eastern border of its range.

The male differs from the female, and from Karoo

Korhaans, in his plainer back, blue neck and paler face

with black facial markings. The black line down the

centre of the foreneck in both sexes is shared only with

the male ofthe non-overlapping Black-bellied Korhaan.

The call is similar to that of the Karoo Korhaan but is

higher pitched.

Red-crested Korhaan
The Red-crested Korhaan is found throughout the

woodland regions of southern Africa, except in the

eastern Cape Province and in the closed-canopy wood-

lands, eg Brachystegia woodland, in Zimbabwe and

Mozambique. In the southern Kalahari it also occurs in

rolling, grassy sand dunes devoid of any tree cover.

Clancey 1

1

has proposed a fourth African subspecies, E.

r. ochofacies, for the birds inhabiting this latter region,

but this has received little support4,26
. The atypical

habitat in which these birds occur and an obvious

difference in their call (pers obs), however, suggests

that the birds in the open Kalahari sand-dunes merit

further investigation.

This species overlaps widely with the Black-bellied

and White-winged Black Korhaans and is regularly

confused with both species. The crest in the male is

only visible during courtship. The male differs from the

female in having a plain grey crown, a grey neck and

two conspicuous white patches on either side of the

chest. The deep chevrons on the back of both sexes are

diagnostic and contrast with the mottled back of the

Black-bellied Korhaan and the barred back of the

White-winged Black Korhaan. In flight all three species

have a white bar on the upperwing formed by the white

wing coverts but the Red-crested Korhaan does not

show any white in the remiges, unlike the other two

species. The male has a protracted call which is a

characteristic sound of the woodlands of southern

Africa. It starts with a series of measured clicks tic-tic-

tic, which build up into an extended series of loud

piping whistles pi-pi-pi.
.

pipity-pipity-pipity, which last

for several minutes. In the spectacular but silent

aerial display, the male flies straight up and then ap-

pears to stall and somersault, before falling precipitously

back to the ground and gliding away just before land-

ing.

Black-bellied Korhaan
This species favours areas of tall grass, either in wood-

land or in open areas, in the moister eastern parts of the

subcontinent. It is the only bustard occurring in the

Brachystegia woodlands in Zimbabwe and Mozam-

bique.

It overlaps fairly widely and is regularly confused

with the Red-crested Korhaan. It does not overlap with

the White-winged Black Korhaan but these two species

are still misidentified by novice birders. The extremely

long, thin legs and neck of this species are diagnostic.

Plate 2

1 Karoo Korhaan

(Outarde de Vigors)

2 Riippell’s Korhaan

(Outarde de Riippell)

3 Black-bellied Korhaan

(Outarde a ventre noire)

4 Red-crested Korhaan

(Outarde houppette)

Eupodotis vigorsii

2a male (male) 2b female (femelle

)

Eupodotis rueppellii

3a female (femelle) 3b male (male)

Eupodotis melanogaster

4a male (male) 4b female (femelle)

Eupodotis ruficrista (ruficrista)

5 White-winged

Black Korhaan 5a male ( male) 5b female (femelle)

(Outarde a ailes blanches) Eupodotis afraoides

6 Black Korhaan 6a male ( male) 6b female (femelle)

(Outarde korhaan) Eupodotis afra
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The back is spotted and barred and appears mottled in

the field. The male has a black throat with a black line

running down the centre of the foreneck to the breast,

and black underparts. The female is plainer with a

brown head and neck, and white underparts, and can

be confused with the female of the partially overlap-

ping White-bellied Korhaan. In its impressive but silent

display flight, the male shows striking and diagnostic

large white patches in its primaries, secondaries and

uppetwing coverts, as it leisurely flies around in wide

circles with exaggerated wingbeats. The female can be

told from other korhaans in flight by the combination of

white underparts, white in the primaries, and black

underwing coverts. The call of the male is unique but

easily overlooked. It is a short, sharp chikk, followed

several seconds later by a loud pop.

Black and White-winged Black Korhaans
The accompanying map shows the combined distribu-

tion of these two taxa in southern Africa, based on data

from the Southern African Bird Atlas Project15
. Unfortu-

nately the two species were not differentiated during

the atlas period. The largely isolated population found

along the west and south coasts in South Africa, how-

ever, corresponds with the Black Korhaan, and the

remainder of the distributional records in the north

refer to the White-winged Black Korhaan2
. The two

species meet only in the Fish River valley

in the eastern Cape Province, where this

river cuts through the mountains of the

Great Escarpment that otheiwise separate

the two. Further to the west, however,

there are large tracts of apparently suitable

habitat between the ranges of the two

species and where neither occurs. The

Black Korhaan inhabits the shaiblands of

the fynbos and succulent Karoo biomes,

while the habitat of the White-winged

Black Korhaan is open diy grassland and a

mixture of grassland and Nama karoo

shrubland, and lightly wooded savanna 2
.

The only other Eupodotis species

within the range of the Black Korhaan is

the dissimilar Karoo Korhaan. The males

of the Black and White-winged Black

Korhaans, with their virtually all-black

necks and heads, should not be confused

with any other Eupodotis species. The fe-

male of the White-winged Black Korhaan,

The Southern African Bird Atlas Project map for the Black and

White-winged Black Korhaans in southern Africa.

Unfortunately records for the two forms were not distinguished

during the atlas period. However, the ‘L’-shaped cluster of

contiguous records along the western and southern South

African coasts represent the distribution of the Black Korhaan.

The remaining, largely separated records from the interior of

southern Africa represent the distribution of the White-winged

Black Korhaan. The data are plotted by 15’ x 15’ grid squares

(about 25 km x 25 km), except for Botswana where 30’ x 30’

(about 50 km x 50 km) grid squares are used. The intensity of

shading in each square represents the reporting rate, ie the

number of check lists for each square which recorded the

species, expressed as a percentage of the number of check lists

received for that square. Therefore the four classes of shading

represent squares in which the species was recorded on more

than 59 per cent, 26.3 to 59 per cent, 2 to 26.2 per cent, and less

than 2 per cent of cards. This reporting rate information reveals

that overall the Black Korhaan is less common, or at least less

conspicuous, than the White-winged Black Korhaan.

Repartition del'Outarde korhaan etde l ’Outarde d ailes

blanchesenAfriqueaustrale (SouthernAfricanBirdAtlas

Project; Projet d'Atlas des Oiseauxd'AfriqueAustrale). Pendant

laperiode couvertepar
l
’Atlas, les observations des deuxformes

n 'out malheureusementpas etedistinguees. L 'ensemble
, enforme

de 1
',
des observations contigiies situees le long des cotes

occidentals etaustrales d’Afriquedu Sud, represente la

repartition de l 'Outarde korhaan. Les autres observations - tres

espacees - enprovenance de l’interieurde l 'Afrique australe,

representent la repartition de l 'Outarde a ailes blanches. Les

donnees sont marqueespar des carres de 15’x 15’ (environ

25km x25km), saufpour le Botswana, pourlequel des carres de

30’x 30’ (environ 50km x50km) ontete utilises. L ’intensitede

chaque carre indique le taux des observations signalees, c 'esta

dire lepourcentage des observationspou rchaque carre. A insi,

les quatre intensites representent des carres dans lesquels l ’espece

futnoteesur, respectivement, plus de59pour cent, de 26,3 a 59

pour cent, de2a 26,2pour cent, et moins de 2pour cent des

fiches. Cette information surle taux designalement revele qu ’en

general I'Outardekorhaan est moins commune, oudu moins

moinsapparenteque /'Outardea ailes blanches.
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however, is easily confused with the widely overlap-

ping Red-crested Korhaan. The red base to the bill,

barred back and bright yellow legs are useful distin-

guishing features. The arresting display flight in both

the Black and White-winged Black Korhaans involves

the male flying up and cruising around in circles before

slowly parachuting back to the ground with the wings

held high up and the legs dangling. The display flight is

accompanied by a raucous, ear-splitting and incessant

call kerrak-kerrak-kerrak extending for several min-

utes. Males also spend prolonged periods standing and

calling from exposed positions, eg on antheaps, during

the breeding season. These korhaans are amongst the

most familiar sights and sounds in the regions they

inhabit and they are far-and-away the most obvious of

the bustards in the sub-region.

Distinguishing between these two species in the

field is rarely relevant as their ranges are largely allopatric.

The key plumage difference is that both sexes in the

White-winged Black Korhaan have a large white patch

in the primaries easily visible when the birds are in

flight. In the Black Korhaan the primaries are all black.

Black Korhaans of both sexes also have darker crowns

than White-winged Black Korhaans, and the reddish-

brown bars on the back are narrower than the black

bars, whereas in the White-winged Black Korhaan the

reddish-brown and black bars are of equal width2
. ®
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Red-crested Korhaan Eupodotis ruficrista, Etosha, Namibia, November 1992 (Simon Harrap)

Outarde houppette Eupodotis ruficrista, Etosha, Namibia, novembre 1992(Simon Harrap)

White-winged Black Korhaan E. afraoides, Etosha, Namibia, November 1992 (Simon Harrap)

Outarde a ailes blanchesE. afraoides, Etosha, Namibia, novembre 1992 (Simon Harrap)
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Rockfowl

the genus Picathartes

Hazel! Shokellu Thompson“ and Roger Fotsoh

Resume: Le genre Picathartescomprend deux especes, localises qa et la dans la foret humide de l'Ouest

africain et ses extensions en savane. Ces deux especes, qui sont considerees comme menacees, constituent

une curiosite avienne et leur position systematique prete a controverse, a cause de leur structure et leur

comportement particulier. Ces oiseaux bizarres ont la tete nue, vivement coloree, un long cou, une longue

queue et des pattes longues et robustes. Ils construisent de gros nids de boue, qu’ils fixent aux parois de

grottes ou a des rochers en surplomb, en petites colonies comptant parfois plus de 40 nids.

The two species of Picathartes- one on each side of

the Benin Gap in the rainforest ofWest Africa - have

long been regarded as avian oddities. To paraphrase

William Serle
1

,
picathartes is bald like a vulture, builds

a nest like a swallow’s, lays eggs like a crow’s but has the

cranial bones and pterylosis of a starling. Their secre-

tive behaviour in usually inaccessible habitat has meant

that relatively few non-locals have seen them since they

were first discovered, White-necked Picathartes Pica-

thartes gymnocephalus in Guinea in 1825 and Grey-

necked Picathartes P. oreas later, in Cameroon, in 1899.

Taxonomic relationships

Unsurprisingly, the taxonomic status of picathartes

constitutes an ongoing ornithological puzzle. Origi-

nally described as a crow, picathartes is now accorded

its own genus and are usually considered as warranting

their own subfamily-Picathartinae. After a briefsojourn

among the starlings (Sturnidae), picathartes is now
usually placed in the Corvidae or Muscicapidae with

babblers (Timaliinae) and thrushes (Turdinae) as their

closest relatives.

Recent DNA (and anatomical) work by Sibley and

Ahlquist 2 supports the corvine relationships of

picathartes (the humerus is typically corvine), but

suggests that their closest relatives may be the

rockjumpers (Chaetops

)

of South Africa, which them-

selves have usually been placed among babblers or

thrushes. Sibley and Ahlquist2 accord picathartes sepa-

rate family status: Picathartidae, but in the limbo of

‘Parvorder incertae sedid until additional evidence is

available. As Brosset3 has suggested, the two species of

picathartes may well be the remnants of an archaic

avian order.

Identification

The two species cannot be mistaken for any other bird.

They are medium-sized, weighing 200-250 g when
fully grown, with a fairly long broad tail (about 180 mm
long), which is obviously important in maintaining

balance in vines and branches as the birds hop through

the forest undergrowth. The wings are moderately

sized (about 160 mm long) but surprisingly, the bird

rarely makes long flights. The bill is disproportionately

large for the bird’s size (about 30mm long), giving it an

almost miniature hornbill look. The legs are strong and

muscular (tarsus length about 70 mm), appearing sil-

ver-grey. The head is bald except for an erectile crest,

consisting of a few minute feathers (6-8 mm) on the

crown, but these can usually be seen only when the

bird is in the hand.

In the White-necked Picathartes, the skin of the

head, including the nape, is yellow and contrasts sharply

with two black parietal patches, which almost touch at

the back of the head. Head coloration in the Grey-

necked Picathartes is markedly different: the nape is

red and the fore-crown blue, with the blue colour

extending to the proximal part of the mandible, to

cover the nostril. The two coloured patches are sepa-

rated by a narrow black line, which expands to form a

black triangle on both sides of the head.

Seen in the dim light of the forest undergrowth, the

body of the White-necked Picathartes appears mainly

black above and white below. Closer observation re-

veals that it is usually grey-brown above, brown tinges

being particularly noticeable in the region of the mantle

and tail. Soft grey down-feathers below the contour

feathers sometimes give the bird’s upper surfaces a

silvery sheen. The white feathers on the ventral body

surface are actually tinged with lemon, grading into

yellow on the throat and upper belly.

The Grey-necked Picathartes is somewhat similar

in general body appearance but the underparts includ-

ing belly and throat are of a soft lemon-yellow colour,

with a grey wash on the throat and upper chest. The

primaries form a very distinctive black band separating

the yellowish vent and the slate grey of the back.

The sexes are alike in both species and visually

indistinguishable in the field.
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Figure 1 . Geographical ranges ofWhite-necked Picathartes

Picathartesgymnocephalusiyertical hatching) and Grey-necked

Picathartes Picathartes oreas (horizontal hatching). The ranges

indicated show those areas wherein either species could occur if

suitable habitat were available. The true distributions are highly

fragmented as a result of habitat loss.

Figure 1. Repartition geographique du Picatharte a cou blanc

Picathartes gymnocepha\us(hachuresverticales)etduPicatharte

acougris P. oreas (hachures horizontales). La carte delimite les

aires dans lesquelles les especespourraientse trouversi I'habitat

aproprie etait dispon ible. La distribution reelle est tresfragmentee

a cause de la destruction de leurhabitat.

Distribution and population

Picathartes is restricted to the Guinea-Congolian rain-

forest of West Africa. The White-necked Picathartes

occurs from Guinea through Sierra Leone, Liberia, Cote

d'Ivoire to Ghana. It is separated from its congener

Grey-necked Picathartes - found in Nigeria, Cameroon,

Gabon and on the island of Bioko - by a finger of

savanna which interrupts the West African rainforest

belt in the region of Benin and Togo.

Picathartes distribution is, at present, probably best

known in Sierra Leone and Cameroon, where there has

been recent research work on the two species. In Sierra

Leone, White-necked Picathartes was found in six of

the seven recently surveyed Forest Reserves. However,

with the exception of the Gola Forest, where 37 active

colonies with 190 nest were discovered, the number of

colonies found in each forest was small (mean=9) and,

on average, each colony contained only two nests.

There was a high incidence of abandoned sites (38 per

cent of the total number discovered) indicating con-

stant and probably increasing pressure on the species.

With very few exceptions, colonies were found on

steep slopes in primary and secondary forest.

In Cameroon, Grey-necked Picathartes occurs

mainly in the coastal lowland rainforest - up to 1800 m
on Mount Cameroon - but also in a few other localities

further east. Picathartes colonies have been found in

the Korup National Park and also in the Campo and the

Dja Forest Reserves. The known breeding colonies of

picathartes are scattered throughout the range of the

species in southern Cameroon and, just like those of the

White-necked Picathartes in Sierra Leone, the majority

of these colonies consist of two to five nests. A very

large colony has recently been found in the Dja Forest

Reserve, with around 47 nests built on a single cliff, of

which at least 20 were believed to be occupied This is

the largest picathartes colony ever seen. The concen-

tration of such a large number of nests on a single cliff

is an indication that nesting sites are very rare in this

locality.

All recent information from other African coun-

tries, although comparatively scanty, buttresses the

impression which has emerged from Sierra Leone and

Cameroon, of a highly fragmented and threatened

West African picathartes population. Thus, although

Ash4 found 91 breeding sites in south-eastern Nigeria,

which he believes reflects a total of 500-1000 birds, he

points out that this population is seriously threatened

by habitat destruction and hunting pressure. Similar

situations probably obtain throughout the birds’ ranges

and both species were considered threatened by Collar

et al\

Breeding

For rainforest birds, Picathartes have a peculiar nesting

ecology. Scorning the abundance of vegetation on

which to build nests, they construct cup-shaped mud
nests on the surface of rocks, boulders, caves and cliffs,

a vacant niche which probably offers greater protec-

tion from predators for these reluctant fliers.

Breeding is associated with the wet season, occur-

ring twice a year where rainfall distribution is bimodal.

In Sierra Leone, the first sign of breeding activity is

usually the increased occurrence of birds at colonies,

which are virtually deserted at other times. Groups of

six to eight birds interact by chasing each other in

circles and occasionally through the tops of trees. This

is often accompanied by peculiar displays involving

the head and wings. In one memorable incident, a

juvenile Maxwell’s Duiker Cephalopus monticola

strolled on to the display arena, wagging its tail ingra-

tiatingly and tried to join in what looked like good fun.

It was promptly snubbed by haughty picathartes and

slunk away after a few minutes.

The Grey-necked Picathartes has been shown to

build its nest from start to finish in two to three months.

Two eggs are usually laid, measuring on average 41 x

23 mm. The eggs are white with chocolate-brown

Plate 3

upper (enhaut) lower (enbas)

White-necked Picathartes Grey-necked Picathartes

(Picathartea cou blanc) (Picathartea cou gris)

Picathartesgymnocephalus P. oreas

By Mark Andrews
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streaks mainly concentrated at the blunt end. Incuba-

tion proceeds for about three weeks (21-24 days), and

chicks spend some four weeks in. the nest before

fledging. Incubation and feeding of nestlings is carried

out by both parents with no evidence of co-operative

breeding despite previous speculation.

In both picathartes species, fledglings are virtually

indistinguishable from adults in plumage, but the tail is

much shorter and the head colours are slightly differ-

ent: in juvenile White-necked Picathartes, the yellow

on the head is slightly paler and mottled with dark

spots, while on juvenile Grey-necked Picathartes, the

nape is reddish-brown and the fore-crown grey-blue.

Ecology

Picathartes are almost always encountered in primary

or secondary forest, usually singly or in pairs but occa-

sionally in small groups ofthree to four birds. Sustained

flight is rare and the bird usually progresses by hopping

along the forest floor or by short low-level flights

between vines, lianas, buttress roots and trees. Occa-

sional sightings in forest clearings, farmbush and in

forest where active tree felling is taking place (manual

not mechanised) suggest that the birds may range over

a fair-sized area, utilising non-forest habitats to a certain

extent and may not be over-sensitive to low levels of

disturbance.

Foraging is invariably on the forest floor and on low

vegetation not more than one metre in height, but the

Grey-necked Picathartes has been reported as occa-

sionally hunting among bat guano in the caves where

it breeds. The food of both species consists of forest

floor invertebrates: insects, earthworms, millipedes and

centipedes. Small vertebrates, primarily frogs and liz-

ards, are also taken but seem to play a larger role in the

diet of nestlings than adults. The bill is the prime

foraging tool, used for turning over and tossing aside

leaves, and capturing prey, with the feet hardly ever

being used. Picathartes are frequent followers of car-

nivorous ant columns, and are often found foraging for

flushed prey ahead or among the ants.

Picathartes are relatively hard to see compared to

many other rainforest birds, because populations are

small and the breeding habitat usually fairly inaccessi-

ble. Also, their quick and silent evasive reaction to any

untoward movement or sound means that an observer

has to be extremely lucky to detect them away from

their breeding sites. Once detected by a cautious and

quiet observer, however, the bird can be quite bold and

confiding, even coming to look at the observer.

Relationships with man
Primarily because of their striking appearance,

picathartes have been hunted and trapped extensively

for museums, zoos and the bird trade. This process

accelerated from 1950 onwards as communication

networks improved and travel to remote areas became

easier. Trapping for export has now largely died down
because of stricter international controls and improved

conservation status (eg the White-necked Picathartes

has been protected by law in Ghana since 1961 and in

Sierra Leone since 1972), but now a local problem is

assuming wider dimensions. Many West Africans are

traditionally shifting cultivators, clearing a new plot of

forest each year. With an increasing human population,

more and more forest is being cleared and active

picathartes colonies are destroyed by farmers. This is

obviously exacerbated by large-scale forest clearance

throughout West Africa for commercial and develop-

ment purposes.

On the other hand, traditional practices in some

areas ofWest Africa are almost certainly contributing to

the survival of picathartes. In the south and east of

Sierra Leone, for example, the imposing and some-

times bizarre-looking rock formations on which

picathartes nest were once thought to house.ancestral

spirits, and the birds themselves were considered guard-

ians of these ancestral homes. Annual ceremonies

involving the offering of food, coins and other objects

were carried out at breeding sites to propitiate the

ancestors, to make various requests such as for good

harvests or to improve fertility for barren women.

These ancient practices, now extinct, have left behind

a residual respect for the birds, which has persisted in

some areas, and people are often reluctant to molest

them or destroy their breeding sites. This is undoubt-

edly a strong base on which to build the vigorous

conservation action required throughout West Africa to

ensure the survival of these attractive but vulnerable

species. ®
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White-necked Picathartes: how to see one

There seems to be a correlation between the bright-

ness of forest birds and the difficulty of seeing them.

White-necked Picathartes takes this to an

extreme: surely one of the most sought-after species

in the West African forests, yet its silent and ground

haunting behaviour makes a chance encounter most

unlikely. The only one I have ever seen away from a

nest site encountered me, standing in a dry river bed,

trying to get to grips with a bird party crossing over-

head. The picathartes, the less enthralled ofthe two of

us, sat and preened on a

low perch before it

hopped away. 1 spent a

month intensively bird-

ing the same forest area

and never saw another.

Fortunately, these

quiet, self-effacing birds

stick their unmistakable

nests onto dry, over-

hanging surfaces of

obtrusive rocks and in

caves, usually two me-

tres or more above the

ground and at least a

snake’s-length away

from the nearest vegetation. Such sites are not found

on every rock, and even in hilly, rock-strewn forest

there seem to be few suitable places. Find one or two

and you will get a ‘picathartes eye’ for a good rock.

Searching the sides of steep valleys and inselbergs can

then be a productive way to find a place where, at

least, a picathartes has been! Nests in use are usually

neatly cup-shaped, often the new mud of the repaired

rim contrasting with the older foundations. Grass,

egg-shells, dead chicks and feathers give reason to

suspect you may be at an active site. If you are,

remember that the birds may have left silently as you

approached and be watching you. Remember, too,

that unattended chicks and eggs are vulnerable to

avian predation, and that this is a globally threatened

species. It is best to work out how you can discreetly

approach and watch the site in future, and leave the

area altogether for the rest of the day.

Even outside the breeding season, or at a site

without apparently active nests, dawn and, espe-

cially, the two hours before dusk may be productive

- picathartes may be present at sites long before they

settle to breed, and may roost at sites even when not

breeding.

Finally, in areas with good populations or rocks

so dramatic that they are dominant features in the

forest, there is a good chance that local hunters will

know the species and will be able to take you to a site.

They have been indispensable for surveys in some of

the areas described in the preceding paper. One such

site, in the Kambui Hills of eastern Sierra Leone,

provided as near to the perfect picathartes experi-

ence as I can imagine. A small, steep-sided stream

valley runs through dense forest. By settling against a

root on one bank of the

stream, you can conceal

yourselfbut have a clear

view of a towering,

overhanging rock op-

posite, its base buried

in a small sand beach

beside the water. The

two or three active nests

are shadowed in the

gloom of the overhang,

but incoming birds use

the sand, surrounding

lianas and low branches

to pause before mov-

ing to the nests and the

area is an arena for displaying, chasing, preening and

loafing. On a good evening early in the breeding

season ten birds may be around: rustling enigmati-

cally in the undergrowth or gleaming in the evening

sunlight. Beware the birder who gets too enraptured

though - according to local tradition the footprints of

forest-living dwarfs who can make you lose your

bearings in the forest have been seen on the sand-

bank.

Picathartes are not getting easier to see. They

seem to need rocks with forest - perhaps this explains

the paucity of records from the vast but low-lying

Liberian forests in contrast to the relatively plentiful

records from Sierra Leone. Southern, especially south-

eastern Guinea seems to have good possibilities, as

do the hill forests of north-west Cote d’Ivoire and the

forests of south-west Ghana. Sadly, one of the best

known sites, at Lamto in Cote d’Ivoire, has recently

been cleared and abandoned by the birds
1

. The pic-

ture is far from clear, and there is a lot more to find out

- ifyou become one ofthose who has got to grips with

this extraordinary species, make sure your records

don’t remain buried in your notebook! ®
1. Bull. ABC 1(1):8 (1994)

Peter Wood

White-necked Picathartes Picathartesgymnocephalus

By Nik Borrow courtesy of Birdquest Ltd
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Grey-necked Picathartes: how to see one

Without a doubt one of the birds to see in Central and

West Africa is Picathartes. Perhaps one illustration of

the popular appeal of this bird is the use by two major

travel companies of this bird in advertisements, called

Picathartes by one and Rockfowl by the other (on

facing pages of BullABC 1 (1)!).

The previous account of seeing White-necked

Picathartes can largely be applied to Grey-necked

too. Grey-necked Picathartes might be found in any

well-forested area with large rocks, within its range;

however, the slopes of

Mount Cameroon or Mount

Kupe are as good a place

as any to find them.

Mount Kupe is probably

the most easily acces-

sible.

Nyasoso, where

the BirdLife Interna-

tional Mount Kupe

Forest Project is based

has suitable accommo-

dation and is reached

by a series of bush taxis

from Douala via Loum
and Tombel. The driving

time is less than three

hours in the dry season (see

Bowden and Andrews 1
for

more detail).

Permission should be sought from the local chief

before setting off onto the mountain. Ask to be taken

to the Paramount Chief, Chief Ntoko, in Nyasoso who
will be very welcoming and is always interested to

meet visitors. He also appreciates the formalities be-

ing carried out correctly.

The path out of the village leads round the edge

ofthe secondary school grounds from where a marked

track takes you to the start ofthe nature trail which has

been set up by the BirdLife project. The trail is an easy,

circular walk of less than one kilometre. A very obvi-

ous large rock seven or eight metres tall marks the

highest point on the route. Look underneath the rock

and you will find a large cleft which opens out into a

broad low cave; a perfect place for Picathartes. Take

a few steps back along the trail to get a better view of

the entrance and sit quietly to wait for one to bound

past. Make yourself comfortable as you may need to

wait for several hours. If the picathartes watching is

proving fruitless then take a break by climbing around

the back ofthe rock where you will find a ladder. This

will take you to the top of the rock to give a fabulous

view into and through the forest canopy. Returning

to earth, follow round the rock from the bottom ofthe

ladder and you will come out above a small rocky

valley. It can be profitable to look down onto this area

for a while. You can also climb directly up the slope

behind the rock. There is no path and it is steep, hard

going, so is best attempted in the cool of the early

morning. The tactic is to creep forward, stopping at

frequent intervals, to look, listen and

catch your breath. Watch for the

shaking of a low branch to re-

veal a motionless perching

bird. You may be luckier and

catch sight of this seemingly

grotesque yet surprisingly

graceful animal sweeping

over the rocks or leap-

ing between tree roots

on the forest floor. The

birds are most often

located first by the

quiet, drawn out

rasping call, but be

prepared for a pica-

thartes to pop out

unannounced from

behind any one of

the boulders which lie

strewn down the steep slopes. The large mud nests

can be found in this area too, but beware, the struc-

tures survive from previous years and some might

not be recent.

To go above and beyond the nature trail, one will

need to be prepared with insect repellant and ma-

chete and it is advisable to hire a guide such as Epie

Ngome. He is an ex-hunterwho lives in Nyasosowho
knows the mountain and its wildlife as well as anyone

and is a delightful person with whom to spend a day.

The project will recommend others if he is not avail-

able.

It is an indication ofhow Cameroon is coming to

value its wildlife that both the Grey-necked

Picathartes and the Mount Kupe Bush-shrike Mala-

conotuskupeensishave appeared on postage stamps.

A good way to advertise the delights of this

ornithologically important country. ®
1. Bull. ABC. 1C1):13-18 (1994)

PeterJ. Dolton

Grey-necked Picathartes Picathartes oreas

By Nik Borrow of courtesy of Birdquest Ltd
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Zenker’s Honeyguide Melignomon zenkericaught at Mount Kupe, Cameroon in November 1992 (Barbara Woodcock)

IndicateurdeZenkerMelignomon zenkeri capturean montKupe, Cameroun, novembre 1992(Barbara Woodcock)

Mount Kupe Bush-shrike Malaconotus kupeensis, known only from Mount Kupe in Cameroon (Nick Gibbons)

Gladiateurdu montKupe Malaconotus kupeensis, connu quedu montKupe au Cameroun (Nick Gibbons

)
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The Melignomon honeyguides:
a review of recent range extensions and some remarks on their

identification, with a description of the song of Zenker’s Honeyguide

C.G.R. Bowden", P.V. Haymanb
,
R.P. Martin2, P.A. Robertson11

,
S.H. Muddf, M.W. Woodcock

Resume: D’importantes extensions des aires de distribution sont rapportees pour les deux especes de

Melignomon, l'indicateur de Zenker Melignomon zenkeri et l’indicateur d’Eisentraut M. eisentrauti; ces

nouvelles donnees suggerent une eventuelle sympatrie au Cameroun occidental. Les observations

connues sont recapitulees. L’experience gagnee sur le terrain et l’examen des peaux provenant de musees

sont combines pour identifier quelques characteres utiles sur le terrain; ceux-ci sont illustres. Le

proeminance du blanc sur le dessous de la queue constitue probablement le critere le plus utile pour

distinguer les deux especes. Le chant de l’indicateur de Zenker est decrit pour la premiere fois (avec

sonogrammes) et des notes sont fournies sur l’habitat et le comportement des especes.

Both species of Melignomon honeyguide, Yellow-

footed Melignomon eisentrauti and Zenker’s M.

zenkeri, are rare and very poorly known. Yellow-

footed is classified as ‘Vulnerable’ in Birds to Watch 2.

The aims of this paper are to present recent information

on the distribution and habitat of both species, to

summarise published and unpublished records and to

discuss characters useful for field identification. The

song of Zenker’s Honeyguide is described for the first

time.

The article is based on our field observations of

Yellow-footed Honeyguide in Sierra Leone, during the

Gola Forest Project
2

,
and of Zenker’s Honeyguide on

Mount Kupe, Cameroon, both in the field and in the

hand, as part ofthe BirdLife Mount Kupe Forest Project3
.

We also examined 12 skins of Yellow-footed and six

skins of Zenker’s Honeyguides at the British Museum
(Natural History), Tring.

Previous records of Melignomon species

Zenker’s Honeyguide was described in 1898 by

Reichenow4 from Yaounde, Cameroon, while Yellow-

footed Honeyguide was only described as recently as

1981 from Mount Nimba, Liberia 5
’
6

. The two species are

sufficiently similar in size, general body structure and

bill structure that Serle, who collected a Yellow-footed

Honeyguide near Mamfe, Cameroon (see Appendix

for details), thought the specimen was an immature

Zenker’s7 and Eisentraut8 made a similar error with a

specimen collected on Mount Cameroon. Yellow-

footed was unknown at the time and, indeed, remained

so in specimen drawers for 25 years before being

recognised.

The locations of all published and unpublished

records of both species which we have been able to

trace are given in the Appendix and shown in Figure 1

.

Little Greenbul Andropadus virensiabove) and

Zenker’s Honeyguide Melignomon zenkeri(below)

By Martin Woodcock

We describe as recent those records not included in Fry

et aP.

The recent records extend the range of Yellow-

footed Honeyguide 350 km westwards - from Nimba to

Gola - confirming, as Colston5 suggested, that it is more

widely distributed within the Upper Guinea forest block

than previously recorded.

It is worth noting in passing that Yellow-footed

Honeyguide has not yet been confirmed as occurring

in Cote d’Ivoire but there have been several sightings of
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Figure 1 All known site locations ofMelignomon honeyguides. Zenker’s Honeyguide M. zenkeri= circles. Yellow-footed Honeyguide

M. eisentrauti= squares. Solid symbols indicate recent records (those not included in Fry etal 9
) and grey symbols previous records.

Figure 1 Localisations des sites connns des indicateursWieWgnomon . IndicateurdeZenkerM. zenkeri = cercles. Indicateurd'Eisentraut

M . eisentrauti = carres. Les symboles noirs indiquent les observations recentes (non-inclues dans Fry et at 9
); les symbolesgris les

observationsanterieures

birds which were very probably of this species in Tai

forest in the south-west of the country near the Liberian

border1011
'
12

.

Records ofYellow-footed Honeyguide from Babeke

and Malende, and Zenker’s from both the latter locality

and Mount Kupe, all in Cameroon, suggest that the

ranges of these species might not be allopatric; but the

small number of records prevents a firm conclusion.

Note that the undated and otherwise unsubstantiated

observation (by Forbes-Watson) of Zenker’s from

Malende 13 was not included in Fry et al 9
.

Habitat and behaviour

Little information is available in the literature on the

habitat of either Melignomon species, apart from state-

ments that Zenker’s occurs in lowland forest up to 1530

m in Zaire
14 and Yellow-footed is capable of surviving

in secondary forest13
. There are too few records of

either species to infer their altitudinal preferences.

Yellow-footed Honeyguide
A single bird was seen three times by PVH and PR in

lowland forest between 23 and 25 February 1989, for a

total of almost one hour. It was always seen in the same

tree where it perched or foraged in the branches of the

middle and upper storeys never descending below

15m. It kept mostly to the smaller branches and ap-

peared to be gleaning small insects, occasionally

hanging upside down in the manner of a sunbird whilst

searching leaves. On one occasion it kept close com-

pany with anAndropadusgreenbul, probably Ansorge’s

Greenbul A. ansorgei, otherwise it was always alone.

This is interesting given a similar observation of Zenk-

er’s Honeyguide spending several minutes in very

close proximity to a Little Greenbul Andropadus virens

in Cameroon (TB Smith pers comm.), although the

significance of this behaviour is unclear.

Zenker’s Honeyguide

Four birds have been seen at three sites, all within an

area of 4 km2

,
at altitudes between 900m and 1 150m on

Mount Kupe, within three km of the village of Nyasoso

in south-west Cameroon (see Appendix). At these

elevations on Mount Kupe, the forest is predominantly

lowland in character with a high canopy, sparse

understorey and moderate development ofepiphytes15
.

A bird found three km east of Nyasoso on 21 October

1991 by CGRB, RPM, SHM, IJ Abramson and M Mudd,

was on a ridge supporting primary forest but bordered

nearby by secondary forest and was 500 m from the

nearest cultivation. A second site lies in ‘farm-bush’, a

mosaic of cultivation and secondary forest, where coco-

yams and plantains are grown in a dense herb layer but

retaining 70 per cent forest canopy cover. A third site,

at which a bird was trapped on 24 November 1992, was

in disturbed forest, intermediate in character between

the habitat at the other sites.

The bird trapped at Mount Kupe behaved remark-

ably when in the hand by persistently twisting its head

to one side of the body whilst its tail was partly fanned

and twisted in the opposite direction. It continuously

alternated with movements of both head and tail from

one side of the body to the other. This might have been

induced by stress, and resembles the behaviour of

Wryneck Jynx torquilla and European Kingfisher Al-

cedo atthis when in the hand (CGRB).

Brood parasitism

It has been assumed that both these honeyguides are

brood parasites ofbirds such as barbets (Capitonidae)
16,9

,

but this remains unconfirmed. On 26 November 1992

MWW saw a Zenker’s Honeyguide on Mount Kupe

perched below the canopy of a tree about 15m tall.

About 10m away, at the same height, was a tall dead

stump containing the nests of three to four pairs of

Naked-faced Barbets Gymnobucco calvus of which at
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least one pair was feeding young. The honeyguide

appeared to be interested in the barbet nests, and after

a few minutes it was chased to an adjacent tree by two

of the adult barbets.

Food
It is debatable whether either species shows any strong

association with bees and bees wax. This topic has

been discussed by Friedmann 16

,
who also reported the

presence of ‘pupae’ and newly emerged adult scale

insects (Coccoidea) in the stomach contents of Zenk-

er’s and used this evidence to liken Melignomon more

closely to Prodotiscus than to Indicator honeyguides.

None of our own observations has indicated any asso-

ciation with bees, but the 1993 Lake Lobeke record of

Zenker’s was of a bird caught near a recently harvested

bees’ nest, to which other honeyguide species were

attracted
17

.

Field identification

Separation of Melignomon honeyguides from
greenbuls and other honeyguides

Given a brief view in the field, especially when forag-

ing, Melignomon honeyguides are surprisingly similar

in appearance to some of the smaller greenbuls (Pyc-

nonotidae) - especially those of the genus Andropadus

- in general coloration, size, shape and also in bill-

structure. However, there are several clear differences.

Melignomon honeyguides, although similar in length,

look distinctly shorter-tailed than greenbuls and their

tails are clearly graduated, unlike any greenbul. Fur-

thermore, the outer four pairs of tail feathers show

substantial areas of white or greyish-white, not shown

by any Andropadus greenbul, although this can often

be difficult to discern in the field on Zenker’s making it

appear very much like a Little Greenbul Andropadus

virens. Another feature common to both species of

Melignomon is yellow or yellowish-flesh legs and feet.

The song of Zenker’s is distinctive (see later in this

article) and, moreover, the upright singing posture of

Zenker’s is quite unlike that of any greenbul. The song

of Yellow-footed Honeyguide is unknown.

Plate 4

Zenker’s Melignomon zenkeriand Yellow-footed Honeyguides

M. eisentrauti illustrating the differences detailed in the text.

Zenker’s: upper two birds. Yellow-footed: lower two birds.

Half tails viewed from below are: Zenker’s on the left and

Yellow-footed to the right.

L 'indicateurdeZenkerMeMgnomon zenkeri (les deux oiseauxen

haut) et 1‘indicateurd'EisentrautM. eisentrauti (lesdeux

oiseaux en bas) illustrant les difference specifiees dans le texte.

Demi-queues vues dedessous: agauche celle del'indicateurde

Zenker, a droitecelle de I'indicateurd'Eisentraut.

By Martin Woodcock

The only potentially confusing species ofgreenbul,

which show white in the tail, are Honeyguide Greenbul

Baeopogon indicator and Sjostedt’s Honeyguide Green-

bul B. damans. Both are larger, longer tailed in relation

to body length and with ungraduated tails. In addition,

Honeyguide Greenbul has white irides and Sjostedt’s

Honeyguide Greenbul has a distinctly buffish colora-

tion to its underparts.

The three other genera of honeyguide, which all

share similar coloration and tail length, can be sepa-

rated from Melignomon most readily on bill size and

structure;

• Prodotiscus (honeybirds) are distinctly smaller and

have considerably finer bills giving them a superficially

warbler-like appearance;

• all the members ofthe genus Indicator
,
although of

varying sizes, have distinctly deeper, heavier, more

finch-like bills and some of them also show dark

moustachial marks;

• Lyre-tailed Honeyguide Melichneutes robustus is

larger, has a heavier bill and has several of the outer

retrices splayed out to form its distinctive excurved tail.

Separation of Zenker’s from Yellowfooted

Honeyguide

These two honeyguides are undoubtedly difficult to

separate but the general plumage coloration, soft-part

colours and, in particular, tail pattern, especially on the

underside (see Plate 4 and photo of Zenker’s Honey-

guide) are the features to check.

Generalplumage coloration

Zenker’s has a dark grey head with olive on the fore-

head, crown and nape, while head coloration in

Yellow-footed is paler grey, showing brighter olive-

green on the crown and nape. The underparts of

Yellow-footed are pale ash-grey fading to off-white on

the vent and undertail coverts. This latter feature was

notable in the field. In museum specimens there is a

greenish wash across the upper breast but this was not

noticed on the bird seen in Gola. In Zenker’s the

underparts are a dull olivaceous-grey and are relatively

uniform down to the undertail coverts, although the

throat, undertail coverts and centre of belly can appear

slightly paler.

In the field, the upperparts of Yellow-footed look

predominantly brighter and more lime-green than Zenk-

er’s, in which the upperparts appear brown with olive

feather-edgings giving a slightly streaked appearance.

In both species the mantle, wing coverts and remiges

are brown with olive edges. In Zenker’s, the edges are

narrow and quite dull
,
whilst inYellow-footed, they are

considerably broader and brighter, almost lime-green

in colour, giving an overall fresher, paler look which in

good light conditions is a useful feature.
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Bare parts coloration

The bill of Zenker’s is consistently darker, more grey-

brown, even blackish, while in Yellow-footed it is

apparently more variable, straw-coloured, brown or

yellowish, although these differences can be surpris-

ingly difficult to see in the field. The legs and feet are

variable, from brownish-yellow to golden-yellow in

Yellow-footed and dull pinkish-yellow or greenish-

yellow in Zenker’s. The duller bare-parts recorded for

Yellow-footed are likely to refer to immature birds, for

which there is very limited information.

Tail pattern

The illustrations in Fry etal9 (currently the only refer-

ence to depict both species together) do not show the

underside ofthe tail, which has important identification

features, and incorrectly shows bright white in the

upperside of the tail of Zenker’s.

A consistently useful difference between the two

species is the extent of white, or greyish-white, on the

tail and undertail coverts. In Zenker’s the white on the

outer four pairs of feathers is largely restricted to the

inner webs and is a dull greyish-white, or off-white,

whereas in Yellow-footed the outer four pairs of tail

feathers are predominantly a brighter white with dark

only on the distal area of the outer, and to a lesser

extent, the inner webs, of each feather (Plate 4). This

point was made by Colstonh In the field, the closed tail

of Yellow-footed looks largely white from the under-

side with dark grey-brown visible only in the centre and

at the tips (this is clearly illustrated in the only published

photograph ofYellow-footed Honeyguide taken in the

field
18
). By contrast, the white in the tail of Zenker’s can

be extremely difficult to see. In forest light conditions

the tail of Zenker’s looks even duller than the true tones,

which have been illustrated from skins and a live bird in

the hand in Plate 4, so dull, in fact, that it can appear

uniformly dark. For example, during prolonged views

of Zenker’s at Mount Kupe, both perched and in flight,

white was rarely observed in the tail except at the

moment of take-off, and even then it was still incon-

spicuous (CGRB). In our experience, most views of

these species are from below and the differing amounts

of white on the underside of the closed tail is thus a key

identification criterion.

Overall, the first feature to look for once a bird is

narrowed down to Melignomon is undoubtedly the

prominence of white in the tail, and in our experience

this is likely to be the easiest feature to check. Other

features, such as the relative brightness of legs and

upperparts are supporting points which will not always

be easily discerned.

024 6 8 10 12 14 16

time, second

Figure 2 (top) Sonogram of song of Zenker’s Honeyguide

Melignomon zenkeri

Figure 3 ( middle) Oscillogram of song of Zenker’s Honeyguide

Melignomon zenkeri(an oscillogram effectively shows the

volume of a call. Eds)

Figure 4 (bottom) Expanded sonogram of part of song of

Zenker’s Honeyguide Melignomon zenkeriiposition indicated

on Fig 3)

Figure 2 (en haut) Sonogrammedu chant del'indicateurde

ZewkerMelignomon zenkeri

Figure3 (au milieu) Oscillogramme du chant del'indicateurde

ZewforMelignomon zenkeri (un oscillogramme montred'une

manierefrappantele volume des vocalisations. Eds)

Figure 4(en has) Sonogramme d’unepartiedu chant de

I'indicateurdeZenkerNlelignomon zenkeri (indique d la Fig 3

)

The song of Zenker’s Honeyguide
Prior to recent observations on Mount Kupe the song of

this species was apparently unreported. The bird sang

while perched on thin horizontal branches and hang-

ing creepers beneath the canopy, giving a distinctive

series of calls which could be heard up to one kilometre

away. So far, the song has been heard on eight occa-

sions between 09.30 and 17.30hr, ie through the middle

of the day, but it may well sing before 09-30hr, since

there has been limited observer activity in the area

before this time. Most persistent singing has been re-

corded in September and October, at the end of the wet

season, but it has been heard right through the dry

season too, up until April.

The song was taped by RPM on 21 October 1991

and a copy of this recording is deposited at the Library

of Natural Sounds in London as Melignomon zenkeri

LNS Catalogue no 55853. From this recording sono-

grams (Figures 2 and 4) and an oscillogram, (Figure 3)

were prepared.
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The song comprises a series of similar short, loud

whistles, at a rate oftwo per second (Figure 4). There is

a series of three to four more measured, quieter ‘start-

up' notes at the beginning which are delivered slightly

more slowly and a similar tail-off effect during the

closing three to four notes (Figures 2 and 3), during

which the volume gradually diminishes until the song

seems to have faded away (Figure 3). Pitch also in-

creases slightly but to a recognisable peak in the middle

of the song and thereafter declines gradually (Fig-

ure 2). The interval between series of notes varied

between 20 seconds and 15 minutes. No other vocali-

sations were heard. The song is considered by CGRB to

resemble the song ofThick-billed Honeyguide 7ndica-

tor conirostris although it is higher-pitched and more

rapidly delivered. That of Yellow-footed one would

guess to be similar and should be listened out for,

especially at the end of the wet season.
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Appendix
All known records of both species of Melignomon are

tabulated below. Observers are cited separately where

different from the author of the reference.

Yellow-footed Honeyguide

Location Record Year Observer & ref

Babeke, Mamie Division,

SW Cameroon Specimen 1956 1

Malende.Mt Cameroon,

SW Cameroon Specimen 1957 8

Mount Nimba, Liberia Sighting 1964 Coe 18

Mount Nimba, Liberia 3 Specimens 1964-66 Coe and Yallah 18

Nimba Research

Laboratory, Liberia 11 Specimens 1965-74 Forbes-Watson 18

Kakum Forest Reserve,

Ghana Sighting 1977 19

Mount Nimba, Liberia Specimen 1980 Louetteand Rigaux 6

Recent records

Wemago, Gola East Forest

Reserve, S. Leone Sighting 1989 2

Wonegizi Mountains,

Lota, Liberia Specimen 1990 Dickerman 20

Zenker’s Honeyguide

Location Record Date Observer & ref

Yaounde, S Cameroon Specimens 1898 4

Bundimusuba.Bwamba,

SW Uganda Specimen 1967 16

Ouossi R, SE Central

African Rep. 9

Kotili, Zaire 9

Ibembo, Zaire 9

Bolafa, Zaire 9

Beni, Zaire 9

Kaganda, Zaire 9

Bobito, Zaire 9

Bokala, Zaire 9

Ebebiyin, NE

Equatorial Guinea Uncertain (lost) 16

Bitye. S Cameroon 10+ specimens 21

Esamesa, S Cameroon Specimen 1908 21

Recent records

Malende, Mt Cameroon,

SW Cameroon Sighting 197? Forbes-Watson 13

Ndibi, S Cameroon Mist-netted 1985 17

Lake Lobeke, S Cameroon Mist-netted 1993 17

Mount Kupe, SW Cameroon Mist-netted 1991-94 22

Mount Kupe, SW Cameroon 8 Sightings 1991-94 S.M. Andrews,

CGRB.S.Keen,

RPM, SHM, MWW
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Rediscovering a lost treasure in the East Usambaras, Tanzania
Norbert J. Cordeiro

W'e arrived at Kwamkole on a blistering hot after-

noon. The road from the junction towards the

village had been a roller-coaster ride with a series of

exciting dips in the puddles of invisible pot-holes.

Kwamkole was one of the few villages nestling in a

valley almost entirely enveloped by ranges that were

partially forested. It was here that we were warmly

welcomed by the local villagers, foresters and Aidano

Makange of the Kambai Forest Conservation Project.

Aidano helped make the otherwise lengthy bureau-

cratic obligations seem like a brief visit to the dentist.

After fulfilling such duties, we viewed our eventual

destination: covered in the forest that comprises Lutindi

Forest Reserve, Mount Nilo burst through the darken-

ing sky.

At dawn on 2 August, we hastily packed our gear in

anticipation of the three hour hike through steep terrain

which took us through several shambasifarms). Even-

tually, at roughly midday, we were greeted by the noisy

chatter of greenbuls at the forest edge. Although

Loveridge 1 and Moreau’s 2
collectors had worked in the

Lutindi area, having finally reached the lush forest, our

team (Jacob Kiure, Ernesti Tarimo, Jonas Timothy,

Frank Baele and myself), were still excited to conduct

an ornithological survey in this neck of the biologically

rich Usambara Mountains for the first time in 63 years.

The Usambaras are part ofthe ‘Eastern Arc’ chain of

mountains that extend from south-east Kenya to south-

ern Tanzania. In addition to being centres ofendemism

for many plants and animals, these mountains are also

important sites for several globally threatened and

near-threatened birds34 . Despite considerable effort

devoted to the East Usambara avifauna, most research

has been centred near Amani2
'5 '

6 where Reg Moreau

resided from 1928 to 1946 and where Simon Stuart

followed suit in the late 1970s-early 1980s7
.

It was at Amani that the rare Tanzania Mountain

Weaver Ploceus nicolli was last reported in 1931
2

,
and

has remained elusive despite subsequent searches there

and at other sites in the East Usambaras8 9
. This weaver

was hence believed to be extinct in the area9-11
until our

recent survey of Mt Nilo. Strangely enough, it was one

of the first birds seen in the forest shortly after midday

on 2 August at around 1250m. Jacob, Ernesti andJonas

had walked ahead, disturbing a feeding party that

beckoned for Frank’s and my attention. As we watched

the Square-tailed Drongo Dicrurus ludwigii and a few

species of greenbuls, my eyes were attracted to what

seemed to be woodpeckers some distance from the

flock. I focused my binoculars and, realising the birds

were weavers, excitedly called out the characteristics

ofan olive head, yellow in front ofthe bill and a pale iris

- all indications of a species I had not previously come

across. The pair of weavers were gleaning the epi-

phytes and only gave us a few moments of their time.

We had to come back to visit this site again and thus

camped in dense forest near a river, only 15 minutes

away from the ‘weaver site’. During our surveys of the

forest at 1350 m, through ringing and direct observa-

tion, we managed to record several of the east coast

escarpment endemics, but none of the rarer birds. Only

during our walks through the highly disturbed forest in

the public land, did we come across the Banded Green

Anthreptes rubritorques and Uluguru Violet-backed

Sunbird A. neglectus. The weavers, however, continu-

ally eluded us.

After a few days Jacob, Ernesti and I hiked to the

summit at 1500 m to search for additional species. On
our last day, Jonas arrived to let us know ofowls calling

near our first camp; his imitations were indicative ofthe

rare Usambara Eagle Owl Bubo vosseleri. We all plod-

ded down that day, breaking two camps, setting a new
camp in the disturbed forest at 1250 m, and cutting

several net rides. Tired but with a good meal of ugali

(maize-meal) and beans, we dozed off amidst the noisy

hyraxes and chorus oftreefrogs and crickets. At 04.00hr

an owl began to call from dense forest across the ridge

from our camp, andJacob and I strained our ears to the

welcoming sounds of the Usambara Eagle Owl. Just

before dawn broke that same morning, the Southern

Banded Snake Eagle Circaetusfasciolatus delivered its

‘good morning’ in a series of ka ka keows.

We had spent several days searching desperately

for the weaver and hoping for the Amani Sunbird A.

pallidigaster amongst other rarities. On the eve of the

last day, Frank, Ernesti, Jacob and I explored the forest

edge along a ridge for about two hours. Although the

occasional Banded Green Sunbird made its appear-
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ance, nothing unusual seemed to be around, and we
turned to head back to camp for the last time, only to be

drawn to strange calls that were not immediately recog-

nisable. As the team continued down, I glimpsed a

group of four birds apparently responsible for the calls

fly to new perches and, observing the chestnut wash on

the chest of one individual, I hastily beckoned the

others back. We watched the weavers in awe for 3-5

minutes and the whole chaotic business - fumbling

with the scope, laughter and excitement - was caught

on tape together with the weavers’ twittering! It was a

wonderful culmination to our survey and Stuart’s
10

earlier prediction that the Tanzania Mountain Weaver

might occur at Mt Nilo was finally proven.

Several birds, including such rarities as Swynnerton’s

Forest Robin Swynnertonia swynnertoni, East Coast

Akalat Sheppardia gunningi and the Sokoke Scops

Owl Otus ireneae
,
have recently been added to the East

Usambara list
12 making the forests one of the highest

conservation priorities in Africa. This is probably a

testament to the value of exploring the many patches

beyond Amani where many more sites await even the

most basic of surveys. The Tanzania Mountain Weaver

is probably an easily overlooked species and may
occur not only in more sites in the East Usambaras, but

also other little-explored ‘Eastern Arc’ mountains. With

the development of the Important Bird Areas pro-

gramme in Tanzania, such surveys should illuminate

further details on many of Africa’s elusive and rare

birds.

This study was sponsored by the Royal Society for

the Protection of Birds, the UK Partner of BirdLife.

Many thanks to Dr Neil Burgess and to Neil and Liz

Baker for their support. Mr MIL Katigula kindly pro-

vided permission to visit the Usambaras. ®
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Little Blue Heron Egretta caerulea in South Africa

Richard K. Brookef & David T. Parkinb

During April 1992, DTP was a visiting lecturer at the

Percy Fitzpatrick Institute for African Ornithology

where RKB is librarian. On the weekend of 10-12 April,

we spent a couple of days birdwatching northwards

from Cape Town up the west coast of Cape Province.

On Saturday 1 1 April, we decided to spend a couple of

hours watching the waders on the shore adjacent to the

road bridge at Velddrif. Within a couple of minutes of

arriving, DTP noticed a grey egret that appeared differ-

ent from the other birds that were present. He drew

RKB’s attention to it, who also recognised it as a species

unfamiliar to him. We watched the bird for about 30

40 - Bull ABC Vol 2 No 1 Discoveries



minutes during which time it did

rather little. We got excellent views

in a variety of light conditions ranging from

good to very good, and were able to com-

pare it directly with Little Egrets Egretta

garzettawhich were also present, and one of

which was occasionally closely adjacent (less

than five metres). Grey Ardea cinerea

and Purple A. purpurea Herons

were also in the immediate vicin-

ity for comparison.

The grey egret’s behaviourwas

clearly different from all of these

species. It spent long periods oftime

peering at the ground about 0.5 m in

front of its toes. It would occasionally

take a food item after one of these

watches. It moved only occasionally, and then just a

few metres, before resuming its wait-and-see hunting

style. For much of the first period that we watched it,

only the body was visible as the bird stood adjacent to

a small creek, and we were unable to get clear views of

its legs and feet. After about 20 minutes it flew across the

flats to a position beside the water’s edge, andwe could

see it more clearly. We watched it at distances of about

300 m through a 20x wide angle Kowa telescope. In

addition, DTP used Zeiss Dialyt 10x40 binoculars and

RKB used 9x30 Nikons. The light was excellent, being

alternately thin overcast, and bright sunlight. We left

the bird where we found it at approximately 14.00h.

The following description is based on notes that

were made at the time .

In size, it was very close to Little Egret, although it

appeared more bulky which gave it a compact, rather

than elongate appearance. The legs were similar in

length to Little Egret, but the bill was slightly shorter

(seen alongside) and quite clearly deeper, especially at

the base. It appeared thick and pointed, almost wedge-

shaped, rather than spear-like as in the Little Egret.

There were a few elongate feathers on the back which

did not reach the tail, but could be seen when Riffled by

the wind. There were no obvious plumes from the head

or neck.

The plumage was generally grey. The body was

pretty uniformly slate-coloured, and it was slightly

paler on the head and neck. There was no white on the

neck, throat or underparts, nor was the plumage re-

lieved by any warmth. The wings were slightly darker

than the breast and belly, but not dramatically so. The

distal third of the bill was blackish, the inner two-thirds

were pale grey, giving a marked contrast that was the

most conspicuous feature of the bird. The bare skin

between bill and eye was the same colour as the

proximal bill. The legs and feet were darker grey than

the inner part of the bill with a distinct greenish

cast, and they did not differ in relative

colouration. In dull light they ap-

peared somewhat similar to the

inner bill, but were strikingly

different in good light.

Having no field guide in the car, the

Sunday was spent in long debate over the

identity of the bird. DTP suggested Slaty

Egret E. vinaceigula but RKB had seen

this species both alive and as skins, and

knew that it was not. In turn, he suggested

Black Egret E. ardesiaca, but DTP had

seen this in The Gambia and was equally

certain that it was not this either. Rather

unsatisfactorily, we concluded that it might

be a dark form ofWestern ReefHeron E.gularis, a form

that neither of us had seen! Monday 13 April saw us in

the Percy FitzPatrick Institute library at 07.00hr. work-

ing systematically through the heron literature. On the

basis ofthe anatomical, plumage and behavioural char-

acteristics that we had recorded, we concluded that this

bird was a Little Blue Heron Egretta caendea in its

second winter. The combination of size, bill structure,

uniform grey plumage, and the distinctive leg and bill

colouration was conclusive.

A piebald egret had been seen several times prior to

our visit but had remained unrecognised 1

. Presumably,

this was the same individual in its juvenile plumage.

The bird was subsequently seen by many other observ-

ers. According to Philip Hockey, it spent much of its

time searching the creeks and salt pans for frogs and

fish. It did not forage in association with any other

species, but roosted with Grey Herons, Long-tailed

(Reed) Cormorants Phalacrocorax africanus, African

Darters Anhinga melanogaster, and waterfowl. It was

still present on 29 October 1994.

The record was accepted by the Southern African

Rarities Committee as the first for South Africa. The only

previous record for the Old World is a bird that had

been ringed as a nestling in New Jersey in late June

1964, and was recovered in the Azores on 28 November

of the same year2
. ®
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Congo Peacock Afropauo cowgews/'sphotographed in Zaire (Norbert Rottcher/Alan Root)

Paon dn CongoAfropavo congensisphotographieau Zaire (NorbertRottcher/Alan Root)
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Photospot: Congo Peacock Afropavo congensis

byJohn H. Fanshawe

For birders intent on seeing a really

difficult species, Congo Peacock gets

close to the top of the list. It is possibly

reasonably widespread in deep equatorial

rainforest in eastern and central Zaire, but

that does not make it any easier to find!

Alan Root’s rediscovery of this magical

and elusive bird had all the makings of a

film-plot with flights in a light plane,

clearing remote air strips and long

hazardous motorcycle journeys. Then,

deep in wonderful forest, the moment we
all long for, the sight of a rare, beautiful,

bewitching bird, a really thrilling climax

to the tale. Yet Alan’s description of the

search and the male bird he spotted,

scuttling away, head low, gives an inkling

of the difficulties that surround finding

this shy, secretive bird, even in ideal

habitat.

The original scientific discovery of

Congo Peacock was no less extraordinary.

The first evidence came in 1913 when JP

Chapin encountered a hunter near Ituri

who had a peacock feather in his hat!

Clearly, the bird was well known to

people locally and presumably remained

so, but it was not until 1936 that Chapin

found two mounted specimens in a

cabinet at the Brussels Museum. Ironi-

cally, they had been collected just a year

after his Akavubi encounter, but had

languished misidentified as Blue Peacock

Pavo cristatus for the intervening 20

years.

Congo Peacocks have been kept in

captivity since the early 1940s, and the

first birds taken overseas went to the New
York Zoological Society in 1949. Their

behaviour is not well-known, but they are

clearly forest-floor dwellers, only moving

into trees to roost, or if they are chased by

hunters and their dogs. Small groups of

two or three birds appear to live together

and wander the forest, often covering

long distances, grubbing up a varied diet

of insects and fruits. They are apparently

fond of foraging below fruiting trees.

Apart from forest clearance, the main

threat to the peacock is probably hunting

(formerly including for zoos). Let’s hope

that the growing interest in their survival,

which includes new surveys being

undertaken by Dieudonne Upoki and

John Hart ofThe Wildlife Conservation

Society in the Haut Zaire region, brings

good news of the peacock populations

that must still remain at large in some of

Central Africa’s most beguiling forests. ®
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Photospot: Shoebill Balaeniceps rex

byJohn H. Fanshawe

S
hoebill may be easier to find than

Congo Peacock Afropavo congensis,

but the young bird that frequented the

Maasai Mara in Kenya for several months

late last year ended a long and at times

eccentric hunt for the species in Kenya 1
.

For many years, people had assumed this

remarkable bird would be found in the

papyrus stands of the Yala Swamp on the

Kenyan shores of Lake Victoria
2

. Then, a

photograph taken from the air confirmed

as much. Onto the list went Shoebill! It

was not to stay, however, for, with

inimitable sangfroid, the sighting’s

originator, Ian Parker, kindly put the

record straight. In such style, moreover,

that he deserves citing here: “... during

aerial survey work along the Albert Nile

in Uganda, I and a colleague photo-

graphed a Shoebill. After returning to

Nairobi, we were asked by Forbes-

Watson [Alec F-W, then Curator of Birds

at the National Museums] ifwe had

examined the grounds about the Yala

Swamp. ‘Yes’ said I, and handed over the

photograph as Kenya’s first authentic

record of the species. The leg-pull was to

have been revealed later that day but,

with a more than usually convivial lunch

intervening, it was not. And so ‘Yala

Swamp’ slipped formally into the Kenya

record as the only locality for this species.

I now formally remove it. Mea culpa .

/
”3

.

Stem spirits would no doubt complain

that Kenya Breweries should have less to

do with the comings and goings of the

Kenya list, but, now that the Musiara

Marsh has yielded that magical bird, we
can simply enjoy the history of a record

made good.

David Cottridge’s fine picture was

taken in November, but the sub-adult

Shoebill first appeared in the Mara on

September 19 last year. It stayed for two

months before moving further east to

Amboseli, where it was last seen on

December 15. Perhaps it has now found

its way to a real Shoebill site, the

extensive wetlands of the Moyowosi

Swamp complex in Central Tanzania for

example: I hope so. ®
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The Tagdilt Track, Morocco:

a site guide for the visitor

Gary A. Allport

Resume: La Piste de Tagdilt est un site ornithologique d’acces facile, situe pres de la route principale P32

a Boumaine-du-Dades, dans le sud marocain. Le site comprend une plaine rocailleuse aride, situee entre

le Haut Atlas et le Jbel Sarhro et riche en oiseaux tels que Outardes houbara, gangas (quatre especes),

alouettes (13 especes) et traquets (six especes). Les conditions d’acces et d’hebergement sont decrites. Les

visiteurs sont pries de consigner leurs observations ornithologiques dans le registre se trouvant a 1’Auberge

du Soleil Bleu et de les soumettre au Groupe d’Ornithologie du Maroc Centrale pour publication dans le

rapport annuel sur les oiseaux marocains.

Morocco is now widely recognised as an excep-

tionally important countiy for birds, and for

birders it offers many attractions. It has a rich and

accessible desert avifauna. It holds a number of species

with fragmented global distributions, such as Crimson-

winged Finch
-

and Thick-billed Lark. Equally, it has a

number of species which, although widespread else-

where in Africa, have only small and fascinating relict

populations north of the Sahara Desert like the Dark

Chanting Goshawk Melierax metabates. Last but not

least of its allure is the presence of two critically

endangered birds - Slender-billed Curlew Numenius

tenuirostris and Bald Ibis - Morocco holding all of the

former’s known wintering, and most of the latter’s

breeding population.

The best site for the curlews is the lagoon of Merja

Zerga, on the Atlantic coast in the north-west, where

two or three birds have been present from early No-

vember until February in recent years, attracting most

visitors in December and January. There is also a

smaller second peak in hireling activity in March-April

when those who want to see the ibis can combine this

with the excitement of searching for spring migrants.

Whatever the date, however, almost everyone tries

to make some time to get into the dry stone plains of the

Atlas and perhaps beyond to the deserts that lead in to

the Sahara. Although the hireling is often hard work in

these barren habitats, it can be the most rewarding too.

The images of larks, wheatears, sandgrouse and, for a

lucky few, Houbaras left in the mind, notebook or

camera are, for many people, amongst the most pro-

found of Morocco.

Although birding is not yet a widespread pastime

amongst local people in Morocco there are now two

keen groups dedicated to ornithology; Groupe

* Scientific names are only given in the text where the species is not

mentioned in Appendix 2.

d’Ornithologie du Maroc Centrale (GOMaC) based in

Meknes and Groupe de Recherche pour la Protection

des Oiseaux au Maroc (GREPOM ) in Rabat (see Appen-

dix 1 ). Since there are as yet no local birders south of the

Atlas all bird records have been produced by visitors to

the region.

A view north-west from the foot of the Jbel Sahro looking back

along the Tagdilt Track towards the High Atlas.

(Chris Bowden)

La Piste Tagdilt vue du nord-ouest dupied duJbel Sarhro, avec

leHautAtlas en arriere-plan (ChrisBowden)
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The Tagdilt Track

The premier site for stone-plain birds - and birders - is

the Tagdilt Track. As its name suggests this is a rough,

rather anonymous-lookingpiste, which leaves the main

P32 Ouzazarte to Er-Rachidia road on the eastern out-

skirts of Boulmane du Dades and weaves southwards

across an open plain to end in the village of Tagdilt

(Figure 1). A series of tracks has been created over the

years as the traffic has increased, and these now form a

network of routes particularly in the northern parts of

the site.

At first glance the area looks to most people like any

other patch of dry stone plain but on examining the

map one finds it is the highest (all above the 1500 m
contour) and most extensive flat area in the region. To

reach the village of Tagdilt the tracks lead you across

the high watershed which separates two of southern

Morocco’s greatest river basins, the Draa and the Ziz.

The flats which form the site are bounded by bluffs

which drop away abruptly to the west and east, and are

walled in by the High Atlas massif to the north and Jbel

Sarhro mountains to the south. There are very few

birding sites which can equal the scenic backdrop

offered here.

Access is from Boulmane du Dades, which lies on

the northern edge ofthe site. This small Berber town sits

at the mouth of the picturesque, if slightly eerie, Dades

Gorge and offers a range of facilities to visitors includ-

ing several hotels and a daily market. It is worth noting

that Bergier and Bergier 1 describe birding around the

town of Boulemane: this is a different place entirely

being further north and east in the Middle Atlas region.

Most would-be ‘Tagdilt Trackers’ choose to stay

on the eastern edge of the town at the Auberge du Soleil

Bleu where there are very friendly management and an

informative birders’ logbook. For the purposes of this

article I extracted the last five years’ notes from the

logbook and have summarised these below where

possible. There are entries for 77 dates during the

period 1989-93, ranging from 11 in 1989, to 19 entries

mm bluffs — — — course of tracks (approx)

Figure 1 . The Tagdilt Track(s) showing the locations mentioned in the text.

Figure 1 . La Piste Tagdilt et les localites mentionnees dans le texte.
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in 1993 - a reflection of the site’s increasing popularity.

The 55 species recorded in the logbook are listed in

Appendix 2. I have tried to cover as many of the key

species as possible in detail below.

A day on the Tagdilt Track

Many birders arrive towards the end of the day and

make a trek across the plain in the last few quiet hours

of daylight, then start again at dawn for a long morning

on the various tracks. It can be a very frustrating place

at first, not least because the range of existing site

information can seem conflicting and is of variable

accuracy (with the notable exception ofGosney2
). Also

the birds fluctuate in numbers and observability de-

pending on the season, local weather conditions and,

in particular, the snow cover at higher altitudes. Worry-

ingly, there is also evidence of longer term declines in

some species.

A good strategy is to check-in at the Auberge - and

buy a coffee - and take a look in the logbook first to see

what has been seen most recently before thinking

through what you would most like to see and where it

will most likely be. The following notes are at best a

guide. Part of the excitement of the Tagdilt Track is that

you never quite know what you might see, and very

few birds are guaranteed. It is up to you to think on your

feet and so make the most enjoyable use of your time.

It is best to stay mostly in your car when birding on

the tracks, creeping along whilst searching the fifty or

so metres of bare stones immediately adjacent to the

roads. The ground birds are often extremely tame and

will sit oblivious as the car passes within a few metres

so look very carefully. Keep casting an eye to the

horizon too for raptors and fast moving flocks of

sandgrouse. It is worthwhile stopping every 500m or

so, switching off the engine, getting out of the car and

listening. Hard. Move a few paces away from the pops

and twangs ofthe cooling car and give your ears at least

a couple of minutes to acclimatise to the silence before

moving on.

If you are making a very early start then try the

eastern track - the New Track as it is sometimes called -

as the aspect is slightly better for the morning light here:

it is less busy than the main track too. You quickly find

that there are many pistes heading across the plain

which repeatedly split and join but all ultimately head

in the same direction so getting lost is quite an achieve-

ment.

Heading down the New Track you may come upon

the odd pair of Thick-billed or Temminck’s Horned

Larks within the first kilometre or so and you should see

Red-rumped Wheatear pretty swiftly too. In early spring

the flatter ridge tops, particularly to the west of the road,

might hold a displaying male Houbara, ifyou are on site

in the first two hours of light - and are very lucky. They

tend to move down into the bottom of the wadis to feed

later in the morning. To the east of the track the ground

drops away rapidly and there are sometimes small

springs along this bluff, which can be good places for

drinking sandgrouse, particularly Crowned. They often

flight along the wadis a couple of hours after dawn. As

you follow the track further the ground rises and flat-

tens slightly - look for Hoopoe Larks and Cream-

coloured Coursers sprinting off across the stones. At

first glance the former is surprisingly similar to the latter.

The track then gently cuives westwards heading to-

wards the distant line of telegraph poles. Stop and scan

every post for raptors: Long-legged Buzzards are fond

of sitting on top and Lanners are often posted on the

look out for rodents too.

After another few kilometres you reach the main

track. It is best to turn sharp right here and head back

across the plain towards Boulmane. After a couple of

kilometres you will see a small building on the western

side. Pick your way through the network of tracks

which lead to it (another good area for Hoopoe Lark

and coursers) and from just beyond the building stop

and scan the cultivated area below. This is an excellent

area for sandgrouse either around the cultivation or,

more often, feeding in the areas of bright new scrubby

growth along the shoulder of the ridge. Flocks of Short-

toed or Lesser Short-toed Larks are good indicators of

where the food is. Sandgrouse and even Houbara can

surprise you very close to the car as you creep along.

Trumpeter Finches are often found around the small

well and the buildings in the cultivated area. From here

head back to Boulmane keeping one eye on the tel-

egraph posts on your right and the other open for

Thick-billed Lark as you pass through the series of

wadis. You may wish to take a walk along one ofthe dry

water courses and this offers the best, though slim,

chance of finding Desert Eagle Owl; they seem to roost

during the day along the sides of the wadis. In the final

approach to the town you pass the old rubbish dump -

uncovered and now, sadly, the source of thousands of

plastic bags strewn across the plain by the wind. Both

Raven and Brown-necked Raven have been seen here

and sometimes hundreds ofChoughs feed amongst the

rubbish. The Auberge is only a few minutes drive from

here with hot water to wash off the dust and lots of

coffee.

Some birds can be difficult on the Tagdilt Track and

you may wish to return to the field later in the day. The

heat and the haze can make birding difficult after late

morning so it might be better at this time to visit the

Dades Gorge or, better still, the spectacular Todra

Gorge and return in the late afternoon. The Todra
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Gorge lies 53 km to the east and whilst birds are few -

an occasional Rock Bunting Emberiza dr?and Bonelli’s

Eagle Hieraaetusfasciatus - the far end of the gorge

offers a quiet lunch spot with breathtaking views. The

camp site is a good place to see Scops Owl Otus scops

if you stay overnight.

Key birds

Most, if not all, birders who visit southern Morocco

hope to see Houbara and the Tagdilt Track was once a

site where this bird was almost guaranteed. But, as a

result of intense persecution, it has declined in num-

bers and is now very difficult to find. With reported

sightings on only 15 dates in the last five years the

Tagdilt area now offers only a slim chance of success.

The records suggest two peak times, the first from

October into early winter when groups, sometimes as

many as 12 birds, move into and through the Dades and

Ziz valleys, perhaps from breeding areas south and east

in Algeria. A second peak occurs in March when a few

breeding birds arrive. Males can be found displaying on

the flat tops between the wadis in the early morning,

running blind into bushes and rocks in a ridiculous

fashion. These displaying birds probably offer the best

chance of seeing this species - two males were present

in mid March 1994. We can only hope that the North

African population of Houbaras can take the relentless

pounding of the traditional, but now well equipped,

hunters from the Gulf.

Cream-coloured Courser is another bird most eas-

ily seen in early spring when migrant birds arrive in

good numbers. They can occur almost anywhere at this

time, even on the verge outside the Auberge, but they

tend to prefer the flatter, sandier areas on the southern

side of the plain.

Long-legged Buzzard and Lanner are very regular

at the site and can increase dramatically in numbers

when rodent populations are high. Desert Eagle Owl is

probably resident but in small numbers. This bird ought

to be easiest to find when calling at night although this

has yet to reported. Maybe no-one has looked.

Sandgrouse

Four species of sandgrouse have been recorded in the

area but the logbook shows that only one lucky group

has seen them all in one visit. These birds are all

nomadic and the best indication of what to expect is

what was seen last week. Sandgrouse tend to move

around during the first two hours after dawn and last

hour before dusk in their search for water, but this

resource is rather unpredictable. The cultivated area

often has water pumped up from the well and

sandgrouse have been seen drinking here. They often

settle to feed on the sides of ridges, particularly adjacent

to the cultivated area where they can be approached by

staying in the car and creeping up in first gear.

Black-bellied Sandgrouse was noted in 58 of the 77

log book entries, with sometimes hundreds on winter

days but usually smaller numbers during the breeding

season. Scan the horizon for groups of 50 birds or more,

which often climb rapidlywhen flushed to fly high and

fast. The repeated purrrrrr call is far carrying and

distinctive.

Pin-tailed Sandgrouse is an erratic and strictly win-

ter visitor but can be found in flocks of up to a few tens

of birds. It flies like Black-bellied but the garkcall is not

far-carrying.

Crowned is often the most sought after of the site’s

sandgrouse, but can be tricky. It is resident though

nomadic and rarely seen in groups of more than 30

birds here. Groups are extremely vocal both in flight

and when settled giving a chicken-like gutteral chatter-

ing pk-puk-pukerr - once heard never forgotten. They

can move around the site fast and low and be extremely

difficult to see in flight, often staying within the track of

the wadis and below the horizon. A calling bird once

Groups of sandgrouse - these are Crowned Pterocles coronatus - will sit motionless as the car passes, so look hard. (Chris Bowden)
Desgroupes degangas - dans le cas ci-dessns, des Gangas couronnes Pterocles coronatus - restent immobiles lots dupassage de la

voiture, donccherchezbien. (ChrisBowden)
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Crowned Sandgrouse Pterocles coronatus, Israel, April 1990 (Dave Cottridge)

Ganga couronne Pterocles coronatus, Israel, auril 1990 (Dave Cottridge)

Temminck’s Horned Lark, Eremophila bilopha, Israel, April 1989 (Dave Cottridge)

Alouette bilophe, Eremophila bilopha, Israel, avril 1989 (Dave Cottridge)
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flew so close past me that I could hear its wing beats yet

I saw nothing.

Spotted Sandgrouse has only been recorded five

times in as many years but it is worth bearing the

identification features in mind and looking hard at all

flocks just in case.

Thick-billed Lark Rhamphocoris clotbey

By Nik Borrow courtesy of Birdquest Ltd

Larks

Thirteen species of lark are noted in the log book of

which the two most sought after species, the bullish

looking Thick-billed Lark and the clean-lined

Temminck’s Horned Lark, are the most frequently

recorded. Unsurprisingly, the rarest is Dupont’s Lark

which could be present in reasonable numbers but as

yet no-one has put in the effort to look and listen for this

bird at dawn when it should be most vocal.

In winter and early spring flocks of hundreds,

occasionally thousands, of Short-toed and Lesser Short-

toed Larks move into the area. From November to early

February these are dominated by Lesser Short-toeds

but there are normally a few Short-toeds too. These

winter flocks are a good place to look for other odd

larks - Desert or Bar-tailed Desert Larks will often be

amongst the bustle and some of the rarer larks at the

site, Calandra, Skylark and Shore Larks, have also been

found amongst the bustle. From mid-February on-

wards Short-toed Larks move into and through the area

in numbers. The huge flocks in March and April are a

fine sight and sound for many of the birds practise their

song flight, often swarming and chasing above what

seems a moving carpet of birds. Suddenly, in May, they

are gone leaving only the few resident birds.

Temminck’s Horned Lark is resident and moder-

ately common in the area. Out of 77 entries in the log

book 67 mention this little gem, but most birders only

find 20-30 birds in a morning on the track. From

December to February loose wandering flocks of 30-40

birds can form and can be met anywhere on the site,

even next to the main road, but more normally pairs or

groups of about five are found tweeting to one another

on the flatter southern parts of the track.

Thick-billed Lark is an enigma. It seems to be

resident but at a very low density - so anyone who puts

in the effort will find this little hulk eventually, but it can

take a long time ( it took me three days). They tend to be

in pairs or very small groups ambling nimbly from bush

to bush without a sound. If disturbed they rocket off -

look out for the ash grey underwings - often flying a

long distance before frustratingly settling out of sight.

The entries in the log book show 62 records out of 77

mornings in the field, suggesting it to be a pretty

common bird. In 1989, 90 and 91 Thick-billed Larks

were found in big winter flocks, sometimes thousands,

more often hundreds of birds. However, in the last

couple of years these groups have not formed - most of

the negative records have been recent, December and

January being the most barren times. Whether or not

this is a true decline in numbers in the Tagdilt area -

maybe numbers naturally vary from year to year de-

pending on local conditions - we do not know, but

birders’ records are the only information we have to go

on, so please put your records in the book.

Hoopoe Lark is resident on the flatter, more sandy

areas on the southern side of the site. Parties of up to a

dozen or more can form during the winter but from

February pairs establish territories. Listen for its haunt-

ing whistle on the breeze and track it down by sighting

the parachute display and the distinctive wing pattern

from which the species largely takes its name.

Wljeatears

Red-rumped Wheatear is found on the Tagdilt Track

throughout the year, normally in pairs or family groups.

Fairly common, big, fat and obvious, perching up on

rocks, bushes, power-lines, on anything really, it is one

of the real birding treats of the area. It is absent from the

roadside areas further west in the Dades valley so this

is a key site for birders who are not planning to visit the

high plateaux further east.

By mid-March the plain is alive with migrant Desert

Wheatears and it is now that other occasional wheatears

- Common, Mourning, White-crowned Black and once

Isabelline - are mostly found. Surprisingly, Black-eared

Wheatear Oenanthe hispanica, quite common further

west around Ouzazarte, has not been noted here. A few

Desert Wheatears stay around the area through the

autumn and winter but this bird is more likely to be

found further south at this time.

Other species

Tmmpeter Finch is most common in autumn when it

can be found in compact little flocks almost anywhere
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on the plains. Try looking along the sides of the wadis

or around cultivated areas . Afew birds are seen through-

out the winter, but by March you are better off looking

at higher altitudes. Try along the roadside in the rocky

passes between Ouzazarte andTalouine. Immediately

after heavy snow at higher altitudes small numbers of

Crimson-winged Finches have been seen on the Tagdilt

Track. A good indicator of the right conditions is the

presence of Shore Lark in the area; they tend to move

down onto the plains in hard weather too.

There have been a range of local rarities seen on the

track over the years, including Golden and Tawny

Eagles, Barbary and Peregrine Falcons, Egyptian Vul-

ture, Dotterel and perhaps most interesting a single

Bald Ibis in 1991- African Wild Cat Felis silvestris,

Goldenjackal CanisaureusandRedFox Vulpesvulpes

are all seen fairly regularly on the track too.

How to get there and where to stay

Boulmane du Dades lies on the main P32 Ouzazarte to

Er-Rachidia road. The roads are well paved in both

directions so it takes, at most, a couple of hours to cover

the 1 16 km from Ouzazarte (without wheatear stops)

and you should allow five hours for the 200 km trip

from Erfoud.

Security can be a problem. Bear in mind that all

along this route there is nothing between you and

Algeria, except a disputed border, so police road blocks

are a possibility. Be cautious and polite! Gendarmes

may take an interest in your optical equipment, but

most have seen birders before and will politely wave

you on once they are sure ofyour identity. Bear in mind

that a couple of checkpoints can add substantially to

your journey time.

Boulmane du Dades has a number of two- and

three-star hotels, but the Auberge de Soleil Bleu is the

place to stay for birders. It is very reasonably priced

with good food, clean rooms and stacks of hot water -

the latter a rarity in Morocco in winter (you may have to

ask for the hot water pump to be switched on). As in

most Moroccan hotels there is a tendency not to use the

heating so the temperature in the rooms varies between

cold and freezing. I would advise a sleeping bag as a

standard item of winter kit anywhere in Morocco and

you will need it here.

The Auberge lies back from the road on the eastern

side of Boulmane. Coming from the west one follows

the P32 along the valley side and crosses the Dades river

at the head of the gorge. From here the road climbs up

the side of the valley, overlooking the market square,

and bends to the left. Within a few hundred metres a

petrol station comes into view on the left and you

should turn left immediately before it. Coming from the

east you take this side road as a corresponding right

turn, which you meet almost immediately you reach

the outskirts of the town, just after the army buildings

on the left and the petrol station on the right. Follow the

metal road up the hill and pick up the signs for the

Auberge (offering the ‘Panorama’ - a view) which lead

you off to the right onto a stone road for the last few

hundred metres. Ifyou arrive late at night then the gates

will be shut, but it is easy to unbolt these and find a

warm welcome inside.

Records
Please take the time to call in at the Auberge as it is

vitally important to add your observations to the book.

The more detail the better. Notes on the exact time of

day and weather conditions (how much snow is visible

on the Atlas?) would be most useful. A copy ofyour trip

report should be sent to Groupe d’Ornithologie du

Maroc Centrale who publish an annual Moroccan bird

report in their excellent journal Potphyrio.

The new and rapidly growing Moroccan conserva-

tion organisation Comite des Programmes pour la

Conservation de la Nature (CPCN) will be undertaking

a review of all the key sites for bird conservation in

Morocco as a part of the BirdLife International Impor-

tant Bird Areas (IBA) programme in 1995- It is very

likely that the site we know as the Tagdilt Track will be

selected as an IBA. Thus the birding information casu-

ally noted in the log book at the Auberge will be used

as an important body of evidence to establish the

potential global importance of this site for birds. With-

out the provision ofsound data to national conservation

organisations, such as CPCN, many of the sites we visit

and enjoy birding at will be lost. Your information

could not be more important.
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Appendix 1

:

Ornithological organisations in

Morocco
• Comite des Programes pour la Conservation de

la Nature (CPCN), 41 Lot Zohra, El Harhoura,

Temara, Morocco.

• Groupe d'Ornitholgie du Maroc Centrale

(GOMaC) : Departement de Biologie, Faculte des

Sciences de Meknes, BP 4010 Beni-M-

hamed, 5003 Meknes, Morocco.

• Groupe de Recherche pour la Protection des

Oiseaux au Maroc (GREPOM): 12 rue Ottawa,

Quatier Ocean, 10,000 Rabat, Morocco.

Appendix 2:

Birds species noted in the birders’

logbook at the Auberge du Soleil

Bleu 1989-93

Bald Ibis

Black Kite

Egyptian Vulture

Short-toed Eagle

Montagu's Harrier

Sparrowhawk Accipiter nisus

Tawny Eagle Aquila rapax

Golden Eagle A. chrysaetos

Long-legged Buzzard Buteo rufinus

Kestrel Falco tinninculus

Lanner F. biarmicus

Peregrine F. peregrinus

Barbary Falcon F. pelegrinoides

Houbara Chlamydotis undulata

Stone Curlew Burhinus oedicnemus

Cream-coloured Courser Cursorius cursor

Collared Pratincole Glareola pratincola

Dotterel Charadrius morinellus

Crowned Sandgrouse Pterocles coronatus

Spotted Sandgrouse P. senegallus

Black-bellied Sandgrouse P. orientalis

Pin-tailed Sandgrouse P. alchata

Desert Eagle Owl Bubo bubo ascalaphus

Little Owl Athene noctua

Bee-eater Merops apiaster

Hoopoe Upupa epops

Bar-tailed Desert Lark Ammomanes cincturus

Desert Lark A. desert

i

Hoopoe Lark Alaemon alaudipes

Dupont's Lark Chersophilus duponti

Thick-billed Lark Rhamphocoris clotbey

Calandra Lark Melanocorypha calandra

Short-toed Lark Calandrella

Lesser Short-toed Lark

brachydactyla

C. rufescens

Crested Lark Galerida cristata

Thekla Lark G. theklae

Skylark Alauda arvensis

Shore Lark Eremophila alpestrls

Temminck’s Horned Lark E. bilopha

Tawny Pipit Anthus campestris

Moussier's Redstart Phoenicurus moussieri

Isabelline Wheatear Oenanthe isabellina

Wheatear O. oenanthe

Desert Wheatear O. deserti

Red-rumped Wheatear O. moesta

Mourning Wheatear 0. lugens

White-crowned

Black Wheatear O. leucopyga

Spectacled Warbler Sylvia consplcillata

Woodchat Shrike Lanius senator

Chough Pyrrhocoraxpyrrhocorax

Brown-necked Raven Corvus ruficollis

Raven C. corax

Linnet Carduelis cannabina

Crimson-winged Finch Rhodopechyssanguinea

Trumpeter Finch Bucanetes githagineus

Geronticus eremita

Milvus migrans

Neophron percnopterus

Circaetus gallicus

Circus pygargus

Letters

Kelp Gull Larusdominicanus and terns

By Mark Andrews

Malindi Harbour, Kenya

In my paper on birding Arabuko-Sokoke

and the north Kenya coast (BullABC 1(2):

79-89), I omitted to mention another

accessible site which is well worth a visit,

especially for people based or living in

Malindi town. In recent years, Malindi

harbour has provided some of Kenya's

most tantalising rarities (like the only

record ofKelp Gull Larusdominicanus in

1984) and, although the concentrations of

shorebirds, gulls (Laridae) and terns

(Sternidae) never compare to the flocks

which build up at the mouth of the Sabaki

River (some 7-8km to the north) or at

Mida Creek (25km to the south), they are

much more accessible, and certainly still

worth a careful scan. Add the advantage

of cafes scattered along the seafront (birds

can easily be seen from several bars!) and

it can make for some very enjoyable

birding.

The best areas are along the shallow

shore immediately in front of the main

beach road, between Vasco de Gama
point and the main jetty. Numerous birds

will congregate at low tide, and it is

possible to watch from the roadside, the

beach, or by wading further out in the

shallow water (but look out for holes in

the coral: it is dangerous to try wading in

bare feet). Flocks congregate at the tide

edge and further out towards and on the

reef, as well as feeding throughout the

low-tide area. Many are within reach of

binoculars, but a scope is definitely an

asset.

When birding at Malindi, please

remember the harbour is a public place

and fishermen (and others) are entitled to

be there, even if they sometimes disturb

the flocks of birds you are watching! ®

John HFanshawe
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Short Notes

When I saw the oil stain on my favourite suit I nearly died!

Terry Oatley

The above headline, placed over a black-and-white

photograph of a white-and-blackJackass Penguin,

was featured in South African newspapers inJuly 1994.

This advertisement, sponsored by a local business firm,

was placed by the South African National Council for

the Conservation of Coastal Birds

(SANCCOB) to record its thanks to

all that had given their time, money

and physical labour to assist in the

rehabilitation ofthousands of these

threatened birds, which were vic-

tims of the worst oil pollution

disaster in the history ofCapeTown

.

The Jackass Penguin Sphe-

niscus demersus is Africa’s only

penguin, and it occurs in the cold

waters that gird the southern and

western coasts ofsouthern Africa. It

breeds on 24 rocky islands (and,

since the 1980s, also at three main-

land sites) stretching from Algoa

Bay in the south to north ofLuderitz

on the Namibian coast. Most ofthese

islands are separated by no more

than a few kilometres from the

mainland. The penguins share the

islands with one or more other spe-

cies of breeding seabird such as the

Cape Gannet Moms capensis, and

in some cases also with Cape Fur

Seals Arctocephalus pusillus, which can be wanton

killers of penguins.

The current population estimate for Jackass Pen-

guins is some 170,000 birds 1,2
. Yet as recently as 1930

there may have been as many as 1.5 million breeding

birds. They are already extinct at 11 of the 38 sites at

which they were known to breed, and although some

new colonies have come into existence in the 1980s the

overall population trend is still one of decline. Several

factors have operated to reduce penguin numbers to

only 1 0 per cent ofwhat they were earlier in the century

and to an unknowable fraction ofwhat they must have

been before the coming of humans 1

.

One of these factors was the plundering of eggs,

which was probably responsible for the extinction, as

long ago as 1798, of the colony on Robben Island off

Cape Town (better known as the island where Presi-

dent Nelson Mandela spent many years as a political

prisoner). Some 13 million eggs

were said to have been harvested

in the first 30 years of this century,

and as recently as the 1950s more

than 90,000 eggs per annum were

collected from Dassen Island for

the Cape Town markets, before

the practice was prohibited.

Another activity only recently

suspended was the harvesting of

guano. The breeding sites of the

penguins are known as the guano

islands, and all of them have now
been stripped bare of several

metres’ thickness of guano accu-

mulated over countless centuries.

These thick layers ofguano fonned

a natural substrate into which the

penguins made burrows where

their eggs and chicks were safe

from the elements and the eyes of

marauding Kelp Gulls Larus

dominicanus. Now they are

obliged to find shelter for their

eggs under the lee of a boulder,

but some of the islands are dish-shaped and winter

rains can flood nest sites.

Other islands have little in the way of shelter and

hot weather may prove intolerable for the adult birds,

forcing desertion of the eggs or chicks.

A major impact on the Jackass Penguins’ environ-

ment has been the commercial exploitation of the rich

fishing grounds of the Benguela upwelling off the west

coast of southern Africa. Burgeoning fleets of local and

foreign trawlers have taken an ever greater tonnage of

fish and predictably brought about the collapse of the

pilchard stocks. The over-fishing continues to this day,

with smaller mesh nets now taking anchovy and sar-

Jackass Penguin Spheniscusdemersus

By Colin Towe
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dine. For the penguins this has meant a disastrous

depletion in quality and quantity of their food re-

sources. When pilchard were freely available, collecting

enough food for the chicks could be achieved with

reasonable catch effort and energy expenditure, but

now penguins have to search larger areas for much

smaller fish. Jackass Penguins can cruise at 7 km/h and

can attain speeds in excess of 20 km/h when necessary;

they can dive to depths of 100 m and can stay under

water for more than three minutes at a time. But unlike

Cape Gannets, which can make an outward journey of

over 100 km in search for food and return with ease

within the time span required for optimum provision-

ing of their chicks, the maximum range of a Jackass

from its breeding site is only about 40 km. Research has

shown that on average a penguin swims over 100 km in

a single trip to collect food and that each chick requires

some 26 kg of anchovy to reach its fledging weight2
.

The biggest threat these penguins face is the risk of

oil pollution. The Cape coast is bounded by one of the

world’s major sea lanes, and a major oil spill in the Algoa

Bay area could spell death for the 45 per cent ofthe total

Jackass Penguin population centered in that area. In

fact more than a 1000 penguins breeding on St Croix

island were oiled when the freighter Kapodistrias ran

aground nearby in 1985, and many of these perished.

By far the worst disaster to date occurred in June 1994,

however, when oil slicks came ashore on Dassen Island

- nobody knew from whence - and thousands ofbreed-

ing penguins were heavily oiled. The winter storms

made boat landings impossible; oiled birds that could

be caught by teams, working to their limits of physical

exhaustion, were evacuated by military helicopters

and taken to the SANCCOB cleaning station. Oil also

washed up on Robben Island, affecting thousands of

penguins in the recently re-established breeding colony

there, and along the exclusive tourist beaches of Cape

Town’s Atlantic seaboard. Tests revealed that the oil

was bunker fuel, and it transpired that an ore carrier, the

Apollo Sea, had broken up and sunk with all hands not

far from Dassen Island before even a distress signal

could be broadcast.

It was only a minor oil spill: the ship had been

carrying less than 3000 tons of bunker oil, a minuscule

amount compared with the cargo load of a super

tanker. However, of all the wildlife affected, the pen-

guins took the brunt of the resulting pollution.

SANCCOB’s Rietvlei Rehabilitation Centre was designed

for the handling of scores or even hundreds of pen-

guins, but the oiled birds came in thousands. The

heart-warming side of the tragedy was that volunteers

turned up in hundreds and worked long hours in the icy

cold, cleaning and force-feeding seemingly unending

queues of grievously oiled birds, getting hands, arms

(and other much more tender parts of their anatomy)

pecked, tweeked and lacerated by the razor-sharp

beaks of the alarmed penguins. The station’s holding

pens were not large enough to house the numbers

involved, so swimming pools and their enclosed sur-

rounds at some local military bases provided temporary

quarters for thousands ofcleaned birds. Many were too

traumatised and chilled to survive the rehabilitation

process (under ‘normal’ circumstances SANCCOB has

an 80 per cent rehabilitation success rate with Jackass

Penguins), and it will be some time before the final toll

can be estimated. Dassen Island, for example, had

approximately 20,000 breeding birds, and more than

13,000 of these may have perished, as well as nearly all

of the chicks.

Many lessons were learned in what was the biggest

rescue operation of its kind in South Africa, and’ the

experience gained will be invaluable in future spills,

which will inevitably occur. But for all those who
laboured so hard for these charismatic birds, there were

some joyous moments. Towards the end ofJuly the first

large batch of rehabilitees was released on the coast

opposite Dassen Island. The following day the resident

Cape Nature Conservation Officer reported that the

island was noisy again with the brays of penguins

greeting their mates, and there were once more lots of

birds on the beaches looking fat and well. One of the

birds released on 27 July was wearing band T0764; it

had been found oiled at a nest on Robben Island,

tending two chicks. It was back at its nest on Robben on

the same day as its release, its unoiled mate in the

interim having continued to raise the two chicks single-

flipperedly, as it were!

Of more than 4000 penguins that were rehabili-

tated in July and August, only six had been reported

dead on mainland beaches by the end of October, a

reporting rate far lower than the average for the spe-

cies. Although the future may be fraught with peril for

Africa’s only penguin, a whole spectrum of South

African society showed that they cared when it mat-

tered, and this very special species may yet survive for

posterity. ®
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A possible new species of Scops Owl Otus sp on Reunion?
Eric Renman

During a visit to Reunion in October-November

1993, 1 was fortunate enough to see, in addition to

the known endemic vertebrates of the island, some-

thing completely unknown to me. On the evening of 30

October 1993 in montane forest an owl-like creature

appeared.

The observations were made at a picnic site about

300m below the gite at Plaine

d'Affouches (where road RF

20 ends). The site is partly

hidden in a stand of intro-

duced Japanese Red Cedar

Cryptomeria japonica and

very close to an area of na-

tive forest. I ate alone at the

site at dusk and then, at

about 20.00hr, I suddenly

heard a scops owl-like

sound kraaoo, similar to
'

that of African Scops Owl

Otus (scops) senegalensis.

However, it was louder,

more drawn out and a little ?

more metallic. Half a

minute later it was heard

once more and I was now
convinced that it was a kind

ofscops owl . I moved slowly

towards the tree from where

the sound was coming. Un-

fortunately, I had no flash on

my camera and no torch

within easy reach. When I

approached I saw a flying silhouette of a small owl-like

bird disappearing without a sound westwards into the

native forest. There was a full moon that night. I did not

hear it any more during the night despite sleeping out

at the picnic site, nor could I find it the following

morning.

What could it have been? There are no records of

any scops owl - nor indeed of any owl species - on

Reunion. I have, unfortunately, never heard a tape

recording ofMadagascar Scops Owl Otus rutilus, which

might be expected to be the nearest relative of a

‘Reunion Scops Owl’. Nor am I familiar with the calls of

Seychelles O. magicus, Anjouan 0. capnodes
,
Karthala

O.pauliani or Pemba Scops Owls O.pembaensis; only

those of African and Sokoke Scops Owl O. ireneae are

known to me.

Madagascar Scops Owl Otus rutilus

By Martin Woodcock

What is the probability of a ‘Reunion Scops Owl?
There are large areas of undisturbed native forest in the

north and east of Reunion. The area I visited is well-

frequented by visitors, but other parts have not been

opened up by the cutting of roads or tracks. The native

forest itself is almost impenetrable, both for botanical

and topographic reasons. There would seem to be

plenty of potential food avail-

y- ,%.-> „ .•
.

able at the site as Reunion Olive

White-eye Zosterops olivaceus,

Grey White-eye Z. borbonicus

and Reunion Stone-Chat

Saxicola tecteswere common
there, together with a few not

so common species.

None of the few French

and German tourists I en-

countered during my
nine-day stay showed any

interest in birds, nor did any

of the local people. The rare

birding groups from abroad

probably stay in hotels in St

Denis and thus miss noctur-

nal animals. It is possible,

therefore, that the forests of

Reunion do hold an unknown

scops owl. However, if the

bird I saw was a scops owl it

might have been an escape.

Escape or not, I suggest bird-

ers visiting Reunion keep an

eye open! ®

Algeby 26:12, 186 91 Brottby, Sweden.

Editorial note : On the face of it the discovery of a

scops owl on Reunion would be a surprise. None has

ever been reported, either by early visitors or by the

thousands of poachers who used to extract tree-roost-

ing fruit bats from their holes. In a comparable situation

on Anjouan, Anjouan Scops Owl, though very rare, is

known to almost every villager. There is sub-fossil

evidence of an owl on Reunion but it is not that of a

Scops. On the other hand, there are sub-fossil remains

of two owl species, one an Oft/ssp, from Mauritius so

it would be odd if a Scops had never occurred on

Reunion. Also, as Eric Renman makes clear, few people

camp out in likely places. The editors are grateful to

Roger Safford for these comments.
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Seawatching from Point des Almadies, Senegal: recent news
Gary A. Allport

Between 9-23 October 1994, I seawatched on five

ocasions off Point des Almadies, Dakar. The very

useful notes of Baillon and Dubois 1 gave details of the

best viewpoint but I found that access to the site has

changed since their visits.

The site is a 30 minute taxi ride from Dakar town

centre. Ask for the Hotel du President at Point des

Almadies and agree a price before you set off.

A new boundary fence from the Hotel du President

down to the shore makes northward access from the

restaurants on the sea front, as suggested by Baillon and

Dubois 1

,
very difficult. In autumn it is essential to reach

a point north ofthese restaurants otherwise the reefwill

prevent you from seeing more than a fraction of the

birds (it may be different in spring
2
)- To reach the

watchpoint ask the driver to take you into the hotel

grounds. Walk down to the coast, go through the main

hotel gates, cross the car park to the left, go round the

back ofthe helipads and bear right over the golf course.

You will emerge on the coast at the small building

shown on Baillon and Dubois’ 1 map.

In autumn, the great majority of birds are heading

south but the line of passage taken by skuas and

shearwaters varies considerably. Watching from a loca-

tion about 300 m north of the building you will find the

closer birds hove into view earlier, are in sight for

longer, and also fractionally closer. However, close

birds are relatively few and the main streams are best

scanned from the area immediately behind the build-

ing. I found the best position was on the slightly higher

rocks just below the golf tee. Unfortunately views of

close-in birds are poor from here since they are heading

out round the reef when they come into view. Terns,

particularly Royal/Lesser Crested’, tend to flight along

the shore and are very difficult to monitor whilst watch-

ing other pelagics.

At times, phenomenal seabird numbers pass Point

des Almadies. Birds tend to come in groups and even

sample counts failed to cover the movements ad-

equately - a team of three or four watchers would be

needed. The figures given in the table are minima.

Lightwas better in the morning but the passage was

slower, except for Cory’s Shearwaters and ‘Marsh’ Terns

(which passed well offshore). Passage was heaviest in

the late afternoon. The onshore winds, strongest late in

the day, may have been the cause. The afternoon

passage was most sparse on 22 Octoberwhen the wind

was very light. The idea ofwatching from here on a very

windy day, particularly during a south-westerly when
the wave troughs would be best aligned for sighting

birds as they approach from the north, offers the pros-

pect of a very impressive spectacle. ®
* For scientific names see table.
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Table 1 Counts of seabirds passing Point des Almadies, Senegal in October 1994

Table 1 Denombrements des oiseaux marins vus du Point des Almadies, Senegal, octobre 1994

Date 15/10/94 15/10/94 16/10/94 16/10/94 22/10/94

Time 07.45-08.45 14.30-17.15 07.30-10.00 13.45-17.30 14.15-17.45

Total hours 1.0 2.75 2.5 3.75 3.5

Wind NW 1-2 NW 1-3 NW 0-2 NW 1-3 NNW1-2

Bulwer's Petrel Bulweria bulwerii 1

Cory's Shearwater Calonectris diomedea 227 7 422 128 3

Sooty Shearwater Puffinus griseus 47 c.875 71 C. 1,250 c.445

Manx Shearwater P. puffinus 1 3

Little Shearwater P. assimilis 1

Northern Gannet Sula bassana 1 3 1

Grey Phalarope Phalaropus fulicarius 7 22 9 18

Great Skua Catharacta skua 1 1 1

PomarineSkua Stercorarius pomarinus 42 C.1,150 C.275 c.1,400 C.700

Arctic Skua S. parasiticus 15 C.425 C.185 C.600 c.500

Pom./ArcticSkua S. pomarinus/parasiticus c.250 c.40 c.400 c.150

Long-tailed Skua S. longicaudus 32+ 3 c.70 5

Lesser Black-backed Gull Larus fuscus 1 3 1

Sabine's Gull L sabini 27 14 89 11

Royal/Lesser Crested Tern Sterna maxima/bengalensis Cl 50 c700 c235 c. 1,000 C.870

Roseate/Common/Arctic Tern S. dougalli/hirundo/paradisaea C275 C7500 c500 C7.000 C4000

Sooty Tern S. fuscata 1

'Marsh' Tern Chlidoniashybridus/niger/leucopterus c700 C2000 C5000 C2500 C2000
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Reviews

Checklist of Birds of the Afrotropi-

cal and Malagasy Regions. Volume
1 . Species Limits and Distribution

R. J. Dowsett & A. D. Forbes-Watson

(Eds.). Tauraco Press. Liege, Belgium.

1993 and

A Contribution to the Distribution

and Taxonomy of Afrotropical and
Malagasy Birds

R. J. Dowsett & F. Dowsett-Lemaire.

Tauraco Research Report No 5. Tauraco

Press, Liege, Belgium. 1993.

Available (at £15.00 each) from Aves

a.s.b.l., Maison de I’Environnement, Rue
de la Regence 36, B-4000 Liege,

Belgium.

There is a tradition amongst African bird

taxonomists to write all-encompassing

volumes which try to be definitive. W L

Sclater’s SystemaAviumAethiopicarum

(part 1 1924; part II 1930) reigned

supreme until C M N White’s checklists

appeared between I960 and 1965. Then,

those of us who dreamt that stability

would be provided by the nomenclature

used by the editors of the Birds ofAfrica

were rudely awoken by the DNA
hybridisations of Sibley & Monroe (1991

,

Distribution and TaxonomyofBirds).
Now Dowsett and Forbes-Watson bring us

another re-make on the grand scale.

Each epic has different boundaries to

the zones covered, with Sclater including

all Africa and the Arabian peninsula south

of the Tropic of Cancer plus outlying

islands as far apart as St Helena and the

Mascarenes; White restricted himself to

the Afrotropical Region; Dowsett and

Forbes-Watson’s coverage is similar to

Sclater’s, but they only include the

Yemeni parts of Arabia. North Africa

remains a Cinderella.

These two volumes, intended to be

read in conjunction, are different sizes

and a third companion is on the way.

Volume 1 of the Checklist is a list of 2176

species’ scientific names, together with

English and French vernacular versions,

and a table giving distribution and status

in 50 or so countries or island groups.

Birds are listed largely according to

the sequence used by Voous in Campbell

& Lack (1985, A Dictionary ofBirds) and

a table lists the differences between this

and Sibley & Monroe’s classification. The

systematic list includes species listed by

family and subfamily, with references to

the treatment used, the numbers of

species in the relevant family accepted by

the authors to occur in the Afrotropics and

Malagasy regions, those in the world’s

total for the family, and the number of

Afrotropical or Malagasy endemics and

near-endemics. The page numbers for the

appropriate distribution tables follow.

Next, the scientific name is given,

complete with authority, synonyms,

references to taxonomic justifications, the

relevant page numbers of texts such as

Birds ofAfrica (listed as BAl-4), Harrison

(1985) (H), Langrand (1990) (L), Roberts

(R) or Mackworth-Praed and Grant’s

handbooks (PG). The English and French

vernacular names, references to tape

recordings, and a code for the species in

the form of a reference number complete

the entries. Species thought to fonn a

superspecies are bracketed. Thus, the

Accipiters begin as follows:

Accipitridae 44 313 ( 81/226 species; 48

endemics*, 4 near-end. +)

SubfamilyAccipitrinae Distribution

tables pp. 120-131-

Aviceda madagascariensis (SmithA
1834) L56 Madagascar Cuckoo Hawk:

Baza mfl/gadre’HOl-OlOl

Aviceda cuculoides Swainson 1837

BAT298 R128 African Cuckoo Hawk:

Faucon-coucouiBaza coucou) Tape G
•H01-0102

Pemis apivorus ( Linnaeus 1758)

BA 1:299 R130 Honey Buzzard: Bondree

apivoreTape G H01-0201

The information is there but it is not

an easy read, except, perhaps, for

cryptographers. So far, I have yet to find

the Rosetta stone to explain the profusion

of asterisks nor for the + after the

numbers of near-endemics.

Volume 2 of the Checklist will, we are

told, provide a full synonymy for all

species and subspecies with the original

literature citation and list all type locali-

ties. If so, it will be very useful and we
are to hope that the expected publication

date of 1993 is not delayed much further.

The second part of the Checklist

volume is essentially a word-processed

re-arrangement of the country checklists

appearing in the companion book

(Tauraco Research report no 5). Species

are listed in a huge table stating what

country they occur in (thus any mistake in

Chapter 1 of the other book re-appears in

the checklist) and their reference number.

The countries are arranged by their

presence in one of four regions (Western,

Sahel & North-Eastern, Central & Eastern,

Southern & Malagasy) requiring entries on

four separate pages for each species

listed. Thus, there are many blank areas

such as those for the Vangidae. Within the

body of the Tables are codes on status

with classifications according to residents,

intra-African migrants or Palaearctic and

other migrants, and other categories such

as introductions.

The comprehensive reference list is

followed by separate indices for English

names, French names and Scientific

names. Useful appendices provide details

of rejected species and on the avifaunas

of the following islands: Ascension, St.

Helena, Tristan, Inaccessible, Nightingale,

Gough and Prince Edward. Other islands

or island groups given the status of a list

proper in Tauraco Research Report no 5

include: the Cape Verdes, Socotra, the

Gulf ofGuinea islands (Bioko, Principe,

SaoTome, andPagalu), the Seychelles,

Aldabra, Comores, Madagascar and the

Mascarenes.

Tauraco Research Report no 5

contains two chapters. Chapter 2 is

Dowsett and Dowsett-Lemaire’s paper

entitled 'Comments on the taxonomy of

some Afrotropical Bird Species’, which is

the most interesting part, but it should

have been paired with the systematic list

in the other volume. The chapter provides

the justifications, complete with support-

ing sonograms in some cases, for the

taxonomic changes proposed and upon

which all else hangs. Some highlights

include the elevation of batises and

wattle-eyes to family status in the

Platysteiridae and Stenostira (placed in

the Sylviidae by Sibley & Monroe),

Eliminia and Terpsiphonemto the

Monarchidae. By and large the authors’

decisions are sensible and clearly argued.

Some omissions or inconsistencies irritate,

however: Sibley& Monroe’s conclusions

are discussed for the Zosteropidae but

omitted from the account for the next

family in the list, the Promeropidae. So

we are not told why the DNA evidence
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for placing the sugarbirds in the

Nectariniidae was rejected. Chapter 1 is

Dowsett's tour de force: annotated

country checklists for all the Afrotropical

faunas - a prodigious feat for which much
praise is due. For each country or island

group, all species known to have

occurred are listed with status and source

of reference. The taxonomy follows the

scheme justified in Chapter 2 and listed in

the other book.

The two volumes under review

represent the culmination of a colossal

labour. This must have begun before the

publication of the texts by Sibley &
Monroe and Sibley & Ahlquist (1991,

Phytogenyand Classification ofBirds),

which may be one reason why the results

of the latter pairs are treated with caution.

In a massive work of this kind mistakes

are inevitable, especially for those areas

the authors are less familiar with such as

the Upper Guinea zone. For the Togo list,

I quickly found examples which are

irksome as they are all red herrings

introduced by carelessness: Walsh did not

claim that the Black Duck Anassparsa

occurs in Togo, he merely mentioned in

passing that habitat suitable for the

species existed there; Reichenow did not

list Luscinia luscinia, he listed Erithacus

luscinia which (as stated on page 434 in

Bannerman Birds ofWestand Central

Africavolume 4) is a synonym for L.

megarhynchos-, Reichenow did list Sylvia

hortensis'without authority in his 1897

paper but in a later paper (1902) included

the specimens under S. simple:cLath.,

which, like S. hortensismct nec. Gmel., is

a synonym of S. borin. So Garden Warbler

yes, but no need for raising a story about

Orphean Warblers.

The list for the Ivory Coast also has

readily identifiable quirks. Emin's Shrike

Laniusgubematoris missing: although

first recorded by Balchin (1988, Malimbus

10: 201-206; see also 1990, Malimbus 12:

52-53), it was also listed by Demey and

Fishpool (1991, Malimbus 12: 61-86) in a

paper quoted by Dowsett. No doubt

every specialist will find something to

carp about in each list, especially as

Dowsett rejects some records, with

associated comments, and the choice of

targets often seems arbitrary. Similarly,

the taxonomic scheme will raise some
hackles. Nevertheless, everyone will

benefit from the existence of the lists and

all African birders should have access to

them.

The authors deserve very substantial

congratulations for these books which are

invaluable and will probably become as

well thumbed as White's lists. Neverthe-

less, readers will need to be aware of

some short-comings. The presentation is

disappointing and would have benefitted

from careful editing eg why order the

country lists by region instead of alpha-

betically? Why have different sizes for the

companion volumes? The references in

the country lists refer to the species’

occurrences, but when breeding status is

claimed we are not told the source. There

are some inconsistencies with incorrect

citations and omissions from papers

referred to for other reasons. The

taxonomic changes may not all be

popular, but they are justified with

evidence and discussion.

Although final verdicts must await the

publication of the details of the subspe-

cies, any reprints or second editions

would benefit from re-anangements. Why
not place the taxonomic chapter with the

systematic list and the distribution tables

with the country lists? If the authors had

done this, then twitchers and listers

would have bought the latter book

without the need for purchasing the finer

taxonomic points, and taxonomists could

have acquired one volume with the parts

of interest to them without the necessity

for paying for pages of distributional data.

This and other criticisms aside, both

groups and ornithologists in general will

save much time and avoid frustrating

searches in libraries by possessing both

texts, as they provide a ready entree into

knowledge of the avifaunas of so many
territories. They will remain so for many
years as I doubt if other authors will have

the patience and dedication required to

repeat the feat. Roll on the subspecies

volume! ®
R. A. Cbeke.

The Birds of Nigeria

J.H. Elgood, J.B. Heigham, A.M. Moore,

A.N. Nason, R.E. Sharland & N.J.

Skinner. BOU Check-list No. 4 (Second

Edition). British Ornithologists' Union,

Tring. 1994. ISBN 0-907446-16-7.

Price £21.00 in UK, £23.00 overseas,

from British Ornithologists' Union, c/o

Natural History Museum, Akeman Street,

Tring, Herts HP23 6AP, UK.

This book is part of a remarkable success

story for the BOU and part of a remark-

ably valuable series for African

birdwatchers. Since 1976, the BOU have

published authoritative ornithological

check-lists for parts of the world not

adequately covered by other literature.

For the authors, these check-lists are a

labour of love and for the readers, they

provide the definitive statement about the

distribution and status of birds in a region

as well as a challenge to fill in the gaps.

The Birds ofNigeria is the second

African list to be revised within the series

(it was first published in 1981), after

Gore’s Birds ofThe Gambia. Other

African lists are already published in the

series for Libya, Zanzibar & Pemba,

Serengeti and Ghana, and are in prepara-

tion for Togo, Morocco, Cape Verde

Islands, Gulf of Guinea Islands and

Canary Islands.

The format is hardback, which is

useful for roughing it in the bush. It has a

substantial and informative introductory

section on the geography, climate and

habitats of Nigeria and the general

characteristics of its avifauna. The habitat

section is illustrated by some excellent

colour plates that really give a feel for

each of the wide range of habitats to be

found in Nigeria.

A section on migration is very clear

but could have been made considerably

more interesting by reference to the many
new discoveries about Palaearctic-African

migrants made by Berthold, Biebach,

Bairlein and co-workers since the first

edition. In particular, I was surprised that

no mention was made of the Morel's

excellent review article on West African

migration and of Brian Wood’s synthesis

of his extensive research on Yellow

Wagtail Motacillaflava migration in

Nigeria that appeared in the Ibis supple-

ment to volume 134 in 1992.

The section on breeding has been

brought bang up to date by two excellent

essays, both by leaders in their fields: one

on cooperative breeding by Roger

Wilkinson and one on brood parasitism

by Bob Payne. Both subject areas have

been studied extensively in Nigeria and it

was very imaginative of the main authors

to solicit these reviews.

Finally, there is a useful section on

conservation by a leading light in Nigeria,

Tasso Leventis. However, I was quite

surprised that this did not give any

information about the extensive conserva-

tion work, being funded largely by the

Royal Society for the Protection of Birds,

in the sahelian wetlands of Hadejia and

Nguru.

Throughout the introductory section

all the diagrams have been considerably

improved by redrawing since the first

edition. However, I think that a map
showing most of the sites in the gazetteer

would be a particularly useful addition

when a third edition is produced.

If the introductory section is a tasty

hors d’oeuvre, then the main course is the

richly seasoned and all-important check-

list. Some 883 species have been
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recorded in Nigeria and each one is

described by scientific and English names,

given a code according to its status

(resident, migrant etc), and given a short

paragraph on its distribution, habitat,

occurrence and notable records. A shorter

paragraph describes its breeding distribu-

tion, system (cooperative, colonial etc)

and season.

The taxonomy follows that of Birds of

Africa, which will satisfy many of the

reviewers of the first edition who had

disliked the adoption of a rather archaic

system. The majority of species accounts

have been updated since the first edition

and it is particularly useful that the

authors have had the benefit of unpub-

lished records from a number of

ornithologists who are currently or have

been recently working in the country.

Inevitably, when reviewing a book of

this sort, reviewers check for aspects that

they are personally familiar with. The

section on bee-eaters was fine. I was

disappointed, however, that several

observations made in a paper on the birds

of Yankari National Park (Crick &
Marshall, 1981, Malimbus 3\ 103-114) had

been omitted, particularly some records

of Ostrich, a breeding record of Lappet-

faced Vulture (only one is listed in the

book), extensions to the breeding season

for a number of species (including

Hadada, White-backed Vulture, Red-

necked Falcon, Fox Kestrel, Denham’s

Bustard, Black-headed Plover, Rufous-

crowned Roller, Black Woodhoopoe and

Ground Hombill) and that dubious extra-

limital records of Sabine’s Spinetail and

Blue-headed Crested Flycatcher had been

retained from the first edition. Wondering

whether this was a one-off omission, I

checked back through my issues of

Malimbusto find that the check-list had

not up-dated maximal flock sizes of

White-winged Black Tern from 1000 to

5000, Great White Pelicans from 160+ to

1400 and Ferruginous Duck from 1000 to

1500, observed in Kano State by Sharland

& Wilkinson (1981, Malimbus 5: 7-30).

The reappraisal of the migratory strategy

of Pygmy Kingfisher by Wilkinson (1982,

Malimbus 4: 53-54) had also been missed

and, despite mentioning the first record of

Black-necked Grebe in Nigeria as an

addendum in the first edition, the record

had been omitted in the second edition

(Fry 1981, Malimbus 3:54).

However, these seemed to be the

only omissions and it was pleasing to see

that 95 of the 325 references in the

bibliography had been published since

the first edition, indicating a great deal of

effort put into keeping up with the

literature.

To pursue the gastronomic analogy,

the sweet course is provided by some
superb colour photographs of a selection

of Nigerian birds by Ian Nason, Tasso

Leventis and Mary Gartshore. Finally, the

coffee is represented by some useful

tabulations in the appendices.

Overall, the original author,John

Elgood, and his new co-authors should be

congratulated for doing an excellent job in

making this revision an important

addition to the African ornithological

literature. It is quite simply indispensable

for any birdwatcher in West Africa. ®
Humphrey Q.P. Crick

Birds of the African Rainforests,

Sounds of Nature Series.

Parts One and Two.

Recorded by Stuart Keith, produced by

Stuart Keith and William Gunn. Published

by the Federation of Ontario Naturalists

and the American Museum of Natural

History. Total running time approximately

50 minutes each.

£16.95 incl p&p the pair from Wild

Sounds, PO Box 9 Holt, Norfolk NR25
7AW, UK. tel/fax + 44 (0) 1263 741100.

For many people, Stuart Keith’s record-

ings, originally available as LPs, but now
in this pair of easily portable cassettes,

have made a valuable contribution to

helping with identifying African rainforest

birds.

Dealing with 92 species, they present

calls and songs from a range of forests in

five countries: Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania,

Zambia and Zimbabwe (which the

antediluvian producers persist in calling

Rhodesia). Many of the forests in which

these recordings were made are famous

birding sites, including Kakamega, Irangi

(on Mount Kenya) and Sokoke, while

others, like Bwamba and the Usambaras,

are destined to become so as access

improves. Altogether, recordings have

been made in 19 different sites, with, in a

few cases, songs for the same species

provided for more than one forest.

Abyssinian Hill Babbler Alcippe

abyssinica
,
for example, babbles from

Irangi, Impenetrable and the Cheranganis.

Almost all the recordings are good

and clear and represent reasonable bursts

of song (or call). They run systematically

from ibis to weaver and cover 31 groups

in all, with the largest numbers being 17

warblers (including seven apalises) and a

dozen greenbuls (a baker’s dozen if you

include Nicator Nicatorchloris). Both

these groups illustrate taxonomic changes

which have or may take place, with the

Ruwenzori Apalis Apalis ruwenzoriinow
considered conspecific with Black-

collared A.pulchra; the nicators, on the

other hand, still have an uncertain status

as greenbuls (they show a strong likeness

to bush-shrikes). On the tape, the eastern

bird, Yellow-spotted Nicatorchloris

recorded in Kenya’s Sokoke, delivers an

explosively loud song typical of individu-

als in that forest, while the western bird,

Yellow-throated N.gulariscalls and

chacks angrily in Uganda's Bwamba.

Keith has never heard the latter call in

Sokoke, but I found birds in the hand

regularly used a similar call, and Bob

Dowsett& Franfoise Dowsett-Lemaire

(1993, TauracoResearch Reportno 5: 323-

389) believe their voices are broadly

similar. Amani Sunbird Anthreptes

pallidigaster sings on the tape, although,

like its congener Collared Sunbird A.

collaris, this species is most often

recognised by its insistent call, and rarely

seems to resort to its pretty song.

Families which are missing include

the doves, nightjars, honeyguides and

woodpeckers, and there is only one

raptor and owl, but the tapes still provide

a good insight into many species and help

with some real skulkers like the three

illadopses and two Bradypterus'wiirblers,

Evergreen Forest B. barrattiand Cinna-

mon Bracken B. cinnamomeus. Like

these evocative names, it is hard not to

enjoy the calls presented, even for those

species, like Dark-backed Weaver

Ploceus bicolor (which sound simply

amazing), where knowledge of their call

is simply an adjunct to their fairly

straightforward field recognition.

In a characterful way, Stuart Keith’s

brief notes (on the tape sleeves) speak of

location and the circumstances surround-

ing each of his recordings and, even

though they appear in eye-squintingly-

small type, his descriptions are a useful

and entertaining source of information.

(Notes on species calling in the back-

ground are also provided). On the tapes

his comments are confined to the English

name followed quickly by the call, which

obviously maximises the room available

for recordings. The nomenclature

followed is that of Mackworth-Praed&
Grant (1957, I960, Birds ofEastern and
North-eastern AfricaVoXs 1 & 2) -hardly

surprising given the LPs first appeared in

1971! - but most names are still familiar.

The second tape ends with a briefdawn
chorus from Sokoke Forest and the calls

of four primates, Chimpanzee Pan

troglodytes, Black and White Colobus

Colobuspolykomosand Blue Monkey
Cercopithecus mitis

,
and Olive Baboon

Papio anubis, and a bat, possibly the
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Hammer-headed Hypsignathus

monstrosus.

Needless to say, for many species,

knowledge of calls can be critical to

locating your bird. I wonder how many
birders have put down the accelerating

whistles of Barred Long-tailed Cuckoo

Cercococcyx montanus, to a hyper-Red-

chested Cuckoo Cuculus solitarius, or

simply ignored the bizarre beakings of

Buff-spotted Pygmy Crake Sarothmra

e/egatfsforiginally thought to be the

sound of a chamaeleon giving birth!) or

been bewildered at African Broadbill

Smithomis capensis, which Williams &
Arlott (1980, A Field Guide to the Birds of

EastAfrica) likened to a klaxon horn. All

these curious calls are taped, along with

Green Barbet Stactolaema olivacea, the

monotonous tonking ofwhich persists

throughout the heat of the hottest days in

Sokoke, and Crowned Eagle Spizaetus

coronatuswhich, despite its undoubted

magnificence, calls like a demented wind-

up toy (and is the endless butt of

mimicking thrushes, like Red-capped

Robin-Chat Cossypha natalensis).

My favourite call, however, has to be

that of another eagle mimic, Blue-

shouldered Robin-chat Cossypha

cyanocampter.
,
not because it is the most

beautiful (although it has a great song),

but because of the memories which flood

in when I listen to the recording: the

frustration ofmy whistled duets with this

robin-chat the first time I visited

Kakamega and ofsubsequent unrewarded

stalks. It took a second trip to see this

wonderful thrush when, after failing with

another exchange of whistles, a pair

joined a bird party mobbing an African

Wood Owl Ciccaba woodfordii.

All told, these two tapes provide a

good vocal introduction to a number of

difficult and not-so-difficult species and,

despite having first appeared over twenty

years ago, and competition from more

comprehensive tape collections, they are

still well worth purchasing. ®
JohnH. Fanshawe

A Bird Watcher’s Guide to the

Gambia

Rod Ward. Prion, ISBN 1 871104 041,

Publ. July 1994.

Price £9.75. Distributed by NHBS, 2 Wills

Road, Totnes, Devon, TQ9 5XN, UK.

All those engaged in ornithological

capacities in The Gambia should be

delighted to hear of any publication that

attempts to support Gambian efforts to

conserve bird habitats and collate

ornithological data. I am sure Rod Ward

sets out in good faith to do this in this

simple, quick to read, 116 page soft-

backed, and thus easy-to-pack, book.

Unfortunately, the degree of factual

inaccuracy, in its attempt to describe the

ornithological scene in The Gambia,

drastically reduces its value.

To cite one of five prominent claims

on the rear cover.... ‘Birdwatcher’s Guides

are researched and compiled by expert

birdwatchers with outstanding knowledge

of birdlife of the particular region or

country'. The publishers, with their acces,s

to far-reaching markets (and in this case

also appearing to represent The Gambia),

have, I believe, a responsibility to the

international ornithological community to

do something to avert a stream of false

information. Yet, it seems anybody with a

few weeks experience in any under-

surveyed country and with access to a

desk-top pc system is seemingly in a

position to publish and vend their trip

report in the guise of a definitive state-

ment.

Reviewing this book from Banjul on

24 October amidst an enormous electrical

storm, and whilst extremely heavy rain

cools the night, I turned to the ‘When to

Go' section on page 20, which notifies me
that the rains have finished but I could

expect a shower! Far more irritating are

the ornithological distortions. These could

have been avoided if valid research

inquiries and requests had been made.

For example, one will look in vain for a

Western Little Sparrowhawk Accipiter

erythropus in open woodland in the

Lower and Middle River, when in fact this

species is a little known forest-indicator

recorded in The Gambia from two forest-

islands and one adjacent locality in coastal

Western Division. One is also told that

Red-throated Bee-eater Merops bidocki,

unarguably a common breeding resident

in Middle and Upper River, is mainly a

non-breeding dry season visitor to the

corresponding divisions. Equally, one is

informed that Mottled Spinetail

Telacanthum ussheri is a rare and local

resident when, in fact, it is a frequent to

common resident throughout all divisions.

These are samples of the frequent errors

which are made as a result of following,

or direct quotation of, pioneering, but

now long out-of-date, status and distribu-

tion reviews.

The Atlantic Hotel - with its own
purpose-built birders’ garden and bird list

of over 160 species, a very competent

Gambian birder to upkeep it, its weekly

lectures and daily films, its wide range of

birding safaris which are offered in the

reception, and a management with

corporate membership to support the

new Tanji Bird Reserve - is not, I read

here, an ideal location for tourists. I am
confident that there are ABC members

and hundreds of others who would

dispute that. All cited Gambian telephone

numbers have changed to six figures and

directory enquiries will up-date you; this

occurred a considerable time before

publication. It is unfortunate that Baba G
Bah, Tijan Kanteh or SolomonJallow, are

not referred to in the section ‘Bird Guides’

on page 14. The bird list with 511 species

is lifted directly from the thoughtful and

comprehensive ‘Dowsett & Forbes-

Watson’, with acknowledged assistance

from another expert, and although it is

admitted as provisional, it falls c 50

species short of the actual current total of

species catalogued.

The attempt to clarify the use of

multiple vernacular names is to be

welcomed but, at a time when there is no

field guide to the area using these new
names, could lead to even further

confusion for the first-time visitor, at

whom this book is presumably directed.

A fitting illustration of this is with the

Viduinae indigobirds, while the Ploceidae

weavers are another minefield of

disarray. First-timers may not yet have

acquired either Birds ofAfrica Vols I-IV or

Dowsett& Forbes-Watson, and so will be

no nearer to understanding these

interchangeable common names.

The statements concerning status and

distribution, pps 90-96, ‘Selective Bird

List’, are very inaccurate and extensively

contradict the contemporary database

compiled by Wacher etal, that draws on

c 60,000 records. We are advised (p 97)

that the Birds ofWestAfrica, currendy in
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preparation, is bound to become the main

field guide used by birdwatchers visiting

The Gambia. One also anticipates that the

Christopher Helm, Pica Press Field Guide

to The Birds ofThe Gambia and S.

Senegal in preparation for publication

late 1995 (and drawing upon the previ-

ously mentioned database), will be of

some use here as well!

On page 33 one is told that Tanji Bird

Reserve was established by Clive Barlow.

In fact, it was the Department of Wildlife

and Conservation of the Government of

The Gambia which was responsible for

this. I located and have worked constantly

at the site for nearly

ten years, and

much is owed to

the academic tact of

Dr T J Wacher for

setting in motion

the site’s elevation

to protected area

status. There is no

mention ofwhere

to pay an entry fee

to the reserve, or

how to support the

development of the

reserve through the

UK based charity

‘Tanji Birders’.

Considering that

much ofthe

information on this

subject is taken

from a recent RSPB Birds article on The

Gambia, it is curious that this pertinent

point, courteously included there, is

excluded here.

I fear that any guide cannot reason-

ably profess to be authoritatively

researched when there are such gaping

errors as these. Read the book, if you are

totally unfamiliar with The Gambia, for

what it is - something to be read on the

flight or just before, for some of the tips

and for the 19 site accounts (a few new
ones additional to Edberg’s A Naturalists

Guide To The Gambia), which are

certainly useful.

Meticulous accuracy, the cornerstone

of our subject, shall have to wait for the

second edition. Dr Ward solicits addi-

tional information for this in his final

comments. I do hope he receives a

response, because this book’s sometimes

bold and somewhat hazardous conjec-

tures, drawn from brief personal

experience of the country and the

rewording of others’ articles and publica-

tions, are not a satisfactory reflection of

current Gambian ornithology. This

country is indeed a marvellous place to

watch birds with a number of birders and

companies better placed to briefyou than

this contribution in its current format. ®
Clive R. Barlow

Finches & Sparrows.

An Identification Guide

Peter Clement, Alan Harris and John

Davis. Christopher Helm. A & C Black,

London.

500pp. 73 colour plates, includes

distribution maps. £29.99

When the ABC asked me to review this

book, I hesitated because I

am only familiar with the

southern African species.

As luck would have it,

however, I took the book

with me to Texel in the

Netherlands, and was able

to use it to distinguish the

difference between the

Common Carduelis

flammeaand Arctic

Redpolls C. homemanni.

Nonetheless, this review

is based on the birds

from southern Africa

described in the book.

From my study of their

descriptions and

illustrations, I presume

that the treatment of all

species is thorough and that the illustra-

tions are well executed.

The book follows closely the familiar

format used in previous volumes in this

series. They have proved to be valuable

and workable tools in the field and this

volume should be equally successful. I

like the various introductory chapters,

particularly the one on ‘How to Use This

Book’, although I would prefer to see the

systematic section start with a summary of

the most important features useful in

identifying the group. This would be in

addition to the chapter on how to identify

finches and sparrows. I feel that the use

of outlines, as used in the shorebirds'

book, would be appropriate in this

volume too.

This book illustrates very clearly the

problems associated with describing

habitat preferences of different species of

birds. One is inclined to think that most

birds are ‘habitat specific’ but this is not

often the case. The author states: ‘Far

more needs to be learned and appreci-

ated before we can fully understand the

complex needs of birds in their occupa-

tion of habitat niches’. This profound

statement is abundantly illustrated by the

finches and the variety of habitats they

occupy. If we use the pytilias as an

example, we find that the Golden-backed

Pytilia Pytilia afra occupies open

Brachystegiawoodland in eastern

Zimbabwe, while further west it may be

found in open country with thorn scrub.

Conversely the Green-winged Pytilia

(Melba Finch) P. melba is a bird of the

open areas with scattered bushes in the

Marondera area and prefers the thorn

thickets along rivers in the west of

Zimbabwe. It is also widespread in

Mopane and other open woodlands in

Botswana and the Transvaal. Both species

may occur in gardens in both the rural

and urban environments!

The plates are generally good.

Looking to those I know well, I found

they were well executed and show the

salient field characters clearly. Thus, my
criticisms are only of a minor nature. I am
aware that artists are often constrained by

the need to get a certain number of

illustrations on a plate. As a result, some

plates birds appear awkward because

they have been painted to fit into the

available space rather than in a natural

pose. Some species are illustrated sitting

on the ground when the text states clearly

that they rarely or infrequently feed there.

For example, the Yellow-throated

SpaiTow Petroniasuperciliariswould

have looked better on a stout branch. The

throat of the breeding male Black-

throated Canary (Yellow-rumped

Seedeater) Serinus atrogularisis not

nearly dark enough - it shows black in the

field. The illustration of the Black-eared

Canary Serinus mennellidoes not show

the breeding male’s black ear dark

enough, nor indeed light enough in the

non-breeding male. In my home area, the

only certain distinction between the

Black-eared and Streaky-headed Canaries

in the non-breeding season is the heavy

streaking on the breast of the former. It is

a pity that the northern race of the

Brimstone (Bully) Canary Serinus

sulphuratushas not been illustrated. The

race found in Zimbabwe is much smaller

and the birds have a very much smaller

bill than does the nominate subspecies.

People visiting from South Africa often

have difficulty identifying our birds as

Bully Canaries.

I would say that for the serious birder

this is an essential book. For all members

of the ABC planning a trip in Africa it is a

useful field book and should be carried if

space/weight is not too much of a

problem. It will help you sort out a host

of confusing species in many parts of the

world where a variety of finches occur. If

used correctly, it may even help to make

us all better observers! ®
PeterGinn
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Recent Reports

These are largely unconfirmed records

mostly covering the last six months of

1994, and in a few cases 1993. We urge

that, if they have not already done so,

contributors submit full details to the

relevant national or regional organisations

as soon as possible. (See Appendix D of

African Birding in BullABC 1(1) for

details).

Azores
An extraordinary run of nearctic waders

was recorded this autumn: a Spotted

Sandpiper Actitis maculariawas seen at

Lajes, Pico on 31 August - 1 September

with two present on 31 August, two

LesserYellowlegs TringaJlavipeswcrc

at Faja dos Cubres, Sao Jorge on 2

September with one till 6 September

when it was joined by a Least Sandpiper

Calidris minutilla. At Praia-da-Vitoria,

Terceira on 6 September there were six

Semi-palmatedSandpipers Calidris

pusilla, single Least Sandpiper, White-

rumpedSandpiper Calidrisfuscicollis, a

Semi-palmatedPlover Charadrim

semipalmatus, an American Golden

Plover Pluvialisdominica and a Spotted

Sandpiper. On 8 September there were

single Least, White-rumped and

Spotted Sandpipers atMosteiros, Sao

Miguel and four White-rumped Sandpi-

pers, a Baird’s Sandpiper Calidris

bairdiiand a PectoralSandpiper

Calidris melanotoszl Sete Cidades. (TCo,

PH per Birding World). On 28-29

September at Cabo do Praia, Terceira

there were single Least and Semi-

palmated Sandpipers, a Lesser

Yellowlegs, a Pectoral Sandpiper, a

Buff-breastedSandpiper Trygnites

subruficollisand a Spotted Sandpiper,

while at Ponta Delgada, Sao Miguel there

was a Spotted Sandpiper on 28-30

September. Two Pectoral Sandpipers

were seen at Sete Cidades, Sao Miguel on

1 October (RA per Birding World). A
Fea’s Petrel Pterodromafeaewas

trapped at a known site on the islands in

September, apparently the population is

still two (BZ per Birding World).

Botswana
A sub-adult Long-tailed Skua

Stercorarius longicaudus at the Chobe

River near Kasane on 18 May was a first

for the country and an exceptional inland

record for southern Africa. Other firsts

Long-tailed Skua Stercorariuslongicaudus

By Mark Andrews

were a Collared Palm-Thrush

Cicbladusa arquata at Kasane 14 April

and three Magpie Mannikins Lonchura

fringilloidesat Kasane on 1 March. A
GreyWagtail Motacilla cinerea at Sefare

in November 1993 was only the second

for Botswana (all per DB).

Canary Islands

A Pink-backed Pelican Pelecanus
rufescensvns seen at Playa de las

Americas, Tenerife on 23 August, a

potential first for the Islands if not an

escape. A Least Sandpiper at Tarajalejo,

Fuenteventura on 12-22 August was the

first record for the Canaries. (TC per

Birding World), while a female Lesser

Scaup Aythya affinispxeserA at Roquito

del Fraile, Tenerife from 17 November to

the end of the year will be a first for the

Afrotropical Region if accepted (TC).

Eritrea

A white morph Western ReefHeron
Egretta gulariswas at Assab on 27June

(JA). At least one SootyTern Sterna

fuscata previously unrecorded for Eritrea,

was seen in a mixed flock of seabirds

which included BridledTerns Sterna

anaethetus at Assab on 4 July (CR).

IndianHouseCrow Coruussplendens

has now colonised the coastline at least as

far as Assab where it is now extremely

common (JA, CR).

Ethiopia

Two White-backedNight-Herons
Gorsachius leuconotuspreviouslyknown

from only three sites north of Addis

Ababa, were seen 5 km north of the

confluence of the Muwi and Omo Rivers

on 1 October (CH). Inland records of

WesternReefHeron Egrettagularis

were two at Lake Tana on 25 December

1993, one there on 25-26 October 1994

and two on 7 November, also two dark

morphs were at Lake Langano on 8-9

January and one there on 28January (per

JA). Shoebills Balaeniceps rexhave been

reported from the Abobo area south of

Gambella, the last report from this area

was in 1973 (perJA). Unusual raptors

included single HoneyBuzzards Pern is

apivorusdX Abi Adi on 1 September (LD)

and Shebe on 16 September (JA, JH ), a

Short-toed Eagle Circaetusgallicusof

the nominate form was seen at Bahr Dar

on 27 October (JV), while singles of the

form beaudouini at Tepi on the Beko

River on 22 October (POS) and in Awash

NP on 24 September (JA, WH) were only

the 2nd and 3rd records for the country. A
Red-tailedBuzzard Buteoauguraliswas

seen at Gordoma in the south-west of the

country on 25 February and an immature

was at Beko, south of Tepi on 22 October

(POS ). Single GreaterSpotted Eagles

Aquila clanga were seen in the Bale

Mountains on 8 November and at Debre

Zeit on 24 November (SR, JV). Two
Golden Eagles Aqu ila chrysaetoswere

seen in the Bale Mountains on 18 October

(SB) and three immatures were seen on

the Sanetti Plateau in the Bale on 8

November (SR, JV). This species is not

known to breed in sub-Saharan Africa

though there have been unpublished

reports of sightings in the Bale Mountains

for several years. An Ayres’ Hawk Eagle

White-backed Night Heron

Gorsachius leuconotus

By Craig Robson
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Hieraaetus ayresiiwas seen at Arero

Forest on 17 November (SR, JV, DT, MC).

A group of four Lesser Kestrels Falco

naumanniwere seen at Abi Adi and ten

near Adwa, Tigray on 23 October (LD).

Four Orange RiverFrancolins Francoli-

nus levaillantoidesrarely reported in

Ethiopia, were seen at Abi Adi on 27

October (LD). Two Harwood’s Francol-
ins Francolinusharwoodiwere seen and

others heard in the Jema Valley on 6

December (ML, SF, ISR). A Purple

Swamphen Porphyriaporphyrio
,
very

rarely recorded in Ethiopia, was seen at

Hora Lake, Debre Zeit on 1 June (CR).

Two Heuglin’s Bustards Neotisheuglinii

were seen just inside the Ethiopian-

Eritrean border on the Assab-Addis Ababa

road on 28 June, there have been few

recent records of this species (JA). Two
Bronze-wingedCoursers Cursorius

chalcoptems seen in theJema Valley on 6

December were apparently the first for

Ethiopia, all previous records were from

Eritrea (ML, SF, ISR). A White-tailed

Plover Vanellus leucurus at Makelle

Reservoir on 17 October and 2 November

was the first record for the country (LD),

while a Pectoral Sandpiper Calidris

melanotosal Lake Abiata on 22January

was only the second record. A Sandwich
Tern Sterna sandvicensisai Lake Zwai on

15 April was the first record for Ethiopia.

At least fourAfricanWhite-winged

Doves Streptopelia reichenowiwere seen

near Melkha Ghuba (between Negele and

Yavello) on 28 April (POS) and at least 20

there on 28 November (ML, SF, ISR) this

represents a northward extension of

range along the Dawa River. Two Prince

Ruspoli’s Turacos Tauraco mspoliiseen

Prince Ruspoli’s Turaco Tauraco ruspolii

By Mark Andrews

in Arero Forest on 17 November (SR, JV,

DT, MC) and one near Kibre Mengist on

26 November (ML, SF, ISR) are the first

reports since 1990. Two LesserCuckoos

either Cuculuspoliocephalus or C. rochii

were seen at Dedim, 30 km north of

Yavello on 25 April, neither species is

known from Ethiopia. At least six African

Black Swifts Apus barbatusnear Gosh

Meda, Debre Birhan on 19 November

would be the first record for Ethiopia (DT,

SR, JV, MC). Both Black-billedWood-
Hoopoe Phoeniculussomaliensis and

GreenWood-Hoopoe P.pit rpureushave

been seen at Bahr Dar (JA, JV) though the

latter was previously only known from

the extreme west of the country. The

situation regarding the status and

distribution of Phoeniculusspp in

Ethiopia is unclear and requires further

study. The first field observations of

Sidamo LarkHeteromirafra sidamoensis

(known from two specimens) were made

when at least five individuals were re-

discovered at an old collecting site near

Negele on 28 November (ML, SF, ISR). An
unidentified cliffswallow Himndosp.

probably the same species that has been

previously reported from Awash and Lake

Langano was seen near Shebe on 24

March and further sightings were made at

Mt Fantalle on 24 September and near

Lalibela on 2 November (JV). A Citrine

Wagtail Motacilla citreolawas reported

from Bale on 15 March (see BullABC
1(2)) and an adult female was seen at

Boyo, near Hosaina on 11 November

(POS). A Golden Pipit Tmetothylacus

tenellus seen near Lake Langano on 10

February represents a considerable

extension of range from the south-east of

the country. Records of Brown-tailed

Rock-Chat Cercomela scotocercafrom

Abi Adi from 20-30 October represent a

considerable northward range extension

(LD). An African MoustachedWarbler

Sphenoeacus mentaliswas seen near

Agere Selam, Sidamo on 27 November,

this species was previously only recorded

west of the Rift (ML, SF, ISR). A Bonelli’s

Warbler Phylloscopus bonelliseen at

Lake Langano on 29January would

represent a first for the country, previous

records having been rejected (perJA). A
WoodWarbler Phylloscopussibilatrix

was seen west of Yavello on 29 Novem-

ber (ML, SF, ISR). A Pied Flycatcher

Ficedula hypoleuca was reported from

Makelle on 16-17 August (LD), this would

be the first for the country, a second bird

was seen at Wondogenet on 26 Novem-

ber (NB). A group of Dusky Babblers
Turdoides tenebrosus, known from only

four locations in Ethiopia was found at a

new site near 7° N on the Omo River on 1

October (CH). Two Chestnut-bellied

Starlings Spreopulcherpreviously

known only from Tigray and Eritrea were

seen near Adwa on 23 October (LD). A
single Yellow-throatedSeed-eater

Serinusflavigulawas observed singing at

Melkha Ghebdu (the site of its re-

discovery in 1989) on 6 December (ML,

SF, ISR) and at least six Salvadori’s

Serins Serinusxantholaemawere seen at

the known site of Sof Omar on the Weyb
River on 2 December (ML, SF, ISR).

AnkoberSerins Serinus ankoberensis

continue to be recorded from known sites

at Gosh Meda, with 15-20 birds on 19

November (SR, JV, DT, MC) and from

Ankober where two birds were seen on 5

December (ML, SF.ISR).

The Gambia
A Red-throatedDiver Gaviastellata

flying north off Kotu Beach on 19

November 1993 would be the first record

for the afrotropics if accepted (per DS). A
male Harlequin Quail Cotumix

delegorguei flushed twice from short grass

at Tendaba Airfield on 14 November 1993

would be a first for Gambia though the

species has been recorded as a vagrant in

Senegal (per DS). Another potential first

was a CrestedBustard Eupodotis

mficrista of the race savilei(sometimes

considered a separate species), which

was seen crossing the road 5 km west of

Tendaba on 23 October (NB). Other

unusual records were an immature

MartialEagle Polemaetus bellicosusai

Kissi Bolon on 29 October, a Common
Cuckoo Cuculus canonis at Darsilami on

1 8 October, an adult Peregrine Falcon

Falcoperegrinus of the African race minor

at Tendaba on 29 October, a juvenile

LesserMoorhen Gallinula angulataax

Jakhally on 25 October and a juvenile

Red-chestedCuckoo Cuculussolitarius

at Selety on 21 October. A pair of Scaly-

frontedWeavers Sporopipesfrontalis

were seen nest-building at Essau in

October (all NB).

Ghana
Two Cory’s Shearwaters Calonectes

diomedea seen well off Ada on 13

November would appear to be the first

records for the country, the birds were

amongst a large flock of Black Terns

Chlidoniasnigerwhich also contained a

single SootyTern Stemafuscata and a

Pomarine Skua Stercorariuspomarinus

QS). A White-crestedTiger-Heron

Tigriomis leucolophuswas seen at Lake

Owabi, near Kumasi on 18 March, an

adult PurpleSwamphen Porphyrio

porphyrio was also seen there that day.

Two Afep Pigeon Columba unicincta

were at Bia GPR on 1 March. Two Grey

Parrots Psittacus erithacuswere at

Ankasa GPR on 24 February, and two at

Bia NP on 1 March. A group of four

Icterine Greenbuls Phyllastrephus
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icterinus were seen in Bia NP on 4

February. Two Baumann’s Greenbuls
Phyllastrephiis baumanniwere seen in

Bia NP on 4 March, and a Green-tailed

Bristlebill Bleda eximia there on 6

March. A ForestScrub-Robin

Cercotricbas leucostictawas seen at

Owabi, near Kumasi on 20 March. Two
Yellow-bellied Eremomelas Eremomela

icteropygialiswere seen in Mole NP
(where SmallerGreen-backed

Eremomela E.pusillawas very common)

on 22 March. AWhite-tailedAnt-Thrush

Neocossyphuspoensiswas in Bia NP on 3

March and possibly same bird on 5 March.

A Black-capped Illadopsis Illadopsis

cleaveriwas seen at the same location on

4 March, as was a single male Tiny

Sunbird Nectarinia minulla. A Pale-

frontedNegrofinch Nigrita luteifrons

was seen singing near Kunkumso, Bia NP
on 28 February (all HK).

Ivory Coast
A Rufous Fishing-Owl Scotopelia ussheri

was seen and heard at Lamto on 1

1

March. Five Black-and-white-casqued

Hombills Ceratogymnasubcylindriciis

were seen in Foret du Yapo on 7 March.

Other interesting records from Yapo

include a female Purple-throated

Cuckoo-shrike Campephaga quiscalina

on 8 March.Five Reichenbach’s Sun-

birds Nectarinia reichenbachiiwere seen

near Grand Bassam on 14 March (HK).

Kenya
A sub-adult Shoebill Balaeniceps rexwas .

present intermittently in Musiara swamp,

Mara GRfrom 19 September until early

November, after which it unexpectedly

appeared in Amboseli NP where it was

seen up to 15 December. This is the first

record for Kenya. A Black-eared

Wheatear Oenanthehispanica
,
the

second record for Kenya, was seen at

Lake Baringo on 2 December 1994 (per

DT).

Madagascar
At least 40 Red-tailedTropicbirds

Pbaethon rubricauda including several

full-grown young were present on Nosy

Ve on 23 November. Several flocks of up

to 150+ Greater Frigatebirds Fregata

minortogether with smaller numbers

( 1 0+) ofLesser Frigatebirds Fregata

ane/were seen on the crossing between

St. Augustine and Nosy Ve on 23 Novem-

ber. A juvenile African Open-bill Stork

Anastomus lamelligerusirare away from

western Madagascar) flew in to roost at

Lake Alarobia on 1 November. Five

Meller’s Ducks Anas melleriwere also

present there on the same date. A

MadagascarSerpent-Eagle Eutriorchis

asturwas seen perched at close range in

forest above Ambanizana, Masoala on 6

November. At least two White-browed

Owls Ninoxsuperciliaris, uncommon in

the north-east, were heard at Ambanizana

on 10 November. Schlegel’s Asity

Philepitta schlegelicontinues to be seen at

Ampijoroa where five birds including four

males were seen in November. The birds

appear to have a communal lek similar to

that ofVelvetAsity Philepitta castanea .

At least five Yellow-bellied Sunbird-

AsityNeodrepanishypoxanthawere seen

together at Vohiparara on 4 December

(PD, NH, PM, BW).

Malawi
A record ofSpur-winged Plover

Vanellusspinosusseen at Liwonde

National Park from 25 July 1993 until the

end of the year has been accepted by the

Malawi Rarities Committee; this is the first

record of the species for Malawi. Also

accepted were single ReedWarbler

Acrocephalusscirpaceusand Basra Reed

Warbler Acrocephalusgriseldis trapped at

Chankhandwe, Lilongwe on 23 November

1993, both second records for this site

(perBM).

Morocco
A little Bunting Emberizapusilla seen at

Charaf, Agadir, on 21 October represents

the first record for Morocco and possibly

only the second record for the ABC region

(CB).

Niger

Six species were recently added to the

Niger list. On 5 June 1993 two Fanti Saw-

wings Psalidoprocneobscurawere

observed at Makalondi by PS. Good views

of a Leaf-love Pyrrhurusscandenswere

obtained along the Mekrou River in the

National Park ‘W’ on 29 August 1993 (JB,

WCM). Several Grey-rumpedSwallows

Pseudbirundogriseopygawere seen over

the Mekrou on 22 December 1993, with

individuals observed on both sides of the

border with Benin (JB). At one of the

markets in Niamey several Greater

White-frontedGeeseA riseralbifrons

said to have been taken at Assamakka on

the border with Algeria, were for sale in

January 1994 (WCM). About six Banded
Martins Riparia cincta were seen at Saga

on the Niger River near Niamey (JB).

Unidentified dark swifts Apus sp near

cliffs in Dallol Bosso, 100 km east of

Niamey continued to baffle local observ-

ers in 1994 (WCM, JB). A Long-billed

Pipit Antbassimilisand Plain-backed

Pipit Anthus leucophrysseen near

Harikanassou, 70 km southeast of Niamey

in December 1993 and February 1994

respectively, are both rarely recorded in

Niger as were a few Blue-bellied Rollers

Coracias cyanogasterseen along the

Blue-bellied Rollers Coracias cyanogaster

By Mark Andrews

Niger river opposite ‘W’ and at Gaya in

January 1994 (JB). Single Black Storks

Ciconia nigra seen at ‘W in December

1993 and November 1994 suggest that the

species winters in the park in small

numbers (JB, WCM, KH). A similar

conclusion may be drawn from the

Eurasian Bittern Botaurusstellarisseen

at Saga on 26 February and 26 November

1994 (JB, WCM). Up to five Allen’s

Gallinules Porphyrio alleniwere seen at

Saga on 19 and 26 November 1994 were

only the 2nd and 3rd winter records from

Niger. A colony of 6-10,000 Red-headed

Queleas Quelea erythropsnzsis was

found on an island in the Mekrou on 29

August 1994, with birds seen both sides

of the Niger/Benin border. The nest of

Fox Kestrel Falco alopex inJune 1994

and ofLesserStriped Swallows Hirnndo

abyssinica September 1994 are belated

first breeding records for Niger (WCM, JB,

PD). Equally overdue were breeding

records of Rufous-chestedSwallows

Hirnndosemimf

a

in culverts under the

road from Niamey to Baleyara and to

Dosso in 1993, 1994 (JB, WCM).

Seychelles
A Cinnamon Bittern Ixobrychus

cinnamomeusseen on Fregate on 8

October was not only a first for the

Seychelles but for the entire Afro-

Malagasy region. A first-winter Arctic

Skua Stercorariusparasiticustound in

weak condition also on Fregate on 27

February was the first reliable report for

the Seychelles, while a Grey-tailed

Tattler Heteroscelus brevipesat Roche

Caiman Bird Sanctuary on 10 May was
only the second record. An immature

Black-crownedNightHeron Nycticorax

nycticoraxpresent at the same locality

from 10 May - 18 June was the third

record for the islands, as was a Marsh
Harrier Circusaeruginosas at Mont

Fleuri, Mahe on 15 January. A second

report ofRed-billedTropicbird
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By Colin Towe

Phaethon aethereuscame from Aride on

28-29June and a third report from Praslin

on 14 November. The Eurasian Oyster-

catcher Haematopusostralegusreported

in November 1993 was still present at

Oceangate, Mahe until 20 November

1994. A Broad-billedRoller Eurystomus

glaucuruswas reported from Fregate on 4

February - 2 March. Though regular in the

Aldabra group this was the first report

from the granitic islands (per AS).

South Africa

Single GoliathHerons Ardeagoliath, an

extreme rarity in the south-western Cape

were seen at Mooreesburg on 7 August

1993 and Verlorenvlei on 6 March. A
Black Egret Egretta ardesiacawas

recorded at Verlorenvlei on 13-14

November 1993 and an adult Palm-nut

Vulture Gypohieraxangolensisseen at

Verlorenvlei on 19 February and 6 March,

was only the second record for the south-

western Cape. The hottentotta form of

Hottentot Button-Quail Tumix
hottentottawhich was thought to be

extinct in the fynbos biome until the early

1980s has now been shown to be one of

the most common birds in low-lying

fynbos at Cape Point Nature Reserve with

perhaps as many as 500 individuals

present. Equally good news about

Striped Flufftail Sarothrara affiniswtth a

pair at Helderberg Nature Reserve on 1

November 1993 and 10-15 birds present

at Skeleton Gorge during May - October

1993, this species now appears to be

widespread and common in montane

fynbos. A Wahlberg’s Honeybird
Prodotiscus reguluswas seen at

Grootvadersbos on 12 December 1993-

Unknown in the south-western Cape until

1986 this species now appears to be

colonising the area (per DA).

Tanzania
An Arctic Skua Stercorariusparasiticus

photographed off Zanzibar on 1 4 March is
,

'<

the first record of this species in Tanzania.

In addition three second records for

Tanzania have also been reported: a Shy

Albatross Diomedea cauta off Zanzibar

on 23 November, a Pomarine Skua

Stercorariuspomarinusoff Zanzibar on 19

January 1994 and a Brown Firefinch

Lagonosticta w/ft'r/tr/flnearTunduma on

17 August (all per DT).

Uganda
A Pel’s Fishing Owl Scotopeliapeli seen

in Ajai Game Reserve, West Nile Region

from 12-14 November 1993 was only the

third record for Uganda (per DT).

Zambia
The first Burchell’s Courser Cursorius

burchelli for Zambia was found at Imusho

on 12 August, the species may prove to

be resident in this inaccessible part of the

country. Another first was a Scaly-

feathered Finch Sporopipessquamifrons

at Kazwili on 9 August. A Cut-throat

Amadinafasciata at Kasama on 30

September was well out of range and an

exceptionally large flock of c 20 were

seen at Lusaka in September. These

records may reflect increasing aridity and

a particularly cold year which may also

Black Egret Egretta ardesiaca

By Mark Andrews

account for numerous records from the

south-west of the country ofAfrican Red-

eyed Bulbul Pycnonotus nigricansznd

Tit-babbler Parisomasubcaeruleum.

Bar-wingedWeaver Ploceus angolensis

was found at a new locality on the

Muchinga Escarpment on 4 May, while

Olive-headedWeaver Ploceus

olivaceicepswas.found at two further

parts of Lundazi District on 26 April. The

first records of Southern Hyliota Hyliota

australisfor south-eastern Zambia were

obtained on the Mozambique/Malawi

border on 24-25 April. Other interesting

records included a Pallid Honeyguide

Indicator meliphilusat Ndola on 5 March,

groups of 33 and 93 Black-faced

Lovebirds Agapom is lilianaein Kalomo

District in July and August, a

Temminck’s Stint Calidris temminckiint

Nyamuomba on 3 April and 352 Wattled

Cranes Bugeranuscarunculatus at

Chikuni on 30-31 July (all per DRA). ®

Wattled Crane Bugeranuscarunculatus

By Mark Andrews

Records were collated byIain Robertson

from observationsandcontributions

supplied by thefollowing: DavidAllan

(DA), RichardAllison (RA), Dylan

Aspinwalll (DRA),John Atkins (JA),

Samson Bayu (SB), DavidBishop (DB),

NikBorrow (NB), ChrisBowden (CB),

JoostBrouwer (JB), Miles Coverdale (MC),

Tony Clarke (TC), Tim Collins (TCo), Pete

Davidson (PD), Lieuwe Dijksen (ID),

PascalDupont (PD), Sandra Fisher(SF),

Karen Hamerlynck (KH)Jukka Harjula

(JH), BillHarvey (WH), PhilHeath (PH),

Nina Higgins (NH), ConradHirsh (CH),

HaukeKahl(HK), MichaelLambarth

(ML), BobMedland (BM), PeteMorris

(PM), Wim Mullie (WCM), Colin

Richardson (CR), Iain Robertson (ISR),

SteveRooke (SR), DaveSargeant (DS),Jez

Simms (JS), Adrian Skerrett (AS), Pieire

Souvairan (PS), PerOleSyvertsen (POS),

Don Turner (DT),Jim Vaughan (JV),

Barry Wright(BW)andBernardZonfrillo
(BZ).

ContributionsforRecent Reports can now
be sent to Iain Robertson byfax on +44

(0) 1950 460782/431552 and also by e-

mail: 100415. 1 146@compuserve.com.
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- or just subscribe now - it couldn’t be easier. For the next 12 issues, send £31 to:
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FOREIGN BIRDWATCHING
REPORTS AND

INFORMATION SERVICE

Organised by STEVE WHITEHOUSE

FBRIS is a central database of topical

information relating to birdwatching sites

around the globe. If you are planning a trip

abroad, give Steve Whitehouse a call on

01905 454541 or send £1

For The NEW 1994 AUTUMN CATALOGUE:
(Including many new destinations) To:-

Steve Whitehouse

5 Stanway Close, Blackpole, Worcester, WR4 9XL

Ornithological Safaris.

SMALL aROUP
BJRDJNO TOLARS

m
BOTSWANA
ZIMBABWE
NAMIBIA «nd
fwK'tkei'' afield in

AFRICA.
Oontact :

ROaSK HAWKOR
P.O.BOX 1031,
SOROWO,
Botswana .

FOR SALE

Graeme Arnott’s superb painting of a White-

winged Black Korhaan displaying in a typical

South African habitat, featured on the cover of

this bulletin, is on sale to ABC members.

Offers of UK £240 and over are welcome.

Please write to African Bird Club, c/o BirdLife

International, Wellbrook Court, Girton Road,

Cambridge CB3 ONA, UK.

Birds ofthe Gambia Co Ltd

Atlantic Hotel

PO Box 296

Banjul

The Gambia

West Africa

Tel: 220 228601

Fax: 220 227861

Directed by Clive R Barlow and M L Jobe

10 years and a lifetime respectively

in The Gambia!

• Tailored safaris and excursions,

small groups.

• Advisors to wildlife TV crews.

• Bird surveys, data collection and

all matters ornithological.

• Hotel accommodation arrangements.

Write, fax or telephone.
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+

W e are pleased to announce that from January 1995, NHBS has become a corporate

sponsor of the ABC, and will be providing ABC members with a comprehensive book

supply service. Future issues of the Bulletin will include a mini-catalogue listing in-

print and available books on African birds, wildlife, travel, and ecology and conservation. In

addition, NHBS will be providing a bookstall at each ABC meeting, where we will be

displaying for sale a wide selection of current ornithological literature.

The benefits of NHBS’s quality mailorder service include:

Exceptional Stock
• Most key field guides, site guides, handbooks and monographs permanently in stock

• Many unusual and difficult to obtain imports regularly in stock

• Comprehensive database of 40,000 titles covering all areas of natural history, ecology

and the environment. Catalogues listing up to 13,000 titles issued twice a year.

A Quality Mailorder Service
• Easy ordering - phone (6 lines), fax and E-mail

• Efficient ordering - rapid despatch of goods or acknowledgement of order within 3

working days, recorded order reports issued for unavailable items

• Easy payments, wherever you are - all major credit/charge cards, cheques, foreign

currency payments (US$, DM), transfer to any of our four international bank

accounts.

Customer Service you can rely on
• Professional trained staff, constantly on hand to help and advise you

• Language no problem - phone or write to us in French, German, Spanish, Italian

• Rapid responses to your queries - are there any books on Burundi? Could you send

books to me in Kampala? Do you have an express delivery service?

• A service adapted to the customer - private individuals, professional scientists,

societies, institutions, and conservation organisations.

• Full standing order service for any series

For a free copy of the latest NHBS catalogue, please contact us at the address below.

+

NATURAL HISTORY BOOK SERVICE LTD
2-3 Wills Road, Totnes, Devon TQ9 5XN, U.K.

Tel: 01803-865913 (International: +44-1803-865913)

Fax: 01 803-865280 (International: +44-1803-865280)

CetuLutCf mailoncteri ^vicienA - e4ta6li&6ecL 1$%5
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Notes for contributors ( . . continuedfrom insidefront cover)

Style

Authors are asked to follow the conventions used in The Bulletin

oftheAfrican BirdClub and to refer to a recent issue for guidance,

dates: 23 September 1993 (note the order, no comma, not 23rd).

names ofbirds: use the vernacularname for birds, followed by the

scientific name, viz White-necked Raven Corvus albicollis (with

hyphen, no comma, no parentheses, no author’s name). Underline

for italics if you submit typed or handwritten copy, but please

format with italics if you submit your contribution on disk with

accompanying hard copy. Only the first (generic) name should

have an initial capital. English names ofbirds and other animals

require initial capitals except after a hyphen (eg White-headed

Vulture, Black-backedjackal), but for group names use lower case

for initial letter (eg bustards, crows). Both English or French and

scientific names should be given when the species is first men-

tioned, thereafter only one name, preferably the English or French,

should be used.

units: use metric units with the following abbreviations: length

( mm, cm, m, km); area (m2

,
ha); mass (mg, g, kg); time (s, min, hr,

day, month, year). Time ofday should be given in the 24-hour clock

form (eg 06.30hr). Speed (m/s, km/hr). The time system used

should be the zonal time closest to solar time. Except at the

beginning of a sentence or when ten or less, numbers should be

given as numerals, not spelled out. All fractions should be decimal-

ised and written as numerals.

punctuation: full points (= full stop, period) should be omitted

from well-known initials, such as ABC and also from ‘eg’, ‘ie’, and

'et al’. Include a full point after each initial of person’s name.

Quotation marks, if used, should be ‘single’, not “double",

references: these should occur in numerical order in the text, and

should be indicated by superscript Arabic numbers, corresponding

to the numbers in the reference list. For example: ‘...confirming

earlierwork3 '
4"7

’; ‘Lack andWebb15 stated that..
.

’or ‘eg Safford et al
3 ’.

Reference lists should be in numerical order, and appear at the end

of the paper or short communication, following the format below:

• authors' family name(s) followed by a comma, then initials, each

followed by a full point.
'

• names of publications should be given in full, or for journal titles,

abbreviated according to the 4th edition (I960) of the World List of

Scientific Periodicals and the supplementary lists published since

then by the British Union Catalogue of Periodicals (if in doubt, give

the title in full), and underlined for italics in typescript.

• titles of papers should be given in the original language, unless

this uses a non-Roman alphabet, in which case an English transla-

tion of the title should be used, in square parentheses.

• books: after author(s), year of publication and title, give the town

followed by the publisher.

eg for a book:

Mackworth-Praed, C.W. &Grant, C.H.B. 1973. TheBirds ofWest

and CentralAfrica, Vol II. London: Longman,

eg for a chapter in a book:

Kroodsma, D.E. & Baylis, J.R. 1982. A world survey of evidence

for vocal learning in birds. In Kroodsma, D.E. & Miller, E.H. (eds)

Acoustic Communication in Birds, Vol 2: 311-337. New York:

Academic Press.

eg for a journal:

Safford, R.J., Duckworth,J.W., Evans, M.I., Telfer, M.G., Timmins,

R.J. & Zewdie, C. 1993- The birds of Nechisar National Park,

Ethiopia. Scopus 16: 61-80.

Information that has been privately communicated to you should

be referred to in the text as eg ‘(AB Halliday, pers comm )’ and must

not be listed in the references.

PhD theses that are under a publication embargo, or otherwise

unavailable for general reference, may not be quoted in the text.

References should be made either as ‘Halliday (unpublished)’ if it

is Halliday’s own work, or as ‘Halliday (pers comm)’ if information

is being quoted by another author.

Verify references before submitting your paper and check the

typescript and proofs carefully for errors in the references. If you

refer to a paper that you have not actually seen, you should indicate

where you have seen it quoted by adding as much at the end ofthe

reference in the list, eg (quoted by 4).

tables: each table should be prepared on a separate piece ofpaper,

and be thoroughly checked. Use ‘0’ for a zero reading, for a

missing value. Titles of tables should be self-explanatory. Figure

legends and table headers will be given in French and English,

diagrams: should be clearly drawn in ink without shading. Origi-

nal black and white photographs and line illustrations should not

be larger than A4 (297x210 mm). Line illustrations should be on

good quality white paper or board, or on tracing material; lettering

should preferably be marked lightly in pencil. All illustrations

should have the author's names and figure numbers clearly marked

on the back. Where there is any doubt, the upper margin of the

illustration should be indicated.

Proofs

Authors of major papers will be sent proofs for immediate return.

The Editorial Team reserves the right to amend articles without

reference to the author(s).

Reprints

Authors ofmajor articles receive one copy ofthe Bulletin oftheABC
free of charge. Extra copies will be charged at cost, and must be

ordered when the manuscript is accepted.

Reviews

Copies ofnew journals, books or reports for mention or review are

always welcome. Contributions or enquiries should be sent to The

bulletin Editor.

Deadlines

The Bulletin oftheAfrican BirdClub is published twice per year on

1 March (with a deadline of 1 October) and 1 September (deadline

1 April).

Editorial address

All contributions and correspondence should be sent to: The

Bulletin Editor, African Bird Club, c/o BirdLife International,

Wellbrook Court, Girton Road, Cambridge CB3 ONA, UK.®

The views expressed by contributors to this bulletin are not

necessarily those of the Editorial Team, the Council of the African

Bird Club or its committees.

Designed, typeset and produced by Alcedo Publishing

Tel/Fax +44 (0)1953 455499 • E-mail 100330.2261@compuserve.com
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to Bulletin of the African Bird Club Vo1 2 No 1 March 1995

Literature Review: papers and notes on African birds in 1994

Compiled by Peter Lack.

This review, which which it is hoped will be pro-

duced annually, is intended to cover all literature

relating to birds in Africa. For this first one no papers or

notes with a publication date prior to 1994 are included,

but in future it is intended to carry on where the

previous one left off. All journals received by the end of

the first week ofJanuary 1995 are included here.

I have tried to be as complete as possible in cover-

ing papers and notes relevant to members of the Club.

A wide range of journals, magazines and newsletters

has been scanned and I have tried to include all new
observations etc. However, articles reporting on, for

example, society and bird club trip reports and notes on

birding other than in Africa have been ignored.

The style and content is based very much on the

lines of the Recent Ornithological Literature Supple-

ment to Ibis, Aukand Emu to which everyone interested

in birds owes a great debt.

I am well aware that some people publish material

in journals which I am at present unable to see on a

regular basis and I therefore apologise if there are any

serious omissions. The editorial team would like this

section of Bull ABC to become the major source of

information about African birds, and we therefore urge

you and your colleagues to send us reprints of relevant

material, or at least bring it to our attention, especially

any in journals not in the attached list. Items from 1994

and missing from this year can be included in subse-

quent years as will, of course, material published late in

the year which did not reach us in time.

The papers noted below do not include those

published in the two volumes of Proceedings of Pan-

African Ornithological Congresses which appeared

during 1994. These will be mentioned in the September

issue of the BullABC in association with an extended

article about the Congresses to date and the one to be

held in December 1996 in Ghana.

The following major journals and magazines have

been scanned for this issue:

African BirdJournals: Babbler, Bee-Eater, Bird Num-

bers, Birding in Southern Africa, East Africa Natural

History Society Bulletin, Honeyguide, Journal of East

Africa Natural History Society and National Museum,

Kenya Birds, Malimbus, Mirafra, Ostrich, SAFRING

News, Scopus.

InternationalBird Journals-. Alauda, Ardea, Auk, Bird

Conservation International, Bird Study, Birding World,

British Birds, Bulletin ofthe British Ornithologists’ Club,

Condor, Dutch Birding, Le Gerfaut, Ibis, Journal of

Avian Biology, Journal fur Ornithologie, Limosa, Nos

Oiseaux, Ornithologische Beobachter, Ringing & Mi-

gration, Seabird, DieVogelwarte, Die Vogelwelt, Wader

Study Group Bulletin, Wilson Bulletin.

General Ecology and BehaviourJournals-. Animal Be-

haviour, Conservation Biology, Journal of Animal

Ecology, Journal of Applied Ecology, Journal of Wild-

life Management, Oikos.

In addition, papers in other journals and magazines

have been included when I have noticed them or had

them brought to my attention.

The papers are divided into sections below, broadly

on their main subject matter. I am well aware that any

division of this kind is, by definition, somewhat arbi-

trary so please do look in all relevant sections for some

topics. Overlap is particularly prevalent between the

General Biology, Ecology and Conservation, and Be-

haviour sections.

Where there are several authors either the address

ofthe first is given or that specified for correspondence,

if different. Also, present addresses are given, as

appropriate.

In February 1993 nearTepi in

southwest Ethiopia.

AtkinsJ.D. & HarveyW.G. 1994.

Further sightings of an unnamed cliff

swallow Himndosp. in Ethiopia. Scopus

18: 52-54. (address as above)

Distribution: Eastern Africa

Archer A.L. 1994. Birds observed from

Kigoma to Kalambo Falls on the eastern

side of Lake Tanganyika. Scopus 18: 6-11.

(Box 15676, Nairobi, Kenya)

Notes on the species seen 20 Septem-

ber to 15 October 1993-

AtkinsJ.D. 1994. An isolated population

ofthe Olive-bellied Sunbird Nectarinia

chloropygia'm Ethiopia. (With an add-

itional comment from J.S. Ash) Scopus 18:

54-56. (c/o Foreign and Commonwealth

Office, King Charles Street, London SW1A
2AH, UK)
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Further observations, mostly in Awash

National Park, of a cliff swallow most

closely resembling South African Hirundo

spilodera. Vigilance and all notes of such

birds are requested.

Baker N.E. 1994. The status of the Red-

faced Mousebird Urocolius indicus in

Tanzania. Scopus 18: 58-59.

(Box 23404, Dar-es-Salaam, Tanzania)

Questions all records of the species

from the Ruaha National Park area. Are

there any real ones?

Baker N.E. & Baker E.M. 1994. Further

records for the Taita Falcon Falco

/kscwurdw from Tanzania. Scopus 18: 57-

58. (Box 23404, Dar-es-Salaam, Tanzania)

Three new records: Njombe in

October 1983, 30 km north of Kilosa in

December 1989 and in Ukaguru Moun-

tains in December 1993-

BradleyJ. 1994. African Pitta Pitta

angolensisatJadini, Kenya coast. Scopus

18: 56-57. (Box 39814, Nairobi, Kenya)

An adult on 17 October 1993 was very

obliging.

ButynskiT. 1994. Uluguru Violet-backed

Sunbirds Anthreptes neglectusat Tana,

Kenya. Scopus 18: 62-64. (Zoo Atlanta /

National Museums of Kenya, Box 40658,

Nairobi, Kenya)

Two records from forests of Lower

Tana River at Kitere in February and June

1994.

Cordeiro N.J. 1994. Forest birds on Mt

Kilimanjaro. Scopus 17: 65-112.

(3145 Canfield Avenue, #13, Los Angeles,

CA 90034, USA)

An up-to-date list of forest-dependent

birds recorded with notes on natural

history, ecology, behaviour, breeding and

conservation.

Dijksen L.J. 1994. Ethiopian birds. Dutch

Birding 16: 71-72. (Tembien Health

Program, c/o REST, PO Box 20, Makelle,

Ethiopia)

Points out that with the split-off of

Eritrea the number of Ethiopian endemics

is only nine or ten.

Evans T.D., Watson L.G., Hipkiss A.J.,

KiureJ., Timmins R.J. & Perkin A.W.

1994. New records ofSokoke Scops Owl
Otus ireneae, Usambara Eagle Owl Bubo

vosseleriand East Coast Akalat Sheppardia

gunningifrom Tanzania. Scopus 18: 40-

47. (11a Yeoman Lane, Bearsted,

Maidstone, KentMEM 4BX, UK)

New records of the three threatened

forest birds in Sigi Muse valley (five sites)

and Mtwapa Public Land in July to

September 1992 and September to

October 1993 with detailed notes.

FanshaweJ. & Ngala D. 1994. First East

African nesting record for the Barred

Owlet Glaucidium capensefrom Galana,

Coast Province, Kenya. Scopus 18: 49-50.

(c/o BirdLife International, Wellbrook

Court, Girton Road, Cambridge CB3 0NA,

UK)

December 1991 west of Baricho near

Galana River.

Forbes-WatsonA.D. 1994. Bird surveys

of three reserves in northwestern Uganda.

Scopus 17: 128-137. (c/o Box 48019,

Nairobi, Kenya)

January and February 1992 surveys of

Mt Kei White Rhino Sanctuary, Otze

Forest White Rhino Sanctuary and Zoka

Forest Reserve. Species lists and added

notes for those of special interest.

Glen R.M. 1994. Notes and new distribu-

tion records of the Quail Plover Ortyxelos

meiffreni. Scopus 18: 50-51.

(Box 40691 .
Nairobi, Kenya)

28 records from Kitani area of Tsavo

West National Park, Kenya and 1 from

Tarangire National Park, Tanzania. A few

behavioural notes included.

Hipkiss A.J., Watson L.G. & Evans T.D.

1994. Preliminary report on ‘The

Cantbridge-Tanzania rainforest project

1992’: briefaccount of ornithological

results and conservation proposals. Ibis

136: 107-108. (41 Burlington Road,

Polygon, Southampton SOI 2FR, UK)

Six lowland forests in East Usambaras

surveyed. Six globally threatened and

three near-threatened birds found

including new sites for Sokoke Scops Owl
Otus ireneaeand East Coast Akalat

Sheppardiagunningi.

Keith S. & Garrett K.L. 1994.

Oberlander’s Ground Thrush Zoothera

oberlanderi'm the Impenetrable Forest,

Uganda. Scopus 17: 141-142.

(American Museum of Natural History,

Central Park West at 79th Street, New
York, NY 10024, USA)

A considerable extension of range

based on a specimen in Los Angeles

County Museum from 1969 originally

identified as Z. piaggae williamsi. Latter

remains on list for Impenetrable Forest.

LackP.C. 1994. Three-streaked Tchagra

Tchagrajamesv. a new record for

Tanzania. Scopus 17: 140-141.

(British Trust for Ornithology, The

Nunnery, Nunnery Place, Thetford,

Norfolk IP242PU, UK)

Nine seen in Mkomazi Game Reserve

in July and August 1993. Brief notes on

habitat selection of three Tchagra species

in area.

MoyerD.C. & SchulenbergT.S. 1994.

First record of Chirping Cisticola Cisticola

cisticolapipiensimm Burundi. Bull. Br.

Om. ClubllA: 63-64. (Museum ofNatural

Science, 119 Foster Hall, Louisiana State

University, Baton Rouge, LA 70803-3216,

USA)

In a marshy area near Bujumbura

representing a northwards extension of

800 km from Upfipa in Tanzania and

550 km from Marungu Highlands of Zaire

across Lake Tanganyika. May well be

quite widespread in general area.

Parker I.S.C. 1994. Notes on Catharacta

sp., Sterna bergii, S.fuscata, Puffinus

pacificus and P. Iherminieri off Mtwapa,

December 1992. Scopus 17: 138.

(Box 15093, Nairobi, Kenya)

Records of the above species detailed.

RyallC. 1994. Recent extensions of range

in the House Crow Corvussplendens.

Bull.Br.Om.Club 1 14: 90-100.

(Farnborough College ofTechnology,

Boundary Road, Farnborough, Hants

GU146SB.UK)
Expanding rapidly around human

habitations and are a major pest in some

areas. Now in 9 African mainland

countries as well as Seychelles and

Mauritius.

RyallC. 1994. Bird observations on

Wasini Island, Kenya. Scopus 18: 34-39-

(address as above)

Casual observations from four visits in

1985-1987 extend range of several

species and these related briefly to

habitats present.

Selempo E. 1994. Birds recorded from

the Loliondo area of northern Tanzania.

Scopus 17: 124-128. (Box 48019, Nairobi,

Kenya)

Report of a visit in May-June 1993

with several birds of noteworthy distribu-

tional interest.

Distribution: North Africa

Baha El Din M. 1994. African Pied

Wagtail breeding at Lake Nasser, Egypt.

Birding World7: 186. (no address given)

Four pairs of Motacilla aguimpiound

on islets in lake in May 1994. Population

could actually be quite high.

BellatrecheM. 1994. Donnees nouvelles

surl’avifaune Algerienne. Alauda 62: 136-

138. (Universite de Bourgogne, Faculte de

Sciences de la Vie, Laboratoire d’ecologie,

Batiment “Mirande", BP 138, F-21004

Dijon cedex, France)

Records since 1981 updating Ledant et

aide GerfautlV. 295-398) of 9 species.
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Delprat B. 1994. Observation dune pie-

grieche a poitrine rose Lanins minoren

Tunisie. Alaitda62: 133- (11 rue de

l'hirondelle, F-34130 Saint-Aunes, France)

In November 1993 nearMenzel

Bourgiba on the banks of Lake Ichkeul.

MeiningerP.L., WolfP.A., HadoudD.A.

&EssghaierM.F.A. 1994. Rediscovery of

Lesser Crested Terns breeding in Libya.

Brit. Birds87 \ 160-170. (Foundation

Working Group International Wader and

Waterfowl Research (WIWO), c/o

Driebergseweg l6c, 3708 JB, Zeist,

Netherlands)

Two colonies of Sterna bengalensis

located in July 1993 at Geziret al Elba (40

pairs) and Geziret Garah (1700 pairs).

Some data on breeding biology, habitat,

food and threats.

Tillman M. 1994. Crested and Thekla

Larks in Morocco. Dutch Birding 16: 19-

20. (Iliongrand K:104, 22471 Lund,

Sweden)

Crested Lark Galerida cristata is

scarce and Thekla G. theklae quite

common in Morocco although the reverse

is true in Tunisia. The two are best

distinguished by proportions and size.

Distribution: Southern Africa

AbemethyD. & Herremans M. 1994.

Report from the records subcommittee.

Babbler26-27: 38-47. (Botswana Bird

Club, PO Box 71, Gaborone, Botswana)

A detailed list of accepted category A
(rare) and B (near rarities) in Botswana

from 1988 onwards.

Alexanders. 1994. Pittas in the Chizarira

National Park. Honeyguide A0: 27-28.

(Zambezi Wilderness Safaris, PO Box 18,

Victoria Falls, Zimbabwe)

Pitta angolensis heard and seen in

December andJanuary oftwo years and a

nest found from the previous year.

Anderson M.D. 1994. Large raft of

Blacknecked Grebes at Kamfers Dam,

Kimberley. Mirafra 11: 6. (Cape Nature

Conservation & Museums, Private Bag

X6102, Kimberley 8300, South Africa)

889 Podiceps nigricollis recorded in

November 1991.

Anderson M.D. 1994. New wing-feather

moulting location for South African

Shelduck. Mirafra 11: 16-17. (Cape

Nature Conservation & Museums, Private

Bag X6102, Kimberley 8300, South Africa)

Spitskop Dam in northern Cape

Province found as moulting site for

Tadoma cana. Nearly 2000 recorded in

November 1992 and 2451 in November

1993 (at least 1757 were moulting).

Bergman N. & Bergman J. 1994. First

breeding record ofNamaqua Sandgrouse

in Zimbabwe. Honeyguide 40: 25-26.

(Manama Hospital, Private Bag GA 5845,

Gwanda, Zimbabwe)

Three small chicks of Pterocles

namaquusiound at Fort Tuli on 14

September 1991.

Bishop D. 1994. The current status of the

Maccoa Duck Oxyura maccoa in Bot-

swana. Babbler26-27: 10-12.

(PO Box 808, Gaborone, Botswana)

Prefers fairly eutrophic wetlands in

south east Botswana. Numbers 1991 -

1993 from 30 to 468.

Du Plessis G.J. 1994. Coursers in the

Kroonstad area, Orange Free State.

Mirafra 11: 1-5. (PO Box 98, Aliwal North

5530, South Africa)

Atlas data and transect counts give

good indications ofnumbers occurring.

Historical records indicate that Cursorius

riifasYias declined considerably,

C. temminckii is highly nomadic and

C. africanus may have increased.

Eriksson M.O.G. 1994.Waterbird

densities at Lake Kariba, Zimbabwe,

during a period of extremely low water

level in 1984-85. Honeyguide A0: 4-15.

(Provincial Government in Goteborgs och

Bohus lan, Department ofEnvironmental

Protection, S-40340, Goteborg, Sweden)

Low water level may contribute to the

lack of clear differences between fished

and non-fished areas. For fish-eating birds

encounter rate perhaps more important

than fish abundance.

HanmerD.B. 1994. Cut-throat Finch near

Mutare. Honeyguide A0: 100-101. (Box

3076, Paulington, Mutare, Zimbabwe)

A male Amadinafasciatawas caught

and ringed on 19 September 1993,

perhaps brought in by dry conditions

along with Violet-eared Waxbill

Uraeginthusgranatinus.

Herremans M. 1994. Major concentration

of River Warblers Locustellafluviatilis

wintering in northern Botswana. Bull. Br.

Orn. Club 114: 24-26. (Dept of Wildlife

and National Parks, PO Box 131,

Gaborone, Botswana)

In March 1992 found in some

numbers in Baikiaeawoodland in Kasane

Forest Reserve, Botswana and probably

arrived in area in January.

Herremans M. 1994. New record of the

Chestnut Weaver Ploceus mbiginosus'm

the Okavango. Babbler26-27: 20-22.

(address as above)

Mistnetted at a roost at Maun on 1

1

August 1993.

Herremans M., BorelloW. &
Herremans-TomioeyrD. 1994. New
cases of the Spottedbacked Weavers

Ploceus cucullatus breeding near

Gaborone. Babbler26-27: 29-30.

(address as above)

Almost certainlyyoung hatched at

Gaborone Dam as young caught, although

nest not found.

Herremans M. & Brewster C. 1994. The

status of Ayres’ Eagle Hieraaetus ayresii

in Botswana. Babbler26-27

:

12-13.

(address as above)

A rare non-breeding visitor September

to March.

HerremansM.&Herremans-Tonnoeyr
D. 1994. Massive numbers ofEuropean

Swifts Apus apus over the southwestern

Kalahari. Babbler26-27: 33-34. (address

as above)

In December 1993.

HofmeyrJ. 1994. Palm Swifts possibly

nesting at Somerset West. Bee Eater45:

35. (no address given)

Egg shell of Cypsiurusparvusfound

under a palm tree.

JonesJ.M.B. 1994. Concentration of

Larklike Buntings in Kuburi Wilderness,

Kariba. HoneyguideA0: 31.

(PO Box 60, Marondera, Zimbabwe)

Large numbers ofEmberiza

impetuanifound in rocky arid areas with

sparse vegetation.

Martin C.G.C., Underhill G.D. &
Underhill L.G. 1994. Garden Warblers

Sylvia borin in the southwestern Cape

Province, South Africa. Bull. Br. Om.
Club 114:104-106. (Dept of Suiveying and

Geodetic Engineering, University ofCape

Town, Rondebosch 7700, South Africa)

Three records in suburbs of Cape

Town, December 1990 and February 1993

(two) are detailed, all trapped.

PaolilloK.1994. Birds on the Turgwe

River, Humani Ranch. HoneyguideA0:

103. (Hippo Haven, Humani Ranch, PO
Box 322, Chiredzi, Zimbabwe)

Some notes on the occurrence of

several species in a period of good rains

following a drought.

RandallR.D. 1994. Important numbers of

African Skimmers Rynchopsflavirostrison

the Chobe River. Babbler 26-27: 31.

(PO Box 266, Kasane, Botswana)

Up to 47 in a flock near Sedudu Island

in October-Novermber 1993.

RandallR.D. 1994. Huge flocks of

Redwinged Pratincoles Glareola

pratincolaand Brownthroated Martins

Ripariapaludicola near Kasane. Babbler
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26-27: 33. (PO Box 266, Kasane, Bot-

swana)

Several thousand ofboth species near

Sedudu Island in Chobe River inJune

1993.

Randall R.D. 1994. Regular observations

of Cutthroat FinchAmadinafasciata in

Kasane. Babbler26-27: 34. (address as

above)

They are not uncommon in far north

of country, contra Newman’s book.

Randal] R.D. 1994. Whitebacked Night

Heron Gorsachiusleuconotus breeding at

Kasane. Babbler26-27
: 35. (address as

above)

At Chobe Reptile Park inJune 1993.

Riddell I.C. 1994. Red-necked Falcon and

Thick-billed Cuckoo in the Zambezi

Valley. HoneyguideiO : 31-34.

(PO Box 4330, Harare, Zimbabwe)

Falco chicqueranoted 17 times from

July to September around Chikwenya area

in Zambezi Valley. Pacbycoccyxaudeberti

noted a number of times in same area

probably displaying.

Rockingham-Gill D.V. & Mundy P.J.

1994. Red-billed Firefinch in the Matetsi

Safari Area. Honeyguide 40: 100.

(PO Box 296, Mhangura, Zimbabwe)

Lagonostictasenegalamjanuary 1993-

Taylor B., Smith E. & Herholdt K.

1994. The Striped Crake in southern

Africa. Birding in Southern Africa 46: 18-

21. (Dept ofZoology and Entomology,

University of Natal, PO Box 375,

Pietermaritzburg 3200, South Africa)

A review of recent records of

Aenigmatolimnas marginalis.

Vernon C. 1994. Status of the Blue Quail

in South Africa. Bee Eater45: 41-43.

(no address given)

Only 2 records in eastern Cape

Province of Coturnixadansonii are

acceptable, one ofwhich is the only one

for South Africa in the last 25 years.

WiUiamsJ. 1994. Red-backed and

Bronze Mannikins and others in the

Troutbeck area, Nyanga. HoneyguideAO:

101-102. (14 Harare Drive, Greystone

Park, Harare, Zimbabwe)

Small party of Spermestes (Lonchura

)

6/co/orincluding a nest site and a single

S.(L.) cucullatus seen.

WiUiamsJ. & Varden D. 1994. Lemon-

breasted Canary at Nyanga. Honeyguide

40: 30, (address as above)

Serinus citrinipectus found in October

1993.

Distribution:

West and Central Africa

Cable T.T. 1994. First record of Three-

banded Plover Charadriustricollarisin

Ivory Coast. Malimbus 16: 57-58.

(Dept of Forestry, Kansas State University,

Manhattan, Kansas 66506, USA)

One bird seen near Bouake in a rice

field in August 1993, well to the west of

any previous record.

DelNevo A., Rodwell S., Sim I.M.W.,

Saunders C.R.&WacherT. 1994.

Audouin’s Gulls Larusaudouiniim

Senegambia. Seabird 16: 57-61.

(RSPB, The Lodge, Sandy, Beds SG19

2DL, UK)

An important wintering area. 531

noted in February 1991 and 276 in

September 1992. A high proportion had

been ringed at Spanish breeding sites.

Demey R. & Fishpool L.D.C. 1994. The

birds ofYapo Forest, Ivory Coast.

Malimbus 16: 100-122. (Grote Peperstraat

3, B-9100 Sint-Niklaas, Belgium)

Annotated checklist of 225 species,

including notes on breeding, seasonality,

ecology and identification, for 24000

hectares of the largest remaining tract of

lowland forest near Abidjan

.

Dickerman R.W., Cane W.P., Carter
M.F., Chapman A. & Schmitt C.G. 1994.

Report on three collections of birds from

Liberia. Bull. Br. Om. Club 114: 267-274.

(Dept of Ornithology, American Museum
of Natural History, Central Park West at

79th Street, New York, NY 10024, USA)

Report on specimens which augment

knowledge of distribution, status or

nomenclature, collected in 1985-1990

from 3 areas of Liberia. Notes on 20

species including descriptions oftwo new
subpecies.

Farnsworth S.J. 1994. Com Bunting

Emberiza calandra in Mauritania and

West Africa. Malimbus 16: 124-125.

(Hammerkop, Frogmill, Hurley, Maiden-

head, Berks SL6 5NL, UK)

One seen four km south of

Nouakchott on 27 November 1984.

Reviews other records.

Francis I.S., Gartshore M.E., Green M.,

Penford N. & Ryall C. 1994. Some
observations of waders and other wetland

birds from the Ivory Coast. WaderStudy
Group Bull. 72: 22-24. (c/o RSPB, 10

Albyn Terrace, Aberdeen AB1 1 YP, UK)

Records from 7 sites in 1990-91

although rather small numbers involved.

Germain M. & CometJ-P. 1994.

Oiseaux nouveaux par la Republique

Centrafricaine 011 dont les notifications de

ce pays sont peu nombreuses. Malimbus

16 : 30-51. (44 me Cluseret, 92150

Suresnes, France)

Twelve new records for Central

African Republic and information on other

recent records especially those of Carroll

1988 {Malimbus 10: 177-200) are given.

GoreM.E.J. 1994. Bird records from

Liberia. Malimbus 16: 74-87.

(Government House, Grand Cayman,

Cayman Islands)

Observations from 1988-1990 of

species considered rare or uncommon by

Gatter (1988 Verb. orn. Ges. Bayern 24:

689-723), including three species new for

country: Passerdomesticus, Lamprotomis

caudatusand Ptilostomus afer.

Halleux D. 1994. Annotated bird list of

Macenta Prefecture, Guinea. Malimbus

16: 10-29. (24 me de faubourg du

Temple, 75011 Paris, France)

319 species noted including 50 new
for Guinea, five Red Data Book species,

two records of Red-winged Grey Warbler

Drymocichla incana 1600 km west of

known range, and the first description of

the nest of Shrike Flycatcher Megabyas

Jlammulata.

Rodewald P.G., Dejaifve P-A. & Green
A.A. 1994. The birds ofKomp National

Park and Komp Project Area, Southwest

Province, Cameroon. Bird Conserv. lnt. 4:

1-68. (Dept of Biological Sciences,

University of Arkansas, SCEN 601,

Fayetteville, Arkansas 72701, USA)

390 species known to occur, one of

the most diverse lowland forest sites in

Africa. Documents records and breeding

phenology of several threatened and

near-threatened species.

SalvigJ.C., Asbirk S., KjeldsenJ.P. &
Rasmussen P.A.F. 1994. Wintering

waders in the Bijagos archipelago,

Guinea-Bissau 1992-1993. Ardea 82: 137-

141. (National Environmental Research

Institute, Department of Wildlife Ecology,

Kalo, DK-8410 Ronde, Denmark)

Just over 450,000 waders counted on

about 64% of available area of tidal flats

giving estimate of 710,000 for whole area.

Curlew Sandpiper Calidrisferruginea

(326,500), Bar-tailed Godwit Limosa

lapponica (108,700) and Little Stint

Calidris minuta (59,700) were the most

numerous species counted.

General Biology

AnderssonS.&AnderssonM. 1994.

Tail ornamentation, size dimorphism and

wing length in the genus Euplectes

(Ploceinae). Auk 111: 80-86. (Dept of

Zoology, University of Goteborg,
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Medicinaregatan 18, S-413 90,

Goteborg, Sweden)

Long tails mean long wings (to

compensate for drag). 70% of wing

dimorphism explained by tail length after

controlling for overall size. Bishops were

more dimorphic than expected. Cannot

use wing length alone for interspecific

comparisons of sexual size dimorphism.

AshJ.S. 1994. Weights of migrant

Palaearctic Sylvia warblers in Ethiopia.

Scopus 17: 119-123- (Godshill Wood,

Fordingbridge. Hampshire SP6 2LR, UK)

Analysis of over 1750 weights of 7

species by month of capture.

ClaassenJ. 1994. Beringing van voels te

Renosterkop, Beaufort-Wes. SAFRING

Newsiy. 11-17. (Posbus 43, Beaufort-Wes

6970, South Africa)

Results of five years ringing on a farm

in Great Karoo involving 251 birds of 31

species. Mensural data often fall outside

Roberts’s dates.

FraserM.W., RyanP.G., DeanW.RJ.,

Briggs D.J. & Moloney C.L. 1994.

Biology of the Tristan Thrush Nesocichla

eremita. Ostrich 65: 14-25. (Sandbanks,

Kenmuir Steps, Glencairn- 7995, South

Africa)

General biology of bird based mainly

on observations on Inaccessible Island.

Gives recommendations for conservation

of a species whose total population is

likely to be about 6000 birds.

HaarhoffP. 1994. Mousebirds: past and

present. Birding in Southern Africa 46:

93-95. (South African Museum, PO Box

61, Cape Town 8000, South Africa)

Some notes about 124 fossil

Coliiformes from Langebaan (South

Africa) and 57 from Olduvai (Tanzania).

KalejtaB. 1994. Palearctic shorebirds

research in South Africa - past, present

and future. WaderStudy Group Bull

.

72:

24-27. (Avian Demography Unit, Depart-

ment of Statistical Science, University of

Cape Town, Rondebosch 7700, South

Africa)

A follow-up to Les Underhill’s review

to 1987 ( WSGBull. 53: 15-17).

VanNiekirkD.J. 1994. Moult in

immature male Lesser Kestrels Falco

naumanni. Mirafra 1 1
:
30-31

.
(PO Box

7700, Bloemfontein 9300, South

Africa)

Notes on a few individuals seen.

Ecology and Conservation

Akinpelu A.1. 1994. Moult and weight

cycles in two species of Lonchura in Ife-

Ife, Nigeria. Malhnbus 16: 88-93. (Dept of

Zoology, ObafemiAwolowo University,

Ife-Ife, Nigeria)

Lonchura cucullata and L. bicolor

moulted for 183 and 145 days respec-

tively May to October, and reached lowest

weights duringJuly and August. Moult

and breeding overlapped in females.

Allport G.A. & FanshaweJ.R. 1994. Is

the Thick-billed Cuckoo Pachycoccyx

audebertia forest dependent species in

West Africa? Malimbus 16: 52-53-

(BirdLife International, Wellbrook Court,

Girton Road, Cambridge CB3 0NA, UK)

It must be and must also be of

conservation concern due to forest

fragmentation.

Borhesio L. & Biddau L. 1994. De-

creases in the waterbird populations at

Lake Turkana, Kenya. Scopus 18: 12-

19. (C. Re Umberto 42, 10128 Torino,

Italy)

Results of census February-March

1993 along 165 knt of shore on east side

previously surveyed in 1987. Large

decreases noted in most species, espe-

cially Palaearctic migrants, probably

caused by local environmental changes.

Brown C.R. 1994. Nest microclimate, egg

temperature, egg water loss and eggshell

conductance in Cape Weavers Ploceus

capensis. Ostrich65 : 26-31. (Dept of

Zoology and Entomology, Rhodes

University, Grahamstown 6140, South

Africa)

Figures for the above suggest that the

nest, despite being enclosed, plays little

role in regulation of egg water loss during

incubation.

Bruderer B. & Bruderer H. 1994.

Numbers ofRed-backed Shrikes Lanius

collurio in different habitats of South

Africa. Bull. Br. Om. ClubWA: 192-202.

(Swiss Ornithological Institute, CH-6204,

Sempach, Switzerland)

Highest densities recorded in arid

savannas ofmedium coverage and height

in Transvaal. Data compared to atlas

(SABAP) reporting rates but problems as

habitat very patchy as in breeding

grounds where densities appear similar.

Davey P. 1994. Woodpecker feeding

immature honeyguide. Scopus 18: 61.

(Box 41822, Nairobi, Kenya)

In August 1993 in Masai Mara Game
Reserve a pair of Bearded Woodpeckers

Thripias namaquuswas feeding a

fledgling Scaly-throated Honeyguide

Indicator variegatus.

Dean W.R.J. & Bond W.J. 1994.

Apparent avian extinctions from islands in

a man-made lake, South Africa. Ostrich

65: 7-13- (Percy Fitzpatrick Institute of

African Ornithology, University of Cape

Town, Rondebosch 7700, South Africa)

Islands in a 16-year old lake held

fewer species than mainland but differ-

ence not related to island size. Habitat

fragmentation can cause rapid species

loss and corridors may be important.

Du Plessis M.A. & WilliamsJ.B. 1994.

Communal cavity roosting in Green

Woodhoopoes: consequences for energy

expenditure and seasonal pattern of

mortality. Auk 111: 292-299- (Percy

Fitzpatrick Institute ofAfrican Ornithol-

ogy, University of Cape Town,

Rondebosch 7700, South Africa)

Phoeniculuspurpureusroosting with

four other individuals reduces night time

energy use by 30% or more when
minimum ambient temperature is about

5°C. Such savings associated with winter

mortality in colder areas.

FasolaM., Saino, N., WaiyakiE. &
Nasirwa 0. 1994. Palaearctic migrant

waterbirds overlap in habitat use with

residents at Lake Turkana, Kenya. Scopus

18: 20-33. (Dipartimento Biologia

Animale, Universita di Pavia, Piazza Botta

9, Pavia, Italy)

Reports on community structure and

foraging habitat of migrants, partial

migrants and resident waterbirds. Arrival

of Palaearctic migrants does not seem to

induce competition with residents.

JonasiG. 1994. Concentration ofWhite-

backed Vultures at Mcllwaine Game Park.

Honeyguide A0: 93- (Dept of National

Parks, PO Box BE 60, Belvedere, Harare,

Zimbabwe)

About 280 Gyps africanusseen at, or

mostly flying above, a zebra carcass in

April 1993.

Kalejta B. & Hockey P.A.R. 1994.

Distribution of shorebirds at the Berg

River estuary, South Africa, in relation to

foraging mode, food supply and environ-

mental features. Ibis 136: 233-239.

(Percy Fitzpatrick Institute ofAfrican

Ornithology, University of Cape Town,

Rondebosch 7700, South Africa)

Foraging densities ofCurlew Sandpi-

pers Calidrisferruginea and Grey Plovers

Phwialis squatarola at Berg River estuary

compared. There is substantial overlap in

feeding sites and methods.

Kopij G. 1994. Breeding bird community

ofthe UOFS campus, Bloemfontein.

Mirafra 11: 8-15. (Dept of Zoology and

Entomology, University of the Orange

Free State, PO Box 339, Bloemfontein

9300, South Africa)

The 55 ha of the University campus

found to contain 588 pairs of 22 species
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by mapping census. 12 other species

recorded.

McNeil R., Diaz M.T. & Villeneuve A.

1994. The mystery of shorebird

oversummering: a new hypothesis. Ardea

82: 143-151. (Departement de sciences

biologiques, Universite de Montreal,

CP 6128, Succ. “A”, Montreal, Quebec,

Canada H3C3J7)

Possible relationship between

trematode infestation andwhy some
individuals, mainly first winter birds,

remain in their ‘winter’ quarters through

their first potential breeding season.

Peet N.B. & Atkinson P.W. 1994. The

biodiversity and conservation of the birds

ofSaoTome and Principe. Biodiversity

and Conservation 3: 851-867. (School of

Biological Sciences, University of East

Anglia, Norwich, Norfolk NR4 7TJ, UK)

Primary lowland forest is the only

habitat on Sao Tome containing all the

endemics. Except for one area primary

forest is not under immediate threat on

either island, but needs protetion.

Secondary forest is widespread and

important, both for endemics and as a

potentially valuable economic resource.

Perez Del ValJ., FaJf.E., CastroviejoJ.

& Purroy F.J. 1994. Species richness and

endemism of birds in Bioko. Biodiversity

and Conservation 3: 868-892. (Calle

Estebanez, 7 5°G1, 28020 Madrid,

Spain)

Status of 50 taxonomically unique

forms described and a complete updated

species list provided. Most unique forms

are in montane areas and notes on

abundance, altitude zonation and habitat

use of the species are included.

Urano E., Yamagishi S.,

Andrianarimisa A.& Andriatsarafara S.

1994. Different habitat use among three

sympatric species ofcouas Corn cristata,

C. coquereli and C. ruficeps in western

Madagascar. Ibis 136: 485-487.

(Department of Biology, Faculty of

Science, Osaka City University, Sugimoto,

Sumiyoshi-ku, Osaka 558,Japan)

Compares habitat use in dry forest.

C. coquereli and C. ruficeps stayed

mainly on the ground, and C. cristata

exclusively higher than 5 m. C. ruficeps

foraged more in more open areas of

forest than coquereli.

Wood P.A. 1994. Red-billed Oxpecker

survey in southern Mana Pools. Honey-

guide 40: 16-19- (Dept of National Parks

and Wildlife Management, Mana Pools

National Park, Private Bag 2061, Karoi,

Zimbabwe)
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A survey of Buphagus

erythrorhynchus'm Mana Pools National

Park found 30-35 individuals feeding on

wild buffalo and cattle. There is a demand
for capture of these birds to restock

private game farms but it is unknown
how much effect this might have.

Nests and Breeding Seasons

AgutuJ. 1994. Abdim’s Stork breeding in

Maseno. KenyaBirds 2. 2: 36-37. (Maseno

School, PO Box 120, Maseno, Kenya)

Ciconia abdimiibreeding in early

1993 laying eggs in January.

AgutuJ. 1994. Verraux’s Eagle Owl
breeding at Maseno. Kenya Birds 2.2: 35.

(address as above)

Notes on a nest ofBubo lacteus in a

Tecoma tree.

AkinpeluA.1. 1994. Breeding seasons of

three estrildid species in Ife-Ife, Nigeria.

Malimbus 16: 94-99-

(Dept ofZoology, ObafemiAwolowo
University, Ife-Ife, Nigeria)

Breeding seasons ofLonchura

cucullata, L. bicolor and.Estrilda

melpoda coincided with rainy seasons.

Both Lonchura seasons were bimodal and

Estrildaunimodal

.

Alexander-MarrackP. 1994. Notes on a

breeding colony of the African River

Martin Pseudochelidon eurystomina in

Gabon. Malimbus 16: 1-9. (van

Alkemadelaan 350/401, 2597 AS, Den
Haag, Netherlands)

Observations of ‘open-bill’ display,

social gathering of nest material and hole

excavation are described. Predation by

Palm-Nut Vulture Gypohieraxangolensis

is inferred.

BeasleyA. 1994. Some observations of

breeding activities of the White-throated

Robin. Honeyguide 40: 75-77.

(8 Camberley Court, Rotherfield Avenue,

Bexhill-on-Sea, Sussex TN40 1SZ, UK)
Observations at nest of Cossypha

bumeralism Botanic Garden in Harare.

BennunL. 1994. The contribution of

helpers to feeding nestlings in grey-

capped social weavers Pseudonigrita

amaudi. Anim. Bebav. 47:1047-1056.

(Dept of Ornithology, National Museums
of Kenya, Box 40658, Nairobi, Kenya)

Helpers significantly increased

feeding rate and breeders did not reduce

their effort if helpers present. Helping

more often occurred later in nesting cycle

when demands were highest. Paired

helpers only did so when they had no

young themselves. Higher survival and

rate of weight increase of chicks are

consequences.

CoutoJ.T. & Couto F.M. 1994. African

Skimmers breeding on the highveld.

Honeyguide 40: 95-96. (Dept of National

Parks and Wildlife Management, PO
Box BE 60, Belvedere, Harare,

Zimabawe)

Rynchopsflavirostrisfoundbreeding

on an island in Lake Manyame only

exposed in a dry year.

Du Plessis M.A. 1994. Cooperative

breeding in the Trumpeter Hornbill

Bycanistesbucinator. Ostrich 65: 45-47.

(Percy Fitzpatrick Institute ofAfrican

Ornithology, University ofCape Town,

Rondebosch 7700, South Africa)

Two instances of at least one extra

male feeding young in a nest. Availability

of potential nest sites may be limiting

factor for breeding.

Hammer D.B. 1994. Kittlitz’s Plover in

the Lower Shire valley of Malawi.

SAFRINGNews 25: 3-9. (PO Box 3076,

Paulington, Mutare, Malawi)

Breeding season of Charadrius

pecuarius is April to October or Novem-
ber as in Zambia. Data on size, growth

rates and breeding biology given.

Harris D., HarrisJ., Harris C. &
GoodwinW 1994. Observations on the

Palmnut Vulture in South Africa. Binding

in Southern Africa 46: 73-79.

(PO Box 73, Mtunzini 3867, South Africa)

Detailed observations at a nest of

Gypohieraxangolensis.

HarveyW.G. 1994. Chestnut-banded

Sandplover Charadriuspallidusbreedmg

atAmboseli in 1993. Scopus 17: 139-140.

(Box 40751, Nairobi, Kenya)

Small downy chick on 31 May 1993

north of Ol Tukai Lake.

Harwin R.M. 1994. The Pennant and

Standard-winged Nightjars. Honeygu ide

40: 26. (2 Norman Close, PO Chisipite,

Harare, Zimbabwe)

Proved polygyny in Macrodipteryx

vexillarisand M. longipennis.

lies D. 1994. Roseate Terns Sterna

doiigalliibreedmg on Zanzibar. Scopus

18: 48. (Box 1199, Zanzibar, Tanzania)

Between 500 and 700 nests found on

Chumbe Island in July 1994.

MalamG. 1994. Distribution of nests of

Pied Crow Corvusalbus on telephone

poles in the Upper Karoo. Ostrich 65: 44-

45. (Percy Fitzpatrick Institute ofAfrican

Ornithology, University of Cape Town,

Rondebosch 7700, South Africa)
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Distribution may have behavioural

basis and not random. Greater Kestrel

Falco rupicoloides also used old nests.

Masterson C.L.H., Aust P. & SmithJ.N.
1994. Breeding density, clutch size and

laying dates ofDabchicks around Falcon

College, Esigodini. Honeyguide 40: 69-74.

(Senior Natural History Society, Falcon

College, Esigodini, Zimbabwe)

35 nests of Tachybaptus riificollis on

4 small dams. Clutches laid in

December (7), January (30) and

February (5). Incubation 19 days.

MbiddeJ. 1994. Astounding encounter

on the nesting habits of the Pied Crow.
' EANHSBull. 24: 11-12. (c/oEEC

Delegation in Uganda, Box 5244,

Kampala, Uganda)

Nests of Corvusalbus consisting

largely of wire.

Parkes D.A. 1994. Further on the

differences between the nests of the Red-

faced and Long-billed Combecs [sic].

Honeyguide A0: 99-100. (PO Box A 674,

Avondale, Harare, Zimbabwe)

Some notes on nest construction and

sites of Sylvietta whytii and S. mfescens.

On two occasions eggs of Chrysococcyx

klaaswere found in latter.

Parkes D.A. 1994. Slender-billed

Honeyguide parasitism ofYellow White-

eye. Honeyguide 40: 97. (PO Box A 674,

Avondale, Harare, Zimbabwe)

From September to November of

1 990-1992 86 nests of Zosterops

senegalensiswere examined. Some were

being built, some had white or blue eggs,

some had chicks. Two eggs of Prodotiscus

zambesiaewere found in separate nests.

Randall R. & Herremans M. 1994.

Breeding of the Slaty Egret Egretta

vinaceigula along the Boro River in the

central Okavango Delta (Botswana).

Ostrich 65: 39-43. (c/o Box 266, Kasane,

Botswana)

Breeding in reed bed, in a mixed

colony with Rufous-bellied Herons

Butorides rufiventris, started in May or

June near peak flood. Success low and

seemed to be choosy over sites.

Ryan B. 1994. Tourist threat to Skim-

mers? Honeyguide A0: 25. (PO Box 14,

Bedfordview 2008, South Africa)

Rynchopsjlavirostris breeding on

island in Zambezi potentially threatened

by a safari camp.

Skinner N. 1994. The nest record

scheme. Babbler 26-27
:
36-27.(60

Gunton Drive, Lowestoft, UK; and

Botswana Bird Club, Box 71, Gaborone,

Botswana)

Report on the Botswana Nest Record

Scheme for 1992-93.

SmithJ.N.& Duckworth G.M. 1994.

The influence of rainfall on the timing of

laying for some seed-, nectar- and insect-

eating birds at Falcon College, Esigodini.

Honeyguide A0: 87-91

.

(Senior Natural History Society,

Falcon College, Esigodini, Zimbabwe)

Laying dates over 20 years

summarised.

Soroczynski M. 1994. Nesting

account of a pair of Lilac-breasted

Rollers Coraciascaudata. Babbler26-27:

13-18. (PO Box 371, Jwaneng, Bot-

swana)

Detailed notes on two broods from an

artificial nest.

Soroczynski M. 1994. A breeding

account of a Martial Eagle Polemaetus

bellicosusin theJwaneng Game Park in

September 1993- Babbler 26-27 : 27-29.

(PO Box 371, Jwaneng, Botswana)

Some notes from a nest with chick

apparently raised entirely by female after

male’s accident.

Triplet P. &Yesou P. 1994. Winter

breeding and distraction display ofthe

Cream-coloured Courser. WaderStudy
Group Bull. 72: 32. (CNERA Avifaune

Migratrice, Office National de la Chasse,

53 rue Russeil, F-44000, Nantes, France)

A pair of Cursorius cursor laid eggs in

December in Senegal. Distraction display

showed similarities to Egyptian Plover

Pluvianus aegyptius.

Vernon C.J. 1994. Miombo Rock Thrush

incubation period. Honeyguide 40: 98.

(East London Museum, PO Box

11021, Southernwood, 5213 South

Africa)

Incubation and fledging periods of

Monticola angolensisare noted in Ostrich

(39:21) and Rev.Zool.Bot.Afr.(77: 162-189)

despite Roberts’s comment ofunknown.

WilliamsJ. 1994. Speckled Mousebird

breeding at Ewanrigg Botanical Garden.

Honeyguide A0: 27. (14 Harare Drive,

Greystone Park, Harare, Zimbabwe)

Colius striatus seems to be firmly

established in area. Nest found 29 August

1993 and probably fledged by 8 Septem-

ber 1993.

Wilson N. & Wilson V.G. 1994. Descrip-

tion of the nest and eggs of the

Lead-coloured FlycatcherMyioparus

plumbeusfrom the Kerio Valley, Kenya.

Scopus 18: 60-61. (River View, 34 East

End, Wolsingham, Co Durham DL13 3JX,

UK)

In April 1992 and March-May 1993

nests found in holes in a dead tree and

telegraph pole respectively at Lake

Kamnorok.

WraggW.J. 1994. Gymnogene nesting in

Greendale, Harare. HoneyguideA0: 94-95.

(15 Hugh Fraser Drive, Greendale,

Harare, Zimbabwe)

Nest site of Polyboroides typus in

suburban garden in 1993.

Behaviour
DaveyP. 1994. Egyptian Vulture

Neophronpercnopterusbehaviour. Scopus

18: 62. (Box 41822, Nairobi, Kenya)

Male presented regurgitated indigest-

ible material from a small mammal
predator (probably jackal) to female 3

times directly, but without response, and

once to ground in front of here when she

picked it up, crouched and allowed

copulation.

Dowsett-Lemaire F. 1994. The song of

the Seychelles Warbler Acrocephalus

sechellensis and its African relatives. Ibis

136: 489-491. (Rue de Bois de Breux 194,

B-4020 Jupille, Liege, Belgium)

Contrary to Catchpole & Komdeur
(Ibis 135: 190-195) she suggests that

phylogenetic characters seem to have a

strong bearing on structure and frequency

window of the songs whereas habitat

appears insignificant.

Green A.J., Young H.G., Rabarisoa

R.G.M., RavonjiarisoaP.&
Andrianarimisa A. 1994. The dry season

diurnal behaviour of the Madagascar Teal

Anas bemieriai Lake Bemamba. Wildfowl

45: 124-133. (Estacion Biologica de

Donana, Avda. de Maria Luisa s/n,

Pabellon del Peru, 41013 Sevilla, Spain)

80% of daylight spent feeding with

about two-thirds on foot, the rest swim-

ming. Detailed notes on feeding and

agonistic behaviour are given and it is a

very different species to all the other six

species of Anatidae present there.

Harwin R.M. 1994. Roosting by pair of

Black Crows. Honeyguide 40: 28. (2

Norman Close, PO Chisipite, Hareare,

Zimbabwe)

Coruus capensisroosting on telephone

wires.

Herremans M., Hunter N.D. & Allan D.

1994. The display of the Short-clawed

Lark Certhilauda cJwawrtand comments
on the genus Certhilauda. Bull. Br. Om.
Club 11A: 27-31. (Dept of Wildlife and

National Parks, PO Box 131.

Gaborone, Botswana)
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Describes the spectacular aerial

display flight and partly as a consequence

suggests restricting use of Certh ilauda to

the curvirostris/chuana assemblage.

Irwin M.P.S. 1994. Why is the Laughing

Dove so careless and the Red-eyed Dove

so careful? HoneyguideAO: 96-97.

(PO Box BW 122, Borrowdale, Harare,

Zimbabwe)

Streptopelia senegalensisfrequently

flies into windows and white walls but

S. semitorquata does not seem to. Why?

Kopij G. 1994. Daily activity pattern of

the Dabchick Tachybaptus ruficollism the

Orange Free State. Mirafra 1 1 : 7.(Dept of

Zoology and Entmology, University of

Orange Free State, PO Box 339,

Bloemfontein 9300, South Africa)

A lot of activity at midday and after

when most waterbirds are quiet on a

small dam.

MundyP.J.1994. Crowned Crane - with

murderous intent. HoneyguideAO-. 24.

(Dept of National Parks, PO Box 2283,

Bulawayo, Zimbabwe)

Balearica regulorum in a fight lasting

at least half an hour until observer

intervened.

Oakes E.J.& Barnard P. 1994. Fluctuat-

ing asymmetry and mate choice in

paradise whydahs, Viduaparadisaea-. an

experimental approach. Anim. Behav. 48:

937-943. (Dept of Zoology, South Parks

Road, Oxford 0X1 3PS, UK)

Females preferred males with

experimentally induced asymmetric tail

ornaments not symmetric ones as found

by other similar studies. Suggest that issue

of how birds perceive length is crucial for

ornament manipulation studies.

Payne R.B. & Payne L.L. 1994. Song

mimicry and species associations of west-

African indigobirds Viduawith

Quail-finch Ortygospizaatricollis,

Goldbreast Amandavasubflava and

Brown Twinspot Clytospiza monteiri. Ibis

136: 291-304. (Museum of Zoology and

Department of Biology, University of

Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109,

USA)

Most Vidua associate with Lago-

nosticta but these are newly described

associations with other firefinches.

Savalli U.M. 1994. Tail length affects

territory ownership in the yellow-

shouldered widowbird. Anim. Behav. 48:

105-111. (Dept of Integrative Biology,

University of California, Berkeley, CA
94720, USA)

Euplectes macrourusmales with

experimentally shortened tails were less

likely to get or retain territories than

controls or those with experimentally

lengthened ones. This was due to male-

male competition for territories and not

female choice.

Food and Feeding

AshtonE.H. 1994. Suburban white-ant

eaters. Honeyguide 40: 102. (13 Fitch

Road, Kumalo, Bulawayo, Zimba-

bwe)

Several species noted eating flying

termites in a suburban garden.

BoobyerM.G. &Hockey P.A.R. 1994.

Dietary opportunism in the Karoo

Korhaan: consequence of a sedentary

lifestyle in an unpredictable environment.

Ostrich 65: 32-38. (Percy Fitzpatrick

Institute of African Ornithology,

University of Cape Town,

Rondebosch 7700, South Africa)

1 5 stomachs of Eupodotis vigorsii

analysed. 80% (by mass) was plant, 12%

arthropod, rest gastroliths. Several taxa at

low frequency but common if present

suggesting opportunism and allowing

bird to be sedentary.

Boukhamza M., HamdineW. &
Thevenot M. 1994. Donnees sur le

regime alimentaire du Grand-Due

Ascalaphe Bubo bubo ascalaphusen

milieu steppique (Ain Ouessera, Algerie).

AlaudaOl-. 150-152. (Laboratoire

d'Ornithologie et d’Ecologie des

vertebres, Institut dAgronomie,

Universite de Tizi Ouzou, Hasnaoua, DZ-

15000, Tizi-Ouzou, Algeria)

677 prey items in 269 Eagle Owl
pellets in Algeria. Majority were mammals

especially Gerbillidae. Birds and insects

were a small portion of diet and reptiles

and amphibians absent.

Cordeiro N.J. 1994. Hide and seek:

Striped-cheeked Greenbul Andropadus
milanjensis opportunistically encounters

and feeds on a chameleon. Scopus 18: 51-

52. (3145 Canfield Avenue, #13, Los

Angeles, California CA 90034, USA)

In July 1993 in North Pare Mountains

ofTanzania.

CoutoF.M. &CoutoJ.T. 1994. Openbill

Storks feeding away from water. Honey-

guideAO-. 92-93. (PO Box BE 60,

Belvedere, Harare, Zimbabwe)

Anastomus lamelligerus feeding on

aestivating snails underground apparently

finding them by tactile means.

Crous R. 1994. An incidence of bait

fishing in the Squacco Heron Ardeola

ralloides. Babbler 26-27: 32. (Linyanti

Exploration, PO Box 22, Kasane, Bot-

swana)

Placed insects on quiet lagoon waters

‘baiting’ for minnows.

HamerK.C. 1994. Variability and

stochasticity of meal-size and feeding

frequency in the Little Shearwater

Puffinus assimilis. Ibis 136: 271-278..

(Dept of Biological Sciences, Edinburgh

Napier University, 10 Colinton Road,

Edinburgh EH105DT, UK)

On Selvagem Grande chicks were

weighed over 19 days. Changes sug-

gested that food supply was not regulated

by nutritional requirements. Adults

delivered consistent amounts regard-

less of age of chicks and need for fat

storage.

Herremans M.& Herremams-Tonnoeyr

D. 1994. Persistent foraging on the

ground by Chinspot Batises Batis molitor.

Babbler 26-27: 18-19. (c/o PO Box 40210,

Gaborone, Botswana)

Fed for over half an hour in chat-like

manner in July 1993.

Irwin M.P.S. 1994. Black-eyed Bulbuls

feeding on buildings. HoneyguideAO

:

28-

30. (PO Box BW 122, Borrowdale,

Harare, Zimbabwe)

Pycnonotus barbatusoften seen

obtaining food from buildings especially

insects from cobwebs and those attracted

to lights.

LauterbachS.&PiinzingerR. 1994.

[Nutrient physiology of the Blue-naped

Mousebird ( Urocolius macrourus

pulcher)]J. Om. 135: 577-586. (In

German with English summary.)

(Arbeitskreiss Stoffwechselphysiologie,

Fachbereich Biologie, Universitat

Frankfurt/Main, Siesmayerstr. 70, D-

60323, Frankfurt, Germany)

Passage times of 4 experimental diets

very fast with overall efficiency of around

70%.

McCann K.I.&Kemp A.C. 1994.

Hunting behaviour of a fledgling Greater

Kestrel Falco rupicoloidesand its mother

during the post-fledging period. Ostrich

65: 1-6. (Zoology Dept, University of

Witwatersrand, PO Wits, 2050 South

Africa)

While changing from fledging to

independence, fledgling increased

hunting time from 0 - 67% per day and

steadily increased strike success to 62%,

took more vertebrate prey and used more

difficult hunting methods. Reached

independence about 26 days after

fledging.
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Milewski A.V. 1994. Is the diet of the

Ostrich similar to that of Grant's Gazelle?

EANHSBull. 24: 12-15. (School of Field

Studies, 16 Broadway, Beverly, MA
01915, USA)

Stmthio camelus eats many of the

same plants and bits of plants as Gazella

granti. List of contents of 15 stomach

given.

Milton S.J., Dean W.R.J. & Siegfried

W.R. 1994. Food selection by the Ostrich

in southern Africa./. Wildl.Mgmt. 58: 234-

248. (Percy Fitzpatrick Institute of African

Ornithology, University of Cape Town,

Rondebosch 7700, South Africa)

Green annual grasses and forbs

preferred by Stmthio cameluswhen

available in savanna, desert grassland,

arid shrubland and fynbos. Otherwise

leaves, flowers and fruits from succulents

and woody plants. No dead material or

plants toxic to mammals. Birds can be

destructive to arid rangeland at high

densities.

Nogales M.&Hernandez E.C. 1994.

Interinsular variations in the spring and

summer diet of the Raven Corvus corax in

the Canary Islands. Ibis 136: 441-447.

(Departamento de Biologia Animal

(Zoologia), Universidad de La Laguna,

38206 Tenerife, Canary Islands)

Analysis of 2315 pellets from all

islands of group. Omnivorous but the

animal component more frequent on drier

islands and plants more on the wetter.

Composition of plant diet varied from one

island to another and birds play an

important role in seed dispersal.

PeddyD.A. 1994. Bateleur scavenging

Red Rock Rabbit. Honeyguide 40: 94.

(c/o Matetsi River Ranch, PO Box 171,

Hwange, Zimbabwe)

Terathopiusecaudatuseatingroad

casualty Pronolagus randensis. Probably

new prey item for eagle and range

extension for rabbit.

Pryce E. 1994. Grey Louries

Corythaixoides cowco/orfeeding on clay.

Babbler26-27: 23-24. (PO Box 12,

Shakawe, Botswana)

Up to 32 birds feeding on clay in

eroded bank. Defended resource against

doves.

RamosJ.A. 1994. Fern frond feeding by

the Azores Bullfinch. /. Avian Biol. 23:

344-347. (Departamento de Oceanografia

e Pesces, Universidade dos Azores 9900

Horta, Faial, Azores, Portugal)

Pyrrhula murina eats fern fronds

when other food is scarce, and it is highly

selective within and between species. It is

suggested that nutrients and secondary

compounds cause this.

Treca B. 1994. Des pythons mangeurs de

canards. Malimbus 16: 123-124.

(ORSTOM, BP 1386, Dakar, Senegal)

Two of five python stomachs

contained Pintails Anasacuta in Djoudj

National Park inJanuary 1994.

Van Zyl A.J. 1994. A comparison of the

Common Kestrel Falco tinnunculus in

South Africa and Europe. BirdStudy 41

:

124-130. (Percy Fitzpatrick Institute of

African Ornithology, University ofCape

Town, Rondebosch 7700, South Africa)

In flat and hilly areas of eastern Cape

Province a much higher proportion of the

diet was arthropod (especially Orthoptera

and Arachnida) than in western European

populatioris for both breeding and

non-breeding birds.

Wragg W.J. 1994. Fish Eagle taking

Jacana. Honeyguide 40: 94. (15 High

Fraser Drive, Greendale, Harare,

Zimbabwe)

Haliaeetus vociferklWed and ate

Actophilomis africanusat Nkupe camp in

Zambezi valley.

Yalden D.W. 1994. A note on the diet of

Barn Owls Tyto alba at Djoudj, Senegal.

Malimbus 16: 53-55. (Dept of Environ-

mental Biology, The Univeristy,

ManchesterM139PL,UK)

Most of 79 items from pellets were

multimammate rats Mastomys natalensis,

a rodent commensal with man. 4 other

rodents and a passerine bird recorded.

Movements

Ash J.S. 1994. Bird-ringing recoveries

from Ethiopia: II. Scopus 17: 113-118.

(Godshill Wood, Fordingbridge,

Hampshire SP6 2LR, UK)

Updates his 1981 report (Scopus 5: 85-

101), giving details of recoveries from all

potential sources to and from Ethiopia

and Eritrea of 29 species.

Bishop D. 1994. Great Crested Grebe

Podiceps cristatus influx in southeastern

Botswana in winter 1993. Babbler26-21

:

19-20. (PO Box 808, Gaborone,

Botswana)

May to August 1993 with up to l6l

birds counted in July within 50 km of

Gaborone.

Brooke R.K. 1994. Southern African

bred European Bee-Eaters in Zimbabwe.

Honeyguide40: 97. (Percy Fitzpatrick

Institute of African Ornithology, Univer-

sity of Cape Town, Rondebosch 7700,

South Africa)

Because of moult regimes present, all

except one (a male in September 1950)

specimen records of Merops apiasterin

Zimbabwe are Palaearctic bred not South

African bred.

Harwin R.M. 1994. Movements and

staying power of Lesser Flamingos.

Honeyguide 40: 23. (2 Norman Close, PO
Chisipite, Harare, Zimbabwe)

Flock of 200 Phoeniconaias minor

seen at Lake Chivero inJanuary 1965

implied a continuous flight of 36 hours at

least.

Herremans M.&Herremans-Tonnoeyr
D. 1994. Evidence for the existence of

movements ofRedfaced Mousebirds

Colius indicusin the Kalahari. Babbler26-

27: 7-10. (Dept of Wildlife and National

Parks, PO Box 131, Gaborone, Botswana)

Fairly erratic presence of the

species in all major habitat types -

from point-transect.

Kalejita B., Underhill L.G. & Sum-

mers R.W. 1994. Leaving no stone

unturned - the secrets of Turnstone

migration. Birding in Southern Africa

46: 23-27.

(Avian Demography Unit, Dept of of

Statistical Sciences, University of Cape

Town, Rondebosch 7700, South Africa)

A review of the migration patterns of

Arenaria interpres.

OatleyT.B. 1994. Selected recoveries

from Safring: July 1993 - December 1993-

SAFRINGNews 23 : 29-37. (SAFRING,

University ofCapeTown, Rondebosch

7700, South Africa)

Details recoveries of 52 species.

Stanford C.G. 1994. Notes on raptor

migration in western Tanzania. Scopus 18:

1-5. (Dept of Anthropology, University of

Southern California, Los Angeles, CA
90089-0032, USA)

Reports passage along eastern shore

of Lake Tanganyika from September to

mid November 1991 and 1992. Buzzards

Buteo buteowere the commonest with a

few hundred passing especially in the

first three weeks of October.

Van Zyl A.J. 1994. Sex-related movement

in adult Rock Kestrels in the eastern Cape

Province, South Africa. Wilson Bull. 106:

145-148. (Percy Fitzpatrick Institute of

African Ornithology, University of Cape

Town, Rondebosch 7700, South Africa)

Females of Falco rupicoloides left

territories before males, were away

longer and returned later although some
individuals were resident.
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Taxonomy

AppertO. 1994. Is there a representative

of the Oriolidae in Madagascar? - a

contribution to the systematics of the

genus Tylas. Om.Beob. 91: 255-267. (In

German with English summary.)

(Hochweid, CH-6106, Werthenstein,

Switzerland)

Plumage, behaviour, voice and nest

building all point to Tylasbe'mg in the

Oriolidae and not Vangidae.

Clancey P.A. 1994. The austral races of

the Afrotropical Fiery-necked Nightjar

Caprimulguspectoralis Cuvier, 1816. Bull.

Br. Om. Club 114: 48-55. (Durban Natural

Sciences Museum, PO Box 4085, Durban

4000, South Africa)

Recognises 4 subspecies including the

new C. p. crepusculans.

Clancey P.A. 1994. The status of

Nectariniaolivacea (Smith), 1840; a

unitary species of two polytypic

allospecies. Le Gerfaut 82-83: 25-29.

(Address as above)

Two forms on east-west line

apparently do not intergrade. Small

hybrid zone now isolated from all

other parts of range. Proposes that the

western form (females without yellow

pectoral tufts) be N. obscura, a name
given by Jardine 1843.

Clancey P.A. 1994. The Ground

Thrush Zoothera guttata (Vigors 1831)

in the southern afrotropics. Le Getfaut

82-83: 45-50. (address as above)

The race Z.g. belcherifrom southern

Malawi now found to extend to southern

Zululand leaving Z.g.guttata, the larger

form and with more ventral spotting, only

to the south of this.

ClanceyP.A. 1994. An additional

subspecies of the Croaking Cisticola from

the temperate uplands of southern Africa.

Bull. Br. Om. Club 114: 86-88. (address

as above)

Cisticola natalensis vigilaxdescribed

from uplands ofTransvaal and Zimba-

bwe.

Clancey P.A. 1994. Subspeciation in

Erytbropygia coryphoeusiWieillot) of the

southwest arid zone of Africa. Bull. Br.

Om. Club 1 14: 224-229. (address as

above)

Recognises four subspecies of the

Karoo Scrub Robin.

Clancey P.A. 1994. The type locality of

Nectariniasenegalensisgutturalis

("Linnaeus), 1766. Bull.Br. Om. ClubWA-.

278-179. (address as above)

Considerable confusion in the past

over provenance of this subspecies, but

author proposes that Maputo district in

southern Mozambique is likely to be the

best compromise.

Crowe T.M., Essop M.F., Allan D.G.,

Brooke R.K. & KomenJ. 1994. Over-

looked’ units ofcomparative and

conservation biology: a case of a small

African bustard, the Black Korhaan

Eupodotis afra. Ibis 136: 166-175.

(Percy Fitzpatrick Institute ofAfrican

Ornithology, University of Cape Town,

Rondebosch 7700, South Africa)

Differences in habitats, plumage,

morphometries, displays, vocalisations of

males, mitochondrial DNA and possibly

social system strongly suggest that Black-

winged Korhaan Eupodotis afra afraoi

southwestern South Africa and White-

winged Korhaan E.a.afraoides ofmuch of

the rest of southern Africa are distinct

species.

Dickerman R.W. 1994. Notes on birds

from Africa with descriptions of three

new subspecies. Bull. Br. Om. Club 114:

274-278. (Dept of Ornithology, American

Museum of Natural History, Central Park

West at 79th Street, New York, NY 10024,

USA)

Collections from Dickerman etal

(Bull. Br. Om. Club 114: 267-274) caused

some further nomenclatural problems in

other areas than Liberia for six species.

Dinesen L., LehmbergT., Svendsen

J.O., Hansen L.A. & FjeldsaJ. 1994. A
new genus and species of perdicine bird

(Phasianidae, Perdicinae) from Tanzania:

a relict form with Indo-Malayan affinities.

Ibis 136: 2-11. (Zoological Museum,

University ofCopenhagen, Universitet

Parken 15, DK-2100, Copenhagen 0,

Denmark)

Xenoperdixudzungwensisdiscovered

in July 1991 from forest in the Udzungwa

Mountains in Tanzania. A full discussion

of its affinities is included.

Erard C. & Morel G.J. 1994. La sous-

espece du Cocheris modeste Galerida

modesta en Senegambie. Malimbus 16:

56-57. (Laboratoire d’Ornithologie,

Museum National d’Histoire Naturelle, 55

rue Buffon, 75005 Paris, France)

The Sun Lark of the sahel zone in

northern Cameroon, mid Mali and east

Senegal appears to be G.m.modestanot

G.m.nigrita. The race also occurs in

Ghana, Nigeria and Burkino Faso.

Herremans M. 1994. A hybrid pair of

Rock Pigeon Columbaguinea x Feral

Pigeon Columba livia in Gaborone.

Babbler26-27 : 25-27. (Box 131,

Gaborone, Botswana)

Hybrids may be recognised by usually

having red orbital skin of Rock Pigeon

and intermediate form of hackles, but

must wait till birds are adult.

Krajewsi C. & FetznerJrJ.W. 1994.

Phylogeny of cranes (Gruiformes:

Gaiidae) based on cytochrome-B DNA
sequences. Auk 111: 351-365. (Dept of

Zoology, Southern Illinois University,

Carbondale, Illinois 62901-6501
,
USA)

The two Crowned Cranes Balearica

(pavoninamd regulorum) are as distinct

as most pairs of crane species. Otherwise

differences coincide more or less with

current taxonomy.

Louette M. & Herroelen P. 1994. A
revised key for Cercococcyx cuckoos,

taxonomic status of C. montanus

partulusmd its occurrence in Zaire.

Bull.Br.Om.Club 114:144-149.

(Koninklijk Museum voor Midden-

Afrika, 3080 Tervuren, Belgium)

A revision and notes on recognis-

ing the four species.

Ryan P.G., Moloney C.L. & Hudon J.

1994. Color variation and hybridisation

among Nesospizabuntings on Inaccessi-

ble Island, Tristan da Cunha. Auk 111:

314-327. (Percy Fitzpatrick Institute of

African Ornithology, University ofCape

Town, Rondebosch 7700, South Africa)

No overlap in colour between upland

and lowland morphs of N. acunhae on

Inaccessible and they are distinct from

hatching. Upland birds have same

pigments as lowland ones but simply

three times as concentrated. Individuals

largely sedentary leading to parapatric

dispersion.

Identification

Bennun L. 1994. Identification first

aid ... Kakamega Greenbuls. Kenya

Birds 2.2: 48-52. (PO Box 40658,

Nairobi, Kenya)

Identification notes on 12 species of

Pycnonotidae in Kakamega Forest in

western Kenya.

Chandler R.J.& Wilds C. 1994. Little,

Least and Saunders’s Terns. Brit. Birds'll :

60-66. (2 Rusland Avenue, Orpington,

Kent BR6 8AU, UK)

Sterna saundersi usually very difficult

to distinguish from S. albifrons and can

only be done when birds are breeding.

Photos included.

Chittenden H. 1994. On a singularly

tawny-coloured juvenile ofthe Diederik

Cuckoo. Birding in Southern Africa 46:

86. (PO Box 360, Eshowe 3815, South

Africa)
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A very rufous juvenile Chrysococcyx

capriusseen and photographed in Kruger

National Park in May 1993- Does a

hepatic phase occur albeit very rarely?

Payne R.B. 1994. The species of

indigobirds in Zimbabwe. HoneyguideAO:

78-86. (Museum of Zoology and Dept of

Biology, University of Michigan, Ann

Arbor, Michigan 48109, USA)

4 species known for certain with

Vidua chalybeataCVilhge Indigobird) the

commonest. Other species are possible.

ShirihaiH. 1994. Field identification of

Dunn’s, Bar-tailed Desert and Desert

Larks. Dutch Birding 16: 1-9. (PO Box

4168, Eilat 88102, Israel)

One plate and six photos of

Eremalauda dunni
,
Ammomanes

cincturus and A. deserti.

ShirihaiH. 1994. Field characters of

Senegal Thick-knee. Brit. Birds'll-. 183-

184. (Addrress as above).

Burhinussenegalensis best distin-

guished from B. oedicnemus by wing

coverts but individual variation causes

problems. Four photos included.

Wilson N. 1994. Common Bulbul

Pycnonotus barbatuswith a white eye-

ring from the Kerio Valley, Kenya.

Scopus 18: 59-60. (River View, 34 East

End, Wolsingham, Co Durham DL13 3JX,

UK)

Several birds involved in the northern

Kerio Valley.

Site Guides

Anderson M.D. & Koen J.H. 1994.

Kamfers Dam: a jewel in an arid land.

Birding in Southern Africa 46: 49-53.

(Cape Nature Conservation and Museums,

Private Bag X6102, Kimberley 8300,

South Africa

)

Description of site at convergence of

arid karoo, sandy Kalahari and Orange

Free State grasslands on the northern

outskirts of Kimberley town.

BennunL. 1994. Birding in ...

Kakamega. Kenya Birds 2.2: 19-27. (PO

Box 40658, Nairobi, Kenya)

A detailed look at where to go, how
to get there and where to stay if you wish

to visit Kakamega Forest in western

Kenya.

Chittenden H.& Pollard C. 1994.

Kazungula. Where west meets east and

north meets south. Birding in Southern

Africa 46: 47-49- (Box 360, Eshowe 3815,

Zimbabwe)

Description of site in north west

Zimbabwe.

Noeske A. & Pfii Tzke S. 1994. The

Cape Verde Islands: tropical birding

in the western Palearctic. Birding

World 7: 152-160. (no address given)

Report of three-week trip in March

1993 with information on sites and birds.

BIRDING in SOUTHERN AFRICA
Visit ‘Prime ‘BircCivatching Areas zaitfi

Bundu Safaris

Choose from a range of safaris suitable

for the birdwatching enthusiast - indudes

monthly departures from Botswana, Namibia

South Africa & Zimbabwe. Prices from £1299

for 15 days. Expert local guides available.

Tailormade arrangements on request.

Contact Jeremy Exelby at BUNDU SAFARIS,

57 Park Lane, Frodsham, Cheshire, WA6 6RZ.

Tel 01928 739324 ATOL 3516
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Club News

ABC membership

On 30 June 1995 the Club’s membership

stood at 792.

Membership renewal 1995

Encouragingly 792 members have

subscribed for 1995 and we would like

to thank those members for their

continued support.

This however leaves 130 members in

1994 who have not re-subscribed. If you

know of any lapsed members, please

encourage them to rejoin the Club by

showing them this bulletin.

Membership renewal 1 996

A membership renewal form for 1996 is

enclosed with this bulletin. Please

complete the form and return it to us as

soon as possible.

Those members who have previ-

ously completed direct debit mandates

need take no further action as your

subscription will be automatically

deducted from your account on or about

3 January 1996.

If you are unsure whether you have

completed a direct debit mandate please

check the address label on the envelope

accompanying this bulletin. If you have

already completed a direct debit this is

indicated by the letters DD on the label.

Direct debits

To date 238 members have completed

direct debit mandates. Please consider

payment by this method if you can and

help save the Club both time and

administering the membership renewals.

A further mandate is enclosed with this

bulletin.

Airmail supplements for members in

Africa

The Club has experienced a number of

problems regarding items sent by

surface mail to countries in Africa, the

mail service being rather less efficient

than some other areas of the world.

The Club appreciates that members

in Africa may find it difficult to afford the

airmail supplement in addition to the

actual subscription

Therefore in order to assist members

within the ABC region to receive the

publications promptly the Club has

decided that the airmail supplement

should be dropped for all members

residing in continental Africa and on any

of the Indian Ocean islands within the

ABC region (see BullABC 1(1) pl2).

The airmail supplements for

members living in other areas of the

world, ie UK £1.50 (US $2.50) for Europe

and UK £3.00 (U S$5.00) elsewhere, will

however continue to apply.

ABC Membership Secretary

Annie Harrap, who has acted as Mem-
bership Secretary since the Club first

started recruiting members in 1993, has

had to resign from the job because of

increased pressures of work. The Club

would like to thank Annie for all her

efforts during this formative period

when there were a considerable number

of memberships and renewals to

process.

Jacquie Bridges has now been co-

opted onto ABC Council to assume the

role of Membership Secretary. Jacquie

had been assisting Annie for some time

prior to her resignation. Jacquie is being

assisted by Barbara Aberdein. Jacquie

and Barbara will be responsible for

dealing with new members and corre-

spondence relating to renewals etc.

In addition, in order to spread the

workload ABC Council has decided to

appoint a Membership Database Officer

to maintain the Club’s computer records.

Supporting membership in Africa

The Club has been aware since its

inception that would-be members in

Africa might have difficulty in affording

the subscription. It is a key element of

the Club’s philosophy that such people

are supported and encouraged in their

interest and we have therefore been

investigating ways to achieve this aim.

Some members are already support-

ing the cause by paying for the

subscriptions of friends living in Africa

but the Club would like to encourage

more members to follow this example

by formally inviting members to join a

new scheme.

For £25 a year members can pay for

their own subscription and at the same

time support a second member in Africa.

For £50 a year members can pay their

own subscription and support three

members in Africa.

Members may elect who should

receive the free membership themselves

or leave it to the Club’s discretion.

Where it is left to the Club to make the

decision the selection will be made from

a list of potential members held by

Council, on a strictly random basis,

probably by means of a draw.

Anyone wishing to recommend
individuals for supported membership

should send names to the Secretary

detailing the reason(s) for the sugges-

tion. In time the Club intends to produce

a form that would-be applicants can

send in recommending themselves.

The Club hopes that members will

support this new initiative and to this

end the membership renewal form

enclosed with this bulletin includes

provision for members to join the

scheme.

Corporate sponsorship

The Club is pleased to announce that it

is launching a corporate sponsorship

scheme to provide additional funds for

the Club.

The minimum sponsorship is £300 a

year. Half will go towards the cost of

producing BullABC, whilst the remain-

der will go directly into the Club’s

Conservation Fund.

Corporate Sponsors will be entitled

to a full page advert in each bulletin in

the year in which sponsorship is

provided and will be entitled to use the

Club’s corporate sponsorship logo in

adverts and on headed paper.

Sponsorships will be effective for a

calendar year, for ease of administration.

Any company or individual wishing to

be involved in the scheme should write

to Tony Stones, the Club’s Fund Raising

Officer for further details. Tony can be

contacted at the Club’s normal address.

Charity Commission application

The Club’s application for charitable

status has been accepted by the Chari-

ties’ Commission subject to a minor

amendment being made to the Club’s

constitution.

Unfortunately this amendment must

be voted on at a General Meeting of the

Club before charitable status is granted.

Council has considered holding a special

meeting for this purpose but has decided

against this in view of the costs in-

volved. The amendment will therefore

be voted on at the Annual General

Meeting in March 1996.
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African Bird Club sales items

The following items are still available

from the Sales Officer. All prices include

postage and packing. An order form is

enclosed with this bulletin.

1 . An ABC polo shirt in forest green

featuring an embroidered ABC logo

and the words ‘African Bird Club

Working for birds in Africa’ is

available in small, medium, large and

extra-large sizes for UK £12.50

including postage & packing. Please

add UK £1 if ordering from outside

the UK.

2. White T-shirts featuring an Egyptian

Plover design by Martin Woodcock in

medium and extra-large sizes, UK
£11 (surface mail) £13 (airmail ).

3. ABC baseball caps in green or silver

grey. UK £5.

4. ABC car & ‘scope stickers. UK £1.

5. Gambia Trip Report - Dec. 1992 / Jan

1993 by Chris Gibbins. UK £5.

Trip Reports

A 72-page report on a three week trip to

Cameroon in December 1994 and

January 1995 is now available from ABC
sales, price UK £6 including postage &
packing. Please add UK £1 if ordering

the report from outside the UK. The

report incorporates introductory sections

covering travel, health, weather etc, a

detailed itinerary, a systematic checklist

covering 481 species and a 29-page site

guide including 25 maps. There is also

an extensive references section.

Uffe Sorensen has also sent us a

report of a trip to Cameroon in Novem-

ber-December 1993. The 41-page report

can be obtained for 100 Dkk including

postage & packing from DOF Salg,

Vesterbrogade 140, DK-1620 Copenha-

gen N, Denmark (Giro account:

9701419).

Eddie Williams has sent us a copy of

a report of his trip to Cote d’Ivoire in

January-February 1995. The 27-page

report is essential reading for anyone

planning a trip to this fascinating yet

under-watched country and can be

obtained from Steve Whitehouse, FBRIS,

5 Stanway Close, Blackpole, Worcester

WR4 9XL, UK.

Finally, a new report on birding in

Kenya has recently been produced by

Mike Hunter and Graham Speight

following a highly successful four week
trip to the country in February-March

1995. The 90 page report, which is

available from ABC Sales for £8 includ-

ing postage & packing, covers most if

not all the information visitors need in

order to plan a successful trip to the

country. Introductory sections cover

such subjects as Travel, Health, Climate,

Accommodation, References etc. These

are followed by a detailed itinerary and

a systematic list covering 693 species.

The report is completed by a 50-page

site guide covering 48 sites, and

including 28 maps.

Collins Illustrated Checklist ofBirds

ofEastern Africa

In September, Harper Collins will be

publishing the Collins Illustrated

Checklist ofBirds ofEastern Africa ,
the

first book to illustrate all 1487 species

found in Ethiopia, Kenya, Socotra Island,

Somalia, Tanzania and Uganda, in a

single volume. More details about the

book can be found in the leaflet

enclosed with this bulletin.

The retail price of the book is UK
£14.99 but Harper Collins in conjunction

with The Natural History Book Service

are offering the book to ABC members

for UK £13.50 plus postage & packing.

This offer applies to all orders received

by NHBS up to 30 September 1995 and

is available exclusively to ABC mem-
bers.

To take advantage of this exclusive

offer please complete the order form

enclosed with this bulletin and return it

to NHBS before 30 September.

Pan-African Ornithological Congress

Further to comments made in BullABC
2(1) the Club is still investigating the

possibility of obtaining discounted

airfares for members planning to attend

the 1996 Pan-African Ornithological

Congress in Ghana.

The discount available is likely to

depend on the numbers involved so it

would be helpful if members who are

planning to attend the congress regis-

tered their interest by writing to the

Secretary.

Those members who register will be

sent a prospectus for the congress and

details of discounted airfares as soon as

the details become available. The

congress is already scheduled to include

symposia covering among other things:

field techniques in ornithology; African

wetlands, current knowledge and future

conservation needs; systematics of

Afrotropical birds and birds of the

circum-African islands.

The proceedings of the congress will

be published as a special issue of

Ostrich, the journal of the South African

Ornithological Society.

The Club is also actively raising

funds to enable one or more African

student to attend the congress. Dona-

tions for this purpose will be gratefully

received.

Birding around the World, an update

Planning for the joint conference at

Swanwick in April 1997 (see BullABC
2(1), p4) is actively proceeding but no

further details are available at present.

We hope to be able to publish a

provisional programme along with

details of the anticipated cost of attend-

ing the conference in BullABC 3(1).

The ABC in The Netherlands

Despite encountering problems with

ferry cancellations, flat tyres and worse

still, a tyre blow-out, a small contingent

from the African Bird Club were able to

attend the annual Vogeldag in Utrecht on

11 February 1995.

The day followed the traditional

format of a series of talks coupled with

the opportunity to buy books etc from a

variety of trade stands.

The Club would like to thank the

Dutch Birding Association for their

invitation to attend the meeting which

enabled members of Council to meet

members of the Club from The Nether-

lands, France, Belgium and Germany. In

addition the Club signed up seven new
members at the meeting.

The Club hopes to be able to

organise further joint meetings with the

Dutch Birding Association in The

Netherlands and in Britain over the

coming years.

1995 London meeting

About 180 members attended the Club’s

1995 London Meeting and AGM at the

Friends' Meeting House, Euston Road on

11 March.

Members were treated to three

excellent talks with some superb slides.

Mark Andrews opened the proceedings

with an account of the birds of Mount

Kupe in Cameroon which clearly

whetted the appetite of many members

to visit the area, which is home to a

number of species endemic to the

Cameroon Highlands.

After a break for lunch Nigel Cleere

entertained the audience with a talk on

African nightjars which was well

supported by both slides and sound

recordings. Nigel is currently putting the

finishing touches to a major new guide

to the nightjars of the world and has

written a paper on the Mountain and

Fiery-necked groups which appears

elsewhere in this bulletin.

After a further break and the AGM
Alan Greensmith provided an often

amusing insight into birding in Cote

d’Ivoire. This was illustrated not only by

photographs of the birds concerned but,

where the birds had proved difficult to

photograph, by superb colour illustra-
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tions from Alan’s notebook. Cote

d’Ivoire is still largely under-visited and

hopefully Alan’s talk will convince more

people to visit this exciting country.

The meeting closed with the draw

for the raffle and the result of the

mystery photograph competition which

was won by Steve Rooke who was also

the winner of the mystery photograph

competition at the 1994 British Bird-

watching Fair.

After the formal proceedings closed

many members retired to the nearby

Royal George Public House for refresh-

ments and further lively discussion.

Once again the Club would like to

thank all the exhibitors who donated a

percentage of their sales to the Club,

Clive Byers, the Natural History Book

Service and WildSounds. The Club is

also grateful to Paul Doyle from the

Royal George for making special

arrangements for the Club to have

exclusive use of the pub for three hours.

1996 London Meeting and AGM
The Club’s 1996 London Meeting and

AGM will again to be held at the Friends’

Meeting House opposite Euston Station

on Saturday 9 March. The talks will

include Bob Medland giving an over-

view on birds and bird conservation in

Malawi. Further details including the full

programme will be mailed to all

members in January.

The African Bird Club in Norfolk

On 7 May 1995 the Club held its first

(hopefully of many) joint meeting with

Birding World magazine in Cley Village

Hall. The meeting followed the well-

established format used by the Oriental

Bird Club and the Ornithological Society

of the Middle East. The doors opened at

10.30hr and both members and non-

members were able to view books and

sound recordings on show courtesy of

the Natural History Book Service and

WildSounds.

The excellent weather with near-

African temperatures, and the presence

of a Subalpine Warbler Sylvia cantillans

on nearby Blakeney Point kept the

numbers attending the meeting down for

most of the day but by the time the talks

started at l6.00hr the hall was beginning

to fill and once all the latecomers had

arrived there were at least 130 people

present.

Simon Cook opened the proceedings

with a poignant reminder of the avian

delights of Rwanda prior to the recent

troubles. This included such species as

Shoebill Balaeniceps rex and that

honorary bird the Mountain Gorilla

Gorilla gorilla ! The extent to which the

recent troubles have affected important

areas such as Nyungwe Forest is unclear

(see Viewpoint on p 122) but it is to be

hoped that the troubles can soon be

brought under control to enable both the

human and bird populations to recover.

Simon Harrap then took over to give

a superbly illustrated talk on the birds of

South Africa and Namibia, the lark and

bustard capital of the world!

After a refreshment break, Pete

Morris gave an excellent talk on his

recent trip of Madagascar illustrated with

slides of many of the island’s endemic

species. Pete never fails to amaze

audiences in the way he obtains good

photographs of species that most people

have problems even seeing! A photospot

featuring some of these pictures appears

in this bulletin.

The Club would like to thank all the

exhibitors and speakers who partici-

pated in this highly enjoyable day and

the Birding World team for their hard

work in organising the event.

African Bird Club autumn meeting

On Saturday 23 September the ABC will

be holding a joint meeting with the

Norfolk Bird Club in Blakeney Village

Hall. The doors open at 19.00hr when
refreshments and ABC sales items will

be available. There is also a licensed

bar. Entry to members is free. At 20.00hr

Mark Andrews, who gave an enthralling

talk at the Club’s AGM will be giving an

expanded talk on birding throughout

Cameroon.

ABC takes to the internet

The ABC is now publicising its activities

through the internet - the world’s largest

computer network - thanks to the

voluntary efforts of an ABC member.

The project aims to reach out to

potential new members who would not

otherwise know about ABC, presenting

the Club’s aims, membership details and

Club news. Readers will be able to

preview our publications together with

selected articles from previously

published bulletins.

The internet is a rapidly growing

network of computers that connects

companies, government organisations,

universities, colleges, schools, charities,

libraries, museums, individuals’ homes

and even ‘cybercafes’ in more than sixty

countries. Theoretically anybody with an

interest in African birding can now read

about the ABC, from any one of several

million computers on the internet, by

using the World-Wide Web information

service. By using the World-Wide Web
we are able to deliver not just text but

also digitised illustrations and photo-

graphs such as Dave Cottridge’s memo-
rable Shoebill from BullABC 2(1). It is

even possible for us to present audio

files using this medium so that, for

example, our readers could listen to bird

sound recordings.

We announced the ABC World-Wide

Web pages on the internet on 15 May
1995. It is signposted from the main

internet directories such as Yahoo,

Galaxy and Lycos. In the first few weeks

the project has attracted a great deal of

interest with many internet visitors from

countries around the world including

Australia, Canada, Philippines, South

Africa, Sweden, Switzerland, Thailand,

The Netherlands, USA as well as the UK.

If you have internet access you can

view the ABC pages by pointing a

World-Wide Web browser such as

Netscape or NCSA Mosaic at: http://

www.gold.net/users/dj 1 0/

abchome.html. Alternatively, you can

send electronic mail enquiries about

how to access the World-Wide Web to

Alan Wilkinson at aw@cityscape.co.uk.

Generous Knots
A splendid donation of £250 has been

made to the Club, by the winners of the

In Focus County Bird Race in the UK in

1994. This is a welcome boost for the

Conservation Fund and is much appreci-

ated. The Club would like to

congratulate the winning team ‘The

Knots’ (George Watola, Danae Murfitt,

Julian Branscombe and Matt Stevens) on

their success and thank them for their

generous donation.

Editorial deadlines for BullABC
The editorial team having considered the

experiences of volumes 1 and 2 of Bull

ABC has decided that it is necessary to

revise some of the deadlines for copy

for future bulletins. The revised dead-

lines are as follows:

Advertsand RecentReports

31 December and 30 June

Items for Recent Reports can be

e-mailed to Iain Robertson at

100415. 1 l46@compuserve.com or faxed

direct to him on +44 1950 460782.

The other deadlines for copy remain

unchanged ie 1 October for the March

bulletin and 1 April for the September

bulletin.
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BP Conservation Expedition

Competition Awards
Three African projects have received

awards in the 1995 BP Conservation

Expedition Competition.

The UK £7,500 prize for a project

that followed up work carried out on a

previous expedition went to the Oxford

University Kyabobo 1995 project in

Ghana.

Other awards went to Paul Van

Daele for a study of the threatened

Congo Bay Owl Phodilusprigoginei in

the Kibira Forest of northern Burundi

and to Cambridge University’s Project

Mount Nilo 95-

Kyabobo National Park lies in north-

east Volta Region and once fully

established by the Ghana Wildlife

Department will form the only protected

area on the forest-savanna transition

zone in Ghana.

The 1994 project involved surveys of

plants and small mammals and inter-

views with local people to assess

biological composition and attitudes

towards the national park proposals.

The 1995 follow-up will be a

community-orientated conservation

study, including the setting up of a long-

term environment monitoring

programme and the initiation of a

conservation education programme in

the area.

The Congo Bay Owl is currently only

known conclusively from the type-

specimen, which was collected in the

Itombwe Mountains of Zaire in 1951,

although a bird thought to be this

species was seen in Burundi in the mid-

1970s and calls of an unidentified owl in

Nyungwe Forest, Rwanda in January-

February 1990 may be attributable to this

species.

ProjectMount Nilo '95, led by

Nathalie Seddon, will attempt to assess

the status of the poorly known forest

endemics of Mount Nilo and The North

Nguru Mountains of Tanzania. This area

of the East Usambara Mountains has

been little studied despite possessing

one of the richest biological communi-
ties in Africa and is likely to be of major

conservation importance as 78% of the

forest in this region has already been

destroyed this century.

Congo Bay Owl Phodilusprigoginei

By Mark Andrews

Trade in Shoebills: the adverse

effects of wildlife films

At the African Crane & Wetland Training

Workshop held in Maun, Botswana, in

August 1993 it was reported that Cindy

Buxton’s film about the Shoebills

Balaeniceps rex of the Bangweulu

Swamps of Zambia, Nearly a Dodo, may
have inadvertently created a market for

Shoebills in the USA with people

offering up to US $6,000 for a single

bird.

Although the species is protected in

Zambia the penalty for hunting and

taking a Shoebill is only 25 US cents!

Whilst this is an isolated case,

wildlife film producers clearly need to

consider the broader implications of

making films about spectacular species.

Source: Honeyguide vol 40, no 4, p243,

December 1994

Zaranik Bird Observatory, Egypt

We are seeking assistance to establish

the first bird observatory in Egypt at the

Zaranik Protected Area in North Sinai.

Zaranik is recognised as an internation-

ally important bottleneck for Western

Palearctic migratory birds and is located

on a Ramsar site and a Specially

Protected Area under the Barcelona

Convention. During autumn migration

millions of birds pass through the area

and Zaranik is best known for waterbird

migration, including significant concen-

trations of some species like Garganey

Anas querquedula with over 200,000

recorded. However, large numbers of

other groups also migrate through the

reserve, including Corncrake Crexcrex,

a Red Data Book species. Birds also

migrate through Zaranik in the spring,

but not in such large concentrations as in

the autumn. As for wintering birds,

substantial numbers of Greater Flamin-

gos Phoenicopterus ruberand seabirds

can be found at Zaranik. A number of

species breed in the Protected Area,

including significant Western Palearctic

populations of Little Tern Sterna

albifronsand Kentish Plover Charadrius

alexandrinus and the only known
breeding colony ofAvocet Recuruirostra

avosetta in Egypt.

Zaranik could potentially become an

important bird observatory in the

Western Palearctic. It would undoubt-

edly be an extremely valuable location

to collect data about migratory bird

populations from both western and

eastern Europe. The data could be used

for research purposes such as to study

Corncrake populations. In addition to

ringing, we would like to undertake

annual bird counts at Zaranik during

autumn migration, which would be

published in an annual report with a

summary about the ringing results. Once

established, the observatory activities

might be extended to the spring and

other seasons. It is likewise hoped that

the observatory will be used as a

location to train Egyptians, and people

from Africa and the Middle East about

bird ringing and counting techniques.

Zaranik is located 35 km west of El

Arish on Lake Bardawil and the Mediter-

ranean coast. A headquarters has been

built at the reserve, which will function

as the bird observatory and can accom-

modate up to six people. The HQ has all

amenities, including a kitchen, bathroom

and offices. Transport between Cairo

and El Arish is inexpensive and readily

available by either bus or taxi. Travel

between El Arish and the Protected Area

is not as convenient, but rides can

usually be obtained.

Contributed by SherifBaha El Din,

ScientificAdvisor,

Zaranik ProtectedArea

Kentish Plover Charadrius alexandrinus

By Colin Towe
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Hunting in Egypt

Attempts by Maltese hunters to circum-

vent the 1990 Egyptian crackdown on

the indiscriminate shooting of birds have

been foiled by the joint actions of

Egyptian and Maltese conservationists.

Direct intervention by Ali Hamdy,

Under-secretary at the Ministry of

Tourism, resulted in tourist police

intercepting 17 Maltese men at Cairo

airport. No fewer than 62 bird skins

ready for taxidermy were confiscated.

Source: BBC Wildlife vol 13, no 3, p 64,

March 1995

Threat to Egyptian Red Sea reefs

The Red Sea contains the second largest

area of coral reef in the world. Whilst

the most important area of coral reef,

Ras Mohammed off the southern tip of

Sinai, is protected within a national park,

development of tourist facilities else-

where along the Red Sea coast is having

a detrimental effect on the reef.

Hotel construction destroys the reef

platform near the building and the reef

ecosystem is disturbed further as a result

of increased siltation and tourist activity.

The inshore reefs off Hurghada have

been totally destroyed by this develop-

ment and the destruction is now
spreading both north and south of

Hurghada.

Whilst the Egyptian government has

taken action to reduce the effect of hotel

development in the area the increased

numbers of tourists are already taking

their toll. Shore divers erode the reef

platform, dive boats add to the destruc-

tion by anchoring on the coral and

further destruction results from tourists

collecting lumps of coral for souvenirs.

What long term effect the destruction

of the reefs will have on the breeding

birds of the area remains to be seen but

White-eyed Gulls Lams leucophthalmus,

regarded as Vulnerable in Birds to Watch

2, are already subject to increased

disturbance from tourists in the area.

Source: BBC Wildlife vol 13, no 3, p 64,

March 1995

White-eyed Gull Larus leucophthalmus

By Chris Gibbins

The Ethiopian Wildlife and Natural

History Society

The Ethiopian Wildlife and Natural

History Society (EWNHS) is a non-profit

association whose purposes are:

• to study and promote the interests of

the fauna, flora and natural

environment of Ethiopia;

• to disseminate the knowledge

• gained;

• to support legislation to protect these

resources.

In an attempt to meet these aims, the

society holds monthly indoor meetings

and undertakes one or more outings,

details of which are circulated to

members in a newsletter. The society

also publishes Walia and the educa-

tional magazine Agazen. Membership of

the Society offers you:

• monthly meetings where matters

related to Ethiopia’s natural

environment, or of general biological

interest, are presented by experts in

their fields;

• outings of varying duration to places

of natural and cultural interest usually

with one or more people who are

knowledgeable about one or more

groups of flora or fauna;

• a newsletter which contains details of

future activities, members reports on

past outings and other topical items;

• Walia, the society’s annual bulletin;

• Agazen, the conservation education

magazine in Amharic and English

designed primarily for students;

• use of the Society's library.

In addition, membership ofEWNHS
gives support to:

• study and conservation of Ethiopia’s

unique natural heritage;

• increased national and international

awareness of this heritage which has

now been translated into action

through the Conservation for Survival

Programme;

• support for the preservation of rare

and endangered species, particularly

Ethiopia’s endemic fauna and flora;

and EWNHS’ educational prog-

rammes.

For details on membership, write to the

Honorary Secretary, Box 60074, Addis

Ababa, Ethiopia.

Protected areas in Ethiopia

Ethiopia has a high biodiversity but its

rich natural heritage is disappearing at

an alarming rate and massive habitat

destruction, together with a correspond-

ing reduction in the numbers of wildlife,

has resulted as a consequence of

increasing livestock and human popula-

tion pressure and inappropriate land

use.

The incursion of people and

livestock into protected areas reached an

alarming level in 1991 and 1992 (after

the change of government), when
wildlife was indiscriminately slaugh-

tered, forests were destroyed,

settlements were established and the

grazing of livestock within parks and

sanctuaries became commonplace.

In an attempt to address these

problems a National Wildlife Steering

Committee was established in 1993 to

formulate plans to help abate the decline

of wildlife populations. Task forces

were established to obtain information

on protected areas by visiting 11 of

these and through discussion with local

communities and relevant government

authorities at all levels.

A recent paper in Walia, the journal

of the Ethiopian Wildlife and Natural

History Society, reports on the results of

this initiative on a park-by-park basis.

As a result of the surveys the

National Conservation Strategy Secre-

tariat has outlined what action must be

taken to conserve wildlife and protected

areas in the country. These actions

comprise three immediate and 11 mid-

term priorities.

The immediate priorities are:

• to provide emergency support to the

national parks and wildlife

sanctuaries in order to rehabilitate

and improve the basic resources and

infrastructure so that the Ethiopian

Wildlife and Conservation

Organisation can re-establish and

maintain its capacity to protect and

manage these areas

• to undertake a status assessment and

study of the immediate conservation

action required to save the Simien

Jackal Canissimensis, Mountain

Nyala Tragelaphus buxtoniand

Swayne’s Hartebeest Alcelaphus

buselaphusswaynei.

• to carry out a countrywide

biodiversity study to identify the

animal and plant species that require

protection and to develop action

plans for their sustainable use and

conservation.

Source: Walia 16, p 17-30, 1995

Wintering waterbirds in Ethiopia

During the northern winters of the years

1990/91 through to 1993/94 surveys of

waterbirds were carried out in the

Ethiopian Rift Valley with Lakes Abijata,

Awasa and Ziwai and the Akaki wet-

lands complex all being surveyed. The

importance of Lake Abijata for wintering
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waterbirds was identified as long ago as

1969 and an area of 887 km2 covering

two lakes and the surrounding land was

established as Abijata-Shala Lakes

National Park in 1970 although the park

has yet to be gazetted despite the

boundaries being defined in 1974.

Despite the establishment of the

park, protection of the area has not been

effective and some marked changes

have taken place in the past 25 years.

Back in 1969 the Great White Pelican

Pelicanus onocrotalussometimes

numbered as many as 6-10,000 yet

during the current survey the maximum
number recorded was only 122! A
number of other species are also

reported to have declined dramatically

since the 1960s.

The reason for these declines

appears to be the increased salinity of

the lake as the water-level has receded.

This is considered to have resulted in a

decline in fish numbers in the lake.

Fluctuations in the lake level presum-

ably occur naturally at Lake Abijata and

it is not clear to what extent human
activities such as the establishment of a

Soda Ash Plant near the Bulbula River

inlet, and irrigation projects in the area

have affected these fluctuations.

The other areas surveyed do not

support comparable numbers of

waterbirds to Lake Abijata but they all

hold some significance. They are all

located close to heavily populated areas

but it is to be hoped that improved land

use practices and the application of

water-resource management will create

favourable conditions for the wintering

waterbirds of the area.

Source: Walia 16, p 3-16, 1995

Roseate Terns on Amirantes Islands

The Roseate Tern Sterna dougallii,

which once bred widely in the Sey-

chelles, is now extinct from all 41

islands of the granitic group except

Aride. Recent reports from more remote

coral islands are lacking but, on a trip to

the 29 islands of the Amirantes group in

May 1995, 300 birds were present on
Etoile and 80 on African Banks, all

apparently in breeding condition.

Contributed byAdrian Skerrett

Seychelles Fody rediscovered in

Amirantes

An expedition from Bristol University

introduced five Seychelles Fody Foudia

sechellarum to Darros Island in 1965.

Confirmation that some of the birds

survived came in 1968, but none was

seen during a 1976 visit. There have

been no further reports since that date.

In May 1995 this Red Data Book species,

known from only three other Seychelles

islands, was found to be thriving. A very

approximate population estimate is a

minimum of 100 pairs.

Contributed byAdrian Skerrett

Seychelles Fody Foudia sechellarum

By Mark Andrews

Shearwaters climb trees!

A recent discovery on Aride Island

Nature Reserve, Seychelles, is that

Audubon’s Shearwater Puffinus

Iberminieri routinely climb trees up to

10 m in woodland canopy to obtain a

suitable launch pad for take-off. Up to

17,000 pairs nest in dense Pisonia

woodland on Aride. In the hour before

dawn many clamber and flutter up tree

trunks to high boughs from which they

take off.

Contributed byIan Bullock

Greater Flamingo breeds on Aldabra

The origin of Greater Flamingo

Phoenicopterus ruber, regularly recorded

on Aldabra, has long been something of

a mystery. The consensus has been that

they are probably palearctic migrants

rarely seen during May-August. In 1967

an egg, but no nest mound, was found.

This phenomenon has been recorded

elsewhere but cannot be taken as

evidence of breeding. However, Mitch

Bergeson, accompanied by fellow

wildlife management worker Ray

Rainbolt, while investigating a remote

part of the atoll, discovered three

complete and three partial nest mounds
and most conclusively, a small grey

downy flamingo chick which was

observed following the adults along the

shore of an inland pool. This makes

Aldabra the only coral atoll in the world

where Greater Flamingos breed and only

the second known oceanic site in the

world (the other being Galapagos). It

remains to be proven whether breeding

is annual, irregular, or a freak event.

Contributed byAdrian Skerrett

Declining waterbirds on Lake Nakuru

Numbers of waterbirds on Lake Nakuru,

Kenya, continue to decline as a conse-

quence of the high levels of metals in

the water. Numbers of Lesser and

Greater Flamingos Phoeniconaias minor

and Phoenicopterus ruberare down and

pelicans Pelicanidae and cormorants

Phalacrocoracidae have all but disap-

peared.

Source: Don Turnerpers comm

Great Crested Grebes in the Kenyan
Rift Valley

The population of the Great Crested

Grebe Podiceps cristatus on Kenya’s Rift

Valley lakes has declined recently,

apparently as a consequence of

gillnetting on the lakes, the birds getting

caught up in these nets and drowning.

The decline is most apparent on Lake

Naivasha where the species no longer

breeds.

Source: Don Turnerpers comm

Arabuko-Sokoke Forest threatened

by de-gazettement plan

Arabuko-Sokoke Forest is the most

important tract of land for biodiversity

conservation in Kenya. The forest,

occupying about 41,000 ha, lies between

Kilifi and Malindi along the coast. It is

the last sizeable remnant of forests that

once covered much of the East African

coastline.

Arabuko-Sokoke contains an

extraordinary diversity of rare and

endemic species. It shelters no fewer

than six birds that are regarded as being

in immediate danger of extinction

unless, in this case, their habitats are

conserved. These are the Sokoke Scops

Owl Otus ireneae, Spotted Ground

Thrush Turdusfischeri, East Coast Akalat

Sheppardiagunningi, Sokoke Pipit

Anthussokokensis, Amani Sunbird

AnthreptespallidigasterandClarke's

Weaver Ploceus golandi. Clarke’s

Weaver may be endemic to Arabuko-

Sokoke, while the Sokoke Scops Owl is

known only from Sokoke and from a

few small forests in the East Usambaras

of Tanzania. The remaining species

occur at a few other sites, but Sokoke

holds what are probably the largest

existing populations.

Around 115 forest and woodland

birds have been recorded altogether in

Arabuko-Sokoke. Most of these are

confined to coastal forests, and Arabuko-

Sokoke therefore forms a very important

population centre for them. Overall

Arabuko-Sokoke has been ranked by

BirdLife International as the second most

important forest for bird conservation in

Africa.

On 20 March 1995, the Kilifi District

Development Committee met and

decided to approve a request that 3,000

acres (approximately 1,200 ha) of die

Kararacha section of the forest be de-
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gazetted ‘for settlement’. This decision

was apparently made without consulta-

tion with the Forest Department or

Kenya Wildlife Service, and without

seeking advice from any biologist

familiar with the forest.

What would be the consequences if

this block of forest was to be de-

gazetted? The area in question is in the

south-east part of the forest, south of the

existing Pendakula (Matsangoni)

settlement scheme and abutting the main

Kilifi-Malindi road. Maps show that

about three-quarters (c900 ha) of this

area is Brachystegia woodland, and the

remainder (c300 ha) is mixed forest.

This would reduce the total area of

Brachystegia woodland by about one-

sixth, and that of mixed forest by about 5

per cent.

This sector of the forest contains

some of the best and most intact

remaining areas of these habitats.

Research shows that the densities of the

threatened and endemic birds are

higher, and populations more stable, in

these areas than in more degraded

habitats elsewhere in the forest. Excising

the Kararacha area would thus have very

large impact on the forest’s biodiversity,

and could well lead to populations

dipping below their minimum viable

size. This could cause the eventual

extinction in Sokoke (and probably the

world) of at least three bird species, plus

unknown numbers of other animals and

plants.

The white soils on which these two

forest types grow have extremely low

potential for agriculture - especially in

the Brachystegia woodland that forms

the bulk of this requested excision. The

agricultural authority, J C Moomaw, has

written that ‘these soils are as poor a

prospect for agricultural development as

any on the coast and are rarely culti-

vated.’ The likely economic returns from

agriculture here are very limited.

The direct returns from leaving the

forest in its present state could, how-

ever, be much greater, and potentially

provide much more benefit to local

communities than conversion to

agricultural land. Lying only a few

kilometres from the beaches of Watamu
and Malindi, with their swarms of

foreign and local visitors, Arabuko-

Sokoke has enormous potential for

eco-tourism. This is already being

realised, so far at a rather low level

because of the lack of a clear manage-

ment structure. Management of the

forest for tourism is an attractive

possibility that could generate substan-

tial revenue.

There is also the potential for use of

the forest’s biodiversity in other ways.

Studies show that about 84,000 people

in 7,300 households adjacent to the

forest derive a significant proportion of

their livelihood (typically 35%) directly

from the forest. Many communities

around the forest are also beginning to

improve their incomes by participating

in an innovative scheme to farm forest

butterflies for live export to Europe and

America. These benefits, possible

because of the forest's high productivity

and biodiversity, will disappear along

with the trees if sectors are excised.

Nations around the world recognised

the crucial importance of biodiversity for

sustainable development when they

signed the Convention on Biological

Diversity. Kenya, as a convention

signatory, has the specific obligation,

among others, to ‘regulate or manage

biological resources important for the

conservation of biological diversity

whether within or outside protected

areas, with a view to ensuring their

conservation and sustainable use’. There

would seem to be fewer cases more

clear-cut than Arabuko-Sokoke of an

area holding ‘biological resources

important for the conservation of

biological diversity’.

The de-gazettement of this highly

important section of a critically impor-

tant forest would be an inefficient and

wasteful use of land that would in fact

harm rather than benefit the local people

and would be a tragic loss of Kenya’s

irreplaceable natural heritage.

Source: The EastAfrica Natural

History Society, March 1995

Fischer’s Lovebirds Agapomisfischeri

By Martin Woodcock

Fischer’s Lovebirds in Tanzania

Tanzania’s population of Fischer’s

Lovebirds Agapornisfischeri has the

capacity to recover according to a new
survey.

Throughout the 1980s, up to 50,000

lovebirds were captured for export each

year, but restrictions introduced in the

late 1980s are already having an effect

with lovebird populations increasing

again during the last two years.

Source: Oryx 29 no 1, p 9, January 1995

The International

Ornithological

Congress 1998

The International

Ornithological

Congress (IOC)

takes place every

four years yet

none of the 21

IOCs to date

has been held

in Africa. This will be remedied in 1998

when the IOC is scheduled to be held in

Durban, South Africa. Further details will

follow in a forthcoming BullABC.

Source: Bird Numbers 3, p 21,

November 1994

New Editor for Vocifer

Bob Medland, who for many years was

the editor of Vocifer, A Bulletin of

OrnithologicalNews in Malawi, has

recently left Malawi after ten years. The

new editor for Vocifer is Jens Haugaard,

PO Box 409, Blantyre, Malawi.

Kasanka National Park, Zambia
Wildlife populations in Kasanka National

Park in Zambia are showing signs of

recovery after being virtually wiped out

ten years ago as a result of excessive

hunting. The improvement is largely due

to an innovative community-based

project, spear-headed by a former

District Officer and a local farmer.

Source: World Birdwatch 16(4), p 3,

December 1994

Mozambique bird atlas project

An atlas project for Mozambique is soon

to be initiated by Vincent Parker in

conjunction with the Avian Demography

Unit at the University of Cape Town.

Further details will be published as

soon as they become available but in the

meantime visitors to Mozambique are

encouraged to compile lists of species

recorded per quarter-degree grid cell.

Source: Bird Numbers 3, p 21,

November 1994

Third International Penguin

Conference

This will be held in Cape Town, South

Africa from 2-6 September 1996. Further

details are available from J. Cooper,

African Seabird Group, PO Box 34113,

Rhodes Gift 7707, South Africa.
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Ray Moore
Ray Moore, author of the book Where to

Watch Birds in Kenya died inJanuary

1995 from cancer. The Club extends its

sympathy to Ray’s family and friends.

Birdwatching in Swaziland

Whilst visiting Swaziland recently, we
stayed on a farm in the middle veld

about 40 minutes from Manzini in central

Swaziland. The farm, owned by William

and Connie Mundell, contains a pleasant

self-catering guest cottage which is both

well-equipped and very reasonably

priced.

The area is excellent for birds such

as Purple-crested Turaco Musophaga

porphyreolopha, Brown-hooded

Kingfisher Halcyon albiventris, Black-

collared Barbet Lybius torquatusand

White-breasted Sunbird Nectarinia

talatala.

For further details contact William

and Connie Mundall, Panata Ranch, PO
Box 226, Manzini, Swaziland. Tel +268

31473.

Contributed byAnneNason

Black-collared Barbet Lybius torquatus

By Chris Gibbins

Birds in Reserves Project

The Birds in Reserves Project (BIRPS) is

a project initiated by the Avian Demog-
raphy Unit (ADU) of the University of

Cape Town. The project aims to collect

information on the avifauna of bird

reserves within South Africa.

Anyone wishing to know more

about, or wanting to contribute to this or

any of the other projects coordinated by

the ADU, ie the Coordinated Waterbird

Counts (CWAC), the Nest Record Card

Scheme (NERCS) or the Bird Ringing

Scheme (SAFRING) should write to:

Projects, Avian Demography Unit,

University of Cape Town, Rondebosch

7700, South Africa.

Source: Bird Numbers 3, p 4,

November 1994

Southern Birds

The first new look Southern Birds has

recently been published. Southern Birds

19, Where to See Birds in Kwazulu/Natal

is a major revision by Steven Herbert of

a Natal Bird Club publication written by

Gordon Bennett.

A similar guide to the best birding

sites around Cape Town is also in an

advanced state of preparation.

Details of how to subscribe to the

new look Southern Birds can be found in

BullABC 1(2), p 64.

Source: Bird Numbers 3, p 17,

November 1994

Cranes in the Natal Midlands

South Africa's national bird, the Blue

Crane Anthropoidesparadiseus, has

declined dramatically in parts of the

country in recent years and Africa

Round-up in previous BullABCs has

reported on recent surveys in southern

Cape Province.

In June 1994 further surveys of the

Blue Crane, along with Wattled Crane

Bugeranus caruncidatussLnd Grey

Crowned Crane Balearica regulorum

began in the Natal Midlands funded and

supported by Eskom, one of South

Africa’s largest companies, in conjunc-

tion with the Endangered Wildlife Trust.

The survey, covering the area

between Estcourt and Pietermaritzburg,

extending eastwards to Greytown and

westwards to the Drakensberg, results in

part from Eskom’s need for a complete

study of crane movements, and the

effect of overhead powerlines on these,

to enable a management plan to be

developed for the future erection of

powerlines in the area.

A Crane Hotline was established to

encourage farmers to become involved

in the monitoring of cranes and to report

their sightings. During July and August

1994 aerial surveys were carried out,

using a fixed-wing plane, and these

were followed up by ground searching

and reports from farmers.

The total numbers of cranes found

during the survey were 190 Wattled

Cranes, 640 Grey Crowned Cranes and

300 Blue Cranes. These numbers are

alarmingly low and confirm the impres-

sion that the populations of all three

species have declined dramatically

during the past ten years. It is thought

that the main reason for the decline is

habitat destruction with many other

wetlands and natural grasslands having

been taken over for timber plantations

and many wetlands having been drained

for farming or flooded for damming.

Other threats identified include fires and

poisoning.

Over 70% of the land in South Africa

is privately owned and it is therefore

clear that land-owners, in particular

farmers, can play a major part in the

conservation of species such as cranes.

The survey also found evidence of

cranes being killed by collisions with

powerlines and six cranes were found

dead. The movements of cranes

throughout South Africa are poorly

known and follow-up work will include

satellite tracking of Blue Cranes.

Source: Endangered Wildlife, Journal of

the Endangered Wildlife Trust no 18,

pp 6-9, December 1994

Wattled Crane Bugeranus carunculatus

By Craig Robson

Highlands Crane Group
The Highlands Crane Group was formed

in 1991 as a working group of the

Endangered Wildlife Trust as a result of

concern at the dramatic decline in crane

numbers in the Dullstroom region of the

Eastern Transvaal.

The group has endeavoured to alert

landowners to the plight of cranes and to

visit every farmer in the district in order

to record both historical and current

information on crane populations,

breeding sites, crane movements and

habitat use. The group has also at-

tempted to encourage farmers to support

the work, by distributing a booklet

Cranes & Farmers, which has been very

well received, and by distributing ‘Crane

Custodian’ gate signs to farmers who
have shown an interest in cranes or who
have nesting cranes on their land.

In November 1994 a farmers’ day

was held to thank farmers who have

assisted the group in achieving its aims.

The Eastern Transvaal Highlands, with

their pristine wetlands and stretches of

grassland, have great potential for

birding tourism, and a few far-sighted

farmers have cottages to let and have

even set up walking and birding trails in

response to growing tourism in

Dullstroom.

Source: Endangered Wildlife, Journal of

the Endangered Wildlife Trust no 18,

p 10, December 1994
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Madagascar Serpent-eagles

Until a confirmed sighting in 1988 the

Madagascar Serpent-eagle Eutriorchis

asturwas only known from 11 museum
specimens, the last of which was

collected in 1930, and a number of

unsubstantiated sight records. As a result

the species is considered to be one of

the rarest birds of prey in the world.

In August 1991 The Peregrine Fund

began studies of raptor ecology in the

Masoala Peninsula in Madagascar.

During surveys of the peninsula

between 1 September 1993 and 28

February 1994, research workers from

The Peregrine Fund saw the species on

no fewer than four occasions, and on 14

January 1994 a bird was captured in a

mistnet close to The Peregrine Fund’s

Andranobe Field Station.

Before release the bird was ringed

and fitted with a radio transmitter which,

it is hoped, will enable the workers from

The Peregrine Fund to discover more

about the ecology of a species, the

preservation of which remains one of

the biggest challenges to conservation-

ists working in Madagascar.

Source: Bull BOC 115(1): 41-45
,

March 1995

Illegal wildlife trade

The Russian national airline Aeroflot has

been implicated in the illegal wildlife

trade following three confirmed reports

on flights from Africa to Moscow.

Violations of Appendices I and II of

the Convention on International Trade in

Endangered Species (CITES) have been

discovered on flights from Brazzaville, in

Congo. During one stopover in Douala,

Cameroon, a passenger was stopped

from boarding the plane with no fewer

than 64 parrots!

Whilst much of the trade appears to

be in primates, sizeable numbers of

Grey Parrots Psittacus erithacus have

also been found.

Source: BBC Wildlife vol 13 no 2, p 53,

February 1995

Kemp’s Longbill in Cameroon
On 30 May 1992 a Kemp’s Longbill

Macrosphenus kempiwas seen in the

northern part of Korup National Park,

Southwest Province, Cameroon. This and

subsequent observations in the same

general area in November 1992 and

March 1994 represent an eastward range

extension of c 240 km from the Niger

River in south-eastern Nigeria.

Source: Bull BOC 1 15(1): 66-68,

March 1995

Gulf of Guinea Conservation Group
The Gulf of Guinea Conservation Group
was established in 1993 at a biodiversity

seminar held at Jersey Wildlife Trust.

The group was set up to bring together

those working in the islands in the Gulf

of Guinea (Bioko, Principe, SaoTome
and Annobon). As a result, a quarterly

newsletter covering conservation and

related issues is being produced in Sao

Tome with support from ECOFAC.

The aim is to be topical, highlighting

conservation issues in the area and also

to provide up-to-date information on

what is happening in the islands. There

will also be more in-depth articles about

aspects of the work being carried out

and a regular update of recent publica-

tions concerning the Gulf of Guinea

islands. We also hope that it will serve

as a discussion forum and welcome

contributions.

If anyone is interested in receiving a

copy of the newsletter please contact me
at the address below. For a newsletter

such as this to be effective we need up

to date information. Any observations,

items of news or articles concerning the

islands would be very welcome.

Phil Atkinson, School ofBiological

Sciences, University ofEastAnglia,

Norwich, NorfolkNR4 71J, UK.

Fax: +44-01603-592250,

Tel: +44-01603-592243

oremail:p.w.atkinson@uea.ac.uk.

Access to Tai Forest, Cote d’Ivoire

Birders visiting Cote d'Ivoire will

doubtless wish to visit Tai Forest, a vast

area of pristine lowland forest situated

close to the Liberian border and one of

the last major strongholds of many of the

endangered endemics of the Upper

Guinea forests.

Unfortunately it has recently become

increasingly difficult to obtain the

necessary written authorisation to visit

the area. Birders visiting Tai in the past

have generally been able to turn up at

the research station without any sort of

official authorisation but now it is

seemingly essential to obtain written

permission in advance.

To obtain this authorisation it is

necessary to obtain a permit for scien-

tific research from the Ministre de

Recherche Scientifique and then an

additional permit from the Departement

des Eaux et Forets. It will be necessary

to visit the Ministre de Recherche

Scientifique in Abidjan as they are very

unlikely to reply to letters.

Full details of how to obtain the

necessary authorisations can be found in

Eddie Williams’s report on his recent trip

to Cote d’Ivoire. See Club News on p 71

for further details.

Forest Birds in Cote d’Ivoire

BirdLife International has recently

published Forest Birds in Cote d'Ivoire

(Study Report no. 58), which reports on

studies carried out from 1989 to 1991 in

Tai National Park, on Mount Kope and in

forest plantations at Yapo, Irobo, Mopri

and La Tene.

The report, which includes details of

observations of a number of threatened

species of the Upper Guinea region,

including Rufous Fishing Owl Scotopelia

ussheri and Western Wattled Cuckoo-

shrike Campephaga lobata, is essential

reading for anyone planning to visit Cote

d’Ivoire and should also be read by

anyone with an interest in this under-

visited area of Africa.

It can be obtained from BirdLife

International for UK £5 plus UK £1

postage& packing.

Black and White Casqued Hornbill

Byeanistessubeylindricus

By Martin Woodcock

Black and White Casqued Hornbill in

The Gambia
On 7 November 1994 the author, in the

company of Mike Whitterick and

members of an Ornitholidays’ tour party

visiting The Gambia, observed a Black

and White Casqued Hornbill Bycanistes

subcylindricus in open savanna between

the Senegambia and Bacadagi Hotels.

Despite being mobbed by Pied

Crows Corvus albus the bird sat quietly

on the top of a baobab tree for over 30

minutes before flying off in a southerly
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direction towards the Senegambia Hotel.

In flight the distinctive wing and tail

patterns of the species were clearly

visible.

The bird stayed in the area between

the Senegambia and Kombo Beach

Hotels for at least five days and may
well have been the bird seen in the

same general area from 21-22 November

1993.

Contributed byBabagalleh Bah

Recent developments in The Gambia
Plans to locate a ‘parrot park’ exhibiting

parrots from Australia and South

America within Tanji Bird Reserve (see

BullABC 1(2) p 61-62) have been

formulated in conjunction with the

Department of Wildlife Conservation

and the Ministry of Agriculture and

Natural Resources. Dr Almany Camara,

the Director of Wildlife Conservation, is

reported to have said that it will

contribute to the species and habitat,

provide employment for Gambians,

contribute to the local economy through

the sales of art and craft and the project

will contribute 20% of the revenue for

the development of the Tanji Bird

Reserve. Having been asked whether he

consulted the Tanji Birders before

accepting the proposal of the owner of

the park, Dr Camara stated that there is

no written agreement with the Tanji

Birders and that 'The reserve needs

integrating and it is not yielding anything

for the locals. There is no concrete

proposal and no commitment.’

Members of the Tanji Birders have

made representations against the

development of the park and Dr Camara

goes on to say ‘If the Tanji Birders want

the place they should come up with

concrete investment proposals for the

development of the reserve. It is still not

too late to relocate the parrot park'.

The Gambia Ornithological Society

have also opposed the plans in a

statement that emphasises the fact that

The Gambia’s deserved reputation for

nature conservation would be damaged

by such an exhibition of caged birds.

Other comments against the park

came from Lamin Manneh of the tour

company, The Gambia Experience, who
commented that ‘what people want to

see is birds in their natural habitat and

this is an intrusion.’ In addition Mass

Cham, a local ornithologist, stated that

‘The Gambia is against the importation

of wild species and the captivity or

caging of wild species and there has

been an international campaign against

the parrot trade. The Gambia should in

no way allow the importation of caged

birds, worse of all, locating them in a

sensitive place like a reserve.’

Source: The Gambia Daily, no 40, p 4

and no 41, p 6, April 1995

(supplied by Clive Barlow)

Basse-Casamance National Park,

Senegal

Basse-Casamance National Park, created

in 1970, is one of six national parks in

Senegal. Park rangers were forced to

leave the park in 1993 to escape from

violence resulting from fighting between

Diola separatists and government

officials, and recent visitors have found

numbers of wildlife greatly depleted.

Increased hunting and poaching are

largely responsible for the reduction in

wildlife numbers, but bush fires also

pose a considerable threat to wildlife as

park rangers are no longer able to

maintain fire breaks to contain these

fires. Some reports suggest that the park

has been so badly damaged that it may
soon no longer be worth saving.

Source. BBC Wildlife vol 13 no 2, p 54,

February 1995

Pterodroma taxonomy
Vincent Bretagnolle proposes in a recent

paper in Ibis 137: 207-218 (April 1995),

that the ‘Soft-plumaged’ Petrels of the

North Atlantic (Cape Verde Islands,

Madeira and Bugio) should be treated as

a single species, Pterodromafeae,

distinct from the Soft-plumaged Petrel P.

mollisoi the southern hemisphere.

Bretagnolle’s views differ from other

recent authors who have tended to split

the northern populations into two

species P. madeira of Madeira and P.

feae of Bugio and the Cape Verde

Islands.

Bretagnolle also differs from other

recent authors in treating the birds on

Bugio and the Cape Verde Islands as

being subspecifically distinct. Conse-

quently he recognises three subspecies

of P feae: P.f.feae from the Cape Verde

Islands, P.f. madeira from Madeira and

P.f. deserta from Bugio.

Fea’s Petrel in the Azores

In 1965 W R P Bourne predicted that a

Pterodroma petrel might occur in the

Azores archipelago and form a link

between the Fea’s Petrel P.feae of the

north-east Atlantic and the Bermuda

Petrel P. cahow.

In 1993 whilst surveying seabirds in

the Azores L R Monteiro and RW
Furness trapped a gadfly petrel which

on close examination proved to be a

Fea’s Petrel P.feae (Bretagnolle’s

P. f. deserta). This record follows on

from another record of a bird trapped in

the Azores in 1990. That individual had

previously been considered intermediate

between P. cahow and P.feae.

In BullBOC 115(1): 9-14, March

1995, Monteiro and Furness speculate

that these two birds, the second of

which was retrapped at the same site in

August 1994, may form part of a hitherto

unknown breeding population in the

Azores archipelago.

Red-billed Tropicbird

Phaethon aethereus

By Colin Towe

Red-billed Tropicbirds in the Azores

Until recently Red-billed Tropicbirds

Phaethon aethereushnwe only been

known from the north Atlantic from a

small and dwindling breeding popula-

tion of around 100 pairs on the Cape

Verde Islands and from occasional

records elsewhere.

However in September 1993 RW
Furness and L R Monteiro, whilst

conducting seabird surveys in the Azores

archipelago, discovered the species

nesting on ‘Ilheu de Baixo’ a small islet

offGraciosa.

In a recent paper in BullBOC 115(1):

6-8, March 1995, Furness and Monteiro

discuss the record in the context of a

recent increase in the number of records

of the species north of the normal

breeding area in the Cape Verde Islands

and speculate that the birds nesting in

the Azores originate from populations in

the West Indies rather than from Cape

Verde.

Lesser Scaup in the Canary Islands

On 17 November 1994 Tony Clarke

discovered a female Lesser Scaup Aythya

affinis on the small reservoir at Roquito

del Fraile in the south of Tenerife,

Canary Islands.

The bird, the first published record

in the ABC region, remained in the area

until at least February 1995. An account

of this record including colour photo-

graphs appears in Birding World vo\ 8,

no 2, pp 52-55, March 1995. ®
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Requests

Egyptian Bird Report

Records are being compiled for the

publication of an Egyptian Bird Report

which will summarise records since

The Birds ofEgypt was published in

1989.

All records of birds in Egypt

including trip reports should be sent

along with any unpublished pre-1989

records to: Sherif Baha El Din, 4 Ismail

El Mazni St, Apt. 8, Heliopolis, Cairo,

Egypt, (fax: +202-345-7234).

Sherif would also be pleased to

receive descriptions of first records for

publication.

All contributions will be credited in

the report.

Announcing the establishment of

the Zanarik Bird Observatory,

North Sinai, Egypt

Zaranik is situated on Lake Bardawil

and the Mediterranean coast and is an

internationally important bottleneck

for migratory birds. During autumn

migration hundreds of thousands of

waterbirds pass through the reserve

along with passerines and near

passerines.

Volunteers are wanted to ring birds

and undertake bird counts at Zaranik

in Autumn 1995. Bird ringers should

be licensed and must bring their own
rings and equipment. As for birdwatch-

ers, preference will be given to those

with previous experience in waterbird

censusing. The reserve has a head-

quarters with all amenities and

accommodates up to six people.

Volunteers are expected to cover

the full cost of their travel, insurance

and food and are asked to pay a

nominal fee to stay at the headquarters

(UK £3-00 per day). Minimum stay at

the observatory is two weeks. The

observatory will be open during the

peak migration season from 20 August

-10 October.

Ringers and birdwatchers inter-

ested in volunteering at Zaranik should

send a letter stating their qualifications

or CV along with the desired dates of

stay to Mr Waheed Salama, Manager,

Zaranik Protected Area, Post Box 3,

El Salam, El Arish, North Sinai, Egypt.

Qualified applicants will be accepted

on a first come first serve basis.

In addition to experts and volun-

teers, we are also seeking some

small-scale funding for building traps,

obtaining ringing equipment and

purchasing bicycles. Between UK £500 -

£1000 is required for the first year. Rings

are also needed, but it has been agreed

that rings of the participating

organisation(s) can be utilised until such

time as the observatory has been fully

established and rings can be made
especially for Zaranik.

See Africa Round-up on page 73 for

further information.

House Crow Corvussplendens

By Craig Robson

House Crows
Colin Ryall is collecting records of

House Crow Corvussplendens outside

established populations around the

world. Records should be sent to Colin

at Dept of Environmental Management,

Farnborough College ofTechnology,

Boundary Road, Farnborough, Hants,

GU14 6SB, UK.

Records from Cameroon
Mark Andrews is currently preparing an

updated checklist of the birds of

Cameroon and would be pleased to

receive details of any unpublished

records since 1971, including trip reports

where available. All records, which will

be acknowledged in the checklist,

should be sent to Mark at Flat 2, 366

Aylestone Road, Leicester LE2 8BL, UK.

Photographs of Madagascan
endemics

Pete Morris, who gave a talk at the joint

African Bird Club/Birding World

meeting at Cley in May and who has

contributed a number of the photo-

graphs included in the photospot in this

issue of BullABC is in the process of

preparing a photographic guide to the

birds ofMadagascar.

Pete would be pleased to hear

from anyone who has photographs of

any Madagascan species which could

be used as research material or for

possible inclusion in the book.

Anyone with suitable photographs

should contact Pete at 3 Milton Road,

Impington, Cambridge CB4 4NF, UK.

Ringing in The Gambia
A successful pilot visit to an isolated

coastal site took place in March 1995

when in five weeks, in a very limited

operation, 270 passerine migrants of

17 species and nearly 500 African

birds of 61 species were ringed.

Waders and terns are also present but

have not yet been tackled. The only

ringing carried out previously in The

Gambia was a Swedish operation in

the 1970s and this is the first time

since then that the Gambian Conserva-

tion Department has authorised

ringing.

This site is being operated within

the ESF Migration Project, and British

rings are being used having been

authorised by the British Trust for

Ornithology. Accommodation is in a

safari-type camp with meals provided.

There is no question of subsidised

travel as was the case with the

Senegal expeditions, but nobody who
came in March complained about the

cost, in fact they were very pleased

both with the ringing and the camp.

Although the project is not as large

as the project at Djoudj in Senegal, a

limited number of experienced ringers

are now needed for a minimum
period of two weeks, between early

October 1995 and mid-April 1996.

The cost should be of the order of UK
£585 outside the peak periods eg

Christmas.

Anyone interested in being

involved in this project should contact

Michael King, Stonehaven, 16 Marsh

Road, Rode, Bath, BA3 6PE, giving

details of relevant experience and

preferred dates. The Gambia is as

friendly as ever and no problems

were experienced in March nor on a

previous visit in December. ®
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Field identification of Little and Saunders’s Tern

Klaus Mailing Olsen and Hans Larssen

Resume: La separation sur le terrain des sternes, particulierement des especes superficiellement

similaires, peut s’averer ardue meme pour les observateurs les plus experimentes. Les similarietes

nombreuses entre certaines especes, combinees au defi peut-etre impossible de separer les plumages

des oiseaux n’etant pas en periode de reproduction, resultent souvent dans le fait qu’elles sont

consignees dans les carnets de notes simplement sous forme d’“especes de sternes” ou purement et

simplement omises. Le present article, adapte exclusivement pour ABC du nouveau guide Terns of

EuropeandNorthAmerica (Helm) traite de l’un des plus grands problemes qui se pose aux observateurs

en Afrique, ^identification sur le terrain de la Sterne de Saunders et des Sternes naines.

T he field separation of terns, especially superfi-

cially similar species can prove taxing to even the

most experienced birders. The numerous similarities

between certain species, compounded by the per-

haps impossible challenge of separating some

non-breeding plumages, often leads to notebook

absences or the common entry ‘tern sp’.

The following text, adapted exclusively for ABC
from the award-winning new guide Terns ofEurope

and North America (Helm) deals with a most likely

problem facing birders in Africa: the field identifica-

tion of Saunders’s Sterna saundersi and Little Tern S.

albifrons.

Little Tern Sterna albifrons

Identification in the field

Little, Least S. artillarum and Saunders’s Terns are the

smallest terns. The Little Tern is only the size of a

Ringed Plover Charadrius hiaticula
,
and in shape

resembles half-sized Sandwich Tern S. sandvicensis.

The Little Tern gives the impression of a small, white,

over-active and almost aggressive coastal bird which

flies fast and purposefully. In the breeding season it

also shows periods of slower, elegant flight.

The Little Tern hovers at a few metres’ height with

downward-pointing bill and plunge-dives directly

towards the water’s surface, rising again after a few

seconds. It usually forages over shallow water near

the shoreline, but sometimes several hundred metres

out, where it may hover at heights of up to 10m.

The Little Tern is large-headed, with a long and

narrow bill about the same length as the head. The

pointed wings, especially seen against the light, ap-

pear narrow with the remiges (except the dark

outer-primaries) translucent. The arm and hand on a

bird in active flight are almost uniform in width. The

body is streamlined and slender, with no obvious

centre of gravity. The tail is shorter than that of other

native terns, especially when seen against a light

background, when the tail streamers disappear. Dur-

ing the northern summer, the tail length has been

estimated at 1.2- 1.5 times the breadth of the wings at

their base.

Perched birds are short-legged and compact, with

flat head drawn down between the shoulders and the

long bill held horizontally.

The Little Tern is very characteristic. Great diffi-

culties arise, however, when separating the closely

related species (races?), Saunders’s and Least Terns.

Identification in winter and immature plumages is not

normally possible even in the hand.

Adults in summer plumage have a black cap and

white forehead, the latter narrowing gradually in a

triangle towards the eye.

The loral stripe is black, broadest on males, on

which it gradually becomes broader towards the eye.

The yellow bill has a black tip and looks like a match-

stick stuck onto the head. The upperparts are pale

blue-grey with outer most 1-3 primaries forming a

distinct black leading edge to the wing. The rump is

paler grey and the tail pure white. The legs are yellow

to orange-yellow. From July-August the inner prima-

ries are moulted and elements of white appear in the

crown. The bill can darken from August.

Adults in winter plumage have a dull black, grey-

spotted mask which is diffusely demarcated from the

white-flecked crown. The black spot in front of eye

stands out against the white lores and face. The upper-

parts are much as in summer plumage, but lesser

coverts become darker and the tail greyer. The wing

markings depend much on the degree of wear and

moult. In midwinter the bill is black. The legs are grey

or brown, sometimes tinged yellow.

Juveniles are smaller and more compact than adults,

with more rounded wingtips; in the period immedi-

ately after fledging they recall a pale-winged Ringed

Plover, as they have a more uncertain and flapping

flight than adults. In plumage they are rather like
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juvenile Sandwich and Roseate Terns Sterna dougallii.

The upperparts are tricoloured, with a darker leading

edge to the wing (lesser coverts and outer primaries),

pale grey or yellow-brown mantle/back and coverts

and white secondaries and inner primaries. The man-

tle/back has black V markings, which as early as late

summer, are replaced by pure grey feathers. The

rump and central tail feathers are grey, with white

outer tail feathers. Dark tips to the tail feathers can

form a faint dark band.

The forehead and crown initially have a yellow-

ish-brown to cinnamon-brown tinge, but soon (from

July-September) become white. Looking from the

central crown backwards, grey-brown streaks merge

into the dark, very narrow facial mask. At close range

the big eye is clearly accentuated by a white eye-ring,

but at a distance they become one with a black triangle

from in front of the eye. The underparts are white,

sometimes with a faint brown-toned Black Tern

Chlidonias niger like patch as on the breast sides.

The bill is brownish-black, with a variable paler

yellowish base or edges after fledging. The legs are

greyish-yellow, sometimes orange toned.

Voice

Harsh; a monosyllabic ket or ket-ket, or kweek, which

is heard frequently from foraging birds. Often uttered

as a double note.

Geographical variation

Race guineae (West Africa) is generally smaller than

nominate race and the bill is more commonly wholly

yellow. Rump and tail often grey, t6 white. The tail can

be darker grey than on Saunders’s Tern. Some are

inseparable from nominate; validity of the race possi-

bly dubious. Populations from the Persian Gulf often

have grey rump and tail.

Race sinensis (including pusilla

)

(India and east

Asia) has grey rump and tl-3, and may show white

rump/tail (especially eastern populations); t4-5 white,

often with grey tinge to outer webs and outer part; t6

white (grey on fewer than 1%). The bill is yellow with

up to 6 mm of black at tip. Unlike other races, sinensis

shows whitish primary shafts. The tail streamers are

generally longer than on Saunders’s Tern, being up to

68 mm. Many are intermediate

between Little and Saunders’s,

having Little Tern’s head mark-

ings but with a grey rump and

tail. In structure and size,

sinensis seems close to Fairy

Tern S. nereis of Australasia

and Yellow-billed Tern S.

superciliaris of South America.

The populations from Australia

Little Tern Quick key to identification

1 Only half the size of other terns.

2 Forehead white in all plumages, extending very

narrowly to behind eye.

3 Bill yellow with black tip

4 Tail and rump white, sometimes tinged grey,

especially on tl -3; t5-6 normally white (see

Saunders's).

5 White rump contrasts with grey back and any grey

tail feathers.

6 In breeding season, 2-3 outer primaries are black-

ish-grey contrasting with grey of rest of upperwing.

7 Juveniles and first-winters resemble half-sized

Sandwich Terns

and east Asia have a white rump and tail (much as

nominate albifrons).

Saunders’s Tern Sterna saundersi

identification in the field

This species is very like the Little Tern, and there is still

great uncertainty surrounding its true status as a spe-

cies. Many intermediates occur and only those with a

combination of all characters can be identified with

certainty in the field - and only in adult summer

plumage. Where Saunders’s breeds together with Lit-

tle Tern, it prefers saltwater whereas Little breeds

inland in these situations.

In adult summer plumage the most important

differences from Little Tern are:

1 the white forehead patch extends only to the eye,

where it is rounded off or square-cut. Saunders’s Tern

lacks Little’s suggestion of a white supercilium. The

distance from the bill base to the rear edge of the

forehead patch above the eye is 9-14 mm (on Little it

is 15-20 mm). There is up to 3 mm of black between

the eye and the rear edge of the forehead patch; the

patch normally reaches to the eye on Little, or only 1

mm above. The black loral stripe is 3-6 mm broad in

front of the eye, broadest on males (normally 3-4 mm
on Little). See illustrations.

2 the legs are reddish-brown to mid-brown and aver-

age shorter than on Little Tern.

3 the upperparts are pale grey, much as on adult

Roseate Tern, and are concolorous with the rump and

tail. Contrast between the back and the rump/tail is

generally lacking. Little Tern has a paler rump con-

trasting with a darker back. The value of this feature is

diminished by the fact that those Little Terns breeding

within the range of Saunders’s often have the central

part of the tail grey. However, the rump is normally

paler and stands out more clearly against Little’s darker

Tail topography

t=tail rectrices
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Saunders’s Tern Quick key to identification

1 Forehead patch smaller, ending in rounded or

square-cut rear edge in front of eye

2 Upperparts paler grey than on Little Tern. No
obvious contrast between back and rump/tail.

3 Rump and most of the tail pale grey; only t6 is

predominantly white.

4 Legs darker, with brown tone.

5 Outermost 3 primaries deeper black than on Little

Tern, with black shafts. Contrast accenuated by

paler upperparts than on Little.

6 Tail streamers never as long as on long-tailed

Little Terns.

grey upperparts. Furthermore, Little Terns normally

show paler bases to their grey rump feathers, which

may give a mottled appearance to the rump. On
Saunders’s, the rump is pale grey and the tail pale

grey; tl-4 pale grey, t6 white. In fresh plumage, the

rump and uppertail-coverts have white edges and

appear whiter.

4 The tail streamers are generally shorter and never as

long as on long-tailed Little Terns.

A much-debated character is that the outer three

primaries are black (including black shafts) and form

a broader, and purer black leading edge to the outer

wing than on most Little Terns, this being accentuated

by a paler grey upperwing. This feature should, how-

ever, be used with caution owing to Little Tern’s moult

pattern. Birds studied in East Africa in winter did,

nevertheless, appear to have more black on the outer-

most primaries (normally 3-4 outer primaries black)

than Little Terns. Beware, however, moulting Little

Terns with up to 6-7 inner primaries moulted and

contrasting with 3-4 outer unmoulted and darker ones,

though Little Terns normally show paler shafts.

Adult winter plumage is almost identical to that of

Little. The upperparts are darker grey than in breeding

Little Tern: adult male summer (top left). Note pointed

extensions of white forehead to just over eye, and white rump.

Spain, June (Karel Beylevelt).

Sterne naine: adulte male, ete (en haut, a gauche). Notez

I'extensionpointue dufront blancjusquejuste an dessus de

I’oeil et le croupion blanc. Espagne, juin (Karel Beylevelt).

Little Tern: adult summer (bottom left). Note two dark outer

primaries and white rump. Note oil pollution causes unusual

wing markings. Israel, April 1994 ( Klaus Mailing Olsen).

Sterne naine-. adulte, ete (en bas, a gauche). Notez les deux
remigesprimaire exterieursfonces et le croupion blanc. La

pollution par lepetrole cause des taches inhabiteulles sur les

ailes. Israel, avril 1994 (Klaus Mailing Olsen).

Saunders’s Tern: adult summer (top right). Compare shape of

white forehead with that of Little and Least Terns, not reaching

eye. In summer plumage, upperparts paler pearly-grey than

on Little Tern, uniform with rump and central pair of tail

feathers. Oman, May 1993 (Hans and Jens Eriksen).

Sterne de Saunders: adulte, ete (en haut, a droite). Comparez

laforme dufront blanc avec celle des Stemes naine et des

Petites Stemes, n 'arrivantpas a I’oeil. Dans leplumage d'ete,

lesparties superieures sontgrisperlepluspale que chez la

Sterne naine, uniforme avec le croupion et la paire centrale de

pennes rectrices . Oman, mai 1993 (Hans etJens Ericksen).

Saunders’s Tern: winter plumage (bottom right). Note grey

centres of rump and tail in contrast to white sides of rump. In

winter plumage averages darker than Little Tern (opposite to

summer plumage). Bahrain, autumn 1990 (Erik Hirschfeld).

Steme de Saunders: plumage d’hiver (en bas. a droite). Notez

le centre gris du croupion et de las queue en contraste avec les

cotes blancs du croupion. Dans leplumage d’hiver les

individus sont en moyenneplusfonces que la Steme naine

(contrairementanplumage d’ete!). Bahrein, automne 1990

(Erik Hirschfeld)

.
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season, and can be darker than on Little (Hollom et al

1987). The uniform grey rump and back are difficult

features to use in the field, as many Little Terns within

Saunders’s range have an equally grey rump and tail

(see above). The black mask is generally broader than

on Little (so mirrors the head pattern of summer
plumage). The crown to nape is dark.

Juvenile Probably identical with Little Tern. Some
(Bahrain) have, however, shown a darker bar on

secondaries.

Voice

A kit-kit or kit-ir-kit, as Little Tern’s but possibly less

sharp than latter’s.

Geographical variation

Birds from the Persian Gulf and Arabia are on average

longer-winged than those from Pakistan and East

Plate 1 (top)

Little Tern Sterna albifrons, Saunders’s Tern S. (a.) saundersi
and Least Tern S. (a.) antillarum.

1 Little Tern, juvenile.

2 Little Tern, adult winter/first summer.

3 Little Tern, adult summer. White frontal patch triangular,

frequently reaching just behind the eye.

4 Least Tern, adult summer. Head pattern identical to that of

Little Tern.

5 Saunders’s Tern, adult summer. White frontal patch shorter

and squarer than on Little Tern, not reaching behind eye.

Plate 2 (bottom)

1 Little Tern, juvenile. Superficially like Sandwich Tern in

miniature. Typical individual with whitish secondaries and
scaled upperparts.

2 Little Tern, juvenile moulting into first-winter. From late

summer, upperside is a mixture of juvenile and uniform
pale grey feathers. Note: individuals with dark secondaries

are not infrequent, although they may occur relatively more
frequently among Saunders's Tern. More research is

needed.

3 First-winter/adult winter. Most are inseparable after

December-January. First-summers retain winter plumage.

4 Little Tern, adult summer. Note white forehead patch,

narrowing behind eye, and white rump.

5 Little Tern, adult summer. Characteristic, with long and
slender yellow bill with dark tip, pale grey upperparts, and
narrow dark line on leading edge of wing created by worn
outer (1)2-3 primaries. White rump and tail positively

identify this individual as Little Tern albifrons, but

individuals with greyish tinge to rump and middle parts of

tail occur. These areas are rarely concolorous with back, as

bases of rump feathers normally are whiter (see Saunders’s

and Least Terns)

6 Least Tern, adult summer.

7 Saunders’s Tern, adult summer. Typical individuals may be
identified by a combination of shorter (rounded) white

frontal patch, not reaching behind eye, paler and uniform
grey upperparts and blacker (broader) area on primaries

than on Little Tern. Many integrades occur in breeding areas

of Saunders’s Tern, making safe field identification very

difficult.

Africa (Cramp 1985). Differences, however, are small

and integrades do occur. ®
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Illustration 1 (en haut)

Sterne naine Sterna albifrons, Sterne de Saunders

S. (a.) saundersi et Petite Sterne S. (a.) antillarum.

1 Sterne naine, jeune.

2 Sterne naine, adulte, hiver/premierete.

3 Sterne naine, adulte, ete. Tachefrontale triangulaire

blanche, arrivantfrequemmentjuste derriere i’oeil.

4 Petite Sterne, adulte, ete. Dessin sur la tete identique a celui

de la Sterne naine.

5 Sterne de Saunders, adulte, ete. Tachefrontale blancheplus

courte etplus carree que chez la Sterne naine, n 'arrivant

pas derriere I’oeil.

Illustration 2 (en bas

)

1 Sterne naine, jeune. Ressemble superficiellement a la Sterne

caugek en miniature. Individu typique avec remiges second-

aires blanchatres et ecailles sur lesparties superieures.

2 Sterne naine, jeune en muepourpremier hirer. A partirde

lafin delete, le cote superieur est un melange deplumes
juveniles et deplumes grispale uniforme. Remarque: les

individus avec des remiges secondairesforces ne sontpas

infrequents, bien qu ilssoient relativementplusfrequents

parmi la Sterne de Saunders. Plus de recherche est requise.

3 Premier hiver/adulte, hiver. Laplupartsont inseparables

apres decembre-janvier. Les oiseaux dont c 'est lepremier ete

conservent leurplumage d 'hiver.

4 Sterne naine, adulte, ete. Notez la tache blanche sur lefront

se retrecissant derriere Toeil et le croupion blanc.

5 Sterne naine, adulte, ete. Caracteristique avec un beejaune
long et mince a extremitefoncee, desparties superieures gris

pale et une lignefoncee etroite sur le bord anterieur de

I'aile creeeparl'usure des remigesprimaires exterieures

(1)2-3- Le croupion blanc et queue blanchepermettent

d ’identifierpositivement ce specimen comme etant une
Sterne naine albifrons mais il existe des specimens avec un
croupion et les parties moyennes de la queue a teinte

grisatre. Ces endroits ont rarement une couleur uniforme

avec le dospuisque la base desplumes du croupion est

normalementplus blanche (voirSterne de Saunders et Petite

Sterne).

6 Petite Sterne, adulte, ete.

7 Sterne de Saunders, adulte, ete . Les individus typiques

peuvent etre identifiespar une combinaison de tache

frontale blancheplus courte (arrondie), n ’arrivantpas
derriere l 'oeil, desparties superieures d ’un gris uniforme

pluspale etun endroitplus noir (plus large) sur les remiges

primaires que chez la Sterne naine. Beaucoup degrada-
tions existent dans les regions de reproduction de la Sterne

de Saunders, ce qui rend une identification precise sur le

terrain tres difficile

.
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The identification, taxonomy and distribution of the

Mountain Nightjar Caprimulgus poliocephalus /

Fiery-necked Nightjar C. pectoralis complex
Nigel Cleere

Resume: Deux groupes d’engoulevants afrotropicaux sont tenement etroitement lies qu’ensemble ils

ferment une superespece. Ils partagent des caracteristiques extremement similaires du point de vue du

plumage et des vocalisations et habitent des bois, des campagnes boisees et les lisieres des forets. Un
groupe comprend l’engoulevant d’Abyssinie, Caprimulgus poliocephalus

,
des formes complexes de

montagne qui vivent normalement au dessus de 1500 m. L’autre groupe consiste en l’Engoulevant

musicien, Caprimulgus pectoralis
,
des formes complexes des plaines qui vivent normalement en

dessous de 1500 m. L’opinion taxonomique est divisee quant au nombre d’especes appartenant a

chaque groupe, certains penchant pour une espece de montagne et une de plaine, d’autres pour deux

especes de montagne et deux de plaines. La presente communication examine la morphologie, les

vocalisations et la distribution de toutes les formes existant au sein des deux groupes et soutient l’avis

que quatre especes peuvent etre reconnues. Un nouvel examen des deux races du sud de l’Engoulevant

d’Abyssinie Caprimulgus poliocephalus est egalement effectue.

Nightjars are generally nocturnal birds that spend

the day roosting on or close to the ground, often

in rather open situations. It is whilst roosting that they

are most vulnerable and they rely almost exclusively

on camouflage to remain undetected. Many species

prefer to roost on or amongst leaf-litter and have

evolved plumages which render individuals cryptic

by day. This, together with their nocturnal behaviour,

makes identifying many nightjar species in the field

rather daunting. Geographical and individual varia-

tion, especially in colour1

,
can further complicate the

correct identification of similarly sized, variegated

nightjars. As a result a set of consistent characters

needs to be examined to ascertain a nightjars identifi-

cation. Characteristics which are, presumably, of

importance to other nightjars are the vocalisations
2

,

especially the territorial song of the males, and the

white markings on the^wings and tail
1

'
2

,
which are

used in a variety of displays. These may be by one sex

to another during courtship and breeding, by one

male to another during territorial establishment and

defence, or by an adult to potential danger during the

defence of its eggs or young. These markings are often

only visible when the wings and tail are spread, usu-

ally whilst birds are in flight. Most nightjars also have

white patches on the throat, but this characteristic can

be quite variable and is not generally recognised as

being of specific or subspecific importance.

Two groups of closely related afrotropical night-

jars share extremely similar plumage features and

vocalisations, one group comprising the Mountain

Nightjar complex, the other, their lowland counter-

parts, the Fiery-necked Nightjar complex. Together

these groups constitute a superspecies2

,
although taxo-

nomic opinion is divided as to whether two (one

montane, one lowland) or four (two montane, two

lowland) species are involved.

This paper briefly examines the morphology, vo-

calisations and distribution of all forms within the two

groups and supports the view of several authorities eg

Fry2
that four species may be recognised. A reap-

praisal of the two southerly races of the Mountain

Nightjar is also given.

The Mountain Nightjar group

Mountain nightjars are small to medium sized, brown,

variegated caprimulgids, usually occurring in high-

land forested regions above 1,500 m, although birds

have been recorded as low as 1,000 m. Nine distinctly

separate populations have so far been located and

these are currently classified in four racial groups,

Mountain Nightjar Caprimulguspoliocephalus, C. (p)?

guttifer and C. (p)? koesteri and Rwenzori Nightjar

Caprimulgus ruwenzorii. All four forms share ap-

proximately the same size and structure, being 22-24

cm in length and small-bodied. They differ from the

lowland Fiery-necked Nightjar group by being gener-

ally browner and darker overall, with more extensive

amounts of white on the two outer-tail feathers.
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Figure 1

Sonograms of songs of:

(Sonogrammes des chants del)

A C.poliocephalus Kenya (Kenya)

(RMcVicker)

B C.poliocephalusKenyaiKenya)

(G Low)

C C.poliocephalusKenyn(Kenya)

(M North)

D C.poliocephalusKenya.(Kenya)

(M North)

Figure 2

Sonograms of songs of:

(,Sonogrammes des chants del)

L C.poliocephalusNonhem Tanzania

(nord de la Tanzanie) (R Stjernstedt)

F C. (p)?guttiferSouihem Tanzania

(sud dela Tanzanie) (R. Stjernstedt)

G C. niwenzoriiUgand'd(Ouganda)

(S Keith)

H C. (p)?gMffj/erNorthern Malawi ( nord

du Malawi) (F Dowsett-Lemaire)

Figure 3

Sonograms of songs of:

(Sonogrammes des chants del)

I C. ruwenzoriiRwanda (Ruanda)

(F Dowsett-Lemaire)

J C.poliocephalusTanzania

( Tanzanie) (T Parker)

K C.poliocephalusKenya(Kenya)

(M Coverdale)

L C. poliocephalusSaudi Arabia (Arabie

Saoudite) (H Winkler)

Identification

Mountain Nightjar

Upperparts brown or greyish-brown, streaked and

speckled blackish-brown; wing coverts spotted

buffish, greyish-white and blackish-brown. Broad buff

or tawny-buff collar around hindneck. The scapulars

are blackish-brown on the inner webs and buff on the

outer webs, which shows as a distinct buff line on a

sitting bird. The white throat patch either covers the

entire lower throat or occurs as a small patch on each

side. The breast is brown or greyish-brown, speckled

and spotted buff, greyish-white and cinnamon. The

belly and flanks are buff barred with brown. The male

has a white spot almost midway along the outer wing,

on. the four outer primaries and the two outer-tail

feathers are almost entirely white. The female has the

white throat patch smaller or even absent, the white

spots on the four outer primaries smaller and less

white on the two outer-tail feathers, usually covering

the distal half or two-thirds (40.5-101 mm).

Rwenzori Nightjar

Similar to Mountain Nightjar but generally darker

brown overall. The male often has smaller white spots

on the four outer primaries and less white on the two

outer-tail feathers, usually covering the distal half (46-

68 mm), the amount of white reducing clinally, from

the north of the range southwards. The female is

similar to the male but has the white primaiy spots

tinged buff and less white on the two outer-tail feath-

ers (c21-33 mm).

Of the two remaining forms, C. (p)?guttifer closely

resembles Rwenzori Nightjar but has slightly less white

on the two outer-tail feathers, 38-42 mm on males, 20-

23 mm on females. C. (p)? koesteri is identical to

Rwenzori Nightjar. The amount of white on the two

Plate 3 (page 88)

upper (en haut) lower (en bas)

Mountain Nightjar Rwenzori Nightjar

(Engoulevantd’Abyssinie) (EngoulevantdeRuwenzori)

Caprimulguspoliocephalus C. ruwenzorii

By Martin Woodcock

ID
,
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outer-tail feathers of one male specimen is 55 mm,
which falls almost midway in the range given for this

character for Rwenzori Nightjar.

Voice

Mountain Nightjar

The song is a double-noted whistle, peuu-eee, pe-uu-

uu-uu. Sonograms of recordings from Kenya and

northern Tanzania, deposited in the National Sound

Archives Wildlife Section (NSAWS) London, and the

Libraiy of Natural Sounds, New York, are reproduced

in Figure 1 (A to D), Figure 2 (E) and Figure 3 CJ and K).

A sonogram of a recording from Saudi Arabia, made

by Dr H Winkler, is reproduced in Figure 3 (L). Indi-

vidual variation is immediately evident but the general

structure and frequency of each song always remains

the same. The first whistle has an undulating quality,

the second is trilled and descends slightly in pitch.

Each note registers within a band of 2.0-3-2 khz. Songs

from Ethiopia remain unrecorded.

The flight (alarm?) call is a series of deep kak-kah-

kah notes.

Caprimulgus (p)? guttifer

The song of this form is a double-noted whistle, which

is identical in structure and pitch to the song of Rwen-

zori Nightjar. Sonograms of recordings from southern

Tanzania and northern Malawi, deposited in the

NSAWS, are reproduced in Figure 2 (F and H).

Caprimulgus (p)? koesteri

The vocalisations of this form remain unknown.

Rwenzori Nightjar

The song of this form is also a double-noted whistle

pee-eee, pee-uuu. A sonogram of a recording from

Rwanda, deposited in the NSAWS is reproduced in

Figure 2 (G). A sonogram of a recording from Uganda,

taken from disc3
,
is reproduced in Figure 3 (I)- Indi-

vidual variation is evident from just these two

recordings but both show a consistent difference from

the songs of Mountain Nightjar. The first whistle lacks

the undulating quality of that species, the second is

shorter and less trilled. Each note registers at a slightly

higher frequency, within a band of 2. 5-3-8 khz.

Plate 4 (page 89)

upper (en haut) lower (en bas)

Black-shouldered Nightjar Fiery-necked Nightjar

(Engoulevant a epaulettes noires) (Engoulevant musicien

)

Caprimulgus nigriscapularis C.pectoralispectoralis

middle (au milieu)

C.pectoralisferuidus

By Martin Woodcock

Figure 4 Distribution of Mountain Nightjar (grey),

and Rwenzori Nightjar (solid)

Figure 4 Distribution de lEngoulevant d’Abyssinie (gris),

et de l Engoulevant de Ruwenzori (noir)

The flight call is a rapid series of ka-ka-ka-kah

notes, which are usually softer, less harsh than those

of Mountain Nightjar.

Distribution

Mountain Nightjar has the widest distribution, com-

prising at least five separate populations. It is found in

western and central Ethiopia, southern Sudan, north-

ern Uganda, much of southwestern Kenya and the

extreme north ofTanzania. A newly discovered popu-

lation has been located along the western slopes of the

Asir mountains in Saudi Arabia, and is also likely to

occur in Yemen4
.

The species generally occurs between 1,500 and

3,350 m, but may occasionally be found as low as

1,000 m. All populations are sedentary, although in

Saudi Arabia birds may move altitudinally in winter4 .

The range of Rwenzori Nighjar is currently consid-

ered to be along the Rwenzori and Mitumba mountain

ranges, from south-western Uganda and western

Rwanda to western Burundi and eastern Zaire, al-

though it is not known from Mount Kabobo, birds

from this location being attributed to C. (p)? guttifer,

possibly on the basis of one specimen. Louette5 con-

sidered a male specimen from this location to differ

from the Rwenzori Nightjar only by the amount of

white on the outer-tail feathers (47.5 mm) compared

to 52.5-66 mm on nine males collected further to the

north. Fry et al
6 gives the range of this characteristic as

46-68 mm. I have examined this specimen and sus-

pect that, based on the amount of white on the two
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outer-tail feathers, it may have been incorrectly as-

signed to guttifer rather than to ruwenzorii. Birds

from the Marungu highlands to the south are also

attributed to guttifer on the basis of one specimen.

Although I have not examined this specimen, I sus-

pect that on the basis of the extent of white on the

outer-tail feathers, birds from this locality may also

prove to be closer to ruwenzorii than to guttifer
;

although Louette 5 suggests that the southernmost Zaire

populations may be intermediate between the two.

Thus, the range of Rwenzori Nightjar may extend, in

suitable habitat, south in the mountainous country on

the western side of Lake Tanganyika, to Shaba Prov-

ince, eastern Zaire.

Caprimulgus (p)P guttifer occurs in two popula-

tions, one in the Usambara Mountains of north-eastern

Tanzania, the other in the highlands of south-western

Tanzania, northern Malawi (Nyika Plateau, Viphaya

Mountains, Muisi and Misuku) and north-eastern Zam-

bia (Mafinga Mountains and the remainder of Nyika

Plateau). The population in the Usambara mountains

is worthy of further study, occurring as it does, so

closely to a population ofMountain Nightjar at Arusha,

northern Tanzania.

Caprimulgus (p)? koesteri is known only from

Sandula and Mt Moco in Angola.

Discussion

Mountain Nightjar

Since it was first described from Ethiopia in 1840, the

taxonomy and identification of this form has remained

relatively straightforward, both sexes having white

spots on the four outer primaries and the two outer-

tail feathers largely white. The recently described

population in Saudi Arabia may, after further study, be

worthy of subspecific status
1

.

Rwenzori Nightjar

Originally described from Uganda in 1908 as a full

species. Sclater
21 seems to have been the first authority

to regard this form as a race of Mountain Nightjar.

Chapin7
also treated it as a race of Mountain Nightjar

although he did note that it was generally darker than

that species and had less white on the two outer-tail

feathers. Mackworth-Praed and Grant8
’
910 treated it as

a separate species, also noting that it was a dark

species with more white on the two outer-tail feathers

than guttifer. Both Snow 11 and Britton 12 considered it

to be conspecific with Mountain Nightjar but Chappuis3

elevated it back to full species status on the basis of the

then, only? known recording, made by S. Keith in

1962. Harwin 13

,
whilst briefly discussing the songs of

some African nightjars, also noted that ruwenzorii

was the darkest race. Fry2 supported the view that it

should be treated as a full species and this was contin-

ued in Fry et al
6

. Sibley and Monroe 14
listed it separately

but with a footnote that it might be conspecific with

Mountain Nightjar. Louette 5 questioned the inconsist-

ency of excluding it frompoliocephaluson the basis of

vocalisation, whilst morphologically, it was interme-

diate between two taxa admitted to that species at the

time. Short et al
15 merged it with poliocephalus but a

year later, Turner et al
16 agreed with the treatment of

C. ruwenzorii as a full species because of its differing

call and tail pattern. Dowsett and Dowsett-Lemaire17

believed that the vocal and morphological evidence

clearly showed the two to be conspecific and urged

caution in interpreting the differences between popu-

lations. They suggested that the song pattern of

ruwenzorii is intermediate between poliocephalus to

the north and guttifer to the south and that the varia-

tions are of dialectal, not specific, importance.

Caprimulgus (p)? guttifer

This form was originally described from Tanzania in

1921, as a race of Fiety-necked Nightjar Caprimulgus

pectoralis. Chapin7 was the first to suggest that it

would prove to be a race of ruwenzorii, although at

the time this form was still regarded as a race of

Mountain Nightjar. Mackworth-Praed and Grant9
re-

garded it as a full species under the English name of

Usambara Nightjar, comparing its small size and dark

colour only with Fiery-necked Nightjar. Snow 11 and

Britton12 considered it to conspecific with Mountain

Nightjar and it was left under this species by Fry 2

,

although he did point out that its taxonomic status

awaited voice recording and analysis. Fry et al
6 and

Sibley and Monroe 14 also treated it as a race of Moun-

tain Nightjar, and Louette 5 did not seem to explore the

possibility that it might be a race of Rwenzori Nightjar.

Turner et al
16 suggested that in the case of Rwenzori

Nightjar, the same reasoning with regards to the voice

and the amount of white on the tail might be applied

to guttifer in considering it to be a full species. How-
ever, they also recommended that field studies be

undertaken to determine its true affinities. Dowsett

and Dowsett-Lemaire 17 considered it to be conspecific

with Mountain Nightjar, although they did note that its

song was similar to that of ruwenzorii
,
more so than

it was to poliocephalus.

Caprimulgus (p)? koesteri

This, the last form, was described from Beguella (An-

gola) in 1931 as a full species. Chapin7
,
again, was the

first to suggest that this form would prove to be a race

of ruwenzorii, Mackworth-Praed and Grant9 treated it

as a race of Rwenzori Nightjar and noted that it was a

dark species similar to the Usambara Nightjar C. guttifer

but with more white on the two outer-tail feathers.
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Mountain Nightjar Caprimulguspoliocephalus, Kenya (P Davey/VIREO)

Engouleuant d'Abyssinie Caprimulgus poliocephalus, Kenya CPDavey/VIREO)

Rwenzori Nightjar Caprimulgus ruwenzorii
,
Nyika Plateau, Malawi (Nigel Cleere)

Engouleuantdu Ruwenzori Caprimulgus ruwenzorii, Plateau de Nyika ,
Malawi (Nigel Cleere)
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Hall
18 described the second known specimen of this

form, a male, and noted that it was a very close match

to the type specimen of Rwenzori Nightjar, which

differed only in having rather more white in the tail.

Fry2 noted that, as with guttifer
,
its taxonomic status

awaited voice recording and analysis. He also stated

that it was differentiated only by the amount of white

in the tail, although it is not clear from which race he

was referring to. Fry et al
6 continued to list it under C.

poliocephalus, mentioning that it was similar to the

nominate race except for the amount of white on the

outer-tail feathers. This appears to have been an error.

Summary
Much has been written about these four racial groups,

with differing conclusions as to the specific or

subspecific status of each. Both Fry2 and Dowsett and

Dowsett-Lemaire 17 have stated that the only signifi-

cant morphological character separating the

populations is the amount of white on the outer-tail

feathers, which appears to be clinal. Neither seems to

have considered the size of the white spotting on the

four outer primaries or the overall coloration. The

consistency of these features, coupled with the vocal

differences, lends support to the conclusion that two

species are involved.

Mountain Nightjar is the palest form, with largish

white spots on the outer primaries and mainly white

outer-tail feathers. It has an undulating, whistled song

and its flight call is a series of deep kak,kah,kah notes.

It has a north-easterly distribution within Africa, ex-

tending up as far as and into the Arabian peninsula.

Rwenzori Nightjar is darker, with generally smaller

white spots on the outer primaries and less white on

the outer-tail feathers. Its slightly shorter whistled

song is higher, more evenly pitched and its flight call

is a rapid series of k.a,k.a,ka,kah notes, which are

softer and less harsh than those of Mountain Nightjar.

The form guttifer is as dark as Rwenzori Nightjar, with

smallish white spots on the outer primaries and has

similar vocalisations. It differs from Rwenzori Nightjar

only in having slightly less white on the outer-tail

feathers. The form koesteri is also dark with smallish

white spots on the outer primaries. Despite its isolated

range, it appears to have been named solely on one

morphological characteristic, namely the extent of

white on the outer-tail feathers. However, although

only one male specimen is available for study, the

measurements of the amount of white on its tail falls

within the range measured on Rwenzori Nightjars,

and in all other respects it is identical with that species.

I believe that Mountain Nightjar is probably best

regarded as a monotypic species, and Rwenzori Night-

jar as a polytypic species, with guttifer recognised as

a valid, southerly race C. r. guttifer. On the basis of the

very small amount of evidence available, I suggest

that the form koesteri is best treated as a synonym of

Rwenzori Nightjar.

Jackson 19 has already discussed the English names

of the Afrotropical nightjars and proposed that if C.

poliocephalus and C. ruwenzorii are not conspecific,

Abyssinian Nightjar would be a better name for Moun-

tain Nightjar C. poliocephalus and Montane Nightjar a

better name for Rwenzori Nightjar C. ruwenzorii. I

support this recommended change in the English

names of these two species.

The Fiery-necked Nightjar group
Fiery-necked Nightjars are small to medium sized,

brown or greyish-brown, variegated caprintulgids,

occurring in wooded country below 1,500 m. Five

racial groups are currently recognised, Fiery-necked

Nightjar Caprimulgus pectoralis
,
C. p. shelleyi, C. p.

fervidus and C. p. crepusculans and Black-shoul-

dered Nightjar C. nigriscapularis. All five forms are of

approximately the same size, being 23-25 cm in length,

and have similar amounts of white on the two outer-

tail feathers, but they do exhibit rather marked variation

in overall plumage. They differ from the highland

Mountain Nightjar group in being more heavily spot-

ted (C. p. pectoralis), paler, generally greyer brown

(C
.

p. shelleyi, C. p. fervidus, C. P. crepusculans),

paler, more rufescent brown (C. nigriscapularis) and

by usually having less white on the two outer-tail

feathers.

Identification

Fiery-necked Nightjar

Upperparts brown or dark brown, streaked brown

and speckled greyish-brown or greyish-white; wing

coverts spotted brownish-white tinged buff. Narrow

pale buff to rich tawny-buff collar around hindneck.

The scapulars are buff on the outer webs, blackish-

brown in the centres and pale brown speckled brown

on the inner webs. Usually has a large white throat

patch, the lower feathers of which have a buff

subterminal band and blackish-brown tips. Some birds

have only a white patch on either side of the lower

throat. The breast is brown or dark brown, barred and

speckled brownish-white. The belly and flanks are

buff barred brown. The male has a large white spot,

almost midway along the outer wing, on the four outer

primaries and broad white tips (31-52 mm) to the two

outer-tail feathers. The female is similar but has smaller

white spots, edged or washed buffish, on the four

outer primaries and less white (c25-38 mm), tinged

buff and/or brown, on the two outer-tail feathers.
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C. p. shelleyi

Similar to the nominate race, especially on the upper-

parts. The collar around the hindneck is broader,

more reddish, and the ear-coverts, malar stripes, sides

of throat and breast are paler and browner. Only the

lower breast is barred brown, the belly and flanks are

plainer buff. The amount of white on the outer prima-

ries and tail feathers is similar to that on the nominate

race.

C. p. crepusculans

Has paler upperparts than the nominate race and

narrower streaking on the crown. The collar around

the hindneck is rather broad and more reddish. The

ear-coverts, malar stripes, sides of throat and breast

are paler and browner. The underparts are paler buff

with finer brown barring. The amount of white on the

outer primaries and tail feathers is similar to that on the

nominate race.

C. p.fervidus

Similar to C. p. crepusculans but paler. The black

streaking on the crown is coarser, edged bright tawny,

and the collar around the hindneck is broader, paler

and more orange-tawny. The ear-coverts, malar stripes,

sides of throat and upper breast are generally plain

tawny/russet. The underparts have less brown bar-

ring. The amount of white on the outer primaries and

tail feathers is similar to that on the nominate race.

Some individuals, especially of crepusculans and

fervidus
,
often have brownish lesser coverts which

contrast slightly with the rest of the wing coverts, but

never as much as that shown by the next form.

Black-shouldered Nightjar

Upperparts brown or dark brown, finely speckled

brown or rufescent-brown, becoming more rufous

towards the tail. The mantle can be quite dark on some

individuals. Tends to have less streaking on the crown

than the four races of C. pectoralis, giving it a rather

pale-headed appearance. The collar around the

hindneck is rufous and rather broad. The wing coverts

are generally dark brown on the outer webs with a

buff spot on the tips, the inner webs are paler brown,

speckled brownish-white. The lesser coverts are

blackish-brown, finely speckled rufous, and always

contrast markedly with the rest of the coverts, hence

the English name Black-shouldered Nightjar. The

scapulars are generally brownish, but blackish-brown

on the distal half of the outer webs. The white throat

patch is similar to that of C. pectoralis but the breast is

rufescent-brown, finely barred brown and the belly

and flanks are tawny-buff, narrowly barred brown.

The male has a smallish white spot (generally smaller

than on C. pectoralis), almost midway along the outer

Figure 5

Sonograms of songs of:

(Sonogrammes des chants del)

A C. nigriscapularisCameroon

(Cameroun) (C Chappui)

B C. pectoralis Bas Zaire, Zaire (Bas

Zaire, Zaire) (C Carter)

C C. nigriscapularisNorthemZaire

(nord du Zaire) (R Stjernstedt)

D C. pectoralisAngola (Angola)

(M McChesney)
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Figure 6

Sonograms of songs of:

(Sonogrammes des chants del)

E C.pectoralisZambia(Zambie)

(M Kelsey)

F C. nigriscapularisVganda ( Ouganda)
(M North)

G C. pectoralis Southern Kenya (sud du
Kenya) (D Fisher)

H C. pectoralis South Africa (Afrique du

sud) 0 Stannard)
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Figure 7

Sonograms of songs of:

( Sonogrammes des chants del)

I C. pectoralis South Africa (Afrique du

sud) (K Adams)

J C. pectoralis South Africa (Afrique du

sud) (C & S Bearder)

K C. nigriscapularisUganda(Ouganda)

(D Zimmerman)

L C. nigriscapularis Haut Zaire, Zaire

(Haut Zaire, Zaire) (P Kaestner)
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wing, on the four outer primaries and broad white tips

(36-45 mm) to the two outer-tail feathers. The female

is similar but often has a paler head, a narrower collar

around the hindneck, smaller white spots on the four

outer primaries and less white (20-26 mm) on the two

outer-tail feathers.

Voice

Fiery-necked Nightjar

The song is a melodious, double-noted whistle peeo-

u-oh, piriririri. A sonogram of a recording from South

Africa, deposited in the NSAWS is reproduced in

Figure 6 (H).

C. p. shelleyi

The song is as above. Sonograms of recordings from

western Zaire and Angola, deposited in the NSAWS
are reproduced in Figure 5 (B and D). The sonogram

of a recording from southern Kenya, Figure 6 (G), is

possibly of this race. The sonogram of a recording

from southern Zambia, Figure 6 (E), is either of this

race or C. p. fewidus.

C. p. crepusculans

The song is as above. Sonograms of recordings from

South Africa, deposited in the NSAWS are reproduced

in Figure 7 (I and J). C. p. fervidus. The song is as

above. A sonogram of a recording from southern

Zambia, Figure 6 (E)
,
is either of this race or C. p.

Shelleyi.

Individual variation is, again, immediately evident

but the general structure and frequency of the songs

from each form remains the same. The first whistle is

always undulated, the second is generally, an evenly

pitched trill. Each note registers within a band of 0.8-

2.2 khz. Figure 7 (J) appears to be an extreme variation

but it is simply the first whistle merged with the

beginning of the second note.

This species also utters a series of wherp notes,

often preceding the song, which are slower and more

drawn out than similar notes given by Black-shoul-

dered Nightjar.

Black-shouldered Nightjar

The song is an evenly pitched, double noted whistle

peeeuo, piriririri or peeeuo, pererere. Sonograms of

recordings from Zaire and Uganda, deposited in the

NSAWS and the Library of Natural Sounds, New York

are reproduced in Figure 5 (D), Figure 6 (F) and Figure

7 (L). Sonograms of recordings from Cameroon and

Uganda, taken from disc3 are reproduced in Figure 5

(A) and Figure 7 (K). Individual variation is also

evident within this species, although perhaps less so

than within Fiery-necked Nightjar, but all songs show

consistent differences from that species. The first

whistle is evenly pitched, the second is trilled and also

Figure 8 Distribution of Black-shouldered (grey) and

Fiery-necked Nightjars (solid)

Figure 8 Distribution de I'Engoulevent d epaulettes noires

(gris) et de l Engoulevent musicien (noir)

evenly pitched. Each note registers within a narrower

band of 1.5-2. 2 khz. This species also utters a series of

werp notes, often preceding the song, which are

shorter and faster than similar notes given by Fiery-

necked Nightjar.

Distribution

Fiery-necked Nightjars of the nominate race have the

smallest distribution within the species, occurring in

southern South Africa ( western, southern and eastern

Cape Province, eastern Transkei and south-western

Orange Free State). This population is partially migra-

tory, wandering in April and May, after breeding,

north and north-east as far as south-eastern Zimba-

bwe20
. Return movements begin in early September.

C. p. shelleyi occurs in Angola, western (Bas

Zaire) and southern Zaire, Zambia, northern Malawi

and south-western Tanzania. This population may be

partially migratory, possibly moving south after breed-

ing to northern Namibia, northern Botswana and

north-western Zimbabwe20
. Birds occurring in central

Tanzania and south-eastern Kenya possibly belong to

this race.

C.p. crepusculans occurs in the easternmost parts

of southern Africa, from South Africa (central and

eastern Transkei, Natal, Zululand and eastern Trans-

vaal) north through eastern Swaziland and
south-eastern Zimbabwe to Mozambique and south-

ern Malawi. The northern limits of this race are unclear

but possibly include south-eastern Tanzania20
. This

population is mainly sedentary.
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C. p. fervidus occurs in south-western and south-

ern Angola, northern Namibia (including Caprivi Strip),

northern and eastern Botswana, Zimbabwe and north-

eastern South Africa (north-western and northern

Transvaal). This is a migratory race although its move-

ments are poorly understood20
. It possibly moves

north as far as northern Zambia, south-eastern Zaire

and Tanzania. Specimens, possibly of this race, have

also been recorded from Rwanda and Burundi.

Black-shouldered Nightjar occurs discontinuously

throughout central Africa, and to a lesser extent in

west Africa. It is found in Guinea Bissau, Guinea,

western Sierra Leone, southern Nigeria, western Cam-

eroon, Bioko Island, north-eastern and southwestern

Zaire, south-eastern Congo, Rwanda, Burundi, west-

ern and southern Uganda, western Kenya and

south-western and south-eastern Sudan. There are

also 1-3 records from Senegal, Gambia, Togo and

Central African Republic and possibly Cote d’Ivoire.

This species is probably sedentary, and although de-

tails of any movements have yet to be documented, I

have examined one specimen (undated) from Dur-

ban, South Africa which closely resembles this form.

The ranges of the Fiery-necked and Black-shouldered

Nightjars may well overlap in parts of central and

southern Zaire.

Discussion

Fiery-necked Nightjar

The nominate form, first described from Cape Prov-

ince, South Africa in 1817.

C. p. shelleyi

Originally described from Angola in 1879 as a full

species. Since then, birds showing the characteristics

of this form appear to have been treated in the litera-

ture as either C.p. fervidus or another species entirely,

Rufous-cheeked Nightjar Caprimulgus rufigena
20

.

Clancey20 recognised it as a valid form, but of

subspecific not specific status.

C. p. crepusculans

A new form, described as recently as 1994 by Clancey20
.

C. p. fervidus

Originally described from Namibia in 1875 as a full

species. Although it differs from C. pectoralis in its

general plumage coloration, its vocalisations and white

wing and tail markings prove that it is now quite

rightly treated as a race of that species.

Black-shouldered Nightjar

Originally described from Zaire in 1893 as a full spe-

cies, although since then it has generally been regarded

as a race of Fiery-necked Nightjar. Chappuis3 dis-

cussed its vocalisations but does not appear to have

reached any conclusions. It was Fry2 who elevated it

back to a full species on the basis of vocal differences,

a treatment continued in Fry et al
6

,
who also described

plumage coloration differences. Louette5 found it dif-

ficult to agree with this treatment when examining

museum specimens from Zaire. Sibley and Monroe 14

continued with the separation of this form from C.

pectoralis and this was followed by Turner et al
16

.

Dowsett and Dowsett-Lemaire17 mentioned the exist-

ence of natural geographical variation within the same

form, stating that it was at least as great as that between

C. pectoralis and C. nigriscapularis. In addition, they

believed that the vocalisations of these two forms

were so alike, they suggested the two were conspecific.

Jackson 19 appeared to treat it as a race of C. pectoralis

but Clancey20 did not include it in his appraisal of the

C. pectoralis group.

Summary
Vocal and morphological differences between

Fiery-necked Nightjar and Black-shouldered Nightjar

appear to be consistant, and I support the views of

Fry2

,
Fry et al

6 and Turner et al
16

,
that two species are

involved.

Fiery-Necked Nightjar is a polytypic species, with

four currently recognised subspecies, C.p. pectoralis,

C. p. shelleyi
,
C. p. fervidus and C. p. crepusculans.

Although these races can be quite variable in colour,

they all have similar white markings on the wings and

tail. The song is a melodious, double-noted whistle,

and although it can be quite variable, it always differs

from the song of Black-shouldered Nightjar. The song

is often preceeded by a series of slow, drawn out

wherp notes. All forms have a southerly distribution

within Africa, and are partially migratory.

Black-shouldered Nightjar is a monotypic species

which differs from the Fiery-necked Nightjar by its

more rufescent upperparts and breast, its paler head

and broader, more rufous collar around the hindneck,

its darker lesser coverts or ‘shoulders’, which contrast

more strongly with the rest of its wing-coverts, and its

generally smaller white spots on the outer primaries.

Its song is a more evenly pitched, double-noted whis-

tle, which differs consistantly from the song of

Fiery-necked Nightjar. The song is often preceeded

by a series of u>erp notes, which are shorter and faster

than similar notes given by Fiery-necked Nightjar. It

has a more northerly distribution within Africa, and is

possibly sedentary.

The ranges of the two species possibly overlap in

parts of southern Zaire, from Bas Zaire in the south-

west, to Kivu Province in the east.

Jackson 19
in his treatment of the English names of

afrotropical nightjars, proposed the name of Pectoral

Nightjar for the C
.

pectoralis/nigriscapularis group. I
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prefer to retain the use of Fiery-necked Nightjar for C.

pectoralis and Black-shouldered Nightjar for C.

nigriscapularis.

Material examined
The following museum specimens were studied and

measured: Caprimulguspolio,cephalus 37; Caprimul-

gus ruwenzorii 45; C.(p)?guttifer 11; C.(p)? koesteri 1

(male); Caprimulguspectoralis 39; C.p.shelleyilC, C.

p. crepusculansM ;
C.p.fervidus 23 and Caprimulgus

nigriscapularis 21.

Vocalisations were supplied by the NSAWS and

the Library of Natural Sounds, New York from record-

ings deposited by K Adams; C & S Bearder; C Carter;

F Dowsett-Lemaire; D Fisher; P Kaestner; M Kelsey;

G. Low; M McChesney; R McVicker; M North; T Parker;

J Stannard and R Stjernstedt. Additional recordings

were available from C Chappuis 3
.
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The Madagascar Teal, a most enigmatic duck
By H. Glyn Young

Resume: Depuis sa decouverte en I860, la Sarcelle de Bernier, Anas bemieri, espece endemique de

Madagascar en voie de disparition a ete peu etudiee a l’etat sauvage. Des enquete entreprises en 1993

en ont trouve des petits nombres a des lacs dans le nord-ouest de Madagascar. Les resultats de ces

enquete suggerent que la population mondiale restante est de 100 a 500 oiseaux seulement. L'apparence

de l’oiseau, ses origines, ses relations taxonomiques et les milleures chances d’observer les especes sont

examinees.

The Madagascar or Bernier’s Teal Anas bemieri

was first described in I860, after which it disap-

peared again. Very few were seen by early European

travellers and, more unusually, almost no specimens

were collected. The thorough Franco-Anglo-

Americaine expedition of 1929-1932 collected two

specimens 1

,
although the leader A L Rand did not see

it at all
2

. Only one individual, a female, reached

Europe alive, living several years from 1927 at Cleres,

the collection of Jean Delacour2
.

It was not until 1970 that reasonable numbers of

Madagascar Teal were found, in lakes north of

Ambereny in western Madagascar3
. This included 60

at Lac Masama3
,
a find that was even considered a re-

discovery4
. In 1973 a thorough survey of these lakes

was conducted, leading to an estimated population of

120 at Lac Bemamba5
.

After 1973 only a handful of further sightings of

the teal was made, with no more attempts to survey

the species or to assess population trends until 1992.

In this year only 16 were found at Bemamba and none

at Masama and at both lakes serious habitat modifica-

tion was found6
.

Distribution and status

Analysis of sub-fossil deposits has suggested that the

teal was once widespread and common throughout

Madagascar, even over the seriously degraded Central

Plateau (L M A Rakotozafy, unpublished). The Mada-

gascar Teal inhabits shallow, open unvegetated waters

where it usually feeds by wading in a shelduck-like

fashion. It often feeds in the company of Black-

winged Stilt Himantopus himantopus and flamingos.

The teal has also been seen on exposed sand-bars in

large rivers, estuaries and the edges of mangrove

forest. It is probable that the species is semi-nomadic,

moving to different habitats with the seasons. No nests

or young have been recorded.

The main crop in Madagascar is rice, and shallow

water bodies throughout the country have been con-

verted to rice production. Rice and teal are not

compatible and the duck is being forced out as rice is

planted.

The teal is now generally only known from waters

that are saline for at least part of the year, and therefore

unsuitable for rice production. Lac Antsamaka, south

west of Ambereny, is a deep, lily-covered lake unsuit-

able for teal for several months after the rains. As the

lake dries, salinity increases, the lilies die back and the

teal arrives. Masama is deep and the water fresh, and

rice is now produced at the edges, with the result that

there are no teal. At the shallow Bemamba, teal are

only found at the southern end, where salinity in-

creases and the rice crop stops.
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In June-July 1993 20-30 teal were found at the

southern end of Bemamba6
. A further 14 teal were

found at Ankilytoaka, an area of flooded grassland in

the north-western flood-plain of Bemamba. How-

ever, these teal disappeared as this area dried in July
6

.

Survey work south ofAmbereny in August 1993 found

46 teal in wetlands between these lakes and

Morondava, giving an estimated population of 100-

300 in the area between Antsalova and Morondava7
.

In June 1995 81 teal were seen in a coastal bay near

Mahajanga (pers comm R Rabarisoa).

Records have been received from several other

west coast sites. However, surveys of some lakes

previously known to hold teal have found very few, if

any, in recent years. Lac Kinkony held no teal in 1993,

while singles have been seen at Ihotry and

Tsimanampetsotsa. The Madagascar Teal is clearly

endangered.

Origins and taxonomy
The Madagascar Teal is the westernmost representa-

tive of the austral teal, of which there are eight extant

taxa - the Grey Teals A. gibberifrons (Indonesia), A.

gracilis (Australasia), A. albogularis (Andaman Is-

lands), Chestnut Teal A. castanea (Australia) and the

Brown Teals A. cblorotis, A. aucklandica, and A.

nesiotis (New Zealand)6
. There are no austral teal in

Africa, the nearest population to Madagascar is that in

the Andaman Islands. However, A. theodori of Mau-

ritius and Reunion was described as a ‘gray teal’ by

early European visitors to these islands before it be-

came extinct in the seventeenth century9
.

Bernier’s Teal Anas bemieri, Lac Bemamba, Madagascar

(UNESCO/Francois Busson)

Sarcelle deBernier Anas bernieri, LacBemamba, Madagascar

(UNESCO/FrancoisBusson)

Identification

The Madagascar Teal is a long-necked, elegant duck

with a uniform soft brown plumage. Sexes are similar.

The bill is reddish, the legs are grey-brown and the eye

large, bright and chestnut.

The underwing is grey with pure white axillaries

but the most striking feature of the teal is the black

speculum, with a broad white band on the leading

edge and a narrower white trailing edge.

The teal rarely swims, preferring to wade in the

shallows. This habit and the distinctive black and

white wing make it unique amongst Africa’s wildfowl.

Bernier's Teal Anas bemieri, Lac Bemamba, Madagascar

(top: Roger Safford, bottom: H G Young)

Sarcelle deBernier Anas bernieri, LacBemamba, Madagascar

(en haut: Roger Safford, en bas: HG Young

)

Where to see the Madagascar Teal

The best known sites for the teal are still undoubtedly

the lakes around Ambereny. It is, however, very diffi-

cult to visit this area, since there are no real roads and

almost no motor vehicles. It is possible to fly from the

capital city Antananarivo to Antsalova, which has no

hotels, and walk the 60+ km south to Bemamba. Food

must be carried but guides, porters and an ox-cart can

be arranged in Antsalova. Tents must be used, water

will need purifying and mosquitoes are abundant. It is

possible to reach the lakes from Morondava but this

takes even longer and you will still end up walking.
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Carte2 Cartel

Madagascar Teal have been seen at a reservoir,

Lac Amboramalandry, near Mahajanga (O Langrand

and S Harrap, pers comm). This lake can be seen from

the road from Antananarivo to Mahajanga, lying about

90 km south of the latter town. The road is driveable

but transport must be rented. Several visiting bird

groups have seen the teal at this site.
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Finding Grey-necked Picathartes in Korup

National Park, Cameroon

Arthur A. Green

The Grey-necked Picathartes Picathartes oreas

attracts the interest of ornithologist and eco-tour-

ist alike, but has been difficult to see because of lack

of accessible observation sites. Picathartes are wide-

spread in appropriate habitat in Korup National Park

(KNP) and the Korup Project Area (KPA) 1 and near

Mamfe2
in Cameroon as well as in Cross River

National Park, Nigeria3
. Since 1993 an area with many

picathartes nesting sites in southern KNP has been

served by a network of trails and camps, making it

possible to see the birds during the June-November

nesting period.

KNP (1239 km2
) was established in 1986 in the

rainforest of south-western Cameroon. Two years

later the Korup Project was begun by WWF-UK and

the Government of Cameroon with assistance, at vari-

ous times since, from GTZ, WCS, ODA and U.S.AID.

The project’s goal is to protect and develop the park,

not only by interventions in the park itself, but also by

assistance for development in the areas surrounding

the park (rural development, agroforestry, conserva-

tion education). Since 1988 the Park Conservator and

Park Adviser (WWF) have worked as a team at KNP.

Amongst other things, they have created an infrastruc-

ture for tourism and scientific research in the park.

From park headquarters in Mundemba it is not far to

the park entrance, a suspension bridge of 120 m span

over the Mana River. From here there are 120 km of

maintained foot trails (there are no roads in the park)

and four camps with shelters, kitchens and latrines.

Two of these camps are in the Picathartes nesting area.

There is an area of about 50 km 2
in southern KNP

where Gneiss boulder piles (some with caves under-

neath), outcrops and cliffs are found scattered over a

landscape of rolling hills and swampy valleys. During

1 992-93 a network of foot trails (many following old

elephant trails) was opened in this region to bring

visitors to mountain lookout points and interesting

caves and rock formations. The discovery of so many
picathartes nesting sites on the faces of these cliffs and

boulders was fortuitous. Fig 1 is a sketch map showing

the network of trails and camps in the picathartes area

.

The largest known nest site is at Picathartes Knoll,

a boulder-covered hill about 1.5 km from Rengo

Camp and 180 m north of Hunter’s Trail (#1 on map).

About 30 nests were found there in 1993- Three other

nesting sites are found along Hunter’s Trail to the east

(Hunter’s Cave West, Rockfowl Cave, Hunter’s Cave

East). Just to the north is Cave Hill (#3 on map, Hill 258

on topographical maps) with many nests on the

boulder-strewn hilltop. Very extensive rockfall areas

on the northwest and north bases of this hill should be

explored for more nesting sites. Cave Hill is about 4

km from either Rengo or Chimpanzee camps. Closer

to Chimpanzee Camp are Hunter’s Cave North (north-

west of Cave Hill), Big Boulder (#4) and Bat Cave (#5)

with a few nests each. One should search for nesting

sites on the cliffs of Namata Ledges (#7) and Hill 552

to the north. No nests have been found at Rengo Rock,

a 30 m high, 2 ha outcropping in the west of the Gneiss

rock area, but there could be boulder piles in the Q
Transect region suited to nesting.

Most nesting activity occurs during August

-November, but new nest building was already in

progress on Cave Hill on 8 June 1994. Most nests are

3-5 m above the ground on vertical or outward sloping

boulder or cliff-faces (not inside caves). Nests have

been found as low as 1.9 m above ground, but these

are often destroyed by Chimpanzees Pan troglodytes

and Drills Papio leucophaeus. Measurements given

by Ash3 for nests found in neighbouring Nigeria are

valid for KNP (outside measurements: 40 cm x 29 cm
x 14 cm; inside cup 6 cm x 20 cm). Nests with eggs

inspected in 1993 usually contained two eggs, but in

a few cases three were present.

Picathartes are shy and easily disturbed at the nest.

The building of blinds at Picathartes Knoll was dis-

cussed in 1994. No trail was opened to the site to

protect it from unauthorised visits. With a couple of

blinds in place, guides (all park visitors must have

park guides) could bring interested birders here be-

fore dawn (a 30 minute walk from Rengo Camp) so as

not to cause disturbance. Cave Hill is another poten-

tial area for blinds. Although it requires over an hour
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to walk here from the established camps, there is a

good open air campsite by a stream, often used by

park workers, 600 m from the peak. And there may be

nesting sites in the boulder-fall near that campsite.

Interested birders will find nearly 400 species of

birds in the KPA. Nearby are two other easily accessi-

ble birding areas of great interest: The mudflats and

mangroves of the Rio del Rey Estuary can be reached

by boat from Bulu Beach near Mundemba. Mt. Kupe,

east of Kumba, has montane forest birds on its 2000 m
high peak. From Douala it is 235 km to Mundemba via

Kumba (paved as far as

Kumba). A bush-taxi serv-

ice is available. For those

driving their own or hired

vehicles, four-wheel drive

is highly recommended

during the nesting season

(wet season). Potential visi-

tors to the area during the

heavy rains (late July-Sep-

tember) should bear in

mind that, even with four-

wheel drive vehicles,

reaching Mundemba from

Kumba can be extremely

time-consuming. It has

been known to take more

than a day just to drive the

Ekondo Titi to Mundemba
stretch during this period.

Rainfall during August av-

erages a metre!

Information on park

fees etc can be obtained

from James Culverwell,

Park Advisor, Korup
Project, WWF Cameroon,

BP 2417, Douala, Cam-

eroon (fax 237-432171).

James can also provide

up-to-date information

on access to other

parts of the park, eg the

ornithologically rich Baro

area in the north of the

park. Park guides can

be arranged at the park

information office in

Mundemba and at the park

headquarters.
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A survey to investigate the status and distribution of the

Black-cheeked Lovebird Agapornis nigrigenis

in south-west Zambia

Tim Dodman

W'e were, by all accounts, an unusual team. I, by

virtue of getting everyone together, was leader

and therefore assigned strategic decisions, such as

how much curry powder to add to the kapenta (card-

board fish). Vincent Katanekwa, Acting Director of

Livingstone Museum, shunned a mountain of paper-

work to disappear into the bush, bringing with him

Aaron Muchindu (Ornithological Research Assistant)

and a vehicle. Vincent possessed the unusual skill of

being able to turn dried kapenta into a delicacy, whilst

Aaron beat the nshima (maize meal) like a skilled

oarsman paddling through mud. Joseph Bowa, Na-

tional Parks and Wildlife Service (NPWS) Biologist,

watched such proceedings from the veranda of his 15-

man collapsible palace; and Bob Stjernstedt, master of

Zambian bird noise and broken Tanganyika jacks,

informed us, whilst crudely chopping bulbs of garlic,

of the respective merits of being bitten by different life

stages of tsetse fly. Dylan Aspinwall, Chairman of the

Zambian Ornithological Society (ZOS), also provided

an able assistant - Shati Sakala, the necessary wheels,

and about seven different pickles to accompany a

cold nshima breakfast. Mwape Sichilongo, Executive

Director of the Wildlife Conservation Society of Zam-

bia (WCSZ) left us on the infamous Mulobezi Sawmills

train, which miraculously failed to derail. Teamwork

is all important when you spend a couple of months

together in the bush. Although team numbers and

personnel fluctuated somewhat during the survey the

aim remained the same: to crack the Great Agapornis

Mystery in south-west Zambia.

The Black-cheeked Lovebird Agapornis nigrigenis

is an endangered species and Africa’s most localised

parrot. It is a beautiful bird, with dark brown head

contrasting with bright red beak and

comical white eye ring. It is some-

times considered conspecific with

Lilian’s Lovebird A. lilianae, which

occurs further east. The two species

are separated by a block of unsuitable

miombo Brachystegia woodland

along the Zambezi Escarpment. Both

inhabit mopane Colophospermum

mopane woodland, which is charac-

teristic of low-lying valleys ofsouthern

Africa. Mature mopane trees provide

roosting and breeding holes for love-

birds, and actively suppress perennial

grasses, thus allowing annuals to

proliferate. These produce large quan-

tities of seeds which are an important

component of the lovebird’s diet. The

core distribution of Black-cheeked

Lovebirds is a disjointed belt of

mopane woodland on alluvial soils of

lacustrine origin, formed by the drain-

age of an ancient lake due to the

downfaulting of the Zambezi trough

(M Bingham, unpublished). Although

the total area of mopane in south-

west Zambia is around 5,500 km2
,

the actual core distribution of A.

nigrigenis is approximately 2,500 km2

Figure 1 Black-cheeked Lovebird Agapornis nigrigenis sightings,

October/November 1994

Figure 1 Observations d 'Inseparable ajoues noiresAgapornis nigrigenis,

octobre/novembre 1994
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Figure 2 Total annual rainfall in south-west Zambia,

1949/50-1993/94

Figure 2 Pluviometrie annuelle totale dans le sud-ouest

de la Zambie, de 1949/50 a 1993/94

(Figure 1). Much of the mopane appeared quite de-

void of lovebirds, which were usually found within

reasonable reach of a reliable water source.

The first lovebirds we saw came to drink at a small

pool on the Ngwezi River. Like many seasonal rivers,

the Ngwezi is reduced to a series of pools in the dry

season. Flowever, there has been a definite decrease

in dry season availability of water in the last few

decades, mirrored by the pattern of decreasing rainfall

(Figure 2). Earlier this century the Ngwezi used to flow

all year round according to older villagers. Now peo-

ple have to dig wells in the riverbed to obtain water in

the dry season. A similar pattern has affected other

rivers. The majority of lovebird sightings during the

rest of the survey were around water sources, espe-

cially at riverbeds. Like people, lovebirds need a

regular, probably daily, supply of water. A. nigrigenis

used to occur more widely, with reliable past records

from the Bovu and Sinde catchments and mopane
woodland east of Livingstone. Although serious trad-

ing activities have occurred in the past, it is dry season

desiccation due to climatic change that has had a more

lasting impact on its status and distribution.

The Black-cheeked Lovebird was a common tar-

get for trapping earlier this century. Older villagers

remembered the trade well, which offered a welcome

income for a bird widely regarded as a pest of sor-

ghum and millet crops. The Mulobezi Sawmills railway

was an important route for the trade, and the 16,000

trapped in four weeks in 1929 reported by Moreau2

are a good indication of its scale. Several villagers

reported that the train drivers themselves were the

main buyers, whilst others remembered a white hunter

who paid for cages of birds to be carried 200 km to

Kalomo. Nowadays, trapping is only really carried out

for local consumption, mostly in opportunistic non-

specific wire or hair snares set around water sources

and grain heaps.

Interviewing villagers on the Black-cheeked Lovebird survey,

south-west Zambia, November 1994 (Tim Dodman)
Entretien avec les villageois dans l 'enquete surl 'Inseparable

djouesnoires, sud-ouest de Zambie, novembre 1994

(TimDodman)

Over 350 interviews were conducted, and formed

an important part of the survey. Most results were

reliable, though there were exceptions, notably when

the whole village of Bombwe appeared completely

drunk, yet insistent on offering a series of garbled

opinions. Many older people gave intriguing accounts

from the 1920s and 1930s, often with astonishing

consistency, such as the price of 1 shilling and 6 pence

(old UK currency) they received for selling one love-

bird. Headman Magumwi, whose area supported the

highest lovebird population density, reported that

lovebird numbers were much lower now than in the

past, attributing their decline to the wide reduction in

sorghum and millet in favour of maize, especially in

the 1950s. He told of raised platforms in grain fields

where people would be stationed to set off bells in

pails of the field where crop-raiding birds were present,

by pulling on long strips of connected sticks.

As we moved through the survey area, we quickly

became adept at recognising prime lovebird habitat.

The most profitable method for getting an idea of

population size was by conducting early morning

pool watches, when all lovebird arrivals and depar-

tures at pools were recorded between 05.30 hrs and

07.00 hrs, with their associated directions. In this way,

a good picture was obtained of relative population

density in the area and the distribution of roost or

breeding sites. Altogether 2,127 Black-cheeked Love-

birds were recorded in two months, with an estimated

total population of 10,000. There appeared to be two

dry season sub-populations, the southern (6,200) and

the northern (3,800). All lovebird sightings were in or
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near mopane woodland (Figure 3). A wider but un-

confirmed distribution was established through

interviews and habitat observations for the main crop-

ripening period, especially between February and

fune. During this period it was clear that lovebirds

spread out to exploit the ready food supply of ripen-

ing sorghum and millet. This probably took them into

the Caprivi region of Namibia, most likely at Impalila

Island (at the confluence of the Zambezi and Chobe

Rivers) and east of Katima Mulilo.

In all, 397 bird species were recorded during the

survey, producing 432 new atlas records for the Zam-

bian Bird Atlas project (D R Aspinwall, in prep). Other

threatened species recorded were Wattled Crane

Bugeranus carunculatus, found in pairs or threes at

relatively undisturbed dambos (vleis) and Lesser Kes-

trel Falco naumanni. The first rains produced a variety

of migrants in good numbers, especially raptors, eg

over 400 Black (Yellow-billed) Kite Milvus migrans

parasitus and over 100 each of Lesser Spotted Aquila

pomarina and Steppe Eagle A. nipalensis. Over 700

Marabou Stork Leptoptilus crumeniferuswere attracted

to dwindling pools, where fish and frogs concen-

trated. Thirteen species of cuckoo were recorded,

including Thick-billed Pachycoccyx audeberti. Pel’s

Fishing Owl Scotopeliapeliwas found at quite isolated

pools of the Nanzhila and Sichifulo Rivers. Baikiaea

forest and deciduous thickets produced additional

species such as Crested Guineafowl Guttera

pucherani. The ridiculously proportioned Bat-like

Spinetail Neafrapus boehmi was fairly widespread,

Figure 3 Distribution of mopane woodland

in south-west Zambia

Figure 3 Distribution de laforet claire de mopane dans

le sud-ouest de la Zambie

Brachystegia woodland at the end of the dry season, Machile

River, south-west Zambia, October 1994 (Tim Dodman)
Foret claire de Brachystegia d lafin de la saison seche,

Fleuvede Machile, sud-ouest de Zambie, octobre 1994

(TimDodman)

though the larger Mottled Spinetail Telacanthura

ussheri was only recorded once.

Mopane woodland does not support a diverse

avifauna, and other habitats in south-west Zambia are

better represented elsewhere, so any Important Bird

Area should be defined specifically for the Black-

cheeked Lovebird, and a full species list produced for

the site. An IBA centred around the mid Machili,

Sichifulo and lower Simatanga Rivers (Figure 2) could

contain over half the dry season population.

This survey was enormous fun and a great suc-

cess, especially in the close collaboration fostered

between participating organisations. This in-country

approach to survey work can be efficient and ex-

tremely cost-effective and is an excellent way to

encourage active national enthusiasm in (bird) con-

servation. It is hoped that further joint ventures will

take place.
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Record of Solitary Sandpiper in Zambia

Dylan Aspinwalla
,
Julian Paul Moultonb & Baron Robert Stjernstedf

The Solitary Sandpiper Tringa solitaria is a very

rare vagrant to Africa from the Nearctic and, while

researching this paper, we have only been able to

uncover three previous Afrotropical records, none of

which is entirely satisfactory.

The first is of a bird collected in Cabinda, Angola.

Describing the specimen under the name Tringa

chloropygius, Bocage 1 compares it with a Wood Sand-

piper Tringa glareola, noting its smaller size,

proportionately shorter tarsi, distinctive colour of the

upper-tail coverts, colour of the back and the broader,

less numerous brown bars on the tail. No date or

precise locality are given. Chapin 2
refers to the speci-

men and mentions the care with which Bocage 1 had

identified it. However, most other workers, including

Seebohm3
,
Reichenow4

,
Sclater5

,
Traylor6

,
Pinto7

,
Ur-

ban et al.
8 and Dowsett and Forbes-Watson9

,
have

ignored the record or considered it unsubstantiated,

presumably having decided, rightly or wrongly, that

there is something unsatisfactory about it. For exam-

ple, Bocage 1 does not state what colour the upper tail

coverts were, nor even that they were concolorous

with the back. The specimen almost certainly no

longer exists for re-examination as the Museu Bocage,

where it is likely to have been housed, was destroyed

by fire in 1975.

The second record is of a bird seen at Tok munici-

pal dams near the Klip River, south of Johannesburg

in South Africa on 26 August 1979 by Kieser10
. In the

absence of photos and/or measurements, he states

that this sight record remains unsubstantiated. His

field notes refer to a prominent eye-ring and dark

rump - characteristics of the Solitary Sandpiper - and

the sighting is given in Hayman et al
u

. However, the

record has been rejected by the Southern African

Ornithological Society rarities committee (A J Tree

in litt).

The third record is given by a worker from the

Nearctic. Carroll
12 merely allocates record(s) of the

Solitary Sandpiper to the Haute Sangha Prefecture of

south-western Central African Republic. No details of

abundance, status or habitat or any indication of dates

or numbers are given. Without supporting details, this

record is impossible to judge and is rejected by Dowsett

and Forbes-Watson9
.

In the South Atlantic, the Solitary Sandpiper is

listed as a vagrant to Tristan da Cunha by Dowsett and

Forbes-Watson9

On 23 January 1994, JPM identified a Solitary

Sandpiper at Lilayi Lodge (15° 33’S, 28°20’E, 1,280 m
altitude), 15 km SSE of Lusaka in Zambia. It was also

seen by DA, photographed by JPM, and tape-re-

corded by RS. The bird frequented two man-made

pools about 300 m apart, where both Green Sandpi-

per Tringa ochropus and Wood Sandpiper were

present for comparison. Both pools were overhung in

places by trees.

The following description was taken: generally

similar to Wood and Green Sandpipers, but differing

by lacking the white rump, larger and less spotted

above than Wood Sandpiper, whilst distinctly smaller

than Green Sandpiper. Stance with tail held tipped up

and constantly bobbed. Head pale olive brown. Su-

percilium white, extending in front ofeye only, meeting

as a V-shaped point at the front of the head. Eye-ring

conspicuously white. Dark stripe from front of eye to

base of bill. Mantle, rump and wings olive green/

brown, darkest at wing shoulder with pale spotting in

three lines across wing and spotting along edge of

primaries. All spots small, faint and off-white. Three or

four incipient bars sometimes visible on flanks below

folded wing.

Tail: white outer feathers with four or five dark

bars visible under folded wing tips, the dark bars

narrower than the white ones. Central tail feathers

dark bronze or dark olive green. White in outer tail

conspicuous in flight. Wing tips extending 1-2 cm
beyond white tip of the tail. Chin buff white. Pectoral

patches greyish buff with a green wash not meeting in

the middle, a faint patch of greyish streaking on the

side of neck and greyish streaks on white in centre of

breast. Dark spots on undertail coverts, but not easily

seen. Underparts otherwise completely white.

Solitary Sandpiper Tringa solitaria

By Mark Andrews
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Underwings dark, plain olive grey-brown, not so

dark as in Green Sandpiper. Bill with olive-green base,

remainder blackish to dark brown, very slightly

decurved. Legs pale olive-green with yellowish tinge.

Eye dark.

While feeding the bird was usually silent, but on

becoming anxious at the approach of people it ut-

tered a repeated tip. As it flew, it sometimes uttered a

double note teep teep. These vocalisations were quite

different from those of the accompanying Wood or

Green Sandpiper.

In addition, the following points of behaviour

were noted. At times the bird fed voraciously. Once it

consumed a small fish and on four occasions it caught

small frogs, but swallowed them on only two of the

occasions. Before taking flight it sometimes raised its

wings like an African Jacana Actophilomis africanus.

On being disturbed it either flew to the other end of

the dam or towered up, calling and flew out of sight.

Despite disturbance it was remarkably faithful to this

particular dam, returning in as little as 30 minutes, and

was also confiding. When disturbed on 17 February

1994, a Green Sandpiper which was also present first

flew to the other end of the dam and on being ap-

proached again flew off silently, towering into the sky.

The Solitary Sandpiper, on the other hand, made short

flights to the other side of the dam, bobbed and called

repeatedly but did not fly away, even after being put

up several times. Likewise, on 27 February 1994, the

Solitary Sandpiper walked the length of the shore

opposite five quiet but unconcealed observers.

The presence of this bird for over a month repre-

sents the first record of Solitary Sandpiper for Zambia,

and possibly the only well-substantiated one for the

Afrotropical region.
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Cinnamon Bittern Ixobrychus cinnamomeus in Seychelles,

first for the Afro-Malagasy Region

Rob Lucking

A
t 11.30 hr on 8 October 1994 whilst walking back

to the BirdLife International project house on

Fregate Island, Seychelles, I flushed a small heron

from the grassy path leading up to the Bamboo River

on the island’s main plateau. Although the bird was

only seen briefly in flight before disappearing into

thick bamboo, the rufous brown flight feathers

concolourous with the wing coverts, mantle and tail

were distinctive. The bird was obviously not either of

the two small herons resident in Seychelles, Yellow

Bittern Ixobrychus sinensis and Green-backed Heron

Butorides striatus. The only species that came imme-

diately to mind was Cinnamon Bittern, a species with

which I was familiar from a trip to Indonesia in 1991.
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Another brief view was obtained at 14.00 hr when the

bird was Hushed from the Bamboo River but from

18.00 hr until 18.20 hr, prolonged flight views were

obtained when the bird was flushed from Scaevola

bushes along the southern side of the airstrip. The

following description was taken:

A small heron with a long slender bill. The

upperparts were entirely a rich rufous-brown

with no contrast in colour between the flight

feathers and wing coverts. This colour was

particularly striking in bright sunlight. The

underparts were slightly paler but with heavy

rufous brown streaking. Neither leg nor bill

colour was determined. The bird was seen to

fly into Pterocarpus woodland at dusk and

was lost to view. It was not seen subsequently.

The two other species of small heron resident in

Seychelles could immediately be ruled out. Yellow

Bittern, a scarce breeder on the larger islands, has a

very pale brown mantle and underparts with contrast-

ing black primaries and outer secondaries.

Green-backed Heron is a much darker and bulkier

species and much less secretive than Yellow Bittern.

Several other species of heron could potentially

occur as vagrants to Seychelles. Little Bittern

Ixobrychus minutus occurs as a breeding species in

central and southern Europe, parts of the Middle East,

southern Africa, Madagascar, north east India and

Australia. European birds undergo post-breeding dis-

persal in all directions and also migrate south to

tropical Africa. Madagascan birds occasionally mi-

grate to Africa during the dry season. Little Bittern has

a dark mantle and flight feathers with pale buff sec-

ondary coverts forming a pale wing-panel in flight.

Schrenck’s Bittern I. eurhythmus is very similar to

Yellow Bittern but has a darker brown head, neck and

mantle. Females are conspicuously spotted. This spe-

cies is restricted to the Far East but has been recorded

twice in Europe (Italy and Germany). Malayan

Night-heron Gorsachius melanophus is found in

south-west and northern India, south China through

Indochina to the Philippines. The movements of this

species are poorly known but south-west Indian birds

apparently migrate south to Sri Lanka with northern

Indian birds wintering in the Greater Sundas and the

Malay Peninsula. Vagrant birds have been recorded

from Christmas Island in the Indian Ocean. Adult birds

are superficially similar to Cinnamon Bittern in that

Cinnamon Bittern Ixobrychuscinnamomeus

By Colin Towe

adults have predominantly chestnut wing coverts and

mantle and rufous underparts. However, the wing

feathers are blackish-brown with white tips to the

primaries and staicturally Malayan Night-heron is big-

ger and bulkier with a short stubby downward-arched

bill.

Cinnamon Bittern is a widespread Asian species

being found throughout the Indian Subcontinent,

South-East Asia and north-east China. Northern popu-

lations are migratory, moving through peninsular

Malaysia to Thailand, Indonesia and the Philippines in

September/October. Southern populations are sed-

entary. Birds in India and Pakistan perform local

movements and possibly seasonal migrations in rela-

tion to water conditions. The species has been recorded

in Primorskiy Kray Territory, south-east Russia.

This record constitues the first for this species both

in Seychelles and the Afro-Malagasy region and has

been accepted by the Seychelles Bird Records Com-

mittee. ®
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Birdwatching in Malawi

Bob Medland

Resume: Le Malawi peut ne pas apparaltre sur un grand nombre de listes des dix premiers pays a visiter

par les ornithologistes, 651 especes y ont neanmoins ete signalees et plus de 525 d'entre elles s’y

reproduisent et incluent des especes aussi enigmatiques que l’Alethe du Mont Cholo, Alethe choloensis
,

et la Grive-akalat tachetee, Modulatrix stictigula. Un grand nombre des specialites du pays sont soit des

especes endemiques de la foret tropicale ou de la foret claire de Brachystegia, difficiles a trouver dans

le reste de l’Afrique. Cela, combine a faeces aise a la plupart des regions du pays, fait du Malawi une

destination excitante a visiter.

D idn’t that used to be part of Rhodesia? Next to

Kenya isn’t it? Any endemics? These are usually

the first questions I am asked when I mention Malawi

and the answer to all of them is no. Formerly it was the

Nyasaland Protectorate, it’s landlocked between Tan-

zania, Mozambique and Zambia and the only species

close to being endemic is the Thyolo Alethe Alethe

choloensis which is found also in a couple of forests

just across the border in Mozambique.

So why go there for the birds? Well, I did in 1984

and ended up staying for ten years. Whilst Malawi may
not be in the world’s top ten in the league of bird-

watching countries its checklist stands at 65 1 (ofwhich

over 525 are known to breed) - not bad for somewhere

the size of England - and during a two week visit one

can see over 400 species. Many of the real goodies are

either rainforest or Brachystegia woodland endemics

and can be difficult to find elsewhere. Access around

the country is excellent, it has a pleasant climate, has

adequate accommodation of a reasonable standard/

cost in the right places and the people are very friendly.

For the factbook

Malawi is a small country, lying between latitudes 9

and 14 degrees south and straddling the southern end

of the Great Rift Valley. It is just over 800 km long and

up to 150 km wide, and a quarter of its surface

comprises the great lake, named after the country and

the third largest in Africa. The whole country, includ-

ing the lake, is drained by the Shire (pronounced

Shiny) River, which joins the Zambezi in Mozam-

bique. The rift floor, up to 75 km wide, is the hottest

part of the country, and comprises mainly acacia

savanna and thicket, with dense Brachystegia / ever-

green woodland in the humid north around Nkhata

Bay. The rest of the country consists of high plateaux

at around 1,000 m above sea-level. Rising higher are

numerous isolated highlands, the principal ones be-

ing Nyika Plateau in the north, at 2,400 m, Ntchisi and

Dedza Mountains in the centre and the spectacular

Mulanje Mountain, which rises to 3,000m in the south-

east corner. Most of the country is intensively farmed

(maize, tobacco and tea) and with over 9 million

people it has one of the highest population densities

in Africa. Nevertheless around 13% of the land is set

aside in a series of forest and wildlife reserves. Inevi-

tably, there is considerable population pressure on

these areas and the government conservation depart-

ments and the Wildlife Society are fighting to improve

protection and environmental education. Sadly

though, this is a losing battle in some places.

The habitats and their birds

Rocky hills and mountain tops

These are scattered around the country: Mulanje Moun-

tain is by far the biggest whilst the lakeshore hills are

probably the best place to find aerobatic Verreaux’s

Eagles Aquila verreauxi
,
usually seen hunting for

dassies (Rock Hyrax Heterohyrax brucei) along the

ridges of hills. Other common raptors are Augur

Buzzard Buteo rufofuscus and Lanner Falco

biarmicus whilst Taita Falcon F.fasciinucha is rare.

Mocking Cliff-chat Myrmecochicla cinnamo-

meiventris are commonly found at any altitude and

Black Storks Ciconia nigra nest sparsely through-

out the country.

Mulanje Mountain, Malawi (Bob Medland)

Montagues deMulanje, Malawi (BobMedland)
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Montane Grassland

Principally on the Nyika Plateau and Mulanje Moun-

tain. The former holds breeding pairs of Wattled

Crane Bugeranus carunculatus, and Denham’s Bus-

tards Neotis denhami and the occasional Secretary

Bird Sagittarius serpentarius. Red-breasted Spar-

rowhawks Accipiter rufiventris often hunt along

earth roads in front of vehicles, and in the rainy

season, four species of harrier Circus spp may be

found quartering the valleys. However the real speci-

alities are the passerines. Of the sunbirds, Bronze

Nectarinia kilimensis, and Malachite N.famosa are

fairly common whilst Scarlet-tufted Malachite N.

johnstoni and Greater Double-collared N. afra are

less so. The local race of Rufous-naped Lark Mirafra

africana isolata is endemic to the Nyika and whilst on

the subject of ‘little brown jobs’, there are plenty of

cisticolas to grapple with, including another Nyika

endemic, the nominate race of Ayres’s Cloud Cisti-

cola Cisticola ayresii
,
which performs an impressive,

if apparently suicidal, sky-diving display. Finally, no

list would be complete without mentioning the Blue

Swallow Himndo atrocaerulea : now on the threat-

ened list for southern Africa due to loss of breeding

habitat, fortunately the Nyika is a safe stronghold for

this graceful hirundine.

Evergreen forest

Ornithologically this is probably the most important

habitat in Malawi, ranging from cool and misty mon-

tane forest patches to hot, humid lakeshore forests. At

times apparently devoid of birds, at other times it can

seem as if the branches are dripping with birds of a

riotous assortment of vivid colours - turacos, trogons,

robins and apalises, all trying to outdo each other. As

with all forest birdwatching, wait and be patient - but

watch out for red ants! For this reason, I recommend

wearing shorts: once ants get up long trousers, your

birdwatching composure has had it! Common in many

forests throughout the country are stunners such as

White-starred Robin Pogonocichla stellata
,
Bar-

tailed Trogon Apaloderma vittatum and Cape Batis

Batis capensis whilst there is a selection of nine

greenbuls for the enthusiasts. In the far north, the

Misuku Hills are capped with three forests, the only

location in Malawi for the enigmatic Spot-throat

Modulatrix stictigula and the recently separated

Short-tailed Batis Batis mixta. Relatively unspoilt

and a long way off the beaten track, the Misukus are

beautiful forests and the best place also for finding

Silvery-cheeked Hornbill Bycanistes brevis,

Oriole Finch Linurgus olivaceus and Shelley’s

(Montane) Greenbul Andropadus masukuensis.

On the Nyika Plateau, Zovo Chipolo and Chowo (the

latter actually just inside Zambia) are the best forests

for White-chested Alethe Alethe fuelleborni,

African Hill Babbler Pseudoalcippe abyssmica,

Olive-flanked Robin-chat Cossypha anomala and

Fiilleborn’s Black Boubou Laniarius fuelleborni.

In contrast, not only climatically, are the lakeshore

forests of Kalwe and Nkwadzi near Nkhata Bay. Whilst

Crested Guineafowl Guttera pucherani probably

no longer exists there due to hunting, this is the best

location for East Coast Akalat Sheppardia gunningi.

The local race, bensoni, is endemic to Malawi and was

named after the late Con Benson (father of Malawi’s

ornithology and author of many books and hundreds

of papers, his contribution to the science throughout

the region was astonishing in its extent and thorough-

ness). Nkwadzi usually turns up Yellowbill

Ceuthmochares aereus and Crested Flycatcher

Trochocercus cyanomelas. Still in the north, the Viphya

Mountains, apart from hosting an endemic race of

Scaly Francolin Francolinus squamatus doni
,
have

the dubious claim to fame for being blanketed by

southern Africa’s largest pine plantation. However,

the surviving ribbons of riparian forest are easily

accessible and are still good places for Olive Wood-
pecker Mesopicus griseocephalus and Red-faced

Crimsonwing Cryptospiza reichenovii. From

Lilongwe, Ntchisi and Dedza Mountains are in easy

reach: the former is as good a place as any for the

magnificent Crowned Eagle Stephanoaetus coro-

natus, Bar-tailed Trogon and Chestnut-throated

Apalis Apalisporphyrolaema
,
whilst Dedza can usu-

ally be relied on to provide Olive Bush-shrike

Malaconotus olivaceus. In the south, the hilltop for-

ests of Soche and Thyolo compete with Mulanje for

ornithological brilliance: I have never had a bad day in

any of these, whatever the weather. Thyolo’s specials

are an elitist bunch: White-winged Apalis A.

chariessa
,
Green-headed Oriole Oriolus chloro-

cephalus
,
Black-fronted Bush-shrike M. nigrifrons,

Green Barbet Stactolaema olivacea, Grey Cuckoo-

shrike Coracina caesia and, of course, Thyolo

Alethe. All these southern forests hold the three forest

thrushes, Mountain Turdus abyssmicus, Spotted
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Ground Zoothera fischeri and Orange Ground Z.

gumeyi. The latter is the commonest: strikingly col-

oured as it works its way through the leaf-litter, it

renders a beautiful song especially at dusk.

Brachystegia Woodland
‘Miombo’ is the local name for this attractive, broad-

leafed woodland which is dominated by the genera

Brachystegia and Julbenardia. Not dissimilar to Eng-

lish oak woodland at first sight, this biome forms an

enormous swathe across south-central Africa from

Angola to Mozambique and Tanzania. One of the best

areas is Dzalanyama, an hour south of Lilongwe. One

of the features of this habitat is the tendency for many

species to form loose feeding flocks as they work their

way through the mid-stratum and canopy. Miombo
birdwatching is a pretty easy-going affair: you just

drive slowly along until you come across a bird party:

stop and get out and you may well pick up twenty or

more species in five minutes. The many miombo

specials include White-tailed Blue Flycatcher

Elminia albicauda, Olive-headed Weaver Ploceus

olivaceiceps
,
Stierling’s Woodpecker Dendropicos

stierlingi (almost unknown outside Malawi), Swal-

low-tailed Bee-eater Merops hirundineus, Miombo
Rock Thrush Monticola angolensis and the two

hyliotas, Southern Hyliota australis and Yellow-

breasted H. flavigaster. Miombo also has its own
endemic (or nearly so) sunbirds. These are all stun-

ningly attractive, iridescent little gems including

Anchieta’s Sunbird Anthreptes anchietae, Shelley’s

Nectarinia shelleyi and Amethyst N. amethystina. In

the breeding season (September-October), don’t leave

the woods until nightfall as several species of nightjar,

including spectacular Pennant-winged Nightjars

Macrodipteryx vexillaria, are fairly common along

roads at dusk. The list goes on...

Acacia woodland and savanna

Essentially there are two main types of Acacia habitat

in Malawi. Around Lilongwe there is dense woodland

dominated also by Combretum and Piliostigma trees.

Lilongwe Nature Sanctuary is a fine example and

probably the only remaining intact remnant of this

habitat in Malawi. While not holding any particular

endemics it supports a tremendous variety of species

and is useful for catching up on those species missed

out elsewhere. Typical of the canopy are Black-

headed Oriole 0 . larvatus, Sulphur-breasted

Bush-shrike M. sulfureopectus, African Paradise

Flycatcher Terpsiphone viridis and Chinspot Batis

B. molitor. Acacia savanna is more open and found at

lower altitudes in the Rift Valley. Best examples are in

the Monkey Bay area and Lengwe National Park. The

most obvious birds, as a result of their abundant nest

colonies, are White-browed Sparrow Weavers

Plocepasser mahali. Family parties of Green Wood-
hoopoe Phoeniculus purpureas provide great

entertainment with their antics and manic cackling

and loose flocks of Southern Carmine Bee-eaters

Merops nubicus often hawk overhead outside their

breeding season. Competitors for food and nest-sites,

Dickinson’s Kestrels F. dickinsoni and Lilac-

breasted Rollers Coracias caudata are common
and often engage in noisy aerial battles. In contrast,

depressed-looking Southern Ground Hornbills

Bucorvus caferplod their way around the grassland in

search of anything edible.

Dambo grassland

Known as ‘vleis’ further south, these are seasonally-

inundated, shallow valleys. In the rains, they are

excellent for many species of brilliantly-coloured

widowbirds and bishops Euplectes spp., also Yel-

low-throated and Rosy-breasted Longclaws

Macronyx croceus and M. ameliae. Red-chested

Flufftails Sarothrura rufa are commonly heard call-

ing at dusk but irritatingly difficult to see.

Mopane woodland
Almost restricted to Liwonde National Park, this de-

ciduous woodland is ornithologically less exciting

than others although it is the only location for Lilian’s

Lovebird Agapornis lilianae (common in flocks)

whilst Racket-tailed Roller C. spatulata is not un-

common and Meves’s Glossy Starling Lamprotomis

mevesii is ever-present.

Thicket

Difficult to define, thickets are now much reduced in

Malawi; certainly the only extensive area is restricted

to Lengwe Wildlife Reserve in the lower Shire Valley.

It is excellent for a wide variety of species scarcely

found elsewhere including Crested Guineafowl,

Southern Yellow-billed Hornbill Tockus

leucomelas, Vanga Flycatcher Bias musicus,

Woodward’s Batis Batis fratrum and the elusive

Gorgeous Bush-shrike Malaconotus viridis (so elu-

sive that I never managed to find it) and the minute but

elegant Livingstone’s Flycatcher Erythrocercus

livingstonei. A surprising number of rainforest spe-

cies share a liking for this habitat, eg Square-tailed

Drongo Dicrurus ludwigii and Yellow-rumped

Tinkerbird Pogoniulus bilineatus.

Water and wetlands

Dominated by the vast expanse of Lake Malawi, the

country has extensive wetlands in the Rift Valley.

Rightly so, the African Fish Eagle Haliaeetus vocifer
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is Malawi’s national bird and is found wherever there

is open water. The southern end of the lake holds the

greatest population density anywhere in Africa, with

pairs holding territory and nesting every half kilome-

tre or so along the shore. Liwonde Wildlife Reserve is

excellent for night-time trips to find Pel’s Fishing

Owl Scotopeliapeli and White-backed Night Heron
Gorsachius leuconotus. But for wetland birds in gen-

eral, a summary probably says it all: 18 species of

herons and egrets, eight storks, 15 plovers and nine

kingfishers.

The reserves

There are nine wildlife reserves (formerly known as

national parks or game reserves) and many forest

reserves. Essential for any visit are Nyika, Liwonde and

Lengwe WRs, also Dzalanyama and Mulanje Moun-

tain FRs.

Nyika Wildlife Reserve

3,134 km2 of Brachystegia woodland, montane grass-

land and rainforest patches in the far north and about

eight hours drive from Lilongwe. Cool climate and

spectacular scenery. Commonly seen mammals in-

clude Leopard Panthera pardus
,
Roan Antelope

Hippotragus equinus
,

Burchell’s Zebra Equus

burchelli, Reedbuck Redunca arundinum and

Bushpig Potamochoerus porcus.

Nyika Wildlife Reserve, Malawi (Bob Medland)

Parc national de Nyika, Malawi (BobMedland)

Liwonde Wildlife Reserve

548 km 2 of river, marsh and mopane woodland in the

Shire Valley. Ignoring (if you can) the countless crocs,

hippos, antelope and elephants, one of the most

impressive day’s birdwatching anywhere in the world

must be from a boat trip on the Shire River

Lengwe Wildlife Reserve

887 km 2 of thicket and mixed open woodland in the

far south. Hot and dusty but great birdwatching and

Key to wildlife and
forest reserves

DE Dedza FR
DZ Dzalanyama FR
KU Kasungu WR
LE Lengwe WR
LI Liwonde WR
LM Lake Malawi WR
MJ Mulanje Mt FR
MS Misuku Hills FR
NK Nkhota-kota WR
NT Ntchisi FR
NY Nyika WR
NZ Nkwadzi FR
SO Soche FR
TO Thyolo FR
VM Vwaza Marsh WR
VP Viphya FR
ZA Zomba Mt FR

Wildlife and forest reserves in Malawi

Reserves de lafaane sauvage et desforets an Malawi

home to the rare Nyala Antelope Tragelaphus angasi.

A dawn watch from the hide at the main waterhole is

a magical experience and can be rewarded by any-

thing from Cape Buffalo Syncerus caffer to the rare

Madagascar Squacco Heron Ardeola idae.

Dzalanyama Forest Reserve

An extensive range of miombo-clad hills only one

hour from Lilongwe

Others

Lake Malawi WR: sandy beaches, snorkelling and

lakeshore hills and islands. Kasungu and Nkhotakota

WR’s: extensive Brachystegia. Viphya FR: mainly pine

plantation but some montane grassland and riparian

rainforest. Nkwadzi FR: lakeshore rainforest. Lilongwe

Nature Sanctuary: dense Acacia woodland with a

river in the heart of the modern capital, well worth

visiting at the beginning/end of a trip. Michiru Conser-

vation Area: regenerating Brachystegiawithin Blantyre

city limits.
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Boehm’s Bee-eater Merops boehmi, Senga Hills, Malawi, August 1993 (Bob Medland)

Leguepier de Boehm, Merops boehmi, Collines de Senga, Malawi, aout 1993 (Bob Medland)

Brachystegia forest, Thambani Mountain

Malawi (Bob Medland)

Foret claire de Brachystegia, Montagues de Thambani,

Malawi (BobMedland)

Wattled Crane Bugeranus camnculatus, Nyika National Park,

April 1992 (Bob Medland)

Gme caronculee, Bugeranus carunculatus, Parc national de

Nyika, avril 1992 (BobMedland)
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Suggested Itinerary

Ideally three weeks to cover all habitats: Lilongwe;

Dzalanyama; Zomba; Lengwe; Mulanje; Liwonde; Lake

Malawi; Nyika; Viphya; Lilongwe. Two or more nights

essential where underlined.

Getting there from Europe
Three flights a week (KLM, BA) direct to Lilongwe and

various cheaper alternatives via Addis Ababa (Ethio-

pian), Nairobi (Kenyan), Harare (Air Zimbabwe) etc.

When
The peak season for breeding woodland and forest

species is October-December; wait until February for

the breeding widows and bishops. For cooler, more

pleasant weather, try April or September when bird-

watching is still excellent.

Getting around
Public transport is not recommended. Car hire is

expensive but readily available although reliability is

variable. 4WD not necessary except for some reserves

(eg Nyika) January-April. Main roads are excellent

( metalled), secondary roads are usually okay even in

the rainy season. Local safari operators include Cen-

tral African Wilderness Safaris (Box 489, Lilongwe),

Heart of Africa (Box 8, Lilongwe and Kambuku Trails

(Box 1304, Blantyre). I will be happy to provide

further information and arrange and/or lead spe-

cialist safaris.

driveable (earth) roads''"^

park boundary

international boundary

To Mzuzu, Lilongwe

Nyika Plateau

Plateau de Nyika

Accommodation
There are expensive first-class hotels in the main

towns, cheaper rest-houses in all urban centres. All

wildlife reserves and larger forest reserves have ac-

commodation of varying standards. Don’t miss the

tented camp in Liwonde.

Health

Malaria is a major risk so prophylaxis is essential and

normally effective. DO take any other precautions

your doctor recommends. The lake is generally free

from bilharzia at the main beaches but don’t paddle in

still water or around reeds. Elephants in Liwonde can

be dangerous so give them a wide berth.

Customs of the country

Malawians, officials and public alike, are very friendly

and helpful, although courtesy and patience are pre-

requisites. The infamous, archaic dress regulations

have been repealed but it is still best not to go around

in grunge or semi-naked. The country is mainly Chris-

tian, although the southern lakeshore is predominantly

Moslem. Officials are suspicious about photography

at the airport and official buildings/bridges so DON’T.

Publications

Field guides: Newman’s Birds of Southern Africa
;

Newman’s Birds ofMalawi-, Sasol Birds ofSouthern

Africa. Checklists: Wildlife society national check-

list card; useful annotated checklists for the wildlife

reserves and Lilongwe. Others/journals: The excel-

lent Birds ofMalawi by Benson & Benson ( 1977) was

the last summary of ornithology but is now somewhat

dated and out of print. Fieldwork for a national atlas

has been completed and publication is awaited. The

Wildlife Society (Box 1429, Blantyre) publishes pa-

pers and all interesting fauna and flora records in its

journal Nyala, also a quarterly newsletter Vocifer.

Records and rarities

General records to Stewart Lane, Box 51147, Limbe.

Rarities should be reported with supporting details to

Mrs D Hanmer, Mitsasa, P O Box 3076, Paulington,

Mutare, Zimbabwe, b

2 Staplake Cottages, Starcross, Devon EX6 8QT, UK.
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The Nyika Plateau

In the north of the country, this is perhaps Malawi’s

premier birdwatching destination. Rolling montane

grassland with rainforest patches surrounded by

Brachystegia covered foothills. The road across the

plateau forms the international border with Zambia.

The greater part of the plateau lies within Malawi

although the Zambian part is also a national park, to

which access is possible without going through

immigration/customs although a separate (and ex-

pensive) park entry permit is required (in theory).

Getting there and back
A direct drive from Lilongwe takes at least seven

hours without stopping so it’s best to break the

journey at Chikangawa Rest-house in the Viphya

Hills (book through Forestry Department) or at

Mzuzu (Mzuzu Hotel - plush but expensive - or

Government rest-house). If you have time, an alter-

native return trip is best via Nkhata Bay and the

lakeshore road. Even better, extend your trip to head

even further north for the Misuku Hills via Chitipa

(look out for the rare Oustalet’s White-bellied Sun-

bird Nectarinia oustleti en route) and return via

Karonga but beware the rough roads. 4WD is neces-

sary only from Mzuzu onwards during the rains

(January-April).

Accommodation
The Zambian rest-house is better located for the

main forests: book through Robin Pope Safaris in

Zambia. Otherwise, the main focal point of the

Nyika is around Chelinda in the centre of the pla-

teau, where there are three dams and the best

grassland areas for birds. Chalets and bedroom block

are clean if basic; there is also a basic campsite. For

the intrepid there is a basic hut at the remote Juniper

Forest. Booking in advance for all accommodation

is essential. None has electricity. Take your own
food, drink and fuel as the supply of all these is

erratic.

Where to go
Assuming a minimum three night stay it is possible

to visit the following.

Forests

Manjenjere and Chowo (in Zambia), Zovo Chipolo

and Juniper, also small patches between border

road and Chelinda.

Key birds

Dusky Turtle Dove Streptopelia lugens, Bar-tailed

Trogon, Olive Woodpecker, Moustached Green

Tinkerbird Pogoniulus leucomystax, White-headed

Saw-wing Psalidoprocne albiceps, African Hill Bab-

bler, Western Mountain Bulbul Andropadus

tephrolaemus, White-chested Alethe, Olive-flanked

Robin-chat, Sharpe’s Akalat Sheppardia sharpei

(Manjenjere only), Brown Parisoma Parisoma

lugens {only in Acacias), Chestnut-throated Apalis,

Black-fronted Bush Shrike, Waller’s Red-winged

Starling Onycognathus walleri, Slender-billed Red-

winged Starling O. tenuirostris, Green-headed

Sunbird Nectarinia verticalis and Fiillebom’s Black

Boubou.

Riparian growth and valleys

The valley immediately below the administration

camp at Thazima entrance gate; the valley below

Dam 1 at Chelinda; Chelinda Bridge; North Rukuru

Bridge.

Key birds

Black-backed Barbet Lybius minor, Trilling Cisti-

cola Cisticola woosnami, Black-tailed Waxbill

Estrilda perreini, Mountain Yellow Warbler

Chloropeta similis, Marsh Tchagra Tchagra minuta,

Greater Double-collared Sunbird, Baglafecht

Weaver Ploceus baglafecht, Mountain Marsh Widow
Euplectes psammochromius.

Grassland

Virtually anywhere is good but the best areas are

along the border road, Chelinda Valley circular

route and Chosi Viewpoint.

Key birds

Red-breasted Sparrowhawk, Red-winged Franco-

lin Francolinus levaillantii, Wattled Crane,

Denham’s Bustard, Mountain Nightjar Caprimul-

gus poliocephalus. Scarce Swift Schoutedenapus

myoptilus, Rufous-naped Lark, Angola Swallow

Hirundo angolensis, Blue Swallow, Mountain

Cisticola Cisticola hunteri, Churring Cisticola C.

njombe and Ayres’s Cloud Cisticola, Malachite and

Scarlet-tufted Malachite Sunbirds, Yellow-crowned

Canary Serinus canicollis, Streaky Seedeater S.

striolatus.

Brachystegia woodland
Allow some time entering and leaving the park to

check out the woodland on either side of Thazima

Gate for bird parties.

Key birds

Golden-breasted Bunting Emberiza flaviventris,

Whyte’s Barbet Stactolaema whytii, Anchieta’s Sun-

bird and White-tailed Blue Flycatcher. ®
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Golden Nightjar Caprimulgus eximius, Yang Yang, Northern Senegal (Michael K Poulsen)

Engoulevant dore Caprimulgus eximius, Yang Yang, Senegal du nord (MichaelKPoulsen)

Pitta-like Ground-roller Atelomispittoides
,
Ranomafana, Madagascar (Pete Morris)

Brachypterollepiltoide Atelomis pittoides, Ranomafana, Madagascar(PeteMorris)
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Crossley’s Ground-roller Atelomis crossleyi, Madagascar (Frank Hawkins)

Bmchypterollede Crossley Atelornis crossleyi, Madagascar(FrankHawkins)

Long-tailed Ground-roller Uratelomis chimaera,

near Ifaty, Madagascar (Pete Morris)

Bmchypterolle d longue gMet/eUratelornis chimaera,

pres de Ifaty, Madagascar (PeteMorris)

Short-legged Ground-roller Brachypteraciasleptosomus,

Vohiprana, Madagascar (Pete Morris)

Bmchypterolle leptosome Brachypteracias leptosomus,

Vohiprana, Madagascar(PeteMorns')
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Photospot: Golden Nightjar Caprimulgus eximius

Nigel Cleere

This uniquely coloured nightjar must

surely rank as one of the most

beautiful of all birds. A desert species, it

is found discontinuously throughout the

Sahel. Occurring from southern Maurita-

nia and northern Senegal, through

central and eastern Mali, southern and

south-eastern Niger, and central Chad to

central parts of Sudan, it has also been

recorded as a vagrant in the extreme

south-west of Morocco. Golden Nightjar

prefers gravelly terrain with scattered

stones and clumps of vegetation, but it is

also found on sandy or more rocky soils.

Sitting or roosting birds appear quite

large-headed, but it is only a small to

medium-sized nightjar (22-24 cm). Its

rich tawny or tawny buff upperparts are

covered in greyish-white rectangular

spots which are edged and densely

speckled dark brown. These markings

effectively break up the birds’ shape and

plumage and, especially when they are

hidden away in dappled shade, help to

prevent detection at roost sites. Both

sexes have very large white throat

patches, large white wing patches and

broad white tips to the outer two pairs of

tail feathers. They have a rather ghostly

pale appearance when seen in poor or

artificial light.

Golden Nightjars have a rather deep,

evenly pitched churr
,
lasting up to two

minutes or more without pause. In

common with other desert nightjars, they

sing from the ground. Breeding probably

takes place from March to May. Two
greyish-white, heavily blotched eggs are

laid on the ground, usually close to

vegetation such as a clump of grass.

Golden Nightjars feed on grasshoppers,

mantises, bugs and beetles, and may
take moths and other insects.

Even though Golden Nightjars can be

fairly common, they are rarely seen and

remain poorly known: a real challenge

to anyone birding in the Sahel. ®
25Bedford Close, Newbury,

BerkshireRG1465U, UK.

Photospot: Ground-rollers of Madagascar

Roger Safford

Africa and its islands have no shortage

of near-mythical birds. Some, like

Congo Peacock Afropavo congensis,

seem set to remain so for a good few

years yet, but for others, the clouds of

mystery are lifting. This process often

starts with the realisation that it is

possible for visitors to go and see the

near-myth, but it is usually many more

years before much gets learnt about the

birds’ ecology. The ground-rollers of

Madagascar are a case in point. They are

usually terrestrial, silent, shy, skulking

and elusive. However, at times they are

none of these things, and to the lucky

observer in the right place at the right

time, they are extremely beautiful birds.

The rainforest species, lurking in deep

shade, do not often reveal their true

colours, but a close view, with eyes

accustomed to the dim light, reveals an

unexpected array of turquoises, indi-

goes, purples and reds, and even

brightly coloured bare parts. Close

encounters with these birds are among
the most treasured ornithological

experiences.

Most taxonomists place the five

species of ground-rollers in their own
family, Brachypteraciidae, endemic to

Madagascar, although some lumpers

have made them a subfamily of the

rollers Coraciidae. In fact, no taxonomic

study has rigorously examined the

group; even Sibley and colleagues,

lacking DNA from any species, could

reach no firm conclusion. All do,

however, agree that there are five

species in three genera. Four species (in

two genera) are restricted to humid

evergreen forest, with the remaining

monotypic genus in the arid, spiny forest

of the south-west.

All species nest as solitary pairs in

holes in the ground (usually in a slope

or embankment), excavated by the birds,

like bee-eaters and many kingfishers,

but unlike the true rollers, whose nest

cavities are rarely in the ground, and

never excavated by the birds them-

selves. They are largely terrestrial, but

often ascend to a horizontal branch to

sing. Their songs consist of far-carrying

hoots, which may reveal them to be

common in areas where observers

otherwise find no trace of their pres-

ence; they seem only to call in the

breeding season, and searching for them

during the southern winter is often

fruitless. Food items are mostly inverte-

brates, small reptiles and frogs.

The Pitta-like Ground-roller Ate/orwfe

pittoides is the most widespread species,

quite commonly seen and heard during

November around the main trail system

at Ranomafana National Park. It is the

only species to have been found on

Montagne d'Ambre, an isolated rainfor-

est in the far north, and in the

north-western Sambirano region, and

has even occurred off the mainland, on

Nosy Mangabe in the north-east. Its

congener, the Rufous-headed (or

Crossley’s) Ground-roller A. crossleyi, is

absent from these outlying areas, but

locally common in parts of Ranomafana

National Park and at Maromiza, an area

close to, but slightly higher than, the

famous Perinet ( Analamazaotra) Special

Reserve. It has been claimed that it

occurs at sea level, but all documented

records seem to come from above about

900 m, suggesting that it is a montane

species; any lowland records need to be

reported in full (and the pages of Bull.

ABCare available for such records).

The larger rainforest ground-rollers

comprise the genus Brachypteracias.

The Short-legged Ground-roller B.

leptosomus has been widely recorded in
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recent surveys of eastern rainforest

areas. It is often seen perched in a tree,

but prey is usually picked from the

ground. At Marojejy Strict Nature Reserve

in August to October 1988, 27 sightings

of this species were all at altitudes

below 1,000 m, despite considerable

effort above this level. This suggests a

preference for low to mid altitudes,

although the upper limit clearly varies

geographically. Perhaps the most bizarre

of the rainforest species is the Scaly

Ground-roller B. squamiger. Its superbly

scaled pattern, with shades of bronze,

green and rufous, contrasts quite

unexpectedly with bright pink legs and

(unfeathered) eye patch, and sky-blue

tail tip. It is highly terrestrial, running

and stopping, rummaging in leaf litter or

pulling up earthworms, and disappear-

ing with ease in tangled rainforest

undergrowth. This, too, seems to be a

lowland species, best known from the

Masoala Peninsula, but it occurs patchily

as far as the extreme south-east (and in

Mantady National Park, close to Perinet).

The fifth species, the Long-tailed

Ground-roller Uratelomis chimaera, is

restricted to a small portion of the south-

western spiny forest, north of the town

of Toliara. The bird behaves fairly like

the Atelomis species, but is rather easier

to see in its more open habitat, raising

and lowering its tail like a gigantic

prinia. Its habitat is unprotected and

threatened with destruction and degra-

dation, making this species and the

equally extraordinary Subdesert Mesite

Monias benschi (restricted to the same

area) among the highest priorities for

bird conservation in the Afrotropics.

Their best-known haunt, near Ifaty, is

becoming terribly degraded by wood
extraction, mainly for charcoal produc-

tion. The extent of such degradation,

and its effect on the birds, areTIrgent

topics for investigation.

How rare and threatened are these

birds? The rainforest species are

increasingly widely recorded, but mostly

in undisturbed forest. They certainly

occur at high density in some places, but

have not been found in others. Thus,

they seem to be patchily -distributed

within their preferred habitat zone, as

are many tropical forest birds. This

makes risk assessment very difficult, but

more surveys are being undertaken

annually and casual observations can

certainly add to knowledge. Here,

therefore, are five good reasons to visit

Madagascar; the visitor will find many
more!
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Photospot: Sharpe s Longclaw Macronyx sharpei

John H. Fanshawe

Being rather large of foot, I am
especially fond and sympathetic

towards longclaws. With their perilous

peregrinating over the tangled turf, it

seems that nature has handicapped them

unfairly. In truth, however, long hind

claws are adaptations for coping better

with the tussocky grass which is their

preferred habitat. Eight species of

longclaws are recognised and they are

confined to Africa, .although they do

look remarkably like the meadowlarks

of the New World (Stumella ,
Icteridae),

a fascinating example of convergent

evolution 1

. All are characterised by

cryptic, well-patterned backs, and

striking red, yellow or orange under-

parts.

Longclaws have a rather perky

upright stance and perform short jerky

flights (often onto low bushes) during

which they reveal bright white outer tail

feathers. On the basis of plumage, habits

and song, most authorities consider

Sharpe’s Longclaw to be in the genus

Macronyx12
. It is probably the closest to

the true pipits of the longclaws and,

along with the Yellow-breasted Pipit

Anthus chloris, has been placed in

Hemirnacronyx by some authors 3 ’
4 (and

has been called Kenyan Yellow-breasted

Pipit too4
).

Listed as a candidate species in the

Red Data Book5
' Sharpe’s Longclaw is

considered to be near-threatened in the

most recent assessment, Birds to Watch

2(
\ It is undoubtedly a bird of limited

range, being confined to the montane

grasslands from 2,000-3,400 m in west

and central Kenya, from Mount Elgon

(where it has been proposed as a

possible contender for the Ugandan side

as well), to both sides of the Rift Valley

including the Mau and Kinangop

plateaux and both the Aberdares and

Mount Kenya 1,7
.

In common with other longclaws,

Sharpe’s can be hard to spot when its

back is turned, with its upperparts

blending with the vegetation. As Dave

Cottridge’s photos reveal, it is only when
the bird turns front-on that the bright

yellow can be seen. Sharpe’s is the

smallest longclaw and lacks a black

necklace (Grimwood’s is the only other

necklace-less species). Confusion is only

likely, with Yellow-throated Macronyx

croceus, but it is largely allopatric,

occurring at lower altitudes than

Sharpe’s, so there should be no chance

of overlap1 -7
. Yellow-throated is also

larger, has a black necklace, and

significantly more white in the tail.

Two other species occur in Kenya.

Rosy-breasted Macronyx ameliae,

which has a pretty pink throat,

inhabits damp grassland in the south-

west (including the Mara). Pangani

Macronyxaurantiigula occurs in the

south-east and largely prefers drier

country.

The ecology and behaviour of

Sharpe’s Longclaw is not well known.

Often found in pairs or small family

groups, they are rather retiring, although

easier to approach when the weather is

cold or windy (which it very often is in

the Kenya highlands!).
1 The sexes are

similar, but the male is generally more

clearly marked and brighter yellow

below.
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Sharpe’s Longclaw Macronyxsharpei

,

Kenya, November 1994 (David M. Cottridge)

Sentinelle de Sharpe Macronyx sharpei, Kenya, novembre 1994 (DavidM. Cottridge)

Black-cheeked Lovebird Agapomis nigrigenis, feeding on the ground, Machile River,

south-west Zambia, November 1994 (Tim Dodman)
Inseparable djoues noiresAgapomis nigrigenis se nourritpar terre, Fleuve de Machile,

sud-ouest de Zambie, novembre 1994 (Tim Dodman)
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In common with other longclaws

(and the meadowlarks), Sharpe's hide a

well-constructed nest at the foot of a

rough grass tussock or small shrub.

Birds breed during the rains, from March

to June, and September to October, and

may rely on a rain-generated flush of

grass for nest-building. Males will sing

from posts and tussocks, but also

perform an aerial display above their

breeding ground. Circling with a

combination of flaps and glides, they

sing a rather sad series of rising whis-

tles, before dropping to ground with

dangling legs. Two to three eggs are laid

and adult birds are reputed to lead

predators away from their nests with

classic distraction displays, by dragging

their wings and performing short

stumbling flights.

Birders hoping to see Sharpe’s

Longclaw should look out for them in

the rough grassland en route to Kieni

forest. From Nairobi, take the Nakuru

road (the A104). Just before it drops

down the escarpment to Naivasha, turn

right towards Thika (in fact you take a

slip road to the left and cross via a

flyover signposted to Longonot and

South Kinangop on the D396). After

passing through a village, and leaving

the C68 to Magumu on your left, you

come an area of fenced and grazed

grassland (with deep roadside ditches).

Although it can take a while to spot

them, Sharpe's Longclaws can be found

in the fields on either side of the road.

If anyone has unpublished records of

Sharpe's Longclaw, please send them to

Luc Lens at the Department of Ornithol-

ogy, National Museums of Kenya, P.O.

Box 40658 Nairobi, Kenya. In an attempt

to learn more of its ecology, Luc and

colleagues are studying the longclaw

(and another little-known East African

endemic, Jackson's Widowbird Euplectes

jacksoni) on the Kinangop plateau. A
short preliminary survey late in 1994

discovered reasonable numbers, but

conversion of their habitat to commer-

cially valuable timber plantations

remains a major threat to this bird of

seriously restricted range. <$
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Review

SASOL Birds of the Kruger

National Park

Guy Gibbon. £22.99

This 90 minute video and sound guide

features 250 species regularly found

within the Kruger National park and

appears designed to complement the

many excellent field guides to the birds

of Southern Africa currently available. Its

use is not restricted to birders visiting

this renowned park or southern Africa as

the vast majority of species are found

elsewhere within the continent.

The video's photographic and

production quality is excellent with

many mouthwatering close-up shots of

desirable species such as Pel's Fishing

Owl Scotopelia peli, Three-banded

Courser Cursorius cinctus, White-backed

Night Heron Gorsachius leuconotus,

Mozambique Nightjar Caprimulgusforsii

and Martial Eagle Polemaetus bellicosus

to name just a few.

The birds themselves have been

arranged into the relevant habitat or

group section which includes: bushveld,

grassland, water, raptors and nightbirds.

Each bird is titled in both Afrikaans and

English although for a worldwide

audience the inclusion of scientific

names would help clear up any confu-

sion arising from unfamiliar vernacular

names.

All in all, this is a superb video and

an extremely useful tool in improving

identification skills. Offering excellent

value for money, anyone wishing to visit

the region or perhaps just wanting to

rekindle old memories should take a

look for themselves. ®
GuyEldridge
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Viewpoint: War and conservation

Sam Kanyamibwa, Rwanda

The recent war in Rwanda is considered as one of

the biggest human tragedies of the twentieth cen-

tury. It is estimated that around 500,000 people have

been killed, more than 2 million are refugees, mainly

in neighbouring countries, and around 2 million peo-

ple in Rwanda now have extremely limited means.

Understandably, reports have concentrated on

this human tragedy and the consequences of the war

on wildlife and the environment have been little re-

ported. Undoubtedly, important damage to the wildlife

and environment has occurred, which will have sig-

nificant long-term effects. The impact of refugees

within Rwanda and in neighbouring countries, espe-

cially in Zaire and Tanzania, is crucial; these people

are enduring extremely hard conditions, and consti-

tute a serious threat to natural resources, particularly

forests, rivers, and lakes. Water quality has been af-

fected, due mainly to corpses thrown into rivers; this

has already reached the Nile basin, high in biodiver-

sity.

Bombs killed every life-form, from plants to hu-

mans and other animals. A report in the French

newspaper LeMonde in Dec 1994 said that mines had

been placed along trails in the parks to prevent infil-

tration by soldiers of the former army, and that many

Gorillas Gorillagorilla have already been killed by the

mines. Other reports mention that a large portion of

Akagera National Park has been taken over by thou-

sands of cattle from Uganda. It is reported that the

south-eastern portion of Nyungwe forest, the only

one dominated by bamboo and hosting the Owl-

faced Monkey Cercopithecus hamlyni, is now
fragmented for agriculture. Other isolated natural ar-

eas that were important for conservation are also

reportedly fragmented. Gishwati Forest reserve, the

second most important montane forest in Rwanda,

has supposedly decreased to half its size. The situation

is similar in the unique Bugesera woodlands in the

south-east of Rwanda.

It is almost ironic that, after such a large popula-

tion crash, national parks and reserves are now more

affected by human pressure than before. This is partly

due to the lack of measures to protect wildlife: field

activities have been interrupted, and most researchers

and conservationists have either left the country or

been killed.

The long term consequences of high poaching

levels and the reduction in size of parks and reserves

will be very significant. Both are likely to be particu-

larly disastrous in Akagera National Park, where

animals need large and complementary areas for sea-

sonal migrations, or in montane forests, where those

at low altitudes, recognized as containing higher spe-

cies diversity, are the most affected by clearance for

agriculture.

The future of Rwanda’s environment and wildlife

is highly dependent on the dedication of the present

government to protecting natural areas against hu-

man pressure, to guaranteeing the security of national

and foreign institutions and individuals that conduct

research and conservation work, to enforcing the

regulations of parks and natural reserves, and to en-

couraging and organising negotiations between all

Rwandans. Most Rwandans hoped that talks in Arusha

(Tanzania) would reach a practical solution for peace.

Unfortunately, the combatants have never been con-

vinced of the advantages of a truce.

The challenge to conservationists, in my opinion,

is to find an equilibrium to use wildlife sustainably,

and to maintain the evolutionary potential of natural

systems. This is possible if people, authorities, politi-

cians and soldiers collaborate. In a chaotic situation,

everybody tries to make personal gain, without think-

ing of neighbours or future generations. This happens

in war, and I witnessed it in Rwanda. My hope is that

ornithologists and conservationists around the world

will show solidarity to help their colleagues face these

difficulties. ®

A new initiativefor ornithologists and conservation-

ists in the Albertine Rift sub-region of Africa, Le

Programme OBICO Rift Albertin, has been launched.

For more information please contact Sam
Kanyamibwa at CEFE/CNRS, BP 5051, 34033
Montpellier

,
France.

Sam Kanyamibwa is a Rwandan currently working

for BirdLife International on a literature review for

the 1BA in Africa project, and is the BirdLife Repre-

sentativefor Rwanda. When the war broke out, he left

his country and now lives in Montpellier, France,

with his family.

First published in World Birdwatch, June 1995. Re-

produced here with the kind permission of BirdLife

International.
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Recent Reports

These are largely unconfirmed records

mainly covering the first six months of

1995. We urge that if they have not

already done so, contributors submit full

details to the relevant national or

regional organisations as soon as

possible (See Appendix D of African

Birding in BullABC 1(1) for details).

Chiffchaff Phylloscopus collybita

By Mark Andrews

Cameroon
An Olive-tree Warbler Hippolais

olivetorum at Maroua on 22January and

an IsabellineWheatear Oenanthe

isabellinus at Waza on 10 January were

both new species for the country (SMA,

DB, JT). Three Little Button-Quail

Tumix sylvatica were seen in grassland

near Maroua on 1 1 January, there are no

published records of this species for

Cameroon though there have apparently

been some other recent sightings.

Hartlaub’s Duck Pteronetta hartlaubii

continues to survive on the outskirts of

Douala where two were present on 16

January. A Blue-bellied Roller Coracias

cyanogasterwas noted in Benoue NP on

13 January and up to six Masked
Shrikes Lanins nubicuswere seen at

Waza on 10 January (all SF, ML, ISR). A
pair ofPuvel’s Illadopsis Illadopsis

puveli'fjeK on territory at Ngaoundaba,

Adamawa Plateau on 19January

confirming the status of the species at

this site (SMA, DB, JT) and 2-3 Thrush
Babblers Ptyrticus turdinuswere

observed responding to tape-playback in

the same area on 31 December 1994

(RW, SG, CS, CG). A Grey-throated Rail

Canirallus oculeus in Korup NP on 9

January was only the second record for

the Park (RW). An African Water Rail

Rallus caerulescens at Ngaoundaba on

31 December 1994 was the first record

for the area. A pair of Rock Pratincoles

Glareola nuchalis with a small chick on

Mana River, Korup NP on 10 January

was the second breeding record for

Park. A Bronze-winged Courser
Cursoriuschalcopteruswas spotlighted

at Benoue NP on 1 January, this species

is very rarely reported from Cameroon
(all RW, SG, CS, CG). A Terek Sandpi-

per Xenus cinereus at Garoua on 2

January was the second Cameroon

record, the first having been seen at the

same site in November 1993 (CG, CS).

Two Long-legged Pipits Anthus
pallidiventrisv/eK seen between

Mundemba and Ekondo Titi on 10

January, the status and distribution of

this species in Cameroon is barely

known (RW, SG, CS, CG). A Chiffchaff

Phylloscopus collybita was seen on Mt.

Cameroon on 7January (CG, CS) and

two were in Benoue NP on 13 January

(ISR et al).

Egypt

A number of unseasonable raptors were

reported over the winter including a

Short-toed Eagle Circaetusgallicus at

Salhiya, near Ismalia on 30 December

1994, only the second winter record. A
Hobby Falco subbuteo at Lake Qarun,

Faiyoum on 3 December 1994 was the

first winter record and two Sooty

Falcons Falco concolorwere seen over

Cairo on 2 February. A Sabine’s Gull

Laras sabini seen 77 km west of

Alexandria on 2 March was the third

record for Egypt. A party of 15 Thick-

billed Larks Ramphocoris clot-bey

48 km south of Marsa Matruh on 28

Septemberl994 was the first record

since 1969. A Wire-tailed Swallow

FLirundo smithii north of Wadi Hagul,

between Cairo and Suez, on 30 March

was the first record for Egypt and the

Western Palearctic. Five pairs of African

Pied Wagtail Motacilla includ-

ing a pair feeding young, were seen

near Abu Simbel, Lake Nasser on 2 May

1994, this was the first confirmed

breeding in Western Palearctic. A male

Isabelline Shrike Lanius isabellinus 50

km west of Quseir on 13 April was only

the second record since 1984. Two Pale

Rock Sparrows Carpospiza

bracbydactyla were at Bir Beida on 13

April and a Scarlet Rosefinch

Carpodacus erytbrinus was seen at El

Arish, north Sinai on 1 1 October 1994.

Two Syrian Serins Serinus syriacus

were reported from Orabi Farm, 25 km
east of Cairo on 17-19 September 1994

and a Siskin Carduelis spinus was in

Montazeh Gardens, Alexandria on 25

December 1994 (all per GK/OSME).

The Gambia
The washed-up corpse of a Manx
Shearwater Puffinuspuffinus at Kololi

on 22 March was only the second record

for Gambia (JH). Considerable numbers

ofEuropean Storm Petrel Hydrobates

pelagicuswere seen in the Gambia River

estuary around 25 February (CRB, JVH).

A Tufted Duck Aythyafuligula at Tanji

Bird Reserve for over a week in mid-

November 1994 was the first confirmed

record for the country since 1988. Up to

600 Lesser Kestrels Falco naumanni
where watched on passage during a one

hour count from a boat through North

Bank Division in March 1994 (CRB, ASD)

and 30 were seen at a bush fire in North

Bank Division c 60 km inland on 13

February (CRB, NEG). A single Kelp

Gull Laras dominicanuswas found at

Tanji Bird Reserve on 12 January (MVL).
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A European Nightjar Caprimiilgus

europaeus east of Basse on 10 Novem-

ber 1994 (CRB, LC, PS, JW) was the first

report since 1991. An Isabelline Shrike

Lanius isabellinusaiymnock, North

Bank Division on 16 January, will be the

first record since its attainment to full

species status if accepted (CRB). A
number ofOrphean Warblers Sylvia

hortensiswere mist-netted in coastal

North Bank Division during December

1994-March 1995 suggesting that this

species has been previously under-

recorded (KW et al). An immature

SmallerBanded Snake Eagle Circaetus

cinerascens was seen over Tanji BR on

9 November 1994 and several other

dates that month. A Black and White
Casqued Hornbill Byean istes

subcylindricuswas seen well between

Tanji BR and Old Cape Road during

November 1994 (BGB), in the same area

where a female was reported by two

parties in 1993- A Brown-backed
Woodpecker Picoides obsoletusfeeding

young at the nest in Kiang West NP on

20 March is the first pre-fledging

breeding record (CRB, JVH) and 8

Brown-rumped Buntings Emberiza

forbesi singing along 1 km of track in

Kiang West NP on 12 November 1994,

indicate its density in these woodlands

(CRB, LC, PS,JW).

Blue-headed Bee-eaters

Merops muelleri

By Mark Andrews

Ghana
Three Blue-headed Bee-eaters Merops

muelleriwere found at Atewa Hills

Forest Reserve on 1 2 February during a

Ghana Wildlife Society/Accra Birding

Group field trip. The same three birds

were relocated there on 19 February

together with a juvenile which was

being fed. This is only the third record

for the country and the first proven

breeding record (JS).

Ivory Coast

Four new nests ofWhite-necked

Picathartes Picatbartesgymnocepbalus

were found at Lamto on 20 January but

the birds were absent and forest is being

logged. An immature Congo Serpent

Eagle Dryotriorchis spectabiliswus seen

perched for 20 minutes in Ta'i Forest on

30January and 17 White-breasted

Guineafowl Agelastesmeleagrideswere

seen there on 28 January. Two Pectoral

Sandpipers Calidris melanotoszi

Dabou on 16 January represent the first

record for Ivory Coast. An Abdim’s
Stork Ciconia abdimii was seen at

IIRSDA (ORSTOM) on the unusual date

of 15 January (all NB/Birdquest). A
number of unusual species were

recorded from Mt. Tonkoui on 30-31

January including two Blue-headed

Bee-eaters Merops muelleri, a Grey-

throated Tit-Flycatcher Myioparus

griseigularis, two Little Grey Flycatch-

ers Muscicapa epulata, a Bates’s

Sunbird Nectarinia batesiand a

Maxwell’s BlackWeaver Ploceus

albinucha
,
all apparently previously

unrecorded at this locality (all EW). The

same observer found a Great Snipe

Gallinago media in Comoe NP on 15

January and recorded substantial

numbers of Palearctic warblers close to

Comoe Village at the northern edge of

the Park on 16-17 January. These

included a Great Reed Warbler
Acrocephalus arundinaceus, at least two

Icterine Warblers Hippolais icterina,

three Olivaceous Warblers Hippolais

pallida all rarely recorded in Ivory Coast

and a Chiffchaff Phylloscopus collybita

which is a new record for the country.

Kenya

Eight Rufous-bellied Herons Ardeola

rufiventriswere present in Musiara

Marsh, Masai Mara on 24 January. This

species has recently begun to breed in

this area. An Imperial Eagle Aquila

heliaca was recorded at Lake Magadi on

1 1 January and two Long-legged

Buzzards Buteo rufinuswere seen north

of Nakuru on 18 January. AJack Snipe
Lymnocryptes minimus in the Mara on 24

January was the first Kenya record for

many years. Four Friedmann’s Bush
Larks Mirafrapulpa were seen in Tsavo

East NP on 27 January and three

Streaky-headed Seed-eaters Serin us

gulariswere found between Marigat and

Kabarnet, a new locality for the species

(DF/Sunbird).

Madagascar

A birding tour led by ER during Novem-
ber 1994 produced several unusual

records including four Gull-billed Terns

Gelochelidon nilotica near St. Augustine,

two Common Sand Martins Riparia

riparia at Lac Ranobe north of Mora

Mora and 20 Barn Swallows Hirundo

rustica at the same site. Four Red-

breasted Couas Couaserrianawere

seen in Perinet and a Collared Nightjar

Caprimulgus enarratuswiih two chicks

at a nest in Perinet is one of the few

breeding records of this little-known

species (per BS). Two Appert’s

Greenbuls Phyllastrephus apperti

associating with three Long-billed

Greenbuls Phyllastrephus

madagascariensiswere carefully

observed at Ranomafana on 20 February.

Although this is well out of the known
range (and habitat) for the species, a

local guide, Loret Rasabo has apparently

been aware of the birds at this site since

1988 (HK). 10+ Lesser Frigatebirds

Fregata ar/'e/between St. Augustine and

Nosy Ve on 23 November were greatly

outnumbered by several flocks of

Greater Frigatebirds Fregata minor

totalling 150+ . A Barn Swallow

Hirundo rustica was on Nosy Ve the

same day. A juvenile African Open-bill

Stork Anastomus lamelligeruscame in

to roost at Lac Alarobia on 1 November.

A Madagascar Serpent Eagle
Eutriorchis asturwzs seen perched at

close range in forest above Ambanizana

on 6 November and a Madagascar Red
Owl Tyto soumagnei was shown to the

observers by researchers from The

Peregrine Fund at this site on 8 Novem-

ber. (Stunning photographs of this bird

taken by Russell Thorstrom were

recently published in VarFagelvarld 3/

1995) (all PD, NH, PM, BW).

Malawi

On 15 November 1994 an Eleonora’s

Falcon Falco eleonoraewas seen

hunting at Makanga in Lilongwe NP
(E&SL), the record is currently with the

Malawi Rarities Committee and will be a

new species for the country if accepted.

A remarkable first breeding record for

Malawi was established when a pair of

Spur-winged Plovers Vanellusspinosus

were discovered along with a juvenile at

Liwonde on 28 January, the species was

only added to the national list in 1993

(JHa, RN). Other interesting records

include a Thick-billedCuckoo
Pachycoccyxaudebertinew for Lilongwe

on 18 March (FM), several Marsh
Warblers Acrocephaluspalustriswere

reported from Mvuu Wilderness Lodge

and Lengwe in February - March (JHa)
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confirming that this species has been

previously overlooked. A flock of c 30

Red-headed Queleas Queleaerythrops

were seen in reeds along the Shire River

in Lilongwe on 4 February (THa, JHa).

(all per BM).

Radde’s Warbler Phylloscopusschwarzi

By Mark Andrews

Morocco

Two exceptional records were a male

Pine Bunting Emberiza leucocephalus

seen at Oukaimeden on 1 January (ME)

and a Radde’s Warbler Phylloscopus

schwarzi in a wadi c 80 km south of

Boumalne on 29 April (SMA, DM, JT).

Both are firsts for the country and the

African continent. However these were

eclipsed by an adult Glaucous-winged

Gull Larusglaucescens seen and

photographed at Essaouira by a group of

Dutch birders on 31 January. This

Nearctic species has never been

recorded on the east coast of America

and while it is certainly a first for

Morocco and Africa, it may not be the

^ first for the Western Palearctic, as a

record of Canadian-ringed bird which

was recovered in Switzerland in

November 1969 was previously dis-

missed as being too improbable! The

same observers also found a first-winter

Ring-billed Gull Lams delawarensis at

the same site the previous day (per

Birding World). Two adult Sabine’s

Gulls Lams sabini were seen at the

mouth of the Oued Sous on 27 May (CB)

and a summer plumage Spotted

Sandpiper Actitis macularia together

with an adult Semi-palmated Sand-

piper Calidrispusilla were at the same

site on 5 May (SMA, DM, JT). Three male

and four female Ruddy Ducks Oxyura

jamaicensiswere present at Merdja

Barga on 5 February and five

Bramblings Ftingilla montifringilla

were seen at Oukaimeden on 7 February

(AG). The single Slender-billedCurlew
Numenius tenuirostriswas present at the

usual site until at least 5 February (AG).

At least two Egyptian Nightjars

Caprimulgus aegyptius were present in

the Merzouga area on 1-2 May (SMA,

DM, JT). Sadly there were no reports of

Houbara Bustard Chlamydotis

undulata from Tagdilt or Merzouga this

spring, probably a result of the activities

of falconers this winter; on a brighter

note 17 Great Bustards Otis tarda were

seen on the plains north-east of Asilah

on 11 February (AG).

Mozambique
After two decades of civil war it is good

to hear some news from Mozambique.

Between 17-27 April PR, VP & PW
visited the southern part of the country

surveying for the Mozambique Bird Atlas

project. They recorded 255 species of

birds including the following noteworthy

records: African Pygmy Geese Nettapus

auritusv/ere found to be common on

lakes between the Limpopo River and

Bilene. A LesserJacana Microparra

capensis
,
a Banded Martin Riparia

cincta and several Black-throated

Wattle-eyes Platysteirapelata were at

Bilene. Lake Chuali, north of Maputo

produced c 50 Southern Pochard Netta

erythropthalma, c 200 Red-knobbed
Coots Fulica cristata and several

WhiskeredTerns Chlidonias hybridus

in breeding plumage. Two Shikras

Accipiter badius and a Lesser Kestrel

Falco naumanni'were seen near

Massingir Dam, where a small flock of

the latter over-wintered in 1994/5. At the

Limpopo River estuary two Sooty

Falcons Falco concolor, a Swallow-

tailed Bee-eater Merops himndineus

and two AfricanYellow Warblers

Chloropeta natalensis were seen, Red-

necked Spurfowl Francolinus afer

were heard widely and Hottentot

By Mark Andrews

Button-Quail Turnix hottentotta was

recorded there. At Oliphants River gorge

above Massingir Dam there were c 10

White-crowned Plovers Vanellus

albiceps, African Mourning Doves

Streptopelia decipiens were quite

common above the dam and a Dusky
Indigobird Viduapu rpurascenswas
seen. A Peregrine Falcon Falco

peregrinus was seen near Goba on the

Umbuluzi River Dam. Several Rock
Martins Himndofuligula below

Namaacha. Two Familiar Chats

Cercomelafamiliarisbelow Namaacha

and one in the Oliphants Gorge and a

Pink-throatedTwinspot Hypargos

margaritatus at Namaacha Cascades. At

least two Livingstone’s Flycatchers

Erythrocercus livingstoneiwere discov-

ered in Chidenguele dune forest, a new
locality for the species representing a

southward extension of range. Also in

Chidenguele were several Woodward’s
Batis Batisfratrum, a Cape Wagtail

Motacilla capensis and c 10 Red-headed

Queleas Quelea erythropslaW per PR).

Namibia

An adult Laughing Gull Lams atricilla

was present at Walvis Bay from 9-13

March ( DFi/Wildwings).

Niger

A waterfowl survey during January and

February produced a number of remark-

able records including a Greater

Flamingo Phoenicoptems ritberzl

Namga, near Tera, four Mallard Anas
platyrhynchosand two Forbes’s Plovers

Charadriusforbesiat Gouzougourou

near Mirriah which were all new to

Niger. Other unusual records were

Black-necked Grebes Podiceps

nigricollis (10 at Galmi; seven at

Lassouri near Zinder and six at Diffa), a

Eurasian Bittern Botaums stellatus at

Tillaberi, a GreaterWhite-fronted

Goose Anseralbifrons. two Hottentot

Teal Anas hottentota at Yaya, Birni

N’Konni, three Ferruginous Duck
Aythya nyroca at Chiya, near Zinder and

a Eurasian Curlew Numeniusarquata

at Gaya. Amongst the 26 species of

raptors recorded were a Long-legged

Buzzard Buteo mfinus at Diffa and

single Lesser Kestrels Falco naumanni
at Kero, between Tera and Tillaberi and

at Dan Doutchi near Illela (WM, AK, TC,

CJ, per JB). During the first six months of

1995, 8 species were added to the list

for the Parc du W : White-backed Night

Heron Gorsachius leuconotusiadult and

a juvenile), Fulvous Whistling-Duck

Dendrocygna bicolor. Long-crested

Eagle Lophaetus occipitalis, Coqui

Francolin Francolinus coqui, Ringed

Plover Charadrius hiaticula, White-

winged Black Tern Chlidonias

leucopterus.Jacobin Cuckoo Oxylophus

jacobinusand Klaas’s Cuckoo
Chrysococcyx klaas(TC

, CJ perJB).
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Long-toed Lapwings Vmelius crassirostris

By Mark Andrews

Nigeria

A pair of Long-toed Lapwings Vanellus

crassirostris with a very young juvenile

were found in Pandam Wildlife Park,

Plateau State on 9 December 1994. This

would appear to be the first breeding

record of this species anywhere north of

the equator. A pair of Yellow-billed

Ducks Anas undulata at Yelwa on the

Mambilla Plateau, Taraba State on 25

January was only the second record for

Nigeria and on the same date in nearby

Ngel-Nyaki Forest two pairs of Black-

throated Apalis Apalisjacksoni

responded to tape-playback of their call.

This is the second record for Nigeria, the

first being from the same site. Numbers

ofBlackCrowned Crane Balearica

pavonina have declined drastically in

Nigeria over the past decade leaving

only a remnant population in the Chad

Basin where a total of 13 were seen in

the recently formed Chad Basin NP in

January. A Tit-Hylia Pholidomis rushiae

was seen at Okumu Wildlife Sanctuary,

Edo State on 27 February. Though

recorded from this site previously there

are few other records for the country.

Between 30 March - 2 April at Obudu
Cattle Ranch, Cross River State, a

Crossley’sGroundThrush Zoothera

crossleyi, a White-tailed Warbler

Poliolais lopezi and tw< > Cameroon
Montane Greenbuls Andropadus
montanuswere trapped, the latter being

only the third record for Nigeria. At the

same site a pair of Yellow-footed

Flycatchers Muscicapaseth-smitbivjexe

seen feeding young, only the second

breeding record for the country and a

flock of 10 Fernando Po Olive-backs

Nesocharisshelleyiwas exceptional

.

Observations at Ngel-Nyaki have

produced a number of range-extensions

of species in Nigeria, these include a

Willcocks’sHoneyguide Indicator

willcocksi trapped on 31 March, a

Fernando Po Olive-back Nesocharis

shelleyi Red-capped Robin-Chat

Cossypha natalensisand a Grey-winged

Robin-Chat Cossyphapolioptera on 1

April. A Puvel’s Illadopsis Illadopsis

puveli trapped on 2 April, and a number

of species previously only known in

Nigeria from the Gotel Mountains

including a pair of Long-billed Pipits

Anthus similis, a Petit’s Cuckoo-shrike

Campephagapetiti
,
a pair of

Bannerman’sWeavers Ploceus

bannermani and two pairs of Stout

Cisticola Cisticola robusta. A pair of

White-chinnedPrinias Prinia

leucopogon on the forest edge were only

the third for Nigeria (all per PH ). An
investigation of a major roost of Barn

Swallows Himndo rustica at Boje-Enyi,

Cross River State took place in January-

February under the leadership ofJSA. It

proved impossible to count the roost

which may be in excess of 1 million

birds and is undoubtedly the largest in

Africa. For over 60 years the roost has

been harvested by local people who
take upwards of 200,000 birds a year. A
small project has been set up to monitor

the situation. While mist-netting at the

roost several Green-backedTwinspots

Mandingoa niditula were trapped by

GN. These represent the third record for

Nigeria and were very unexpected in the

unusual habitat of Pen nisetum grassland.

A further survey of Grey-necked

Picathartes Picathartes oreasadded 42

new sites to the existing 89 localities in

the Oban Flills/Obudu region (JSA, GN,

JBa.PH).

Seychelles

An expedition to the Amirantes Islands

recorded single White-faced Storm

Petrels Pelagodroma marina off

Boudeuse on 9 May, off Desroches on

10 May and five together off Remire on

1 2 May. These are the first confirmed

records for the Seychelles though the

species has been suspected in the past.

A Pacific Swift Apuspacificus was seen

together with a Common Swift Apus

apuspekinensis at St Francois on 8 May.

Three Blue-cheeked Bee-eaters Merops

persicus were seen on Desnoefs on 6

May and four were on Marie-Louise on 9

May. A first-winter Arctic Skua
Stercorariusparasiticuswas found on

Bird Island on 17 January, the second

record for the Seychelles. Two belated

records from Fregate were a Greater

Short-toed Lark Calandrella

brachydactyla from 26 November - 1

1

December 1994 and aJacobin Cuckoo
Oxylophusjacobinus from 1-19 Decem-

ber 1994, both were the second records

for the country (per AS).

Tunisia

A Great Skua Catharacta skua was seen

from a ferry in the Gulf of Tunis,

opposite Ras Jebel on 31 January (AT,

NBa).

Zambia

The first Zambian breeding record of

Pink-backed Pelican Pelecan us

rufescenswas obtained during the 1994

dry season at Nanzhila. A very young

Common Kestrel Falco tinnunculus

seen at Kafue on 26 November 1994

suggested local breeding well outside

the normal range. Up to 1068 Wattled

Cranes Bugeranuscarunculatus, mostly

in a single flock, were present at Blue

Lagoon on 11-12 February. A record of 2

TambourineDoves Turturtympanistria

in the Mabwingombe Hills, Choma
District on 9 December 1994 extends the

known range of the species southwards

by over 100 km. A survey of Black-

cheeked Lovebirds Agapomis lilianae

nigrigensis in October-November 1994

White-facedStorm Petrel

Pelagodroma marina

By Mark Andrews
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Great Skua Catharactaskua

By Mark Andrews

produced over 2000 sightings. There

was an uncorroborated report of a

White-throated Bee-eaterMerops

albicollis from the Luangwa Valley in

November; the species is not yet

admitted to the Zambian list. Following a

report of a Greater Striped Swallow

Hirundo cucullata at Kafue on 22

October, the few records of this species

were examined and found to refer

mainly to birds on passage during April-

May and October-November. A vagrant

Blue Swallow Hirundo atrocaemlea

was recorded at Kitwe on 7 January,

well outside the normal range. Sightings

of nests of Red-billed BuffaloWeaver
Bubalomis niger in the Kafue NP in

November and in Kalomo District in

December provided further evidence of

the north-eastward range expansion of

this species. The known range of Grey-

headed Sparrow Passergriseuswas

extended south-westwards when birds

were found at Sankolonga in Shesheke

District on 29 Ocober 1994. Finally, the

record ofBurchell’s Courser Cursorius

mfus reported from Imuso in BidABC 2

(1 ) was in fact a Burchell’s Sandgrouse

Pterocles burchelli (a\\ per DRA).

Zimbabwe
A Common Redshank Tringa totanus

was seen at Guvalala Pan in Hwange NP
on 2 April, at least 200 Collared

Pratincoles Glareolapratincola in

flocks of 20-50 were migrating up the

Zambezi River at Kazungula in the space

of 30 minutes on 26 March. Several Red-

headed Queleas Quelea erythropswere

seen amongst flocks of Red-billed

Queleas Quelea quelea near the

Botswana border at Kazungula on 24-26

March. A Stripe-breasted Seed-eater

Serinus reicbardi at Chambonda Vlei,

Victoria Falls on 23 March would be the

first record for Zimbabwe subject to

acceptance (BG, KH). ®

Records were collated by Iain Robertson

from observationsand contributions

supplied by thefollowing: Mark Andrews

(SMA),John Ash (JSA), Dylan Aspinwall

(DRA), Baba GBah (.BGB), Nicola

Baccetti (NBa)John Barker (JBa), Clive

Barlow (CRB), Birding World, Dennis

Blaymire(DB), NikBorrow/Birdquest

(NB), Chris Bowden (CB),Joost Brouwer

(JB), Lol Carmen (LC), Tim Crisler(TC),

Pete Davidson (PD), Anthony Disley

(ASD), Mark Edgeller (ME), NigelEaton-

Gray (NEG), DickFilby/Wildwings (DFi),

David Fisher/Sunbird (DF), Sandra

Fisher (SF), Steve Gantlett (SG), Chris

Gibbins(CG), Brian Goodwin (BG),

Alan Greensmith (AG), Philip Hall (PH),

John Hammick (JH)Jens Haugaard

(JHa), THaugaard (THa), Nina Higgins

(NH), John Hook (JVH), Kit Hustler (KH),

ChrisJameson (CJ), Hauke Kahl(HK),

GuyKirwan/OSME (GK), Adamou
Kounou (AK), Michael Lambarth (ML), E
&SLane (E&SL), Marc Van Lueen (MVL),

Duncan Macdonald (DM), FMarks
(FM), BobMedland (BM), PeteMorris

(PM), Wim Mullie (WM), Gerhard

Nikolaus (GN), RNyerenda (RN), Eric

Renmand (ER), Iain Robertson (ISR).Jez

Sims (JS), Adrian Skerrett (AS), Bo

Soderstrom (BS), Chris Sykes (CS), Pete

Smith (PS), Adriano Talamelli (AT), Joe

Thompson (JT), Tim Wacher(TW),James

Walford (JW), Paul Waterhouse (PW),

Richard Webb (RW), Eddie Williams

(EW), Kevin Woodbridge (KW) and
Bariy Wright(BW).

Corrections to Recent Reports

in BullABC 2 (1)

Richard Allison has pointed out the

following errors in reports of Nearctic

waders from the Azores. His records

should have read a Semi-palmated

Sandpiper Calidrispusilla at Ponta

Delgada, Sao Miguel 28-30 September

(not Spotted Sandpiper as published)

and two LesserYellowlegs Tringa

flavipesat Cobo de Praia, Terceira on 28

September with three the next day.

ContributionsforRecent Reports can be

sent to Iain Robertson byfax on +44

01950 460782/431552 and also by

e-mail: 100415 . 1 l64@compuserve.com

Advertise in the Bulletin of the ABC
All advertisements must be sent prepaid (cheques

made payable to the African Bird Club) as camera-

ready copy, bromide/film or on floppy disk to The
Secretary, African Bird Club, c/o BirdLife Interna-

tional, Wellbrook Court, Girton Road, Cambridge

CB3 0NA, UK.

If adverts are sent on floppy disk we can accept

Pagemaker 5, CorelDraw 4 files or unformatted ASCII

text files and uncompressed TIF graphics files. If

adverts are prepared on an Apple Mac the diskette

should be formatted for PC.

The current rates are as follows and are based on a

print run of 1200 copies. These rates are guaranteed

for the March 1996 Bull ABC.

African Bird Club Advertising Rates

Black & white

Full-page £85 (210 X 145mm)
Half-page £55 (100 X 145mm)
Quarter-page £35 (100 X 70mm)
Eighth-page £20 (50 X 70mm)

Colour

Full-page £370
Half-page £250

Back-page £420

Please note that the deadlines for copy

are 31 December (March issue) and 30

June (September issue).
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African Bird Club Prize Quiz: The Name Game
Each clue leads to a name. Put the stated letters in the appropriate squares to identify the name of a person

well connected to an African bird. For the second part, each clue leads to a locality.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 00 9 10

4&9 Frankenstein’s creator will lead you to a big

‘Bubo’ (2nd & 4th letter of surname)

1&8 Ethiopian frugivore of royal extraction (1st

and last letter of surname).

3&5 This Angolan endemic should win an award

for writing! (5th and last letter of first name)

7&10 Could get you a nasty sting, this family of

birds! (1st and 9th letters)

2&6 Old name of West Africa’s remarkable pair of

ground haunters (2nd and 3rd letter)

1 2 3 4 5 C\ 7

3&7 ‘Floral’ Madagascan insectivore that could

give a nasty nip (2nd and 5th letter of name).

6 Classic relict hermit residing in far north west

(Old name, 1st letter)

1&5 Remote African nation with single endemic

(3rd and 4th letter)

2&4 Giant endemics on this small island (1st and

3rd letter of last name)

The Question: Name the bird associated with the surname in the left block and found in the locality named

in the right block, above.

Send your answer on a postcard, to arrive by 31st December 1995, to: African Bird Club, Prize Quiz, c/o

Birdlife International, Wellbrook Court, Girton Rd, Cambridge CB3 ONA, UK.

The winner, drawn from those sending the correct identification, will receive a UK £50 NHBS (Natural

History Book Service) voucher. Entry is open to all ABC members.

Erratum
The editorial team were responsible for introducing an

error into the article in BullABC (2)1 entitled ‘The Mel-

ignomon honeyguides: a review ofrecent range extensions

and some remarks on their identification, with a descrip-

tion of the song of Zenker’s Honeyguide’ by CGR Bowden
et al . The statement at the bottom of the right hand column

on page 36 should have read ‘....a copy of this recording

is deposited at the Library of Natural Sounds at Cornell

Laboratory of Ornithology....', not, as stated, in London.

The editorial team apologises to the authors and to the

Curator of the Library of Natural Sounds at Cornell and

regrets any embarrassment that may have been caused. <3>

STOP PRESS
In view of ongoing uncertainty about

long-term funding for the Mt Kupe

Forest Project in Cameroon,ABC mem-
bers planning to visit the area may

wish to write to the Club for an update

on the frequently changing situation.

Pelican Safaris

&
Ecotours

Private Birding Safaris - South Africa,

Zimbabwe and Namibia

Renowned habitats - Hwange, Marta Pods,

Victoria Falls, Kalahari & Etosha Parks,

Caprivi, Zululand, Kruger, Namibia Desert

Extensive viewing - 900 species, 150
endemics and the top raptor regions

Excellent accommodation - private lodges

or game park cottages

Small groups - between 5 to 1 0 participants

over 5 to 28 days

Professional guides & tour leaders - with

lifetime African experience and knowledge

Supporting information - comprehensive

pre and post tour documentation and lists;

Rates - range from £60 to £75 per person

per day all inclusive - no extras

Enquiries welcome: Dr. Mark S. Caulton,

P.O.Box 555, Umkomaas, 4170, SouthAfrica

Tel: lnt+ 27-323-31789 Fax: lnt+ 27-323-81933
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FOREIGN BIRDWATCHING
REPORTS AND

INFORMATION SERVICE

Organised by STEVE WHITEHOUSE

FBRIS IS A DATABASE OFTOPICAL INFORMATION

INCLUDING RECENTTRIP REPORTS AND
AMATEUR SITE GUIDES FROM AROUNDTHE
GLOBE. IF YOU ARE PLANNING A TRIP ABROAD,
GIVE STEVE WHITEHOUSE A CALL ON -

01905 454541 or send £1

For The NEW 1995 AUTUMN CATALOGUE:
(Including many new destinations) To:-

Steve Whitehouse

5 Stanway Close, Blackpole, Worcester, WR4 9XL

Birds ofthe Gambia Co Ltd

.
Atlantic Hotel

PO Box 296

Banjul

The Gambia

West Africa

Tel: 220 228601

Fax: 220 227861

Directed by Clive R Barlow and M L Jobe

10 years and a lifetime respectively

in The Gambia!

• Tailored safaris and excursions,

small groups.

• Advisors to wildlife TV crews.

• Bird surveys, data collection and

all matters ornithological.

• Hotel accommodation arrangements.

Write, fax or telephone.

Topical, lively, informative and ...

now in full colour

BIRDING
WORLD

Europe’s premier monthly magazine for

keen birders

- available only on subscription

• Identification • News * Rarities

* Conservation Britain & Abroad
* Prize Quizbirds

“at the top of the market for serious birders" - BTO News
“essential reading” - American Birding

Write now for a FREE sample issue.

- or just subscribe now - it couldn’t be easier. For the next 12 issues, send £31 to:

Birding World, Stonerunner, Coast Road, Cley next the Sea, Holt, Norfolk NR25 7RZ
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foK BOATING, CAMPING c^J. ^7 /7 A A C~T\
PWTDCZfiPVIC SbfWS. (JczflcJ\ f ’

h

P 0. £<zl. 79,
KJAt VASm, KENYfi. J£L : 03//30J7€

KENYA. Overlooking beautiful Lake Naivasha, an ideal base for all

the National Parks. Two exclusive, private, 2 double bed-roomed

cottages with own swimming pool and boat. Wonderful

Birdwatching. £180 - £200 a week.

Also, if driving yourself anywhere in Kenya, latest information on

car hire, Big Game and Ornithological Parks, S/contained lodges,

Private Houses and Camping away from crowds. Guidebook with

maps and all subsequent queries answered for £15.

M.D. Carnelley, PO. Box 79, Naivasha, Kenya.

Tel: 254-0311-30276

BIRDING SAFARIS
THINKING OF VISITING SOUTHERN AFRICA?

Let us suggest an itinerary to cover some of the best

birding spots in the region, where an impressive 900 or

so species occur. Over 130 of these are endemic. Nearly

half of our birds can be found in the famous Kruger

National Park at various times. We carry a maximum
of 6 birders per air-conditioned minibus.

Write or fax for details and costs to David Whallev. a

registered guide with the South African Tourism Board.

P.O.BOX 5998 NELSPRUIT 1200

TEL and FAX 0027- 1311 -4937
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TURACO TOURS presents

NO FRILLS TOURS ’96

KENYA March/April - an exhilarating 21 days birding tour of Kenya in fully

equipped expeditionary 4WD vehicle. Visiting Mt Kenya, Naro-

Moro, Samburu, Baringo, Kongali, Saiwa, Kakamega, Nakuru

and Naivasha. Price on request.

Two week tour also available.

UGANDA Feb/March - a full 21 days birding tour from Entebbe to the

Ruwenzoris.

For more information contact Guy Eldridge, Welsh Myers Farm,

Skeffington, Leics LE7 9YE. Tel 01 533-598226 / 01 585-241 774

AGENTS FOR

BAKERWORLDTRAVELLTD

'

HOLDERS OFATOL 2972 ^

BIRDING in SOUTHERN AFRICA
Visit (Prime (Birdzuatcfing Areas ivith

Bundu Safaris

Choose from a range of safaris suitable

for the birdwatching enthusiast - includes

monthly departures from Botswana, Namibia,

South Africa & Zimbabwe. Prices from £1299

for 15 days. Expert local guides available.

Tailormade arrangements on request.

Contact Jeremy Exelby at BUNDU SAFARIS,

57 Park Lane, Frodsham, Cheshire, WA6 6RZ. ^
Tel 01928 739324 ATOL 3516
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The Ultimate in Birding

Watch Stresemann’s Bushcroiu

in Southern Ethiopia on

a Birdquest to remember!

1996 Tours to • Morocco • Gambia & Northern Senegal

Ivory Coast • Cameroon • Ethiopia • Kenya

Northern Kenya • Uganda • Malawi • Namibia

South Africa • Madagascar

(In 1997 also Gabon, Sao Tome & Principe • Tanzania

Zimbabwe • Seychelles, Mauritius & Reunion)

BIRDQUEST - the natural choice in Africa

For our brochure contact BIRDQUEST at Two Jays,

Kemple End, Birdy Brow, Stonyhurst, Lancashire BB7 9QY, U.K.

Tel: 01 254-82631 7. Fax: 0 1 254^826780. ATOL 2937.



‘A great way to fly...’

AFRICA - CURRENT RETURN FARES FROM

NAIROBI £307
HARARE £410
WINDHOEK £439
JOHANNESBURG £319
LIBREVILLE £648
ABIDJAN £497
DOUALA £427
LAGOS £357
FREETOWN £416
DAKAR £215
BANJUL £169

DAR-ES-SALAAM £373
ENTEBBE. £319
LILONGWE £454
MADAGASCAR £470
ADDIS ABABA £383
CAIRO. £227
TUNISIA.. £119

MOROCCO £119

ALGIERS £203
MAURITIUS .£518

SEYCHELLES £464

AIRPASSES • GROUND ARRANGEMENTS • CAR-HIRE

British Airways direct to Africa Return fares from

Nairobi £470 Lusaka £524 Johannesburg

Harare £524 Lilongwe £524

£540

1996 NAMIBIA BIRDING TOUR / SAFARI • MARCH 2-23
(1 995 Trip saw over 430 birds and 49 species of mammal)

BROCHURE OUT NOW

International House, Bank Road

Bristol BS15 2LX

ABTA / IATA /ATOL

0117 9848040
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BIRD
SLIDES
5000 SPECIES

from all over the world

SLIDE SETS
Endangered species, Owls. Bird families.

Eastern warblers. Herons. Raptors,

Shorebirds, Waterfowl

INDIVIDUAL SLIDES
Selected from over 65,000 images and
custom duplicated to suit your needs

Request our free North American catalog or send a list

of species desired, indicating age. sex, behavior or

color phase. Catalog slides are $3.00 each, non-catalog
slides are $4.00 each, with a minimum order of 5 slides

Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery. (These slides arefor non-

commercial use only and may not be duplicated.)

VISUAL RESOURCES for ORNITHOLOGY

Write: VIREO/Academy of Natural Sciences
1900 Ben Franklin Parkway Phila, PA 19103



WildSoundi

WildSounds

Dept ABC4

Cross Street

Salthouse

Norfolk

NR25 7XH

UK

•

Tel/Fax

01263 741100

10% donation

to the ABC
Conservation

Fund from
all sales

Birds of the Kruger National Park (Guy Gibbon)

A 90 min. video and sound field guide to 250 species.

‘It is not restricted to birders visiting this renowned park as the

vast majority of species are found elsewhere in the continent ...

offering excellent value for money.’

Guy Eldridge, Turaco Tours and ABC Council, Bull ABC 2(2)

‘The quality of both sound and video is excellent ... it is highly

recommended.
’

Ron Johns, Birding World 8(7)

‘Do buy a copy - it will be the best 90 minutes you’ll see on

the box all week.’

Gordon Bennett, past editor ofBirding in Southern Africa

Southern African Bird Sounds
(Guy Gibbon) 888 species on 6 cassettes - almost all

the species known to occur in the region. Useful

anywhere in Africa south of the Sahara. Announced.

6 cassettes £46.95 EC £40.00 Non EC

Now also on CD - over 900 species on 6 CDs in a

special field pack. Announced and grouped in 15

tracks of 10 species per CD. Includes a 90-page

booklet with a complete list of the species, a quick

index of English & scientific family names and a CD
guide with track number and timing. Total playing

time 7.5hrs. 6 CDs £76.95 EC £65.50 Non EC

African Forests and Savannas
Wilderness recordings from many areas in Africa

including the Cape, Kruger NP and Victoria Falls;

Mombasa, Tsavo and Lake Nakuru; Niokola-Koba

and Casamance. 1 CD £10.99 EC £9.35 Non EC
' 1 cassette £6.95 EC £5.90 Non EC

African Sounds at Dusk
Four superb wilderness recordings from Zimbabwe

and Botswana. 1 CD £10.99 EC £9.35 Non EC
1 cassette £6.95 EC £5.90 Non EC

Bird recordings from The Gambia
(Steve Smith) 56 species on 1 cassette.

£7.50 EC £6.40 Non EC

Birds of African Rain Forests
(Stuart Keith) Over 95 species on 2 cassettes, mostly

recorded in eastern and central Africa. Includes

many species for which the song or call is extremely

important in identification or location eg Barred and

Olive Long-tailed Cuckoos, 12 greenbuls, 3 ground

thrushes, Forest Robin, 17 warblers and 5 bush-

shrikes etc. 2 cassettes £16.95 EC £14.50 Non EC

Send for our FREE catalogue ofrecordings from around the world (CAT, IS1-3).

WildSounds also produces a FREE field recording equipment catalogue, which covers

both top range equipment such as the Sony TCM 5000 tape recorders and Sennheiser

microphones, and also a budget range ofequipment such as Sony TCM 77 tape recorders

and HAMA and Audiotechnica microphones. Send an SAE for your free catalogue.

Call or Fax 01263 741100 to order

Bird Tapes by Robert (Bob) Stjernstedt

Birdsong of Zambia
Three cassettes covering 415 species out of the 730

on the Zambian list. Each cassette £8.95 EC £7.65

Non EC or full set £25.00 EC £22.00 Non EC
Tape I: Dabchick through ducks, birds of prey,

francolins, rollers, hornbills, bee-eaters, wood-

peckers and barbets to Angola Pitta. 165 species

Tape II: larks, swallows, bulbuls, thrushes, robins,

cisticolas. 110 species

Tape III: warblers continued, including apalis,

eremomela and crombec; then flycatchers, orioles,

shrikes, starlings, weavers, finches and buntings.

140 species.

Common Birds of Central Africa

One cassette. 104 species common and widespread

throughout Central Africa. £8.95 EC £7.65 Non EC

Rare Birds of Zambia
A single cassette covering 95 species out of the 119

on the Zambian list which do not occur south of the

Zambezi. Including the endemic Chaplin’s Barbet;

Miombo Pied Barbet, Pale billed Hornbill, a number

of other ‘miombo’ specials; 9 species of bulbul/

greenbul and many other forest and ‘mushitu’ birds.

As Bob has used recordings from several sources

there are a number not included on the Birdsong of

Zambia cassettes. £9.95 EC £8.50 Non EC

Postage for cassettes and CDs
• UK single - £1.50, 2 or 3 - £2.25, 4 or more - £3
• Europe surface* 10% of order value, minimum £2
• Rest of world surface* 12% of order value, min £2

*air mail rates by quotation
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W e are pleased to announce that from January 1995, NHBS has become a corporate

sponsor of the ABC, and will be providing ABC members with a comprehensive book

supply service. Future issues of the Bulletin will include a mini-catalogue listing in-

print and available books on African birds, wildlife, travel, and ecology and conservation. In

addition, NHBS will be providing a bookstall at each ABC meeting, where we will be

displaying for sale a wide selection of current ornithological literature.

The benefits of NHBS’s quality mailorder service include:

Exceptional Stock
• Most key field guides, site guides, handbooks and monographs permanently in stock

• Many unusual and difficult to obtain imports regularly in stock

• Comprehensive database of 40,000 titles covering all areas of natural history, ecology

and the environment. Catalogues listing up to 13,000 titles issued twice a year.

A Quality Mailorder Service
• Easy ordering - phone (6 lines), fax and E-mail

• Efficient ordering - rapid despatch of goods or acknowledgement of order within 3

working days, recorded order reports issued for unavailable items

• Easy payments, wherever you are - all major credit/charge cards, cheques, foreign

currency payments (US$, DM), transfer to any of our four international bank

accounts.

Customer Service you can rely on
• Professional trained staff, constantly on hand to help and advise you

• Language no problem - phone or write to us in French, German, Spanish, Italian

• Rapid responses to your queries - are there any books on Burundi? Could you send

books to me in Kampala? Do you have an express delivery service?

• A service adapted to the customer - private individuals, professional scientists,

societies, institutions, and conservation organisations.

• Full standing order service for any series

For a free copy of the latest NHBS catalogue, please contact us at the address below.

+

NATURAL HISTORY BOOK SERVICE LTD
2-3 Wills Road, Totnes, Devon TQ9 5XN, U.K.

Tel: 01803-865913 (International: +44-1803-865913)

Fax: 01803-865280 (International: +44-1803-865280)

Sufaitt'd CeacUity wziilonden, (knctend ~ eAfa&ti&Jiect 1$%5



Notes for contributors (.. .continuedfrom insidefront cover)

Style

Authors are asked to follow the conventions used in The Bulletin

oftheAfrican BirdClub and to refer to a recent issue for guidance.

dates: 23 September 1993 (note the order, no comma, not 23rd).

names ofbirds: use the vernacular name for birds, followed by the

scientific name, viz White-necked Raven Corvus albicollis (with

hyphen, no comma, no parentheses, no author's name). Underline

for italics if you submit typed or handwritten copy, but please

format with italics if you submit your contribution on disk with

accompanying hard copy. Only the first (generic) name should

have an initial capital. English names of birds and other animals

require initial capitals except after a hyphen (eg White-headed

Vulture, Black-backedJackal), but forgroup names use lower case

for initial letter (eg bustards, crows). Both English or French and

scientific names should be given when the species is first men-

tioned, thereafter only one name, preferably the English or French,

should be used.

units: use metric units with the following abbreviations: length

(mm, cm, m, km); area (m2
,
ha); mass (mg, g, kg); time (s, min, hr,

day, month, year). Time ofday should be given in the 24-hour clock

form (eg 06.30hr). Speed (m/s, km/hr). The time system used

should be the zonal time closest to solar time. Except at the

beginning of a sentence or when ten or less, numbers should be

given as numerals, not spelled out. All fractions should be decimal-

ised and written as numerals.

punctuation: full points (= full stop, period) should be omitted

from well-known initials, such as ABC and also from 'eg', ‘ie’, and

‘et al’. Include a full point after each initial of person’s name.

Quotation marks, if used, should be ‘single’, not “double”,

references: these should occur in numerical order in the text, and

should be indicated by superscript Arabic numbers, corresponding

to the numbers in the reference list. For example: ‘...confirming

earlierwork34"7
’; ‘Lack andWebb 15

stated that. . .’or ‘eg Safford et al
3 ’.

Reference lists should be in numerical order, and appear at the end

of the paper or short communication, following the format below:

• authors’ family name(s) followed by a comma, then initials, each

followed by a full point.

• names of publications should be given in full, or for journal titles,

abbreviated according to the 4th edition (I960) of the World List of

Scientific Periodicals and the supplementary lists published since

then by the British Union Catalogue ofPeriodicals (if in doubt, give

the title in full), and underlined for italics in typescript.

• titles of papers should be given in the original language, unless

this uses a non-Roman alphabet, in which case an English transla-

tion of the title should be used, in square parentheses.

• books: after author(s), year of publication and title, give the town
followed by the publisher.

eg for a book:

Mackworth-Praed, C.W. & Grant, C.H.B. 1973. TireBirds ofWest
and CentralAfrica, Vol II. London: Longman,

eg for a chapter in a book:

Kroodsma, D.E. & Baylis, J.R. 1982. A world survey ofevidence
for vocal learning in birds. In Kroodsma, D.E. & Miller, E.H. (eds)

Acoustic Communication in Birds, Vol 2: 311-337. New York:

Academic Press.

eg for a journal:

Safford, R.J., Duckworth,J.W., Evans, M.I., Teller, M.G., Timmins,

R.J. & Zewdie, C. 1993- The birds of Nechisar National Park,

Ethiopia. Scopus 16: 61-80.

Information that has been privately communicated to you should

be referred to in the text as eg ‘(AB Halliday, pers comm)’ and must

not be listed in the references.

PhD theses that are under a publication embargo, or otherwise

unavailable for general reference, may not be quoted in the text.

References should be made either as ‘Halliday (unpublished)’ if it

is Halliday’s own work, or as ‘Halliday (pers comm)’ if information

is being quoted by another author.

Verify references before submitting your paper and check the

typescript and proofs carefully for errors in the references. If you

refer to a paper that you have not actually seen, you should indicate

where you have seen it quoted by adding as much at the end ofthe

reference in the list, eg (quoted by 4).

tables: each table should be prepared on a separate piece ofpaper,

and be thoroughly checked. Use ‘0’ for a zero reading, ‘-’ for a

missing value. Titles of tables should be self-explanatory. Figure

legends and table headers will be given in French and English,

diagrams: should be clearly drawn in ink without shading. Origi-

nal black and white photographs and line illustrations should not

be larger than A4 (297x210 mm). Line illustrations should be on

good quality white paper or board, or on tracing material; lettering

should preferably be marked lightly in pencil. All illustrations

should have the author’s names and figure numbers clearly marked

on the back. Where there is any doubt, the upper margin of the

illustration should be indicated.

Proofs

Authors of major papers will be sent proofs for immediate return.

The Editorial Team reserves the right to amend articles without

reference to the author(s).

Reprints

Authors ofmajor articles receive one copy ofthe Bulletin oftheABC
free of charge. Extra copies will be charged at cost, and must be

orderedwhen the manuscript is accepted.

Reviews

Copies ofnew journals, books or reports for mention or review are

always welcome. Contributions or enquiries should be sent to The

bulletin Editor.

Deadlines

The Bulletin oftheAfrican Bird Clubis published twice per year on

1 March (with a deadline of 1 October) and 1 September ( deadline

1 April).

Editorial address

All contributions and correspondence should be sent to: The

Bulletin Editor, African Bird Club, c/o BirdLife International, Well-

brook Court, Girton Road, Cambridge CB3 ONA, UK. ®

The views expressed by contributors to this bulletin are not

necessarily those of the Editorial Team, the Council of the African

Bird Club or its committees.

tllk

Designed, typeset and produced by Alcedo Publishing

Tel/Fax +44 (0)1953 455499 • E-mail 100330.2261@compuserve.com
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"V 1 African Bird Club

The African Bird Club aims to:

• provide a worldwide focus for African ornithology

• encourage an interest in the conservation of the

birds of the region

• liaise with and promote the work of existing

regional societies

• publish a twice-yearly colour bulletin

• encourage observers to visit lesser known areas

of the region

• encourage observers to actively search for globally

threatened and near-threatened species

• develop a Conservation Research Fund

ABC Council

Gary Allport, Mark Andrews (Publicity Officer), Phil Atkinson

(co-opted), Jacquie Bridges (Membership Secretary, co-opted),

Mark Cocker, Guy Eldridge, John Fanshawe, Lincoln Fishpool,

Paul Green, Annie Harrap (Meetings Officer), Colin Humpage
(Treasurer), Peter Lack, Duncan Macdonald, lain Robertson,

Tony Stone, RichardWebb (Secretary), AlanWilkinson (co-opted)

and Martin Woodcock ( Chairman ).

Bulletin EditorialTeam

Gary Allport, Mark Andrews, Phil Atkinson, Mark Cocker,

John Fanshawe, Lincoln Fishpool, Paul Green, Peter Lack,

Iain Robertson and Richard Webb.

Membership of the ABC
Membership of the ABC is open to all and costs, per annum, £.12

Individual £15 Family
,
£25 Libraries/Institutions, or £300 Life.

Supplements are payable for airmail postage and non-sterling

payments. To join or for further details please write to the

Membership Secretary, African Bird Club, c/o BirdLife Interna-

tional, Wellbrook Court, Girton Road, Cambridge CB3 ONA, UK.

ABC Website

http://www
.

gold . net/users/dj 10/abchome . html

The Bulletin of the African Bird Club
The Bulletin oftbeABCprovides a forum for news, letters, notices,

recent publications, preliminary expedition results, reviews and

preliminary or interim publication of studies on African birds by

contributors from all parts of the world. Publication of interim

results in the Bulletin oftheABCdoes not preclude publication of

final results as journal papers either by the ABC or elsewhere. No
material should, however, be submitted simultaneously to the

Bulletin oftbeABCand to any other publication.

Notes for Contributors

The ABC welcomes original contributions on all aspects of the birds

of Africa. Africa is here defined as the area covered by Collar, N.J.

&Stuart, S.N. 1985. Threatened birds ofAfricaand related islands:

the ICBP/IUCN Red Data Book, Part 1. Cambridge: International

Council for Bird Preservation, namely continental Africa, Indian

Ocean islands west of80“E, eg Madagascar, the Mascarene Islands

and Socotra; Atlantic Ocean islands on or east of the mid-Atlantic

ridge, eg the Tristan da Cunha group, the Azores and the Canaries.

Contributions will be accepted subject to editing and referee-

ing by independent referees, where appropriate. The material

published is divided into Papers, Shod Notes, News & Comment,

Discoveries, Reviews, Literature Gleanings, Recent Reports and

letters The Editorial Team will be happy to advise authors on the

acceptability of material at draft stage if desired.

Submissions

Two copies of contributions should be submitted. Typewritten

manuscripts should have double-spaced lines on one side of the

paper only, with wide margins all round. Clear handwritten manu-

scripts are also acceptable. All submissions will be acknowledged.

Contributions will be accepted in English or French: French

si immarics. as well as table and figure captions, will be printed for

all major papers published in English, and vice versa. Those

submitting major papers should supply a summary for translation

into English, or French, as appropriate.

If possible, please submit your contribution on floppy disk

and state computer (eg IBM compatible PC, Macintosh) and word-

processing package (eg Word, WordPerfect) used: please note that

Amstrad PCW disks are not acceptable.

When you send your contribution on disk, please do not key

anything in ALL CAPS (ie with the CAPS LOCK key depressed)

unless the combination always occurs in that form (eg ‘USA’). Do
not use the carriage return key at the end of lines, and do not right

justify the margins. When formatting tables use one tab, and not

spaces, between each column. Please always send two hard

( printed) copies in addition.

Preferred names
With the current instability over worldwide lists of bird names,

authors are requested to follow those used in Birds ofAfrica^ols

MV. For species not yet covered, please use appropriate regional

handbooks and checklists eg Roberts for Southern Africa, Britton

for East Africa. Deviation from such works should be noted and the

reasons given. The Editorial Team will keep abreast ofchanges in

nomenclature and when an agreed list of African names is avail-

able, will consider switching to follow it.

Unless a sketch map is provided as part of the article, the

names of places should, if possible, follow those on standard or

readily available maps.

(continued inside back cover. . .)

© 1996 African Bird Club and contributors. Quotations should carry a full acknowledgement. No part etc may be

reproduced, copied or stored in a retrieval system without the prior written permission of the Club or authors.
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Editorial

This is the fifth issue of the Bulletin ofthe African

Bird Club
,
and it appears, from comments of

those members who have written to us, to be filling a

useful niche and to be well received. We have been

pleased to receive suggestions for improvements to

the style, format and content and many of these have

already been taken on board.

However we are very conscious that the majority

of the content to date has been initiated, although not

necessarily written, by the editorial team. We would

therefore welcome more direct input from members

and are very keen to receive articles or notes for

potential publication. We would also welcome your

ideas for articles. Be as specific or as general as you

wish. Please volunteer to write yourself, but feel free

also to suggest that we contact someone else.

Ceci est la cinquieme edition du Bulletin du

Club des Oiseaux d’Afrique et il semble, d’apres

les commentaires de plusieurs membres qui nous ont

ecrit, qu’il remplisse une “niche” utile et soit bien re^u.

Nous avons ete ravis de recevoir des suggestions pour

ameliorer le style, la presentation et le contenu et un

grand nombre d'entre elles ont deja ete adoptees.

Nous sommes, toutefois, conscients du fait que la

majorite du contenu a, jusqu’a present, ete initie, bien

que pas necessairement ecrit, par l’equipe de redaction.

Nous aimerions done que nos membres y contribuent

plus directement et nous souhaitons recevoir des

articles ou des notes pour publication potentielle.

Nous aimerions connaltre vos idees pour des articles.

Soyez aussi specifique ou aussi general que vous le

souhaitez. Portez-vous volontaire pour ecrire un arti-

cle mais n’hesitez pas non plus a suggerer que nous

contactions quelqu’un d’autre.

Have you been studying a particular species or

area for a while? Have you found a good site for

birding? What places do you want to know about?

What species or groups of species do you have trouble

identifying? Do you have any interesting observations

to record? Do you have any comments on articles

already published? Many people birding in Africa will

see new things, species out of known range, rare

species, or birds showing behaviour which has not

been seen before. Such observations should not get

lost in your notebook or remain just as a good idea for

an article and no more. BullABC is an ideal place to

record them properly. We shall be happy to advise

and help. Please tell us! ®
Editorial Team

Avez-vous etudie une espece ou une region

particuliere depuis un certain temps? Avez-vous

decouvert un bon endroit pour observer les oiseaux?

Quelles sont les regions qui vous interessent? Quelles

sont les especes ou les groupes d’especes dont

l’identification vous pose des problemes? Avez-vous

des observations interessantes a signaler? Avez-vous

des commentaires sur les articles deja publies? Un
grand nombre de personnes qui se rendent en Afrique

verront des choses nouvelles, des especes hors de leur

champ d’activite connu, des especes rares ou des

oiseaux presentant un comportement qui n’a pas ete

observe auparavant. De telles observations ne

devraient pas etre confinees a votre carnet de notes ou

simplement rester une bonne idee pour un article et

rien de plus. Le Bulletin est l’endroit ideal ou les

consigner de fa^on adequate. Nous serons ravis de

vous conseiller et de vous aider. Faites-nous signe! ®
L’equipe de redaction
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Club News

ABC membership

We are delighted to report that on 31

December 1995 the Club’s membership

stood at 986. Encouragingly, 655

members had renewed their subscription

for 1996 by 28 January 1996, and

pleasingly, 10 have upgraded their

membership to become supporting

members. If you have not already done

so please re-subscribe for 1996 by

completing and sending in the member-

ship renewal form enclosed with this

bulletin. Please remember that you will

receive no further reminders or bulletins

until your renewal is received. Also,

please note that to save postage costs

credit card subscription payments will

not be acknowledged unless specifically

requested.

ABC autumn 1 995 meeting

A joint meeting of the African Bird Club

and the Norfolk Bird Club was held on

23 September 1995 in Blakeney Village

Hall. An audience of around 100 people

was treated to a superb illustrated

presentation by Mark Andrews on

Birding in Cameroon. We are grateful to

Norfolk Bird Club for their help in

organising this highly successful meeting

and look forward to a similar event this

year.

ABC Meetings

A Club meeting will be held jointly with

Birding World at Blakeney Village Hall

in Norfolk on Sunday 5 May 1996. Doors

will open at 11.00 hr with an ABC sales

stand and a selection of trade stalls.

Talks start at 16.00 hr and will include

speakers on Ethiopia and Uganda.

1995 British Birdwatching Fair

The British Birdwatching Fair was again

held at Rutland Water in Leicestershire

from 18-20 August, 1995. Hundreds of

exhibitors including conservation

organisations, booksellers, optical-

equipment and bird tour companies

attended and the event attracted over

12,000 visitors. The funds raised from

the fair are designated for conservation

projects in Moroccan wetlands consid-

ered vital to the survival of two highly

endangered species: Waldrapp

Geronticus erem ita and Slender-billed

Curlew Numenius tenuirostris.

African Bird Club organised a stand

at the fair which attracted numerous

visitors resulting in 23 new members

recruited and several membership

renewals. Significant Club sales of more

than UK1.1700 were realised. Special

thanks are due to the following non-

council Club members who helped on

the stand over the three days: Charlotte

Benson, Chris Bowden, Nigel Driver,

Eng-Li Green, Jo Hemmings and Martin

Stanyer.

1996 British Birdwatching Fair

The 1996 British Birdwatching Fair is

being held from 16-18 August 1996 at

Rutland Water, Leicestershire and ABC
intend to be there with a stand. If you

visit the fair please do visit the ABC
stand, which will be larger than in 1995

with the full range of our Club merchan-

dise and a selection of trip reports. We
expect the autumn bulletin to be printed

in time for the fair and hope to be able

to distribute these to visiting members to

keep postage costs to a minimum.

Birding around the World update

Arrangements are gathering pace for the

previously announced ‘Birding around

the World Conference’, to be held at

Swanwick Conference Centre, Derby-

shire, England from 4-6 April 1997.

Booking forms will be distributed with

the autumn bulletin. Members wanting

to make an early booking for this

potentially exciting event should send a

stamped addressed envelope to the Club

Secretary who will then send out

booking forms as soon as they become

available.

BOU Checklists special offer

The Club has received a generous offer

from the British Ornithologists’ Union to

enable Club members to purchase

copies of the BOU Checklists of Cape

Verde, Ghana, The Gambia and Nigeria

at a UKit.2 discount from the normal

price per book. The offer prices for the

BOU Checklists are as follows: Cape

Verde, UK±13; Ghana, UK£14; Nigeria

UKil9; The Gambia, UK£14. All prices

include postage and packing, though for

non-UK orders please add a further

UK£2 per book.

To take advantage of this offer

please apply to the British Ornitholo-

gists’ Union, c/o The Natural History

Museum, Akeman Street, Tring, Herts

HP23 6AP. Payment can be made by

cheque (payable to BOU) or credit card

(quoting cardholder name, number,

expiry date with signature). Foreign

currency payments are accepted but

attract a UK£4 surcharge per order.

As a further bonus anyone buying all

four titles will receive a free BOU T-shirt

featuring three recently described

species from Africa: Udzungwa Forest

Partridge Xenoperdix udzungwensis

Rufous-winged Sunbird Nectarinia

rufipennis and Bulo Burti Boubou
Laniarius liberatus. The BOU has also

agreed to allow the Club to sell the T-

shirt which is available from the Sales

Officer priced at UKA11 (UK£12 non-

UK). Please note that the Checklists

special offer is available only from the

BOU at their address.

ABC sales items

The following items are currently

available from the Sales Officer. Please

remember that proceeds from sales go

directly into the Club’s Conservation

Fund.

1 . ABC Polo shirt in forest green

featuring an embroidered ABC logo

and the words African Bird Club

Working for Birds in Africa’.

Available in small, medium, large

and extra-large sizes: UK£12.50, non-

UK: UKA13.50.

2. ABC T-shirt in white featuring an

Egyptian Plover illustration by Martin

Woodcock. Available in medium and

extra-large sizes: UK£11, non-UK:

UK£12.

3. BOU T-shirt in white featuring

Udzungwa Forest Partridge, Rufous

Sunbird and Bulo Burti Boubou:

UKIU, non-UK UK£12.

4. New ABC caps in blue or green

featuring an ABC embroidered ABC
logo: UK£5, non-UK: UK£6.

5. ABC enamel badge featuring a

Slender-billed Curlew design: UK£3-

6. ABC car and ’scope stickers: UK£1

.

7. The Gambia Trip Report, Dec 1992—

Jan 1993 by Chris Gibbins: UK£5,

non-UK: UK£6.

8. Cameroon Trip Report. Dec 1994-Jan

1995 by Richard Webb: UK±6, non-

UK: UK£,7.

9. Kenya Trip Report. Feb-Mar 1995 by

Mike Hunter and Graham Speight:

UKi8, non-UK: UKJE.9.
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10. Colour prints of the nightjar plates by

Martin Woodcock and White-winged

Apalis by Nik Borrow from BullABC
2(2). The prints are on quality A4 art

paper and are ideal for framing.

The nightjar plates cost UK£3-50

each. The Apalis illustration is available

as a signed and numbered limited

edition of 50 at UKilO, or unsigned at

UK£5. Please add UKX0.50 postage and

packing (UK£1 non-UK).

The Club would like to thank

Crowes of Norwich for generously

donating the prints and also Nik Borrow

and Martin Woodcock for allowing their

work to be used in this way.

New trip reports for Uganda and

Ethiopia

In addition to the items listed above, by

the time this bulletin is published we
expect to have in stock comprehensive

reports on trips to Uganda in July-August

1995 (Henk Hendriks) and Ethiopia in

December 1995/January 1996 (Richard

Webb).

Full details of these reports were not

available at the time of going to press

but anyone planning trips to either of

these two countries is invited to write to

the Sales Officer for further details.

Frequency of Club publications

One or two members have recently

asked whether the Club has any plans

for more frequent communications with

members perhaps by publishing a third

bulletin each year or introducing a

newsletter. Although no immediate

developments should be expected, the

Club is actively exploring ways of

improving communications with

members including the possibility of

further Club publications when re-

sources permit.

ABC Corporate Sponsorship

The terms of the ABC Corporate

Sponsorship scheme have been adjusted

so that a minimum payment of UK£300

now entitles a sponsor to benefits under

the scheme for a five year term. Corpo-

rate sponsors will be entitled to a full

page advertisement in two bulletins

during the five year term and can also

use the Club’s corporate sponsorship

logo in adverts and stationery.

Contributions under the scheme will

be invested in conservation activities in

Africa and Council is currently consider-

ing ideas for funding several projects.

The Club is delighted to announce

that its first Corporate sponsors are

Birdquest, Ornitholidays and Sunbird

with effect from January 1996. Any

company or individual with enquiries or

suggestions about the scheme should

write to Tony Stone at the Club’s

address.

ABC Information Service

Since its inception ABC Council mem-
bers have often fielded enquiries from

ABC members planning birding trips to

the African region. The Club would now
like to offer a more comprehensive

information service to its members and

Alan Wilkinson has been co-opted onto

Council as Information Officer to co-

ordinate this service.

The aim is to develop an information

exchange service for Club members to

support their birding activities in Africa.

The information officer will be responsi-

ble for answering enquiries from

members, for example suggesting

relevant trip reports, related trip articles,

field guides, sound recordings, etc.

An important aspect of the service

will be to collect and distribute trip

reports through the Club on behalf of its

members. Please contact the Club if you

have an African trip report you would

like us to distribute on your behalf. In

addition to the trip reports on

Cameroon, Kenya and The Gambia

already available through ABC we are

especially keen to offer trip reports for

Egypt, Morocco, Namibia, South Africa,

Tanzania and Zimbabwe.

We also recognise that many
members have a great deal of African

experience and will themselves be best

able to advise fellow members about

birding in the region. If you are resident

in Africa or have recently visited, then

please consider participating in this

information exchange with other

members. Please contact the Club stating

which regions you know well and how
and under what circumstances you are

willing to be approached.

Finally, if any members have any

suggestions about how the information

service should be developed on your

behalf, the Information Officer would

welcome your comments. Please direct

all enquiries about the information

service to the Club’s postal address.

ABC Christmas Quiz

The solution to the competition pub-

lished in the autumn bulletin was

African Green Broadbill

Pseudocalyptomenagraueriand

Itombwe.

Eight correct answers were received

prior to the closing date. The winner of

the resulting draw for the £50 book

token, kindly donated by The Natural

History Book Service, was Norbert J

Cordeiro.

Madagascar trip report

The Danish Ornithological Society have

sent us their recently published report

Birdwatch itig inMadagascar with

Reunion, Mauritius and Seychelles

describing a four-week trip made in

October-November 1994. The report

includes an itinerary, a detailed personal

diary, descriptions of 20 Madagascan

sites, six Seychellois sites and five

Mauritian sites, a systematic list of

species (192 for Madagascar, 25 on

Reunion, 46 on Seychelles, and 33 on

Mauritius), and a detailed references

section. The 63-page report can be

purchased from the Danish Ornithologi-

cal Society’s Bookshop, Vesterbrogade

140A, 1620 Copenhagen, Denmark,

telephone +45 3131 8563, fax +45 3131

2435.

Binoculars and field guides for

Africa

ABC members have recently donated a

pair of binoculars and a field guide for

the use of ornithologists in Africa.

A pair of binoculars was sent to

Sahmode Hassane in Morocco who
works for the Ministre d’Eaux et Forets

in Essaouira. Sahmode has responsibility

for overseeing the protection of the

colony of Eleanora’s Falcons Falco

eleanorae on lie de Mogador.

A copy of the Collins West African

field guide has been sent to Ekpe

Kennedy in Cameroon. Kennedy works

as a guide in Korup National Park in

south-west Cameroon

.

The Club would be pleased to hear

from other members who have old field

guides or binoculars which they would

be prepared to donate for the benefit of

ornithologists in Africa, eg members of

the recently formed Mozambique Bird

Club.

Pan African Ornithological

Congress

Registration forms for the 1996 PAOC in

Ghana have now been received. Copies

can be obtained from the ABC Secretary

at the Club address, on request.

Acknowledgements

We are grateful to BirdLife International

for the continued use of their offices as a

mailing address and for committee

meetings, the British Trust of Ornithol-

ogy for use of their offices for editorial

meetings, and Alcedo Publishing and

Crowes of Norfolk for their assistance in

producing the bulletin. ®
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General

Yaa Ntiamoa-Baidu

Yaa Ntiamoa-Baidu, the driving force

behind the Ghana Wildlife Society and

chairperson of the steering committee

for the 1996 Pan-African Ornithological

Congress has recently been awarded the

RSPB Medal for conservation work in

Ghana, The ABC congratulates Yaa on

receiving this well-deserved recognition.

Gabar - the journal of African

Raptor Biology

Gabar is the biannual scientific journal

of the Raptor Conservation Group (RCG)

of the Endangered Wildlife Trust. The

journal aims to keep those people

interested in the study and conservation

of African birds of prey in touch with

recent research and up-to-date news in

all areas of African raptor biology and

conservation.

Gabar is only available to members

of the RCG. Annual membership which

also includes a newsletter Talon Talk

costs South African R30. Further details

can be obtained from the Raptor

Conservation Group, PO Box 72155,

Parkview 2122, South Africa.

North Africa

Waldrapp fights on
Recent news from Morocco suggests that

the population ofWaldrapp Geronticus

eremita in the south-west of the country

may have increased over the last few

years. Recent monitoring of this popula-

tion indicates that 74 breeding pairs

survive in their two remaining breeding

areas. The majority of these occur within

the Parc National Souss-Massa and a

management plan for the park is

currently being drafted by park staff.

Temporary wardens have already been

appointed to prevent any unnecessary

disturbance at the colonies.

Source: World Birdwatch 1 7(2), p 5,

June 1995

New Moroccan Rare Birds

Committee

A Moroccan Rare Birds Committee has

recently been established with Moroc-

can, Belgian and French members. The

committee’s annual report will be

published in Porpbyrio in French with

an English summary.

A list of species for which records

are required can be obtained from Dr

Jacques Franchimont, Morocco Rare

Birds Committee, Villa Elizabeth, 9 rue

Abdellouahad el Marrakech, V N
Meknes, Morocco.

Source: British Birds 88(9), p 441,

September 1995

Tufted Duck Aythyafuligula

Craig Robson

Lake Nasser, a refuge for

wintering waterbirds

Lake Nasser in Egypt was created in

1969 following the completion of the

Nile High Dam and is one of the largest

freshwater areas in the whole of Africa.

Until recently little had been known
about its birdlife but a recent survey of a

quarter of the lake, as part of the

BirdLife International Important Bird

Areas project, revealed over 55,000

waterbirds including 19,000 Tufted Duck

Aythyafuligula, 9,500 Northern

Shoveler Anas clypeata and 1,157

Great White Pelican Pelecanus

onocrotalas. It is thought that the lake

may be absorbing many of the birds that

formerly wintered in other Egyptian

wetlands.

Although the survey only covered

25% of Lake Nasser, it is clearly of major

importance for wintering waterbirds and

warrants inclusion in the Egyptian

Important Bird Areas inventory, the first

in a series of such inventories which will

eventually encompass the whole of

Africa.

Source: World Birdwatch 1 7(2), p 2,

June 1995

East and North-east Africa

New nightjar in Ethiopia

A new species of nightjar, the Nechisar

Nightjar Caprimulgus solala, has been

described from a wing recovered from a

roadside corpse in Nechisar National

Park in southern Ethiopia.

The discovery, in September 1990,

was made during a multi-disciplinary

survey of the park. The species is

known solely from the wing, which is

considerably larger than that of any

other nightjar species known to occur in

the area. In addition, the pale wingbar

(primary patch ) lies unusually close to

the carpal joint.

A full account of the discovery,

including an analytical comparison with

other Afrotropical nightjars, appears in

Ibis 137: 301-307.

Range extension for White-tailed

Swallow

The White-tailed Swallow Hirundo

megaensis, is a rare and little known
endemic of southern Ethiopia. Its

recorded range is an area of about

10,000 km2 around Yavello and Mega in

Sidamo Province, in a highland area

extending south into the surrounding

deserts of northern Kenya. Virtually

nothing is known about the ecology,

movements or breeding of the species.

In June 1995 1 was conducting aerial

surveys of wildlife in southern Ethiopia

on behalf of the Ethiopian Wildlife

Conservation Organisation with funding

from the United Nations Development

Programme. For part of this time, our

aircraft was based in Moyale, a small

town straddling the border between

Ethiopia and Kenya, at an altitude of

about 1,365 m.

On 29 June, in the evening after

completing the day’s survey, we drove

out along the road towards Mega,

looking for wildlife too small to be seen

from the air. There were large numbers

of Guenther's Dik-dik Maslogna

guentheri but no signs of White-tailed

Swallow. The next morning was heavily

overcast, and it was not possible to

undertake aerial surveying. In the

afternoon we went out to the airstrip,

which is on the edge of a hill and the

highest point in the town, to look north

for signs of a break in the weather. To

our surprise there were about 20 White-

tailed Swallows flying low over the

airstrip. We did not see any more on the

following two days that we stayed in

Moyale.

This record of White-tailed Swallow

appears to be about 100 km south-east

of the closest previous record of the
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Black-faced Sandgrouse Pterocles decoratus

Craig Robson

species. However, Moyale is on the

edge of the upland plateau within which

lies its known range. Since the Ethiopian

Moyale airstrip is about 1 km from the

Kenyan border, it seems almost certain

that White-tailed Swallows have also

occurred in Kenya, although probably

only extending a very short distance,

since immediately south of the town is

an escarpment, below which is arid

desert country.

Contributed by Chris Thouless

Sandgrouse shooting seasons in

Kenya

Desk studies of data collected by hunters

on the breeding condition of sandgrouse

Pteroclididae shot over an eleven year

period in the districts of Samburu,

Kajiado and Isiolo have revealed that the

Black-faced Pteroclesdecoratusand

Chestnut-bellied Sandgrouse P exustus

have two peak breeding seasons each

year, January-March andJuly-October.

The results of the study have also

indicated that the shooting season for

the Kajiado region, currently 1 July to 31

October, is totally mistimed coinciding

as it does with a peak in sandgrouse

breeding. A review of the shooting

season is clearly required.

Source: Kenya Birds 4(1),

July 1995

Grassland birds on the

Kinangop Plateau

Fieldworkers attached to the Department

of Ornithology at the National Museums
of Kenya are conducting a study of two

montane grassland species with re-

stricted ranges, Sharpe’s Longclaw

Macronyxsharpeiandydckson’s

Widowbird Euplectesjacksoni, on the

Kinangop Plateau. After a brief survey in

October 1994, four more extensive

surveys have been carried out along a

60-km-long transect with searches being

carried out on 58 four-hectare plots.

Sharpe’s Longclaws have been found

on a total of 29 plots with 44-75 birds

being seen on each trip. The species’

presence on 14 out of 16 plots with

medium to long grass has suggested a

preference for this type of grassland.

Jackson’s Widowbirds have only

been encountered in seven plots and the

data gathered so far are insufficient to

detect any sort of pattern.

The Department of Ornithology is

collecting distributional information on

both species from the whole country and

would be pleased to receive records for

its database.

Records should be sent to the

Department of Ornithology, National

Museums of Kenya, PO Box 40658,

Nairobi, Kenya.

Source: Kenya Birds 4(1),

July 1995

Arabuko-Sokoke update

The threat to degazette a significant area

of the Arabuko-Sokoke Forest reported

in BullABC 2(2), pp 75-76, appears to

have been lifted for the time being at

least.

However, many potentially explo-

sive problems, such as human-animal

conflicts, access to water resources and

Sharpe’s Longclaw Macronyxsharpei

Craig Robson

land rights, remain unresolved. As part

of an overall initiative to safeguard the

forest’s future the East Africa Natural

History Society has set up a special

committee to monitor Arabuko-Sokoke

issues and will be working through its

Kipepeo Project to commence public-

awareness and eco-tourism initiatives.

Source: Kenya Birds 4(1)

p

7, July 1995

Further degazettement of

Kenyan Forests

Whilst Arabuko-Sokoke may have been

at least temporarily reprieved the

degazettement ofKenya’s indigenous

forests continues elsewhere, with recent

losses occurring in the South-west Mau,

Kamiti, Liambu and Kinari Forests.

A recent IUCN report identifies the

country’s Forest Acts as a major factor in

the loss of indigenous forests since it

gives the power of decision on

degazettement to one person - the

Minister for Environment and Natural

Resources. Although it is necessary for

the minister to give 28 days notice of

any such decision, in practice this is of

no value at all as there is no mechanism

in place for objections to be lodged.

Source: Kenya Birds 4(1)pp 7-8,

July 1995

Visiting southern Kenya?

Anyone planning a visit to the southern

section of the Kenyan Rift Valley, Lake

Magadi and Olorgesailie, is recom-

mended to obtain a copy of Kenya Birds

4(1), August 1995, in which Leon

Bennun provides an account of the

Olorgesailie Prehistoric Site.

The article covers access to and

accommodation at the site together with

details of the species most likely to be

seen. An excellent variety can be seen in

a relatively short visit to the site. These

include both Heuglin’s Cursorius cinctus

and Double-banded Courser C.

africanus.

See BullABC 1(2) pp 62-63 for

details of how to obtain Kenya Birds.

Lake Naivasha becomes a

Ramsarsite

Lake Naivasha in the Kenyan Rift Valley

has recently been designated as Kenya’s

second Ramsar site after Lake Nakuru

which was designated in 1990. Unlike

the other Rift Valley lakes, Naivasha is

freshwater and unlike Nakuru it has no

protected status and is entirely sur-

rounded by private land.

Lake Naivasha qualifies as a Wetland

of International Importance under most

of the Ramsar criteria relating to

ecosystems, on the basis of its popula-

tion of more than 20,000 waterbirds and
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also because it hosts over 1% of the

world population ofMaccoa Duck
Oxyura maccoa.

The designated site includes some
adjacent sodic wetlands as well as a

floodplain and delta. It is expected to be

managed by the Lake Naivasha Riparian

Owners Association, making it the first

Ramsar site in Africa to be located within

private land and to be managed by its

inhabitants.

Source: Kenya Birds 4(1)pp 13-15,

July 1995

Wattled Plover Vanellus senegallus

Mark Andrews

Wattled Plover nesting in Kenya

According to A Bird Atlas ofKenya

(Lewis & Pomeroy 1989) Wattled Plover

Vanellus senegallushns never been

proved to breed in Kenya.

On 25 December 1988, Neil and

Linda Davidson photographed the

species on a nest near the Musiara Gate

of the Masai Mara Game Reserve. A
further record of the species nesting in

the Mara is reported in Swara
,
January

1995.

Source: Kenya Birds 4(1)pp 35-36,

July 1995

Udzungwa Forest Partridge

In BullABC 1(2) p63, an Africa Round
Up item entitled ‘Udzungwa Forest

Partridge update’ suggested the species

is in danger of disappearing. Nigel

Hunter, Clide Carter and Elia Mlungu
visited the Ndundulu Forest in Novem-
ber 1995 and feel that the earlier report

is misleading. They found the partridge

relatively easily and believe the species

is not under any threat. They found no

evidence of widespread snaring and

their discussions with the local commu-
nity indicate that this is not a target

species. The surveying team contend

that the forest is a 3-4 hour walk from

the nearest village, and it does not make
much sense for the locals to invest time

and effort hunting for the smaller

partridge when there are chickens

readily available in the village. In fact,

they learnt that any time and effort put

into hunting in the forest is aimed at the

Tree Hyrax Dendrohyrax arboreus,

which they found to be common. They

also found little evidence of any

pressure on the forest from tree cutting

and whilst fire is a threat, given the

amount of dry-season burning in the

area, they again found little evidence of

damage in the forest. Their conclusion is

that the species’ population is relatively

stable within the forest and that the

bird’s status is best described as vulner-

able, but not as yet threatened. A more

detailed account of their visit to the

Udzungwa and Uluguru forests will

appear in the next issue of the bulletin.

Contributed by NigelHunter

Forest surveys in northern

Tanzania

In July-October 1995, Project Mount Nilo

’95, a conservation expedition organised

from the University of Cambridge, UK,

surveyed forest birds and mammals in

the East Usambara and Nguu Mountains,

northern Tanzania. The project assessed

the ecological requirements and threats

to the survival of restricted-range and

threatened bird species in remnant

patches of submontane forest.

In the East Usambara Mountains, 91

species of birds were found, including

four threatened species (Usambara Eagle

Owl Bubo vosseleri, Banded Green

Sunbird A ntbreptes rubritorques, Amani

Sunbird A ntbreptespallidigaster, and

Usambara Weaver Ploceus nicolli), and

two near-threatened species (Southern

Banded Snake Eagle Circaetus

fasciolatusand Fischer’s Turaco Tauraco

fischeri). In the Nguu Mountains, where

no previous studies had been under-

taken, 97 species of birds were

recorded. Of these, two species are

threatened (East Coast Akalat Sheppardia

gunningiand Banded Green Sunbird),

and two are near-threatened (Southern

Banded Snake Eagle and Moreau’s

Sunbird Nectarinia moreaui).

The presence of such species

highlights the importance of the

reserves. However, in both mountain

ranges, much submontane forest remains

unprotected and even that within the

reserves is subject to degradation. There

is an urgent need for an effective long-

term conservation programme, both to

help secure the survival of these

threatened species, and also to preserve

the catchment forest on which many
local people ultimately depend for

water.

Contributed by Nathalie Seddon

Indian Ocean Islands

The Peregrine Fund Project in

Madagascar
The Peregrine Fund first discovered the

Madagascar Serpent-Eagle Eutriarchis

asturon Masoala in 1993, catching and

radio-tagging one near their Andranobe

Field Station in January 1994. They

found the Madagascar Red Owl Tyto

soumagneiisee photograph on back

cover) in February 1994, and radio-

tagged the female of a pair in October.

Peregrine Fund staff will assist groups of

visitors to see the red owl and serpent-

eagle using the radio-receiver to find the

red owl and knowledge of the bird’s

behaviour to find the serpent-eagle in

the Andranobe drainage. In return for

the opportunity to see these rare and

secretive study birds, the visitors will be

asked to give a voluntary donation to the

primary school in Ambanizana, which

started up again last year after a six-year

lapse. The money is given to The

Peregrine Fund staff, who then buy

materials requested by the teacher at

Ambanizana. Each time a donation is

made, the teacher explains to his school

children and their parents (thus,

probably most of Ambanizana) how he

received the materials, stressing the

connection between tourists coming to

see birds that are special to Masoala, the

gift of materials from the visitors, and

the need for the birds to have intact

forest in which to live. The lesson is

simple and potentially quite effective.

Make arrangements to be guided to the

red owl and serpent-eagle at least two or

three days ahead to give the staff time to

work you into their research schedule.

You can either go in person (best) to

Andranobe or send a message, with your

scheduled arrival and departure from

Ambanizana, requesting a guide.

Andranobe is about 7 km south of

Ambanizana along the coast. It takes

about 2-2.5 hours to walk. A pirogue

can often be hired locally for those who
wish to conserve their energy.

Andranobe Field Station is a research

base built and used by The Peregrine

Fund and other conservation groups.

Only bone fide researchers who make
prior arrangements with either The

Peregrine Fund, Stanford University

Center for Conservation Biology or

Wildlife Conservation Society may stay

there. Unscheduled visitors are not

allowed to stay at the Field Station. They

are expected to camp at Ambanizana

using camping facilities arranged

through the Coco Beach Hotel in

Maraontsetra. The George Modeste

compound was built by, and continues
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to serve, the Missouri Botanical Gardens.

Other bone fide researchers can

sometimes use this base with prior

permission from MBG.
The Peregrine Fund can be contacted

in advance of a visit at BP 41 13,

Antananarivo (101), Madagascar.

Tel/Fax 25772.

Email: watson@maf-tana.rio.org

Contributed byRichard TWatson

Long distance Sooty Tern

Studies in Seychelles have previously

suggested chicks of Sooty Tern Sterna

fuscata return to their natal colony to

breed as adults and adults return to

breed at the same colony each year. A
startling exception to this rule was the

discovery by volunteer Anna Maria Maul

of an adult Sooty Tern with an egg on

Aride Island, Seychelles in June 1995.

The bird bore a New Zealand ring. It had

been ringed in 1961 as a chick on

Kermadec Island, 13,350 kilometres

from Aride.

Contributed byAdrian Skerrett

Seychelles Magpie Robin

Copsychussechellarum

Fregate, October 1994, Phil Atkinson

Latest news on the Seychelles

Magpie Robin

The Seychelles Magpie Robin Copsychus

sechellarum is the most threatened of

the 14 bird species endemic to the

Seychelles archipelago. Historically, the

Magpie Robin would have been present

on most of the larger granitic islands but

due to predation by introduced rats and

cats on islands within its former range

the species has been restricted to the 2

km 2 Fregate Island.

BirdLife International has been

working to save the Magpie Robin since

1988 and the recovery programme has

been a great success. From a low of 22

birds when the programme started, the

population stood at 60 birds by Decem-
ber 1995 Small populations of birds on

islands are vulnerable to extinction and

this increase in numbers has allowed a

start to be made on the second stage of

the recovery programme - the reintro-

duction of birds to suitable rat and

cat-free islands. In November 1994 two

pairs of Magpie Robins were

translocated to Cousin Island, a nature

reserve managed by BirdLife and the

first chick to be fledged away from

Fregate for at least 35 years left the nest

on 13 June 1995. Since June, a further

four chicks have fledged on Cousin and

an additional adult pair was translocated

in October 1995. Cousin now holds 20%
of the entire world population of the

Seychelles Magpie Robin, reducing the

vulnerability of this critically rare

species.

However on 11 September 1995, the

project was dealt a serious blow by the

discovery of a breeding population of

Brown Rat Rattas noruegicus on

Fregate. The establishment of rats on

Fregate will have a serious impact on

the biodiversity of the island, in particu-

lar on the Seychelles Magpie Robin.

BirdLife were able to arrange a visit by

Mr Don Merton from the New Zealand

Department of Conservation and it is

hoped that his eradication plan for

Fregate will be successful.

Contributed byRob Lucking and
VickiAyrton, BirdLife International,

FregateIsland, Seychelles.

Seychelles Warbler update

Twenty nine Seychelles Warblers

Acrocephalus sechellensiswere trans-

ferred from Cousin to Aride in

September 1988. Before that time the

world population of this Red Data Book

bird was confined to Cousin. Birds have

bred on Aride year-round ever since, the

population doubling in the first year and

almost doubling again in the second. A
census in 1995 revealed a population of

about 1,000 birds, or two and a half

times more than the population of

Cousin.

Contributed byAdrian Skerrett

New Shearwater described

A new species of shearwater, the

Mascarene Shearwater Puffinus

atrodorsalishas been described from a

bird which died shortly after its discov-

ery on a beach in Durban, South Africa,

on 20January 1987. It is thought that

individuals of this species had previ-

ously been observed on Durban beach

in 1982 and in Richard's Bay, South

Africa in February 1976,

The new species is a medium-sized

shearwater with characteristic black and

white plumage and a distinctive hooded

appearance. It is easily separated from

Little Shearwater P. assimilis by its larger

size, its black and white appearance and

white undertail coverts reminiscent of

Manx Shearwater P. puffinus. It is

however smaller than that species with

much quicker wing-beats. A full

description can be found in Bull Br.

Om. Club 115(2) where Hadoram
Shirihai, Ian Sinclair and Peter Colston

formally describe the species.

Since its discovery in 1987 the bird

has been found to be locally abundant in

the western Indian Ocean with 40-50

birds being seen 50 km south of Grand

Comoro on 20 May 1991. Most of the

records have come from around the

Seychelles, Aldabra, the Comoro Islands

and Madagascar but other records have

also come form the seas 90-500 km east

of Mombasa, Kenya and 80-100 km east

ofMaputo, Mozambique.

The taxonomy and identification of

the P. assimilis/P. Iherminieri

(Audubon’s Shearwater) complex is

extremely confusing and this should be

borne in mind by anyone encountering a

small to medium-sized shearwater in the

seas around Africa. Vagrancy of these

shearwaters is well-established with P.

assimilis boydi from the North Atlantic

having previously been found in Kruger

National Park, South Africa and St

Helena in the South Atlantic, and P. 1.

bailloni from the western Indian Ocean

having been found in East London,

South Africa.

We hope to be able to publish a

paper on the separation of Mascarene,

Little and Audubon’s Shearwaters in a

forthcoming BullABC. In the meantime

the above-mentioned paper in BullBr.

Om. Club and a previous paper in

Birding WorldlO): 274-278, describing

an individual of the species found in

Eilat, Israel, are the essential references.

Both articles include photographs of the

species.

Southern Africa

New series of Southern Birds

Since 1975, Southern Birds has been an

occasional publication, providing

annotated bird lists for localities in

southern Africa. Southern Birds has

recently become a joint project of the

Southern African Ornithological Society

(beware, the name may have changed to

BirdLife South Africa by the time this

paragraph is printed!) and the Avian

Demography Unit at the University of

Cape Town. The objective is to publish

at least four issues per year, and to

concentrate on annotated bird lists for

popular birding localities and on guides

to birding in a region. Issue 19, the first

of the new series, is a guide to birding in
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KwaZulu-Natal (the region in which the

next International Ornithological

Congress will be held in 1998), and

issue 20 is a guide to the 40 best birding

localities in the southwestern Cape, the

area around Cape Town. You can

become a subscriber to Southern Birds

by sending R100 to the Southern African

Ornithological Society, PO Box 84394,

Greenside, 2034 South Africa - each

issue is then posted directly after

publication and at a substantial discount.

Copies of the instructions to authors can

be obtained from the Editor, Professor

Les Underhill, Avian Demography Unit,

University of Cape Town, Rondebosch

7700, South Africa. For the purposes of

Southern Birds
,
southern Africa is given

a broad interpretation, and includes

Africa and its offshore islands south of a

line from the Gulf of Guinea to the Gulf

of Aden.

Southern African bird atlas

Progress on the completion of the long-

awaited southern African bird btlas

continues. The 1600-page book will

contain maps for all species known to

occur in the region and will also contain

about 600 illustrations.

Further information about the atlas

will appear in BullABC as soon as it

becomes available.

Source: Bird Numbers 4, pp 7-8,

July 1995

Mazda supports wildlife

conservation in South Africa

Amongst the sponsors supporting the

the Southern African bird atlas project is

the Mazda Wildlife Trust (MWF), which

has recently donated South African

R75,000 to the project.

MWF was formed in 1990 and is

funded jointly by the Mazda Division of

the South African Motor Corporation and

its nationwide network of Mazda

dealers.

Since then MWF has committed

about South African Rl,000,000 to nature

conservation each year and has created,

in conjunction with leading conservation

organisations, an advisory board to

review projects for potential sponsor-

ship.

Source: Bird Numbers 4, pp 7-8,

July 1995

ADU launches frog atlas

The Avian Demography Unit (ADU) at

the University of Cape Town is utilising

the knowledge and experience gained

during the Southern African Bird Atlas

Project to launch a Southern African Frog

Atlas Project (SAFAP) in 1996.

Any ABC member interested in

Reed Frog sp

Mark Andrews

assisting the ADU in this interesting new
departure (over 100 species of frogs

occur in southern Africa) should contact:

Projects, Avian Demography Unit,

University of Cape Town, Rondebosch

7700, South Africa for further details.

Source: Bird Numbers 4, p 11, July 1995

Formation of the Mozambique
Bird Club

The Mozambique Bird Club (Clube

Ornitologico de Mozambique) was

founded in Maputo in July 1995 to bring

together resident birdwatchers in

Mozambique in order to share knowl-

edge about the country’s birdlife. The

club currently has 20 members and its

activities include indoor meetings,

comprising lectures and/or discussions

on bird identification or related topics,

as well as monthly outdoor meetings at

birding sites in the Maputo area. A
committee (Carlos Bento, Almeida

Guissamulo, Vincent Parker and Antonio

Reina) has been established to oversee

the development of the club.

Visitors to Mozambique are invited to

contact the club for further information

and are welcome to attend Mozambique

Bird Club meetings.

Since several members and prospec-

tive future members of the club do not

have binoculars or field guides the club

is attempting to raise funds for the

purchase of ten pairs of binoculars and

ten field guides. These will be stored at

the offices of the Endangered Wildlife

Trust in Maputo for the use of club

members at meetings. Funds are also

being sought to publicise the activities of

the club and to recruit speakers to

address the monthly indoor meetings.

Any assistance that ABC members can

give the new club would be greatly

appreciated.

Anyone who requires further details

or is able to help the Mozambique Bird

Club in any way is invited to write to

Carlos Bento (Secretary), Mozambique

Bird Club, AV. 25 de Setembro, 1514-1,

Maputo, Mozambique.

Contributed by Carlos Bento

Birdwatching tours in

Mozambique

In response to the renewed interest in

birding in Mozambique, Pala Pala

Safari’s Mozambique have recently

started running birding safaris to the

Mahapalongoene-Massingir Wilderness

Area which lies adjacent to Kruger

National Park in neighbouring South

Africa.

The composition of the birdlife in

this area is very similar to that of the

nearby Kruger National Park, which is

already very popular as a birdwatching

venue for visitors from South Africa and

abroad. Another attraction of the Kruger

National Park is that many of the birds

encountered are very colourful and

conspicuous (such as the rollers and

hornbills). These families are equally

well represented in the proposed tour

area. Moreover, there are certain species

(such as the Montagu’s Harrier Circus

pygargus, Collared Pratincole Glareola

pratincola and Northern Wheatear

Oenanthe oenanthe) which are more

likely to be observed here than in the

Kruger National Park, so that birdwatch-

ers who are already familiar with the

Kruger National Park could be attracted.

In addition, the dam and surrounding

wetlands at Massingir tend to attract

larger concentrations of waterbirds than

can be found anywhere in the Kruger

National Park.

Most of the proposed tour area is

covered by a mosaic of mopane and

Acacia nigrescenswoodhnd, with

riverine thickets along watercourses.

The Olifants River gorge contains dense

riverine woodland and thickets as well

as cliffs. The upper reaches of the

Massingir dam consist of extensive

shallows, which are extremely rich in

Mozambique Batis Batissoror

Mark Andrews
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aquatic life, and in the vicinity of the

southern shores there are extensive

grassy plains and marshes. Each of these

habitats offers a different selection of

bird species.

Further information including tour

prices can be obtained from Pala Pala

Safari’s Mozambique at PO Box 659,

Komatipoort 1340, South Africa, or at PO
Box 870, Wellington 7655, South Africa. •

Waterbirds in southern

Mozambique

While most of southern Africa has seen

an upsurge in ornithological activity

during the last ten years Mozambique

has received little coverage as a result of

the prolonged armed conflict in the

country. In early 1995 following the

cessation of hostilities, southern African

birders began visiting the country again

and a bird atlas project for the country

has already been launched.

With extensive areas of wetlands

including the Zambezi Delta and with

over 3,000 km of coastline, Mozambique

is thought to harbour a high proportion

of southern Africa’s waterbirds. Amongst

the observations of note is a count of

150 Wattled Cranes Bugeranus

carunculatus, during an aerial survey of

the Zambezi Delta. This represents a

significant proportion of the total

population of the species.

Initial observations have been

restricted to a few areas near major

roads, while major wetlands, such as

those of Zinave and in the Gorongoas

National Park remain unexplored. The

damming of rivers in neighbouring states

has had an adverse effect on the flow of

major rivers like the Limpopo but until

now the effect of this on waterbird

populations has gone undocumented. It

is hoped that future changes will be

adequately monitored.

Source: Bird Numbers 4, pp 24-25,

July 1995

Mozambique Bird Atlas Project

Further to the note in Africa Round-up in

BullABC212) fieldcards and further

information regarding the Mozambique

Bird Atlas Project can now be obtained

from Vincent Parker, Endangered

Wildlife Trust, PO Box 4203, Maputo,

Mozambique. Tel (258-1) 424832. Fax

( 258- 1)422434.

Swaziland Bird Atlas published

The Swaziland Bird Atlas referred to in

Africa Round-up in BullABC1(2) has

now been published and can be

obtained from Webster's, PO Box 292,

Mbabane, Swaziland. Tel (268) 42560.

Fax (268) 44897.

In December 1986 no fewer than 60

penguins were killed while a further 50

were killed in August/September 1990.

Predation by smaller mammalian
predators is also known to have

occurred.

Since February 1995 live trapping

and translocation of mammals such as

Water Mongoose Atilaxpaludinosushas

been carried out in an attempt to reduce

predation in jhe colony and to date 12

predators have been trapped.

Source: Promerops 219, pp 5-6,

July 1995

Len Gillard

Black-winged Pratincole

Glareola nordmanni

Colin Towe

Black-winged Pratincoles in

northern Orange Free State

Black-winged Pratincoles Glareola

nordmanniare non-breeding visitors to

southern Africa from October to March.

In Orange Free State there have only

been three sightings of the species south

of latitude 29°S since atlas work started

in 1983, yet on 23 December 1991 G J

du Plessis conservatively estimated a

minimum of 250,000 birds in a flock just

east of Kruispad (27°44’S, 27°37’E) and

thought that there could have been as

many as 800,000 birds present!

This is the second highest aggrega-

tion of the species ever recorded, the

largest previous count being one of

100,000-1,000,000 birds on the Luiwa

Plain in western Zambia on 15 Novem-

ber 1977.

Leopards prey on
Jackass Penguins

Studies at the Stoney

Pointjackass

Penguin

Spheniscus

demersus

colony in Cape

Province, South Africa,

have revealed that on at

least five occasions predation

by Leopards Pantberapardus

has had a major effect on

population levels.

Leopard Pantberapardus

andjackass Penguin

Spheniscus demersus

Mark Andrews

Len Gillard, well known for his ground

breaking commercial cassettes of bird

song, died at his home near Northcliff,

Johannesburg on 15 May 1995.

Len was born on 15 August 1912 at

Bethulie, Orange Free State. His interest

in birds developed during his school

days at Christiana in then Transvaal. He
matriculated in 1931 and went on to

serve with the Education Department of

the Transvaal Provincial Administration

for 40 years. His interest in birds was

reawakened in the 1960s. He and his

wife Kath joined the Witwatersrand Bird

Club in 1964 and became very active

members. He also served on the SAOS
committee for a number of years.

During this time birdwatchers were

getting into tape recording birdsong as

an aid to identification. Len realised the

importance of this development and

acquired the neccessary equipment: a

reel to reel tape recorder, a parabolic

reflector and a microphone. He and Kath

then travelled the length and breadth of

southern Africa in search of new bird

vocalisations. What started as a hobby

became an obsession and indeed, after

his retirement in 1972, his life’s work.

In 1981 and 1982 respectively Len

Gillard, in co-operation with

Guy Gibbon, published

Volumes 1 & 2 of A Field

Gu ide to the Bird Calls

ofSouthern Africa.

Species were

grouped by

habitat in
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systematic order. In 1983 he went on to

publish his own guide, Southern African

Bird Calls
,
a set of three tapes covering

511 species. This comprehensive set

was revised and extended in 1985 and

1987 to four volumes covering over 550

bird and 30 mammal species and is

refered to in Birds ofAfrica as ‘one of

the most important and comprehensive

collections of African bird voices so far

published'. He also published a tape

covering the Kruger National Park that

was to be a best seller. Indeed so

dedicated was he to his hobby that in

1988 he published Birds ofEastern

Australiahom recordings made during

brief visits to his son, Peter, in Australia.

This was one of the first for the conti-

nent and is still one of the most popular.

Len Gillard may have passed away

but his spirit and his voice live on in his

tapes. Indeed I and many other birders

will remember the views of many a

skulking lifer being preceded by his

inimitable voice, announcing the bird

that we were tape luring.

Contributed byDuncan Macdonald

West and Central Africa

Tai Forest, Cote d’Ivoire

Eddie Williams has advised us of an

error in his 1995 Cote d’Ivoire trip

report. The postbox number for the

Institut d'Zoologie Tropicale should be

BP 109 rather than BP 102. Anyone who
has bought a copy of Eddie’s report

should amend their copy as this is an

important address for obtaining permis-

sion to visit Tai Forest.

Wintering Swallows in

south-east Nigeria

During surveys of Grey-necked

Picathartes Picathartes oreas in south-

east Nigeria in 1987 John Ash, John

Barker, Philip Hall, Karl-Heinz Loske

and Gerhard Nikolaus received details of

an area where the locals caught large

numbers of European Swallows Hirundo

rustica for food.

AfterJohn Barker had confirmed the

continued presence of swallows during a

visit to the site in December 1994 the

group returned to the area between 18

January and 13 February 1995 to carry

out a more detailed study of the birds.

They based themselves at the remote

village of Boje-Enyi in Cross River State.

The group never saw more than two

birds within 32 km of the roost during

the day but during the evenings massive

numbers arrived at the site. It proved

very difficult to estimate accurately the

numbers roosting and the total ranged

from 100,000-40,000,000! The roost

itself is on a steep hill covered with

dense five metre high Pennisetum grass.

Locals have apparently harvested the

birds as a valuable source of animal

protein for at least 60 years, and during

that time large numbers of ringed birds

have been caught. The group accounted

for 72 recoveries originating from at

least 15 countries in Europe and Africa.

As well as human predation the roost is

quite naturally a magnet for birds of

prey with Hobbies Falco subbuteo,

African Hobbies F. cuvieri, Bat Hawk
Macheiramphus alcinusand Red-necked

Buzzards Buteoauguralisa.il being

recorded hunting at the roost.

In order to gain some indication of the

effect that the human hunting is having

on the swallow populations the group,

in conjunction with the Nigerian

Conservation Foundation (NCF) and Pro-

Natura International, have trained two

locals to collect details of the nightly

catches of all the trappers in the village.

Pro-Natura are funding the project.

After the group left the area the

locals caught 71,647swallows on 31

nights between 9 February and 21 March

according to the figures generated by the

monitoring procedures. These included

a further 34 overseas recoveries. A
further 32,000 birds were caught in

April. These figures suggest that 200,000

swallows are harvested from the roost

each year.

The group consider that the long-

term conservation of the area, which is

important for Grey-necked Picathartes,

Gorilla Gorilla gorilla, Chimpanzee Pan

troglodytes and Drill Papio leucophaeus

as well as for swallows, will require

skilful planning and delicate negotiation

between interested parties such as the

Nigerian Conservation Foundation, the

Drill Project, the local people and the

governing body of the new Cross River

National Park. They recommend that the

roosting area should be designated as a

National Monument and fear that new
forestry concessions given in the

Katabang/Buanchor area could be a

disaster if implemented.

Source: BTO News No 200, pp 8-9,

September-October 1995

Conservation activities in Sao
Tome, Principe and Bioko

The Gulf of Guinea islands are famous

for the number of endemic birds they

hold. Many of these species are forest

dependent and are critically endangered

as a result of forest clearance. Sao Tome
and Principe hold nine threatened and

three near-threatened species, and

Bioko and Annobon (part of Equatorial

Guinea) hold four threatened and three

near-threatened species. Of these 19

species, 17 are forest dependent and

will be vulnerable to forest clearance.

Since 1992, ECOFAC, a regional

project covering seven African countries

and financed by the European Union,

has been working in Sao Tome and

Principe. ECOFAC’s aims are to devise a

management plan for the remote

primary forests (Zona Ecological, to train

forest guards, reafforest and establish a

project centre that can serve as a base

for different research activities, as well

as training and education purposes. In

October 1995, a three month training

course for forest guards was initiated

with support from ECOFAC with help

from GTZ. There is close involvement

with the Direccao de Florestas to

establish administrative, legislative and

practical steps to ensure it fulfils its

function. There are fifteen course

members, recruited from rural areas

covering the whole country, including

Principe. The successful participants will

be responsible for controlling forest

exploitation, the collection of felling

taxes as well as the development of tree

nurseries. They will control the exploita-

tion of forest resources in both the core

and buffer zones of the proposed

protected areas. As well as monitoring

the exploitation of timber resources,

they will monitor hunting activities,

provide support for scientific studies and

oversee tourism activities in the pro-

tected areas. The initiative is exciting as

it represents the first practical measure

‘in the field’ to provide effective control

of the country’s forest resources and

hopefully benefit bird conservation in

the protected areas.

Source: Gulf of Guinea Conservation

Newsletter

Ringing in The Gambia

We have now completed almost three

months’ work on this project from

October to the end of December 1995.

Up to that date there were only two

ringers present at any one time but from

mid-January 1996 the coverage will

increase and continue until early April.

The project is in association with the ESF

Songbird Migration Research, but we are

giving equal attention to African species.

We had already already operated for

five days in December 1994 and five

weeks in March-April 1995 on a small

scale.

With that coverage, last winter we
caught 351 Palearctic migrants and so far

this season have had about 750, with 15

retraps from the 1994-95 winter (but

note that probably 75% of birds caught

this winter were 1995 juveniles). The

comparable figures for African species
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are 534 and about 720, but we are only

ringing samples of very numerous

species such as some of the weavers

Ploceidae. Already we are getting useful

information on moult and fat deposition

in migrants and records of hitherto rarely

recorded species such as two Blue-

throats Luscinia svecica, two Great Reed

Warblers Acrocephalusarundinaceus

and 14 Orphean Warblers Sylvia

hortensis.

The ringing site is on Ginnack Island

in the National Park of Niume Sine-

Saloum adjoining the northern border

with Senegal. A small safari-type camp is

established there and is now in the

process of being improved within

guidelines laid down by the Director of

Parks and Natural Resources and

approved by the Ministry of Tourism: we
are using accommodation there, and the

costs for half-board at the camp plus

provision of equipment etc amounts to

UK £320 for a fortnight during the

current winter.

Everyone who has come out so far

seems to have been very pleased with

the whole set-up, especially with the

birds they have seen and handled. I am
now recruiting for 1996-97 (primarily

ringers, but watchers can also contrib-

ute). If interested please contact Michael

King, Stonehaven, 16 Marsh Road, Rode,

Bath, Somerset. BA3 6PE. We have

encountered no problems in The

Gambia; there have been good numbers

of general tourists back this winter and I

have had nothing but friendly and

helpful co-operation from Gambians I

have contacted ranging from taxi-drivers

to government officials and ministers.

Contributed byMichael King

Soft-plumaged Petrel Pterodroma mollis

Mark Andrews

Atlantic Ocean Islands

Soft-plumaged Petrel identification

In a recent paper in Birding World vol 8,

pp 256-260, Steve Gantlett discusses the

identification of Fea’s, Zino’s and Soft-

plumaged Petrels, Pterodromafeae,
P.

madeira and P. mollis.

Whilst acknowledging Vincent

Bretagnolle's recent paper on

Pterodroma taxonomy (see BullABC
2(2) p 79) Steve treats the two North

Atlantic forms as distinct species.

The paper contains eleven excellent

colour photographs of the two northern

species and is an essential reference for

anyone looking for seabirds in the North

Atlantic archipelagos and for anyone

seawatching off west-African headlands.

®

Erratum

Ron Demey has written to us to point

out two errors in BullABC 2(2).

In Recent Reports reference is

made to two Pectoral Sandpipers

Calidris melanotisut Dabou on 16

January being the first records for

Cote d’Ivoire, whereas in fact the

species has previously been

recorded at Dabou in February 1988

and October 1989 (Demey &
Fishpool 1991, Malimbus 12: 69).

In addition, in Nigel Cleere’s

nightjar paper Nigel refers to Black-

shouldered Nightjar Caprimulgus

nigriscapularisa.s possibly occurring

in Cote d’Ivoire, whereas it has in

fact been tape recorded in Marahoue

NP and Comoe NP in 1986 and 1990

respectively (Demey & Fishpool

1991, Malimbus 12: 69) and was

reported from Mount Tonkoui in

December 1987 (Balchin 1990,

Malimbus 12: 52-53).

Announcement
Biodiversity Assessment - workshops on expedition fieldwork techniques

Monday 25th and Tuesday 26th March 1996

at the Royal Geographical Society, 1 Kensington Gore, London.

Organised by the Expedition Advisory Centre in association with the BP Conservation Programme

Undergraduate expeditions have an

important role to play in biodiversity

conservation. They can carry out

essential surveys on the status of a

region's fauna and flora as well as

initiating environmental awareness

programmes. These projects have the

flexibility to react quickly to conserva-

tion needs and are able to collect vital

baseline data in areas where profes-

sional scientists have neither the time

nor the funds to visit.

This series of four workshops

have been designed in collaboration

with sister organisations involved in

research and conservation worldwide.

These include BirdLife International,

Fauna and Flora International and the

British Library National Sound Archive.

Experienced field ecologists, botanists

and zoologists will give guidance on

research priorities, project design and

field techniques. In view of the geo-

graphical distribution of threatened

habitats, the workshop will be biased

towards tropical methodologies.

During the workshops experts will give

practical guidance on the techniques

and equipment required during field

research.

The following four workshops will

take place over two days, with two

workshops being held concurrently

each day:

Monday 25thMarch
• Bird Surveying

• Small Mammals, Reptiles &
Amphibians

Tuesday 26th March
• Basic Habitat Surveying

• Wildlife Sound Recording

For further details please contact:

Expedition Advisory Centre, Royal

Geographical Society, 1 Kensington

Gore, London SW7 2AR, UK.

Tel +44 171 581 2057 • Fax +44 171

581 4447 • Email eac@rgs.org
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Requests
Shrikes of the World

Norbert Lefranc is currently working

on a book on the shrikes of the world

covering the genera Lanius, Corvinella

and Eurocephalus And is seeking

information about a number of species

for which little data have previously

been published.

Three species for which he

particularly requires information are

Emin’s Shrike Laniusgubemator,

Souza’s Shrike L. souzae And Uhehe

Fiscal L. marwitzi. Emin’s and Souza’s

Shrikes occur widely over a large area

of central Africa, but remain little

known, whilst Uhehe Fiscal is re-

stricted to the Tanzanian highlands

north of Lake Malawi.

Norbert would be pleased to

receive any relevant information on

habitat, general behaviour, food,

breeding vocalisations etc. Details

should be sent to him at 7 chemin du

Bois Basselin, F-88100 Sain-Die,

France.

White-backed Night Herons in

The Gambia

Until recently White-backed Night

Heron Gorsachius leuconotuswas a

poorly known species in The Gambia

but recent observations have shown it

to be a regular breeding bird in the

country. Clive Barlow and Tim Wacher

are currently writing a paper on the

species for BullABC, and would be

pleased to receive details of any

previously unpublished records from

The Gambia.

Please send records (including

location, date, numbers etc) to Clive

Barlow, Atlantic Hotel, PO Box 296,

Banjul, The Gambia. All material used

will be fully acknowledged in the

paper.

In addition Mark Andrews would

be keen to receive any photographs of

the species for possible inclusion in

the bulletin. Photographs taken in The

Gambia would be particularly wel-

come. Please send suitable

photographs to Mark Andrews, Art

Editor, African Bird Club, c/o BirdLife

International, Wellbrook Court, Girton

Road, Cambridge CB3 ONA, UK.

Cormorants in the Kenyan
Rift Valley

Brooks Childress is currently carrying

out a study of the comparative ecology

and status of Great Phalacrocorax

carbo and Long-tailed Cormorant P.

africanus at Lakes Naivasha and

Oloidien in the Kenyan Rift Valley and is

keen to hear from anyone with informa-

tion on past or present breeding activity

of either species in the Central or Rift

Valley Provinces around the two lakes.

He is particularly keen to receive

details of the month and year in which

breeding occurred, a brief description of

the site and a note of the approximate

number of nests. He is also interested in

receiving details of other species nesting

in the same area.

Records should be sent to Brooks at

Box 1497, Naivasha, Kenya. All letters

will be acknowledged.

Long-tailed Cormorant

Phalacrocoraxafricanus

Mark Andrews

Annotated checklist of the

birds of Algeria

An annotated checklist of the birds of

Algeria is on the way to completion.

Authors of important unpublished data

on the birds of this country are kindly

invited to send them to the French co-

author: Paul Isenman, CEFE/CNRS, BP

5051, F-34033 Montpellier, France.

Least Tern records

The British Ornithologists’ Union

Records Committee (BOURC) has been

considering the status of a British record

of the Least Tern in relation to the form

of Little Tern in West Africa.

A bird was present in the Rye

Harbour area of East Sussex on and off

through the summers of 1983-1992 that

many observers consider to have been

of the North American form Sterna

(albifrons) antillarum. What was

probably the same bird was also seen

in West Sussex and Essex. There are

two problems relating to these records.

Firstly, is 5. antillarum a valid species,

and, secondly, was the Rye Harbour

bird of this form?

BOURC is likely to accept the split

of S. antillarum from S. albifrons;

there is a great deal of evidence from

plumage, behaviour and vocalisations

to suggest that they are separate

species. However, there are problems

over the status of the populations from

West Africa currently known as ‘S.

albifrons guineae'. This form seems to

be somewhat intermediate between

the two species in plumage morphol-

ogy, but it is little known, and sample

sizes are small. In particular, there

seem to be no recordings or other data

relating to its vocalisations.

The plumage descriptions of the

bird seen in Rye Harbour do not

appear to exclude guineae, and this

form may be as likely to turn up in

Britain as the North American S.

antillarum. Indeed, so little is known
about guineae that it is even possible

that it is actually a form of S.

antillarum, rather than S albifrons.

The purpose of this note is to

encourage anyone who might visit the

range of guineae next year to pay

particular attention to the bird, and if

possible to obtain recordings of its

vocalisations. These would be of great

value in allowing an assessment of (a)

the status of the subspecies, and (b)

the identity of the British records.

Please send all information to the

Chairman of BOURC, David Parkin at

Department of Genetics, School of

Medicine, Queen’s Medical Centre,

Nottingham NG7 2UH, UK.

Tel: +44(0)115-970 9399

Fax: +44(0)115-970 9906

E-mail: david.parkin@nott.ac.uk

Important Bird Area studies

Information is required to assist with

compiling Important Bird Area studies

for Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Liberia,

Mauritania, Mali and Chad. ABC
members with bird records for these

countries are kindly requested to

contact Peter Robertson at BirdLife

International, Wellbrook Court, Girton

Road, Cambridge CB3 ONA, UK. Tel

+44 (0)1223-277318. @
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Field identification of the Indigobirds

Robert B. Payne

Resume: Les Combassous sont des petites cailles parasitaires de couvees et ils utilisent plusieurs

especes d’estrildides, y compris l’Astrild-caille, le Bengali zebre, le Senegalis et les amarantes. Ils imitent

les chants de l’espece hote et apprennent ces chants lorsqu’ils sont eleves par leurs parents adoptifs. Les

chants qui imitent ceux de l’espece hote sont la meilleure caracteristique pour identifier l’espece

Combassou sur le terrain. La plupart d’entre eux sont egalement distincts de par les couleurs du plumage,

des ailes et des pieds du male a 1 epoque de la reproduction. Un petit nombre des males qui imitent les

chants des differentes especes d’estrildides ont une apparence similaire, particulierement les Combassous

du Cameroun en Afrique de l’Ouest et il peut y avoir plus d’une espece pour laquelle nous ne

connaissons pas actuellement de differences morphologiques entre les Combassous adultes. Les chants

de mimetisme, les plumages et les couleurs des males ainsi que les repartitions locales sont decrits pour

les 10 especes connues.

The indigobirds ( Vidua species) are small finches

which brood-parasitise estrildids and are wide-

spread in Africa from the semi-arid scrub of the Sahel

to woodlands. Wny have been studied in the

field
813,14

'
18-32 and there are more species than we

knew about a few years ago. I have watched and tape

recorded them and, with a good ear for their songs,

they can readily be told apart.

Male indigobirds mimic the songs of their hosts or

foster species which include not only the firefinches

Lagonosticta species, but several twinspots Hypargos

species, Goldbreast Amandava subflava and African

Quail-finch Ortygospiza atricollis. Most indigobirds

also look a little different in the field or in the hand,

particularly the males in breeding plumage, which is

not entirely black: since most are glossed with green,

blue or purple in favourable light. In some the wing

colour is distinctive, in some the feet (orange or

whitish purple). In only a few cases, however, are

female indigobirds also distinctive. Finally, the young

indigobirds differ in mouth pattern and colour, so we
can identify them as nestlings and dependent fledg-

lings in the hand. However, these colours disappear

shortly after the birds become independent of their

foster parents. In many areas, as many as four species

of indigobirds live together within one kilometre of

each other, and we are still finding out how widely

distributed the more recently recognised species are

in West Africa.

When the foster species rear the young indigobird

together with their own young 1314
,
the indigobird

learns the foster species’ song. The adult male

indigobird mimics the songs of the foster species and

so he advertises his upbringing when he sings. Males

sing from certain perches or ‘call-sites’ through the

day and from week to week, and these are the places

to listen to their songs. Females visit males that mimic

the songs of their own kind of foster parents and mate

with them at these call-sites. Because the females are

attracted to males that sing like their foster parents,

they mate with the males that were reared by the same

foster species. This is important to their breeding. The

young of the foster species each have their own
characteristic pattern of mouth colours, spots, and

gape papillae. When young indigobirds have been

found, their mouths mimic the mouth colours of their

foster nest-mates. And when a female is attracted to a

male with a song like her foster parent, she ensures

that her nestlings will have the same mouth pattern

and can be reared without discrimination against

them by the foster adults.

The song mimicry of the indigobirds is a mating

signal and allows us to recognise the indigobirds

parasitising a particular host as a biological species.

For example, the green-glossed male indigobirds in

Senegal, blue-glossed birds in Nigeria, purple in Ethio-

pia, blue in east and south-central Africa and the

red-billed, blue birds in southern and coastal East

Africa are all one species, the Village Indigobird V.

chalybeata
,
as they all mimic the songs of Red-billed

Firefinch L. senegala. A series of museum skins re-

veals the same thing: although in plumage, bill and

foot colour and in size these regional populations are

as distinct from one another as many other indigobird

species20
,
they almost all integrade at the edge of their

ranges.

Before birders watched them in the field, some

museum ornithologists considered the indigobirds a

single species, and others recognised as many as

eight9,10,20
'3

-

. It was only when Nicolai 16 recognised the
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songs of his aviary birds as a mimicked version of their

foster species’ songs that we had a good behavioural

basis for understanding the group.

Nevertheless, the story is not as simple as a one-

parasite/one-host species relationship would suggest.

Firstly, a few odd males mimic the song of another

kind of indigobird, and this probably results from the

odd female (the mother of the odd males) laying in the

nest of another species of finch which sometimes

raises her young. Secondly, not all populations which

have distinctive mimetic songs are also distinct in

plumage colour. We do not know whether these are

similar-looking yet distinct species, or local popula-

tions where the descendants of a particular female

which switched hosts are behaviourally associated

with their new host species but have not yet evolved

any genetic differences from their recent indigobird

ancestors. Unless a morphological difference such as

fledgling mouth colour pattern exists, these look-

alike populations are considered a single species293032 .

Most common names for the indigobirds are associ-

ated with their foster species 2,6
. But for certain

indigobirds we use a name based on their appearance

or the area where they were first described, especially

where there is not a one-to-one match between the

brood parasites and their host species20,2932
. In the

species descriptions, I have followed the names which

will be used in a forthcoming volume of Birds of

Africa.

Indigobird sp Vidua sp

Mark Andrews

Village Indigobird Vidua chalybeata

Village Indigobirds are red-billed (V. ch. amau-
ropteryx) in southern and white-billed in the rest of

Africa. They all mimic the songs of the same foster

species, the Red-billed Firefinch. In southern Africa,

the females as well as the males are red-billed, and

where I watched colour-ringed birds at Lochinvar

National Park in southern Zambia, the red-billed fe-

males visit and mate with the red-billed males, and

ignore the other kinds of indigobirds that mimic the

songs of other foster species28,32
. At Maun, Botswana,

where white-billed birds (V. ch. centralis) are com-

mon, a few are red-billed as in eastern Botswana. They

sing in the same call-sites and have the same local

songs as the white-billed males. I tape-recorded the

white-and red-billed males as they appeared one after

another on a song tree
20

. They have the same behav-

iour and attract the same females, so they are

considered the same species. In West Africa these

indigobirds are smaller, black-winged (rather than

dark brown), and are glossier in plumage, green in

Senegal (V. ch. chalybeata) and blue in Nigeria and

Cameroon (V. ch. neumanni). In Ethiopia, they are

purple with black wings (V. ch. ultramarma). Speci-

mens ofthe Ethiopian race appear in the same localities

as the Red-billed Firefinch, and I have recorded a

captive male that mimics the songs of this species. All

these indigobirds have bright orange to red feet, they

intergrade by way of intermediate populations, and

they all have the same mimicry songs and brood

parasitic behaviour20
.

Like all indigobirds, the Village Indigobird male

has two sets of songs. One set matches the songs and

calls of the foster species, and the other set does not.

The non-mimetic songs are ‘chattery’ and do not help

us identify the species, although the birds may use

them in the context of intraspecific behaviour. These

are the songs the males sing, about 75% of the time. In

contrast, songs which mimic the hosts are clear whis-

tled notes and each male indigobird has several

versions. The chick-pea-pea-pea song which mimics

the Red-billed Firefinch has a rising two-tone alarm

call chick and then a series of simple clear whistles,

pea, pea which often rise in pitch. Sometimes the

whistled notes fall in pitch, and sometimes they fall

and then rise
23,2532

,
but the overall song pattern is

similar. The songs can be identified in a few minutes,

since a male usually sings both mimicking and chat-

tering sets within this time.

The adult male indigobird also mimics the beg-

ging calls of the young firefinch as they are given by

the firefinch at different ages. Remarkably, the adult

male indigobird mimics not only the begging calls of

the young firefinch (and these calls vary among the

species of hosts of the indigobirds), but he also gives

the begging calls of the young indigobird, which are
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similar to the begging calls of the host, differing only

in detail. When they are young nestlings and fledg-

lings, Village Indigobirds give a single kind of call (a

rhythmically repeated short note) when begging from

their foster parents, whereas nestling and fledgling

Red-billed Firefinches irregularly alternate between

two kinds of call (one of them a short note, and the

other a clear whistle which slurs upwards in pitch). As

the firefinch matures this whistled note develops into

the contact call of the adult, and the short note devel-

ops into the alarm call of the adult firefinch. In contrast,

the begging call of the young indigobird is remarkably

similar across species of indigobirds20,22
. In a mixed

brood of recently fledged young firefinches and

indigobirds all attended by a pair of foster Red-billed

Firefinches, both in our aviaries and in the field where

we observed them at Dumbi Hill near Zaria, Nigeria,

the two kinds of young give the different calls and are

both fed without discriminations by the adult

firefinches.

The young bird has a mouth pattern matching the

young Red-billed Firefinch. The mouth has a yellow

palate with a ring of five black spots and a pair of white

papillae with a blue base at each side of the gape. At

Lochinvar National Park in Zambia, six nestling

indigobirds with this pattern, all from the nests of Red-

billed Firefinches, were reared in captivity. The young

indigobirds and independent juveniles with the same

mouth pattern were observed over a period of months

in captivity20,21
,
and all developed the red bill and feet

of the local Village Indigobirds.

Purple Indigobird V. purpurascens

Purple Indigobirds are purplish or bluish-purple in

male breeding plumage, which is not very glossy and

sometimes appears black. The wings are brown not

blackish, the bill is white, and the feet are puce to pale

pink. Purple Indigobirds are widespread in southern

and East Africa in drier bush, including Serengeti

National Park at Kirawira in Tanzania, and Lengwe

National Park in Malawi20,31,32
. The females have grey

feet, but the plumage of all indigobird females is

streaked brown and not distinctive.

The songs mimic those of the Pink-backed

Firefinch (Jameson’s Firefinch) L. rhodopareia. The

distinctive feature is a firefinch-like ‘purr’ alarm call

with rapid notes, more than 22 per second, which

sound like a purring cat. The purring is too fast to

reproduce with our lips, in contrast to the slower

alarm calls of the Blue-billed Firefinch L. rubricate

i

and its indigobird parasites. The mimicked songs have

the Blue-billed's slow and fast trills, where a short,

clear whistled note is repeated in a series, a two-part

whistle t’we t’we, and a long whistle feeew like a

female firefinch20,32
. The easiest call to use in identify-

ing the bird is the ‘purr’ - the word reminds one of the

colour and name of the Purple Indigobird.

Juvenile indigobirds at Lochinvar National Park

were nearly identical to the nestling and juvenile Pink-

backed Firefinches in having a pink palate. A broad

pinkish-violet oral flange extends between the two

small white papillae at each side of the gape, and a

narrow blue band separates the pink and white20,32
.

Pink-mouthed juvenile indigobirds were caught and

kept until they developed adult plumage. The males

were a dull purplish-blue similar to adult Purple

Indigobirds, and both sexes had whitish bills and pale

purplish feet
21

.

Indigobird sp Vidua sp

Mark Andrews

Dusky Indigobird V. funerea

Dusky Indigobirds mimic the songs of the Blue-billed

Firefinch (African Firefinch) L. rubricata. In South

Africa the breeding male indigobirds V. f. funerea

have bright orange feet
20

. In eastern Zimbabwe and

north through Zambia, Malawi, and western Tanzania

and Kenya they have pale purplish feet. The bill is

white, and the wings are brown not black. The pale-

footed birds V.f nigerrima that mimic the Blue-billed

Firefinch are thought to be the same species as the

orange-footed birds of South Africa, because they

mimic the same firefinch, and they are similar in

plumage, bill and foot colour, and size
32

.

Breeding males are nearly the same colour as

Purple Indigobirds, though some are more bluish and

none is as purplish as the most purple males. In
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Kenya, where these two indigobirds occur together

(along with Village Indigobirds) on the west slope of

the Kerio Valley, they do not differ in appearance31,32
.

Both are dull bluish-purple in male breeding plum-

age, have dark brown wings, a white bill and light

purplish feet. Females of these two indigobirds, seen

and taken in Transvaal, Zimbabwe and Malawi as they

visited the males at their singing and mating sites, are

indistinguishable in plumage, bill and feet colours20,32
.

Their similarity may not indicate inter-breeding, rather

it may indicate a recent speciation.

Male Dusky Indigobirds were tape-recorded with

the songs and calls of the Blue-billed Firefinch in

eastern Transvaal (Tzaneen), north-eastern Zambia

(Sumbu National Park), eastern Zimbabwe (Mutare,

Chipinge, Rusitu River), Malawi (Livingstonia area,

Rumphi area, Lilongwe, Namadzi, Limbe, Chididi Mis-

sion) and western Kenya (Kerio Valley), and David

Moyer has taped them at Sumbawanga in western

Tanzania. The distinctive calls include a pitpit alarm

with notes being repeated no more rapidly than 20 per

second, and often slower than ten per second; whereas

the notes of the ‘purr’ of Pink-backed Firefinch are

repeated more than 22 per second. The pitpitseries is

just slow enough for a fast-lipped person to give at the

same rate as the bird. Blue-billed Firefinch also has a

series of calls and songs characterised by inverted

shallow ‘V’-shaped notes in an audiospectrogram ( tsee

wee wee), slurred whistles and series of whistled too-

too notes20,22,32
.

The mouth pattern of nestling and juvenile Blue-

billed Firefinches is distinct. The young in Cameroon,

in Malawi, and in my captive-reared offspring of

adults from Tanzania have a yellow palate with three

black spots and two pairs of distinct gape papillae,

each with a dark blue tip and paler base and a narrow

pinkish-violet band between them22,32
. The young

Dusky Indigobirds may have the same pattern and

colours. The only description of a juvenile was in the

Vumba highlands of eastern Zimbabwe, where Blue-

billed Firefinch is the only firefinch. The young

indigobird had blue papillae, and the palate was not

described 12,24
. The blue papillae distinguish it from the

other species in southern Africa, and indicate that the

indigobirds associated with the Blue-billed Firefinch

are genetically distinct (and do not differ just in their

learned songs) from the indigobirds associated with

Pink-backed Firefinch. At Lilongwe in Malawi, in the

1960s, D.N. Mansfield found Blue-billed Firefinch and

indigobird young with matching mouth patterns32
. It

is much desired to observe further details of the young

brood parasites in the field, either in nestlings or in

birds caught in family groups with their firefinches.

Peters’ Twinspot Indigobird V. codringtoni

Indigobirds with the songs of Peters’ Twinspot

Hypargos niveoguttatus were first tape-recorded in

eastern Zimbabwe in 1967, but at that time the

indigobirds were thought to be limited to firefinches

and their mimicry songs were not identified as twinspot

songs until 1991. The male indigobirds are distinct

with bright, glossy blue or green breeding plumage,

black wings, white bill, and bright orange or red feet

(the remaining species all have pale feet). Females

have a whitish bill, orange feet, and a more distinct

grey breast than other indigobirds.

The most distinctive and frequently heard Peters’

Twinspot phrase is an alarm trill trrrrmreee. It is

higher in pitch (at 7-8 kHz) than the alarm ‘purr’ of

Pink-backed Firefinch orpitpitoi Blue-billed Firefinch

(4-6kHz) 11,31,32
. In addition, twinspots have a simple

song consisting of a high treeee followed by lower

whistles and a rapid chatter. Twinspots also have a

long, complex and soft song given at close range in

sexual display and this combines several whistles,

trills and chatters. Finally, they have short excitement

calls sip and tsisi and the young have begging calls not

unlike those of the firefinches. The indigobirds mimic

all these songs and calls
31,32

. Since they are unique in

appearance, it is only necessary to listen for the mim-

icry songs of the indigobirds to confirm their

identification in the field.

Peters’ Twinspot Indigobirds occur from southern

Tanzania through the Luangwa and Kafue river thicket

country of southern Zambia, northern and eastern

Zimbabwe, southern Malawi and neighbouring Mo-

zambique. Sightings of red-legged, white-billed

indigobirds had puzzled birders in northern Zimba-

bwe, because these birds were assumed to be the

Dusky Indigobird brood parasite of Blue-billed

Firefinches, but this firefinch does not occur there6
.

Peters’ Twinspots occur near Kadoma, Kwekwe, and

in riverine thickets on the Gwaai River east ofHwange

National Park, where the white-billed, red-footed

indigobirds are seen31,32
. In eastern Zimbabwe the

indigobirds are seen near Mutare on the Penhalonga

road and at ‘Premier Estate’ and south to Rusitu River

and Chipinge (‘Christina’). In Zambia, their songs

have been tape recorded at Lochinvar National Park

and near Lusaka airport31,32
(R. Stjernstedt, pers comm).

In Malawi they can be seen near Zomba, at Limbe, at

Likulezi Mission north of Mt Mulanje and at Lengwe

National Park. Peters’ Twinspots live in all these

areas31,32
.

Brood parasitism upon Peters’ Twinspot remains

to be observed directly in the field. Young twinspots

have a unique nestling mouth pattern - a yellow
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palate with three black spots, and a yellow gape with

two thick, light yellowish swellings on each side. In

the fledgling the swellings coalesce and the tip of the

lower one is orange31,32
. No young indigobird with the

same mouth pattern has been reported.

Black-faced Firefinch Indigobird

V. larvaticola

Black-faced Firefinch Indigobirds mimic the Black-

faced Firefinch L. larvata. They are known in the field

at Zaria, west of Jemaa, in the agricultural area near

Assop Falls, at Panshanu Pass, Bauchi and Yola in

Nigeria and at Garoua in Cameroon20,22,29, (pers obs),

where the firefinch is grey in plumage. The corre-

sponding race of ‘vinaceous firefinch’ in the far west

of West Africa, and the ‘masked firefinch’ in Ethiopia

is a mix of red and grey, but both have the same

songs 17,20,22
. Female indigobirds visiting these males in

Nigeria look like other female indigobirds in the area.

Males have glossy blue to green-blue breeding plum-

age, pale brown wings that contrast with the ‘black’

body plumage, pale purplish feet and a white bill. Not

all these song mimics are different in size and plumage

colour from the next indigobird species29
. They are

also known as Baka Indigobirds.

The songs of the Black-faced Firefinch contain

series of slow, slurred whistles given in threes, fours or

more units, and sound like tuu-ii, tuu-ii with notes

falling then rising in pitch, or whee-heiv, whee-hew

with notes rising then falling with an accent on the

falling note. The alarm note is a sharp repeated note

dwit-it-it and the contact call is a shrill seesef 22
. The

indigobirds give the same calls along with their non-

mimetic songs20,22
.

Brood parasitism is known from fledglings in

family groups of the firefinches at Zaria, Nigeria. The

mouth pattern of the young indigobirds is like that of

the firefinches - a yellow palate with a ring of five

black spots, orange deep inside the mouth, a pair of

blue papillae at each gape, and a shallow dark blue

ridge on the edge of the mouth behind the papillae22
.

Cameroon Indigobird V. camerunensis

Cameroon Indigobirds are glossy blue in male breed-

ing plumage and have contrasting pale brown wings,

the feet are pale purplish and the bill is white. Females

look like other female indigobirds. Singing males

have been watched in the field in Sierra Leone, Ghana

and Cameroon, and from museum specimens the

species occurs from Senegal to Nigeria, Ethiopia and

northern Zaire CUelle region). Each male mimics the

songs ofone kind of foster finch and males of the same

appearance mimic at least four foster species: (1)

Blue-billed Firefinch, (2) Black-bellied Firefinch Z.

rara, (3) Brown Twinspot Clytospiza monteiri and (4)

Dybowski’s Twinspot Eustichospiza dybowskii22 '2930
.

Since they all look alike, these indigobirds are consid-

ered one species, at least until we find genetic

differences between them, and not just the foster

songs they learn.

The songs of these foster species are quite distinct

and they can be readily distinguished in the field.

Blue-billed Firefinches in West Africa sound much
like they do in southern and East Africa; the indigobirds

that are associated with them do not appear to inter-

grade between these two areas, so they are called two

distinct species. Black-faced Firefinches have a song

of four or more repeated, low whistled notes tew-tew-

tew-tew. The contact call is a plaintive low whistle

which rises quickly and then falls slowly in pitch,

peeeh. They also have a distinctive sharp alarm call

chek. The whistled notes are like some of Blue-billed

Firefinch; the most distinctive call is the contact call
4,22

.

Brown Twinspots have a contact call vay, vay (a

narrow, inverted ‘V’ call on the audiospectogram), a

sharp alarm call tek tek tek and a song that includes a

series of whistles with these calls
29

. The full songs

when mimicked have short trills and notes without the

harmonic overtones of Dybowski’s Twinspots, but

are similar in their complexity to the songs of those

twinspots. Dybowski’s Twinspots have alarm calls

zet, contact calls kekmd churrand a distinctive song.

The remarkable complex song has many kinds of

phrases including a canary-like whistled trill rrrrrrr

and a unique buzzy whistle vweee which sounds like

a kazoo being blown (a musical instrument which

produces a buzzy sound)4,29
.

Indigobirds that mimic the songs of these four

species in parts of West Africa look alike and are now
considered a single species. Cameroon Indigobirds at

Kabala, Sierra Leone, mimic Blue-billed Firefinches

and Dybowski’s Twinspots29
. At Lovi Camp in Mole

National Park and at Damongo in Ghana they mimic

Black-bellied Firefinches
22

. Along the road from Baissa

to Abong in SE Nigeria some males mimic Brown

Twinspots and possibly others mimic Blue-billed

Firefinches (pers obs), At Ngaoundere, Tibati and

Banyo in Cameroon they mimic Blue-billed Fire-

finches, and at Tibati they mimic Brown Twinspots29
.

It is unknown whether the different song popula-

tions have young that match each of these host species.

A juvenile at Tibati, Cameroon, had a mouth like that

of the nestling Black-bellied Firefinches that were

found in another nest, a lilac palate with five black

spots, red areas on the side of the palate, and a violet

gape flange with two pale blue papillae22,29
. A nestling

at Banyo, Cameroon, that looked like the smaller
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Table 1: Plumage and mimicry songs of male indigobirds Vidua species

Table 1: Plumage et chants de mimetisme des Combassous (Vidua) males

Indigobird species Region

1

Plumage Wing

Village V. chalybeata

V.c. chalybeata W. Africa green or blue black

V.c. ultramarina N.E. Africa purple black

V.c. centralis E. & C. Africa steel-blue dark brown

V.c. amauropteryx S. Africa steel-blue dark brown

Purple

V. purpurascens S., C. & E. Africa dull purple brown

Dusky V. funerea

Vi tunerea S. Africa purplish blue brown

Vi. nigerrima C. & E. Africa purplish blue brown

Peters' Twinspot

V. codringtoni S. & C. Africa green to blue black

Black-faced Firefinch

V. larvaticola W. Africa, ? Sudan greenish blue darkish brown

Cameroon

V. camerunensis W. Africa blue brown

Jos Plateau

V. maryae N.-C. Nigeria green brown (lar

Goldbreast

V. raricola W. Africa blue to green brown

Quail-finch

V. nigeriae W. Africa dull green brown

Bar-breasted

V. wilsoni W. Africa, Sudan purplish dark brown

Foot Host Mimicry song

orange to red L senegala chick-pea

orange to red L. senegala chick pea

orange to red L. senegala chick pea

orange to red L. senegala chick pea

pale purplish L. rhodopareia purrr, feeew, whistles and trills

orange to red L. rubricata pitpitpit, whistles and trills

pale purplish L rubricata pitpitpit, whistles and trills

orange to red H. niveoguttatus trrrrrrrrree, also a song: treeee

then lower whistles and a rapid chatter

pale purplish L. larvata
! whee-hew whistle, dwit-it-it, seesee

pale purplish L. rubricata
3

L. rata

C. monteiri

E. dybowskii

as for V. funerea

song, 4 or more low whistled notes,

tew-tew-tew-few, a plaintive peeeh, chek

long complex songs, notes include vek,

vay, tek trills and whistles, lack overtone

zet, kek. churr and a complex song with

harsh chatters, a canary-like trill rrrrrr

and a buzzy whistle rneee with overtones

pale purplish L rubricata pitpitpit
,
whistles, trills including a

descending trill

pale purplish A. subflava chip, chirp, ink churr churr, trip

reeling begging calls

pale purplish 0. atricollis click, clack, cloiki, clek, tink

purplish L. rufopicta jingling song

1 . West Africa here extends from Senegal to Cameroon. Some species may be more widespread but identification by song has

not been attempted from the Central African Republic, to Sudan and Ethiopia, few specimens have been collected, and the

species of these indigobirds are uncertain on the basis of museum specimens alone.

2. L. larvata here includes the forms nigricollis and vinacea.

3. L . rubricata song mimics with blue plumage are known in Sierra Leone and Cameroon and are suspected in S.E. Nigeria.
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Blue-billed Firefinches in the nest
22 may have been an

early-hatched firefinch rather than an indigobird. No
young indigobirds have been seen with the mouth

pattern of the young twinspots. This may not be

because they do not have such a pattern, but because

there has been little fieldwork. For example only one

nest has been found for Dybowski’s Twinspot in the

field. The nest was near the ground in a clump of grass

near a trail at Freetown, Sierra Leone, an area with no

indigobirds, in October; it had eggs and was later

taken by a predator (G. D. Field, pers comm)30
.

Jos Plateau Indigobird V. maryae

The Jos Plateau Indigobird is known only where it has

been tape-recorded at Panshanu Pass, at Taboru Hill

nearJos, and at Kagoro in northern Nigeria21
'
25 '

27
' (pers

obs). Males are glossy green in breeding plumage, the

wing is pale brown, the feet are pale purplish and the

bill is white. They are larger (wing 68-69 mm) than

other pale-winged indigobirds. Males mimic the trills

of Blue-billed Firefinches which occur in these areas.

This form is recognised as a distinct species because it

has apparently independently colonised this firefinch

from another indigobird population, perhaps from

the green Black-faced Firefinch Indigobird, or from

the green Goldbreast Indigobird. Also, the Jos Plateau

Indigobird is discontinuous in appearance with the

blue Cameroon Indigobird song-mimics of Blue-billed

Firefinch and it is less like them in appearance than

like another indigobird. Blue-billed Firefinches in

northern Nigeria in the area of the Jos Plateau have a

distinctive plumage and song as well, including a

descending trilled whistle at each locality where it is

known in Nigeria, but at no localities in Sierra Leone,

Cameroon or Cape Coast, Ghana. Brood parasitism by

this indigobird has not been observed and the young

are not known.

Goldbreast Indigobird V. raricola

Goldbreast Indigobirds are bright glossy green in

male breeding plumage, have brown wings, pale

purplish feet and white bills. They are smaller thanJos

Plateau Indigobirds, but otherwise look the same, and

are also known asJambandu Indigobirds22,29
. They are

widespread from Sierra Leone to northern Zaire and

southern Sudan, and have been watched in northern

Sierra Leone (Musaia, Kabala), in Nigeria (WAMCO
farm swamp north ofVom), and in northern Cameroon

(Ngaoundere, Tibati, Banyo). In all these areas the

males mimic the calls and songs of the sympatric

Goldbreast.

Distinctive Goldbreast calls include the contact

calls chit chit and chitp, a social call ink churr churr,

a series of twittering notes and a flight call trip'
19

,
but

the most distinctive are the juveniles begging for food.

These form a series of song-like chinking notes that

rise and fall in pitch, which are not well described in

words, but form ‘M’ and ‘W’ shaped notes in an

audiospectrogram, and sound like a rhythmic reel

somewhat like an Australian Splendid Fairy-wren

Malumssplendensor Superb Fairy-wren M. cyaneui3
.

The mimetic songs of the indigobirds include the calls

which match those given by nestling and fledgling

Goldbreasts in our aviaries (where we have recorded

the soft calls with more success than in the field)
29

. The

young indigobirds have a simpler mouth pattern than

the young Goldbreasts, which have 16 black spots on

the palate, the floor of the mouth and the inner oral

flange, and several of these black spots have white

spots in their centres; but the indigobird young differ

from other kinds of indigobirds29 (pers obs). Fledged

young indigobirds accompanied by adult Goldbreasts

have been seen at Tibati in Cameroon29
.

Indigobird sp Vidua sp

Mark Andrews

Quail-finch Indigobird V. nigeriae

Quail-finch Indigobirds are dull green, have a pale

wing, pale purplish feet and a white bill. Their plum-

age colour is not distinctive in the field. Hours of

watching a bird in bright sun on the Benoue River

flood-plains at Garoua, Cameroon, led to discussions

about whether it was green, blue or purple, a question

resolved only when the bird was netted and com-

pared in the hand with a colour book. Breeding

plumage is much less bright than that of the Goldbreast

Indigobird29
.
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Quail-finches are the most terrestrial of the com-

mon African estrildid finches, living in nearly treeless

areas, and nesting in clumps of grass following the

rains. Often calling in flight with distinctive clek and

tink notes, their loud songs alternate high and low

notes in a harsh, staccato pattern, with a wind-clapper

like sound: click clack cloitt. These songs were re-

corded from mystery indigobirds in the few trees on

the Garoua flood-plain in 1979 and 1980, but were not

identified as Quail-finch mimicry until 1992 when
they were compared with audiospectrograms 11

' 19 and

recordings. Both the indigobirds and the local Quail-

finches were recorded again at Garoua in 199229
.

Quail-finch Indigobirds are known from observa-

tions at Garoua, where they also were collected in

1909, and specimens are known from The Gambia

and the type locality of the species at Kiri in Nigeria29
.

All these localities are on river flood-plains - the

Gambia River, Benoue River, and the Gongola River at

Kiri a few kilometres upstream from its confluence

with the Benoue. They are also common around the

agricultural areas near Bukuru and Rayfield in Nigeria,

where dams that were created during tin mining

activities in the past half of the century are now used

to pump water into dry-season fields of peas, beans,

tomatoes and peppers. Quail-finch Indigobirds be-

have like other indigobirds. A male at Garoua in

Cameroon and another colour-ringed male at Rayfield

in Nigeria attracted several females by singing at the

same call-site over a few weeks. He courted them by

hovering overhead as they perched on his call-site,

mated with one female there, and then flew to seeding

grasses a few metres away, mimicked host songs, and

attracted the females who fed alongside him.

Bar-breasted Firefinch Indigobird V. wilsoni

Bar-breasted Firefinch Indigobirds are purple in male

breeding plumage, have dark brown wings (darker

than in other West African birds except V. chalybeata),

pale purplish feet and white bills. They are smaller

than the purplish birds in southern and East Africa,

and average smaller than all other pale-winged

indigobirds in West Africa. The females are not distin-

guishable from other kinds of indigobirds.

The Bar-breasted Firefinch has a distinctive song

with short notes that jump around in pitch; a few notes

are short whistles no longer than 0.1 seconds. The

parts seem unrelated to each other with high metallic

and low nasal notes in a rapid and irregular pattern,

but this pattern is repeated the next time the bird gives

a song. The alarm call is a sharp pik, either single,

double or repeatedly staccato4,22
. The indigobird mim-

ics these sounds22
.

Bar-breasted Firefinch Indigobirds are known from

field recordings in Ghana (Cape Coast University),

Nigeria (Zaria, upper Assop Falls, Vom, Bukuru,

Rayfield and Yankari National Park) (pers obs) and

Cameroon (nearTouroua, Ngaoundere, Tibati, Banyo),

while museum specimens indicate that they occur in

many other localities from Senegal and The Gambia to

Sudan and Zaire2232 .

Brown Firefinch L. nitidula south of the Equator

is the geographic counterpart of the Bar-breasted

Firefinch of west-central and West Africa, and may be

a race of this species. The songs and calls of these two

firefinches are the same22
. Captive indigobirds from

an unknown source were said to give songs of Brown

Firefinch, and the indigobirds were larger than the

west African birds, but were not said to differ in size or

colour from the Dusky Indigobirds or Purple

Indigobirds of south-central Africa 18
. Their species

status is unknown - they may be one of these last two

indigobirds that learned the songs of this firefinch
26

. In

1972, I looked for such indigobirds in areas where

Brown Firefinch occur in Northern and Luapula prov-

inces in Zambia, but did not find them there, and the

only indigobirds found were song mimics of Red-

billed Firefinch, Blue-billed Firefinch and Pink-backed

Firefinch
22

.

The young indigobirds have the distinctive mouth

pattern of the Bar-breasted Firefinch - a gape with a

swollen flange rather than distinct papillae, and a pink

to reddish lilac mouth lining and palate with five black

spots 18,22
. Young indigobirds have been seen and fed

by the adults in family groups of Bar-breasted

Firefinches at Cape Coast, Ghana, where the only

adult indigobirds were song mimics of this firefinch
8,22

.

I captured two others that fledged with two young

Bar-breasted Firefinches at the Rockwater fish farm,

Rayfield, Nigeria: these fledglings also mimicked the

mouth pattern of the young firefinches.

Comments
Like the other viduine finches, indigobirds are some-

times considered to be estrildine finches, in the same

systematic family as their host species, on the basis of

morphology (primary coverts) and molecular genet-

ics - ie DNA-DNA hybridisation similarities3,15,36
.

Alternatively, they may be closer to the ploceid bish-

ops and widow finches Euplectes-, this relationship

has been suggested on the basis of their non-mimetic

calls, sexual dimorphism in plumage, and seasonal

changes in plumage 16
.

Regardless of the origin of the viduine finches, a

question that is still without a definitive answer, the

indigobirds are much more similar to each other than
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are their host species, and the pattern of genetic

relationships between the indigobirds does not paral-

lel those between their host species7
. Because the

indigobirds are associated with host species other

than firefinches, it appears that the indigobirds have

colonised their host species and diverged as species

much later than the time when the hosts diverged

from each other7
'29 '

32
. The cases where more than one

species of indigobird is associated with one of the host

species (Blue-billed Firefinch), and where one spe-

cies of indigobird, the Cameroon Indigobird, is

associated with more than one host species, may be

due to recent switches by indigobirds from one host to

another. When a female indigobird lays in the nest of

a previously unknown host finch her young survive

and fledge, her sons learn the songs of the new' foster

parent and the daughters are attracted to male

indigobirds with those songs and to nesting finches of

the species that raised them, a process which may

have occurred in the origin of new species of

indigobirds20
. Also, we see the odd bird with a song

other than h^ species’ usual song, about one bird in a

hundred where there are two or more kinds of

indigobirds in the same locality. For example, one

Red-billed Village Indigobird at Lochinvar National

Park in Zambia mimicked the song of a Pink-backed

Firefinch rather than a Red-billed Firefinch
2023

. These

observations mean that mimicry song alone may not

always tell us which species of indigobird is singing,

and a good eye along with a good ear will help the

field observer.

Species names of indigobirds have shifted from

the time when the species were recognised only on

the basis of their similarity in plumage colour. Some

recent name changes reflect improving knowledge of

species’ host-parasite relationships and also on both

the biological species and the phylogenetic species’

concepts. (1) at one time, V. codringtoni was consid-

ered a subspecies of V. funerea20
-, an idea based on a

lack of understanding of the songs of Peters’ Twinspot.

Peters’ Twinspot mimics were recorded as early as

1967 in Zimbabwe and Malawi, but only in 1991 were

the twinspots and indigobirds heard together and

their songs recognised as the same31
'
32

. (2) V.funerea

nigerrima and V. purpurascens are practically identi-

cal in plumage in populations in Zimbabwe and

Malawi; whereas some purpurascens are more pur-

plish, and some nigerrima are more blue in plumage,

at least half of the specimens for which songs were

recorded are not distinguishable by plumage3132
. The

reason why these forms are considered different spe-

cies, while the West African birds that mimic several

host species are all called a single indigobird species

V. camerunensis, is that the mouth markings of the

young appear to be distinct in nigerrima and

purpurascens in Zambia and Zimbabwe32
. (3) The

indigobirds that are associated with the Blue-billed

Firefinch in West Africa and the birds in southern and

East Africa do not appear to intergrade between these

two areas, so they are called two distinct species, V.

camerunensis in West and V.funerea in southern and

East Africa. (4) V. camerunensis in West Africa may
yet prove to be a complex of several species, but there

are no observations that the indigobirds which

parasitise Blue-billed Firefinch, Black-bellied Firefinch,

Brown Twinspot and Dybowski’s Twinspot in this

area are distinct in their genetically-determined mouth

markings. Field observations are needed on breeding

finches in this area. (5) V. maryae the large, green

indigobirds of the Jos Plateau that mimic the songs of

Blue-billed Firefinches in this part of Nigeria, are

distinct in size and colour from the mimics of this

firefinch elsewhere in West Africa
22

'
29

. Our field work

in 1995 in Taboru near Jos, Nigeria, was consistent

with the earlier field observations from Panshanu and

Kagoro of large, green birds that mimicked these

songs. In the total sample of six green males, all were

larger (wing length 68-69 mm) than all blue song

mimics of Blue-billed Firefinch in Cameroon (wing

length 64-66 mm). The blue and green birds are not

known to intergrade, and most of the habitat between

known populations is unsuitable for the host species

(to the east, south, and west ofJos Plateau, the hot, dry'

valleys of the great rivers of Nigeria, the Gongola,

Benoue and Niger, appear unsuited for this firefinch,

though west of Jos Plateau they may occur as far as

Akwanga, and further field observations may extend

the range of host and parasite beyond where they are

known in Nigeria). The green indigobirds V. maryae

of the Jos Plateau are also larger than the glossy green

V. raricola mimics of Goldbreast (wing length 61-67

mm) and are larger than the dull green V. nigeriae

mimics of Quail-finch (wing length 63-66 mm) in

Nigeria and in Cameroon (
22

’
29

' pers obs). These large

green indigobirds known as V. maryae appear to

represent a separate colonisation by the brood para-

sites of the host Blue-billed Firefinches in West Africa,

so, from a phylogenetic point of view, they are a

separate lineage that is independent of the blue mim-

ics of this firefinch elsewhere in West Africa, and from

a biological species perspective they have distinct

songs (descending trills) from the others, and the

green and blue populations are not known to inter-

grade over space, so there is no evidence that they

would interbreed. Breeding plumage colour is obvi-

ous only when indigobirds are netted and held in the
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hand together with a colour standard: it is not easy to

see in the field.

Indigobirds as a group are also known by other

names - the alternate indigo-birds’ in Mackworth-

Praed and Grant9 ' 10
,
‘indigo finches’ in Bannerman 1

,

‘widowfinches’ in South Africa
11

’
34

,
and ‘combassous’

in the cagebird trade. Not all the birds are indigo in

male plumage colour, but the name attracts attention

to the importance of colour in the breeding plumage

and the name ‘indigobird’ has been more or less

consistent in recent publications.
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Plate 1

Breeding plumage ofmale Indigobirds
Plumage de reproduction des Combassous males

1 Village Indigobird Vidua chalybeata amauropteryx

(Combassou du Senegal)

la V.c. chalybeata (head only)

(sous-especeV.c. chalybeata tete uniquement)

2 Jos Plateau Indigobird V. maryae

(Combassou du Plateau deJos)

3 Quail-finch Indigobird V. nigeriae

(Combassou du Nigeria)

4 Dusky Indigobird V.funerea

(Combassou variable)

5 Peter’s Twinspot Indigobird V. codringtoni

(Combassou vert)

6 Goldbreast Indigobird V. raricola

(Combassoujambandu)

7 Bar-breasted Firefinch Indigobird V. wilsoni

(Combassou noir)

8 Purple Indigobird V. purpurascens

(Combassou noiratre)

9 Black-faced Firefinch Indigobird V. larvaticola

(Combassou baka)

10 Cameroon Indigobird V. camerunensis

(Combassou du Cameroun)

By Brian Small

The superb original painting of indigobirds

by Brian Small, reproduced on the opposite

page, is on sale to ABC members for offers

over UK £120.

Offers should be sent to:

African Bird Club

c/o BirdLife International

Wellbrook Court

Girton Road

Cambridge CB3 0NA

UK

The closing date for offers is 30 April 1996.
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Identification of llladopsises llladopsis spp in

the Upper Guinea forest

G.A. Allport, M.J. Ausden, L.D.C. Fishpool, P.V. Hayman, PA. Robertson, P. Wood

Resume: Les grives-akalat sont tres difficiles a identifier de faqon specifique. Leur plumage terne et leur

comportement vif, et pourtant furtif, rendent leur identification un defi, que meme les ornithologues les

plus experimentes trouvent difficile. Les problemes sont exacerbes par la bibliographic qui est conpue

pour des personnes travaillant dans des musees, ce qui fait que les caracteristiques de terrain les plus

importantes ne sont pas detaillees et les descriptions sont souvent comparatives et pratiquement sans

utilite pour un observateur inexperimente face a un oiseau particulier. Nous avons trouve, qu’avec de

la patience et un oiseau relativement complaisant, la plupart des grives-akalat sont identifiables sur le

terrain lorsque les caracteristiques de diagnostic du plumage sont connues. Cette communication tente

de souligner ce que nous considerons etre une approche utile a l’identification des grives-akalat sur le

terrain, fondee sur nos observations des oiseaux sur le terrain et sur l’etude de specimens en cage et dans

les musees. Nos observations s’appliquent uniquement aux oiseaux avec un plumage adulte.

I
lladopsis species are very difficult to identify. Their

drab plumages and volatile, yet skulking, behav-

iour combine to pose an identification challenge which

even the most experienced of ornithologists find tricky.

The problems are compounded by the literature,

which is tailored for use by museum workers. Conse-

quently, the more important field characters are not

detailed and the descriptions are often comparative

and nearly useless to an inexperienced observer faced

with an individual bird.

We found that with patience and a fairly accom-

modating bird most illadopsises are identifiable in the

field, when the diagnostic plumage characters are

known. This paper is an attempt to outline a useful

approach to the field identification of illadopsises,

based on our observations of birds in the field and

study of trapped and museum specimens. As far as we
are aware our observations apply to birds in adult

plumage only.

We will not attempt to describe the plumage of

each species in detail, but point out the most useful

characters. For detailed descriptions see the excellent

accounts of Bannerman 2
. We have emphasised the

visible field characters for these species; details of

their calls and songs are found on Chappuis3
.

The development of field identification techniques

is an ongoing process and errors are likely; our aim is

to help future observers, but we stress that further

work is needed.

Geographical coverage

Our observations were in forested areas of Sierra

Leone and Cote d’Ivoire thus we limit this paper by

necessity to the species that occur in the Upper Guinea

forest block.

The Upper Guinea forest stretches from Guinea in

the west to the Dahomey Gap in the east. This forest

block has a distinctive avifauna, which has increas-

ingly been the focus of ornithological attention since

the African Bird Red Data Book5 highlighted the plight

of ten forest birds endemic to the region. Five species

of illadopsis occur (Table 1), of which one, Rufous-

winged Illadopsis rufescens, is endemic and

considered ‘near-threatened’ by Collar and Stuart 5

and in Birds to Watch 2A
.

Illadopsises are almost always the epitome of the

‘dull-brown bird’, but the notable exception is Black-

capped I. cleaveri, which is strikingly different but still

confusable with Brown-chested Alethe Alethe

poliocephala, a small thrush similar to the illadopsises

in size and actions. Thus we include the latter species

in this study as an ‘honorary illadopsis’.

General behaviour

All five illadopsises are medium-sized babblers which

frequent the ground and/or lower storey or secondary

bush in the forest zone. They are normally seen in

dense masses of creepers less than two metres above

the ground, grating or scolding calls often belying

their presence. They are similar to American thrushes

Catharus, nightingales Luscinia and antwrens

Myrmotherula and are sometimes included in the

genus Trichastoma, a group that occurs throughout

South-East Asia7
.

As a rule ‘pishing’ elicits a response from these

birds. However, because of their volatile nature, the

observer rarely gets more than just frustrating glimpses

of the bird, with the identification being the product of

a composite of brief views.
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Table 1 Biometrics of the illadopsises of the Upper Guinea

region and Brown-chested Alethe

Tableau 1 Biometrie des Grives-Akalat de la region de Haute

Guinee et Alethe a poitrine brune

Mean values are shown for each sex separately6
. M=male F=female.

Weight Wing Tail Bill

(g) (mm) (mm) (mm)

GROUP 1

B-c Alethe Alethe poliocephala M 32.7 84 52 17

F 31.9 83 52 17

Black-capped Illadopsis cleaveri M 26 9 73 53 18

F 25.6 71 52 17

GROUP II

Pale-breasted 1. rufipennis M 32.7 73 54 18

F 27.6 68 50 17

Brown 1. fulvescens M 25.4 79 61 20

F 27.2 74 57 20

GROUP III

Rufous-winged 1. rufescens M 34.7 81 63 19

F 34.2 78 59 19

Puvel’s 1. puveli M 43 90 68 20

F 38.6 81 62 19

Identification

We favour splitting these six species into three pairs,

Groups I, II and III. Separation of Group I is simply

based upon a single field character, however the

species in Groups II and III are more similar to each

other and separation relies upon a more in-depth field

impression.

Separating groups

Group I

Brown-chested Alethe Alethe poliocephala

Black-capped Illadopsis I. cleciveri

The forehead and crown of both species is black or

very dark appearing black in many light conditions,

but is visible even in the most brief of views. There is

a pale supercilium in both species although in the field

this varies in clarity.

Group II

Pale-breasted Illadopsis I. rufipennis

Brown Illadopsis I. fulvescens

Crown and nape medium brown with a rufous tinge in

some lights. Underparts dusky, dirty pale-brown,

barely contrasting with the upperparts in poor light,

but a clearly contrasting white throat. Legs and feet

dusky grey-brown. The legs are short and rather weak

looking, relative to Group III species. Dumpier shape

and smaller size than Group III species combine to

give a jizz which is quite distinctive once one becomes

familiar with the species. Both species normally stay

off the ground, skulking in vegetation, often perching

on vertical stems with a mostly horizontal carriage of

the body. A race ofBrown Illadopsis I.f moloneyanum

occurring in the eastern part of the Upper Guinea has

a completely brown throat9
. Although we have no

experience of this race we assume that this feature

distinguishes it from other illadopsises in the region.

Group III

Rufous-winged Illadopsis I. rufescens

Puvel’s Illadopsis I. puveli

Crown and nape rich rufous-brown. Underparts

creamy or clean-white with an ill-defined breast band,

the latter only visible with good views of the under-

parts. Throat not markedly contrasting with rest of

underparts, but underparts contrast with the upperparts

visible even in poor light. Legs and feet pale-coloured

(pale yellow or pinky-flesh) which emphasises their

longer and stronger look, relative to Group II species.

Eye large, round and dark in contrast to Group II

species. Larger than Group II species. Active and

skulking, often on the ground, but will freely perch in

saplings, particularly when disturbed; normally uses

horizontal perches, having an upright stance making

them more reminiscent of thrushes Turdus spp in

actions.

Specific identification

Group I

Separation of these two species is not too difficult, the

pattern of the face contrasting with the crown and

throat being the best feature (Table 2).

Table 2 Plumage characters useful in the identification of

Group I species

Tableau 2 Caracteristiques du plumage utilisees pour

Tidentification des especes du Groupe I

Black-capped Illadopsis Brown-chested Alethe

Crown black dark olive-grey

Supercilium broad grey fine pale grey

Lores white dark

Ear-coverts dark grey dark brown

Moustachial stripe pale grey dark brown

Throat white white

Breast diffuse grey breast band diffuse peachy-brown

breast band

Flanks rich mid-brown pale grey-brown

Upperparts olive-brown chestnut-brown

Black-capped Illadopsis

Polytypic, subspecies: cleaveri and johnsoni

Upperparts olive-brown contrasting with black crown,

which extends onto the nape. Crown contrasts with

white lores, which continue into a well-defined long,

broad, pale-grey supercilium. Ear-coverts dark grey

contrasting with pale grey moustachial which grades
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into the white throat. Underparts dirty white with rich

brown flanks (difficult to see) and diffuse grey breast

band.

Habits: normally seen singly or in pairs, but has been

recorded in groups of up to eight
2

. Most often seen on

or within one metre of the ground. Volatile and skulk-

ing with a horizontal carriage of the body. Noisy.

Habitat: primary and secondary forest.

Brown-chested Alethe

Polytypic, subspecies: poliocephala

Upperparts chestnut brown. Flight feathers blackish-

brown with chestnut fringes. Crown dark olive-grey

just extending onto nape, appearing black in poor

light. Fine pale grey supercilium, ill defined and not

extending beyond the ear-coverts. Throat white, con-

trasting with dark lores, moustachio-malararea, breast

and ear-coverts. Underparts dirty creamy-white with

diffuse peachy-brown breast-band, which can be dif-

ficult to see. Flanks pale grey-brown not contrasting

markedly with rest of underparts. The colour combi-

nation of the mantle, crown and supercilium is

distinctive which, with experience, allows separation

on very incomplete views.

Habits: normally seen singly or in pairs, feeding off

the ground up to three metres. Very distinct ‘wing-

waving’ action, rapidly raising one or both wings to

the vertical exposing a pale underwing. This action is

frequently repeated when agitated. If disturbed flies

low for some distance, perches low down and then

remains motionless in an upright stance. Almost al-

ways silent, no loud or distinct calls recorded.

Habitat: primary and secondary forest, and scrubby

bush.

Group II

Separation of these two species presents the most

difficult identification problem when dealing with
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Plate 1

left (a gauche)

Brown-chested Alethe Alethepoliocephala

Alethe apoitrine brune

Pale-breasted Illadopsis Illadopsis rufipennis

Grive-akalat apoitrine blanche

Puvel’s Illadopsis I.puveli

Grive-akalatdePuvel

right 0a droite)

Black-capped Illadopsis I. cleaveri

Grive-akalat a tete noire

Brown Illadopsis I.fulvescens

Grive-akalat brune

Rufous-winged Illadopsis I. rufescens

Grive-akalatdu Liberia

By Mark Andrews

illadopsises in the Upper Guinea region. Correct iden-

tification hinges upon good views of the underparts,

particularly of the belly between the legs (Table 3),

which is best seen when the bird is perched on a

vertical or near-vertical branch.

Table 3 Plumage characters used for identification of

species in Group II

Tableau 3 Caracteristiques du plumage utilisees pour

Tidentification des especes du Groupe II

Throat

Upper-breast

and Flanks

Belly and vent

Under tail-coverts

Pale-breasted

white

dirty-brown

pale greyish-white

dirty-brown

Brown

white*

dirty buffy-brown

dirty buffy-brown

dirty buffy-brown

‘but brown in the race of Brown Illadopsis 1. f. moloneyanum which occurs

in the eastern part of the Upper Guinea region

Pale-breasted Illadopsis

Polytypic, subspecies: extrema

Whole upperparts, including ear-coverts and lores,

drab mid-brown with a variable rufous tinge. Throat

white, often puffed out when alarmed or inquisitive

(other species might also do this). Rest of underside

dirty pale-brown except for the belly and vent which

is pale greyish-white, contrasting with the breast,

flanks and undertail coverts. This pale area can be

difficult to see, particularly in poor light, but it is the

only reliable field character that separates this species

from Brown Illadopsis. Overall Pale-breasted often

appears to have a greater contrast in tone between the

upper and undersides than Brown Illadopsis.

Habits: normally found in pairs or small groups of up

to five birds, in vegetation off the ground by up to two

metres. Keeps to dense tangles, skulking out of sight.

Groups are particularly noisy giving scolding chacks

and grating churn.

Habitat: primaiy and secondary forest. Occasionally

associated with ant columns.

Brown Illadopsis

Polytypic, subspecies: gu laris and moloneyanum

Western race gularis

Whole of upperparts, ear coverts and lores drab mid-

brown with a variable rufous tinge. Throat white. Rest

of underside uniform dirty buffy-brown. No contrast

between belly and surrounding feather tracts. This is

the most difficult species to identify positively since it

is very difficult indeed to be certain that the belly area

is not a pale colour, as light conditions can mask the

contrasting underparts of Pale-breasted.
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Eastern race moloneyanum

The only illadopsis in the region with a brown throat

which does not contrast with the rest of the under-

parts. This subspecies is restricted to eastern Ghana

and Togo8,9
.

Habits: seen in pairs or small groups, similar to Pale-

breasted but normally seen in the lowest one metre of

the understorey, and occasionally alights on the

ground. Similarly noisy when encountered.

Habitat: primary and secondary forest, and well-

developed scrub.

Group III

These two species are easily separable by habitat, but

underpart colouration is the best plumage character

(Table 4).

Table 4 Plumage characters used for field identification of

Group III species

Table 4 Caracteristlques du plumage utilisees pour

I’identification des especes du Groupe III

Puvel’s Rufous-winged

Throat slightly creamy white clean white

Upper breast diffuse warm peachy-buff

breast-band

diffuse brownish-grey

breast band

Lower breast white with a creamy

tinge

clean greyish-white

Flanks as breast band clean mid-grey

Upper Mandible wholly dark horn wholly dark horn

Lower Mandible normally wholly pale

yellowish-horn;

occasionally brownish-

horn on gonys

pale yellowish basal

inner third to half

remainder dark horn

Puvel’s Illadopsis

Polytypic, subspecies: puveli

Upperparts rufous-brown contrasting with creamy

white underparts. Breast has a diffuse warm peachy-

buff breast-band, looking almost orange in good light.

Habits: a wholly ground-dwelling bird, occasionally

hopping up onto low open branches in the manner of

a thrush Turdus sp. Normally seen singly or in pairs.

Habitat: a bird of secondary scrub and gallery forest.

Rufous-winged Illadopsis

Monotypic

Upperparts rufous-brown contrasting with cold grey-

ish flanks and white underparts. Dusky grey-brown

breast-band, sometimes incomplete, is distinctive but

not easy to see except when seen head-on in reason-

able light. The differences in bill colouration (see

Table 4) are only of use in confirming the identifica-

tion when good views are obtained.

The very distinctive, far-carrying call of this spe-

cies can be delivered from the ground or a high perch,

the individual often rapidly moving around its terri-

tory when doing so. Puvel’s has been reported as

having a similar call (GD Field pers. comm.) but that

on Chappuis’ discs3 bears little resemblance and Puvel’s

recorded in Sierra Leone is similarly distinct
1

.

Habits: as Puvel’s.

Habitat: closed-canopy forest only.
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Oxpeckers, the genus Buphagus
Randall Breitwisch

Resume: Les deux especes de pique-boeufs - le Pique-boeuf a bee jaune Bughagus africanus
,
et le

Pique-boeuf a bee rouge B. erythrorhynchus - occupent la savane et les habitats de bois ouverts en

Afrique sub-saharienne et chevauchent l’Afrique australe et l’Afrique de l’Est. En raison de la presence

de caracteristiques communes du squelette et la musculature, ils sont classes comme des membres de

la famille de l’etourneau, les Sturnidees, dont 111 especes se trouvent principalement en Afrique et dans

le sud de l’Asie. Toutefois, alors qu’un grand nombre d etourneaux africains ont un plumage chatoyant

et des couleurs vives, ce n’est pas le cas des pique-boeufs.

The two species of oxpeckers (or tickbirds) - the

Yellow-billed Buphagus africanusand Red-billed

B. erythrorhynchus - occupy savanna and open

woodland habitats in sub-Saharan Africa, over-

lapping in southern and eastern Africa.

Owing to the presence of shared charac-

teristics of skeleton and musculature

they are classified as members of

the starling family, Sturnidae,

the 1 1 1 species ofwhich are

found primarily in Africa

and southern Asia. How-

ever, while many African

starlings have richly

coloured, iridescent

plumages, oxpeckers

do not. On the basis of

morphological, ana-

tomical, and behavioural

distinctiveness,
oxpeckers have previously

been accorded subfamily

Buphaginae or even family

Buphagidae status, a classifi-

cation now out of favour.

The morphology and behav-

iour ofboth species have become

adapted to exploit the arthropods

that live on the skin of large her-

bivorous mammals - on which both

species depend. Oxpeckers are cooperative breed-

ers, nesting in tree cavities and living in family groups

of up to six individuals.

Evolution

Oxpeckers are highly modified for their foraging niche.

Morphological adaptations for feeding on mammal
bodies include short legs to hold the body close to the

surface of the mammal and stiff tail feathers that

provide support when the bird clings to the side of a

mammal. They also have robust, strongly curved, and

sharp claws which allow them to hang in all manner of

postures while climbing over mammal bodies, even

upside down on the legs or on the belly region. The

bill is large and wide at the base, laterally flattened

along its length, and used in the typical manner of a

starling, with jabbing motions followed by opening

the mandibles and moving through hair or working a
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wound site for parasitic insects or necrotic tissue.

Oxpeckers also use their bills in a scissoring manner,

held sideways on mammal skin and moved through

the hair. The bones of the palate are modified in

association with this foraging niche. Behaviourally,

oxpeckers have evolved an intimate relationship with

large herbivores, and except when actively engaged

in nesting duties, they spend nearly all daylight hours

in the company of these mammals. Yellow-billed

Oxpeckers even sometimes roost at night on mam-
mals.

The Yellow-billed Oxpecker has the broader geo-

graphic range, occurring from Ethiopia across the

continent to Senegal and south to northern Namibia,

Botswana, and South Africa (but absent from the

forested regions of West and Central Africa). Red-

billed Oxpeckers occur in East Africa from Ethiopia

and western Somalia south to northern South Africa.

Breeding

Oxpeckers nest in tree cavities using grasses, other

herbaceous vegetation, and mammal hair, as nesting

material and there are also records of mammal dung

being used. Hair is cut from a mammal’s body with the

same scissoring action of the sharp-edged bill that is

used in foraging for insects. The clutch size is usually

2 or 3 eggs (about 23x18 nun), with a range of 1 to 5.

The eggs are white to bluish-white and either im-

maculate or spotted or blotched with brown to lilac.

They are incubated for approximately 12 days, with a

nestling period of another 28-30 days. Fledgling care

lasts in excess of two months. Fledglings ride on

mammals and beg for food from an adult foraging on

the same mammal. Multi-brooded, oxpeckers attempt

up to three nests during the long breeding period that

coincides with the rainy season.

Both species are cooperative breeders, with up to

three or four individuals (presumably, previous off-

spring) acting as reproductive helpers and sharing the

task of feeding nestlings and fledglings. Only a single

pair of birds in the family group breeds.

Identification

Unmistakable in appearance and behaviour,

oxpeckers are nearly always encountered perching

on and gleaning insects from the bodies of large

herbivorous mammals. They are medium-sized

passerines, (18-20 cm long), the Red-billed weighing

about 50 g and Yellow-billed about 60 g. Below they

are light brown to tan and dark, drab brown dorsally.

Sexes are alike. In areas of sympatry, both species can

be found not only on the same species of mammals
but also on the same individual mammal.

Yellow-billed Oxpecker Buphagus africanus

Mark Andrews

The Yellow-billed Oxpecker has the basal half to

two-thirds of the bill bright yellow, with the remaining

apical portion scarlet red. The iris is orange-red, and

there is no eye-ring. Drab, dark brown dorsal and

breast plumage contrasts with variably light tan plum-

age in the ventral region. The rump is light tan in

contrast to the surrounding dark brown dorsal plum-

age.

The Red-billed Oxpecker has a fully scarlet red

bill. The red-orange iris is surrounded by a bright

yellow eye-ring of soft skin or wattle. Drab, dark

brown dorsal plumage blends into lighter brown ven-

tral plumage, not nearly as contrasting as the very light

ventral plumage of the other species. There is no

discernible rump patch, while the bill is not as heavy

as that of the Yellow-billed Oxpecker.

Immatures of both species lack the bright bill

colour, being all dusky in immature Yellow-billed. In

the Red-billed Oxpecker it is dull red basally and dull

yellow to green apically. The iris of both species is

brown to dull red-orange, and there is no eye wattle in

the immature Red-billed Oxpecker.

Species biology

The most striking aspect of the species’ biology is

obviously the association with large herbivorous mam-

mals. Favoured mammals include rhinoceros

Rhinocerotidae, buffalo Syncerus caffer
,

giraffe

Giraffa Camelopardalis
,
warthogs Phacocherus

aethiopius, and short-haired species of antelope, such
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as impala Aepycerus melampus and some species of

gazelle. Cattle are also favoured. Densely haired graz-

ing mammals, such as waterbuck Kobus
ellipsiprymnus, are less favoured, as are small-bodied

species of gazelle Antilopini. African elephants

Loxondonta africana appear to be intolerant of

oxpeckers. Red-billed are more common in East Af-

rica where the two species overlap. It has been

suggested that, in sympatry, the Yellow-billed is more

common on naked or thin-haired mammals, with the

Red-billed more common on thickly-haired species.

Despite the theoretical interest in determining how
two such similar species apportion resources, there

are few carefully collected data on the question of

competition and ecological niche separation.

Ticks and blood-sucking flies and their larvae are

the preferred foods captured from both mammal skin

and the flesh exposed in injuries. Studies have indi-

cated that several thousand nymphal ticks are eaten

each day. Blood at wound sites is also taken. Most of

the mammals attended are largely indifferent to

oxpecker activities, even when oxpeckers climb onto

the face or into an ear pinna. Some mammals, espe-

cially zebra and impala, appear to solicit cleaning by

assuming stereotypical, upright postures that make

Red-billed Oxpecker Buphaguserythrorhynchus

Mark Andrews

available body regions. There has been speculation

that oxpeckers may keep wounds open in foraging,

perhaps farming insects but oxpeckers would seem to

do more good than harm in ridding mammals of

ectoparasites.

Oxpeckers socialise while perching on mammals
and even court and copulate on the backs of mam-
mals. When approached by humans, the birds scurry

over the back to the opposite side of the mammal,

peer over the back, and give hissing vocalisations.

Chattering calls similar to those of other starlings are

often given when the birds are alarmed or in flight.

The degree to which oxpeckers may have a sym-

biotic defensive warning relationship with large

mammals has been the subject of much speculation.

Anecdotes abound on the mammalian alert response

to the hissing vocalisations given by the birds in the

presence of humans (and, perhaps, other predators).

In the Kiswahili language, oxpeckers are known as

askari wa kifaru, the ‘guard of the rhinoceros.’ How-
ever, the fascinating possibility of there being true

mutualism in this association remains untested.

Relationships with humans
Oxpeckers have declined in numbers over much of

their range during this century with the expansion of

human populations and their cattle into areas once

occupied exclusively by wild game. Cattle dipping

removes many of the ectoparasitic insects that are the

mainstay of the oxpecker diet. The great rinderpest

epidemics at the end of the last century also probably

played an important role in killing huge numbers of

buffalo, a favoured host species. The Yellow-billed

Oxpecker had, as a consequence, been extirpated

from South Africa by the second decade of this cen-

tury, although the species has reappeared in parts of

northern South Africa in the past 10-20 years. There

have been suggestions to reintroduce oxpeckers into

areas such as national parks where game animal popu-

lations have been allowed to increase. A successful

reintroduction was undertaken into Rhodes Matopos

National Park in Zimbabwe.

Oxpeckers roost communally during the non-

breeding season, sometimes in association with other

species of starlings, at traditional sties. While these

sites are typically natural elements in a habitat, such as

trees and cliffs, they can also include buildings. @

Dept of Biology, University of Dayton, 300 College

Park, Dayton, Ohio 45469-2320, USA.
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The recent rediscovery of

White-winged Flufftails in Ethiopia

Phil Atkinsona
,
Peter Robertsonb

,
Yilma Dellelegnc

,
Mengistu Wondafrashd & John Atkin

f

The White-winged Flufftail Sarothmra ayresi is

one of the least known birds in Africa. Their

unpredictable habits and secretive nature make them

a very difficult species to study. Two populations are

known in Africa, one in Ethiopia and the other in

southern Africa
16

. Records in Ethiopia come from a

number of high altitude marshes around Addis Ababa

between July and September, coinciding with the wet

season and there is one record from the south of the

country at Charada in May 1905 2
. There seems to be no

site where White-winged Flufftails are found on a

regular basis. Swamps around Addis Ababa, eg at

Entoto, Gafersa, Sululta, Debre Birhan have been

visited by birders between June and September but

there has been no guarantee of seeing this bird and

this has led some to speculate that White-winged

Flufftails do not show regular seasonal movements

but rather irregular eruptions and dispersals which are

related to periods of greater or lesser rainfall
4

,
perhaps

making different wetlands suitable for the species in

different years.

In Ethiopia there have been 26 records in the

period 1905 to 1957, mainly taken by hunters shooting

Great Snipe Gallinago media. John Ash searched

Sululta and Gafersa (from where 19 of the 21 speci-

mens were collected) between 1970 and 1976 but

failed to find any birds. There has been one record

since then of a bird in August 1984 from Sululta 5
.

Between 1990 and 1994 John Atkins searched the

Sululta swamps on many occasions, particularly in

September. Despite searching in the area in which the

flufftails were discovered, and using small boys as

beaters, no birds were seen.

On 12 August 1995 YD, MW and PR set off for a

reconnaissance visit to the site where the species had

last been recorded in Ethiopia. The intention was

merely to ensure that we could locate and get access

to the site, and also to announce our intention to take

a closer look at the site to the local inhabitants and to

the authorities at the military installation which over-

looks the site, and so we did not reach the locality until

after 10.00 hr. However, on arrival the military au-

thorities had no objection to our presence and the

local inhabitants pointed out the easiest access route

down into the valley where the site was located.

As the rain was holding offwe decided we may as

well go and have a closer look. We slithered down the

slippery paths of the side of the valley and emerged

into the valley bottom. In the centre of the valley

ahead of us was an area of undisturbed marshy veg-

etation. The vegetation on either side of this seemed

too short and dry to hide even the smallest rail, so,

aided by a herd boy who saw the chance for an

interesting diversion to his normal Saturday morning

routine, we started quartering the marsh at the centre

of the valley. It was only a few minutes beforeMW and

our small assistant got a fleeting glimpse of something

small with white bits on it flying a short distance. We
closed in on the spot it had dropped into and there

were a few anxious moments as it appeared to have

either vapourised or been beamed up by a matter

transporter. However, radiating out from the spot we
flushed a pair of minute-looking rails, both with star-

tlingly obvious white secondaries flashing like

semaphore. It was a kind creator that made such a

skulking bird so easy to identify in flight! Our small

assistant looked somewhat bemused at the ensuing

whooping and cheering, but was quite happy that his

morning had definitely turned out more interesting

than just staring at cows.

Following our initial success of flushing a pair at

the first point that we entered the marsh we felt that

the bird would probably turn out to be moderately

common at this site. To try and get an idea of the

number of birds in the marsh a method which quan-

titatively recorded birds was needed. Flushing by

beaters walking through the grass was unsatisfactory

as birds were reluctant to fly and also we did not like

to disturb the fragile vegetation too much. YD, MW
and PA returned at a later date with a 35 m rope and

dragged it over the marsh so that it lightly skimmed the

top of the vegetation. This proved extremely effective
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Sululta Plain, Ethiopia ( Phil Atkinson.)

Plaine de Sululta, Ethiopie (Phi! Atkinson)

and we are reasonably certain that all birds flew when
the rope went over the top of them. The marsh was

approximately 500 by 250 m (12.5 ha). We visited the

site on 29 August and 16 September and on both

occasions recorded 2 pairs of birds. We marked the

areas where the birds flew up from and recorded

water depth, vegetation height and the percentage

cover by sedges and dicotyledonous plants. We also

sampled 30 randomly located points in the marsh

where no birds were found. We only had four points

with birds and this severely limits any analysis. How-

ever the mean values showed that flufftails were

found in areas with approximately 60% sedge / 40%
dicotyledonous cover, mean water depth of 11.08 cm
and a vegetation height of 49.5 cm. The points at

which birds were found within the marsh did not

appear to be different from other areas of the central

marsh. However, further along and away from the

bottom of the valley the vegetation was shorter, heav-

ily grazed and dominated by grasses and there was

little or no standing water away from the stream which

ran along the valley bottom. These areas appeared to

be unsuitable for flufftails and none was found there

despite searches. Further searches were made at this

site and the last date on which birds were seen was 16

September.

Threats

Grass cutting is a traditional activity that typically starts

after the rains. However, the small swamp at Sululta is

not threatened by this activity during the period ap-

parently favoured by the

flufftails. These activities

usually begin in October,

by which time the site may

be unsuitable for the spe-

cies, because of drying out.

Furthermore, grazing is

limited at the site to the

sides of the valley, ie the

low lying waterlogged /

swampy areas are not

grazed, thus affording

protection to the species.

This may not apply to

other sites in the Sululta

area, where grazing and

grass cutting are more

widespread. Grazing in

particular occurs in many

areas throughout the year.

Cultivation is not seen as a

threat since it is only possi-

ble on the drier valley sides. However, a serious threat

is a proposed water-control scheme, which may mean
that, within the next few years, the site becomes

deeply flooded by a dam in order to provide water for

Addis Ababa. Strong action will be needed to protect

the site.

Threats to flufftail populations elsewhere (par-

ticularly in the highlands) are likely to have come and

will continue to come from increased cultivation,

drainage, grass cutting and overgrazing by an increas-

ingly large population of domestic stock.

Future Surveys

Future surveys should pay attention to any other

suitable habitat that can be found, particularly in the

July-September period: undisturbed, swampy areas,

with longish rank grass. Swamps of any size, small or

large, should be considered as possible sites. Sites for

future investigation will include high-altitude marshes

in shallow grassland valleys occurring in the Gorfu

hills, north of Entoto, swampy areas between Chacha

and Debre Birhan (9°45’N-9°50'N and 39°50’E-

39°35’E), swampy areas west of the Amerti Dam in the

Fincha’a area, Zimbiri Swamps in the Agew area, as

well as other swampy areas in the vicinity of Sululta. In

view of the sighting from Charada, efforts should be

made to investigate suitable habitat further south-

west and west and also at other times of the year. The

rediscovery of this species in an area where it has

frequently been searched for provides some hope for

its relocation at other sites.
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Comments on a possible new species of

Scops Owl Otus sp on Reunion

Vincent Bretagnollef and Carole Attieb

I
n a previous issue of Bull ABC, Renman reported

the possible existence of a new species of owl on

Reunion Island.
2 During a visit there in October-

November 1993, he heard a call like that of a scops owl

Otus and eventually saw the flying silhouette of a

small owl-like bird disappearing into the forest. As

there had been no previous report of such a bird on

Reunion Island, this encounter was rather striking.

Here we would like to comment on this observation

and add new, as yet unreported, although less recent,

sightings of a bird that seems to confirm the existence

of a previously undescribed owl on Reunion.

First of all, there is a popular belief, although it has

never been reported in the literature, of the presence

of a nocturnal animal in Reunion forests, which might

be (and is described by some islanders as) a small

Strigiform. Its local name is ‘Bebete Tut’, referring to

its call. It should be noted that no bird currently

known to exist on Reunion has a call that matches this

description. Secondly, in March 1983 C. Guillermet,

an entomologist, was collecting insects at night in the

northern part of Reunion. Although not an ornitholo-

gist, he clearly saw what he described as an owl

approaching his artificial light (Guillermet, pers

comm), Unfortunately, this observation was disre-

garded when reported to other ornithologists at that

time. Thirdly, while being totally unaware of this fact,

one of us (CA) was able to tape record in September

1988 an unidentified call while.searching for the highly

endangered Mascarene Petrel Pseudobulweria

aterrima. This call was recorded in the southern part

of Reunion, and remained unidentified until 1991

when VB heard it and identified it as the call of an Otus

species. Lastly, during additional searches for the

Mascarene Petrel, an unidentified, possibly Otus, call

was again heard twice in March 1995 in the southern

part of Reunion. These calls, however, do not match

the one described by Renman.

To conclude, a small owl has been seen or heard

on at least four occasions between 1983 and 1995,

which tends to counter the possibility of vagrancy by

another owl such as the Madagascar Scops Owl Otus

rutilus. Moreover the calls of the Reunion bird are

very different to that species (Attie and Bretagnolle in

prep).

It seems highly likely, therefore, that an Otus or a

similar species of owl does exist on Reunion. How-

ever, it has not yet been clearly observed, and its

relationship to the recently described extinct taxon,

Mascarenotus,' will have to be clarified. rD
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Short Notes

Two nests of Nahan’s Francolin in the

Budongo Forest Reserve, Uganda

Andrew J. Plumptre

Nahan’s Francolin Francolinus nahani has only

been recorded from north-east Zaire and west

and south-central Uganda. Collar et al
1

classify this

species as being of ‘indeterminate status’ because it is

so poorly known. One of the three forests in Uganda

where it has been recorded in the past is the Budongo

Forest Reserve in the west of the country (Keith et al
2
).

This forest has been managed for timber on a

sustainable yield basis since the mid 1920s and the

effect this has had on the forest and its wildlife forms

the subject of a long-term research programme, the

Budongo Forest Project. Part of the research has in-

volved intensive mist-netting in different parts of the

forest which has turned up a new record for East

Africa, Puvel’s Illadopsis Illadopsispuveli(A J Plumptre

and I Owijunji in prep). Notes have been kept on any

certain sightings of Nahan’s Francolin for the past six

months using the colour of the legs (red) to distinguish

this species from the other francolin in Budongo,

Latham’s Forest Francolin F. lathami (yellow legs).

Nahan’s Francolin appears to be fairly common in this

forest and can often be heard calling between 07.30

and 08.30 hr as it appears to be highly territorial. The

call is difficult to describe but consists of a fluid build

Nahan's Francolin Francolinus nahani
,
Budongo Forest

Reserve, Uganda, 1995. (AndrewJ. Plumptre)

Francolin de Ataten/ Francolinus nahani, Reserveforestiere de

Budongo, Ouganda, 1995 (AndrewJ. Plumptre)

up of pairs of notes that gradually rise in frequency

and gradually increase in volume. A single call can last

about 7-10 seconds. Sightings are usually of pairs of

birds but groups of up to seven individuals have been

seen (possibly parents and mature offspring).

Nest of Nahan’s Francolin Francolinus nahani, Budongo

Forest Reserve, Uganda, 1995. (Andrew J. Plumptre)

Nid du Francolin deNahani Francolinus nahani, Reserve

forestiere de Budongo, Ouganda, 1995 (AndrewJ. Plumptre)

We have caught one bird in mist-nets by chasing

it into the net (other birds have been observed to walk

up to the net and go around it upon seeing it). This

individual was completing its moult from juvenile

plumage and was in a group of about seven birds. In

addition two nests have been found. The nest of this

bird has only been recorded once before (Keith et al
2
)

and was observed in the hollow of a tree trunk about

1 m above the ground. Both of the nests were on the

ground between the buttresses of trees behind a few

vine stems or roots from epiphytic plants. The eggs

were pinkish with faint brown/purple speckling. One
nest contained four eggs and the other contained

three. The first nest was discovered on 13 August 1995

and the four hatched about five days later. The second

bird was found laying its eggs on 14 October 1995 but

unfortunately the nest was destroyed by a predator on
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27 October. The adult bird in both cases would freeze

on the nest and could easily be missed because of the

speckled patterning of the plumage merging with the

leaf-litter.

It is possible that this species could be censused

using playbacks of its call as it always seems to re-

spond to calls from other individuals. It is commonly

heard in areas where the understorey is fairly dense

between 1-4 m above the ground making it difficult to

see the bird unless another one calling attracts it out.

There also seem to be higher numbers in swampy
areas but this is only a subjective impression. As this

dense understorey vegetation tends to occur where

logging has taken place it is not thought that the

current logging would be very detrimental to this

species. It is hoped that funds can be raised to employ

a Ugandan researcher to try to census this species in

Budongo Forest and to collect data on its habitat

requirements, possibly by employing radiotracking

techniques.

1 thank the Uganda Forest Department for allow-

ing me to work in the Budongo Forest and the ODA
Forestry Research Programme and Wildlife Conserva-

tion Society for funding this work. @
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Note on the field identification of Uluguru

Violet-backed Sunbird Anthreptes neglectus

Tom D. Evans

F
ollowing some apparently anomalous observa-

tions in the East Usambaras, Tanzania, I examined

skins of Anthreptes sunbirds in the Natural History

Museum Bird Section at Tring, Hertfordshire, UK. This

showed that the immature plumage of Uluguru

Violet-backed Sunbird Anthreptes neglectus is mis-

leadingly described by Moreau and Moreau4 and

Mackworth-Praed and Grant3
. The latter represents

the only widely available and otherwise reliable guide

to identifying this species, which is restricted to the

forests of East Africa.

Immature neglectus can show a bold white super-

cilium running from the lores to at least 5 mm behind

the eye. This is present on both the immature females

and one of the two immature males in the collection.

Also, the iridescent feathers (which cover the

upperparts of adults of both sexes) can be limited to

the upper tail coverts, tail and bend of the wing of

immature birds. These two features would tradition-

ally be considered to indicate a female or immature of

either Eastern Violet-backed Sunbird A. orientalis or

Violet-backed Sunbird A. longuemarei.

I twice saw individuals showing these features in

the East Usambaras in 1994. Since they were not

begging for food from the accompanying adult

neglectusand did not have prominent pale gape lines,

I did not initially suspect that they were immatures.

The habitat, range and other plumage features sug-

gest that they were neglectus
,
as does the fact that

neglectusoccurred commonly at the site. However, as

discussed below, it can be virtually impossible to

identify such individuals with confidence.

The three species are largely allopatric, with their

ranges and habitat requirements well defined, at least

in East Africa
1

. Nonetheless it would be preferable to

rely on plumage features, since identifications based

solely on range or habitat may lead to the loss of

interesting extra-limital records and conceal cases of

sympatry or unusual habitat choice. They are also

considered unacceptable by committees vetting

records of rarities.

Several features remain for separating those im-

mature neglectusshowing a supercilium from females

and immatures of the two confusion species. As far as

I can determine, none is reliable for all individuals of

all species. All are difficult to assess on these small,

active arboreal birds. Many individuals with this type

of plumage will be impossible to identify with cer-

tainty in the field, and perhaps even in the hand,

without considering range. Eliminating the form A.

longuemarei angolensis is the most difficult aspect.

The features are given below:

1. Immature neglectus and immature or female

longuemarei are bright lemon-yellow on the belly

and vent. Female and young orientalis show at most

a faint yellow or buff wash. This should make it easy

to eliminate orientalis given good views.
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2. In neglectus and longuemarei the crown, mantle

and wing coverts are dusky brown, (sometimes with

a violet metallic wash3
). On orientalis these areas are

a lighter, greyer brown. This feature varied widely on

the specimens examined and there was some overlap,

including particularly dark orientalis and some paler

individuals of the other two

3. The yellow-green fringes on the flight feathers of

neglectus are generally lacking in the other two spe-

cies, although most birds have narrow buffy fringes.

This is a useful feature on skins or in the hand, but I

have found it impossible to detect on neglectus in the

field. Though I have no field experience of the other

two species, it seems likely that views would have to

be very good to be sure that no such fringing was

present and thus eliminate neglectus. Furthermore,

the south-central African race A. longuemarei

angolensis does show extensive yellow-green remige

fringes and may be all but impossible to separate from

immature neglectus
,
even in the hand. The ranges of

A. longuemarei angolensis and A. neglectus are

thought to be separated by the Shire-Nyasa Rift (M. P.

S. Irwin pers comm 1995). A. 1. nyassae, whose range

overlaps widely with neglectus in the coastal belt from

Dar-es-Salaam into Mozambique, does not have yel-

lowy fringes.

4. The underparts of longuemarei and orientalis are

reported to be bright white or buffy white, rather than

the sullied grey-white of neglectus3
. (The statement

by Williams6
that neglectus is ‘dusky brownish-grey’

below is extraordinarily misleading.) This feature var-

ies widely in the specimens and, although the great

majority of neglectus conform, a few are markedly

whiter (this is particularly a feature of juvenile

neglectus6). The other two species show a range of

whiteness, overlapping in this feature with typical

neglectus. The colour could easily be altered if the bird

is dirty or has old, worn feathers. It should be used

with great caution.

5. The colour of the iridescent tail and rump may also

differ. This is not clearly explained by Mackworth-

Praed and Grant3
,
who stated, for example, that A. 1.

angolensis is violet, but later that another race is

‘violet, rather than the blue-violet of the Angola race’.

In general, neglectus is thought to be a bluer shade of

purple than most races of the other two species. Great

care is required in the field, since this feature is strongly

affected by the angle of illumination. In the hand a

specimen of any form can be made to switch from

blue to violet by rotating it.

As far as is known, the carpal patch of immature

neglectus is always iridescent (pers obs and3
). It is

often plain brown (though occasionally iridescent) in

brown-backed plumages of the other two species.

However, it is quite possible that if more immature

neglectus were examined, some would be found to

lack this feature too.

The remaining plumages (male and female

neglectus
,
male orientalis and male longuemarei) all

of which show wholly iridescent upperparts and no

supercilium, can still be separated with the help of

Mackworth-Praed and Grant3
. These iridescent feath-

ers are developed gradually and may be found as

patches on birds with predominantly immature plum-

age. The distinguishing features of male neglectus

(yellowy remige fringes, blue rather than blue-violet

gloss above, grey-white rather than creamy white

underparts, reaching right to the vent) can be very

difficult to detect under field conditions. Only the

female plumage of neglectus is easy to identify, with

its combination of no supercilium, iridescent (blue-

violet) upperparts and extensive yellow on the lower

belly. Unfortunately, female neglectus is wrongly

drawn in the most recent field guide to East African

birds 5
. The illustration (Plate 79) shows a bold super-

cilium and yellow wash below, neither of which can

be seen either in the field or on skins.
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Wattled Ibis Bostrychia carunculata
,
Lake Langano, Ethiopia, December 1990 (Karel Beylevelt)

Ibis caroncule Bostrychia carunculata, Lac de Langano, Etbiopie, decembre 1990 (Karel Beylevelt)

Prince Ruspoli’s Turaco Tauraco ruspolii, Wadera, Ethiopia,

November 1994 (Iain Robertson)

Touraco de Prince Ruspoli Tauraco ruspolii, Wadera, Etbiopie,

novembre 1994 (lain Robertson)

Blue-winged Goose Cyanochen cyanopterus, Gafersa Reservoir,

Ethiopia, December 1990 (Karel Beylevelt)

Oueltes d ailes bleues Cyanochen cyanopterus, Reservoir de

Gafersa, Etbiopie, decembre 1990 (Karel Beylevelt)
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Rouget’s Rail Rougetius rougetii
,
Bale Mountain, Ethiopia, December 1990 (Karel Beylevelt)

Rale de Rouget Rougetius rougetii, Montagues Bale, Ethiopie, decembre 1990 (Karel Beylevelt)

Stresemann’s Bush Crow Zavattariomisstresemanni, Yavello,

Ethiopia, December 1990 (Karel Bfeylevelt)

Corbeau deStresematin Zavattariornis stresemanni, Yavello,

Ethiopie, decembre 1990 (Karel Beylevelt)

Abyssinian Catbird Parophasma galinieri, Dinsho, Ethiopia,

November 1994 (Brian Goodwin)

Timalie d'Abyssinie Parophasma galinieri, Dinsho, Ethiopie,

novembre 1994 (Brian Goodwin)
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Photospot: Ethiopian Endemics

Lincoln D. C. FisbpooF, Gary A. Allport and Richard Webbh

Ethiopia is rapidly becoming one of

Africa’s birding hotspots possessing

as it does an impressive avifauna of over

850 species, including 29 species

endemic to Ethiopia and Eritrea and at

least one more awaiting formal descrip-

tion. In addition many species in

Ethiopia are remarkably tame enabling

observers to obtain outstanding views

and photographs, as evidenced by the

small selection published here.

A considerable amount of fieldwork

is now being carried out in the country

and an atlas project is underway. The

ABC would encourage members visiting

Ethiopia to send copies of trip reports

etc to the atlas co-ordinators. Further

information and recording forms are

available from John Atkins, c/o FCO
(Addis Ababa), King Charles Street,

London SW1A2AH, UK.

Wattled Ibis

Bostrychia carunculata

This ibis is very much a highland bird,

found between 1,500 m and 4,100 m on

the plateaux of Ethiopia and Eritrea.

Within this range it is widespread and

largely sedentary, thought to undertake

only local, altitudinal movements. It is

found in high altitude moorlands,

seasonal wetlands, swamp margins and

in cultivated fields. Indeed, the Wattled

Ibis has become well adapted to

anthropic landscapes and conditions; for

example, it is to be seen regularly within

the confines of Addis Ababa.

When foraging, in flocks of up to 100

birds, this ibis walks in a stately manner

probing at intervals for food, thought to

be mostly worms and insects, particu-

larly dung beetles and their larvae.

Wattled Ibis appear very dark in the

field except for the large white patch on

the upper wing which is particularly

conspicuous in flight. Good views are

required to see the crest and the

pendulous wattles; the pale iris is,

however, more obvious.

Wattled Ibis, as with other members

of the genus Bostrychia, is very vocal in

flight, especially at dawn and dusk. Its

deep, raucous braying calls are a

characteristic sound of the Ethiopian

plateaux, audible over long distances.

I nlike its congeners, however, Wattled

Ibis usually nests colonially, often

choosing cliff ledges in river valleys.

This behaviour has led to the sugges-

tion that its affinities may lie more with

the bald ibises Geronticus despite the

differences in appearance and jizz.

Although no quantitative data are

available the Wattled Ibis is not consid-

ered to be of conservation concern,

being locally common to very common
within its range.

Blue-winged Goose
Cyanochen cyanopterus

Blue-winged Goose is only found in the

highland grasslands of Ethiopia where

pairs, small groups and sometimes

flocks are found placidly grazing in the

meadows adjacent to the many small

watercourses which thread through the

rolling hills. This bird is yet another

Ethiopian peculiarity. Taxonomically it is

treated as a sheld-goose with only very

distant relatives. One needs to travel to

Peru, Bolivia or Chile in order to see its

nearest kin, where the Andean Goose

Chloephaga melanoptera frequents

similar verdant streamside leys. The

only other potential confusion species in

the Ethiopian highlands is Egyptian

Goose Alopochen aegyptiacus.

At a distance the blue in the wing of

Blue-winged Goose is of a light shade

and not particularly striking. Close up,

however, it shows clean grey tones, fine

proportions and a ‘pretty face,’ which

make it an attractive bird, in comparison

with its raucous, seemingly mud-

bespattered congeners.

Rouget’sRail

Rougetius rougetii

Rouget’s Rail is the only member of a

genus endemic to Ethiopia. Its unique

taxonomic position among the rails is

reflected in its rather un-rail-like

behaviour. Providing there is not too

much human disturbance they are rather

confiding birds, happily clambering

around in the vegetation rather like

moorhens Gallinula, only metres from

an observer. One site within Addis

Ababa is right at the edge of a main

road, opposite a large hotel.

Rouget’s Rails are often seen in

family parties of three to six, and when
they are alarmed they will quickly turn

and run for cover, flashing their white

under-tail coverts as they go. Their

boldness combined with their striking

colour make them delightful birds to

watch. They are birds of the wet

grasslands of the Ethiopian highlands, a

habitat which matches the bird for quiet

charm.

Stresemann’s Bush-crow
Zavattariornis stresemanni

This elegant, baffling bird is known only

from within a range of about 6,000 km2
,

around the towns of Yavello and Mega

in southern Ethiopia within which it is

common. Since this species was first

described in 1938, its systematic position

has been the subject of much discussion.

Now treated as an aberrant corvid, it was

previously suggested that its affinities

lay with the starlings. (It does, indeed,

show a striking superficial resemblance

to non-breeding Wattled Starling

Creatophom cinerea.) Confusion about

the Bush-crow is not, however, confined

to its taxonomy. Just why it is restricted

to such a limited area of apparently

unremarkable thornbush and short grass

savanna, while avoiding superficially

similar habitat nearby, is unknown. The

White-tailed Swallow Hirando

megaensis shares a very similar re-

stricted distribution and it has been

suggested that both species may have

very narrow altitudinal tolerances. A
topic ripe for research!

Stresemann’s Bush-crow is an

insectivore and gregarious when not

breeding, with up to 30 individuals

foraging together. It also associates with

Superb Starlings Spreo superbus and

White-crowned Starlings S. albicapillus

when feeding. Nests are loose, spherical

structures of thorny twigs built in the

crowns of acacias. It is a solitary nester

but breeding may be cooperative since

three birds regularly attend the nest. The

conservation of this species is a cause of

concern (it is classified as Vulnerable).

Although a sanctuary for both it and the

swallow exists in theory it has never

been gazetted and no management takes

place. The main threats to this habitat

are thought to come from the chronic

clearance of trees for fuelwood and

charcoal, the demand for which will

increase as trees from neighbouring

parts of the Rift Valley are exhausted.
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Abyssinian Catbird

Parophasma galinieri

Abyssinian Catbird is a taxonomically

unique species, being the only member
of a genus which is endemic to Ethiopia.

It is currently grouped with the babblers,

and in its shape, size and behaviour is

intermediate between babblers and

illadopsises, but used to be considered a

flycatcher.

It is not an easy species to see,

tending to stick to dense tangles of

vegetation in native juniper forest at

altitudes of 2,425-3,000 m, where it is

often found in pairs. Such areas are

often confined to steep-sided gullies and

rocky slopes. However, the catbird is

easily detected by its melodious, far-

carrying song which must make it a

contender for the title of ‘Most Musical

Bird’. This song further confuses its

taxonomic status, as its dulcet tones are

a far cry from the noisy cackling of other

babblers.

Prince Ruspoli’sTuraco

Tauraco ruspolii

It is a spot of luck that we know where

Prince Ruspoli’s Turaco is found for the

bird remained unlocated for many years

after the collector, the hapless Prince

Ruspoli, was gored to death by an

elephant before he could share the joys

of this bird with the rest of the ornitho-

logical world! And joys indeed they are.

This is surely one of Africa's most

striking and beautiful turacos.

Until very recently the species was

thought to be restricted to southern

Ethiopia’s juniper forests and to be

declining as the forests were gradually

cut down, grazed and turned into open

woodland.

However surveys by Luca Borgheso

in the Borana and Bale provinces of

southern Ethiopia in March-April 1995

revealed that the species is much more

widespread than was previously thought

and was found in a number of localities

where it had not previously been

recorded (see Recent Reports on page

61 for further details).

Even more interesting is the fact that

Luca discovered that the species is not

primarily a forest species as had been

previously thought, but it occurs

principally in drier habitats including

open woodlands. He even found it

common in areas subject to human
disturbance.®

“ c/o BirdLife International, Wellbrook

Court, Girton Road, Cambridge CB3
ONA, UK.
h55Midstream Close, Hitchin, HertsSG4

ODA, UK.

Photospot: Collared Nightjar Caprimulgus enarratus

Hugh Chittenden

rnyfost African nightjars Caprimulgidae

ITiare associated with savanna or

open woodland habitats with Bates’s

Nightjar Caprimulgus batesiand Brown

Nightjar C. binotatus being two species

more closely associated with forest

habitats. However, neither species have

however been proven to breed within

the forest canopy. 1

Two nightjar species are found in

Madagascar, the widespread and

common Madagascar Nightjar C.

madagascariensis and the rare endemic

Collared Nightjar C. enarratus. The latter

species is restricted to the undisturbed

rainforests of the central-eastern and the

north and north-west regions. The

habitat is fast disappearing. The species

may also occasionally be found in

adjacent secondary growth and in some

dry deciduous forests and has recently

been recorded in brush forest and

mangroves in the Morondava area in

western Madagascar.

In October 1994, 1 was lucky to be

shown a roosting bird in the Reserve

Speciale d’Analamazaotra/Perinet

(18°28’S, 48°28’E), about 930 m above

sea-level. The area has an annual

average precipitation of about 1,700

mm. The bird had roosted for a number

of days in the same spot, and was

cautiously approached to within 3 m to

obtain photographs. The forest has a

high canopy and where the bird roosted

the canopy was closed, with little or no

sunlight penetrating to the forest floor.

The bird was well camouflaged in the

leaf litter.

It is possible that the bird could have

been incubating but this was not

confirmed for fear of further disturbance.

Collared Nightjars were subsequently

seen hawking insects above the forest

canopy during the evenings.
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Collared Nightjar Caprimulgus enarratus, Perinet, Madagascar, December 1995 (Pete Morris)

Engoulevant a collier Caprimulgus enarratus, Perinet
,
Madagascar, decembre 1995 (PeteMorris)

' .oll.irrd Nightjar Caprimulgus enarratus, Perinet, Madagascar, Nahan’s Francolin Francolinus nahani, Budongo Forest

October 1994 CHugh Chittenden) Reserve, Uganda, 1995 (AndrewJ Plumptre)

Fngouleuant a collier Caprimulgus enarratus, Perinet, Francolin de Nahani ' Francolinus nahani, Fortt du Budongo,

Madagascar
,
octobre 19940high Chittenden) Ouganda, 1995 (AndrewJPlumptre)
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The first report of the

Seychelles Bird Records Committee
Adrian Skerrett

The Seychelles Bird Records Committee was formed

in 1992. Its first task was to draw up two lists of the

birds of Seychelles: one list for species considered to

be resident, annual breeding visitors and annual mi-

grants for which records were not required, and one

list for species of less than annual occurrence for

which records should be submitted. Notices were

then posted in the world’s leading bird journals and

magazines appealing for past records, and advertising

the availability of lists to interested parties.

The original list of species of less than annual

occurrence had been based on collected published

and unpublished information. However, critical ex-

amination of some records (including some published

records) led to their rejection, while new records of

species never previously reported from Seychelles

were received and accepted by the Committee. Since

this original list made no attempt to indicate the

relative scarcity of each species, it is now considered

to be of little value.

The following report combines the list of species

of annual occurrence with records accepted up to 31st

Southern Giant Petrel Macronectesgiganteus, Mahe,

August 1992 (Adrian Skerrett)

Southern Giant Petrel Macronectesgiganteus

Vagrant. One record: July-Oct. Mahe (1).

Pintado Petrel (Cape Pigeon) Daption capense

Vagrant. One record: Sept. Between Cosmoledo and Assumption

(1).

Jouanin’s Petrel Bulweriafallax

Vagrant. Four records: Oct, Nov, Dec, Feb. Near Aldabra 1,

between Farquhar and Desnoeufs 3 (9).

Flesh-footed Shearwater Puffinus cameipes

Vdgrant. Two records: May, Oct. Between Fregate and Recif 1,

and near Farquhar 1 (2).

December 1993 for species of less than annual occur-

rence. Records are required for all vagrants and, of

course, any species which does not appear in the

report. In addition, records of other species which

may be seen outside their normal range are required.

For example, Black-naped Tern (Sterna sumatrana)

breeds in the Amirantes and further west, but records

are required east of the Amirantes, that is, the granitic

islands, Bird, Denis, Platte and Coetivy.

For each vagrant, the following details are given:

• the number of accepted records to date

• the months of the year in which these records

occurred

• the islands on which records occurred

• in brackets, the total number of individuals con-

cerned

For the purposes of this publication, the nomen-

clature policy of the African Bird Club has been

employed.

The Seychelles Bird Records Committee is spon-

sored by Cousine Island.

Wedge-tailed Shearwater Puffinuspacificus

Breeds Aride, Cousin, Cousine, Bird, Recif, St Joseph Atoll,

Desnoeufs, Marie-Louise and possibly elsewhere.

Audubon’s Shearwater Puffin us Iherm in ieri

Breeds Aride, Cousin, Cousine, Bird, Desnouefs, Marie-Louise,

Aldabra and possibly elsewhere.

Wilson’s Storm-Petrel Oceanites oceanicus

Vagrant. Three records: Oct, Nov. Near Bird 1, near Farquhar 1,

near Desnoeufs 1 (7).

Black-necked Grebe Podiceps nigricollis

Vagrant. One record: Dec. South-east Island/Mahe (1).

Black-necked Grebe Podiceps nigricollis, Roche Caiman,

Seychelles, December 1993 (Adrian Skerrett)
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Red-billed Tropicbird Phaethon aetbereus

Vagrant. Two records: Jan-Dec. Aride 1, Bird 1 (2).

Red-tailed Tropicbird Phaethon mbricauda

Breeds Aride, Aldabra, Cosmoledo. Annual visitor to rest of

Seychelles.

White-tailed Tropicbird Phaethon lepturus

Breeds Mahe, Praslin, Fregate, Aride, Cousin, Cousine, Silhou-

ette, Aldabra and possibly elsewhere. Annual visitor to rest of

Seychelles.

Red-footed Booby Sula sula

Breeds Aldabra, Cosmoledo and possibly Farquhar. Annual visi-

tor to rest of Seychelles.

Masked Booby Sula dactylatra

Breeds Desnoeufs, Boudeuse, Cosmoledo. Annual visitor to rest

Brown Booby Sula leucogaster

Breeds Desnoeufs and Cosmoledo. Annual visitor to rest of

Seychelles.

GreatCormorant Phalacrocorax carbo

Vagrant. One record: Jan. Near Cousin (1).

Greater Frigatebird Fregata minor

Breeds Aldabra. Annual visitor to rest of Seychelles.

Lesser Frigatebird Fregata ariel

Breeds Aldabra. Annual visitor to rest of Seychelles.

Yellow Bittern Ixobrychus sinensis

Breeds Mahe, Praslin, La Digue, Curieuse.

Cinnamon Bittern Ixobrychus cinnamomeus
Vagrant. One record: Oct, Fregate (1).

F.urasian Bittern Botaurusstellaris

Vagrant. Two records: Oct-Nov. Aride 1, Praslin 1 (2).

Green-backed Heron Butoridesstriatus

Breeds throughout Seychelles. Endemic race B. s. degens in

granitic islands and endemic race B. s. crawfordi in Aldabra

group and probably Amirantes.

Indian Pond-heron Ardeolagrayii

Vagrant. Two records: May-Nov. Mahe 1, Bird 1 (2),

Malagasy Pond-heron Ardeola idae

Breeds Aldabra. Vagrant elsewhere. One record: Nov-Mar. Aride

O bird).

Black-crowned Night Heron Nycticorax nycticorax

Vagrant. Four records: Mar, May, Oct. Mahe (4).

Cattle Egret Bubulcus ibis

Breeds throughout Seychelles. Endemic race B, i. seychellarum

breeds granitic islands, Coetivy, Bird. Race B. i. ibis breeds

Farquhar, Aldabra.

Little Egret Egretta garzetta

Race E. g. dimorpha resident Aldabra group. Unknown race

vagrant to granitic islands. Thirteen records: Jan-May, Oct, Nov.

Mahe 11, La Digue 1, Fregate 1 (25).

Great White Egret Egretta alba

Vagrant. Four records: Oct, Nov, Feb. Praslin 2, Mahe 1, Aldabra

1(4).

GreyHeron Ardea cinerea

Resident throughout Seychelles.

Purple Heron Ardeapurpurea
Vagrant. Ten records: Feb, Apr, Sept, Oct, Nov. Bird 3, La Digue

3, Mahe 2, Aride 1, Curieuse 1 (10).

White Stork Ciconia ciconia

Vagrant. Four records: Dec-Feb. Mahe 2, Bird 1, D’Arros 1 (8).

Sacred Ibis Threskiomis aethiopicus

Endemic race Ta. abfofrtresident Aldabra. Race T. a. aethiopicus

vagrant. One record: Feb. Aldabra (1).

Greater Flamingo Phoenicopterus ruber

Breeds Aldabra. Vagrant elsewhere. Three records: Jan-May,

Oct, Dec. Mahe 1, Fregate 1, Farquhar 1 (3).

White-facedWhistlingDuck Dendrocygna viduata

Vagrant. Three records: Sept, Apr, Jun. Aldabra (3).

Ruddy Shelduck Tadornaferruginea

Vagrant. One record: Dec. Mahe (1).

Northern Pintail Anas acuta

Vagrant. Four records: Feb, Nov, Dec. Mahe 2, Aride 1, Cousin 1

(10).

Garganey Anas querquedula
Annual migrant.

Northern Shoveler Anas clypeata

Vagrant. Three records: Oct, Nov. Mahe 1, Fregate 1, Assumption

1 (3).

Black Kite Milvus migrans

Vagrant. Four records: Aug, Oct, Nov, Dec. Aldabra (4).

Marsh Harrier Circus aeruginosas

Vagrant. Two records: Jan, Feb. Mahe 1, Fregate 1 (2).

Booted Eagle Hieraaetuspennatus

Vagrant. One record: Nov. Mahe (1).

Lesser Kestrel Falco naumanni
Vagrant. One record: Apr-May. Praslin (1).

Madagascar Kestrel Falco newtoni

Resident Aldabra.

Seychelles Kestrel Falco araea

Resident Mahe, Praslin, Silhouette, La Digue. Endemic.

Eleonora’s Falcon Falco eleonorae

Vagrant. Eight records: Oct-Feb Aldabra 6, Aride 1, Cousin 1 (10).
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Sooty Falcon Falco concolor

Vagrant. One record: Nov. Fregate (1).

Red-footed Falcon Falco vespertin us

Vagrant. One record: Nov. Bird (1).

Hobby Falco subbuteo

Vagrant. Four records: Nov-Jan, Dec. Mahe 2, Cousin 2 (4).

Peregrine Falcon Falcoperegrinus

Vagrant. One record: Nov. Cousin 1 (1).

GreyFrancolin Francolinuspondicerianus

Resident Desroches, Coetivy. Introduced.

White-throated Rail Dryolimnas cuuieri aldabranus

Resident Aldabra. Endemic race.

White-throated Rail Dryolimnas cuvieri aldabranus,

Aldabra (Adrian Skerrett)

Corncrake Crexcrex

Vagrant. Two records: Oct, Nov. Bird 1, Aride 1 (2).

WTiite-breastedWaterhen
Amauromisphoenicurus

Vagrant. One record: Dec. Mahe (1).

Moorhen Gallinula chloropus

Resident granitic islands.

Crab Plover Dromas ardeola

Annual migrant.

Eurasian Oystercatcher Haematopus ostralegus

Vagrant. Three records: All months. Mahe 2, Aldabra 1 (4).

Black-winged Stilt Himantopus himantopus

Vagrant. One record: Sept. Praslin (1).

Collared Pratincole Glareolapratincola

Vagrant. Three records: Oct, Nov, Jan. Praslin 2, Fregate 1 (3).

Oriental Pratincole Glareola maldivarus

Vagrant. Two records: Oct-Dec. Mahe 1, Praslin 1 (3).

Black-winged Pratincole Glareola nordmanni

Vagrant. Three records: Nov, Dec, Apr. Mahe 1, Fregate 1,

Alphonse 1 (3).

Little Ringed Plover Charadrius dubius

Vagrant. Six records: Oct-Nov, Jan. Mahe 4, Fregate 1, Cousin 1

(8).

Ringed Plover Charadrius hiaticula

Annual migrant.

Lesser Sand-Plover Charadrius mongolus

Annual migrant.

Greater Sand-Plover Charadrius leschenaultii

Annual migrant.

CaspianPlover Charadrius asiaticus

Vagrant. Ten records: June, Aug-Mar. Praslin 4, Bird 2, Mahe 1,

Fregate 1, Silhouette 1, Farquhar 1 (15). Two records with a

caveat concerning the possibility of Oriental Plover C. veredus.

Oriental Plover Charadrius veredus

Vagrant. One record: Oct. Praslin (1).

Pacific Golden Plover Pluvialisfulva

Annual migrant.

Grey Plover Pluvialissquatarola

Annual migrant.

GreatKnot Calidris tenuirostris

Vagrant. Two records: Mar, Apr. Mahe (2).

Sanderling Calidrisalba

Annual migrant.

Little Stint Calidris minuta

Annual migrant,

Temminck’s Stint Calidris temminckii

Vagrant. Three records: Sept, Oct, Dec. Mahe 2, Bird 1 (3).

Long-toed Stint Calidrissubminuta

Vagrant. One record: Nov. Mahe (1).

Pectoral Sandpiper Calidris melanotos

Vagrant. Two records: Oct. Bird 1, Praslin 1 (2).

Sharp-tailed Sandpiper Calidris acuminata

Vagrant. Two records: Oct-Feb, July. Mahe (2).

Curlew Sandpiper Calidrisferruginea

Annual migrant.

RuffPhilomachuspugnax

Vagrant. Eleven records: Aug, Sept, Oct, Nov. Mahe 3 .Fregate 3,

Cousin 2, Bird 2, Praslin 1 (11).

Buff-breasted Sandpiper Tryngitessubnificollis

Vagrant. One record: Mar. Bird (1).

Common Snipe Gallinagogallinago

Vagrant. Four records: Oct, Dec, Jan, Feb. Mahe 2, La Digue 1,

Fregate 1 (2). Two records with a caveat re possible African Snipe

G. nigripennis.

Great Snipe Gallinago media

Vagrant. One record: Nov-Dec. Praslin (1).

Pintail Snipe Gallinagostenura

Vagrant. Two records: Mar, Nov. Mahe 1, Aldabra 1 (2). One
record with a caveat re possible Swinhoe's Snipe G. megala.

Black-tailed Godwit Limosa limosa

Vagrant. Two records: Oct, Nov. Bird 1, Alphonse 1 (2).

Bar-tailedGodwit Limosa lapponica

Annual migrant.

Little Curlew Numenius minutus

Vagrant. One record: Oct-Apr. Bird (1).

Whimbrel Numeniusphaeopus
Annual migrant.

Eurasian Curlew Numeniusarquata

Annual migrant.

Redshank Tringa totanus

Vagrant. One record: Feb. Mahe (1).
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Marsh Sandpiper Tringastagnatilis

Vagrant. Four records: Jan, May, Nov. Mahe (6).

Greenshank Tringa nebularia

Annual migrant.

Green Sandpiper Tringa ochropus

Vagrant. Two records: Jan, Nov. Mahe (2).

Wood Sandpiper Tringaglareola

Annual migrant.

Terek Sandpiper Xenus cinereus

Annual migrant.

Common Sandpiper Actitis bypoleucos

Annual migrant.

Grey-tailed Tattler Heteroscelus brevipes

Vagrant. One record: Apr. Mahe. (1).

Turnstone Arenaria interpres

Annual migrant.

Red-necked Phalarope Phalaropus lobatus

Vagrant. Two records: Nov. Mahe 1, Denis 1 (2).

Arctic Skua Stercorariusparasiticus

Vagrant. Two records: Jan, Feb. Fregate 1, Bird 1 (2).

Antarctic Skua Stercorarius antarcticus

Annual migrant.

Black-headed Gull Larus ridibundus

Vagrant. Eleven records: Dec, Jan, Feb. Mahe 6, Praslin 4,

between Praslin and Cousin 1 (20).

Lesser Black-backed Gull Lamsfuscus
Annual migrant.

Gull-billed Tern Gelochelidon nilotica

Annual migrant.

Caspian Tern Sterna caspia

Breeds Aldabra. Annual Astove, Cosmoledo. Vagrant to rest of

Seychelles with one record: Nov. Between Aride and Bird (1).

Swift Tern Sterna bergii

Breeds Aldabra and possibly Cosmoledo, Etoile, African Banks.

Annual visitor elsewhere. One vagrant record showing charac-

ters of S.b. velox. Sept-Oct Bird (1).

Lesser Crested Tern Sterna bengalensis

Annual migrant.

Sandwich Tern Sterna sandvicensis

Vagrant. Three records: Dec. Mahe 2, Cousin 1 (3 birds).

Roseate Tern Sterna dougallii

Breeds Aride, African Banks, Etoile and possibly Farquhar.

Annual elsewhere.

Roseate Tern Sterna dougallii

Mark Andrews

CommonTern Sterna hintndo

Annual migrant.

Black-napedTern Sterna sumatrana

Breeds Aldabra and possibly Astove, Cosmoledo, Farquhar,

Providence, St Joseph’s Atoll and African Banks. Vagrant. One
record: June, Bird (1).

BridledTern Sterna anaethetus

Breeds Aride, Cousin, Cousine, Recif and some of the other

smaller granitic islands. May also breed Cosmoledo. Has bred

Bird (1994). Annual visitor elsewhere.

SootyTern Sternafuscata

Breeds Aride, L'llot Fregate, Recif, Bird, African Banks, Etoile,

Desnoeufs, Farquhar, Cosmoledo. Annual visitor elsewhere.

Saunders’Tern Sterna saundersi

Annual migrant.

WhiskeredTern Chlidonias hybridus

Vagrant. Three records: Mar, Apr. Mahe 2, La Digue 1 (3).

White-winged BlackTern Chlidonias leucoptems

Annual migrant.

Brown Noddy Anous stolidus

Breeds Aride, Cousin, Cousine, some of smaller granite islands,

Bird, Denis, Amirantes, Farquhar, Aldabra group, Coetivy, Platte

and Providence. Annual visitor elsewhere.

LesserNoddy Anous tenuirostris

Breeds Aride, Cousin, Cousine, Bird and some smaller granitic

islands. Also Remire, Marie-Louise.

FairyTern Gygisalba

Breeds throughout Seychelles.

Feral Pigeon Columba livia

Resident on larger granite islands and Assumption. Introduced.

MadagascarTurtle Dove Streptopeliapicturata

Race S.p. picturata, possibly introduced from Madagascar, has

inter-bred with the endemic race, S.p. rostratato the extent that

the latter probably no longer exists in its pure form; S.p.picturata

and hybrids resident throughout the granitic islands. Birds of the

endemic race S. p. aldabrana of the Amirantes extinct, where

today S. p. picturata resident on D’Arros and Remire only.

Endemic race S.p. coppingeri resident Aldabra and Cosmoledo.

European Turtle Dove Streptopelia turtur

Vagrant. One record: Dec. Aldabra (1).

Barred GroundDove Geopelia striata

Resident on all larger granitic islands,Bird, Denis, Coetivy, D’Arros,

StJoseph, Desroches, Farquhar and Assumption. Introduced.

Comoro Blue Pigeon Alectroenassganzini minor

Resident Aldabra. Endemic race.

Seychelles Blue Pigeon Alectroenaspulcherrima

Resident larger wooded granitic islands. Endemic.

Black Parrot Coracopsis nigra barklyi

Resident Praslin and recorded regularly Curieuse. Endemic race.

Grey-headed Lovebird Agapomis cana

Vagrant or unsuccessful introduction. One record of unknown
origin (presumably introduced): Apr. Assumption (1). Formerly

introduced to granitic islands, now extinct.

Jacobin Cuckoo Oxylophusjacobinus

Vagrant. Two records: Mar, Dec. Bird 1, Fregate 1 (2).

Great Spotted Cuckoo Clamatorglandarius

Vagrant. One record: Oct. Bird (1).

Common Cuckoo Cuculus canonts

Vagrant. Seven records: Sept, Nov, Dec, Apr. Mahe 6, Aride 1 (7).
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One record with a caveat concerning the possibility of Oriental

Cuckoo C.saturatus.

Asian LesserCuckoo Cuculuspoliocephalus

Vagrant. Two records: Nov, Dec. Mahe 1, Fregate 1 (2). One
record with a caveat concerning the possiblity of Madagascar

Lesser Cuckoo C. rochii.

Malagasy Coucal Centropus toulou insularis

Resident Aldabra. Endemic race.

Barn Owl Tyto alba

Resident larger granitic islands. Introduced. Extinct Aldabra,

where naturally colonised.

Seychelles Scops-owl Otus insularis

Resident Mahe. Endemic.

Brown Fish-owl Ketupa zeylonensis

Vagrant. One record: Nov. Mahe (1).

European Nightjar Caprimulgus europaeus

Vagrant. One record: Dec. Bird (1).

MadagascarNightjar

Caprimulgus madagascariensis aldabrensis

Resident Aldabra. Endemic race.

Seychelles Swiftlet Collocalia elaphra

Resident Mahe, Praslin, La Digue and Felicite. Endemic.

White-throatedNeedletail Hirundapus caudacutus

Vagrant. One record: Nov. Mahe (2).

Common Swift Apus apus

Vagrant. Eleven records: Sept-Dec, Mar. Bird 5, Aldabra 3,

Assumption 2, Fregate 1 (12). Nine records with a caveat concern-

ing other all dark Apus swifts.

Pacific Swift Apuspacificus

Vagrant. Ten records: Oct, Nov, Jan, May. Bird 7, Fregate 2,

Farquhar 1 (14).

Little Swift Apus affinis

Vagrant. One record: Dec. Mahe (1).

Blue-cheeked Bee-eater Meropspersicus

Vagrant. Four records: Mar, May, Oct, Nov-Dec. Aldabra 1, Mahe

1, Bird 1, Cousin 1 (9).

European Roller Coraciasgarrulus

Vagrant. Fifteen records: Oct-Mar. Aldabra 4, Mahe 4, Praslin 3,

Aride 2 ,Bird 1, African Banks 1 (16).

Broad-billed Roller Eurystomusglaucurus

Near-annual migrant to Aldabra group: vagrant elsewhere. Twenty

nine records: Feb, Oct-Dec, Mar. Aldabra 22, Cosmoledo 3, Bird

2, Providence 1, Fregate 1 (31).

Greater Short-toed Lark Calandrella bracbydactyla

Vagrant. One record: Dec. Fregate (1).

CommonSand Martin Riparia riparia

Vagrant. Seven records: Nov, Dec, Jan, Mar, May, June. Fregate 3,

Mahe 2, Aldabra 2 (9).

Mascarene Martin Phedina borbonica

Vagrant. Five records: Oct, Nov, May. Aldabra 2, 1 Assumption 1,

Desnoeufs 1, Bird 1 (5).

Barn Swallow Hirundo rustica

Near-annual migrant. Thirty seven records: Sept-May. Aldabra

20, Fregate 7, Mahe 3, Aride 3, Assumption 1, Desnoeufs 1, Bird

1, between Praslin and Cousin 1 (68). Twenty seven records

accepted with a caveat concerning other possible similar species.

CommonHouse Martin Delichon urbica

Vagrant. Three records: Oct, Mar. Aldabra 2, Farquhar 1 (4).

Yellow Wagtail Motacilla [lava

Vagrant. Eleven records: Oct-Dec, Feb-Apr. Aldabra 4, Mahe 4,

Bird 2, Fregate 1 (12).

Grey Wagtail Motacilla cinerea

Vagrant. Three records: Oct, Nov. Bird 1, Fregate 1, Marie-Louise

1(5).

White Wagtail Motacilla alba

Vagrant. Seven records: Nov-Jan, Mar. Mahe 3, Fregate 1 , Aldabra

2, Bird 1 (9).

Tree Pipit Anthus trivialis

Near-annual migrant. Thirty four records: Oct-Jan, Mar. Aldabra

11, Fregate 9, Mahe 3, Aride 3, Bird 3, La Digue 1,Cousin 1,

African Banks 1, Etoile 1, Alphonse 1, (55).

Red-throated Pipit Anthus cervinus

Vagrant. Nine records: Oct-Mar. Fregate 4, Praslin 2, Mahe 1 ,
Bird

1, Alphonse 1 (19).

Red-whiskered Bulbul Pycnonotusjocosus

Resident Assumption. Introduced.

Seychelles Bulbul Hypsipetes crassirostris

Resident larger granitic islands. Endemic.

Madagascar Bulbul Hypsipetes madagascariensis rostratus

Resident Aldabra. Endemic race.

Seychelles Magpie Robin Copsychussechellarum

Resident Fregate, Cousin. Endemic.

Common Redstart Phoenicurusphoenicurus

Vagrant. Four records: Oct-Nov. Aride 2, Cousin 1, Bird 1 (4).

Whinchat Saxicola rubetra

Vagrant. One record: Nov. Bird (1).

NorthernWheatear Oenanthe oenanthe

Near-annual migrant. Thirty records: Oct, Dec-Mar. Aldabra 23,

Bird 4, Mahe 1, Fregate 1, Aride 1 (32). Three records with a

caveat concerning possible Isabelline Wheatear O. isabellina.

IsabellineWheatear Oenanthe isabellina

Vagrant. One record: Nov. Praslin (1).

RockThrush Monticola saxatilis

Vagrant. Two records: Oct. Fregate 1, Farquhar 1 (2).

Aldabran Brush Warbler Nesillas aldabranus

Resident Aldabra. Probably extinct. Endemic.

Sedge Warbler Acrocephalusschoenobaenus

Vagrant. One record: Nov. Cousin (1).

Seychelles Warbler Acrocephalussechellensis

Resident Cousin, Cousine, Aride. Endemic.

Icterine Warbler Hippolais icterina

Vagrant. One record: Nov. Aride (1).

Madagascar Cisticola Cisticola cherina

Resident Astove, Cosmoledo.

WillowWarbler Phylloscopus trochilus

Vagrant. One record: Nov. Fregate (1).

Wood Warbler Phylloscopus sibilatrix

Vagrant. Two records: Nov. Aldabra, Cousin (2).

Whitethroat Sylvia communis

Vagrant. One record: Oct. Aldabra (1).

Blackcap Sylvia atricapilla

Vagrant. One record: Dec. Curieuse (1).

Spotted Flycatcher Muscicapa striata

Vagrant. Seventeen records: Nov, Dec, Mar. Aldabra 14, Bird 1.

Cousin 1, Aride 1 (19).
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Seychelles Black Paradise Flycatcher Terpsipbone corvina

Resident La Digue. Endemic.

Seychelles Black Paradise Flycatcher Terpsipbone corvina

Mark Andrews

Seychelles Sunbird Nectarinia dussumieri

Resident granitic islands. Endemic.

Souimanga Sunbird Nectarinia souimanga

Resident Aldabra (endemic race N. s. aldabrensis), Assumption

(endemic race N. s. abbotti) and Cosmoledo/Astove (Race N.s.

buchenorum).

MadagascarWhite-eye Zosterops maderaspatana

Resident Aldabra (endemic race Z. m. aldabrensis) andCosmoledo

/Astove (Race Z. m. maderaspatana).

Seychelles Grey White-eye Zosterops modesta

Resident Mahe. Endemic.

European Golden Oriole Oriolus oriolus

Vagrant. Four records: Oct, Nov, Mar. Aldabra 2, Bird 1, Aride

1 (4).

Red-backed Shrike Lanius collurio

Vagrant. Two records: Mar. Aldabra 1, Cosmoledo 1 (2).

In addition to the above, five records have been

accepted as Ardeola sp, five as Pratincole sp, two as

Oriental/Collared Pratincole, one as Oriental/Black-

winged Pratincole, one as Caspian/Oriental Plover,

two as Knot sp, five as Snipe sp, one as Pomarine/

Arctic Skua, one as Rufous/European Turtle Dove,

eleven as Cuckoo sp, one as Scops Owl sp, two as

Merops superciliosussuperspecies
,
and two as Willow

Warbler/Chiffchaff.

Further records will be published in Birdwatcb,

the quarterly journal of the Seychelles Bird Group and

future reports and other details will be published in

Phelsuma the annual scientific journal of the Nature

Protection Trust of Seychelles (NPTS). Annual sub-

scriptions are DK.il 0 and £15 respectively, available

LesserGrey Shrike Lanius m inor

Vagrant. One record: Mar. Aldabra (1).

Woodchat Shrike Laniussenator

Vagrant. One record: Apr. Aride (1).

Indian House Crow Corvussplendens

Resident Mahe. Recorded Bird, Silhouette, Praslin, Cousin and

Aride. Introduced, but no recent sightings and possibly now
eradicated.

Pied Crow Corvusalbus

Resident Aldabra, Assumption, Cosmoledo.

Rose-coloured Starling Stumus roseus

Vagrant. Two records: Oct-Feb. Fregate 1, Bird 1 (2).

CommonMynah Acridotberes tristis

Resident granitic islands. Introduced.

Yellow-frontedCanary Serinus mozambicus

Resident Assumption. Introduced.

House Sparrow Passerdomesticus

Resident D'Arros, St. Joseph’s Atoll, Desroches, Poivre,

Marie-Louise, Desnoeufs, Alphonse, Bijoutier, St. Francois. Intro-

duced.

Common Waxbill Estrilda astrild

Resident Mahe, La Digue, Alphonse and possibly St. Joseph.

Formerly considered introduced but possibly a natural

coloniser.

Common Rosefinch Carpodacus erythrinus

Vagrant. One record: Oct. Aride (1).

MadagascarFody Foudia madagascariensis

Resident granitic islands, Desroches, Poivre, D’Arros, StJoseph

Atoll, Remire, Providence and Farquhar. Formerly considered

introduced but possibly a natural coloniser.

Forest Fody Foudia eminentissima aldabrana

Resident Aldabra. Endemic race.

Seychelles Fody Foudia sechellarum

Resident Cousin, Cousine, Fregate, and introduced to D’Arros.

Endemic.

Aldabra Drongo Dicrurus aldabranus

Resident Aldabra. Endemic.

Ortolan Bunting Emberiza hortulana

Vagrant. One record: Nov. Aride (1).

from Ron Gerlach, PO Box 207, Seychelles (cheques

payable to NPTS).

The current members of the Seychelles Bird

Records Committee are Ian Bullock, David Fisher,

Ron Gerlach, John Phillips, Steve Rooke, Ian Sinclair,

Adrian Skerrett and Don Turner. Consultants to the

committee are Phil Chantler (Swifts), James Ferguson-

Lees (Raptors), Peter Harrison (Seabirds), John

Marchant (Waders), and Robert Prys-Jones (Muse-

ums).

Sightings should be reported to Adrian Skerrett at

PO Box 336, Victoria, Mahe, Seychelles or at the

address below. (?)

75 Castle Ridge, Newcastle under Lyme, Staffordshire,

ST5 2TT, UK.
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Site guide

Birding in Kieni Forest

Nick Gardner

Kieni Forest forms part of the extensive Kikuyu

Escarpment Forest lying east of the Rift Valley at

approximately 2,150-2,700 m. Despite its close prox-

imity to Nairobi it remains one of Kenya’s best kept

secrets.

Amongst the regular species at Kieni which can be

difficult to see elsewhere in Kenya are Olive Ibis

Bostrychia olivacea
,
Eastern Bronze-naped Pigeon

Columba delegorguei, Barred Long-tailed Cuckoo

Cercococcyx montanus, Bar-tailed Trogon

Apaloderma vittatum
,
Black-fronted Bush-Shrike

Malaconotus nigrifrons, Abbott’s Starling

Cinnyricinclnsfemoralis
,
Sharpe’s Starling C. sharpii

,

Waller’s Chestnut-winged Starling Onychognathus

walleri, White-tailed Crested Flycatcher Trochocercus

albonotatusand Abyssinian Crimsonwing Cryptospiza

salvadorii.

Getting there

The forest is easily accessible from Nairobi with a

good tarmac road from Kieni to Thika crossing most of

the area’s habitats.

From Nairobi head north-west on the new A104

towards Naivasha. Turn off east after about 50 km on

the D396 (flyover) which is signposted to Longonot

and South Kiangop. Pass through the small village of

Kamae. Just beyond the village is a left-hand turn (the

C68 to Magumu). Shortly after the turn you pass

through an area of rough grassland on either side of

the road. Look here for the endemic Sharpe’s Longclaw

Macronyx sharpei.

After leaving this area continue along the D396

until you reach Kieni Forest approximately 18 km
from the A104. The D396 is rough in places but with

care is readily drivable in a two-wheel-drive vehicle.
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Alternatively the forest can be reached by driving

north-east from Nairobi along the A2 towards Thika

for about 40 km. Just before Thika turn west on to the

tarmac C66 and follow this for about 45 km until you

reach the forest.

Accommodation can be found in Thika, Naivasha

or Mangu, which lies between Thika and the forest.

Birding

The map on the previous page shows some of the

tracks accessible from the main road. Many of these

tracks go through steep-sided and heavily forested

valleys and most of these are worth exploring if time

permits. Much of the forest is secondary growth but

there appear to be remnant patches of primary forest

along the permanent stream behind the house.

In December 1994 a dawn start at the good view-

ing area just west of trail A produced small flocks of

Eastern Bronze-naped Pigeons and Waller’s Chest-

nut-winged Starlings perched in the tops of emergent

trees. The damp area along trail A was good for Bar-

tailed Trogon, Abyssinian Ground-Thrush Zoothera

piaggiae, White-browed Crombec Sylvietta leucophrys

and White-tailed Crested Flycatcher and all of these

species, with the exception of the ground-thrush,

were also seen along trail E.

Barred Long-tailed Cuckoo was heard intermit-

tently at several places along the road and was seen (in

response to playback) along trail E. This track also

produced Black-fronted Bush-shrike.

Taylor and Taylor1 describe Olive Ibis as a not

uncommon resident of the area which is most fre-

quently seen at dawn and dusk. In March 1995 two

British birders, Graham Speight and Mike Hunter, saw

two birds flying over trail A calling on two consecutive

mornings. Both sightings were roughly an hour after

dawn.

Although a minimum of two or three days is really

necessary to do the area any sort of justice those

birders with limited time would be well advised to

attempt to spend at least a morning in the area.

Anyone requiring further details about this excel-

lent area is welcome to contact me at the address

below. Alternatively further information on this site is

included in Mike Hunter’s excellent trip report which

is available from the African Bird Club for UK£9

including postage and packing. &>

References
1 . Taylor, P.B and Taylor C.A. 1988. The status, move-

ments and breeding of some birds in the Kikuyu

Escarpment Forest, Central Kenyan Highland.

Tauraco 1: 72-89.

The Gannet, 37 Oaklands Avenue, Loughborough,

Leicestershire LE11 3JF, UK.
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Letters

To collect or not to collect

— that is the question
The African Bird Club (ABC) has a

number of aims, all of which rely on the

accurate identification of African birds. If

these aims are to be achieved, then a

policy on the collection of specimens is

essential. Most indigenous ornithologists

in Africa have no problem with the

collection of voucher specimens and

recognise the need for this. The conflict

arises with ornithologists from outside

the continent, some ofwhom take up

African citizenship, and bring a different

ethic to the continent. I have little doubt

that by raising this issue and tweaking a

number of sacred cows by the tail, a

lively debate will follow and hope that a

sensible and realistic policy towards the

collecting of specimens takes shape.

The main difference of opinion over

the issue of collecting may be linked to

the differential in resources available to

the developed and developing worlds.

In the developed world, the number of

bird species, their variation in plumage,

song etc, are mostly well known
because of the large number of speci-

mens in various European and North

American museums and the qualified

people who work on them. There is a

comparatively large number of people

interested in wildlife in general and

birds in particular, and they have the

personal resources to join institutions,

like the ABC, and therefore to have a

say in the formulation of policy and

other matters. Likewise, there is a

plethora of ornithological literature and

institutions bulging with qualified

scientists itching to get into tropical

areas with their high diversity of birds

and other organisms.

In the developing world the situation

is vastly different. Here collections in

universities and museums lie in a state

of dormancy or outright decay largely as

a result of the lack of funds, competent

or qualified persons to look after them,

and a decided lack of knowledge about

the value and uses of these collections

by the administrators who allocate the

funds to these institutions. There is little

or no funding to do any field work, and

some collections are scant representa-

tions of much larger series of specimens

collected on field trips and now held in

museums of the developed world, which

funded the expeditions. There are

comparatively few persons who can

afford to be interested in wildlife for its

own sake and even fewer qualified

scientists to do research on this wildlife

or the collections.

The collection of voucher specimens

to prove the existence of species at

particular localities is a required and

acceptable scientific methodology in the

course of biological exploration. A label

attached to a museum specimen tells us

that on that date and at that locality, the

collector found this individual organism

- now we know and can go forward

from here. As E O Wilson notes in his

book, The Diversity ofLife, collecting

voucher specimens is crucial to the

mapping of biodiversity in general and,

in this case, birds in particular.

With the current interest in biological

diversity in the tropics temperate

scientists are casting their eyes south-

wards. They have the resources to visit

areas which have been visited rarely and

to search for and find little-known

species. Developed-world scientists

working in the developing world bring

their non-collecting ethics with them

which are centred on personal and

sometimes funding considerations and

ultimately to the detriment of the

countries concerned. In some cases,

these persons refuse to collect speci-

mens of rare or unknown species or any

other material that would benefit local

knowledge long after they and their

ethics have returned to their country of

origin with their photographs.

The recent description of a new
species of shrike to the continent, based

on a spot of blood and a couple of

feathers, is entirely irresponsible by the

persons concerned and reflects this

attitude well. Access to type and other

specimens in the museums of the

developed world by third-world

ornithologists is difficult enough, but we
cannot become familiar with our birds

by examining blood under a microscope

or the fine detail of their DNA. This a

good example of the money available to

support the non-collecting ethic in the

developed world and the lengths to

which people will go in order to keep

an irreplaceable specimen alive. That

this particular shrike probably ended up

in the pot of the nearest locals after vast

expense to keep it in captivity and its

release some distance from its original

capture (and the type) locality which

had, by then, been totally degraded,

highlights the irony of the situation. I

trust that the new nightjar, recently

described from a flattened corpse on a

road in Ethiopia, would have been

collected, if it had been discovered alive

and hope that voucher specimens of this

species will be taken if and when it is

eventually found away from the main

road.

What does this attitude mean to the

few informed persons and the even

fewer qualified ornithologists who live

in these areas? Here I draw on my
personal experiences while working as

one of the two professional ornitholo-

gists in Zimbabwe. During my stay as

Ornithologist at the Natural History

Museum in Bulawayo, I was exposed to

a variety of approaches to collecting

specimens.

For example, in one peculiar

situation we planned an expedition to

the Mana Pools National Park in an effort

to find the first Shelley’s Sunbird

Nectarin ia shelleyi in southern Africa

and applied for the necessary permit to

collect a voucher specimen if we found

it. Permission to conduct the expedition

was granted but permission to collect

the specimen was denied because it was

not officially recorded on the country

list! In the end, we found the bird but

the same bureaucrats who denied the

permit, would not believe our record

because we did not have a specimen to

back up our claim!

The presence of the Chestnut-headed

Flufftail Sarothrura lugens on the

southern African list was based on the

availability of a single specimen

collected in the eastern part of Zimba-

bwe about 30 years ago. Recent

investigations into flufftails by Barry

Taylor revealed that this specimen is the

much more likely Red-chested Flufftail S.

rufa. The reappraisal of this bird's

identity was only possible because a

specimen had been collected. If a

written description or photograph had

been taken, this reappraisal of its status

would not have been possible with such
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confidence. A similar situation awaits the

White-chested Tinkerbird Pogoniulus

makawai, known only from the type

specimen, and in this case a photograph

of the bird would not be entirely

inappropriate.

Persons from the developed world,

who visited the museum casually, were

largely against the collecting of voucher

specimens. These same persons relied

almost entirely on the visual identifica-

tion of the birds that made up their lists

and told me that they were experts on,

in one instance, various species of

palearctic warblers. In spite of this, a

number of fundamental errors in the

identification of the warbler species on

their lists caused me to question some of

their records and resulted in their lists

being regarded as patently unsatisfac-

tory. The collection of a number of

specimens would have straightened

these mistakes out unquestionably and

would have added to our and their

knowledge of the birds in question.

Extrapolate this scenario to census

work done across the continent and it is

obvious that the results of these cen-

suses, in the absence of voucher

specimens, are very shaky indeed. Some
African field guides are woefully

inadequate because correctly identified

material was not available for examina-

tion by the authors and artists. Likewise,

the variation in plumage of some of our

species is unknown and that should be

justification enough to collect a series of

voucher specimens in any census and

exploration exercise.

A voucher specimen of even an

easily recognised species from a

previously unexplored or not regularly

visited area is good and accountable

scientific methodology and should be

encouraged. I wonder how seriously the

records of birds from some of the

Mozambican inselberg montane forests

would have been taken today, ifJack

Vincent had provided only written

descriptions and not collected any

specimens there? How well will written

descriptions of confusing species, no

matter how good or convincing, stand

the test of time, particularly if the habitat

is significantly altered? Likewise,

photographs are a poor substitute for a

specimen. They are often out of focus

and do not allow additional information,

like weight, moult, racial status etc, to be

determined easily. Film often fades and

remains the personal property of the

photographer creating a problem of

access. A case in point is of an unknown
and interesting bird photographed in the

last couple of years in the Kwazulu/

Natal of South Africa. The photograph

shows only a limited view of the bird in

question and in spite of it being shown

to a number of experts, a full identifica-

tion has not yet been possible. There is

no doubt that if this bird had been

collected it could have been identified.

With time and an increased collection of

specimens from these areas, our

knowledge of the variation in plumage

of some of these species will increase in

proportion and may well reveal these

written descriptions and photographs to

be confusing and best ignored. A golden

opportunity, not to mention the money
involved, would have been wasted to

make a serious and valuable contribu-

tion to ornithology in Africa because the

specimen was not collected. @
DrKit Hustler,

PO Box 159, Victoria Falls,

Zimbabwe.

Reviews

Swifts - A guide to the swifts and
treeswifts of the world

Phil Chantler and Gerald Driessens,

1995. Pica Press, East Sussex . ISBN
1-873403-313-3. 237 pp, 170x245 mm,
hardback. £26.00 in UK only.

For everyone, swifts surely pose some
of the most difficult field identification

problems. Nothing can be more taxing

and frustrating than to have a flock of

uniform all-brown swifts at varying

heights above you. This excellent guide

sets out to provide as much information

as is available to help resolve the

identification problems we all face at

one time or another with this challeng-

ing group.

The first 33 pages of the book

comprise a number of short introductory

chapters that present an overview of

swift biology and behaviour. These

chapters cover:

• Taxonomic Relationships; highlights

some of the taxonomic problems

within the order Apodiformes. In

addition, the relationships and

species limits of each genus are dealt

with individually.

• Breeding Behaviour; presents a

broad overview of mate selection,

displays, incubation, fledgling

growth rates, special adaptations to

environment extremes and breeding

seasons.

• Feeding and Ecological Separation;

summarises feeding behaviour and

diet, with the emphasis on prey size

and selection, and the effect these

factors have on ecological

separation.

• Mortality and Predators; offers a

discussion of the main causes of

swift mortality, both as a result of

direct predation as well as by

indirect factors.

• Moult; while still imperfectly known
for many swift genera, the authors

give a brief summary of present

knowledge.

• Flight; highlights the special

adaptations to flight, so characteristic

of the order Apodiformes.

• Conservation; the authors present

some of the problems concerning

swift conservation including the

over-harvesting of swiftlet nests in

Asia. The status of the rarer species

is also discussed here.

• Undescribed Species; with no less

than ten species of swift having been

described to science in the last 50

years, it is quite likely that others

remain undiscovered.

• Watching Swifts; to conclude these

short introductory chapters the

authors present some useful hints for

observing swifts, together with a

number of potential identification

pitfalls and topography charts.
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The 24 plates, 96 species accounts and

maps make up the bulk of the book (187

pp), followed by a comprehensive

bibliography and indexes. The excellent

species accounts cover in detail general

identification of the species, distribution,

movements, habitat, plumage descrip-

tion of adults and juveniles (including

specimen measurements), geographical

variation (races), voice, habits, breeding,

and end with a list of all known refer-

ences to each species. The plates are

well presented showing all in flight from

both above and below, while the maps

clearly indicate breeding, wintering and

resident ranges. In addition there are a

number of black and white line draw-

ings to illustrate specific features

mentioned in the text and to supplement

the plates.

Altogether I found it an enthralling

and most informative book, and

certainly one I’ll be referring to on

numerous occasions. It summarises in

one volume all that is currently known
and published on both the Apodidae and

Hemiprocnidae, and is an essential

addition to every ornithological library.

All readers will I'm sure join with me in

giving heartiest congratulations to both

the authors and publishers for this

excellent guide. @
Don Tiimer

TheHornbills

Alan Kemp, illustrated by Martin

Woodcock, 1995. Oxford University

Press, ISBN 0 19 857729 X. 319pp. 15

colour plates, distribution maps for all

species. £40.

Three volumes in the new OUP series,

‘Bird Families of the World’ have thus far

appeared: The Penguins, TheMegapodes

and TheHornbills. Twelve others are in

preparation, including (for those with a

keen interest in African ornithology):

wildfowl, honeyguides and swifts. The

stated aim of the project is to produce

authoritative family monographs,

covering general biology and providing

detailed species accounts, which are

accessible to amateur ornithologists (one

wonders how many people would

bracket themselves in such a group?).

Given that a review of this new
publishing venture has not yet appeared

within these pages, it seems worth

giving an overview of the layout. As is

typical with such monographs the first

part of the book is a general overview of

the family. Seven chapters and an

appendix discuss the hornbill’s world,

their anatomy and design, non-breeding

behaviour, feeding ecology, breeding

biology, relationships and evolution,

conservation and guidelines for captive

breeding. Kemp has studied hornbills for

over twenty years, largely in southern

Africa, and has field experience of 31 of

the 54 species he recognises (two fewer

than Sibley & Monroe, 1990). The text

lives up to the standards set by the

series editors: it is readable yet does not

sacrifice accuracy, knowledgeable but

not high-brow.

The species accounts are clear and

uncramped. Taxonomy; description (all

sexes and ages, moult, measurements

and weights are included); field charac-

ters; voice; range, habitat and status; and

feeding and general habits are typically

described for each species in three to

four pages. There are also clear mono-

tone, half-page range maps of all

species. These are particularly good

examples of quality design. Sandwiched

within the species texts are 15 colour

plates, two of which illustrate all 54

species in flight, and two pages of

colour photographs illustrating various

aspects of hornbill habitats, morphology,

nesting habits and social organisation.

Each plate is accompanied by brief

descriptive notes on the facing page.

The majority are excellent, meeting the

high standards now expected within the

arena. A glossary, index and reference

list complete the work.

I have no hesitation in recommend-

ing this work to students of African

ornithology, but one does wonder how
many people will buy it. Attractive and

well designed as it is, there are many
better value bird books on the market.

The giants of the ornithological publish-

ing world should perhaps re-evaluate

their philosophy. Time was when
relatively few books which appeared in

the course of the year were necessary

purchases. How things have changed!

Can the majority of birders afford to

keep digging deeper in order to buy

every ‘essential’ new work as it appears,

seemingly at the rate of one per month? I

suspect many birders will use the

information contained within their

regional fieldguides and the relevant

volume of Handbook ofthe Birds ofthe

World, when it appears, rather than

purchase this new work. @
GuyM. Kirwan

Woodpeckers. A guide to the

Woodpeckers, Piculets and

Wrynecks of the World

Hans Winkler, David A. Christie and

David Nurney, 1995 . Pica Press,

Sussex & Russel Friedman Bpoks,

South Africa. Suggested retail price

UKE27.00 or R190.00.

Africa is not the greatest continent if one

is mad on woodpeckers. South of the

Sahara, it accommodates, as breeders,

one wryneck, one piculet and about 27

true woodpeckers - all the latter from

only one of six tribal groups. Only

Australasia is worse off, with no

woodpeckers at all! Most of the 214

species covered by the book occur in

the tropical forests of South America and

South East Asia, with many also in the

temperate forests of Europe and North

America.

The book is divided into three

sections. The first 35 pages introduce the

layout of the book and the biology of

woodpeckers. Then follow 64 full-colour

plates, each opposite a page of detailed

captions. Finally, forming the bulk of the

book, detailed species accounts cover

226 pages. The bibliography and index

occupy the final 12 pages.

The whole feel of the book is solid,

from hard cover to pages dense with

print and information. The typeface is

generally too small to make this a book

for casual browsing - the bibliography is

positively microscopic but it is a book

for accurate and detailed reference. The

initial overview covers relationships and

taxonomy, distribution, morphology and

mechanics, plumage and moult, food

and foraging, ecological sexual dimor-

phism, habitat, behaviour, reproduction

and sociality, and woodpeckers and

man. It details many aspects of wood-

pecker biology, and it also offers a

number of useful and interesting insights

into their ecology.

The plates are excellent, at least for

the species with which I am familiar.
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There is considerable attention to detail,

always showing both sexes of this

dichromatic group, and often several

different races. The plates are not

crowded, their layout is regular but

attractive, and they certainly offer a

major reason for owning this book.

The species accounts appear

detailed and thorough, judging again

from the species that I know something

about. Each starts with the English and

scientific names, together with varia-

tions. Then follow sections on

identification, distribution (plus a map),

movements, habitat, description,

measurements, geographical variation,

voice, habits, food, breeding and

references. Plates and text are clearly

cross-referenced.

This book provides an excellent and

compact monograph on the woodpeck-

ers: it updates and extends the last great

monograph on the group, by Lester

Short in 1982. It is just small enough to

be taken to the field, but will serve

mainly as an authoritative one-stop

reference work to these beautiful and

highly specialised birds. @
Alan Kemp

Birds of South Africa, Checklist

and Alternative Names

Compiled by P A R Hockey, 1994.

Struik Publishers (Pty) Ltd. ISBN 1

86825 631 6. Price £3.99. Distributed

by New Holland.

This publication should be extremely

useful for birders visiting southern

Africa, particularly those who are more

familiar with the English names used in

other parts of the continent. The first

section is a complete checklist of the

birds of Africa south of the Cunene and

Zambezi rivers, extending up to 333 km
offshore. The entry for each species

gives English and scientific names, the

Roberts’ number, a reference to the

relevant page number in the SASOL,

Sinclair and Newman field guides, a

space to record date and locality and a

grid showing the abundance of the

species by month. The second section is

a list of alternative English (but not

scientific) names. 25 references are

listed as sources of alternative names

and the treatment is very thorough Natal

Nightjar Caprimulgus nalalensis gets no

less than \ \ alternative names, some of

which may only be familiar to birders

who have been living as nomads in

northern Chad for the past 50 years. A
list of recommended changes to some of

the scientific names used in the SASOL

guide is useful though not comprehen-

sive: African Hawk Eagle Hieraaetus

spilogasterand Lesser Gallinule

Porphyrio alleni have different scientific

names in the SASOL guide from those

used in the Checklist. Lastly there is a

comprehensive index of accepted

southern African common names cross-

referenced to Roberts’ numbers. This

book is excellent value for money and

should be widely appreciated. @
Iain Robertson

Palearctic Birds. A checklist of the

birds of Europe, North Africa and
Asia, north of the foothills of the

Himalayas

Mark Beaman. Harrier Publications,

Stonyhurst, England

At first glance this work appears to be

largely a new brave effort, attempting to

resolve some of the controversy over

English bird names. In fact, the checklist

goes beyond the English names (which

might, arguably, be of interest mainly to

English speaking ornithologists) to deal

with difficult taxonomic, distributional

and nomenclatural issues, which have

plagued ornithological work in the

Palearctic region.

The volume consists of six main

sections: An introductory section;

systematic list; taxonomic notes; notes

on English names; notes on distribu-

tional status and omitted species.

The introductory section establishes

the author’s general approach towards

avian taxonomy and the selection of

English names, and provides a geo-

graphic definition of the Palearctic

region. The systematic list is presented

in three columns providing scientific

names, proposed English names and for

some species, alternative names. Over

half of the volume is occupied by the

notes on the taxonomy, English names

and distribution, which are provided for

selected species highlighted in the

systematic list. The section on omitted

species is basically an extension of that

on distributional status, but dealing

largely with species with dubious

occurrence in the Palearctic.

As the author states from the outset,

this checklist assumes a conservative

approach towards avian taxonomy

particularly in the light of the controver-

sial works by Sibley & Monroe.

Taxonomy largely follows that of Voous.

The section on taxonomic notes pro-

vides an excellent and most useful

commentary on numerous outstanding

taxonomic and nomenclatural issues. I

found this section very informative

because it provided a concise summary

(albeit not comprehensive) of many
recent (as well as old) developments

and changes in avian taxonomy, some of

which I was not aware of. The level of

detail provided in each species account

varies according to the complexity of the

issue at hand, but also according to

personal experience and personal

communications, which introduces a

wealth of new information.

As with taxonomic issues, the author

generally also has a conservative

approach to English bird names, and

resists major en masse changes, particu-

larly changes that are never going to find

widespread use. This, however, did not

mean that some difficult and controver-

sial proposals were not made. Choices

like loon over diver and jaeger over

skua for example, will certainly be

subject of further debate. I found many
of the notes on English names very

informative and often entertaining. The

history and origin of some English

names are particularly interesting.

In Africa the southern limits of the

Palearctic are extended further south

mostly to follow latitude 21°N, which

means the inclusion of several additional

Afrotropical species, not included

previously in the Palearctic list. The

notes on distributional status and

omitted species largely deals with

species which occur only marginally in

the Palearctic, and involves mostly

Oriental and Afrotropical taxa; or

vagrants which have been recorded very

few times in the region.

This thoroughly researched volume

is a valuable and informative contribu-

tion to the library of the amateur and the

professional alike. ®
SherifM Baha El Din

Where to watch birds in Africa

Nigel Wheatley, 1995. Christopher

Helm /A & C Black. 432 pp, 51 line

drawings, over 100 maps, laminated

boards. £14.99.

By using a wide database, the author of

this guide has succeeded in detailing

most of the best birding sites on the

continent, as well as localities for most

of those species with restricted ranges.

Following the same format as the

author’s Whereto Watch Birds in South

America, the first 34 pages are taken up

by introductory subjects. These include

‘Introduction to Birding in Africa’,

‘Conservation’, ‘General Tips’, ‘Glossary’

and an explanation of the Text Maps.

Figures include a league table of

countries with the most endemics and

two maps, one showing the position of
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all countries, the other, the main

physical features and habitats. These

introductory chapters work well and the

map showing countries was particularly

useful, and I found myself checking

back to it as I read the main texts.

The main part of the book covers the

country accounts. These are listed

alphabetically and comprise 53 mainly

political entities, although a few are

combined for convenience, such as

‘Islands around Africa’ or Lesotho and

Swaziland within South Africa. However,

all countries in Africa are covered,

including little known nations like

Guinea Bissau, Burkina Faso and the

Central African Republic. Offshore

islands covered include all the Atlantic

islands from the Azores to Ascension, as

well as Amsterdam Island and Madagas-

car.

The country sections start with

general background information

necessary for planning a trip, ranging

from 'Getting around’ to ‘Accommoda-

tion and Food’ and ‘Climate and Timing’.

Lists are then given of the more impor-

tant species and then a projection of the

number of species that could be

expected on a standard two- to four-

week trip. Coverage ranges from as little

as 1.5 pages for some of the little known
countries such as Guinea Bissau, to

nearly 27 pages for popular Kenya.

A total of 200 main sites are given

under the country headings. Site

information includes ‘Specialities’, a

general list, 'Access’ and Accommoda-
tion'. Over 100 maps and 51 line

drawings enliven the text.

The author uses the common names

given in James Clements Birds ofthe

World a Checklist (fourth edition 1991)

with Supplements 1 and 2. This uniform-

ity is useful and those of us who have

struggled for years with the different

field guides will realise the wisdom of

using a standard World Checklist. Some
of these common names, however, are

very different to those in use in Southern

Africa. A table showing these alternative

and often more familiar names is given

at the back of the book.

So how does this guide shape up?

Perusal of the eight countries familiar to

me, showed that all the sites I would

consider essential have been covered

and the text is largely free of errors.

Often a little more detail would have

been useful, but most people under-

stand the limitations on space inevitable

in an overview of an entire continent's

birds. Furthermore most will use it as a

trip planner before searching out the

more specific information now available.

However, this book is also useful for

another reason. Where else could you

turn to, to speculate on birding trips to

Niger, Guinea Conakry or even Angola?

Most of us will never go to any of these

destinations, but this book can help us

dream. For those who don't live in Africa

it is dreams like these that keep us going

between trips.

As the author states in his introduc-

tion, this guide should be treated as a

‘guiding light’. In this, the guide suc-

ceeds admirably and the author should

be congratulated. Additionally if you

wish to dream about your next birding

trip or indeed dream about the trips you

will never do, I recommend you buy this

book. You will not be disappointed.

Alan Greensmith

Collins Illustrated Checklist:

Birds of Eastern Africa:

Ber Van Perlo. HarperCollins 1995.

£ 14.99

A quick flick through this long-awaited

and much-discussed book reveals plates

crammed with colour illustrations, all

very small and often in neat regimented

rows, and the briefest of text to accom-

pany the plates. The book’s main

attraction is, without doubt, the fact that

it illustrates all the species of the region,

many of which have never been

illustrated before, and the author is to be

applauded for taking on such a mam-
moth task single-handed. Indeed it is

this comprehensiveness that will

guarantee its popularity.

The scientific and English names

used come from a mish-mash of sources.

Although this includes the first four

volumes of The Birds ofAfrica the

overall result is a bit messy, throwing up

a few anomalies such as the name
‘Sylvietta’ instead of the much more

widely used Crombec. There is a

bibliography at the end of the book

listing the taxonomic sources but this

does not appear to be complete. We are

told, for instance, that the race orientalis

of Black Saw-wing is treated as a full

species by Young, but I could not find

any subsequent reference to this author

anywhere in the book.

The text is extremely brief and

ranges from a few lines to a few words

per species. Given the varying quality of

the plates this lack of text greatly

detracts from the usefulness of the book.

The entry for Denham's Bustard for

instance simply says, ‘More or less

wooded habitats’. Firstly I have to

confess that I have no idea what this is

supposed to mean. Secondly, after

finding a Denham's Bustard displaying

on a plain totally devoid of trees for

several kilometres, I tried to imagine the

confusion for a first time visitor to the

region doing the same armed only with

this book.

On plate 78 we are treated to six

races of Yellow White-eye that all look

the same and are just told to note the

greenish flanks on most of them and the

yellow belly. It is in instances like this

that more text is greatly needed. What

makes this particularly annoying is that

the book design is so poor that there are

many pages left partly blank. In fact, I

counted thirty pages of nothing which

could have been given over to enlarged

text or less crowded plates.

This brings us to the plates. In

general the style is crude but sufficient

and it is possible to use the book in the

field with positive results, despite the

small and often overcrowded illustra-

tions. The quality of the plates is

variable. For instance, I found the

sunbirds very useful, with the illustra-

tions containing all the necessary

plumage features to enable one to make
a correct identification of the males. In

fact, overall the more brightly coloured

species probably fare better (with a few

notable exceptions such as Somali Bee-

eater). Plates of more cryptically marked

groups such as the nightjars, larks,

pipits, greenbuls, Acrocephalus warblers

and cisticolas are not so successful.

There are inevitably a few glaring

errors such as Lesser Masked Weaver

shown with a dark red eye on the plate

and described as having a ‘brown (not

pale yellow)’ eye in the text, when in

fact the bird’s obvious pale eye is a very
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useful feature in the field. On the next

plate male Grosbeak "Weaver is shown

as hating a reddish-brown head and

breast with brownish wings when in fact

the bird appears a fairly uniform slaty

black.

The distribution maps are all

grouped together at the end of the book

and use a system of pale to dark

monochrome shading to indicate status.

The explanation of this is mainly at the

front of the book. The relevant map is

identified by the number of the plate

and the species number on that plate.

This information is to be found at the

back of the book. Dark shading means

that a species is common, with a 60-

100% chance of being seen, while the

mid-grey shading indicates a species to

be frequent, with a 10-60% chance of an

encounter. No indication of what these

percentage chances are based on is

given. In addition the status is further

defined by the colour of the number of

each species on the plate and by a series

of arrows to denote migration. Con-

fused? Well it gets worse.

The explanation of how the maps

work (the bit at the back of the book)

uses as an example Black-bellied and

Hartlaub’s Bustard. We are told that it is

the latter species we will see in Nairobi

National Park because the dark shading

on the map indicates that Hardaub’s is

more common in the Kenyan Highlands.

When you look at the maps however it

would seem that Black-bellied is the one

we should expect to see because this

species has the darkest shading (remem-

ber this means a 60-100% chance of

being seen) in the Nairobi area. In my
experience both occur there. The maps

for Red-throated and White-fronted Bee-

eater have also been transposed while

other maps are very generous in their

interpretation of the available informa-

tion. LesserJacana for instance

apparently is ‘frequent’ over a large area

of southern Kenya, which I am sure will

come as surprising news to resident

birders and frequent visitors alike.

It is obvious to anyone using this

book that despite the best efforts of the

author it is really let down by an

appalling lack of proof-reading and

editing. If this is to be the start of a

series I only hope that HarperCollins get

their act together and do something

about it. They could also make the book

more substantial. Pages on my copy and

the one of a fellow birder started to

come out after two weeks in the field.

For the time being, the book will have a

place in the luggage of anyone birding

in the region. However, I suspect that

the two new full field guides to Kenya

and adjoining regions currently in

preparation (one due later this year) will

gready diminish its importance. @
SteveRooke

Birds of Southern Africa -

The Sasol Plates Collection

Peter Hayman and Norman Arlott.

Text by Warwick Tarboton. 1994.

Struik Winchester, Cape Town. ISBN

0 947430 44X. Standard edition, boxed,

£78.

This is an impressive book, weighing in

at over 3 kg - or about the same as a

Tawny Eagle Aquila rapaxand comes in

a protective and handsome box. It

derives from the Sasol Illustrated Guide

to the Birds ofSouthern Africa by Ian

Sinclair, Phil Hockey and Warwick

Tarboton, and the intention is to

reproduce the plates in that guide at

their original size with a new text. There

is a preface by each of the artists, with

comments on their general approach and

working methods, and also an introduc-

tion by the author discussing the

taxonomy and systematics of southern

African birds. The book is issued in

three versions - a Sponsor’s, Collector’s

and Standard edition - the first two

limited to 26 and 150 numbered copies

respectively, the last to 6,000 copies un-

numbered.

It thus follows a well established

tradition in southern Africa, since

various volumes featuring the bird

paintings of C G Finch Davies were

published in subscriber’s editions and,

earlier, the well-known illustrations of

Norman Lighton for Roberts Birds of

South Africa were reproduced at two-

thirds the size of the original paintings in

a splendid volume measuring 18" x 13".

The plates in ‘Roberts’ were published at

only a quarter the size of the originals

and much detail was revealed in the

larger format book, but in the present

case there is not quite so much to gain,

as the plates are only about a third larger

than they appear in the SASOL Guide.

Rather over half the plates were

painted by Peter Hayman including most

of the non-passerines, as well as larks

Alaudidae, cisticolas Cisticola spp,

cuckoo-shrikes Campephagidae,

swallows Hirundinidae, orioles

Oriolidae and crows Corvidae. The

artwork has been altered in some
respects, especially for seabirds and

herons Ardeidae, and some eight plates

of sunbirds Nectariniidae, sparrows and

weavers Ploceidae by Norman Arlott are

completely new, and replace the earlier

versions. Since this is emphatically not a

field-guide one wonders why, for

instance, one of the Royal Albatross

Diomedea epomophora figures has

metamorphosed from an adult to a

juvenile, and why there is now an

additional figure of an immature Dark-

mantled Sooty Albatross Phoebetria

fusca

.

The new plate of white egrets

Egretta spp is more pleasing, and

various small figures have been re-

moved from other plates, and

opportunity has been taken to correct

the captioning on the plate of crombecs

Sylvietta spp. Overall, the plates gain a

lot in appearance not only through the

enlarged size, but also because the

captions have been removed, and

appear in a neat - and novel - panel at

the bottom of the facing page, with all

the figures relating to a species tinted

the same colour, distinguishing them at a

glance from the other species. The only

slight problem is that the plates of birds

in flight, which are such a feature of the

work, appear as double-page spreads,

sometimes consecutively, so that the

captions have to appear before and after

each section, leaving large blank areas,

as there is no other text or these pages.

The useful distribution maps in the

smaller book do not appear, and the text

itself is entirely new, being a half page

of very readable general information

about the species depicted opposite,

discussing any aspects of interest from

behaviour, relationships or migration, to

field characters. It thus complements the

character of the book as a splendid

pictorial account of southern African

birds, meant for browsing through at

one’s leisure. Its smaller cousin is still

the one to use in the field. @
Martin Woodcock

Southern African Birds:

A Photographic Guide

Ian Sinclair and Ian Davidson, 1995.

Struik: Cape Town. ISBN 1 86825 785

1. 28.5x22.0 cm, 304 pages, 142

plates. £20.

After Europe and North America,

southern Africa must be the region with

the widest selection of bird guides. This

latest contribution states that its main

purpose is to bring together as many
photographs as possible and to facilitate

field identification when used in

conjunction with more conventional

guides based on artist illustrations. As a

believer in the usefulness of good

photographs, I fully support this

initiative and the photographs that have

been reproduced in this book certainly
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do not disappoint. However the book’s

format poses something of a dilemma,

since its size and bulk consign it to the

reference library for use on return from

field trips. Despite the quality of the

photographs I doubt if many persons

would include it in their luggage when
visiting southern Africa. No doubt one

argument for this size is that it allows for

high quality photographic reproduction.

But could not the authors’ stated aims

have been achieved by other means? For

example the photographs of each

species placed opposite a page contain-

ing a brief identification text and a

distribution map. These do not really

add anything new to the similar descrip-

tions and maps contained in the

conventional guides. By eliminating

them the book could have been reduced

to a manageable field size without

reducing the size of the illustrations.

This format would also allow future

editions to contain more photos of

different plumages as they become

available.

The authors state that in the selection

process they eliminated not only very

rare and vagrant species but also those

for which no photographs were avail-

able, unless the bird was relatively

common. In the latter situation a colour

illustration was then used. This sensible

approach seems to have been applied

consistently, although the inclusion of

birds such as American Pluvialis

dominica and Pacific Golden P.fulva

Plovers seems at variance with the stated

intention. Much more importantly,

however, there are some omissions

which are not easy to understand. For

example the endemic Short-clawed Lark

Certhilaudachuana
,
European Golden

Oriole Oriolus oriolus, Stierling’s Barred

Warbler Camaroptera stierlingiand

Miombo Double-collared Sunbird

Nectarinia manuensis are missing. The

first two certainly have good photo-

graphs available and the second two are

common enough to justify illustrations, if

no photos were available. Indeed all

four are sufficiently similar to other

species in their respective genera that

the book’s intention of assisting with

field identification has not been properly

served.

The most serious criticism is in

regard to some of the distribution maps.

The claim in the introduction that they

are the most up to date available

unfortunately does not imply that they

are all as accurate as they could be. It is

often argued that one should not expect

too much of such maps because the

scale is so small. But if maps are

included then I believe they should

attempt to be as accurate as possible,

whatever the scale. I found at least 38

maps, using Botswana as a yardstick,

where the information was significantly

misleading. A few examples are

provided as evidence of this. The

Okavango Delta is an important birding

area targeted by many visitors. Red-

chested Flufftail Sarothrura mfa,

White-browed Coucal Centropus

superciliosus, Natal Nightjar Caprimulgus

natalensisand Blue-grey Flycatcher

Muscicapa caerulescens are all shown as

absent, whereas all four regularly occur.

The map for South African Cliff Swallow

Hirundo spilodera suggests that it is

present in the Kalahari habitat of

Botswana. This species merely migrates

through Botswana. This leads on to

several editing aspects of the maps.

Some maps such as the one for Yellow-

spotted Nicator Nicatorgularis have no

colour at all, which suggest Struik should

improve their proof reading. The colour

chosen is very difficult to see on certain

maps and there is a case for distinguish-

ing (using different colours or patterns)

between occurrences that are migratory

as distinct from breeding or all-year

residency. Other maps either exaggerate

or understate distribution ranges, which

could have been avoided by cross

referencing to the Botswana Bird Atlas

(published nearly a year ago). Perhaps

the worst example of this relates to

Melodious Lark Mirafra cheniana. The

distribution for north-west Botswana

was based on one specimen, which has

subsequently been shown to be a

misidentification ofMonotonous Lark M.

passerina. The lack of reference to

recent literature is also pertinent to the

maps for Tropical Laniariusferrugineus

and Southern L. aethiopicus Boubou.

The Limpopo Valley is occupied by the

Tropical Boubou and not the Southern as

indicated. I suspect this confusion also

applies to the northern part of South

Africa.

Despite these criticisms, the real

substance of the book is the photo-

graphs. As indicated earlier, they are of

a high standard. Where possible,

different plumages relating to breeding,

sex or age have been included. As more

photographs become available, then

presumably future editions will cover

the variation in species not currently

well served. To summarise the initiative,

the photographs and the main purpose

of the book are to be applauded and at

£20 the book is good value. As the

authors state, this book will help field

identification especially in regard to

such features as shape and jizz, and will

usefully complement the field guides

using artists' illustrations. The criticisms,

therefore, are best thought of as

suggestions for how future editions of

the book could be improved. @
NigelHunter

FOR SALE

Ian Lewington’s superb orig-

inal painting of a White-winged

Flufftail, featured on the cover

of this bulletin, is on sale to

ABC members for offers over

UK £160.

Offers should be sent by 30

April 1996 to:

African Bird Club

c/o BirdLife International

Wellbrook Court

Girton Road

Cambridge CB3 ONA
UK
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Recent Reports

These are largely unconfirmed records

mainly covering the period July to

December 1995. We urge that contribu-

tors submit full details to the relevant

national or regional organisations

Cameroon

Five Cricket (Scaly-fronted) Warblers

Spiloptila damans found north of

Maroua on 21 December would appear

to be the first record for the country. A
Long-legged Pipit Anthuspallidiventris

was seen on the outskirts of Douala on

20 December, the distribution of this

species in Cameroon is not well known
(NB).

Comoros

A visit to the islands in November

produced a number of interesting

records including two Wilson’s Storm-

Petrels Oceanites oceanicusbetween

Moheli and Grand Comore on 9 Novem-

ber (only the second record), several

Eleonora’s Falcons Falcoeleonoraeon

Moroni, Grand Comore, Mohelli and at

Lac Dzialandze on 13-14 November, a

Little Stint Calidris minutuson Mayotte

on 15 November (3rd record), 500+

Bridled Terns Sterna anaethetuswere

seen between Moheli and Grand Comore

on 9 November and c20 Brown Nod-

dies Anous stolidus on the same

crossing may be the first definite records

for the islands. Two Anjouan Scops

Owls Otus capnodes of different colour

phases were observed at night on 12

November above Lac Dzialandze.

Several other individuals were heard

calling at the same site. A pair of Grand
Comoro Drongos Dicrurusfuscipennis

were observed feeding two small young

in a nest at 930 m at Kourani on 1

1

November. A Barn Swallow Hirundo

rustica al Fomboni, Mohelli on 8

November appears to be the second

record for Comores (AB, NBo, JHo, AL).

Egypt

Yelkouan Shearwater Puffinus

yelkouan two off Zaranik north Sinai on

3 September Little Bittern Ixobrychus

minutus\.\lA flew west at Zaranik on 3

September Purple Heron Ardea

purpurea westerly passage at Zaranik

peaked at 2,062 on 3 September. Honey
Buzzard Pernis apivorus strong south-

westerly movements noted through

central Sinai in mid September flying

towards a still undiscovered crossing

point along the Gulf of Suez. Also small

numbers arriving off the sea at Zaranik

between 1 1 and 25 September with 20

on 11 September. White-tailed Eagle

Haliaeetus albicilla a second year bird at

Sharm el Sheikh between 20 and 22

October had previously been seen by

SBeD in August and is the first sighting

in Egypt since 1954. Pallid Harrier

Circus macrourus usual passage at

Zaranik of 1-3 on many dates from mid

September through October and 13

moved through Sharm el Sheikh on 23

September. Red-footed Falcon Falco

vespertinusgood arrivals on the north

Sinai coast with 95 counted between

Zaranik and Kantara (Suez Canal) on

21 September and 84 between El Arish

(north Sinai) and Kantara on 27 Septem-

ber. Eleonora’s Falcon Falco eleonorae

a dark phased adult male flew west at

Zaranik on 16 September. Corncrake

Crexcrex strong passage through north

Sinai with a total of 46 trapped at

Zaranik between 6 September and

1 1 October. Purple Gallinule

Porphyrioporphyria one of the race

madagascariensisfound dead at Zaranik

on 23 September was the first record for

this site and for Sinai, away from the

vicinity of the Suez Canal. Cream-

coloured Courser Cursorius cursor

passage records involved three in Wadi

el Arish on 20 and 4 at Zaranik on 26

September with one at Sharm el Sheikh

on 21 October. White-tailed Plover

Vanellus leucurus one at Sharm el

Sheikh between 22 September and 14

October, one on fish ponds near

Ismailliya on 27 September when also

one at Ramadan sewage ponds.

Kittlitz’s Plover Charadriuspecuarius

good numbers of juveniles present along

southern shore of Lake Manzala, at least

40 counted on 27 September, so still

probably breeding in this area in high

numbers (only discovered here in 1994).

Red-necked Phalarope Pbalaropus

lobatus an unusually strong presence at

Zaranik between 6 September and 18

October, 12-16 regularly noted with 25

on 20 September. These are the highest

numbers ever recorded in Egypt. Grey

Phalarope PbalaropusfuHcariusone at

Zaranik on 20 September (about the

seventh record for Egypt). Pomarine
Skua Stercorariuspomarinus a poor

autumn at Zaranik with just one on 25

September. Arctic Skua Stercorarius

parasiticuslower numbers off Zaranik

this autumn with peaks of 22 on 19 and

20 on 25 September. Long-tailed Skua

Stercorarius longicaudus an immature

flew west off Zaranik on 19 September.

Audouin’s Gull Larus audouinii

probably more common in Egypt than

the 12 to 15 records suggest as a

continued presence at Zaranik between

8 September (4) and 7 October (1) with

4 adults and a juvenile the most seen on

11 September. European Nightjar

Caprimulgus europaeus strong westerly

movements at Zaranik in September

with 147 on 18 and 116 on 25. Little

Swift Apus affinis one at Sharm el

Sheikh on 21 October (about 8th record

for Egypt). White-breasted Kingfisher

Halcyon smymensis two at Sharm el

Sheikh between 23 September and 22

October (appear to be the first sightings

from this locality). Oriental Skylark

Alauda gulgula one at Sharm el Sheikh

on 13-14 October and two there on 21-

22 October (about third and fourth

records for Egypt). Richard’s Pipit

Anthus novaeseelandiaea large influx

by Egyptian standards with ten at Sharm

el Sheikh on 13-14 October and 11 there

on 20 October. Thrush Nightingale

Luscinia luscinia the usual strong

autumn movements with 45 at Zaranik

on 4 September. Icterine Warbler

Hippolais icterina one at Zaranik on 18
f

September (the first record for this

locality). Red-breastedFlycatcher

Ficedulaparva one at Zaranik on 2

October (the first record from this

locality). Common Rosefinch

Carpodacus erythrinusone at St

Katherine Monastery, Sinai, on 22

September, Ortolan Bunting Emberiza

hortulana a strong autumn passage at

Zaranik than usual with 86 birds counted

between 4 September and 13 October.

Cretzschmar’s Bunting Emberiza

caesia also a strong passage at Zaranik

with a total of 71 migrants counted

between 2 September and 2 October

with 21 on 4 September (all per AG). A
male Grey Hypocollus Hypocolius

ampelinus found at Abu Simbel on 16

November was joined by a female on 8
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Grey Hypocolius Hypocolius ampelinus

Mark Andrews

December, both are presumed to be

wintering. The only previous record of

the species in Egypt was in 1938 (per

Birding World).

Eritrea

A visit to the Massawa area from 31

December 1994 to 2 January 1995

produced a number of interesting

records from this exciting and little-

known semi-desert area. These included

GreaterShort-toed Lark Calandrella

brachy-dactyla, Desert Lark

Ammomanes deserti, Desert Wheatear

Oenanthe desertiand Orphean Warbler
Sylvia hortensis. A White-collared

Kingfisher Halcyon chloris was seen on

nearby Green Island. (JDA, JV).

Ethiopia

The last two or three years have seen an

extraordinary increase in the amount of

fieldwork being carried out in Ethiopia

following the cessation of the civil war

and the resulting freedom to visit some
of the more remote areas of the country.

As a result the Club has received a vast

number of records for inclusion in

Recent Reports. It is impossible to

include all the records received so the

following is a review of some of the

more interesting ones. We apologise to

any observers whose records have been

omitted.

Ethiopian fieldworkers led by Yilma

Dellelegn and working on BirdLife

International's Important Bird Areas

Project have visited a number of areas

off the beaten track and made a number
of interesting discoveries. Visits to the

Chagne and Injibara areas to the SW of

Bahar Dar in October 1995 revealed two
Eurasian Bitterns Bota itrus Stellamat
Zimbiri Swamp, three Wattled Cranes

Bugeranus caranculatus near Chagne,

Yellow-fronted Parrot Poicephalus

flavifrons and a variety of other forest

species in Apini and Dukima Forests,

and nine Spot-breasted Plovers

Vanellus melanocepbaluson Choke

Mountain.

Surveys in the Rift Valley in Septem-

ber produced White-winged Flufftail

Sarothrura ayresi (see page 34 of this

bulletin) on Sululta Plain and Corncrake

Crex crexand Little Crake Porzana

parva at Akaki Wetlands on the 16th.

The latter species has only previously

been recorded in two Ethiopian Atlas

squares.

A very successful three-week trip to

the country during December 1995 and

January 1996 (AB, NBo, SG, SS, KT, RW
& SW) produced sightings of no fewer

than 27 of the Ethiopian/Eritrean

endemics. Three rarely-visited areas

were visited. In the Bogol Manyo area

on 25-26 December interesting records

included three African White-winged
Doves Streptopelia reichenowi, at least

four Degodi Larks Mirafra degodiensis,

(more about these in a future BullABC),

at least six Somali Short-billed

Crombecs Sylviettaphillipaeand two

JubalandWeavers Ploceusdichro-

cephalus.

In the Fejeje area in the Omo Valley

2-3 Heuglin’s Bustards Neotis heuglini

and two Star-spotted Nightjars

Caprimulgus stellatuswere seen on 29

December. The latter species was also

one of five species of nightjar recorded

during a spotlighting session in Nechisar

NP an 1 January 1996.

A BatHawk Macheiramphus

alcinus, a rarely reported species in

Ethiopia, was seen at Wondo Genet on

17 November (NB). A flock of 90

African Swallow-tailed Kites

Chelictinia riocourii 'm Awash NP on 30

November (MW) must have been an

impressive sight. A Grasshopper
Buzzard Butastur rufipennisNechisar

NP on 28 October was new for the park

(POS) and Greater Kestrels Falco

rupicoloideswere seen in Nechisar NP
on 17 February (JDA, PSO) and on Mt

Fantalle in Awash NP on 18 December
(RW). This species is also rarely seen in

Ethiopia. A Saker Falcon F. cherrug was

seen at Jijiga an 5 May (JSA, PSO) and an

Eleanora’s Falcon was at Melka Ghuba
on 20 November (MW). Most Ethiopian

records of this species are from the Rift

Valley and the Red Sea coastal areas.

Harwood’s Francolin Francolinus

haru’oodi continue to be seen or heard

in the Jema Valley A significant discov-

ery was one seen and 4-5 others heard

at 2,300 m on the steep escarpment

above the valley on 23 October (JDA,

WGH) and a female with three chicks

was seen at this locality on 21 November

(JGo, IR). An Orange River Francolin

F. levaillantoideswas seen near Debre

Birhan on 25 November (MW). Cream-

coloured Coursers Cursorius cu rsorof

the race littoralis sometimes treated as a

race of Burchell's Courser C. rufuswere

seen in the Yavello/Mega area on 16

November (NB), at Bogol Manyo on 24

December and near Fejeje on 30

December (AB et al) and others of the

race somalensis were present in the Jijiga

area in late April and early May (JSA,

POS). 58 Pacific Golden Plover

Pluvialisfulva seen in Abiata-Shala NP
on 9 November were unusual, most

previous records having been from the

Red Sea coastlands (NB).

Prince Ruspoli’sTuracos Tauraco

ruspolii have been widely recorded in

1995 Two were seen 3 km east of Arero

on 13 February (POS). In April and May
the species was found to be common in

the forests south of Shakiso and in the

drier woodlands south ofWadera.

Others were also seen south of Negele

on the link road in scattered old remnant

forest and in the forests of Arero (LB).

Three were seen 15 km south-east of

Kibre Menghist and two 9 km south of

Kibre Menghist on 21 November and

three south-east of Harekejo on 22

November (RA). Others were seen near

Wadera in November (MW) and 2 km
south of the Genale River on the Mena-

Negele road on 15 November and 4 and

23 December (ISR et al, AB et al).

A Black-billedWood Dove Turtur

abysinnicusdA Welkite on 11 November

was unusual, most records of this rarely

reported species being from the
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southwest and west of Ethiopia (JDA,

POS). A marked passage of Grey-

headed Kingfishers Halcyon

leucocephala in the Asaita area in mid-

April included several hundred birds on

the 15th (JSA, POS). White-tailed

Swallows Hirundo megaensisoutside

the species previously known range

were seen at Bodji-Kelefe c35 km north-

east of Wachile on 14 February (POS)

and at Moyale on 29 June (CT). See

Africa Round-up on page 5 for further

details of the latter record. cl2 of the still

to be described CliffSwallow Hirundo

sp were seen at Lalibela on 11 Novem-

ber (MW). White-tailed Bush-Lark

Mirafra albicauda is only known in

Ethiopia from Nechisar NP the last

reports having been in 1990. On 16-18

February at least 10-15 birds were seen

in the park (JDA, POS) but none could

be found on a subsequent visit an 26-28

October (POS). Two birds were however

found during a brief search on 1 January

1996 (AB et al). Rufous (Somali) Short-

toed Larks Calandrella somalicawere

seen at Yavello on 16 November (NB)

and cl 3 km south-east of Negele on 22

November (RA) and 27 December (AB et

al). A female Black Cuckoo-shrike

Black Cuckoo-shrike Campephagaflava

Mark Andrews

Campephagaflavaai Goba on 23

December (AB et al) was well outside

the known range of the species in

Ethiopia. Sombre Rock-Chat Cercomela

dubia records included up to three on

Mt Fantalle in May, November and

December (JDA, MW, AB et al) and.one

on lava flows around Lake Beseka on 5

November (NBy Basra Reed Warblers

A crocephalusg riseldis were trapped at

Jijiga on 30 April and 1 May and another

bird was seen near Lefelsa, c35 km
north-east ofJijiga on 1 May (JSA, POS).

Somali Long-billed Crombec Sylvietta

Star-spotted Nightjar Caprimulgus stellatus, Nechisar NP, Ethiopia,

January 1996 (Richard Webb)

isabellina is a poorly-known species in

Ethiopia but 1995 produced records

from near El Gof north of Moyale on 13

February (POS), from 60 km south of

Yavello on the Mega road on 16

November (NB) and from c25 km west

of Bogol Manyo on 24 December (AB et

al). Five singing Boran Cisticolas

Cisticola bodessa on Mt. Fantalle on 1

1

May were an addition to the Awash NP
checklist (JSA, POS) and two were also

singing in the same area on 19 Decem-

ber (AB et al). Two Gambaga
Flycatchers Museicapagambagae at

Arsi Neghelli on 10 November were

considerably further east than previous

records in Ethiopia and two Olive

Sunbirds Nectarin ia olivacea at Wondo
Genet on 18 November were also well

outside the previously recorded range of

the species (both NB ). Abyssinian

Catbirds Parophasmagalinieri are

seldom recorded in Tigray Province but

four were seen in Gumburdu Forest on

27 October (LD). A total of 26-30

Magpie Starling Speculipastor bicolor

another poorly known and rarely

recorded species were seen between

Moyale and Wachile on 13 February

(POS) and at least five were seen 7.5 km
west of Yavello on the Konso road on 28

December (AB et al). The species

appears to be absent from the Borana

during the dry season. c30 Pale Rock
Sparrows Pelronia brachydactyla'weK

seen between Melka Ghebdu and Awash

NP on 22 and 30 November (ISR, JGo).

Yellow-throatedSeedeaters

SerinusJlavigula continue to be seen at

Melka Ghebdu where at least one pair

were feeding recently fledged juveniles

on 6 January 1996 (AB et al). On 1 1 May

3-5 were found on Mt Fantalle in Awash

NP (JSA, POS) and others were seen

there in November (Ian Sinclair per RW)
and on 19 December (NBo, SW). In

addition two seedeaters believed to be

this species were seen at the airport at

Lalibela on 11 November (MW). The

latter record represents a northwards

range extension of c300 km!

The Gambia

Two adult BlackWood-Hoopoes
Phoeniculus aterrimus feeding young at

Darsalami WD1 on 30 April was the first

dry-season breeding record (CRB). A
pair of Great Spotted Cuckoos

Clamatorglandariuswas reported from

Tanji BR. on 3 July (CRB, CFB). A Bat

Ha’wkMacheiramphusalcinuszi.Kiang

West NP on 10 July was the sixth record

for the country (CFB), an adult Martial

Eagle Polemaetus bellicosus soaring over

Darsalami on 8 August was an unusual

record for this area (JB). An Egyptian

Plover Pluvianus aegyptiusal Kotu

Stream on 1 1 September was extremely

unusual at this coastal site (LM). Single

Arctic Terns Sternaparadisaea

reported from Tanji BR on 16 September

and Ginnack Island on 20 September

were the first reports for ten years (CRB,

DH). An African Skimmer Rynchops

flavirostris at Ginnack Island on 19

September was the first coastal record

since 1977 (CRB, DH) while Brubru

Nilausafer
,
WindingCisticola Cisticola

galactotesznd Rufous Cisticola C. rufus

at the same site consitute range exten-

sions within the country. (CRB, DH, KW,

JMBK). A Great Reed Warbler

Acrocephalus arundinaceus netted at

Ginnack on 1 1 October was the first

record for ten years (CRB, JMBK, PM)

and a Black-and-white Casqued
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Hombill Ceratogymna atratawhich

flew over the mist-net site extended the

range of this species north of the river to

with 1 km of the Senegal border (CRB,

JMBK). Other interesting records from

Ginnack included a Bluethroat Luscinia

svecica on 5 November and an Orphean
Warbler Sylvia hortensison 6 November

African Finfoot Podica senegalensis

Mark Andrews

(PR). A female African Finfoot Podica

senegalensis found near Seleti Ponds in

early July was seen with two downy
chicks on 21 October. This constitues

the first breeding record for the Gambia l

and only the second for Senegambia

(CRB, DP, AJT). A Blue Rock Thrush
Monticola solitariusax Sanyang-

Jambangelli on 28 October was only the

third record since 1980 (CRB, DP, ADT),

(all per CRB ). A pair of Ahanta
Francolins Francolinus ahantensiswas

seen at Abuko NR on 15 December and

4+ Red-headedWeavers Anaplectes

rubriceps at Seleti on 17 December (RT,

ST). 1-2 Adamawa Turtle Doves
Streptopelia hypopyrrhawere seen

between MacCarthy Island and Sapu on

30 November and a White-rumped
Swift Apus cafferwas noted at Seleti on

27 November (NB)

Kenya

Correction to ABCBui 2(2). The record

of Streaky-headed Seedeater should

have read Stripe-breasted Seedeater

Serinus reichardi(D¥).

Madagascar

A Madagascar Serpent Eagle
Eutriorchis asturwas reported from

Anbanizana on 11 August, single

Yellow-bellied Sunbird-Asities

Neodrepanis hypoxantha were seen at

Anbanizana on 10 August and at

Ranomafana on 20 August and two

DuskyTetrakas Bemeria
(Phyllastrephus) tenebrosa were seen at

Perinet on 18 August (NG).

Malawi

The second Palm-nut Vulture

Gypobierax angolensis for the Nyika

Plateau was recorded on 28 April (HG,

PW). Malawi’s first Spur-winged Plover
j

Vanellus spinosus continued to be seen (

in Liwonde NP until at least 29 October

(MC) and a BatHawk Macheiramphus

alcinus was an unusual sighting in the

park on 22-23 September (SW, IB, MB,

JH). A Black Coucal Centropus grillii

was seen at Lake Chilwa on 26 August

(GG, JH ). An Olive Bush Shrike
Malaconotus olivaceusreported from

Chiradzulu Mountain on 3 September

will be a

new record

for this site

(JH). A
Ruddy

Turnstone A renaria

interpreswas reported from

Nantipwili Dams on 4 September (JG),

there are less than a dozen records for

Malawi. A Shelley’s Sunbird Nectarinia

shelleyi netted at Michim on 21 May was

new for the mountain (SL, JH) (all per

JH).

Niger

Detailed observations were made of a

Red Kite Milvus milvus in the Parc du W
in June (TC). If confirmed, this would be

the first for Niger and one of the few

records of this species in sub-Saharan

Africa. Also new for Niger and for the

Parc du W, were Horus Swifts Apus

horns seen during July and August along

the Mekrou river (border with Benin).

Approximately four individuals were

seen on a number of occasions in the

company of other swifts and swallows

(TC and CJ). A Little Crake Porzana

parva was reported from the Niger

River, also in the Parc du W, in Novem-

ber (CJ) (all perJBr).

Seychelles

A immature Black-crowned Night

Heron Nycticorax nycticoraxal Roche

Caiman Bird Sanctuary on 18 November

was joined by two 2nd winter birds on

subsequent dates. A Northern Shoveler
Anas clypeata was present at Roche

Caiman from 17 November to at least 22

December . A Eurasian Oystercatcher

Haematopus ostraleguswzs present at

Reclaim lagoons on 17 November and

later seen at Oceangate mudflats. Single

Common Snipe Gallinagogallinago

were seen on Fregate from 16 Ocrober-

1 November and 15-21 December and a

Great Snipe Gallinago media was

recorded there on 18-22 October. A
Green Sandpiper Tringa ochropuswzs

at Roche Caiman on 1 November. The

third Seychelles record ofJacobin

Cuckoo Oxylophusjacobinuswas an

immature on Fregate on 22 November

also on Fregate was a Red-throated

Pipit Anthus cervinus on 8-12 Novem-

ber and an immature Rose-coloured

Starling Sturnus roseus from 27

November-22 December was the 3rd

Seychelles record (all per RL).

An Allen’s Gallinule Porphyrio

alleni at Grand Terre, Aldabra on 15

February 1995 was a first report for

Seychelles. Another first report, and one
j

of the most surprising in recent years,

was a Wattled Starling Creatopbora

cinerea present on Bird Island from at

least 13 July to 31 October. A Buff-

breasted Sandpiper Tryngites

subruficollis also on Bird Island from

13-15 November was a second report

for Seychelles. Reports of Red-footed

Falcon Falco vespertinussimultaneously

resident on Fregate and Cousine in early

December were the second and third

reports of this species (all per AS).

It should be noted all these reports

are subject to verification by Seychelles

Bird Records Committee. Asiatic

Dowitcher Limnodromussemipalmatus

and Kelp Gull Lams dominicanus
reported in BullABC in 1993 were later

rejected. @

Records were collated by Iain Robertson

from contributions supplied byJohn Ash

(JSA), Robin Atherton (RA), John Atkins

(JDA), AshleyBanwell CAB), Mike

Bamford (MB), Ian Bannister (IB), Clive

Barlow (CRB),Jenny Barlow (JB), Luca

Borghesio (LB), Nik Borrow (NB), Neil

Bostock(NBo), ChrisBrookes (CFB),

JoostBrouwer (JBr), Mark Cocker (MC),

Tim Crisler (TC), Sheri/Baha el Din

(SBeD), Lieuwe Dijksen (LD), Dave

Fisher (DF), Steve Gantlett (SG), Harry

Gibbs (HG), John Gilmore (JG),James

GoodhartQGo) Gerard Grant (GG),

Andrew Grieve (AG), NigelGoodgame

(NG), Derek Haskell (DH),Jens

Haugaard (JH),John Hombuckle (JHo),

ChrisJameson (CJ), MichaelKing

(JMBK), StewartLane (SL), Alan Lewis

(AL), Rob Lucking (RL), LaminManneh
(LM), PaulMurphy (PM), David Porter

(DP), Iain Robertson (ISR), Peter

Robertson (PR), Adrian Skerrett (AS), Per

Ole Syvertsen (POS), Richard Thomas

(RT), Sarah Thomas (ST), Chris Thouless

(CL), Tony Todd (AJT), Keith Turner

(KT),Jim Vaughan (JV), Richard Webb

(RW), Steve Webb(SW), Simon Wilde

(SW), Peter WonJor (PW), Kevin

Woodbridge (KW), Martin Woodcock

(MW).

ContributionsforRecentReports can be

sent to Iain Robertson byfax on +44

(0)1950 460782/431552 and also by

e-mail: 100415. 1 146@compuservecom
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TURACO TOURS
SPECIALISTS IN BUDGET BIRDING TOURS

TO AFRICAAND MADAGASCAR

KENYA 24 day tour 1 4 Feb - 9 March 97.

Visiting Mt Kenya, Naro-Moro, Samburu, Baringo, Kongalai, Saiwa,

Kakamega, Nakuru, Naivasha, Nairobi NP. Prices from £1 1 75 excluding flight.

KENYA 17 day tour 24 Jan -9 Feb 97.

Visiting Nairobi NP, Naivasha, Nakuru, Baringo, Kakamega, Kinangop Plateau,

Kieni Forest. Price from £820 excluding flight.

CAMEROON 1 4 + 21 day tours available March 97 in association with Cameroon Tours

and Safaris. Price from approx £1000 excluding flight.

ALLTOURS FULLY BONDED

AGENTS FOR

BAKERWORLDTRAVELLTD
HOLDERS OF ATOL2972.

MADAGASCAR and UGANDA tours available, details on request.

For more information contact Guy Eldridge, Welsh Myers Farm,

Skeffington, Leics LE7 9YE. Tel 01 1 62-598226 / 01 585-241 774

FOREIGN BIRDWATCHING
REPORTS AND

INFORMATION SERVICE

Organised by STEVE WHITEHOUSE

FBRIS IS A DATABASE OF TOPICAL INFORMATION
INCLUDING RECENT TRIP REPORTS AND
AMATEUR SITE GUIDES FROM AROUND THE
GLOBE. IF YOU ARE PLANNING A TRIP ABROAD,
GIVE STEVE WHITEHOUSE A CALL ON -

01905 454541 or send £1

For The 1995 AUTUMN CATALOGUE:
(Including many new destinations) To:-

Steve Whitehouse

6 Skipton Crescent, Berkeley, Pendesham, Worcester, WR4 OLG, UK

YUMO TOURS

Specialists in

customised tours in

Ethiopia

Birdwatching • Trekking

Photo-safaris • Fishing

Mule-trekking • Sightseeing

Sidamo Lark .... seen with Yumo Tours

PO Box 5698, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

Tel 00251.1.518878 & 513783

Fax 00251.1.513451

Telex 21313 • Cable: YUMO ET

Also: 4 Seymour House, 19 Hanson Street,

London W1P 7LN
Tel/Fax 0044 (0)171.631 5337
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‘A great way to fly...’

AFRICA - CURRENT RETURN FARES FROM

NAIROBI £297 DAR-ES-SALAAM £373
HARARE £432 ENTEBBE £373
WINDHOEK £539 LILONGWE £499
JOHANNESBURG £432 MADAGASCAR £470
LIBREVILLE £615 ADDIS ABABA £383
ABIDJAN £497 CAIRO £227
DOUALA £427 TUNISIA £1 69

LAGOS £378 MOROCCO £157
FREETOWN .£415 ALGIERS £203
DAKAR £425 MAURITIUS £562
BANJUL £1 69 SEYCHELLES £470

AIRPASSES • GROUND ARRANGEMENTS • CAR-HIRE

Tailor made safaris and ground arrangements

Using our network of agents all over the African continent we can now offer a full

tailor-made service for ground arrangements in addition to flights and car hire.

Services include accommodation (hotels/lodges/camps), guides and transporta-

tion (if required). Any itinerary is possible, contact us with your requirements for a

quote. This service is available to individuals and groups.

International House, Bank Road ft"! H "JF QQ/I OA^A
Bristol BS15 2LX U I I / «/040U4U
ABTA/IATA/ATOL
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The Ultimate in Binding

The incomparable Shoebill - seen, along with

Tours to: Morocco • Egypt • Gambia & Senegal • Ivory Coast

Cameroon • Gabon, Sao Tome & Principe • Ethiopia

Uganda • Kenya • Tanzania • Madagascar

Malawi • Zimbabwe • Namibia • South Africa

The best birding in Africa!

Birdquest gives you an unbeatable combination:

great leaders and small groups!

For our brochure contact BIRDQUEST at Two Jays,

Kemple End, Birdy Brow, Stonyhurst, Lancashire BB7 9QY, U.K.

Tel: 01254-826317. Fax: 01254-826780. Fully bonded: ATOL 2937

AFRICAN BIRD CLUB CORPORATE SPONSOR



^NHBSand the ABC
s4 view (Uo& Mfefatcf aenvice fan the tnauellcnoj, (Unden

4

W e are pleased to announce that from January 1995, NHBS has become a corporate

sponsor of the ABC, and will be providing ABC members with a comprehensive book

supply service. Future issues of the Bulletin will include a mini-catalogue listing in-

print and available books on African birds, wildlife, travel, and ecology and conservation. In

addition, NHBS will be providing a bookstall at each ABC meeting, where we will be

displaying for sale a wide selection of current ornithological literature.

The benefits of NHBS’s quality mailorder service include:

Exceptional Stock
• Most key field guides, site guides, handbooks and monographs permanently in stock

• Many unusual and difficult to obtain imports regularly in stock

• Comprehensive database of 40,000 titles covering all areas of natural history, ecology

and the environment. Catalogues listing up to 13,000 titles issued twice a year.

A Quality Mailorder Service
• Easy ordering - phone (6 lines), fax and E-mail

• Efficient ordering - rapid despatch of goods or acknowledgement of order within 3

working days, recorded order reports issued for unavailable items

• Easy payments, wherever you are - all major credit/charge cards, cheques, foreign

currency payments (US$, DM), transfer to any of our four international bank

accounts.

Customer Service you can rely on
• Professional trained staff, constantly on hand to help and advise you

• Language no problem - phone or write to us in French, German, Spanish, Italian

• Rapid responses to your queries - are there any books on Burundi? Could you send

books to me in Kampala? Do you have an express delivery service?

• A service adapted to the customer - private individuals, professional scientists,

societies, institutions, and conservation organisations.

• Full standing order service for any series

For a free copy of the latest NHBS catalogue, please contact us at the address below.

NATURAL HISTORY BOOK SERVICE LTD
2-3 Wills Road, Totnes, Devon TQ9 5XN, U.K.

Tel: 01803-865913 (International: +44-1803-865913)

Fax: 01803-865280 (International: +44-1803-865280)

Snifaitt'a teactuty mailonden fa (kndenA ~ eatMia/iect t$$5
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and ...

now in full colour

BIRDIING
WORLD

Europe’s premier monthly magazine for

keen birders

- available only on subscription

• Identification • News • Rarities
• Conservation Britain & Abroad

* Prize Quizbirds

“at the top of the market for serious birders" - BTO News
“essential reading" - American Birding

Write now for a FREE sample issue.

- or just subscribe now - it couldn’t be easier. For the next 12 issues, send UK£33
(overseas UK£40 surface or UK£57 airmail), to:

Birding World, Stonerunner, Coast Road, Cley next the Sea, Holt, Norfolk NR25 7RZ

Topical, lively, informative

The Oriental Bird Glub
Special Offer for African Bird Club Members
Join the OBC for 1996 and receive, free, a birding itineraries guide of

your choice. Membership held at £12 for a fifth year gives you:

Two bulletins with even more
colour, articles on birding in the

Orient, little-known Oriental birds

and bird news from the region.

One award-winning scientific

journal, Forktail.

Access to the OBC information

service to help you plan your next

trip to the Orient.

The knowledge that you are

helping to support conservation in

the Orient.

Membership Application Cheques should be made payable to the Oriental Bird Club and

I wish to join the OBC for 1996 returned with this form to the address below.

Name —
Address -

Please send me my FREE Birding

Itineraries Guide to [tick box]

India Indonesia or Malaysia

CREDIT CARD PAYMENT
Please debit my VISA / ACCESS / MASTERCARD / EUROCARD*
with the sum of £ (* delete as appropriate)

Card no:
| | | | | 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 II 1

txpiry date:
1 1 1 II

Signature: Cardholder's name and address if different from above

Surname Forename(s)

Address

Tel: Date

The Oriental Bird Club, c/o The Lodge, Sandy, Bedfordshire SG19 2DL, U.K.
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Notes for contributors (continuedfrom insidefront cover)

Style

Authors are asked to follow the conventions used in The Bulletin

oftheAfrican BirdClub and to refer to a recent issue for guidance,

dates: 23 September 1993 (note the order, no comma, not 23rd).

names ofbirds: use the vernacular name for birds, followedby the

scientific name, viz White-necked Raven Corvus albicollis (with

hyphen, no comma, no parentheses, no author’s name). Underline

for italics if you submit typed or handwritten copy, but please

format with italics if you submit your contribution on disk with

accompanying hard copy. Only the first (generic) name should

have an initial capital. English names of birds and other animals

require initial capitals except after a hyphen (eg White-headed

Vulture, Black-backedJackal), but for group names use lowercase

for initial letter (eg bustards, crows). Both English or French and

scientific names should be given when the species is first men-

tioned, thereafter only one name, preferably the English or French,

should be used.

units: use metric units with the following abbreviations: length

(mm, cm, m, km); area (m2

,
ha); mass (mg, g, kg); time (s, min, hr,

day, month, year). Time ofday should be given in the 24-hour clock

form (eg 06.30hr). Speed (m/s, km/hr). The time system used

should be the zonal time closest to solar time. Except at the

beginning of a sentence or when ten or less, numbers should be

given as numerals, not spelled out. All fractions should be decimal-

ised and written as numerals.

punctuation: full points (= full stop, period) should be omitted

from well-known initials, such as ABC and also from ‘eg’, ‘ie’, and

‘et al’. Include a full point after each initial of person’s name.

Quotation marks, if used, should be ‘single’, not “double”,

references: these should occur in numerical order in the text, and

should be indicated by superscript Arabic numbers, corresponding

to the numbers in the reference list. For example: ‘...confirming

earlier work3 ’
4-7

’; ‘Lack andWebb 15
stated that . . . ’or ‘eg Safford et al

3 '

.

Reference lists should be in numerical order, and appear at the end

ofthe paper or short communication, following the format below:

• authors’ family name(s) followed by a comma, then initials, each

followed by a full point.

• names of publications should be given in full, or for journal titles,

abbreviated according to the 4th edition (I960) of the World List of

Scientific Periodicals and the supplementary lists published since

then by the British Union Catalogue of Periodicals (if in doubt, give

the title in full), and underlined for italics in typescript.

• titles of papers should be given in the original language, unless

this uses a non-Roman alphabet, in which case an English transla-

tion of the title should be used, in square parentheses.

• books: after authorfs), year of publication and title, give the town

followed by the publisher.

eg for a book:

Mackworth-Praed, C.W. & Grant, C. FI.B. 1973. TheBirds ofWest

and CentralAfrica, Vol II. London: Longman,

eg for a chapter in a book:

Kroodsma, D.E. & Baylis, J.R. 1982. A world survey of evidence

for vocal learning in birds. In Kroodsma, D.E. & Miller, E.H. (eds)

Acoustic Communication in Birds, Vol 2: 311-337. New York:

Academic Press.

eg for a journal:

Safford, R.J. ,
Duckworth,J.W., Evans, M.I.,Telfer,M.G., Timmins,

R.J. & Zewdie, C. 1993- The birds of Nechisar National Park,

Ethiopia. Scopus 16: 61-80. .

Information that has been privately communicated to you should

be referred to in the text as eg ‘(AB Halliday, pers comm)’ and must

not be listed in the references.

PhD theses that are under a publication embargo, or otherwise

unavailable for general reference, may not be quoted in the text.

References should be made either as ‘Halliday (unpublished)’ if it

is Halliday’s own work, or as ‘Halliday (pers comm )’
ifinformation

is being quoted by another author.

Verify references before submitting your paper and check the

typescript and proofs carefully for errors in the references. If you

refer to a paper that you have not actually seen, you should indicate

where you have seen it quoted by adding as much at the end of the

reference in the list, eg (quoted by 4).

tables: each table should be prepared on a separate piece of paper,

and be thoroughly checked. Use ‘0’ for a zero reading, '-’ for a

missing value. Titles of tables should be self-explanatory. Figure

legends and table headers will be given in French and English,

diagrams: should be clearly drawn in ink without shading. Origi-

nal black and white photographs and line illustrations should not

be larger than A4 (297x210 mm). Line illustrations should be on

good quality white paper or board, or on tracing material; lettering

should preferably be marked lightly in pencil. All illustrations

should have the author’s names and figure numbers clearly marked

on the back. Where there is any doubt, the upper margin of the

illustration should be indicated.

Proofs

Authors of major papers will be sent proofs for immediate return.

The Editorial Team reserves the right to amend articles without

reference to the author(s).

Reprints

Authors of major articles, who are non-members of the ABC, will

automatically receive one copy of the Bulletin oftheABC free of

charge. Contributors who are members will receive a free copy on

request. Extra copies will be charged at cost, and must be ordered

when the manuscript is accepted.

Reviews

Copies ofnew journals, books or reports for mention or review are

always welcome. Contributions or enquiries should be sent to The

bulletin Editor.

Photographs and artwork

Photographers and artists, by giving permission for their photo-

graphs/artwork to be used in the Bulletin of the ABC also give

permission for their use on the ABC internet pages.

Deadlines

The Bulletin oftheAfrican Bird Clubis published twice per year on

1 March (with a deadline of 1 October) and 1 September (deadline

1 April).

Editorial address

All contributions and correspondence should be sent to: The

Bulletin Editor, African Bird Club, c/o BirdLife International, Well-

brook Court, Girton Road, Cambridge CB3 ONA, UK. $

The views expressed by contributors to this bulletin are not

necessarily those of the Editorial Team, the Council of the African

Bird Club or its committees.

Designed, typeset and produced by Alcedo Publishing

Tel/Fax +44 (0)1953 455499 • E-mail 100330.2261@compuserve.com



Madagascar Red Owl Tyto soumagnei, Ambanizana, Madagascar, November 1995 (Gavin Thomson)

C.houetlc effraie jaune Tyto soumagnei, Ambanizana, Madagascar, novembre 1995 (Gavin Thomson)



THE NATURAL
HIS I UKV MUSEUM

Supplement
to Bulletin of the African Bird Club Vo1 3 No 1 March 1996

Literature Review: papers and notes on African birds

published in 1995 (and some from 1994)

Compiled by Peter Lack

This is the second annual review of literature on African

birds. The first, published as a Supplement to Bull. ABC
volume 2 number 1 ,

seemed to be well received and the

Club has decided it should now become an annual

publication. This second review continues from where

the first one finished and contains all those publications

noticed until the end of November 1995. It includes

several papers with a 1994 publication date. These

either arrived after the first deadline or were missed for

the first issue.

As before I have tried to be as complete as possible

in covering papers and notes on African birds relevant

to members of the African Bird Club. A wide range of

journals and magazines has been scanned and I have

tried to include all new observations. However, again

as previously, I have not included reports on society

and bird club outings except for the few which I

noticed as containing some particular new observa-

tions.

I have also not included specific mention of the

contents ofthe ‘Recent Reports’ sections, which appear

in several journals and newsletters. For example, each

issue of Honeyguide contains up to a few pages of

recent sightings, in Zimbabwe in this case, some at least

of which are probably equivalent to those which are

written up as a separate note and which are therefore

included. Other journals to have such a section on a

regular basis include Promerops, Bee Eater, Kenya

Birds and of course Bull. ABC. People wanting to

compile checklists or know in detail about all records of

particular species are advised to search through these

lists as there are often some interesting new records.

The following major journals and magazines have

been scanned for this issue:

African BirdJournals-. Bee Eater, Bird Numbers, Birding

in Southern Africa, Bulletin of the African Bird Club,

East Africa Natural History Society Bulletin, Honeyguide,

Kenya Birds, Malimbus, Mirafra (1994), Ostrich,

Promerops, SAFRING News, Scopus.

International BirdJournals-. Alauda, Ardea, Bird Con-

servation International, Bird Study, Birding World,

British Birds, Bulletin ofthe British Ornithologists’ Club,

Condor, Dutch Birding, Ibis, Journal of Avian Biology,

Journal fur Ornithologie, Limosa, Nos Oiseaux,

Ornithologische Beobachter, Ringing & Migration,

Seabird, Die Vogelwarte, Die Vogelwelt, Wader Study

Group Bulletin, Wilson Bulletin.

Several others, some specific, some local and

others more general, have been scanned as well, al-

though I am well aware that there are still others which

may contain relevant articles on a more or less regular

basis and which 1 do not see.

We would like this supplement to be as complete

a survey ofAfrican birds as possible. Therefore we urge

you to send copies of your journals, newsletters or

individual papers and notes to the Editorial Team at the

Club address, and especially if it does not appear in the

lists below. All offers of help will also be greatly appre-

ciated.

As before papers and notes are divided into sec-

tions broadly on their main subject matter. Inevitably

there is overlap between some sections and it was very

difficult to decide in which section to put some wide-

ranging papers, and even some short notes containing

for example a few notes on breeding behaviour (suit-

able for Nests and Breeding) and the food brought to

nestlings (Food and Feeding)!

A total of 382 references is included in the follow-

ing sections: Distribution: North Africa (7), Western

Africa (12), Eastern Africa (22), Central Africa (2), South-

ern Africa (50), Islands (13); Movements: General (3),

Palaearctic Breeding species (12), African Breeding

species (13); General Biology (27); Ecology (33);

Conservation (11); Behaviour and Vocalisations

(27); Food and Feeding (36); Nests and Breeding

(57); Field Identification (6); Taxonomy (9); Sites

(18); Ringing (5); Morphology and Physiology

(12); and Miscellaneous (7).

Finally I wish to acknowledge the Recent Ornitho-

logical Literature supplement which appears with Ibis,

Auk and Emu and on which this present supplement is

unashamedly based. All ornithologists will hope that

the recent problems which have beset that publication

are resolved as soon as possible.

Literature Review Bull ABC Vol 3 No 1 Supplement - 1



Distribution: North Africa

Aiidriese A.J., de Boer A.D. &
Meininger P.L. 1995- Bearded Tits in

Egypt in December 1987. Dutch Birding

17: 159-160. (Weidedreef 102, 3947 NW
Langbroek, The Netherlands)

Five Panurus biarmicusseen on 31

December 1987 at Lake Manzala, is the

first, and still the only, record from Egypt.

BoukhalfaD. 1995- Le Goeland

d'Audouin Lanisaudouiniien Algerie.

Alauda 63: 244-246. (BP 334, Hussein

Dey, 16040, Alger, Algerie)

Total Audouin’s Gull population

estimated at about 160 pairs in Algeria,

about a 50% decline over 15 years.

Doumandji S., Metref S. & Baziz B.

1994. Note sur la presence exceptionelle

du moineau blanc Passersimplexsurle

littoral Algerois. Alauda62: 246. (Institut

National Agronomique, Avenue Pasteur,

Belfort, El-Harrach 16200, Alger, Algerie)

Two Desert Sparrows seen near

Algiers on 28 August 1994.

Dufourny H. 1994. Observation de deux

traquets isabelles {Oenanthe isabellina)

dans le sud-est du Maroc. PorphyrioC.

99-102. (20 rue du Raimbaix, B-7387

Honnelles (Augre), Belgium)

Two Isabelline Wheatears se&i in

February 1993 near Tourong in SE

Morocco.

GarciaJ.C. 1994. Nouvelle citation de la

fauvette sarde {Sylvia sarda) au Maroc.

Porpbyrio6: 105-106. (Mesones 3bis, E-

29805 Melilla, Spain)

Marmora’s Warbler seen in November

1993 near Azrou in Middle Atlas. Author

suggests that it winters in Morocco

regularly but in small numbers.

GarciaJ.C. 1994. Les hauts plateaux du

Maroc oriental: aire d’hivemage du

pluvierguignard (Charadrius morinellus).

Porphyrio6: 107-108. (Mesones 3bis, E-

29805 Melilla, Spain)

73 Dotterels found in December 1993

about 40 km SSW of Ain-Beni-Marthar in

E Morocco.

Keijl G.O., Van der Have T.M. &
Ruiters P.S. 1995. Great Black-backed

Gull in Tunisia in February 1994. Dutch

Birdingll: 17-18. (Stephensonstraat 15-

1 , 1097 BA Amsterdam, Netherlands)

Third record for Tunisia of Larus

ichthyaetuson Kerkennah Island.

Nowak E. 1995- [Record of the Slender-

bi 1 1ed Cu rlew (Numenius tenuirostris

)

from Algeria
! /. Om, 136: 76. (In German

with English abstract) (Bundesamt fur

Naturschutz, Konstantinstr. 110, D-53177

Bonn, Germany)

One shot by hunter near El Kala in

October-November 1983 is now a skin in

the University ofAnnaba collection.

Distribution: Western Africa

Allport G.A. 1995. Seawatching from

Point des Almadies, Senegal: recent news.

Bull. ABC 2: 55. (BirdLife International,

Wellbrook Court, Girton Road, Cambridge

CB30NA, UK)

Notes of what was seen in October

1994 and how to get to the best sites.

Andrews S.M. 1994. Rediscovery of

Monteiro’s Bush-Shrike Malaconotus

monteiri in Cameroon. Bull. ABC 1: 26-

27. (Flat 2, 366 Aylestone Road, Leicester

LE2 8BL, UK)

In September 1992 on Mount Kupe.

Barnett A. ,
PrangleyM. , Hayman P.V.

,

Diawara D. & Roman J. 1994. A
preliminary survey of Kounounkan

Forest, Guinea, West Africa. Oryx 28:

269-275. (38 Hill House Road, Streatham,

London SW16 2AQ, UK)

Ten days in forest recorded 135 bird

species, 33 mammals and 276 vascular

plants. High biodiversity and low hunting

pressure makes site ideal for conservation

initiatives.

Debski 1. 1995. Mallard Anas

platyrhynchos in Nigeria. Malimbus 17:

31-32. (Old Millfield, Alresford Road,

Wivenhoe, Essex C07 9JU, UK)

First record for Nigeria of apparently

wild Mallard at Dagoma Waterfowl

Sanctuary in Hadejia-Nguru wetlands in

December 1993.

FanshaweJ. 1994. Elusive Congo

Peacock found by film-maker Alan Root.

Bull. ABC 1: 27. (BirdLife International,

Wellbrook Court, Girton Road, Cambridge

CB30NA, UK)

Afropavo congoensisiound near

Opienge, 200 km southwest of Epulu.

Farnsworth S.J. 1995. Bird observations

in Kaedi and Foum Gleita, southern

Mauretania. Malimbus 17: 2-6.

(Hammerkop, Frogmill, Hurley, Maiden-

head, Berks SL6 5NL, UK)

Observations from area of irrigation

project completed in 1985 with several

range extensions.

Robertson 1. 1995- Black-throated Apalis

Apalisjacksoni, a new bird for Gabon.

Malimbus 17: 28. (Laurelbank, Exnaboe,

Virkie, Shetland ZE3 9JS, UK)

Two, August 1994 west of Bokaboka.

Rodewald P.G. & Bowden C.G.R. 1995-

First record of Kemp’s Longbill

Macrosphenuskempi'm Cameroon. Bull.

Br. Om. ClubWb: 66-68. (New York

Zoological Society/Wildlife Conservation

Society, Bronx, New York NY 10460-

1099, USA)

In May 1992 in northern part of Korup

National Park, extending range by c240

km eastwards.

Rufino R. & Neves R. 1995. Black-

winged Stilt Himantopushimantopus

wintering population: recent changes in

range and numbers. WSGBull. 76: 40-42.

(CEMPA/ICN, R. Filipe Folque 46, 5°,

1000 Lisboa, Portugal)

Numbers in Spain, Portugal and

Morocco are increasing, but unknown

whether this is an overall increase or

result of a decrease further south due to

drought in Sahel areas.

Thomas J. 1995. Birds of the Rio Del Rey

estuary, Cameroon. Malimbus 17: 7-18.

(Publications Dept, College of Forestry,

Oregon State University, Corvallis,

Oregon 97331, USA)

68 waterbird species seen on 9 80-km

river censuses. Numbers greatest in dry

season when Palaearctic and local

migrants present.

Trolliet B., Fouquet M., Triplet P.,

Girard O. & Yesou P. 1995. A propos de

l’hivernage de la barge a queue noir

Limosa limosa dans le delta du Senegal

.

Alaudafo. 246-247. (Office National de la

Chasse - Chanteloup, F-85340 L’lle

d’Olonne, France)

Nearly 1 1000 Black-tailed Godwits in

January 1993.

Yesou P. & Triplet P. 1995. The

Common Gull Lams canusin Senegal.

Malimbus 17: 26-27. (Office National de

la Chasse, CNERA Avifaune Migratrice, 53

rue Russeil, F-44000 Nantes, France)

First documented records for Senegal

of adult and first winter bird at Louis-du-

Senegal inJanuary 1994.

Distribution: Eastern Africa

Alexander F. 1995.UluguruSunbirds

A nthreptes neglectusat Sable Valley

Wildlife Sanctuary, Shimba Hills. Kenya

Birds 4: 30-31. (PO Box 890, Ukunda,

Kenya)

In September 1994 a pair seen. The

editors request all records.

Alexander F. 1995. Is the Sokoke Owl in

the Shimba Hills? Kenya Birds 4: 32-33.

(Box 890, Ukunda, Kenya)

An odd owl call heard in October 1994,

perhaps Otus ireneae.

Alexander F. 1995. Great White Pelicans

in the Shimba Hills. Kenya Birds 4: 33.

(PO Box 890, Ukunda, Kenya)

Ten Pelecanus onocrotalusapparently

roosted on a forest tree in October 1994.
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Baker N.E. 1994. The Spur-winged

Plover Vanellusspinosus in Tanzania.

Scopus 18: 130—132. (Box 23404, Dar-es-

Salaam, Tanzania)

Tanzania now has 39 recent records

including two of breeding. Keep an eye

out for it!

Baker N.E. & Baker E.M. 1994. Recent

records of the Blue Quail Cotumix

dw'ttewstsfrom Tanzania. Scopus 18: 116.

(Box 23404, Dar-es-Salaam, Tanzania)

Three records between 1990 and 1993

following only five in last 30 years.

Baker N.E. & Baker E.M. 1994. Dusky

Long-tailed Cuckoo Cercococcyxmechowi

and Papyrus Canary Serinus koliensis-. two

additions to the Tanzania list. Scopus 18:

122-123. (Box 23404, Dar-es-Salaam,

Tanzania)

Former in Minziro Forest Reserve in

November 1993 (three caught), latter near

Katera near Kagera Swamp in December

1993- Both species are known from just

across nearby borders so are not great

extensions of range.

ButynskiT.M. 1994. Is the Blue Cuckoo

Shrike Coracina azurea in East Africa?

Scopus 18: 136-128. (Zoo Atlanta/

National Museums of Kenya, Box 24434,

Nairobi, Kenya)

Appears absent from Impenetrable and

other well-studied forests from Mafuga to

E Zaire. Considerable doubts are

expressed as to whether any records are

valid.

Cordeiro N.J. 1995. Rediscovering a lost

treasure in the East Usambaras, Tanzania.

BullABC 2: 39-40. (3145 Canfield

Avenue, no. 13, Los Angeles, CA 90034,

USA)

The finding of the Tanzania Mountain

Weaver Ploceus nicolli in the East

Usambaras along with several other

rarities.

Cordeiro N.J. & KiureJ. 1995- An
investigation of the forest avifauna in the

North Pare Mountains, Tanzania. Scopus

19: 9-26. (3145 Canfield Avenue, no.13,

Los Angeles, CA 90034, USA)

Four forests surveyed in July-August

1993 and July 1994. Species lists include

several range extensions and discovery of

Abbot’s Starling Cinnyricinclusfemoralis.

Other notes and preliminary conservation

plan included.

Cordeiro N.J., LehmbergT. & KiureJ.

1995. A preliminary account of the

avifauna of Kahe II Forest Reserve,

Tanzania. Scopus 19: 1-8. (3145 Canfield

Avenue, no.13, Los Angeles, CA 90034,

USA)

Species list and notes from a dry forest

20 km south of Moshi. Includes a refuge

for Banded Snake Eagle Circaetus

cinerascensand a colony ofMarabou

Leptoptilos crumen iferas.

DranzoaC. 1994. Lyre-tailed

Honeyguide Melichneutes robustusand

Grey Ground Thrush Zootheraprincei

batesi-. new records for Uganda. Scopus

18: 128-130. (Makerere University

Biological Field Station, Box 10066,

Kampala, Uganda)

Both in Semliki (Bwamba) Forest

Reserve in 1992.

GrimshawJ.M. 1994. Hamerkop Scopus

umbrettaon Kilimanjaro. ScopuslB. 128.

(Kilimanjaro Elephant Project, c/o

International School Moshi, Box 733,

Moshi, Tanzania)

In September 1993 at a muddy stream

on Shira Plateau at about 3600m.

GrimshawJ.M. 1995. Birds of prey and

owls of the western and northern slopes

ofMt Kilimanjaro, Tanzania. Scopus 19:

27-37. (Animal Ecology Research Group,

Dept Zoology, South Parks Road, Oxford

OXl 3PS, UK)

Records 49 species noted between

SanyaJuu and Rongai and distribution is

related to diet.

KentJ.B. 1995- Shoebill Balaenicepsrex

at Amboseli National Park, Kenya. Kenya

Birds 4: 34. (Box 59749, Nairobi, Kenya)

Seen on 13 December 1994, probably

the bird seen previously in Maasai Mara

Game Reserve. (Was still at Amboseli in

February 1995.)

KohlerU. & Kohler P. 1994. Zanzibar

records ofArctic Skua Stercorarius

parasticusznd Pomarine Skua

S. pomarina. Scopus 18: 116-117.

(Korbinianplatz 1, 85737 Ismaning,

Germany)

Arctic in March 1994, Pomarine in

January 1994, the former perhaps the first

for Tanzania.

LensL. 1995. Half-collared Kingfisher

Alcedosemitorquataat Kanderi Swamp,

Tsavo East National Park. Kenya Birds 4:

37-38. (Box 40658, Nairobi, Kenya)

In June 1995.

Robertson 1. 1995. Notes on birds in

Ethiopia. Scopus 19: 61-62. (Laurelbank,

Exnaboe, Virkie, Shetland ZE3 9JS, UK)

Several interesting records of 13

species including Bronze-winged Courser

Cursorius cbalcopterus, a first for Ethiopia

seen in November-December 1994.

Smyth A.K. & Pavey C.R. 1994. A
sighting of the Western Red-footed Falcon

Falco vespertinusin southeast Kenya.

Gabar9 : 32-35. (Dept Zoology and Dept

Geographical Sciences & Planning,

University ofQueensland, Brisbane,

Queensland 4072, Australia)

In November 1989 in Amboseli

National Park.

Stanford C.B. & Msuya P. 1995. An
annotated list of the birds of Gorribe

National Park, Tanzania. Scopus 19: 38-

46. (Dept Anthropology, University of

Southern California, Los Angeles, CA
90089-0032, USA)

A summary of observations in the

park, best known for its chimpanzees,

1991-1994.

Stubblefield L. 1994. The birds of Ajai’s

Game Reserve, Uganda: a first ornitho-

logical survey. Scopus 18: 1 17-122.

(Society for Environmental Exploration,

77 Leonard Street, London EC2A 4QS, UK)

Mid-October to mid-December 1993

survey found 115 species in area

including Pel’s Fishing Owl Scotopelia

peli
,
a third site for Uganda.

Watson R. 1995. Hornbills in Karen.

EANHSBull. 25: 15. (Box 24251, Nairobi,

Kenya)

Flock of 30 Silvery-cheeked Hornbills

Ceratogymna brevisseen in garden.

Wilson N. & Wilson V.G. 1994. Avifauna

of the southern Kerio Valley with

emphasis on the area around the Kenya

Fluorospar Mine site, August 1989-July

1993- Scopus 18: 65-115. (c/o MacDonald,

Kensmead, Eastgate-in-Weardale,

Co. Durham DL13 2HP, UK)

338 species recorded with notes on

occurrence, habitat preferences and

breeding for area in SW Kenya.

Distribution: Central Africa

AspinwallD., MoultonJ.P. &
StjemstedtB.R. 1995. Record of Solitary

Sandpiper in Zambia. Bull. ABC 2: 106—

107. (PO Box 50653, Ridgeway, Zambia)

Tringa solitaria seen 15 km SSE of

Lusaka inJanuary 1994 constitutes fourth

record for African continent.

Dodman T. 1995. A survey to investigate

the status and distribution of the Black-

cheeked Lovebird Agapomisnigrigenisin

south-west Zambia. Bull.ABCl-. 103-105.

( IWRB, Slimbridge, Glos GL2 7BX, UK)
Estimate is now clOOOO birds in total.

Survey recorded 2127. 396 other species

recorded in area.

Distribution: Southern Africa

Allan D. 1994. Rare birds in the western

Cape, 1993-1994 - the first report of the

Cape Bird Club rare birds committee.

Promerops 216: 8-11. (c/o Avian Demog-
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raphy Unit, Dept Statistical Sciences,

University ofCape Town. Rondebosch

7700, South Africa)

Notes on rare birds accepted and not

by committee for 1993.

Anderson M. & Liversidge R. 1994.

Large flocks of Crowned Plovers ob-

served in the Kalahari Gemsbok National

Park. Birding in Southern Africa 46: 123.

(Cape Nature Conservation and Museums,

Private Bag X6102, Kimberley 8300,

South Africa)

Flocks of 80 and 90 Vanellus coronatus

in Nossob riverbed in February 1994.

Large flocks perhaps only the result of

high rainfall.

BoswallJ. 1994. Neglecting the Eastern

Red-footed Kestrel? Honeyguide 40: 177—

178. (Birdswell, Wraxall, Bristol BS19 1JZ,

UK)

2,000 Falcoamurensisfound roosting

about 15 km east of Harare in December

1993.

Broadley D.G. 1994. Strange kingfisher

in the Nyakwawa Forest, Haroni-Rusitu.

Honeyguide A0-. 181. (Natural History

Museum, PO Box 240, Bulawayo,

Zimbabwe)

A very odd Alcedo species in January

1994.

Brooke R. 1995. Palaearctic Booted

Eagles in the SW Cape. Promerops 219:

12. (No address given)

Record of Hieraaetuspennatusin SW
Cape in November suggesting Palaearctic

bred. (See Martin & Martin Promerops

218: 10-11.)

Brooke R. 1995. Second record of a

Bridled Tern in the western Cape

Province. Promerops 219: 10. (No address

given)

A dead Sterna anaelhetusiound on

beach in West Coast National Park in

April 1995 probably of the Indian Ocean

population.

Brooke R.K. & Parkin D.T. 1995- Little

Blue Heron Egrelta caerulea in South

Africa. Bull. ABC 2: 40-41. (Percy

Fitzpatrick Institute ofAfrican Ornithol-

ogy, University ofCape Town,

Rondebosch 7700, South Africa)

First record for South Africa of the New
World species at Velddrif in April 1992.

ClaassenJ. 1994. Ilnteresting observa-

tions along the Orange Ri ver.l Mirafra 1 1

:

31 . ("In Afrikaans with English summary)

tPosbus 43, Beaufort-Wes 6970, South

Africa)

Notes on sighting of Erythropygia

paena. Cypsiurusparvus, Plocepasser

mahaliand Tringa nebularia.

ClaassenJ. & De Wit C. 1995. Oostelike

rooipoot valkies (Eastern Red-footed

Kestrel) naby Bontebok Nasionale Park.

Promerops2\9: 9. (In Afrikaans) (No

address given)

Falco amurensis in Bontebok National

Park inJanuary 1995.

Colahan B.D. & Du Plessis N.L. 1994.

The Turnstone in the Orange Free State:

corrections and an additional sighting.

Mirafra 11: 35. (OFS Directorate of Nature

& Environmental Conservation, PO Box

517, Bloemfontein 9300, South Africa)

Two Arenaria interpresseen at

Koppies Dam in November 1993. Two
records in van Niekirk (Mirafra 11: 23-

24) are invalid.

De Swardt D.H. 1994. Redbilled

Woodhoopoe Phoeniculuspurpureusat

Maselpoort, Bloemfontein, Orange Free

State. Mirafra 11:5 1-52. (National

Museum, PO Box 266, Bloemfontein

9300, South Africa)

Vagrants found along Modder River in

September 1994.

Du Plessis G.J. 1995. Large aggregation

of Blackwinged Pratincoles Glareola

nordmanniin the northern Orange Free

State. Ostrich 66: 40-41. (PO Box 98,

Alival North 5530, South Africa)

Tens of thousands in December 1991

just east of Kruispad, and a summary of

previous records.

EsterhuizenJ.R. 1994. [White Storks

Ciconia ciconia in the Richtersveld.]

Mirafra 1 1 : 29. (In Afrikaans with English

summary) (Dept Dierkunde en

Entomologie, University of Orange Free

State, Posbus 339, Bloemfontein 9300,

South Africa)

Three in lucerne fields in September

1993 along Orange River is well outside

normal range of species.

EsterhuizenJ.R. 1994. [Green-backed

Heron Butoridesstriatusnear

Bloemfontein.] Mirafra 11: 34-35. (In

Afrikaans with English summary) (Dept

Dierkunde en Entomologie, University of

Orange Free State, Posbus 339,

Bloemfontein 9300, South Africa)

Several sightings of one bird along

Modder River confirm the species may be

resident.

EsterhuizenJ.R. 1994. [New distribution

of Black and Pied Crows.] Mirafra 11:55-

56. (In Afrikaans with English summary)

(Dept Dierkunde en Entomologie,

University of Orange Free State, Posbus

339. Bloemfontein 9300, South Africa)

Several Corvus capensis and C.

alhusseen in Kalahari Gemsbok National

Park.

Fraser M. &McMahon L. 1994.

Northern Fiscal Shrike on the peninsular.

Promerops 216: 12. (No address given)

Northern race (subcoronatus) ofLanius

collaris seen in July 1993 at Glencairn.

Fraser M. & McMahon L. 1995. Skuas at

Glencairn. Promeropslll

:

12. (No

address given)

Thought to be a few thousand Arctic

Skuas Stercorariusparasiticuswith some

Pomarine S. pomarinus at Glencairn on

False Bay in April 1994.

Fraser M. &McMahon L. 1995.

Redtailed Tropicbird at Cape Point.

Promerops 219: 9-10. (No address given)

Phaetbon mbricauda in Cape ofGood
Hope Nature Reserve in May 1995.

GrieselR. 1994. New species seen in the

Springfontein / Bethulic districts (3025 BD
and 3025 BB). Mirafra 11: 50-51. (Posbus

198, Bethulic 9992, South Africa)

Several new range records.

HarwinR.M., MansonAJ., MansonC.
& Mwadziwana P. 1994. The birds of the

Bvumba Highlands. Honeyguide40

(suppl.l): 2-51. (4 Benatar Way,

Alexandra Park, Harare, Zimbabwe)

Full checklist of the central section of

mountain chain in eastern Zimbabwe.

Herdam H. 1994. Beobachtung zur

Vogelwelt von Mozambique. Om.Jber.

Mas. Heineanum 12: 1—60. (Harzweg 36,

D-06484 Quedlinburg, Germany)

Notes on 447 species seen 1977-1981

and 1983 in several areas of Mozambique.

Several new distribution records and 1

first and two probable firsts for country.

Hobson T. 1995. Melodious Larks in the

Pearston District. BeeEater46: 4-5. (No

address given)

Mirafra cheniana found on the farm

Harefield, Pearston District inJanuary

1993 and November 1994.

Hockey P.A.R.& Rarities Committee

1995.

Rare birds in South Africa, 1991-

1992. Birding in Southern Africa 47:

14-19. (Percy Fitzpatrick Institute of

African Ornithology, University ofCape

Town, Rondebosch 7700, South Africa)

The report covers some rarities for

1993 as well as earlier years. Includes

details ofGentoo Penguin Pygoscelis

papua, Little Blue Heron Egretta caerulea

and Streaked Shearwater Calonectris

leucomelasas new for African continent.

HofmeyrJ. 1995. Steppe Buzzard.

Promerops 217: 12. (No address given)

Up to 1 50 Buteo buteo vulpinus seen

on one field 13 km east of Caledon over

10 days.
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Irwin M.P.S. 1995- The Plain-backed

Sunbird in the Transvaal and Zimbabwe.

Honeyguide 41: 26-27. (PO Box BW112,

Borrowdale, Harare, Zimbabwe)

A review of acceptable records of

Anthreptes reichenowi in interior of

southern African range.

Johnson C. 1995- Observation of a

Striped Kingfisher in the Fish River

Canyon, Namibia. Promerops 211

:

11. (No

address given)

A single Halcyon chelicuti inJune

1992.

Lockhart P. 1995- Sighting of a European

Grey Cuckoo. Promeropslll

:

11. (No

address given)

Juvenile Cuculus canomsseen in

Somerset West.

Martin P.1995. Port Elizabeth Cloud

Cisticolas. Bee EaterA6: 4. (No address

given)

About 20 Cisticola textrixseen near

Bridgemeade, Port Elizabeth. About 30%

were the race textrix with a spotted breast

and included a nest in November 1993,

the rest were the plain C.t. major.

Martin P. 1995. Pectoral Sandpiper at

Knysna. Bee Eater 46: 17. (No address

given)

Calidris melanotosfound at Knysna 28

January to 17 February 1995.

Martin R. & Martin E. 1995- Do Booted

Eagles of European origin reach the SW
Cape? Promerops 218: 10-11. (No address

given)

Now proved there is a breeding

population ofHieraaetuspennatns in SW
Cape it is doubtful if any are of European

origin. (See Brooke, Promerops 219: 12.)

Martin R. & Pepler D. 1995. Cape

Sugarbird in arid environment. Promerops

219: 10-11. (No address given)

Promerops ot/erfound many kilome-

tres from any fynbos in scrub in

November 1994.

McGillL. 1995. WhitechestedJackal

Buzzard on the Bitou River. Bee Eater46:

30. (No address given)

A Buteo rufofuscus with almost white

(no rufous) chest near Plettenberg Bay in

April 1995.

Payne H.A.W. 1994. European Blackcap

atNyanga. Honeyguide 40: 181-182.

(Nyanga Experimental Station, Private Bag

8044, Rusape, Zimbabwe)

Sylvia atricapilla in a garden in March

1994.

Pepler D. & Martin R. 1995. Honey

Buzzards in the southwestern Cape.

Promerops 219: 12-13. (No address given)

Suggests that Pemis apivorusmay be

commoner than many think.

RaijmakersJ.M.H. 1995. Record of a

European Reed Warbler at

Vanderbijlpark. Birding in Southern

Africa 47: 95. (PO Box 5067,

Vanderbijlpark 1900, South Africa)

Acrocephalusscirpaceusczughi. and

ringed atJoggie Peters Bird Snactuary,

Vanderbijlpark in March 1994.

Rockingham-Gill S.& Rockingham-
Gill A. 1994. Are there more vultures on

the highveld these days? Honeyguide 40:

174-176. (PO Box 296, Mhangura,

Zimbabwe)

Sixty White-backed Gyps africanus, 10

Hooded Necrosyrtes monachustogelhet

with Cape Griffon Gyps coprotheresand

Lappet-faced Torgos tracheliotusseen in

January 1994 in Marondera.

RyallC. 1995- Additional records of

range extension in the House Crow

Corvus splendens. Bull. Br. Om. Club 115:

185-187. (Famborough College of

Technology, Boundary Road, Fambor-

ough, Hants GU14 6SB, UK)

Notes two records from South Africa

and several from other parts of the world.

Ryan P. 1995- Sand Plover and other

birds at De Mond. Promerops 218: 9-10.

(No address given)

A lot of waterbirds, including

Charadrius leschenaultii, seen on 23

October 1994 at De Mond Nature Reserve

at mouth of Karsrivier.

Schmidt 0. 1994. Unusual duck sightings

in the Cape Flats. Promerops! 16: 12. (No

address given)

August-September 1994 produced

records ofDendrocygna viduata,

D. bicolorand Sarkidiomis melanotos on

Philippi/Cape Flats.

SilbemaglP. 1995. Possible range

extension of Willow Warbler and Spotted

Flycatcher. Promerops 218: 11. (No

address given)

Records of Phylloscopus trochilusand

Muscicapa striata extend range to west in

Sand SE Namibia.

Simmons R. 1995. Namibia’s second

Buffspotted Flufftail. Birding in Southern

AfricaAl: 26-27. (Ornithology Section,

Ministry of the Environment& Tourism,

Private Bag 13306, Windhoek, Namibia)

Sarothrura elegansiound alive, but

died later, in dry grasslands of eastern

Namibia in May 1994.

SmithJ.N. 1995. Black Crake in the

Batoka Gorge. Honeyguide 41: 23.

(Zimbabwe Falconers Club, Falcon

College, Esigodini, Zimbabwe)

Amauromisflavirostriscame out from

among rocks.

SpottiswoodC.& Underhill L. 1994.

Lesser Flamingos at Wellington.

Promerops2l6: 12. (No address given)

Large numbers ofPhoeniconaias

minorin October 1993 and 500-800 in

October 1994 at Wellington Sewage

Works.

Stiles E.K. 1994. A Cape Griffon in the

Zambezi Valley. Honeyguide

4

0: 248. (2-

28 Rosebery Avenue, Ottawa, Ontario KI5

IW2, Canada)

Gyps coprotheresseen and photo-

graphed in Hurungwe Safari Area in

August 1993.

Townsley C. 1994. Gull-billed Tern in

Hwange National Park. Honeyguide40:

178-179. (1 1 Brown Crescent, North End,

Bulawayo, Zimbabwe)

Gelochelidon nilotica seen in March

1994.

Tree T. 1995- Notes from Bathurst. Bee

Eater46: 36-39. (No address given)

Notes on several species from area.

Underhill L. 1994. Greenshank.

Promerops 216: 12. (No address given)

High tide roost of 60 Tringa nebidaria

30 September to 2 October 1994 at Betty's

Bay was exceptional numbers.

WatsonJ. 1995. Kurrichane Buttonquail

in the eastern Cape. Bee Eater 46: 16-17.

(SAB Institute for Coastal Research,

Zoology Dept, University of Port Eliza-

beth, South Africa)

Several records of Tumixsylvatica in

eastern Cape in southern summer.

Webster K. 1995. Nesting Black Harrier

at Queenstown. Bee Eater46: 6. (No

address given)

Circus maurusfound nesting (one egg

on 3 September 1994, later three more

but nest abandoned by 27 September) in

Bonkolo Basin north of Queenstown is

right on edge of breeding range.

WilliamsJ. 1994. Probable Eleonora’s

Falcon at Nyanga. Honeyguide46: 176.

(14 Harare Drive, Greystone, Harare,

Zimbabwe)

Two probable Falco eleonorae in

October 1993.

Distribution: Islands

DymondJ.N. 1994. White-throated

Needletail Hirundapus caudacutus. first

occurrence in the Malagasy region. Bull.

AJSC1: 78. (Burgadies, South Punds,

Levenwick, Shetland, UK)

4 November 1992 on Mahe, Sey-

chelles.
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Furness R.W. & Monteiro L.R. 1995.

Red-billed Tropicbird Phaethon aethereus

in the Azores: first breeding record for

Europe. Bull. Br. Orn. Club M'S: 6-8.

(Applied Ornithology Unit, Dept Zoology,

University of Glasgow, Glasgow G 1

2

8QQ, UK)

Egg found on Ilheu de Baixo (off

Graciosa) in September 1993 but breeding

attempt failed.

Goodman S.M. 1995. The third known
specimen of the Red-tailed Newtonia

Newtoniafanovanae(Family Sylviidae),

a Malagasy endemic. Bull. Br. Orn. Club

115: 130—132. (Field Museum of Natural

History, Roosevelt Road at Lake Shore

Drive, Chicago, Illinois 60605, USA)

A previously misidentified specimen in

American Museum of Natural History

shows the species to be found almost all

along east side of Madagascar.

Halleux D. & Goodman S.M. 1995.

The rediscovery of the Madagascar

Red Owl Tytosoumagnei(Grandidier

1878) in north-eastern Madagascar. Bird

Cons. Int. 4: 305-312. (WWF.Aires

Protegees, BP 738, Antananarivo (01),

Madagascar)

First documented note ofcontinued

existence in over 20 years and expands

known range into northeast of island.

Koenig P. 1995- Un specimen dune

espece decrite recemment Otuscapnodes

au Musee Zoologique de Strasbourg.

Alauda63: 208. (Musee Zoologique, 29

Boulevard de la Victoire, F-67000

Strasbourg, France)

A specimen of this Comoros owl found

during a revision of collections in

Strasbourg Museum.

Langrand O. & SinclairJ.C. 1994.

Additions and supplements to the

Madagascan avifauna. Ostricb65: 302-

310. (WWF, BP 738, Antananarivo (101),

Madagascar)

22 species proposed as additions to list

following detailed review of literature,

museum records and unpublished records

of these and other species.

LorenzoJ.A. & F.mmerson K.W. 1995-

Recent information on the distribution

and status of the breeding population of

Kentish Plover Charadriusalexandrinus

in the Canary Islands. WSC Bull. 76: 43-

46. fl)ept de Biologia Animal (Zoologia),

I iniversidad de La Laguna, La Laguna,

Tenerife, Canary Islands)

40% of population of 304 pairs

concentrated in three sites, two on Fuerte-

ventura and one on Lanzarote. Areas free

of disturbance urgently need to be

established at all breeding sites.

Lucking R. 1995. Cinnamon Bittern

Ixobrychuscinnamomeus in Seychelles,

first for Afro-Malagasy Region. Bull. ABC
2: 107-108. (20 Poolfield Avenue,

Newcastle, Staffs ST5 2NL, UK)

On Fregate Island in October 1994, a

record of a widespread Asian species.

Monteiro L.R. & Furness R.W. 1995-

Fea’s Petrel Pterodromafeae in the

Azores. Bull. Br. Orn. Club 1 15: 9-14.

(Dept Oceanography and Fisheries,

University of the Azores, 9900 Horta,

Azores)

Individual caught in September 1993,

retrapped in August 1994.

Mourer-Chauvire C., Moutou F., Bour

R. & Ribes S. 1995. Temoinages fossiles

de l’existence du Petit-du de Commerson
Scops commersonia Pile Maurice et

d’especes affines sur les autres

mascareignes. Alauda63: 75. (Centre

Paleontologie stratigraphique et Paleoe-

cologie, University Claude Bernard, Lyon

I, 27-43 Bd du 11 Novembre 1918, F-

69622 Villeurbanne cedex, France)

A brief summary of fossil evidence for

a Scops Owl on Mauritius.

Renman E. 1995- A possible new species

of Scops Owl Otus sp on Reunion? Bull.

ABC 2: 54. (Algeby 26:12, F-18697

Brottby, France)

A possible owl seen in the forests

although it seems unlikely.

Sargeant D.E. 1994. Recent ornithologi-

cal observations from Sao Tome and

Principe Islands. Bull. ABC 1: 96-102. (34

Pine Walk, Weybourne, Holt, Norfolk

NR25 7HJ, UK)

Comprehensive notes from 2 visits,

including notes on all the endemics.

Thorstrom R., Watson R.T., Damary B.,

Toto F., Baba M. & Baba V. 1995.

Repeated sightings and first capture of a

live Madagascar Serpent-eagle Eutriorchis

astur. Bull. Br. Orn. Club 115: 40-45.

(Peregrine Fund Inc, 5666 West Flying

Hawk Lane, Boise, ID 83709, USA)

Four sightings and one capture on

Masoala Peninsular September 1993 to

February 1994.

Movements: General

FranchimontJ. 1994. Liste des controles

et reprises d'oiseaux bagues realises ou

signales par le G.O. Mac en 1993.

Porpbyrio 6: 95-98. (Dept Biologie, Fac-

ulty des Sciences de Meknes, Morocco)

A few recoveries noted in 1993 as a

result ofMoroccan ringing.

OatleyT.B. 1994. Selected recoveries

from SAFRING: January 1994 - June

1994. SABRINGNews 23: 95-102. (Avian

Demography Unit, Dept Statistical

Sciences, University ofCape Town,

Rondebosch 7700, South Africa)

Seventy-one recoveries of 46 species

detailed.

OatleyT.B. 1995. Selected recoveries

reported to SAFRING: July 1994 -

December 1994. SAFRING News 24:

27-38. (Avian Demography Unit, Dept

Statistical Sciences, University of Cape

Town, Rondebosch 7700, South Africa)

Reports for 59 species are selected for

the list.

Movements: Palaearctic

Breeding Birds

AubumJ. 1994. Climatic influences on

the movements of Palaearctic raptors.

Gabar9 8-12. (Kamuzu Academy,

Private Bag 1, Mtunthama, Malawi)

In northern and eastern Zambia

movements of raptors and other birds

closely follow the Intertropical Conver-

gence Zone and Zaire Air Boundary

winds.

AubumJ. 1994. The timing of move-

ments ofSteppe Buzzards and Lesser

Spotted Eagles through eastern Zambia.

Gabar9 : 17-22. (Kamuzu Academy,

Private Bag 1, Mtunthama, Mala i)

Counts of Buteo buteo vulpinus and

Aquilapomarina given for eastern

Zambia over 6 years October to April.

Berthold P., Nowak E. &Quemer U.

1995- [Satellite-tracking of a migratory

bird from central Europe to S. African

winter quarters: a case report of the White

Stork.] J. Orn. 136: 73-76. (In German

with English abstract) (Vogelwarte

Radolfzell, D-78315 Schloss Moggingen,

Germany)

Adult male Ciconia ciconia tracked

from near Berlin in August 1993 to

200 km west of Pretoria in January 1994,

and to Zambia in February 1994. Flew

rapidly to W Sudan, stayed there two

months and then migrated again.

Fransson T. 1995- Timing and speed of

migration in north and west European

populations of Sylvia warblers. /. Avian

Biol. 26: 39-48. (Dept Zoology, Stockholm

University, S-10691 Stockholm, Sweden)

Ringing recovery analyses for Europe

and North Africa indicate that northern

birds spend shorter time on breeding

grounds and migrate faster in autumn.

Maitav A. & Izhaki 1. 1994. Stopover and

fat deposition by Blackcaps Sylvia

atricapillafoWovjmg spring migration

over the Sahara. Ostrich 65: 160-1 66.

(Dept Biology, University of Haifa at

Oranim, Tivon, 36910 Israel)
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Captures at Eilat suggested that 46%

birds still had enough fat to get to scrub-

lands 200 km further north. Nevertheless

average stay was 2.4 days and leaner

birds seemed to stay for a shorter time.

Meyburg B.-U., SchelierW.&Meyburg
C. 1995- [Migration and wintering of the

Lesser Spotted Eagle (Aquilapomarina):

a study by means of satellite telemetry.] /.

Om. 136: 401-422. (In German with

English summary) (Wangenheimstr. 32,

D-14193 Berlin, Germany)

Four adults and three juveniles tracked

for some or all ofway from European

breeding grounds to southern African

winter quarters. 19,400 km including

winter movements in Zambia recorded for

one bird. Greatest speed 289 km/day for

a young from Turkey to Sudan.

Oro D. & Martinez A. 1994. Migration

and dispersal ofAudouin’s Gull Lams
audouiniifrom the Ebro Delta colony.

Ostrich 65: 225-230. (Dept Biologia

Animal Vertebrats, Avda. Diagonal 645,

08028 Barcelona, Spain)

Winter mainly on Iberian Mediterra-

nean and Moroccan Atlantic coast.

Juveniles winter farther south in

Senegambia.

Roselli A. & Sposimo P. 1994. Dartford

Warbler Sylvia undata ringed in Italy and

recovered in Tunisia. Die VogelwarteSl:

305-306. (Museo di Storia Naturale, Via

Roma 234, 57127 Livorno, Italy)

Bird ringed in May 1992 breeding on

Capraia Island (NW Italy) was recovered

in late December 1992 at Casparate in

Tunisia.

SaurolaP. 1994. African non-breeding

areas for Fennoscandian Ospreys

Pandion haliaetus: a ring recovery

analysis. Ostrich 65: 127-136. (Ringing

Centre, Finnish Museum of Natural

History, PO Box 17 (P. Rautatiek. 13),

FIN-00014, University of Helsinki,

Finland)

638 recoveries in 30 African countries.

Those breeding farther west winter

further west and vice versa but much
overlap. Species still heavily persecuted

in many countries.

Spina F., Massi A. & Montemaggiore A.

1994. Back from Africa: who’s ainning

ahead? Aspects of differential migration of

sex and age classes in Palaearctic-African

spring migrants. Ostrich 65: 137-150.

(Istituto Nazionale per la Fauna Selvatica,

Via Ca’ Fomacetta, 9-T40064 Ozzano

Emilia (BO), Italy)

Males pass through 4 Italian islands

earlier in spring than females in 14 of 16

species (13 significantly) and adults

earlier than yearlings in many.

StoateC. 1995 The impact of Desert

Locust Schistocercagregaria swarms on

pre-migratory fattening ofWhitethroats

Sylvia communism the western Sahel.

Ibis 137: 420-422. (Game Conservancy

Trust, Fordingbridge, Hants SP6 1EF, UK)

Because of defoliation of such as

Salvadorapersica, an important berry for

fattening Whitethroats, locust swarms

could have effect on survival of birds. No
evidence yet although birds had to switch

fruits to Nitraria in a year with some

localised swarms.

YesouP., Triplet& Dubois P.J. 1995.

Winter site fidelity in the Black-winged

Stilt Himantopushimantopus. WSGBull.

76: 39. (Office National de la Chasse, 53

rue Russeil, F-44000 Nantes, France)

A ringed bird found in SW Mauritania

inJanuary 1993 and 1995 having been

ringed originally in France.

Movements: African

Breeding Birds

Allan D.G. 1994. The abundance and

movements of Ludwig’s Bustard Neotis

ludwigii. Ostrich (Cl'S: 95-105. (Avian

Demography Unit, Dept Statistical

Sciences, University of Cape Town,

Rondebosch 7700, South Africa)

South African atlas data, road counts,

aerial censuses and landowners’ com-

ments confirmed it is a winter migrant to

Succulent Karoo Biome. Population

estimated at 56,000 to 81,000 individuals.

Berruti A., HarrisonJ.A.& Navarro

R.A. 1994. Seasonal migration of

terrestrial birds along the southern and

eastern coasts of southern Africa. Ostrich

65: 54-65. (Durban Natural Science

Museum, PO Box 4085, Durban 4000,

South Africa)

South African atlas data used to identify

movements of 18 species along coast

from Cape to Natal. A new migration

pattern identified for Mangrove Kingfisher

Halcyon senegaloidesand currently

accepted patterns for 3 other species

rejected.

CraigA.J.F.K.& Hulley P.E. 1994.

Sunbird movements: a review, with

possible models. Ostrich

G

5: 106-110.

(Dept Zoology & Entomology, Rhodes

University, Grahamstown 6140, South

Africa)

Four models are possible to explain

winter influx of sunbirds to Grahams-

town. Four species are involved.

Fraser M. & McMahon L. 1995. Sunbirds

on the move. Promerops 219: 11. (No

address given)

A Malachite Sunbird Nectariniafamosa

moved 45 km northeast to Pringle Bay

and a Lesser Double-collared N. chalybea

from Betty Bay.

Herremans M. 1994. Partial migration in

the Masked Weaver Ploceus velatus in

southeastern Botswana. OstrichGS: 79-

85. (Dept Wildlife & National Parks, PO
Box 131, Gaborone, Botswana)

Ringing during ‘measured effort

ringing’ in SE Botswana showed that a

large proportion of juveniles emigrated

during winter, and adult females as well

in the very dry winter of 1992. Males

were more sedentary.

HerremansM. , Herremans-Tonnoeyr

D. & Borello W.D. 1995. Fluctuations in

Jameson’s Firefinch Lagonosticta

rhodopareia numbers in southeastern

Botswana: 1991-1994. Ostrich 66:46-48.

(c/o PO Box 40210, Gaborone, Botswana)

Ringing results from a garden over 4

years noted irregular influxes.

Johnson D.N. & Maclean G.L. 1994.

Altitudinal migration in Natal. Ostrich 65:

86-94. (Natal Parks Board, PO Box 662,

Pietermaritzburg 3200, South Africa)

At least 76 species move lower in

winter and divide into 4 main categories

depending on breeding altitude and

distances of migration

.

Klages N.T.W. 1994. Dispersal and site

fidelity of Cape Gannets Moms capensis.

Ostrich6S: 218-224. (Port Elizabeth

Museum, PO Box 12147, Humewood
6103, South Africa)

Birds from large colony at Bird Island,

Algoa Bay, disperse to Maputo Bay

(southern Mozambique) and Skeleton

Coast (Namibia) but no known young
bred or roosted at another colony. Within

the 2 ha of the colony most birds bred

very close to original birthplace and no

evidence that colony edges are inferior to

centre.

Maddock M. & Geering D. 1994. Range

expansion and migration of the Cattle

Egret. Ostrich 65: 191-203. (Shortland

Wetlands Centre, PO Box 130, Wallsend,

NSW 2287, Australia)

Spectacular expansion of range all over

the world of Bubulcus /tesummarised.

Schifter H. 1994. Dispersal and nomad-

ism in mousebirds (Coliidae). Ostrich 65:

74-78. (Naturhistorisches Museum Wien,

Erste Zoologische Abteilung,

Vogelsammlung, Postfach 417, A-1014

Wien, Austria)

Regular local movements occur in

some regions and nomadism may occur

as result offood supply fluctuations.

Reviews literature and personal observa-

tions.
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ShawJ.R. 1994. Where do Thick-billed

Weavers go in the non-breeding season?

HoneyguideAO

:

250. (12 Colne Crescent,

PO Chispite, Harare, Zimbabwe)

Several records ofAmblyospiza

albifrons found in pairs in thickets near

Harare.

Underhill G. 1995. Rock Pigeons.

Promerops 217: 9. (No address given)

Notes on ringing and retraps of

Columbaguinea in Mowbray/

Rondeboscharea.

Van Zyl AJ.Jenkins A.R. & Allan D.G.

1994. Evidence for seasonal movements

by Rock Kestrels Falco tinnunculus and

Lanner Falcons F. biarmicus in South

Africa. Ostrich 65: 111-121. (Transvaal

Museum, Dept Birds, PO Box 413,

Pretoria 0001, South Africa)

Atlas data, road counts, ringing and

other sources showed both species to be

facultative partial migrants with most

Lanner movements involving immature

birds. Most movements were in response

to rain.

General Biology

Atkinson P.W., Koroma A.P., Ranft R.,

Rowe S.G& Wilkinson R. 1994. The

status, identification and vocalisations of

African Fishing Owls with particular

reference to the Rufous Fishing Owl
Scotopelia ussheri. Bull. ABCl: 67-72.

(School of Biological Sciences, University

of East Anglia, Norwich NR4 7TJ, UK)

Notes on the three species of

Scotopelia including sonograms. Notes on

where to find each of the species follow

on pp 74-75.

Bennun L. 1995. The social life of the

the Social Weaver. Kenya Birds 4: 44-52.

(PO Box 40658, Nairobi, Kenya)

Summary notes on breeding, beh-

aviour, ecology and food ofGrey-capped

Social Weavers Pseudonigrita amaudiat

Olorgesailie over a 2.5 year study.

Bowden C.G.R., Hayman P.V., Martins

R.P., Robertson P.A., Mudd S.H. &
Woodcock M.W. 1995. The Melignomon

honeyguides: a review of recent range

extensions and some remarks on their

identification, with a description of the

song of Zenker’s Honeyguide. Bull. ABC
2: 32-38. (BirdLife International,

Wellbrook Court, Girton Road, Cambridge

CB30NB.UK)
Reviews biology, range and calls of

Zenker’s Melignomon zenkeriand

Yellow-footed Honeyguide M. eisentrauti.

Brooke R.K. 1995- An examination of

road-killed European Swallow Hirundo

niVica moults. SABRINGNews 24 ; 42.

(Percy Fitzpatrick Institute of African

Ornithology, University ofCape Town,

Rondebosch 7700, South Africa)

Notes on moult of five adults and 13

juveniles from N Transvaal to N Cape in

January 1995.

Chittenden H & Myburgh N. 1994. Eye

colour change in Blackbellied Starlings.

Birding in Southern Africa 46: 117. (PO

Box 360, Eshowe 3815, South Africa)

Lamprotomis corruscusmales normally

have yellow irides but they become

orange-red then deep red at start of

breeding season. Timing of reverse

change varies between individuals but

they also appear to be able to ‘flash’ the

change when handled and which usually

lasts a few minutes.

Collar N.J. 1994. The Shoebill (and a

note on how to see one by I. Robertson).

Bull. ABC 1: 19-20 (and 21). (19 Mole-

wood Close, Cambridge CB4 3SR, UK)

Notes on the biology of Balaeniceps

rex.

De Swardt D.H. 1995. Malachite Sunbird

ringing in the Free State. SABRINGNews

24: 15-18. (Dept Ornithology, National

Museum, PO Box 266, Bloemfontein

9300, South Africa)

Some notes on results of ringing just

over 300 Nectariniafarnosa.

Hanmer D.B. 1994. Measurements and

moult of two species of mousebird from

Malawi and Mozambique. Honeyguide40:

143-172. (PO Box 3076, Paulington,

Mutare, Malawi)

1,035 Colius striatus and 131 Urocolius

indicus caught, ringed and measured over

16 years at Nchalo, Malawi. Information

on moult, mortality rates and breeding

also given for former species.

Hawkins F. 1995. Recent observations of

the Western Tylas Vanga Tylas (eduardi)

albigularis. Bull.ABC2: 13-15. (lOLod-

way Gardens, Pill, Bristol BS20 0DL, UK)

The rare western form differs markedly

from the commoner eastern form. Details

recent observations and discusses ecology

and taxonomy.

HerremansM. 1995- Descendant

eccentric partial post-juvenile primary

moult in the Blackcheeked Waxbill

Estrilda erythronotus. SABRINGNews24:

13-14. (c/o PO Box 40210, Gaborone,

Botswana)

Ten of 23 juveniles caught May to

October were moulting some outer

primaries.

Kemp A. 1994. Ground Hornbills, the

genus Bucorvus. Bull. ABC 1:10-11.

(Dept Birds, Transvaal Museum, Paul

Kruger Street, PO Box 413, Pretoria, South

Africa)

The two species compared.

LondeiT. 1995. Field observations of the

Azores Buzzard Buteo buteo rothschildi.

Bull. Br. Om. Club 115: 48-53.

( Dipartimento di Biologia - Sezione di

Anatomia Comparata, Universita di

Milano, Via Celoria 26, 20133 Milano,

Italy)

Some notes on morphology and

behaviour on this fairly common species

mainly on San Miguel in August 1992.

LondeiT. 1995. Field notes on corvids in

Ethiopia. Bull. Br. Om. Club 115: 164—

166. (Dipartimento di Biologia - Sezione

di Anatomia Comparata, Universita di

Milano, Via Celoria 26, 20133 Milano,

Italy)

Some morphological and behavioural

notes on Thick-billed Raven Corvus

cras's/rostnsandDwarfRaven C.

(ruficollis) edithae.

Martin P. 1995. Rain induced mortality of

European Swallows. BeeEater46-. 20-21.

(No address given)

Notes on ages, weight and condition of

20 Hirundo rustica picked up dead after

prolonged period of wet weather in Port

Elizabeth.

Moali-Grine N., Moali A. & Isenmann
P. 1995- The White Stork (Ciconia

ciconid) census 1993 in Algeria. Die

Vogelwarteffi. 35-40. (Institut de

Biologie, Universite di Tizi-Ouzou, DZ-

1 5000, Tizi-Ouzou, Algeria)

1 195 pairs in country in 1993, two

thirds in cities and towns, and half nests

on artificial structures. Decline from 8844

pairs in 1955 caused by combination of

worse Sahelian winter conditions and

habitat alteration on breeding grounds.

Monadjem A. 1995. The Arrowmarked

Babbler, a common but little-studied

species. Birding in Southern Africa 47

:

83-84. (Dept Biological Sciences,

University of Swaziland, Private Bag 4,

Kwaluseni, Swaziland)

A popular review of biology of

Turdoidesjardineii, especially breeding.

RaijmakersJ.M.H.& Raijmakers

J.H.F.A. 1994. Distribution, size and

moult of migrant warblers in the southern

Transvaal. Part 1. SABRINGNews 23: 65-

71. (PO Box 5067, Vanderbijlpark 1900,

South Africa)

Notes on Garden Warbler Sylvia borin,

Whitethroat S. communis, Icterine

Warbler Hippolais icterina and Great

Reed Warbler Acrocephalus

arundinaceusfrom 13 ringing sites.
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RaijmakersJ.M.H.& Raijmakers

J.H.FA. 1995. Distribution, size and

moult of migrant warblers in the southern

Transvaal. Part II. SAFRINGNews 24: 3-

12. (PO Box 5067, Vanderbylpark 1900,

South Africa)

Notes on three Acrocephalusspecies

and Willow Warbler Phylloscopiis

trochiliis.

Schoeman S. 1994. Bully Canaries

ringed in Lydenburg. SAFRINGNews23:

94. (PO Box 94, Lydenburg 1120, South

Africa)

Garden ringing of Serinussulphumtus.

ShawJ.R. 1994. Red-headed Weaver

caught in a spider web. Honeyguide 40:

250. (12 Colne Crescent, PO Chisipite,

Harare, Zimbabwe)

Anaplectes nibricepsfound caught by a

foot, released after frightening by

observer. Notes previous examples in

literature of other birds caught similarly.

Simmons R. & Braine S. 1994. Breed-

ing, foraging, trapping and sexing of

Damara Terns in the Skeleton Coast

National Park, Namibia. Ostrich 65: 264-

273- (Ornithology Section, Ministry of

Environment & Tourism, Private Bag

13306, Windhoek, Namibia)

Populations of Sterna balaenarum are

more extensive than thought with nests

extending north to Cunene River. Notes

on breeding parameters, feeding behav-

iour and methods of catching given.

StarckJ.M., Kdnig S. & Gwinner E.

1995- Growth ofStonechats Saxicola

torquatahom Africa and Europe: an

analysis of genetic and environmental

components. Ibis 137: 519-531.

(Zoologisches Institut-Spezielle Zoologie,

Eberhard-Karls-Universitat Tubingen, Auf

der Morgenstelle 28, D-72076 Tubingen,

Germany)

Differences in various measures of

growth rates ofEuropean S.t.mbicola and

African S.t.axillarisraces and their hybrids

found to be mainly genetic.

Thompson H.S. & Fotso R. 1995.

Rockfowl: the genus Picathartes. Bull.

ABC 2: 25-28 (and how to see each

species pp 29-30). (Dept Zoology, Fourah

Bay College, University of Sierra Leone,

Mount Aureol, Freetown, Sierra Leone)

A general review of the biology of the

2 species of Picathartes.

Tilanus E. 1995- Raapenberg bird outing.

Promerops2V): 9. (No address given)

Reports 2 ringed Larus hartlaubii

found dead after nearly 20 years.

VanNiekirkD.J. 1994. Moult in

immature male Lesser Kestrels Falco

naumanni. Mirafra 11: 30-31. (PO Box

7700, Bloemfontein 9300, South Africa)

Notes on sequence.

WirminghausW. 1994. [Field studies on

the Cape Parrot Poicephalus robustus

robustus.] Papageienl: 252-256. (In

German) (Dept Zoology& Entomology,

University of Natal, Pietermaritzburg

3201, South Africa)

Review of research project in Natal on

activity, food and breeding and conserva-

tion started in 1993.

Young H.G. 1995- The Madagascar Teal,

a most enigmatic duck. Bull. ABC 2: 98-

100. (Bird Dept, Jersey Wildlife

Preservation Trust, Les Augres Manor,

Trinity, JerseyJE3 5BP, Channel Isles)

Small numbers of Arias bemierifound

inNW Madagascar and suggests total

population is 100-150 individuals. Origin

and taxonomy discussed.

Ecology

Allan D. 1995. Cape Bird Club Blue

Crane and Stanley's Bustard counts.

PromeropsUl: 13-14. (No address given)

Some notes on numbers and habitat

use ofAnthropoidesparadisea and Neotis

denhami.

Allan D. 1995. The December 1994

Southern Cape Blue Crane and Stanley’s

Bustard road count. BirdNumbers): 12-

14. (Avian Demography Unit, Dept

Statistical Sciences, University ofCape

Town, Rondebosch 7700, South Africa)

Just over 1000 Anthropoidesparadisea

were counted c/500 previous December

and 8 (cf12) Neotis denhamiby 16 teams

on 11 December 1994.

Arroyo B.E., KingJ.R. & Palomares L.E.

1995. Observations on the ecology of

Montagu’s and Marsh Harriers wintering

in north-west Senegal. Ostrich 66: 37-40.

(Edward Grey Institute, Dept Zoology,

South Parks Road, Oxford OX1 3PS, UK)

Notes on habitat use, hunting and

roosting of CircuspygargusAnd

C. aeruginosas in Djoudj National Park.

Becker P. 1994. Assessment of bird

species in mangrove forests. WNW
AFCOD/WP report no. 9, Freetown, Sierra

Leone. (Wilhelm-Raabe Str 36 ,
31199

Diekholzen, Germany)

Report of two weeks in December

1993/January 1994 assessing importance

of mangroves to birds around Freetown,

Sierra Leone. High mangrove found

especially important, particularly for

African species, with more Palaearctic

migrants in inundated secondary man-

groves.

Brehme S., Hahnke H., Mielke M.,

Helbig A.J. & Ehmlg G. 1994. [Notes on

the winter distribution and ecology of

birds in Algeria with emphasis on sylviid

warblers.] Die Vogelwelt 115: 227-241. (In

German with English abstract) (Gorschstr.

47, D-13187 Berlin, Germany)

Distribution, abundance and wintering

ecology of 59 bird species out of 112

recorded December to March of 1981

,

1990 and 1991. The importance of

indigenous vegetation and inland oases is

stressed. Several species have increased

in numbers in Sahara since 1950s and 60s

probably due to habitat modification.

ClaassenJ. 1994. [Birds of the Upper

Karoo.] Mirafra 11: 47-48. (In Afrikaans

with English summary) ( Posbus 43,

Beaufort-Wes 6970, South Africa)

A number of interesting species to be

seen in flat areas of Upper Karoo.

Crawford R.J.M.&DyerB.M. 1995.

Responses by four seabird species to a

fluctuating availability ofCape Anchovy

Engraulis capensis off South Africa. Ibis

137: 329-339. (Sea Fisheries Research

Institute, Private Bag X2, Rogge Bay 8012,

South Africa)

Abundance ofanchovy significantly

related to breeding attempts or perform-

ance of 4 seabirds over 1984 to 1992:

African Penguin Spheniscusdemersus,

Cape Gannet Morns capensis, Cape

Cormorant Phalacrocoraxcapensisand

Swift Tern Sterna bergii.

Davies R.A.G. 1994. Black Eagle Aquila

verreauxiipKdAdon on Rock Hyrax

Procavia capensisand other prey in the

Karoo. Abstract of Ph.D. thesis, University

of Pretoria. Gabar): 36. (No address

given)

Predicted cost of large numbers of

hyrax if Black Eagles absent far out-

weighed cost of Black Eagles killing

lambs.

Dejaifve P. 1994. Ecologie et

comportement d’un migrateur

palearctique, le Traquet tarier Saxicola

rubetra (L.) au Zaire et sa repartition

hivernale en Afrique. Rev. Ecol. (Terre

Vie) 49: 35-52. (Laboratoire Arago,

Universite Paris VI, URA CNRS 117, F-

66650 Banjuls-sur-Mer, France)

No details available.

Dejaifve P-A. 1995. Hivernage d’un

migrateur palearctique; l’example du

traquet tarier Saxicola rubetra au Zaire.

Alauda 63: 72. (Laboratoire Arago,

Universite Paris VI, URA CNRS 117, F-

66650 Banjuls-sur-Mer, France)

A summary of a presentation on

Whinchats wintering in N Zaire.
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De Swardt D.H. 1994. Observations from

bird counts conducted in three habitats in

the southern OFS. Mirafra 11: 52-55.

(National Museum, PO Box 266,

Bloemfontein 9300, South Africa)

Counts in March 1994 in three habitats

of False Upper Karoo ofSW Orange Free

State.

FranchimontJ., Chahlaoui A., Sarnih

M. & Sayad A. 1994. Analyse de

revolution des effectifs des oiseaux d’eau

hivemants dans le Maroc central au cours

de la decennie 1983-1993- Porphyriob. 7-

94. (Dept Biologie, Faculte des Sciences

de Meknes, Meknes, Morocco)

Consequences of a major drought in

1983-1993 are a large reduction in

numbers of waterfowl in wetlands of

Middle Atlas. Commonest species include

Northern ShovelerAnas clypeata, Mallard

A. platyrhynchos
,
Eurasian Coot Fulica

atra, Red-knobbed Coot F. cristata and

Common Pochard Aythyaferina.

Gargett V. & Gargett E. 1994. Raptor

sightings in and en route to and from the

Matobo Hills: 10 April to 12 July 1992.

HoneyguideAO: 139-142. (12 Charles

Veale Drive, West Beach, SA 5024,

Australia)

Twenty-two diurnal and one owl

species seen.

Hanmer D.B. 1994. Bird longevity in the

Eastern Highlands of Zimbabwe - first

report. SAFRINGNewslS: 55-64. (Mitsasa,

PO Box 3076, Paulington, Mutare,

Zimbabwe)

Some early results from 4 years ring-

ing on five sites in E Zimbabwe

highlands.

HerholdtJ.J., Bemitz H. & Bemitz Z.

1995- Wattled Crane monitoring in the

southeastern Transvaal . Birding in

Southern Africa 47: 68-69- (Private Bag

XI 088, Lydenburg 1120, South Africa)

Aerial surveys done over several years

suggest declines in population of

Bugeranus carunculatus.

Herremans M.& Herremans-Tonnoeyr

D. 1994. Seasonal patterns in abundance

of Lilacbreasted Rollers Coracias caudata

and Purple Rollers Coracias naevia

inferred from roadside counts in eastern

and southern Botswana. Ostrich 65: 66-

73. fDept Wildlife and National Parks, PO
Box 131, Gaborone, Botswana)

Road counts covering nearly 46,000

km over three years showed a large scale

west to east or southwest to northeast

movement from breeding grounds in the

drier parts of the Kalahari to wintering in

more humid periphery.

Jenkins A.R. 1994. The influence of

habitat on the distribution and abundance

of Peregrine and Lanner Falcons in South

Africa. Ostrich 65: 281-290. (Percy

Fitzpatrick Institute of African Ornithol-

ogy, University of Cape Town,

Rondebosch 7700, South Africa)

South African atlas and other data for

Falcoperegrinus and F. biarmicus

compared to available habitats. Overall,

Peregrines favoured closed habitats and

Lanners more open ones although cliff

availability important for both species.

Jennings P.1995. Redbilled Oxpeckers:

where are they now? Bee Eater 46: 30-35.

(No address given)

Story of a release and subsequent

survival of80 Buphaguserythrorhynchus

in eastern Cape in October 1990.

Kieswetter S. 1994. Co-ordinated

Waterbirds counts report. BirdNumbers'S:

10-

14. (Avian Demography Unit, Dept

Statistical Sciences, University of Cape

Town, Rondebosch 7700, South Africa)

Provisional report on winter 1994

count.

Kilpin A. 1994. Overwintering waders at

De Mond Nature Reserve. Promeropsllb.

11-

12. (No address given)

9 July 1994 count noted 14 Grey Plover

Pluvialissquatarola, Eurasian Curlew

Numenius arquata, Curlew Sandpiper

Calidrisferruginea and 4 Red Knot C.

canutus.

Kopij G. & Kok O.B. 1994. Distribution,

numbers and habitat preference of

Crowned Vanelluscoronatusand

Blacksmith Plovers V. armatus in inner

Bloemfontein. Mirafra 11: 48-50. (Dept

Zoology & Entomology, University of

Orange Free State, PO Box 339,

Bloemfontein 9300, South Africa)

Crowned on nearly all sports fields,

Blacksmith mainly on wetter ones.

Lens L. 1995. Bird survey of Malu Farm.

Kenya Birds 4: 39. (Box 40658, Nairobi,

Kenya)

In two days in July 1995 117 species

recorded on a farm near Lake Naivasha

which will shortly be open to visitors.

Mundy P.J., CoutoJ.T. & Feather P.J.

1994. Surveys of the Carmine Bee-Eater

on the Lower Zambezi River in Zimba-

bwe. Floneyguide 40: 214-230. (Dept

National Parks, PO Box 2283, Bulawayo,

Zimbabwe)

Thirty colonies ( 10,873 holes) in 1989

and 34 (12,763 holes) in 1991 of Merops

nubicoidescounted on Zimbabwe side of

river, and including some islands. Bank

collapse is a major problem.

Newton 1. 1995. Relationship between

breeding and wintering ranges in

Palaearctic-African migrants. Ibis 137:

241-249. (Institute of Terrestrial Ecology,

Monks Wood Experimental Station,

Abbots Ripton, Huntingdon, Cambs PE 17

2LS, UK)

Size of breeding and wintering ranges

are correlated, but latter are on average

smaller, suggesting that per area carrying

capacity is greater in Africa than in

Eurasian breeding areas.

Parker V. 1995. Waterbirds in southern

Mozambique. BirdNumbers A: 24-25. (No

address given)

A few notes on species found in

Zambezi Delta and other wetlands. Some
seem to be of considerable conservation

importance.

SeysJ., Moragwa G., Boerap P. & Ngoa
M. 1995- Distribution and abundance of

birds in tidal creeks and estuaries of the

Kenya coast between the Sabaki River

and Gazi Bay. Scopus 19: 47-60. (Kenya/

Belgium Project in Marine Sciences, Box

81651, Mombasa, Kenya)

Estimated mid winter 15000 birds

including 1 1000 shorebirds, 75% in Mida

Creek and Sabaki River mouth.

TaljaardF.D. &AndersonM.D. 1994.

Violent hailstorm kills 357 Lesser Kestrels.

Gabar9: 28-29- (Raptor Conservation

Group, PO Box 42, De Aar 7000, South

Africa)

A storm in March 1994 in De Aar killed

Falco naumannifrom colony estimated
at 6000-8000 birds.

Triplet P., Schricke V. &Treca B. 1995.

L'exploitation de la basse vallee du

Senegal par les anatides palearctiques.

Une actualisation des donnees. Alauda

63: 15-24. (Office National de la Chasse,

CNERA Avifaune migratrice, 40 rue

Carnot, F-80550 Le Croty, France)

Use of Djoudj National Bird Reserve

and surrounding wetlands by Palaearctic

ducks and compared to 1970s. Spatial

arrangement and diurnal activity regimes

are described for Northern Pintail Anas

acuta, Northern Shoveler A. clypeata,

Garganey A. querquedula and Common
Teal A. crecca.

UhllgR. 1994. Ornithologische

Frtihjarsnotizen aus Tunesien (9-

21. 4. 1991). Omithol. Mitt. 46: 40-50.

(RevalerStr. 10, D-10245, Berlin,

Germany)

Seventy-one species discussed with

some quantitative data from April 1991 in

Tunisia mainly around Hammamet in

northeast.
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Underhill L.G. 1995. The relationship

between breeding and non-breeding

localities of waders: the Curlew Sandpi-

per Calidrisferruginea as an extreme

example. Ostrich 66: 41—45. (Avian

Demography Unit, Dept Statistical

Sciences, University of CapeTown,

Rondebosch 7700, South Africa)

Limited breeding area in Siberia and

very large wintering area in Africa and

Australia and no apparent 'migratory

divide’.

WatsonJ.J. & Kerley G.I.H. 1995- A
survey of the dune-breeding birds in the

eastern Cape, South Africa. Ostrich 66:

15-20. (Terrestrial Ecology Research Unit,

Zoology Dept, University of Port Eliza-

beth, PO Box 1600, Port Elizabeth 6000,

South Africa)

237 km of sand and dune coastline

surveyed and nearly 600 African Black

Oystercatcher Haematopusmoquinimd
over 500 White-fronted Plover Charadrius

marginatusiound. Adverse effects of

humans especially off-road vehicles on

nestlings found. Recommends tighter

controls ofvehicles and people.

Wilson R.T. 1994. Temporal and spatial

distribution of the Anatidae in Ethiopia.

Walia 15: 33-36. (Bartridge Partners,

Umberleigh, North Devon EX37 9AS, UK)

A reprint of Proceedings of PAOC VIII

:

591-594.

Yom-Tov Y., McCleery R. & Oatley T.

1994. The survival rates of some southern

African passerines. Ostrich 65: 329-332.

(Dept Zoology, Tel Aviv University, Tel

Aviv 69978, Israel)

Recapture data for 1 1 species (eight

genera) from South African Bird Ringing

Unit suggested that survival is much as

Australian passerines and 1.2 times British

ones.

Conservation

Boere G. 1995. The conservation of

migratory birds: the Bonn Convention and

the African/Eurasian Waterbird Agree-

ment; a summary of progress and

prospects. Ibis 157 (suppl.): S214.

(Division of International Affairs, Directo-

rate for Nature Management, Ministry of

Agriculture, Nature Management and

Fisheries, PO Box 20401, 2500 EK The

Hague, Netherlands)

AEWA will in future function as the

governmental platform for integrated

conservation and management ofWestern

Palaearctic Flyway.

Crawford R.J.M., Dyer B.M. & Brooke
R.K. 1994. Breeding nomadism in

southern African seabirds - constraints,

causes and conservation. Ostrich 65: 231-

246. (Sea Fisheries Research Institute,

Private Bag X2, Rogge Bay 8012, South

Africa)

Review of dispersal and amount of

nomadism in 13 of the 14 breeding

seabirds of southern Africa. Higher rates

ofnomadism make conservation efforts

more difficult.

HarrisonJ.A.& Martinez P. 1995.

Measurement and mapping of avian

diversity in southern Africa: implications

for conservation planning. Ibis 137: 410-

417. (Avian Demography Unit, Dept

Statistical Sciences, University ofCape

Town, Rondebosch 7700, South Africa)

SABAP atlas data used to create an

index of diversity to identify high priority

areas for conservaton, called the Compat-

ible Sets Approach. Illustrated by birds of

grassland biome.

Hawkins A.F.A. 1995. Conservation

status and regional population estimates

of the White-breasted Mesite Mesitom is

variegata
,
a rare Malagasy endemic. Bird

Conserv. Int. 4: 279-303- (10 Lodway

Gardens, Pill, Bristol BS20 0DL, UK)

Estimated densities in various locations

suggest species is threatened but not at

present at risk from rats, dogs and

selective exploitation, but hunting and

forest burning are locally important.

Johnson D. 1995- Gardening for birds

(3)

. Birding in Southern Africa 47: 21-22.

(Natal Parks Board, PO Box 662,

Pietermaritzberg 3200, South Africa)

Suggestions for suitable plants for

gardens in 1 km wide strip from Port

Elizabeth to Kosi Bay.

Johnson D. 1995- Gardening for birds

(4)

. Bird gardening on the highveld.

Birding in Southern Africa 47: 56-57.

(Natal Parks Board, PO Box 662,

Pietermaritzberg 3200, South Africa)

Some suggestions of plants for

highveld gardens.

Jones C.G., Heck W., Lewis R.E.,

Mungroo Y., Slade G. & Cade T. 1995.

The restoration of the Mauritius Kestrel

Falcopunctatuspopulation. Ibis\51

(suppl.): S173-S180. (Forestry Quarters,

Black River, Mauritius)

A review of action taken and progress

to date in the recovery of the species.

McCulloch N. 1994. Rescuing the

Seychelles Magpie Robin. RSPB Conserv.

Rev. 8: 88-94. (BirdLife International.

Wellbrook Court, Girton Road, Cambridge

CB30NA.UK)
Ecology and behaviour of Copsychus

sechellarumdesaibed. The recovery plan

initiated by BirdLife International in 1990

has increased numbers from 22 to 40 by

December 1993 and the first steps to

reintroduce to other islands than Fregate

has started.

Oatley T.B. 1995. Why ring Queleas?

BirdNumbers 4: 17-18. (Avian Demogra-

phy Unit, Dept Statistical Sciences,

University ofCape Town, Rondebosch

7700, South Africa)

To help find out more about move-

ments and longevity of Quelea quelea,

perhaps in due course to find a more

environmentally friendly solution to the

problems they cause.

Oatley T. 1995. When I saw the oil stain

on my favourite suit I nearly died! Bull.

ABC2: 52-53. (Avian Demography Unit,

Dept Statistical Sciences, Univ of Cape

Town, Rondebosch 7700, South Africa)

A note about the oilspill near Cape

Town injune 1994, which affected

several thousandJackass Penguins

Spheniscusdemersus.

Ryall C. & Green M. 1994. Le Merle a

Plastron ( Turdus torquatus): espece

europeenne hivernante peu connue au

Maroc. Porphyrio 6: 3-6. (Environmental

Management Unit, Farnborough College,

Boundary Road, Farnborough, Hants

GU146SB.UK)
Habitat destruction is rife in wintering

area of Ring Ouzel in Morocco.

Behaviour and Vocalisations

Alexander F. 1995. Active anting in

Collared Sunbirds. Kenya Birds 4: 31-32.

(PO Box 890, Ukunda, Kenya)

Male and two female Anthreptes

collaris picked black ants off twigs and

placed them under wings and then 'took a

shower’ under some dewdrops knocked

off leaves.

Andersson S. 1994. Costs of sexual

advertising in the lekkingJackson's

Widowbird. Condor%: 1-10. (Dept

Zoology, University ofGoteborg,

Medicinaregatan 18, S-41390 Goteborg,

Sweden)

In Euplectesjacksoni in Kenya, fault

bars increased in size and frequency

during last formed part of tail feathers,

and males on leks permanently found to

be in less good condition than those in

flocks. Aerodynamic costs of the 20 cm
tail and possible role of display as

advertisement of male quality discussed.

BoswallJ. 1994. Abdim's Stork roosting

times. Honeyguide 40: 173. (Dept Life

Sciences, Derby University, Kedlestone

Road, Derby DE22 1GB, UK)

Two Ciconia abdimiiin eucalyptus

tree 18.12-05.09 hr and returned 17.48 hr

on 18-19 December 1993-
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BoswallJ. 1994. Notes on a mixed

weaverbird roost. Honeyguide 40: 183—

185. (Dept Life Sciences, Derby

University, Kedlestone Road, Derby DE22

1GB, UK)

Observations at roost ofabout 250

Ploceus cucullatus and P. velatus in tree

in December 1993.

Chittenden H. 1995. Nocturnal calling of

Barred Cuckoo. Birding in Southern

Africa 47: 49- (PO Box 360, Eshowe 3815,

South Africa)

Cercococcyx montanuscalled for at

least 70% of the night in January 1995 in

Zimbabwe.

Dixon K., Curtis A.B. & Matende M.

1994. Secretarybirds at Nyanga.

Honeyguide AO: 174. (PO Box 24, Mutare,

Zimbabwe)

Two Sagittariusserpentarius in a

commotion, perhaps a territorial encoun-

ter, with a third looking on.

EsterhuizenJ.R. 1995. Short notes on

some raptor species of the northern Cape.

Promerops 218: 12. (No address given)

A few notes on Tawny Eagle Aquila

rapax colour phases, prey stealing and

display, and display of Fish Eagle

Haliaaetus uocifer.

Feare C.J., Gill E.L. & Masanobu F.

1995. Behavioural defence by Sooty

Terns Sterna/kscata against tick infesta-

tion. /to 137: 116. (Central Science

Laboratory (MAFF), Tangley Place,

Worplesdon, Surrey GU3 3LQ, UK)

Ticks caused nest desertion on Bird

Island, Seychelles in 1973- In 1993 adults

and chicks seen continually to raise,

shake and lower their feet at night when
tick numbers are likely to be high.

GargettV. 1994. Cartwheeling and other

flights of a solitary territorial Black Eagle

in the Matobo National Park, Zimbabwe.

Ostrich 65: 333-334 .(12 Charles Veale

Drive, West Beach, SA 5024, Australia)

Description of flight behaviour of adult

Aquila verreauxiidefending a territory

without a mate over a minimum of 9

months.

Ginn P. 1995. Vocal mimicry by Natal

Robin. Honeyguide 41: 25. (PeterGinn

Birding Safaris, PO Box 44, Marondera,

Zimbabwe)

A 30-minute song burst by Cossypha

natalensis included recognisable notes of

at least 10 other species, almost all open

country species not forest ones.

Hartmann F. 1995- Heron and ibis 'tread

on each others' toes'. Kenya Birds A : 30.

(POBox 30181, Nairobi, Kenya)

Black I ieron Egrelta ardesiaca seen to

stab beak at Glossy Ibis Plegadis

falcinellus at intervals when the two were

fishing close together in shallow water.

Harwin R.M. 1995. More on the roosting

of Black Crows. Honeyguide A 1: 25. (3

BenatarWay, Alexandra Park, Harare,

Zimbabwe)

Two Corvus capensis roosting in open

on telphone wires, never seen there

during the day.

HaugaardJ. 1995. Unusual call by

Boubou sp at Lake Kasuri. Vocifer2(A): 4.

(PO Box 409, Blantyre, Malawi)

Laniariusemitting a loud bubbling

apparently in response to a whistle from

mate. Species uncertain.

HaugaardJ. 1995. Unusual aggression

by sunbird. Vocifer2(A): 6. (PO Box 409,

Blantyre, Malawi)

Miombo Double-collared Sunbird

Nectarinia manoensischased and pulled

feathers ofLaughing Dove Streptopelia

senegalensis. No obvious reason except

perhaps wanting nest material.

Kahindi O. & KageciJ. 1995- Violet-

backed repels Black-bellied Sunbird.

Kenya Birds A: 36. (PO Box 74901,

Nairobi, Kenya)

Male Anthreptesorientalisvigorously

defended a Loranthus plant against a pair

of Nectarinia nectarinioides.

KomdeurJ., Huffstadt A., PrastW.,

Castle G., Mileto R. & WattelJ. 1995.

Transfer experiments of Seychelles

Warblers to new islands: changes in

dispersal and helping behaviour. Anim.

Behav. 49: 695-708. (Dept Zoology,

University ofCambridge, Cambridge CB2

3EJ, UK)

Young Acrocephalussechellensis

frequently remain as helpers in natal

territory. On new islands where habitat

not saturated there was much lower

frequency of this until habitat filled up.

Leisler B. 1995. [Ecological and morpho-

logical correlates of prying behaviour in

weaverbirds(Ploceidae).]/ Om. 136:

267-272. (In German with English

summary) (Max-Planck-Institut fur

Verhaltensphysiologie, Vogelwarte

Radolfzell, Obstberg, D-78315 Radolfzell,

Germany)

Twelve out of 33 studied species pry

with beak, ie open bill forcefully against

resistance. Related to frequent hanging

upside down, increasing insectivory,

forest habitat and long bill.

Lloyd P., Hulley P.E. & Craig A.J.F.K.

1994. Song in the Blackeyed Bulbul

Pycnonotus barbatusas an indication of

philopatry. Ostrich 65: 248-249. (Dept

Zoology& Entomology, Rhodes Univer-

sity, Grahamstown 6140, South Africa)

Individuals are identifiable from their

songs and neighbours often similar to

each. Learning is probably from neigh-

bours when initially finding a territory.

Masterson A.N.B. 1994. Fire and the

Fiery-necked Nightjar. Honeyguide A0:

179-180. (3 Kent Avenue, Avondale,

Harare, Zimbabwe)

Caprimulguspectoralisapparently

flicked leaves away from fledgling to

keep advancing fire off. Another must

have moved two eggs to a patch of

unbumt ground.

MatherJ., CudworthJ. & Foggitt G.T.

1994. A roost of Swallow-tailed Kites

Chelictinia riocouriiand Lesser Kestrels

Falco «fli/»trmw/'nearNaroMoru, Kenya.

Scopus 18: 123-124. (Eagle Lodge,

Aspintome, Knaresborough, N Yorks HG5
8EP, UK)

In March 1993 250 kites and 600

kestrels.

Milstein P. 1995. Tinkering around at

Mariepskop. Birding in Southern Africa

47: 36-39. (PO Box 936, Hoedspruit 1380,

South Africa)

A few notes on Yellow-rumped

Tinkerbird Pogoniulus bilineatus

especially call notes, from an area

indicating considerable extension of

range in the Transvaal.

Monadjem A., Passmore N.I. &Kemp
A.C. 1994. Territorial calls of allopatric

and sympatric populations of two species

of /Ygomutotinkerbarbet in southern

Africa. Ostrich 65: 339-341. (Dept

Biological Sciences, University of

Swaziland, Private Bag 4, Kwaluseni,

Swaziland)

Calls of Red-fronted Pogoniulus

pusillusand Yellow-fronted Tinkerbird

P. chrysoconus showed differences in

sympatry but were more similar in

allopatry.

Ryan P. 1995. Orangebreasted Sunbird

mimicking Cape Siskin. Promerops220:

15. (No address given)

Nectarinia violacea mimicking call

notes of Serinus totta as part of song.

Savalli U.M. 1995. The evolution of tail-

length in widowbirds (Ploceidae): tests of

alternatives to sexual selection. Ibis 137:

389-395. (Dept Wildlife and Fisheries

Biology, University of California, Davis,

CA 95616, USA)

Tests aposematism, unprofitable prey

and species recognition hypotheses. All

fail and it seems that sexual selection is

the sole factor favouring long tails

although interspecific variation remains

unexplained.
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Simmons R.E. 1994. On the value of

publishing single observations. Gabar9:

6-7. (Ornithology Section, Ministry of

Wildlife Conservation and Tourism,

Private Bag 13306, Windhoek, Namibia)

When investigating cartwheeling in

raptors, interpretations had been court-

ship or aggression. In published

observations 19 were courtship and 21

aggression, but unpublished it was five

and 69 respectively.

TaherH. 1994. Behaviour of Red-faced

Mousebird chick. HoneyguideAO: 180.

(150 Swan Drive, Alexandra Park, Harare,

Zimbabwe)

Chick Colius indicusapparently

encouraged by adults to climb into a tree.

TurpieJ.K. 1995. Non-breeding territori-

ality: causes and consequences of

seasonal and individual variation in grey

plover Pluuialis squatarola behaviour. J.

Anim. Ecol. 64: 429-438. (Percy

Fitzpatrick Institute ofAfrican Ornithol-

ogy, University of Cape Town,

Rondebosch 7700, South Africa)

65% of plovers defended feeding

territories throughout austral summer at

Zwartkops estuary, South Africa. Average

size related to number of other birds not

prey density. Non-territorial birds fed at

higher densities and may have had to

delay departure north.

Food and Feeding

ArhzafZ.L. & FranchimontJ. 1994. A
propos d'une tourterelle des bois

(Streptopelia turtur) s’abreuvant en plein

vol. PorphyrioO

:

103-104. (Dept Bio-

logie, Faculte des Sciences de Meknes, BP

4010, 5003 Beru-M’Hamed, Meknes,

Morocco)

A Turtle Dove drinking from a lake

while in flight.

Aumann T. & Chiweshe N. 1995. Prey

at a bateleur nest in the Matobo Hills.

HoneyguideAl: 4-5. (Lot 1, Hansens

Creek Road, Hoddles Creek, Victoria,

Australia)

Five hares, a Cane Rat, a Hyrax, three

birds and three poisonous snakes found

at nest of Terathopiusecaudatus.

Bellingan P.N. 1994. More on Black-

eyed Bulbuls feeding on buildings.

HoneyguideAO: 249. (PO BoxW47,
Waterfalls, Harare, Zimbabwe)

Pycnonotus barbatusregularly visiting

windows of seventh floor flat.

Bijlsma R.G., Van Den Brink B., De
Roder F. & Terpstra K. 1994. Raptor

predation on roosting swallows. GabarO:

13-16. (Doldersummerweg 1, 7983 LD
Wapse, Netherlands)

Six species of raptor, including Hobby

Falcosubbuteoand Eastern Red-footed

Falcon F. amurensis, attended a large

European Swallow Hirundo rustica roost

in N Botswana although hunting success

was low (five out of 54 attempts).

Boix C., Gray D., Gray I. & Gray D.

1994. Unusual Martial Eagle hunting

behaviour. HoneyguideAO: 249. (24

Greenfield Road, Kenilworth 7700, Cape

Town, South Africa)

Polemaetus bellicosuschasing flock of

Helmeted Guineafowl Numida meleagris

but to no avail.

BoukhamzaM., Righi M„ Doumandji
S. & Hamdine W. 1995. La regime ali-

mentaire de la Cicogne blanche Ciconia

ciconia dans une region de Kabylie

(Algerie). AlaudaO3: 199-207. (Labora-

toire d’omithologie et d’ecologie, Institut

d'Agronomie, Universite de Tizi-Ouzou,

Hasnoua, 15000 Tizi-Ouzou, Algeria)

One hundred regurgitated pellets from

nests contained mainly Oithoptera and

Coleoptera.

Cooper S.M. & Palmer T. 1994.

Observations on the dietary choice of

free-ranging juvenile Ostriches. Ostrich

65: 251-255. (Texas Agricultural Experi-

ment Station, Texas A & M University,

1619 Garner Field Road, Uvalde, Texas

78801, USA)

Selection by Struthio camelus chicks

near Nairobi showed innate preference

for selected species especially some

newly emergent green leaves and foliage

ofwoody forbs Indigofera, and no change

in composition with experience.

DuncansonS.& PaxtonJ.R. 1994.

Spoonbill poaching under Black Egret

colony. HoneyguideAO: 17A. (3 Baron

Court, Mitchell Road, Greendale, Harare,

Zimbabwe)

African Spoonbill Platalea alba 5 times

(once successful) stabbed at food under

‘canopy’ of Egretta ardesiacawhich

seemed unperturbed.

Frylink D. & Frylink M. 1995. Rock

Kestrel catches Laughing Dove.

Promerops 220: 15. (No address given)

Falco tinnunculuscaught and ate

Streptopelia senegalensisnestr a busy road.

GilmoreJ. 1995- Fish Eagle steals catch.

VociferXA): 6. (Box 1340, Blantyre,

Malawi)

Haliaetus vociferstole a Bass from

author who had left it tethered to a stick

in the water. Both went hungry as bird

dropped it halfway across lake!

GroenevaldJ. 1995. Secretary Bird near

Saldanha. Promerops 219: 9. (No address

given)

Sagittariusserpentariusrecorded

eating 1.5 m mole snake in April 1995.

Hallager S. 1994. Drinking methods in

two species of bustards. Wilson Ball. 106;

763-764. (Dept Ornithology, Nat Zoologi-

cal Park, Washington, DC 20008, USA)

Both Kori Ardeotis foriand Crested

Bustards Eupodotis mficrista seen to

drink using a sucking method, like

pigeons, in Baltimore Zoo.

Harwin R.M. 1994. Black-eyed Bulbuls

feeding on buildings. HoneyguideAO:

181. (2 Norman Close, PO Chisipite,

Harare, Zimbabwe)

Adding to Irwin’s note (HoneyguideAO

:

28-30) on Pycnonotus barbatustaking

food from walls.

Hustler K. 1995. A note on the fishing

behaviour and plumage types of the Slaty

Egret. Honeyguide 41 : 21. (PO Box 159,

Victoria Falls, Zimbabwe)

Egretta vinaceigula seen to use a reed

as a fishing lure and some notes on

plumages of the species.

KayserY. 1995. Regime alimentaire

inhabituel de la chouette cheveche

(Athene noctud) dans les salins de Thyna,

Tunisie. Alauda63: 152-153- (Station

Biologique de la Tour du Valat, Le

Sambuc,F-13200 Arles, France)

Little Owls found catching bats, waders

Charadriiformes and Little Terns Sterna

albfrons in Tunisian salt pans.

Kemp A.C. 1995. A comparison of

hunting behaviour by each sex of adult

Greater Kestrels Falco mpicoloides

resident near Pretoria, South Africa.

Ostrich 66: 21-33. (Dept Birds, Transvaal

Museum, PO Box 413, Pretoria 0001,

South Africa)

Some detailed observations on hunting

behaviour and success in grass and

croplands over four years.

KoenigW.D. 1994. Two new bird-

mammal associations from Kenya with

comments on host use by Wattled

Starlings. OstrichO5: 337-338. (Hastings

Reservation, University of California,

38601 E. Carmel Valley Road, Carmel

Valley, California 93924, USA)

Helmeted Guineafowl Numida

meleagrisseen to peck at Waterbuck in

Lake Nakuru National Park apparently for

ectoparasites or flies. Blue-eared Glossy

Starlings Lamprotomis chalybaeusseen to

use Buffalo, Wildebeeste and Zebra as

perches in Maasai Mara Game Reserve.

Wattled Starlings Creatophora cinerea

seen to use live perches in both sites.

Larsson C. & HemborgA.M. 1995.

Sunbirds (Nectarinia) prefer to forage in
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dense vegetation. /. Avian Biol. 26: 85-

87. (Dept Zoology, Uppsala University,

Villavagen 9, S-75236 Uppsala, Sweden)

Sunbirds foraging on abundant nectar

resources where they are less territorial

prefer a dense habitat to a more open

one. Results are discussed in relation to

travelling costs and predation risk.

Maasdorp L. 1995. Fig tree with a

thousand birds. HoneyguideA 1: 28-29.

(Rifa Conservation Camp, PO Box 42,

Chirundu, Zimbabwe)

Some notes on the bird and mammal
visitors to a large Zambezi fig Ficus bussei

at Rifa Camp.

Malan G. &Jenkins A. 1994. The

hunting association between Rednecked

Falcons and Gabar Goshawks in the

Kalahari: mutualism or interspecific

cooperation? Gabar9\ 2-5. (Percy

Fitzpatrick Institute ofAfrican Ornithol-

ogy, University of Cape Town,

Rondebosch 7700, South Africa)

Some observations of Falco chicquera

apparently hunting in association and

coordinated with Micronisusgabar.

Martin R. & Pepler D. 1995. Birds

feeding in lucerne. Promerops219 : 11.

(No address given)

Thirty-five species so far recorded in a

well-irrigated lucerne field, species

including Black Korhaan Eupodotisafra ,

Dusky Sunbird Nectariniafusca and

Quail Finch Ortygospizaatricollis.

MastersonA.N.B. 1994. Do Flap-necked

Chameleons eat birds? HoneyguideA0:

186. (3 Kent Avenue, Avondale, Harare,

Zimbabwe)

White-browed Robin-Chat Cossypha

heuglini was getting very agitated at

presence of Chamaeleo cft/episalthough

this is not known to eat birds or chicks.

Monadjem A., Owen-Smlth R.N. &
Kemp A.C. 1994. Perch-site selection by

three species of kingfisher. Ostrich 65:

342-343- (Dept Biological Sciences,

University of Swaziland, Private Bag 4,

Kwaluseni, Swaziland)

Perches used by Giant Ceryle maxima,

Pied C. rudis and Half-collared Alcedo

semilorquata Kingfishers within Kruger

National Park when fishing.

Oliver P.J. 1995. Feeding habits of the

Green Heron in Mauritius. Bull. Br. Om.
Club 115: 69-70. (The Briar Patch, Limps-

field Chart, Oxted, Surrey RH8 OTL, UK)

Hunting methods, success and feeding

rates of Butoridesstriatusin October

1993.

Pepler 1). & Martin R. 1995. Birds

routinely feeding on soil from selected

sites. Promerops 220: 14. (No address

given)

Observations on Cape Canary Serinus

canicollis
,
Red-winged Starlings

Onychognalhus monoand a Ring-necked

Dove Streptopelia capicola eating soil at

particular points.

PoggenpoelP. 1995. Hunting behaviour

of Redbreasted Sparrowhawk. BeeEater

46: 6. (No address given)

Accipiternifiventrishuntingamong

dead pine branches often upside down or

sideways like a Gymnogene Polyboroides

typus.

Rockingham-GillD.& Rockingham-
Gill S. 1995. Too thick a hide?

HoneyguideA!: 22. (PO Box 296,

Mhangura, Zimbabawe)

White-backed Vultures Pseudogyps

a/riomMsapparently unable to open

carcase of Greater Kudu in Makonde

District. Feathers collected later strongly

suggested Cape Griffon Vulture Gyps

coprotheres had also been present at some

stage, an extension of range.

Saino N., Fasola M. & Waiyaki E. 1995.

Do White Pelicans Pelecanus onocrotalus

benefit from foraging in flocks using

synchronous feeding? Ibis 137: 227-230.

(Dipartimento di Biologia, Sez. Zoologia

Sci. Naturali, Via Celoria 26, 20133

Milano, Italy)

No. Individuals do best, then non-

synchronised flocks then synchronised

flocks at Lake Nakuru, Kenya despite

most birds in last category. Some
hypotheses for this anomaly discussed.

StoateC. & MorebyS.J. 1995.

Premigratory diet of trans-Saharan migrant

passerines in the western Sahel. Bird

Study42: 101-106. (Game Conservancy

Trust, Fordingbridge, Hants SP6 1EF, UK)

Faecal analysis on Redstart Phoeni-

curusphoenicurusand 4 Sylvia warblers

found that latter ate more fruit especially

of Salvadorapersicathan the Redstart.

Stocker R. 1994. Green-backed Heron

preying on Quelea. Honeyguide 40: 247.

(PO Box 89, Victoria Falls, Zimbabwe)

Butoridesstriatusseen eating Quelea

quelea at waterhole.

Styles C. 1995. Notes on the bird species

observed feeding on mopane worms.

Birding in Southern Africa 47: 53-54. (PO

Box 188, Alldays 0909, South Africa)

Lists of birds seen feeding on various

instars of the Mopane Emperor Moth

Imbrasia belina.

Treca B. 1994. The diet of Ruffs and

Blacktailed Godwits in Senegal. Ostrich

65: 256-263. (ORSTOM. PO Box 1386,

Dakar, Senegal)

Rice accounted for over 80% of items

eaten by Philomachuspugnaxand

Limosa limosa in delta of Senegal River,

and is the basis for fat deposition for

migration.

TrecaB. 1995.Comportement“rapace”

d'un Drongo brillant Dicrurusadsimilis.

Malimbus 17: 27. (ORSTOM, BP 1386,

Dakar, Senegal)

A Drongo captured a moth with its feet

while in flight.

Triplet P.&YesouP. 1995- Concentra-

tions inhabituelles d'oiseaux

consom-mateurs de criquets dans le delta

du Fleuve Senegal. Alauda 63: 236.

(Office National de la Chasse, CNERA
avifaune migratrice, 53 rue Russeil, F-

44000 Nantes, France)

A concentration of birds found eating

locusts in December 1993.

UysC.J.& Underhill G.D. 1995.

Blackheaded Heron catches adult

Common Quail. Promerops 217: 13. (No

address given)

Ardea melanocephala seen to catch

and swallow adult Cotumixcotumixand

it seems to follow harvesters regularly to

try to do this.

Williams A.J. 1995- Penguins: thirsty at

sea or thirsty on land? Birding in South-

ern Africa 47: 3-7. (8 The Waterway,

Gordon’s Bay 7150, South Africa)

A review ofwater requirements and

the solution of the problems faced by

penguins Spheniscidae.

Nests and Breeding Seasons

Anderson M.D. 1994. Greater Flamingo

breeding attempt at Kamfers Dam,

Kimberley. Mirafra 1 1 : 45-46. (Nature

Conservation Service, Northern Cape

Province, Private Bag X6102, Kimberley

8300, South Africa)

Phoenicopterus niberin early 1994.

50-100 nests built but only six eggs laid,

all later abandoned.

Anderson M.D. 1994. Possible tree-

breeding by Black Swifts Apus barbatus.

Ostrich65: 344-345. (Nature Conservation

Service, Northern Cape Province, Private

Bag X6102, Kimberley 8300, South Africa)

Found throughout the day around

palms in company with African Palm

Swifts Cypsiurusparvus but breeding not

proved.

Anderson M.D. 1995. First record of

Sociable Weavers nesting in an exotic

tree. Birding in Southern Africa Al: 20.

(Nature Conservation Service, Northern

Cape Province, Private Bag X6102,

Kimberley 8300, South Africa)

Philetarius socius found nesting in a
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Eucalyptus tree in Northern Cape

Province in September 1994.

ArinaitweJ. & Byaruhanga A.B. 1995.

Sacred Ibis breeding at Busolwe, eastern

Uganda. EANHSBull. 25: 14-15.

(Makerere University Institute of Environ-

ment and Natural Resources, Box 10066,

Kampala, Uganda)

Forty-nine nests of Threskiomis

aethiopicuslound in two trees in Tororo

District in July 1993. Also four African

Spoonbill Platalea alba and 8 Black-

headed Heron Ardea melanocephala.

AumannT. 1995. An observation at a

Black Eagle nest. Honeyguide 41: 22-23.

(Lot 1, Hansens Creeks Road, Hoddles

Creek, Victoria 3139, Australia)

A juvenile Aquila verreauxiitried to

land beside nest with 1+ eggs but was

driven off.

Bock K. & Bock B. 1995. Possible

breeding record for Black-throated

Wattle-eye at Galu Beach. Kenya Birds A:

36. (Box 641, Ukunda, Kenya)

Immature Platysteirapeltatafound

with two adults suggesting local breeding.

Bock K.& Bock B. 1995- Immature

Silvery-cheeked Hombills at Galu Beach.

Kenya Birds A: 37. (Box 641, Ukunda,

Kenya)

Two immatures and one adult

Ceratogymna brevisseen at fruiting tree.

Bridgeford P.A., Bridgeford M. &
ErasmusJ. 1995- First record oftwo

Lappetfaced Vulture chicks reared in one

nest. Ostrich 66: 35-37. (Ministry of

Wildlife, Conservation and Tourism,

Namib-Naukluff Park, Private Bag 1018,

Maltahohe, Namibia)

The seventh record of two eggs laid by

Torgos tracheliotus
,
but first where both

chicks raised, in Namib-Naukluft Park in

late 1991.

Brooke R. 1995. The wreck of Otori

Mam no.8 as a bird breeding site.

Promerops 218: 9. (No address given)

Several species of cormorant, pigeon

and starling now nesting 150 m offshore

on the wreck of aJapanese fishing boat.

ButynskiT.M. 1994. The Angola

Swallow Hirundo angolensisnesting in

the Impenetrable Forest, Uganda. Scopus

18: 124-126. (Zoo Atlanta/Natl Museums

of Kenya, Box 24434, Nairobi, Kenya)

Details of 21 nests on buildings

followed September 1986 to August 1987.

Cezilly F., Gowthorpe P., Lamarche B.

&Johnson A.R. 1994. Observations on

the breeding of the Greater Flamingo,

Phoenicopterus ruberroseus, in the Banc

d’Arguin National Park, Mauritania.

Colonial Waterbirdsll : 181-183. (Station

Biologique de la Tour du Valat, Le

Sambuc, 13200 Arles, France)

Documents breeding in 1991 and 1992.

2,222 chicks seen in 1991 and 1,240 in

1992 with eggs laid April to May although

a 5-month-old chick seen inJune 1992

indicate breeding elsewhere earlier.

Chittenden H. 1995. On the nest of

Neergaard’s Sunbird. Birding in Southern

Africa 47: 85. (PO Box 360, Eshowe 3815,

South Africa)

Description of nest of Nectarinia

neergaardi.

Chittenden H.& Myburgh N. 1994.

Observations at a Crowned Eagle’s nest

(chick feeds on berries). Birding in

Southern Africa AG: 112-114. (PO Box

360, Eshowe 3815, South Africa)

Data from 217 hours watching of a nest

of Stephanoaetus coronatus in Dlinza

Forest, Zululand December 1993 to March

1994. Prey included bush duiker,

monkeys and domestic cat, and the chick

ate Strychnos mitisberries when branches

were brought to nest.

ClaassenJ. 1995. Paradysvlieevangers

( Paradise Flycatchers) broei in Karoo

National Park. Promerops! 19: 10. (No

address given)

Nest of Terpsipbone viridisfound in

December 1994.

Colahan B.D. 1995- Captive breeding of

an indigobird. Honeyguide41: 27-28.

(Orange Free State Directorate of Nature

& Environmental Conservation, PO Box

517, Bloemfontein 9300, South Africa)

A probable record from the 1970s of a

captive pair of indigobirds breeding in a

Peters Twinspot Hypargos niveoguttatus

nest implying the indigobirds were

perhaps Vidua codringtoni.

Colahan B.D., Du ToitJ.L. & Watson
J.P. 1994. Whiskered Terns breeding in

the Orange Free State. Mirafra 11: 33-34.

(OFS Directorate of Nature and Environ-

mental Conservation, PO Box 517,

Bloemfontein 9300, South Africa)

Apparently first breeding records of

Chlidonias bybridus for the Orange Free

State on BloemhofDam and Seekoeivlei.

Couto F.M. & CoutoJ.T. 1994. White-

fronted Sandplover breeds at Lake

Chivero. Honeyguide AG: 178. (c/oPO

Box BE60, Belvedere, Harare, Zimbabwe)

Charadrius marginatusin September

1992 with three eggs.

Davidson N. & Davidson L. 1995.

Wattled Plover breeding in Masai Mara.

Kenya Birds A: 35-36. (Box 24722,

Nairobi, Kenya)

Vanellussenegalus nest in the road

near Governor’s Camp in December 1988.

FergusonJ.W.H. 1994. Do nest site

characteristics affect the breeding success

of Red Bishops Euplectes orixl Ostrich 65:

274-280. (Dept Zoology& Entomology,

Pretoria University, Pretoria 0001
,
South

Africa)

Data on breeding colony in reed bed

near Pretoria over two years. No environ-

mental factors were good predictors of

breeding success.

Flartley R.R. 1995. Notes on the breeding

biology and productivity of a pair of Bat

Hawks in Mutare. Honeyguide 41: 6-17.

(Mutare Boys High Wildlife Society,

Falcon College, Esigodini, Zimbabwe)

Macheirhamphusalcinus nested in

Mutare City 1982-1991. Various data on

nesting and diet.

Hawkins F. 1994. The nest of Schlegel’s

Asity Philepitta schlegeli. Bull ABC 1: 77-

78. (10 Lodway Gardens, Pill, Bristol BS20

0DL, UK)

Description of nest found on 15

October 1993 inNW Madagascar.

Hernandez M.A. & Martin A. 1994. First

breeding record of the White-tailed Laurel

Pigeon Columbajusoniaeon Tenerife

(Canary Islands). AlaudaG2: 253-256.

(Universidad de La Laguna, Departamento

de Biologia Animal, 38206 La Laguna,

Tenerife, Canary Islands)

Twenty nests (six recently occupied)

found inJuly-September 1993 of species

only found in Tenerife since 1970s.

Hilden O. & Hilden R. 1995. Berthelot’s

Pipit Anthus bertheloti nesting in early

January on Lanzarote. Ibis 137: 422-423.

(PO Box 17, FIN-00014, University of

Helsinki, Finland)

Notes on six nests December 1989 and

January 1990 in exceptionally cool and

rainy year.

JohnsonJ. 1995. Sparrows and sunbirds.

Promerops 219: 13. (No address given)

Passermelanurus nesting in a box on a

house for three years, but one clean-out

found two Nectarinia chalybea eggs in it.

JonasIG. 1994. White-backed Night

Heron breeds at Lake Chivero.

HoneyguideAO: 173. (Dept National

Parks, PO Box BE60, Belvedere, Harare,

Zimbabwe)

Gorsachiusleuconotusfound on 6 eggs

on 4 November 1993- Nest empty on 22

November.

KonigS.&GwinnerE. 1995. Frequency

and timing of successive broods in

captive African and European Stonechats

Saxicola torquata axillarisand S. t.
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riibicola. J. Avian Biol. 26: 247-254.

(Max-Planck-InstitutfurVerhaltens-

physiologie, Von-der-Tannstr. 7, D-82346

Andecks, Germany)

African Stonechats have one brood per

season, European two or three. In labora-

tory though African produced same as

European so limitation is environmental.

Leslie B.J. 1994. Observations on prey

selection, growth rates and breeding

success of African Hawk Eagles

Hieraaetusfasciatus in the southwestern

Kruger National Park, South Africa. Gabar

9: 23-27. (Private BagX402, Skukuza

1350, South Africa)

Information from 6 nests, 2 visited

several times during nest period.

Martin R. & Martin E. 1995. A further

note on Black Swifts breeding on coastal

cliffs. Promerops 217: 9. (No address

given)

Two new breeding Apus barbatussW.es

found on False Bay coast.

Martin R. & Martin E. 1995. Notes on

two pairs of Booted Eagles breeding in

the Boland. Promerops2\l : 13. (No

address given)

Hieraaetuspennatus nests only 300m

apart in mountains near Paarl.

Martin R. & Pepler D. 1995- Attempted

breeding of Greater Flamingo near

Karoopoort. Promerops2l9' 14. (No

address given)

Twelve nest mounds of Phoenicopterus

ivheron large shallow dam in November

1994. Probably failed due to drop in

water level.

MastersonA.&ParkesD. 1994.

Whiskered Terns near Felixburg and

notes on some highveld pans.

Honeyguide40: 231-240. (3 Kent

Avenue, Avondale, Harare, Zimbabwe)

A dozen or so pairs of Cblidonias

bybridusfound on Widgeon Pan in

February 1993 and discussion of neces-

sary conditions.

Metcalfe R.J. & Gibbs H. 1995. Grass

Chvl Tyto capemis breeding on the Nyika.

Voci/er2(4): 5. (Mbawala Stables,

Chelinda, Private Bag 6, Rumphi, Malawi)

Observations on a nest found with

young mid May 1995.

Monadjem A., Owen-Smith N. & Kemp
A.C. 1994. Position of nest, incubation

period and nestling period of the

Arrowmarked Babbler. Ostrich 65: 341.

(Biology Dept, University of Swaziland,

Private Bag 4, Kwaluseni, Swaziland)

Nesting data for TurdoidesjardineUin

central Transvaal.

Monadjem A., Owen-Smith N. & Kemp
A.C. 1995. Aspects of the breeding

biology of the Arrowmarked Babbler

Turdoidesjardineii in South Africa. Ibis

137: 515-518. (Dept Zoology, Univeristy

ofWitwatersrand, PO Wits,Johannesburg

2050, South Africa)

Breeding biology of 18 groups in 1992-

1993 breeding season.

De Naurois R. & MorelGJ. 1995.

Description des oeufs et du nid de la

Prinia aquatique Priniafluviatilis.

Malimbus 17: 28-31. (8 allee des Daims,

91800 Brunoy, France)

Notes on nests and eggs in Senegal of

this species recently split from Tawny-

flanked Prinia Prinia subflava.

Nogales M. 1995. Breeding strategies of

Ravens Corvus corax in an oceanic island

ecosystem (El Hierro, Canary Isalnds)./

Om. 136: 65-71. (Dept de Biologia

Animal (Zoologia), Universidad de La

Laguna, E-38206 Tenerife, Canary Islands)

99-120 pairs mostly below 600 m asl.

Clutch size and breeding success lower

than in nearly all continental areas.

Oettle E. 1995. Observations on Black

Sparrow Hawks breeding in Wellington.

Promerops 2 17: 8. (No address given)

A few notes on Accipiter

melanoleucus.

Oxford B. 1994. Incubation of the Blue-

grey Flycatcher. Honeyguide 40: 182. (PO

Box 185, Victoria Falls, Zimbabwe)

Muscicapacaerulescensincubation

period estimated at 14 days.

OyugiJ. 1995. Rakewa: breeding site for

Pink-backed Pelicans. Kenya Birds 4: 39-

40. (Box 40658, Nairobi, Kenya)

A Pelicanus rufescenscolony in Homa
Bay District is threatened by tree destruc-

tion.

Renson G. 1 995. Premiere observation

d’un accouplement de bee en sabot

Balaeniceps rex. Alauda63

:

155. (12

avenue de la Grande-Armee, 75017 Paris,

France)

A note with a photograph on observa-

tion of mating in the Shoebill.

Rockingham-Gill D.V. & Tayler L.M.

1995. Grey-headed Gulls breed again at

Lake Kariba. Honeyguide 41: 23-24. (PO

Box 296, Mhangura, Zimbabwe)

About 20 nests of Larus cirrocephalus

found on island in Matusadona National

Park in September 1994.

Rousseau E. 1994. Nouveau cas de

reproduction de I'lbis falcinelle Plegadis

falcinelluszu Maroc. Alauda 62: 313-314.

(Ecole Pratique des Hautes Etudes,

Universite Montpellier 2, case 94, F-34095

Montpellier, cedex 5, France)

Thirteen nests of Glossy Ibis found in

1994 in Morocco.

RudnaiJ. 1994. Black-headed Oriole

( Oriolus larvatus) nesting in a Langata

garden. EANHSBull. 24: 61-62. (PO Box

42220, Nairobi, Kenya)

Some notes during nestling period.

Ryall C. & StoorvogelJ.J. 1995.

Observations on nesting and associated

behaviour of the Shrike Flycatcher

MegabyasflammulatusinTM National

Park, Ivory Coast. Malimbus 17: 19-24.

(DEM, Farnborough College, Boundary

Road, Farnborough, Hants GU14 6SB, UK)

Observations at a nest with male

helper. Calls and displays noted, one of

each being previously unrecorded.

ShawJ.R. 1994. Yellow-billed Storks

breeding in Gonarezhou National Park.

Honeyguide 40: 247. (12 Colne Crescent,

PO Chisipite, Harare, Zimbabwe)

First breeding record for Zimbabwe of

Mycteria ibis
,
four nests with young found

in July 1994.

SmithJ.N. 1995. Unsuccessful fledging

of Egyptian Goose in the Batoka Gorge.

Honeyguide41: 21. (Zimbabwe Falconers

Club, Falcon College, Esigodini, Zimba-

bwe)

Alopochen aegyptiacushded to rear

hatched chicks due to rapids and a

juvenile Martial Eagle Polemaetus

bellicosus.

Squelch P.& Safe-SquelchW. 1994.

Didric Cuckoo being feed by Little Rush

Warblers. EANHSBull. 24: 39^10. (Box

41815, Nairobi, Kenya)

Chrysococcyx capriusfledgling being

fed by pair of Bradypterus baboecala in

Nairobi National Park in mid August 1994.

Stephenson A. 1995. Lanner Falcon

research. Bee Eater46: 15. (No address

given)

Female Falco biarmicus reused old

nest site with a new mate after original

killed.

Stephenson A. 1995. Gabar Goshawks

breeding in Grahamstown. BeeEater4&.

14-15. (No address given)

Micronisiisgabariound nesting in

December 1994.

Uys C.J. 1995. Breeding in the Rameron

Pigeon in the southwestern Cape.

Promerops 2\8: 8. (No address given)

A summary of the ten nest record cards

for Columbaarquatrix.

Uys CJ., Van Breda M. & Underhill

G.D. 1995. Hartlaub’sGull breeding east
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ofAgulhas near De Mond (34°42’S;

20°05’E). Promeropslll

:

10. (No address

given)

Small breeding colony of Larus

hartlaubiiin September 1994.

Van Heerden P., Ellmann A. &Van Zyl

B. 1994. Multiple breeding by Rock

Kestrels in the Tygerberg residential area.

Birding in Southern Africa 46: 1 19-122.

(58 Lincoln Street, Bellville 7530, South

Africa)

2 successive broods of Falco

tinnunculusin a nest box with a pano-

ramic view of Cape Flats and False Bay.

Full discussion ofcontrolling factors.

Van Zyl A.J. 1994. The influence of the

environment on breeding success of a

suburban population of Crested Barbets

Trachyphonusvaillantii. Ostrich6G

:

291—

296. (Dept Birds, Transvaal Museum, PO
Box 413, Pretoria 0001, South Africa)

Breeding data over 9 seasons in

Pretoria suburb including some in

nestboxes.

Walters T. & Oettle E. 1995.

Yellowbilled Kite breeds in Stellenbosch.

Promeropslll: 1 1 . (No address given)

Milvus migransparasituslound

breeding in October 1994.

WatsonJ. 1995. An unusual account of

Damara Terns incubating two eggs. Bee

Eater46: 18-19- (SAB Institute for Coastal

Research, Zoology Dept, University of

Port Elizabeth, South Africa)

Notes on a nest of Sterna balae-naram

containing 2 eggs in Alexandria Coastal

Dunefield in December 1993.

Yamagishi S., Urano E. & Eguchi K.

1995. Group composition and contribu-

tions to breeding by Rufous Vangas

Schetba rufa in Madagascar. Ibis 137:

157-161. (Dept Biology, Faculty of

Science, Osaka City University, Sugimoto,

Sumiyoshi-ku, Osaka 558,Japan)

Social system studied in deciduous dry

forest. Groups usually one adult female,

1-2 adult males and sometimes a

presumed immature. All defended

territory.

Yesou P. & South M. 1995- Nouvelle

nidifcation du Tadorne casarca Tadoma
ferrugineaenTunisie. AlaudaG3: 190.

(Office National de la Chasse, 53 rue

Russeil, F-44000 Nantes, France)

Ruddy Shelduck pair with young

found near Ghidma village in April 1995.

Field Identification

Allan D.G. 1995. The field identification

of the bustards and korhaans (Otididae)

of southern Africa. (Plates by R.A.G.

Davies.) Bull. ABC 2: 16-23. (Avian

Demography Unit, Dept Statistical

Sciences, University ofCapeTown,

Rondebosch 7700, South Africa)

Detailed notes on 1 1 species including

the Black Eupodotis afra and White-

winged Black E. afraoides as separate.

Dubois P.J.&Yesou P. 1995. Identifica-

tion of Western Reef Egrets and dark Little

Egrets. Brit. Birds88: 307-319. (LPO, 2

rue Mozart, 92200 Nanterre, France)

It is possible to separate Egrettagularis

gidaris and E. g. schistacea from dark

forms of E. garzetta by a combination of

structural characters. Possible hybrids

complicate the issue.

Fishpool L.D.C., Demey R., Allport G.

& Hayman P.V. 1994. Notes on the field

identification of the bulbuls

(Pycnonotidae) ofUpper Guinea. Bull

ABC 1: 32-38, 90-95. (BirdLife Interna-

tional, Wellbrook Court, Girton Road,

Cambridge CB3 0NB, UK)

Notes on 24 species from west of the

Dahomey Gap. Includes four plates.

Hobson T. 1995. Identification of

juvenile Chat Flycatchers. Bee EaterAG: 5.

(No address given)

Juvenile Melaenomis infuscatus is

blackish and looks very like a Dusky Lark

Pinarocorys nigricans.

Olsen K.M. & Larssen H. 1995. Field

identification of Little and Saunders’s

Tern. Bull. ABC 2: 81-85. (No address

given)

Detailed notes on Sterna albifronsand

S. saundersi including a plate.

Wirminghaus 0. 1995. Colour variation

and anomalies in South African parrots.

Birding in Southern Africa Al: 76-77.

(Dept Zoology & Entomology, University

of Natal, Private BagXOl, Scottsville 3209,

South Africa)

Some notes on colour aberrations and

other things on Brown-headed

Poicephalas cryptoxanthus
,
Meyer’s

P. meyeri and Ruppell’s Parrots

P. ruepellii.

Taxonomy

Bourne W.R.P. 1995. The origin and

affinities of Berthelot’s Pipit Anthus

bertbeloti. Bull. Br. Om. Club 116: 22-24.

(Zoology Dept, Aberdeen University,

Tillydrone Avenue, Aberdeen AB9 2TN,

UK)

Suggests it is close to Tawny
A. campestris and Long-billed Pipits

A. similis and forms superspecies with

both.

Brooke R.K. 1994. Subspeciation studies

and our knowledge of migration and

other movements in southern African

birds. Ostrich 65: 49-53. (Percy Fitzpatrick

Institute ofAfrican Ornithology, Univer-

sity of Cape Town, Rondebosch 7700,

South Africa)

Reviews what can be learnt from

studies of subspeciation in 119 species.

Most breeding species move or migrate

more than is usually appreciated,

especially an easterly movement of arid

country populations of 37 species in

winter.

Clancey P.A. 1994. Further comments on

Acrocephalus baeticus and A. cinnamo-

meusol the Afrotropics. HoneyguideAQ:

262-267. (Durban Natural Science

Museum, PO Box 4085, Durban 4000,

South Africa)

Recent examination of case confirms

validity of the two species with two

subspecies of baeticusand six of

cinnamomeus.

Clancey P.A. 1995 . Taxonomic relation-

ships in Namibian Black Tits Parus spp.

Bull.Br. Om. ClubllG: 181-185. (Durban

Natural Science Museum, PO Box 4085,

Durban 4000, South Africa)

A discussion of the Pams niger,

P. carpi and P. leucomelas complex in

southwestern Africa.

CleereN. 1995- The identification,

taxonomy and distribution ofthe Moun-

tain Nightjar Caprimulguspoliocephalus/

Fiery-necked Nightjar C. pectoralis

complex. Bull. ABC 2: 86-97. (25 Bedford

Close, Newbury, Berks RG14 6SU, UK)

Detailed notes on the complex of

forms.

Irwin M.P.S. 1995- On the affinities of

the Plain-backed Sunbird Anthreptes

reichenowi. HoneyuideAl: 47-48. (PO

Box BW112, Borrowdale, Harare,

Zimbabwe)

A. reichenowi and A. simplex stem

from common ancestorwhen forests of

Afrotropical and Oriental regions were in

close contact.

Moore A. 1995. More anecdotal evidence

for the type-locality of Chalcomitra

ntbescens stangerii. Bull.Br. Om. Club

115: 134-145. (1 Uppingham Road,

Oakham, Rutland LE15 6JB, UK)

Probably Bioko not on the Niger River.

SaffordR.J., AshJ.S., DuckworthJ.W.,

Telfer M.G. & Zewdie C. 1995. A new
species of nightjar from Ethiopia. Ibis 137

:

301-307. (16 Berwyn Road, Richmond,

Surrey TW10 5BS.UK)

A new species, Caprimulgussolala,

decribed from a single wing from a road

corpse on Nechisar Plains. It is not yet

known from life.
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Shirihal H., Sinclair 1. & Colston P.

1995- A new species of Puffinus

shearwater from the western Indian

Ocean. Bull. Br. Om. Club 115: 75-87.

(PO Box 4168, Eilat, Israel)

Puffinus atrodorsalis, a medium sized

shearwater, described with notes of

several sight records around Seychelles,

Comoros and Madagascar as well as off

coasts of Kenya to South Africa.

Sites

Allport G.A. 1995. The Tagdilt track,

Morocco: a site guide for the visitor. Bull.

ABC2: 44—51. (BirdLife International,

Wellbrook Court, Girton Road, Cambridge

CB3 ONB, UK)

A site for most of the desert species

which like stone plains, including 13

species of lark.

Allan D. 1995- Raptor rapture in Ethiopia.

BirdNumbers 4: 28-31. (No address

given)

A few notes on a trip to Addis Ababa

for a BirdLife International conference.

Armstrong A. & Weir F. 1995- Birds of

the afforestable area of the Maclear

District. Birding in Southern Africa 47:

79-81. (Dept Nature Conservation,

University of Stellenbosch, Stellenbosch

7601, South Africa)

Some notes on birds in area at

southern end ofDrakensberg mountains.

Baha el Din M. 1995- Egyptian Nightjar

on horseback. Birding Worlds-. 145. (No

address given)

One of best sites for Caprimulgus

aegyptius is a ridge near Abu Sir Pyramid.

Bennun L. 1995- Birding at ...

Olorgesailie Prehistoric Site. Kenya Birds
4: 16-22. (PO Box 40658, Nairobi, Kenya)

Some notes on what to see and where

to see it at site in SW Kenya.

Bowden C.G.R. & Andrews S.M. 1994.

Mount Kupe and its birds. Bull. ABC 1:

1 3—16. (BirdLife International, Wellbrook

Court, Girton Road, Cambridge CB3 ONB,

UK)

Detailed notes on what to see and how
to get there.

Butchart D. 1995- The lure of the African

rainforest - a birdwatching expedition in

Gabon Birding in Southern Africa 47:

71-75. (PO Box 2570, Nelspruit 1200,

South Africa)

Some notes on birds and sites in

Gabon from September 1994.

Butynski T.M. & Kalina J. 1 994.

I ganda's Impenetrable Forest-abirding

hotspot. EANHSBull. 24: 50-54. (Zoo

Atlanta / National Museums of Kenya, PO

Box 24434, Nairobi, Kenya)

A site guide including maps for one of

the largest forests in East Africa containing

montane and lowland areas.

Ewbank D. 1995- Notes and comments
on the birds of Madagascar made in 1992.

HoneyguideAl: 41-46. (c/o 74 High

Street, Landbeach, Cambridge, UK)

Some notes on what he saw in April

and May 1992.

FanshaweJ.H. 1994. Birding Arabuko-

Sokoke Forest and Kenya’s northern

coast. Bull. ABC 1: 79-88. (14 Benson

Street, Cambridge CB4 3Q.I, UK)

Notes on what to see and where to see

it along Kenya's coastal strip (north of

Mombasa) especially the forest.

Green A.A. 1995- Finding Grey-necked

Picathartes in Korup National Park,

Cameroon. Bull. ABC 2: 101-102. (1670

Cedarcliff Road, Hiawassee, Georgia GA
30546, USA)

Some notes on finding Picathartes

oreas in Korup National Park, including a

map.

Gush R. 1995- The Kalahari raptor route.

Birding in Southern Africa 47: 12-13. (PO

Box 458, Hilton 3245, South Africa)

A route established in and around the

Kalahari Gemsbok National Park as a

means of boosting tourism and conserv-

ing the raptors in the area.

Guthrie 1. 1995. Hlatikulu vlei: Cranes,

waterfowl and wetland. Birding in

Southern Africail-. 29-31. (PO Box 85,

Lidgetton 3270, South Africa)

A site guide to the wetland in the

foothills of the Natal Drakensberg. Birds

include all three southern African cranes

and there are many non-bird attractions

too.

Johnson D. 1995. Okavango by dugout.

Birding in Southern Africa 47: 59—60. (PO

Box 662, Pietermaritzburg 3200, South

Africa)

A few notes on a trip through the

Okavango delta.

Keen S. 1995. The best of West Africa:

birding in Cameroon. Birding Worlds-.

17-2 1 . (No address given)

Notes on various sites including Mts

Kupe, Oku and Cameroon, and Korup,

Waza and Benoue National Parks and

Ngaoundaba Ranch.

Maclean G.L. 1 994. The Mountain Zebra

National Park revisited. Birding in

Southern Africa 46: 103-105. (Dept

Zoology & Entomology, University of

Natal, PO Box 375, Pietermaritzburg 3200,

South Africa)

Some notes on two trips in December-

January, in particular notes on what

species were breeding.

MedlandR. 1995- Birdwatching in

Malawi. Bull. ABC 2: 109-115. (2 Staplake

Cottages, Starcross, Devon EX6 8QT, UK)
Malawi’s main sites are noted with

their special birds. Emphasis is on the

Nyika Plateau.

Sorensen U.G., BechJ. & Krabbe E.

1994. Birdwatching in Cameroon in

November-December 1993. Privately

published. (Mollegade 21, l.tv, DK-2200,

Kobenhavn, Denmark)

A trip report of 4 weeks covering many
sites and their birds.

Ringing

Evans S.W., Lotter L. & Bouwman H.

1995. A technique for obtaining small

volumes of blood from birds. Ostrich 66:

34-35. (Dept Zoology, Potchefstroom

University for CHE, Potchefstroom 2520,

South Africa)

Detailed description including

drawings.

Herremans M. 1995. The use of

plumage features resulting from a partial

post-juvenile moult in age determination

of southern African passerines. SAFR1NG
News 24: 19-22. (c/o PO Box 40210,

Gaborone, Botswana)

Can be used to identify reliably first

year birds of a range of species but much
more work needs to be done.

Lane S. 1995. Bertram’s Weaver Ploceus

bertrandiin Limbe. SAFRINGNews24:
51-52. (PO Box 51147, Limbe, Mala i)

Some notes on ageing and sexing

based on 33 captures.

OatleyT.B.1994.Annual report for the

1993-1994 ringing year. SAFR1NGNews

23: 83-87. (Avian Demography Unit, Dept

Statistical Sciences, University ofCape

Town, Rondebosch 7700, South Africa)

Over 60,000 birds of nearly 500

species caught.

Underhill L.G. 1994. Ringing techniques

published in SAFRING News, 1972-1993.

SAPPINGNews23: 73-80. (Avian Demog-

raphy Unit, Dept Statistical Sciences,

University ofCape Town, Rondebosch

7700, South Africa)

A fully referenced review of articles on

Catching methods, Marking methods and

Miscellaneous which have appeared in

the journal over 20 years.

Morphology and Physiology

Anderson M.D.& Liversidge R. 1994.

Flight speed of a Gabar Goshawk. Gabar
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9: 30-31. (Cape Nature Conservation &
Museums, Private Bag X6102, Kimberley

8300, South Africa)

MicronisusgabarfoWowed for 4,500m
at 60-80 km per hour in Kalahari

Gemsbok National Park.

Brass S. 1995. Pale-coloured Guineafowl.

Promerops 219: 13- (No address given)

Three of a brood of eight Numida
meleagrisvjeK almost white, in Tokai

garden.

Brown C.R. 1994. Ageing of Red Bishops

from endosteal layers in their bones.

Ostrich 65: 334-337. (Dept Zoology and

Entomology, Rhodes University, POBox
94, Grahamstown 6140, South Africa)

Euplectes orixcan be aged from

sections of the tibia.

Duke G.E., Degen A.A. & ReynhoutJ.K.

1995. Movement of urine in the lower

colon and cloaca of Ostriches. Condor91:

165-173. (Dept Veterinary Pathobiology,

University of Minnesota, St Paul, MN
55108, USA)

Stmthio camelus relies mainly on

kidney function for final composition of

voided fluid.

Finke C., Misovic A. & Prinzinger R.

1995. Growth, the development of

endothermy, and torpidity in Blue-naped

Mousebirds Urocoliiis macrounts. Ostrich

66: 1-9. (AK Stoffwechselphysiologie,

Universitat Frankfurt, Siesmayerstrasse 70,

D-60323 Frankfurt/Main, Gennany)

Nestling period is only 12.5 days and

young leave nest at only 55% adult weight

and flightless. Torpor noted from 10 days

as energy saving device.

Jenkins A.R. 1995. Morphometries and

flight performance ofsouthern African

Peregrine and Lanner Falcons./. Avian

Biol. 26: 49-58. (Percy Fitzpatrick Institute

of African Ornithology, University of

Cape Town, Rondebosch 7700, South

Africa)

Most of 24 measurements of live

southern African Falcoperegrinus minor

and F. biannicus biatmicus indicated

specific differences, especially those

relevant to prey capture and handling,

and flight performance.

LaneS. 1995. Eclipse plumage in Yellow-

bellied Sunbird Nectarinia venusta.

VociferKA): 3-4. (Box 51147, Limbe,

Malawi)

Proof that there is an eclipse plumage

in this species but that not all individuals

go into it every year.

Little R.M. & Earle R.A. 1994. Lack of

avian haematozoa in the Phasianidae of

Robben Island. Ostrich 65: 343-344.

( Percy Fitzpatrick Institute ofAfrican

Ornithology, University ofCape Town,

Rondebosch 7700, South Africa)

No parasites found in 12 individuals of

the introduced Chukar Alectoris chukar
,

nor in five Cape Francolin Francolinus

capensis or five Helmeted Guineafowl

Numida meleagris.

Pepler D., Martin R., Fouche F. & van

HensbergenB. 1994. Radionuclide

analysis of Lesser Kestrels Falco

naumanniand the origin of populations

overwintering in southern Africa. Ostrich

65: 122-126. (Dept Nature Conservation,

Faculty of Forestry, University of

Stellenbosch, Private BagX5108,

Stellenbosch 7599, South Africa)

Nineteen collected in Cape Province

during 1992/93 showed they did not

come from a Chernobyl-contaminated

area.

Prinzinger R. , Misovic A. &
KleinschmidtT. 1994. Analysis ofblood

components in Blue-naped Mousebirds

Urocoliiis macrourus. Ostrich65: 311—

315. (AK Stoffwechselphysiologie,

Universitat Frankfurt, Siesmayerstrasse 70,

D-60323 Frankfurt/Main, Germany)

Haematology and haemoglobin

components of40 captive adult birds

examined in detail. Among other findings

no HbD found, contrary to most birds, so

suggesting a primitive characteristic.

SavalliU.M. 1994. Sexual dimorphism

and sex ratio in the Yellowshouldered

Widowbird Euplectes macrourus soror.

Ostrich 65: 297-310. (Dept Wildlife &
Fisheries Biology, University of Califor-

nia, Davis, CA 95616, USA)

At Kakamega in western Kenya adult

males were all black except for yellow

shoulders c/earlier reports of more

yellow-mantled birds. Breeding sex ratio

near even in one year but heavily male-

biassed in other suggesting not all

females may breed.

Underhill L.G. & Kalejta-Summers B.

1995- Blood parasites in bright birds:

testing the Hamilton-Zuk hypothesis in

sub-Saharan Africa with an improved

statistical method. Ostrich 66: 10-14.

(Avian Demography Unit, Dept Statistical

Sciences, University of Cape Town,

Rondebosch 7700, South Africa)

Males of 464 passerine species

analysed and results of infestation rates

and brightness of plumage equivocal.

Miscellaneous

DickmanC.R., GlasbyT.M., Higgs P.A.,

Curtin A., Drury R.L. &Honywood
M.A.J. 1994. Captures of birds in

mammal traps: chance or opportunism?

Ostrich 65: 345-348. (School of Biological

Sciences, University of Sydney, NSW
2006, Australia)

Seventy-eight captures of five species

in Elliott traps set along Kuiseb River,

central Namib Desert. Suggest chance for

first two individuals but then transfer of

information about rich trap bait for all

later ones.

FanshaweJ. 1994. African birding. Bull.

ABCl: 39^48. (BirdLife International,

Wellbrook Court, Girton Road, Cambridge

CB30NA, UK)

Notes on bird recorders, publications

and references relating to birds and

birding in most African countries.

HarrisonJ.A., Allan D.G. & Van
Hensbergen H.J. 1994. Automated

habitat annotation of bird species lists -

an aid to environmental consultancy.

Ostrich 65: 316-328. (Avian Demography

Unit, Dept Statistical Sciences, University

of Cape Town, Rondebosch 7700, South

Africa)

Computer routine produces habitat-

specific species lists and includes

annotations on endemism. A hierarchical

system of habitat categories and species

status designed.

HoltshausenG. 1995. Bird books

product review. Birding in Southern

Africa 47: 23-24. (44 Tipuana Drive,

Glenhills, Durban 4051, South Africa)

Some notes on identification guides

and handbooks for southern African

birders.

Lehmberg T. & Dinesen L. 1994. The

bright sides of stumbling over a new bird

species. Bull.ABC 1: 24-25. (Zoological

Museum, University ofCopenhagen,

Universitetsparken 15, DK 2100 Copen-

hagen 0, Denmark)

The ‘real’ story behind the discovery of

XenoperdixudzungwensisinTanzania

formally described in Ibisi 136: 2-11).

MortimerJ. 1995. Assistance for a

'feathered' friend. Promerops2\8: 1 1
.
(No

address given )

An individual Greater Striped Swallow

Himndo cucullata had two large feathers

entangled around a foot. Bird was caught

and feathers removed.

Ryan P. & TurpieJ. 1995. Putting a price

tag on rarity. Birding in Southern Africa

47: 92-93. (Percy Fitzpatrick Institute of

African Ornithology, University ofCape

Town, Rondebosch 7700, South Africa)

A costing of a South African twitch.@
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WildSounds

Birds of the Kruger National Park (GuyGUon)
A 90 min. video and sound field guide to 250 species.

'Its use is not restricted to birders visiting this renowned park as

the vast majority of species are found elsewhere in the continent

... offering excellent value for money.’

Guy Eldridge, Turaco Tours and ABC Council, Bull ABC 2(2)

‘The quality of both sound and video is excellent ... it is highly

recommended. ’

Ron Johns, Birding World 8(7)

'Do buy a copy - it will be the best 90 minutes you’ll see on

the box all week.’

Gordon Bennett, past editor of Birding in Southern Africa £22.99 EC &
Non EC POSTFREE

WildSounds

Dept ABC5

Cross Street

Salthouse

Norfolk

NR25 7XH

UK

Tel/Fax

01263 741100

10% donation

to the ABC
Conservation

Fund from

all sales

Southern African Bird Sounds
(Guy Gibbon) 888 species on 6 cassettes - almost all

the species known to occur in the region. Useful

anywhere in Africa south of the Sahara. Announced.

6 cassettes £46.95 EC £40.00 Non EC
Now also on CD - over 900 species on 6 CDs in a

special field pack. Announced and grouped in 15

tracks of 10 species per CD. Includes a 90-page

booklet with a complete list of the species, a quick

index of English & scientific family names and a CD
guide with track number and timing. Total playing

time 7.5hrs. 6 CDs £76.95 EC £65.50 Non EC

Bird recordings from The Gambia
(Steve Smith) 56 species on 1 cassette.

£7.50 EC £6.40 Non EC

Birds of African Rain Forests
(Stuart Keith) Over 95 species on 2 cassettes, mostly

recorded in eastern and central Africa. Includes

Barred and Olive Long-tailed Cuckoos, 12 greenbuls,

3 ground thrushes, Forest Robin, 17 warblers and 5

bush-shrikes. 2 cassettes £ 16.95 EC £14.50 Non EC

Moroccan Bird Songs and Calls

(Matts Stromberg) 76 species including Levaillant’s

Green Woodpecker and Tristram’s Warbler, on

1 cassette. £9.95 EC £8.47 Non EC

African Forests and Savannas
Wilderness recordings from many areas in Africa

including the Cape, Kruger NP and Victoria Falls;

Mombasa, Tsavo and Lake Nakuru; Niokola-Koba

and Casamance. 1 CD £10.99 EC £9.35 Non EC
1 cassette £6.95 EC £5.90 Non EC

African Sounds at Dusk
Four superb wilderness recordings from Zimbabwe

and Botswana. 1 CD £10.99 EC £9.35 Non EC
1 cassette £6.95 EC £5.90 Non EC

Bird Tapes by Robert (Bob) Stjernstedt

Birdsong of Zambia
Three cassettes covering 415 species out of the 730

on the Zambian list. Each cassette £8.95 EC £7.65

Non EC or full set £25.00 EC £22.00 Non EC
Tape I: Dabchick through ducks, birds of prey,

francolins, rollers, hornbills, bee-eaters, wood-

peckers and barbets to Angola Pitta. 165 species

Tape II: larks, swallows, bulbuls, thrushes, robins,

cisticolas. 110 species

Tape III: warblers continued, including apalis,

eremomela and crombec; then flycatchers, orioles,

shrikes, starlings, weavers, finches and buntings.

140 species.

Common Birds of Central Africa
One cassette. 104 species common and widespread

throughout Central Africa. £8.95 EC £7.65 Non EC

Rare Birds of Zambia
A single cassette covering 95 species out of the 119

on the Zambian list which do not occur south of the

Zambezi. Including the endemic Chaplin’s Barbet;

Miombo Pied Barbet, Pale billed Hornbill, a number

of other ‘miombo’ specials; 9 species of bulbul/

greenbul and many other forest and ‘mushitu’ birds.

As Bob has used recordings from several sources

there are a number not included on the Birdsong of

Zambia cassettes. £9.95 EC £8.50 Non EC

Postage for cassettes and CDs

• UK single - £1.50, 2 or 3 - £2.25, 4 or more - £3

• Europe surface* 10% of order value, minimum £2

• Rest of world surface* 12% of order value, min £2

*air mail rates by quotation

Send for our FREE catalogue of recordings from around the world (CAT, IS1-3).

WildSounds also produces a FREE field recording equipment catalogue, which covers

both top range equipment such as the Sony TCM 5000 tape recorders and Sennheiser

microphones, and also a budget range of equipment such as Sony TCM 77 tape recorders

and HAMA and Audiotechnica microphones.

Call or Fax 01263 741100 to order
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Club News

ABC membership

On 31 May 1996 the Club’s membership

stood at 854 which is an encouraging

increase on the corresponding figure of

784 last year.

However ABC had 989 members by

the end of 1995 so a significant number

of members has not yet resubscribed for

1996. If you know of any lapsed

members, please encourage them to

renew their membership by showing

them this bulletin.

Subscription rate changes

Council has decided that membership

subscription rates for 1997 can be held

at the current levels. However it will be

necessary to increase subscriptions in

1998. The ordinary subscription will rise

from UK£12 to UK£15 in 1998 and other

membership categories will be increased

by a similar proportion.

Members willing to pay three years'

subscription in advance during 1997 are

invited to take advantage of the 1997

rates for their membership category, for

example ordinary members would pay

£36 for the period 1997—1999.

Membership renewal 1997

A membership renewal form for 1997 is

enclosed with this bulletin. Please

complete the form and return it the Club

as soon as possible. Please remember

that to save postage costs, credit card

subscription payments will not be

acknowledged unless specifically

requested.

Those members who have previ-

ously completed direct-debit mandates

need take no further action as your

subscription will automatically be

deducted from your account on or

around 3 January 1997. If you wish to

take advantage of the three year

subscription offer mentioned above

please notify the Club before your 1997

subscription is collected.

If you are unclear whether you have

completed a direct-debit mandate please

check the address label on the envelope

enclosing this bulletin: the label should

be marked DD.

Direct debits

Many ABC members have completed

direct-debit mandates. Please consider

payment by this method if you can and

help save the Club both time and money '

administering membership renewals.

Supporting membership in Africa

The Club has been aware since its

inception that some potential members

in Africa might have difficulty in

affording the subscription. A key aim of

the Club is to support such people and

encourage their interest. Please consider

helping the Club with this aim by joining

the supported membership scheme. For

UK£25 a year members can pay for their

own subscription and at the same time

support a second member in Africa. For

UK£50 a year members can pay their

own subscription and support three

members in Africa.

Members can decide themselves who
will receive the supported membership

or leave it to the Club’s discretion.

Where it is left to the Club to make the

decision the selection will be made from

a list of potential members held by

Council. Anyone wishing to recommend
individuals for supported membership

should send names to the secretary

detailing the reason(s) for the sugges-

tion.

1996 London meeting

About 120 members attended the Club’s

1996 London Meeting and AGM at the

Friend’s Meeting House, Euston on 9

March. Members were treated to some

excellent illustrated presentations. Phil

Atkinson started the proceedings with a

talk on Sao Tome and Principe. After

lunch Lincoln Fishpool gave a talk about

the Important Bird Areas of Africa

conservation project. Finally Bob

Medland gave a presentation on birds

and habitats of Malawi, illustrated with

some particularly memorable slides.

As the meeting closed the traditional

raffle prize draw was made. After the

formal proceedings closed many
members retired to the nearby Royal

George Public House for refreshments

and further lively discussions. The Club

would like to thank all the exhibitors

who donated a percentage of their sales

to the Club including Clive Byers, the

Natural History Book Service and

WildSounds.

During the AGM, held in the early

afternoon, the new ABC constitution was

adopted (see insert). The following

members were elected or re-elected as

Council members: Gary Allport, 'Mark

Andrews, Phil Atkinson, Jacquie Bridges,

Mark Cocker, Guy Eldridge, John

Fanshawe, Lincoln Fishpool, Paul Green,

Annie Harrap, Colin Humpage (Treas-

urer), Peter Lack, Duncan Macdonald,

Bill Quantrill (Club Secretary), Iain

Robertson, Tony Stone, Richard Webb,

Alan Wilkinson and Martin Woodcock
(Chairman).

Richard Webb received a special

mention and vote of thanks for his work

as Club secretary during the formation

and launch of ABC. Richard has made a

massive contribution to the success of

ABC during this period. Richard now
steps down as Club secretary to concen-

trate on editing the bulletin; Bill

Quantrill is taking over the role of

secretary.

ABC confirmed as UK charity

Following the adoption of the ABC
constitution at the 1996 AGM the African

Bird Club has now been entered on the

Central Register of Charities as regis-

tered charity number 1053920.

1997 London meeting and AGM
The Club’s 1997 London Meeting and

AGM will again be held at the Friends’

Meeting House opposite Euston Station

on Saturday 8 March 1997.

In previous years the full programme

has been posted to members in January.

However this year, in an effort to save

on the considerable postal costs, Council

proposes to send the AGM programme

only to members based in the UK. A
report on the AGM will be published in

the following bulletin. Overseas

members who do wish to receive the

AGM agenda should notify the Club

secretary at the Club’s address.

ABC Norfolk meeting

A Club meeting took place at Blakeney

Village Hall in Norfolk on Sunday 5 May

1996. The audience was treated to three

very enjoyable presentations. Derek

Toomer talked about birds of Uganda,

his descriptions of specialities such as

African Green Broadbill were especially

enthralling (especially to Council

members in the audience who failed to

find this species at the same site

recently). Mark Cocker gave an informa-
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tive talk about southern African mam-

mals illustrated with some fine

photographs. Finally Martin Woodcock

delivered a personal view of Ethiopia

and its birds in his own inimitable style.

ABC autumn meeting

On Saturday 26 October ABC will be

holding a joint meeting with the Norfolk

Bird Club in Blakeney Village Hall,

Norfolk. The doors open at 19.00 hr

when refreshments and ABC sales items

will be available along with a licensed

bar. Entry is free to ABC members. At

20.00 hr Peter Headland will be present-

ing a talk on nature photography in East

Africa.

ABC representative scheme

The ABC representative scheme is

intended to support existing ABC
members by providing a local point of

contact in their region, for example, to

answer queries to the Club, to solicit

submissions for the bulletin, and to

arrange possible meetings for local

members. ABC representatives will also

aim to recruit new members in their

region, by distributing publicity material

or arranging local advertising for ABC. In

Africa ABC representatives may help

identify opportunities for using the ABC
Conservation Fund and candidates for

the supported membership scheme.

ABC’s first two representatives are

Alan McBride and Joe Thomson. Alan

now represents ABC in Australia and can

be contacted as follows: Alan McBride, P

O Box 190, Newport Beach, NSW 2106.

Tel: +61 2 9973 1536. Fax: +6l 2 9973

2306. e-mail: mcbird@zip.com.au.

Joe Thompson is now ABC repre-

sentative in the west-coast region of USA

and can be contacted as follows: Joe

Thompson, 4070 Sea View Avenue, Los

Angeles, California 90065- e-mail

Jcthoml956@aol.com. Existing ABC
members in these areas are invited to

contact Alan and Joe with any enquiries

relating to the Club.

We would like to appoint further

members as ABC representatives so if

you are interested in supporting and

promoting ABC in your region please

contact the Club at our postal address.

‘Birding around the World’ update

A conference programme and booking

form are enclosed with this bulletin.

Anyone planning to attend the confer-

ence is recommended to register early to

avoid disappointment.

Pan-African Ornithological

Congress

The ninth Pan-African Ornithological

Conference takes place in Accra, Ghana

from 1-8 December 1996. Registration

costs US$350 (US$200 for students).

Further information is available from:

PAOC-9 Secretariat, Ghana Wildlife

Society, PO Box 13252, Accra, Ghana.

Fax +233 21 777098. ABC will be

represented at the Congress but is no

longer running a symposium.

New Wakkerstroom guide and trip

reports for Ethiopia, Ghana,

Tanzania and Uganda

Wakkerstroom BirdandNature Guide by
Warwick and Michele Tarboton is now
available through ABC. The grasslands

of Wakkerstroom, Transvaal contain

many South African endemic and

localised species including Rudd’s Lark,

Southern Bald Ibis, Blue and Wattled

Crane, Botha's Lark, Yellow-breasted

Pipit, Blue Bustard, Ground Wood-

pecker, Mountain Pipit and Buff-

streaked Chat. The guide describes 18

sites and routes through the district with

site directions for all these species and

many others. Informative reference

accounts of the avifauna, vegetation and

geology of the region are also provided.

The guide, which contains 35 A4 pages,

many line drawings and five detailed

maps, costs UK£6 (£7 outside UK) from

ABC Sales.

Richard Webb has written a trip

report on Ethiopia covering a three-

week visit made in December 1995 to

January 1996, during which 28 of

Ethiopia’s 29 endemics were seen

among 478 bird species. The report

contains detailed sections for orienta-

tion, identification references, full

itinerary, plus an in-depth site guide to

more than 30 locations with many maps

and a systematic list. The Ethiopia trip

report costs UKT6.50 (£7.50 outside UK)

from ABC Sales.

Birding Ghana by Mindy and Sherif

Baha El Din reports a trip made from 12-

29 February 1996. The 39 page report

contains detailed introductory informa-

tion for visitors, an itinerary,

descriptions of various sites, many of

them easily reached from Accra, plus a

table of species seen each day. The

report closes with an informative

supplementary article by Tom Coles on

birding hints and etiquette in Ghana

which includes more site suggestions.

Birding Ghana costs UK£6.50 (£7.50

outside UK) from ABC Sales. The

authors are generously donating all

proceeds from the report to ABC
Conservation Fund.

Henk Hendriks has produced a trip

report on Uganda covering a visit made

in June-August 1995. The report contains

59 pages with sections on orientation.

references, itinerary, a checklist of 473

bird and 36 mammal species, with a

detailed site guide including ten maps.

The report costs UK£6.50 (£7.50 outside

UK) from ABC Sales.

Eddie Williams has produced a trip

report for the Usambara Mountains in

north-east Tanzania, describing a three-

week visit made in January-February

1996. The report is especially notewor-

thy for describing how to visit the prime

sites in this little-known area by using

public transport. The 24 page report,

which contains detailed orientation

information, site guides with nine maps

and a systematic species list, costs

UK£4.50 (£5.50 outside UK). Eddie is

kindly donating the proceeds from the

report to the ABC Conservation Fund.

ABC sales items

The following items are currently

available from ABC Sales.

1 . ABC Polo shirt in forest green,

featuring an embroidered ABC logo

and the words ‘African Bird Club

Working for Birds in Africa'.

Available in small, medium, large

and extra-large sizes: UK£12.50,

airmail UK£13-50.

2. ABC T-shirt in white featuring an

Egyptian Plover illustration by Martin

Woodcock. Available in medium
size: UK£11, airmail UK£12.

3. BOU T-shirt in grey or unbleached

featuring Udzungwa Forest Partridge,

Rufous-winged Sunbird and Bulo

Burti Boubou: UK£11, airmail

UK£12.

4. ABC caps in blue or green featuring

an embroidered ABC logo: UK£5,

airmail UK£6.

5. ABC enamel badge featuring a

Slender-billed Curlew design: UK£1.

6. ABC car and ‘scope stickers: UK£1

.

7. Cameroon trip report. Dec 1994-Jan

1995 by Richard Webb: UK£6,

airmail UK£7.

8. Ethiopia trip report. Dec 1995-Jan

1996 by Richard Webb: UK£6.50,

airmail UK£7.50.

9. Birding Ghana report. Feb 1996 by

Mindy & Sherif Baha El Din:

UK£6.50, airmail UK£7.50.

10. Kenya trip report. Feb-Mar 1995 by

Mike Hunter and Graham Speight:

UK£8, airmail UK£9.

11. The Gambia trip report. Dec 1992—

Jan 1993 by Chris Gibbins: UK£5,

airmail UK£6.

12. Uganda trip report. June-August

1995 by Henk Hendriks: UK£6.50,

airmail UK£7.50.
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13. Usambara Mountains, Tanzania. Jan-

Feb 1996 by Eddie Williams:

UKT4.50; airmail UK£5.50.

1 4 . Wakkerstroom (South Africa)Bird

and Nature Guide. By Warwick and

Michele Tarboton: UK£6, airmail

UK£7.

15. Nightjar A4 colour prints by Martin

Woodcock from BullABC2-.2-. one

print illustrates Mountain and

Rwenzori Nightjars, the second

depicts Black-shouldered and Fiery-

necked Nightjars: UK£3.50 each.

16. White-winged Apalis A4 colour print

by Nik Borrow from BullABC 2:2:

signed and numbered limited edition

of 50 at UK£10; also available

unsigned at UK£5.

Please add UK£0.50 postage and

packing (£1 outside UK) per order

for artwork.

17. Bulletin ofthe ABC, volume 1, 1994,

numbers 1 and 2: UR£5 each; UK£6
airmail.

18. Bulletin ofthe ABC, volume 2, 1995,

numbers 1 and 2: UK£6 each; UK£7
airmail.

19. Bulletin ofthe ABC, volume 3. 1996,

numbers 1 and 2: UK£7 each; UK£8
airmail.

ABC world-wide web site moves
African Bird Club’s world-wide web
pages have been moved to a new host

computer on the internet. The new
address of these ABC pages is http://

www.netlink.co.uk/users/aw/

abchome.html. This web address can

also be found under ‘African Bird Club’

in major internet directories such as

Yahoo, Excite and Infoseek.

The main purpose of the web pages

is to publicise ABC to potential new
members on the internet who might not

otherwise know about the Club. If you

have any queries or comments about the

project, such as how the web pages

could be developed for the benefit of

ABC members, please contact Alan

Wilkinson at the Club’s address or by e-

mail: aw@netlink.co.uk.

Exchange accommodation in

South Africa available

Hugh and Loueen Chittenden are

offering an exchange ofaccommodation

to ABC members:
• the accommodation is in Eshowe,

KwaZulu/Natal, South Africa, one of

the most productive birding areas of

South Africa, an hour’s drive from

prime forest, grassland, acacia

woodland and Richard’s Bay estuary.

• Eshowe is less than three hours drive

to Mkuzi, Hluhluwe and Umfolozi

Game Reserves, well known for their

abundant bird life.

• the offer includes the use of a

vehicle locally in KwaZulu/Natal.

• the Chittendens are well travelled in

southern Africa and Hugh is author

of a guide to finding birds in the

region, so they can advise on other

birding localities in the region.

Please contact Hugh and Loueen if you

are interested and can offer them

reciprocal free accommodation in

potentially good birding localities in

other parts of Africa or other parts of the

world. Send details to Hugh and Loueen

Chittenden, PO Box 360, Eshowe 3815,

South Africa; or fax +27 354 74164.

Acknowledgements
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Announcement

The 1997 London meeting and AGM of the

African Bird Club will be held at the Friends

Meeting House opposite Euston Station on
Saturday 8 March 1997.

Further details will be sent out to UK-based

members inJanuary 1997. Any othermembers
planning to attend will be sent a copy of the

programme on request to the Club secretary.
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Minutes of the second AGM of the African Bird Club held on 9 March 1996 at

The Friends Meeting House, Euston Road, London at 14.00hr

Present

The following members registered their

attendance at the meeting:

Stuart Aitkin, Richard Allen, Gary

Allport, Mark Andrews, Roy Barkes,

Keith Betton, Jason Bishop, Mike Blair,

Nik Borrow, Richard Bosanquet, Paul

Bryant, Paul Buckley, Freddy Bull,

Simon Bull, Clive Byers, David Calder,

Mark Catterall, John Chappie, Bob
Cheke, lan Collins, Simon Davidson,

Mike Dawson, Richard Eden, Mark

Edgeller, John Fanshawe, Brian Field,

Anona Finch, Graham Finch, Lincoln

Fishpool, Simon Fogg, Paul Fuller, Neil

Gartshore, Mark Gauntlett, Brian Gee,

Dave Gibbs, Tony Gibbs, David Griffin,

Moira Flargreaves, V S Harley, Annie

Harrap, David Hennessy, Michael King,

Mike Kings, Russell Leavett, Rod Leslie,

Duncan Macdonald, Clive Mann, Colin

Martin, Rod Martins,John Mason, Roger

Matthews, Bob Medland, Amberley

Moore, Tony Morris, Dave Murdoch,

Anne Nason, Ian Nason, Robert Payne,

Bill Quantrill, Rowena Quantrill, Bev

Randall, Geoff Randall, Nigel Redman,

Iain Robertson, Steve Rooke, Martin

Slater, Neville Skinner, Steve Smith,

Richard Webb, Alan Wilkinson, Remi

Wilkinson, Barbara Woodcock, Martin

Woodcock and Barry Wright.

A number of other members were

present but did not sign the register (or

else signed illegibly). In all about 120

people attended, including some non-

members who were present for the

London Meeting.

Apologies for absence

Apologies were received from:

Clive Barlow, Jacquie Bridges, C F

Brooks, Nigel Crooke, Paul Donald,

Dave Fisher, John Hammick, Joan
Howie, Alan Ivens, Peter Lack and Jon
Wyatt.

Minutes of last meeting

The minutes of the FirstAGM held on 1

1

March 1995 were taken as read and

approved unanimously.

Chairman’s report

Introducing his chairman's report for

1995, Martin Woodcock appealed for

more volunteers to join the Council.

The report was accepted without fur-

ther questions or comments.

Presentation of the accounts

for 1995

In the absence abroad of the treasurer,

Colin Humpage, the accounts were pre-

sented by Richard Webb. He drew

attention to:

• The drop in subscription income com-

pared to 1994. This was because income in

the first year had been swollen by the

additional subscriptions paid by founder

members. The negative effect of this had

been partly offset by the increase in

income from ordinary members' subscrip-

tions as membership grew.

• The increase in Bulletin production

costs. This resulted from the increased

size of the Bulletin, with more colour pic-

tures, the greater print run to meet the

needs of a growing membership, and

increased paper and printing costs. The

production of a separate Literature Review

Supplement had also added to costs.

• The inclusion for the first time of an

item under ‘Fixed Assets’: during the year

the Club had acquired a set of display

boards at a cost of approximately UKL370
and a fax machine (UK£320).

• The deposit of UKi-500 shown as a pre-

payment for the Swanwick Conference.

There were certain advance costs that had

to be met, and all the participating clubs

had agreed to put down UK£500 to cover

these. There was little danger that the

Conference would not be sufficiently well

supported to ensure that these costs were

recovered.

• Although the Conservation Account

was shown as only standing at UK£680,

further transfers made since the end of the

year had brought the current total to over

UK£.1,400.

Membership subscriptions for 1996 had

been kept at the same level for the third

successive year. But the Council were con-

cerned that with rising costs some increase

might be necessary in 1997. It was sug-

gested from the floor that this might be

avoided by reducing the size of the Bulle-

tin to its original size, but there was almost

no support for this proposal when it was

put to a vote.

There being no further questions, the

Accounts were approved unanimously.

Election of officers

The following were elected by unanimous

vote to form the African Bird Club Council

for 1996:

Gary Allport, Mark Andrews, Phil Atkinson,

Jacquie Bridges, Mark Cocker, Guy
Eldridge,John Fanshawe, Lincoln Fishpool,

Paul Green, Annie Harrap, Colin Humpage,

Peter Lack, Duncan Macdonald, Bill

Quantrill, Iain Robertson, Tony Stones,

Richard Webb, Alan Wilkinson and Martin

Woodcock.

Election of executive officers

The following were elected by unanimous

vote as Executive Officers of the Club for

1996:

Chairman - Martin Woodcock
Treasurer - Colin Humpage
Secretary - Bill Quantrill

Adoption of the African Bird Club

constitution

The proposed new constitution incor-

porating the amendments approved at

the last AGM and a further amendment
requested by the Charity Commission

was approved by a unanimous vote.

The full text as approved will be pub-

lished in the next issue of the Bulletin.

Appointment of auditors

On behalf ofthe treasurer, RichardWebb
reported that the auditor appointed last

year, Mr S Condick FCA, was, for tech-

nical reasons, no longer able to

undertake the required independent ex-

amination of the Club’s accounts. Colin

Humpage had therefore approached Mr
Paul Edmundson FCA who had con-

firmed that he was qualified and willing

to undertake the examination. It was

agreed by unanimous vote to appoint

Mr Edmundson as the Club's auditor.

Dylan Aspinwall

The Chairman, on behalf of the entire

membership, recorded the Club’s deep

sorrow at the disappearance and pre-

sumed death of Dylan Aspinwall in

Zambia.

Any other business

In response to a question from the floor

about how the Club’s accumulating con-

servation funds were to be used, the

chairman said that some of the money
was to be used to support the attend-

ance of two Africans at the Pan African

Ornithological Congress in December.

The Council will also shortly be launch-

ing a conservation committee whose
task will be to identify suitable small

projects in Africa which the Club can

support.

The chairman proposed a vote of

thanks to Richard Webb for all the hard

work he had put in as secretary through-

out the period of the Club's formation

and launching.

Richard Webb on behalf of the Bul-

letin editorial team, appealed for more

unsolicited material to be submitted for

possible publication in the Bulletin.

Hitherto, most of the content of the

Bulletin had been initiated by the edito-

rial team.

There being no other business, the

Chairman declared the meeting closed

at 14.25hr. 3)
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General

BirdLife International appoints a

new Director and Chief Executive

The World Council of BirdLife Interna-

tional has recently appointed Dr Michael

Rands to lead the global Partnership of

conservation organisations through its

next challenging phase of growth and

development. Dr Rands, who has been

BirdLife’s Programme Director since

1986, replaces Christoph Imboden who
was Director-General of

BirdLife International
m

from 1980 to 1996. The

ABC congratulates Dr

Rands on his new
appointment.

Sun-tailed Guenon Cercopithecus solatus

Mark Andrews

African Primates

A new publication African Primates was

launched in July 1995 with the main

purpose of promoting and supporting

primate conservation in Africa. It is

produced by the IUCN/SSC Primate

Specialist Group in collaboration with

Zoo Atlanta, Conservation International

and the National Museums of Kenya.

Further information can be obtained

from the editor, Thomas M. Butynski,

Zoo Atlanta, Africa Biodiversity Conser-

vation Programme, PO Box 24434,

Nairobi, Kenya.

Source. Oryx 30(1 ), p 22, January 1996

plantations have now been closed down.

However other areas are experiencing a

population boom resulting from

spontaneous immigration into the forest

from densely settled border areas, with

some immigrants settling within the

protected areas!

In the Kahuzi-Biega hinterland both

Gorilla Gorillagorilla and Chimpanzees

Pan troglodytes are hunted for food and

as agricultural pests, while similar

hunting pressures can be expected to

affect the larger birds of the region, such

as guineafowl Numididae, hornbills

Bucerotidae, turacos Musophagidae and

possibly the Congo Peacock Afropavo

congensis, which has been recorded in

the area. It is thought that the pressures

on the park will increase as populations

in the highland borders of Zaire return to

the forest as the economic and political

conditions elsewhere deteriorate.

The survey reports that despite

illegal occupation and exploitation all

.three areas retain their basic wilderness

character and offer opportunities for

conserving the region's fauna. This, in

turn, reaffirms the importance of their

designation as protected areas. The

parks’ general remoteness has been a

factor in their retention of large mammal
populations. However, their status as

protected areas has also been important.

This is proven in Kahuzi-Biega where,

despite the high human population and

its associated pressures, the forests

inside the park have supported higher

densities of larger mammals than those

outside.

Major exploitation of the region’s

natural resources is expected in the near

future, and mining is already attracting

both national and international financial

investment. Given the rapidly deteriorat-

East Africa

The status of national parks in

Eastern Zaire

A recent survey of three of eastern

Zaire's national parks, Parc National

de la Maiko, Reserve de Faune a

Okapis and Parc National de

Kahuzi Biega has revealed

evidence of a human exodus

from some areas of the eastern

forests where once profitable commer-

cial mines and expatriate-owned coffee

Black Guineafowl Agelastes niger

Mark Andrews

ing political conditions in Zaire, exploi-

tation is expected to develop in an

uncontrolled fashion. The survival of

eastern Zaire’s rich flora and fauna may
well depend on the successful mainte-

nance and protection of the existing

reserves.

Source: Conservation Biology vol 10

no 2, pp 316-324, April 1996

A new site for the Yellow-throated

Serin in Ethiopia?

The Yellow-throated Serin Serinus

flavigula is one of Africa’s least-known

birds. Until John Ash and Tom Gullick

rediscovered it at Malca-Ghebdu

(9° 32'N, 39° 56'E) in March 1989 it was

only known from three specimens

collected in the Shoa Province of

Ethiopia during the last century. It has

subsequently been recorded in this area

on a regular basis, particularly during

1994-1996, and adults were observed

feeding recently fledged young at this

site in January 1996 (R Webb).

On 18 September 1993 John Atkins

and Bill Harvey encountered a party of

6-7 serins along a rocky track on the

northern side of Fantalle Mountain (9°

00'N, 39° 54'E) in the Awash National

Park in Ethiopia, c 65 km south of Malca-

Ghebdu. Between September 1993 and

the end of 1995 the serins were re-

corded on at least four dates (plus two

further dates not mentioned in the

source article) either along the rocky

track or at the actual crater rim between

1,310 m and 1,610 m. Up to 30 birds

have been seen on any one occasion,

the birds apparently favouring sparsely

vegetated rocky slopes including the

crater walls.

On 13 February 1994 a specimen

was collected with a permit from the

Ethiopian Wildlife and Conservation

Organisation. John Ash has compared

the specimen with single specimens of

Yellow-throated Serin and the closely-

related Salvadori’s Serin S. xantholaemus

and considers that the new specimen,

whilst sharing characters of both

species, most closely matchesflavigula.

Christian Erard is also of the view that

the Fantalle specimen is the same

species as that occurring at Malca-

Ghebdu.

Source: Bull. Brit. Orn. Club. 116(1)

pp 52-58, March 1996
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Archer’s Lark found in Ethiopia

Archer’s Lark Heteromirafra archeri was

originally thought to be confined to a 25

km x 8 km strip of grassland in the

Hargeisa/Buramo area of north-west

Somalia until April/May 1955 when it

was found at a new site roughly 100 km
north-west of the original locality. Its

occurrence in the grasslands east ofJijiga

in eastern Ethiopia was predicted as

long ago as 1961 but despite searches,

the most recent of which was in spring

1995, the species had until this year

remained a Somali endemic.

On 24 April 1996 John Atkins and

Yilma Dellelegn from the Ethiopian

Wildlife & Natural History Society and

Pete Robertson from BirdLife Interna-

tional’s Important Bird Areas team found

Archer’s Lark in an area around

Togochale and Teferi Ber on the

Ethiopia/Somalia border.

Photographs and a detailed descrip-

tion were obtained to support the

record, the latest in a series of exciting

discoveries in Ethiopia during the last

few years. We hope to be able to

publish more details of this important

record in a future BullABC.

Source: The Newsletter of the Ethiopian

Wildlife and Natural History Society,

May 1996

Indian Ocean Islands

Seychelles publications

Birdwatch (news and views of the

Seychelles Bird Group), is now in its

fifth year of publication. It carries

quarterly reports from Seychelles bird

reserves, including Aldabra, Aride, Bird,

Cousin, Cousine, Fregate and Silhouette

islands, as well as occasional reports

from the outlying coral islands. It

features first publication of rarity records

accepted by the Seychelles Bird Records

Committee and gives regular updates on

population census studies of some of the

rare endemic birds.

Phelsuma is the annual scientific

journal of the Nature Protection Trust of

Seychelles and publishes scientific

papers on all aspects of natural history

of the Seychelles and the Indian Ocean.

The annual report on the Roche Caiman

Bird Sanctuary on Mahe and a notes

section dealing with brief descriptions of

historical records, island visits and

identification keys, make this publica-

tion accessible to the non-specialist

reader.

Birdwatch is published quarterly and

is available at UKiTO per annum, while

Phelsuma is published annually (June/

July) and is available at UKi,15 per issue.

Please make cheques payable to: The

Nature Protection Trust of Seychelles,

PO Box 207, Victoria, Mahe, Seychelles.

New warbler described

In the April 1996 issue of Ibis Steven

Goodman, Olivier Langrand and Bret

Whitney describe Cryptic Warbler

Cryptosylvicola randrianasoloi, a new
species of warbler discovered by BM
andJan Pierson in the Maromiza Forest

in Madagascar on 11 November 1992.

They found that the bird which had

clearly been overlooked previously was

fairly common above 900 m and saw at

least eight birds along a two kilometre

stretch of trail during the following two

days.

Cryptic Warbler superficially

resembles Common Jery Neomixix

tenella
,
Green Jery At. viridis and Stripe-

throated Jery At. striatigula, which also

inhabit the canopy of the eastern

rainforests, but it is readily separated by

its distinct vocalisations. A full descrip-

tion of the species can be found in Ibis.

The song consists of a series of slightly

slurred, raspy notes that remain constant

in pitch and is delivered from emergent

dead twigs and branches in tree crowns

or from open branches lower in the

trees. A bird may sing from a single

perch for more than 30 minutes at a

time. The species also has a distinctive

scolding tset call which is often the

easiest way to locate the bird when it is

not singing.

Cryptic Warbler has subsequently

been found to occur in no fewer than

eight localities along most of the eastern

rainforest zone from Andohahela in the

south to Anjanaharibe-Sud in the north,

the birds having been found at eleva-

tions from 870-2,100 m. Amazingly the

species has also been found to be

common in Reserve Speciale d'Analama-

zaotra (Perinet) and Parc National de

Ranomafana, two of the most intensively

studied rainforest sites in Madagascar!

The national road linking the central

plateau and south-west Madagascar

passes close to these sites and further

emphasises the fact that new discoveries

can still be made in easily accessible

localities let alone in more remote ones.

The bird has been found in a variety

of forest habitats and its occurrence in

both degraded and other unnatural

habitats indicates that it is tolerant of

disturbance. It occurs primarily in the

canopy and sub-canopy of trees and

shrubs ranging between 2-25 m, but

most frequently in the 3-15 m range. It

is frequently recorded in mixed-species

flocks.

Source: Ibis 138: 151-159
,
April 1996

Southern Africa

Mozambique Bird Atlas Project

The Mozambique Bird Atlas Project

presents an opportunity for adventurous

birdwatchers to contribute meaningfully

to our knowledge of what is by far the

most poorly known (ornithologically

speaking) region in southern Africa. As a

result of the long civil war which has

recently ended, Mozambique is the one

southern African country which is not

included in the eagerly awaited Atlas of

Southern African Birds.

The project was initiated in Decem-

ber 1994 and to date more than 300

fieldcards have been accumulated for

southern Mozambique (south of the Save

River), representing about one-third of

the quarter-degree squares in the area

(see map) and more than 100 cards for

central Mozambique. For all the squares

already visited, only minimal coverage

has been achieved, and additional

fieldcards for any square will be

welcomed. To date, no fieldcards have

been submitted for northern Mozam-
bique.

Since the end of the war, conditions

for travelling about the countryside have

been steadily improving. Although many
areas are accessible only by four-wheel-

drive vehicle, all of the quarter-degree

squares covered in southern Mozam-
bique to date have been reached in a

two-wheel-drive vehicle. Moreover,

much roadwork is still being undertaken

and the area which is easily accessible

by road is steadily increasing.

Although mine-clearing operations

are continuously under way, the

presence of land-mines still presents a

very serious danger. At this stage, all

roads and tracks which are in current

32" 33" 34- 35"

Quarter-degree grid cells with at least

one tieldcard of more than 20 species

Southern Mozambique field coverage

until 30 September 1995
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use might be regarded as safe but cannot

be guaranteed to be so. Disused roads

are definitely to be avoided. When on

foot, birdwatchers should keep to tracks

and footpaths as much as possible.

Mines are to be expected in the immedi-

ate vicinity of powerlines, road bridges

and railway lines and around the

perimeters of towns. Be especially wary

of patches of pristine-looking natural

vegetation in the midst of heavily

utilised areas and enter these only along

footpaths! The presence of livestock is

usually a good indication of a mine-free

area. Wherever possible, consult local

inhabitants.

Tourism is already popular all along

the coast ofMozambique. Accommoda-
tion for travellers ranging from camping

to luxury hotels and lodges is available

at a large number of resorts. Those

wishing to travel inland (where the

birding becomes more interesting)

should carry all their requirements,

including drinking-water, with them.

When camping away from the beaten

track, it is important to communicate

your intentions to local inhabitants (if

any). If your party has no knowledge of

Portuguese or the local indigenous

language (Shangaan in the south),

adequate communication can often be

established via Zulu, Fanagolo or

Afrikaans (many local inhabitants were

exposed to these languages as refugees

across the borders during the war).

Failing all of these, a smile and a wave

are usually sufficient to establish that

your intentions are not hostile. Do not

give the impression that you are trying

to avoid contact. Travelling at night is

definitely to be avoided and travellers

should plan to reach their destination

well before dark.

The Mozambique Bird Atlas will be

completed in three stages. An atlas of

southern Mozambique (south of the Save

River) is planned to be ready for

publication in 1998, an atlas for central

Mozambique in 2001 and a complete

bird atlas of Mozambique (including

northern Mozambique and updated

information from southern and central

Mozambique) in 2005. Note that

fieldcards from all three regions will be

accepted throughout the project.

Recent records of species not

previously recorded in Mozambique

include Western Banded Snake Eagle

Circaetus cinerascens in Tete Province,

Jackal Buzzard Buteo rufofuscus in the

Lubombo Mountains and Marico

FlycatcherMelaenomis mariquensis in

the Limpopo Valley. The Rarities

Committee of Birdlife South Africa has

been requested to adjudicate records of

species recorded in Mozambique which

are considered to be rarities in southern

Africa. To date, one record of European

Wheatear Oenantheoenanthe and

records of Gull-billed Terns

Gelocbelidon nilotica from three

different localities have been submitted.

Volunteers wishing to contribute to

this project can obtain further informa-

tion ( including up-to-date information on

road conditions and security) and

fieldcards by contacting the coordinator

at the address/phone/fax numbers given

below. Fieldcards are also available

from the Avian Demography Unit. When
submitting fieldcards, it is advisable to

register the envelope.

The project is sponsored by the

Endangered Wildlife Trust and BirdLife

South Africa. The ADU provides

stationery and processes data.

Vincent Parker, Coordinator,

Mozambique Bird Atlas Project,

PO Box 4203, Maputo, Mozambique.

Tel (092581) 42-4832

Fax (092581)42-2434

Reproduced & updatedfrom Bird

Numbers 5, pp 15-16, December 1995,

with the kindpermission ofADU,

University ofCape Town

Vulture kills in Namibia

In May 1995 86 Lappet-faced Vultures

Aegypius tracheliotus and eight White-

backed Vultures Gyps africanus died

after eating poisoned sheep carcasses

left out by a farmer who claimed that

vultures had killed large numbers of

newborn sheep. Wildlife officials had

investigated the farmer’s claims prior to

the poisonings but had found no

evidence to support them. Since May

1995 at least 11 more Lappet-faced

Vultures have been killed and according

to an ornithologist from Namibia’s

Ministry of Environment and Tourism it

is thought that over 100 Lappet-faced

Vultures, more than 10% of the country’s

total population, were killed by farmers

in 1995.

Source: African Wildlife Update 4,

September/October 1995

Leach’s Storm-Petrel, a new
breeding seabird for Africa?

On 21 October 1995 following a day of

penguin monitoring work on Dyer Island

off the south coast of Western Cape

Province, Phil Whittington heard a

churring sound followed by an excited

terminal flourish which he identified as

the calls of Leach’s Storm-Petrel

Oceanodroma leucorhoa. The birds

appeared to be calling from a drystone

wall and searches on subsequent

Leach’s Storm-Petrel

Oceanodroma leucorhoa

Colin Towe

evenings revealed at least seven birds

sitting in cavities between the stones of

the wall. On a further visit to the island

in November 1995 at least 17 birds were

recorded including an adult which

exhibited a very well-developed brood

patch.

Although calling birds have been

recorded at other southern African

localities during 1976-1984, there has

never been any evidence that the

species has nested. Circumstantial

evidence suggests that the species may
be breeding on Dyer Island and it is

hoped that conclusive evidence will be

found later in the season. If it is, this

would be the first recorded breeding of

the species in Africa and probably the

first confirmed breeding anywhere in the

southern hemisphere.

Source.- Bird Numbers No 5, pp 18-19,

December 1995

Ringing in southern Africa

The Avian Demography Unit has

recently published ADU Guide 2, Bird

Ringing in Southern Africa- Projectsfor

the Future by Les Underhill, Terry

Oatley and Aldo Berruti. The new guide

considers the objectives of the South

African Bird Ringing Unit (SAFRING),

potential projects for the future, priority

species and subjects for future research

and project design and execution. Two
species, Red-billed Quelea Quelea

quelea and Barn Swallow Himndo
rustica, have been singled out for

particular attention.

Anyone requiring more information

about the guide should contact Les

Underhill, Avian Demography Unit,

University of Cape Town, Rondesbosch

7700 South Africa. Alternatively you can

e-mail Les at: lgu@maths.uct.ac.za.

Africa - Birds & Birding

A new bi-monthly magazine Africa -

Birds & Birding was launched in April

1996. The new publication is published

in conjunction with BirdLife South

Africa. Members of BirdLife South Africa

now receive Africa - Birds& Birding
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automatically whilst the subscription for

non-members costs R66.50 (South

Africa) or R120 / US $34 / UK £21

(elsewhere) for one year (six issues),

R121 (South Africa) or R220 / US $63 /

UK£38 (elsewhere) for two years (12

issues) or R163 (South Africa) or R295 /

US $79 / UK £51 (elsewhere) for three

years (18 issues).

New subscriptions should be sent to

Africa- Birds & Birding, Private Bag

X49, Auckland Park 2006, South Africa.

Dylan Aspinwall

It is with deep regret that I inform ABC
members of the disappearance of Dylan

Aspinwall, Chairman of the Zambian

Ornithological Society.

On 18 November 1995, Dylan

popped out to buy a watch battery and

never returned. His vehicle was recov-

ered two days later, hidden in the bush

150 km from his home but since then,

and despite extensive searches, the offer

of rewards and despite any rumours you

may hear to the contrary, no other clues

have been found. The most likely

scenario would seem to be that Dylan

was murdered by car thieves, but this is

not known for sure.

Dylan had been in Zambia for about

30 years, during which time he became

the backbone of the ornithological

society. Much of his time was spent

coordinating the Zambian Bird Atlas

project and in fact the vast majority of

the fieldwork was carried out by him as

well. He made extensive studies of bird

movements and his house became the

ornithological epicentre of the country.

Dylan was also a great teacher and

would enthuse over the commonest 'LBJ’

to beginners at the Society's field

meetings.

ZOS in particular are suffering a

tragic loss, and it is hoped that the two

books he put so much into (the field

guide and the atlas) will be published in

the near future. These, I believe, will

stand as a suitable tribute.

Contributed by Pete Leonard,

Zambian OrnithologicalSociety

Middelpunt vlei - South Africa

Six kilometres south-west of Dullstroom

lies a 2,000 ha farm, Middelpunt, which

contains a perennial vlei of approxi-

mately 60 ha, fed from the surrounding

hills.

In 1982, the previous owner of the

farm decided to increase his grazing land

by draining the vlei. To achieve this he

excavated a trench one metre wide by

one-and-a-half metres deep, down each

side of the vlei, a total of 5 km of

trenches.

The vlei has historically been a

recorded nesting site of the Wattled

Crane Bugeranus caninculatus, one of

five species listed in the South African

Red Data Book as ‘endangered’. The

population of the species in the

Dullstroom area is now believed to have

been reduced to as few as 5-7 pairs

largely due to the elimination of suitable

breeding habitat over the years. Another

previously regular visitor to the area is

the White-winged Flufftail Sarothmra

ayresi. One of the rarest regular visitors

to South Africa, this species has only

been recorded at three sites of which

Middelpunt is one, although it has not

been seen there during the past two

years.

The writer realised the potential of

reverting the vlei to its original, natural

state several years ago and since then an

excellent rapport has been established

between the writer and the current

owner/farmer, Michael Jansen.

A trust, Middelpunt Wetland Trust

has been formed and a five-year lease

together with a five year extension

option, has been negotiated between the

trust and Mr Jansen. The vlei has been

fenced both to demarcate it and to

prevent cattle from having uncontrolled

access to the area. Five kilometres of

drainage ditches along the boundaries of

the vlei have been filled to return the

water-table in the vlei to its natural

level.

Various scientists are participating in

the project. Donovan Kotze has taken

soil samples for analysis and will be

monitoring the vlei from both a hydro-

logical and vegetational viewpoint. Dr

Barry Taylor will research the White-

winged Flufftail, Kerryn Morrison will

advise on Wattled Crane breeding

habitat requirements and Dr Warwick

Tarboton will provide overall manage-

ment advice and co-ordinate the

scientific activities.

We anticipate that the project will

provide the experience, and act as a

model to enable and motivate the

Sandton Bird Club and other bird clubs

within BirdLife South Africa to identify

and conserve other threatened wetlands.

Contributed byDeon Coetzee

Nesting Birds -the breeding

habits of southern African birds

A new book by Peter Steyn on the nests

and breeding habits of southern African

birds has recently been published by

Fernwood Press in South Africa. The

book, which will prove invaluable to

participants in the Southern African

Ornithological Society's Nest Record

Card Scheme (NERCS), will hopefully be

reviewed in a future BullABC. In the

meantime anyone requiring further

details about the book should contact

Fernwood Press (Pty) Ltd, PO Box

15344, Vlaeberg 8018, South Africa.

West and Central Africa

Principe Thrush set to be

rediscovered...

The Principe Thrush Turdus

olivaceofuscusxanthorhynchus is a

subspecies of the Sao Tome Thrush and

is endemic to the island of Principe in

the Gulf of Guinea. It has only been

recorded twice, once when it was

described in 1901 by Leonardo Fea and

again in 1928 byJose Correia. It seems

to have been rare throughout this

century as ornithologists subsequently

visiting the islands have failed consist-

ently to find it despite getting into

primary forest. There has been some
evidence of its continued survival as

PeterJones and John Burlison identified

fragments of thrush song in the songs of

the Principe Drongo Dicrurus modestus

but there have been no confirmed

sightings.

However, an article by Patrice

Christy and Angus Gascoigne in the Gulf

ofGuinea Conservation Newsletter No. 4

describes a visit by Christy to Principe in

January 1995. He visited the island and

managed to reach primary forest above

the Rio Papagaio and discovered a

thrush anvil containing shells from

appoximately 240 snails. A further visit

by ECOFAC staff turned up two more
anvils at Oque Pipi. It is highly unlikely

that the anvil was made by any other

animal on the island and it will be only a

matter of time before someone actually

sees the bird. The reasons for its rarity

are unknown as it is a common species

on Sao Tome and is found in plantations

as well as in forest. As the authors point

out further searches for anvils will

provide useful data on not only thrush

but also snail distribution.

Source: Gulf of Guinea Conservation

Newsletter No 4

The Cameroon Ornithological Club

The Cameroon Ornithological Club

(COC) was created by a group of

dedicated birders, anxious to gather

information on the birds of Cameroon
and to promote and support a pro-

gramme ofenvironmental education

throughout the country. The Club’s

activities began in 1991 with the

publication of Cameroon Birdline, a

newsletter consisting of a series of bird

lists contributed by club members from
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around the country. The inaugural

meeting of the club was held on 13

January 1995.

The club’s objectives are:

• to develop and implement research

and activities related to the

conservation of biodiversity;

• to organise field trips for its

members and other interested

persons;

• to implement educational activities

such as slide shows, conferences and

lectures to various groups of people

and to produce a newsletter and

educational materials;

• to serve as a forum for the exchange

of ideas among those interested in

the conservation of natural resources

and the environment; and

• to advise and cooperate with

government institutions, NGOs and

other relevant national or

international institutions in order to

advance national conservation

programmes.

Anyone interested in joining the club

can obtain further information including

a membership application form, from

the Cameroon Ornithological Club, c/o

PO Box 13844, Yaounde, Cameroon,

Fax: +237 20 94 72, or alternatively from

the ABC secretary.

Further threats to Cameroon
forests

Increased demand for tropical

hardwoods coinciding with the devalua-

tion of the CFA franc has resulted in a

dramatic increase in timber exports from

Cameroon. Logging rose by approxi-

mately 400% between 1993 and 1994

and threatens some of Africa’s richest

rainforest areas.

Source: Oryx 30(1J, p 1 1January 1996

Road proposal threatens

Congolese forests

The Government of Congo is currently

considering funding improvements to

the road from Makoua to Ouesso in

northern Congo by selling the rights to

exploit natural resources (timber and

minerals ) on each side of the road. 780

km 2 of primary forest could be clear-cut

under the proposal, which would

produce a swathe of degraded land

effectively dividing the northern forests

of the Congo into two. There is already

heavy hunting along the existing road

and if the new proposals were to be

implemented it would doubtless result

in increased hunting of both birds and

mammals.

Source: Oryx 29(4), p 232,

October 1995

Rufous Fishing-Owl makes
national headlines

During March 1996 much of Britain’s

daily press reported the story of Philip

Hall's search for Rufous Fishing-Owl

Scotopelia ussheri in Edo state in Nigeria.

Philip had returned to Agenbode on the

banks of the River Niger in 1996 to look

for a bird that he had seen in April 1995.

Unfortunately his search was less

successful than he had hoped because,

although the local villagers reported

having heard it they had caught it the

night before to eat it, and only a few

feathers, a leg and the decomposing

head remained. These were sent to

BirdLife International and have since

been sent to The British Natural History

Museum in Tring. The African Bird Club

was mentioned in at least two of the

newspaper stories receiving useful

publicity in the process.

Walkway opened in Kakum
National Park

Unlike most of Ghana’s forest, Kakum
has been spared total destruction and

was finally designated as a national park

in 1991. In April 1995 a 120-metre

suspended walkway was opened in the

park and since then the number of

visitors to the park has steadily in-

creased with 20,000 visitors expected in

1996. ABC members who have visited

the walkway have reported that good
views can be obtained of many canopy

species which can normally only be

seen well if the observer is prepared to

suffer severe neck-ache. The species

present include several Upper Guinea

forest endemics. Anyone attending this

year’s PAOC in Ghana would be well

advised to visit the walkway, which is

situated only half an hour’s drive from

Elmina and three hours from Accra.

Source: Natural History 2/96, pp 36-4 7

Forest destruction in Ghana
Wildlife surveys in three national parks

in south-west Ghana, Bia, Ankasa and

Kakum, indicate that these forests have

become increasingly isolated by

expanding agriculture. In addition,

excessive logging has degraded the

forests and hunting appears to be having

an adverse effect on the primate

populations within the parks and

presumably also affects the populations

of conspicuous birds such as hornbills

Bucerotidae and turacos Musophagidae.

Source: African Primates 1(1),

PP 5-6, July 1995

Senegal Parrot Poicephalus senegalus

Mark Andrews

Parrot protection in The Gambia

Senegal Parrots Poicephalussenegalus

and Rose-ringed Parakeets Psitticula

krameri are frequently taken from nests

in The Gambia to be hand-reared and

kept in often impoverished conditions in

public bars and local households. Others

are offered for sale in public markets

and by beach vendors. These practices,

which may also involve smaller numbers

of the much rarer Brown-necked Parrot

Poicephalus robustus, contravene The

Gambia Wildlife Act.

Clive Barlow from the Tanji Birders

and Paul Murphy from the Department

of Wildlife and Parks Management hope

to organise a period of amnesty during

which owners of any of the three

species listed above can hand over their

captive birds to the department offices in

Abuko Nature Reserve. After a pre-set

period any birds that have not been

handed over will be confiscated. It is

proposed that these often wing-clipped

birds will be temporarily housed in

accommodation at Abuko.

Financial support is required to:
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a. establish the housing and to feed the

birds whilst they are prepared for

release;

b. facilitate veterinary medication and

care;

c. organise boards for display at the

rehabilitation centre explaining the

purpose of the project;

d. produce educational leaflets for

schools outlining the value of wild

birds to The Gambia and explaining

the reasons for releasing the birds.

When fully moulted the rehabilitated

birds will be released in Tanji reserve

and other protected areas. The previous

owners will be invited to witness the

releases.

Anyone requiring further information

or wishing to support the project should

contact Clive Barlow, c/o Tanji Birders,

154 Lightwoods Hill, Warley, West

Midlands, B67 5ED, UK.

Source: Tanji Talk, the Newsletter of

Tanji Birders 7, pp 10-11, spring 1996

Tujering Parrot Park in

The Gambia

After a barrage of negative press and

pressure from conservation bodies the

Tujering Parrot Park was closed down

on 11 June 1996 when the park’s owner,

Ms Dome Clayton, returned to Britain

together with her collection of non-

Afrotropical parrots. This followed the

Department of Wildlife and Parks

Management’s decision to terminate their

contract with Ms Clayton.

Source: CliveRBarlow/Tanji Birders

Palearctic migrants receive

protection in The Gambia

All Palearctic migratory species have

now been given protection from hunting

in The Gambia. Several species of

wildfowl Anatidae and the European

Turtle Dove Streptopelia turtur will be

protected for the first time by this new
ruling.

Source: Clive R Barlow

Wintering swallows in Nigeria -

an update

Further to the note published in Bull

ABC 3(1) p 11 on 21 October 1995 the

community of Ebok Boje in south-

eastern Nigeria decided to stop killing

Barn Swallows Hirundo rustica at the

nearby roost for a trial period of a year.

As reported previously, as many as

200,000 swallows may be harvested at

the roost in a normal year. This decision

was a response to the donation of a

generator to the village by the British

Broadcasting Corporation and to other

support received from British Airways

and Barclays Bank. It is now hoped that

it may be possible to develop a small

piggery and a snail breeding programme

to offset the locals’ losses from the

cessation of the swallow harvest. @
Source: BTO News No 203, p 15,

March-April 1996

Erratum

Jacob Herve has written to us

pointing out that in the first line of

the Resume on page 14 of Bull

ABC 3(1) the word ‘cailles’ is

incorrect. It should be replaced by

the word ‘pinson’.

Requests
Photographs required

Photographs of a number of species /

groups of species are required for use

in conjunction with forthcoming

articles in Bull ABC. The following are

required for possible publication in

the 1997 bulletins.

Albertine Rift endemics

Star-spotted Nightjar

Caprimulgus stellatus

Brown Nightjar Caprimulgus binotatus

Bates’s Nightjar Caprimulgus batesi

East African species of batis Bails spp

Squacco and Madagascar Squacco

Heron Ardeola ralloides / idae

Hunter’s and Scarlet-chested Sunbird

Nectarinia hunteri/ senegalensis

Flufftails Sarothrura spp

Spotted Creeper Salpomis spilonotus

All Malaconotus shrikes

Spotted Creeper Salpom is spilonotus

Mark Andrews

Colour slides or other transparencies are

preferred but high-quality prints may be

acceptable. Please indicate where and

when the photograph was taken and

give both the English and scientific

names of the species concerned.

Photographs for possible inclusion

should be sent to Mark Andrews, Art

Editor, African Bird Club, c/o BirdLife

International, Wellbrook Court, Girton

Road, Cambridge, CB3 0NA, UK.

Lammergeiers in Hell’s Gate

National Park

Dr Leon Bennun of the National

Museums of Kenya (PO Box 40658),

Nairobi, is interested in any records of

Lammergeier Gypaetus barbatus in

the vicinity of Hell’s Gate National

Park in Kenya since 1984. This

follows my record of an adult

Lammergeier near the central tower,

in Hell’s Gate in July 1987, an account

of which will appear in Kenya Birds

in the near future. Although the

species is quite mobile, this record

appears to have been a rather isolated

occurrence.

The Lammergeier was last

recorded in Hell’s Gate in 1984 and is

now the subject of a likely introduc-

tion scheme. ®
Ian Henderson (BTO)
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‘...mandatory for anyone with a serious interest in African birds...’

(Stuart Keith, in Auk)

Distribution ofAfrotropical Birds

by R.J. Dowsett

Tauraco Press is now making available on computer diskette the ‘giant databanks’ that form the basis of

the distribution tables presented in Dowsett & Forbes-Watson’s Checklist ofBirds ofthe Afrotropical

and Malagasy Regions. These are themselves based on the annotated country lists published by Bob
Dowsett in Tauraco Research Report no. 5: 1-322.

A single 3.5" high density diskette contains a database (AFR-BIRD) with the country distribution tables

(but without the supporting literature references published in TRR 5). This will usefully supplement the

Checklist and TRR 5 for all who wish to keep up to date with African bird distribution, maintain country

life lists etc.

For each species there are: scientific, English and French names and reference number (as in Dowsett &
Forbes-Watson’s book). Then in 57 columns there is the status for each Afrotropical country (plus the

Indian Ocean and some other island groups). These are essentially the tables from the book, but with the

addition now ofthe independent states ofSwaziland and Lesotho. The opportunity is taken to correct errors

in the original tables, and to bring the country lists up to date to early 1996 (with several hundred new
country records, and three vagrants quite new to the Afrotropical region).

This database should form the basis ofall future checklists dealing with political units in the regions. They

wi 1 1 be updated from time to time, and additions and corrections will also be published in the ornithological

literature. Anyone noting errors or omissions should kindly let us know.

The symbols used to denote status are the same as in the book and TRR 5, with the exception that (as

underlining is not possible) B is added to denote a known breeding record (i.e. RB, MB), W a wintering

zone (PW) and S a record of a scarce species requiring further investigation.

The database is available (on 3.5" diskettes only) in either dBASE IV Windows (for IBM-PCs) or

Works 3.0 (Macintosh). Please be sure to specify which format you need

Diskettes may be purchased from Tauraco Press’s sales agents (Aves a.s.b.l.), but please note that all

payments (in £ sterling or US $) must be made payable to ‘Tauraco Press’. Users of this diskette are

placed on their honour not to copy it for friends - “one can only guess at the amount of research that must

have gone into the production of such a table”!

To: Aves a.s.b.l., Maison de l’Environnement, Rue de la Regence 36, B-4000, Liege, Belgium.

Please send me the following copy/ies of Distribution ofAfrotropical Birds (3.5” diskette):

Quantity Version (PC or Mac, please specify ) Cost each (inch airmail postage) Total cost

£15 or 36$

£15 or 36 $

I enclose a cheque payable to Tauraco Press for: Total

1 agree not to make unauthorised copies of these diskettes for anyone else

Signed Name

Address

Date
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The Seychelles Magpie Robin:

first steps on the road to recovery

Neil McCulloch

T'he predominantly Asian genus of chats Copsychus,

which includes the familiar Shamas and Indian

Magpie Robin Copsychus saularis, also contains two

species occurring in the Afro-Malagasy region. These

are the Magpie Robins of Seychelles and Madagascar.

While the latter species remains common in a range of

habitats
6
the Seychelles species, C. seychellarum

,
the

largest of the genus, is currently one of the most

endangered birds in the world 1

. Once reduced to only

around a dozen individuals on 210 ha Fregate Island

the Seychelles Magpie Robin is staging an encourag-

ing recovery as a result of a rescue programme being

carried out by BirdLife International in collaboration

with the Seychelles Government and the owner of

Fregate.

It is known that at the onset of continuous human
settlement of the Seychelles archipelago in 1770 the

Magpie Robin occurred on at least seven of the central

granitic islands2
. It is highly likely that the species

inhabited all the granitic islands with tall forest but

early biological records are scarce. The original habi-

tat of the Magpie Robin appears to have been mature

coastal forest where the closed canopy maintained an

open, unvegetated leaf-litter in which the birds for-

aged for invertebrates and small reptiles. The large

trees also provided holes for nest sites.

Having evolved in an environment free of terres-

trial mammals the extremely confiding and

predominantly ground-dwelling Magpie Robin was

extremely vulnerable to the cats and rats which ar-

rived with the early human colonists. The introduction

of mammalian predators and the clearance of forest

for plantation agriculture led rapidly to the species

extinction on several islands.

By 1880 the Magpie Robin had disappeared from

the largest island, Mahe. The species survived into the

early years of the twentieth century on Marianne,

Aride and Fregate, as did an introduced population

established around 1890 on the coralline island of

Alphonse 7
. During the following fifty years the

Marianne, Aride and Alphonse populations all suc-

cumbed to predators and habitat destruction. This left

only the birds on Fregate.

Magpie Robins on Fregate island

The first estimate of the number of Magpie Robins on

Fregate was not made until 1959 when only 20 birds

Adult male Seychelles Magpie Robin Copsychusseychellarum

at song perch, Fregate (Neil McCulloch)

could be found3
. At that time cats had recently been

introduced to the previously predator-free island and

these were to have a dramatic effect. A census in 1965

could only find eight Magpie Robins and it is unlikely

that the world population exceeded 12 birds8
. Fortu-

nately a combination of control measures and disease

greatly reduced the cat population and Magpie Robin

numbers recovered to 41 by 1978 10
. Soon after this the

cats were finally eradicated.

Despite the removal of the cats the hoped for

further increase in the Magpie Robin population failed

to materialise. This situation was entirely due to the

degraded state of the woodland habitat on Fregate.

Around 200 years of plantation agriculture had re-

sulted in the removal of 95% of the islands natural

vegetation. The remaining, predominantly exotic, tree-

cover produced a leaf-litter which supported few

native invertebrates and much of the island was una-

vailable for foraging because of the development of

thick undergrowth. The relatively small plantation

trees also provided few good nest sites.

The Fregate population of Magpie Robins de-

pended heavily on the management of the island for

coconut production. Regular cutting of grass beneath

the coconut palms to facilitate collection of fallen nuts

maintained a short sward on which the birds could

forage and the presence of a relatively large workforce

on the island resulted in the cultivation of a substantial

area of vegetable gardens where the Magpie Robins

could obtain invertebrates from freshly turned soil.
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Coconut palms also provided alternative nest sites in

their crowns but these were often unproductive be-

cause of predation of eggs and chicks by arboreal

native reptiles, which are common amongst the fronds,

and by introduced Indian Mynas Acridotheres tristis.

In this situation adult Magpie Robins were able to

survive but they nested relatively infrequently and

unsuccessfully. Recruitment was barely sufficient to

compensate for mortality.

The situation worsened after 1982 when coconut

production became uneconomic and the Fregate

plantations were virtually abandoned. This led to

encroachment of dense herbaceous growth under the

palms and in most of the formerly cultivated areas.

The result was a loss of approximately 50% of the most

productive foraging areas and the Magpie Robin popu-

lation underwent a corresponding decline. In the late

1980s numbers averaged around 20 individuals.

The Recovery Programme
It was obvious that the situation had reached a critical

stage and that relatively small-scale local events could

precipitate the extinction of the species. It was equally

evident that the rehabilitation of a bird with a very low

reproductive rate, the Seychelles Magpie Robin lays

only a single egg at each nesting attempt, in an envi-

ronment where the population already appeared to

be at carrying capacity would not be easy. A two-year

research programme was initiated in 1988 to investi-

gate the biology of the Magpie Robin and identify

possible ways of counteracting the threats to its sur-

vival
5

. On the basis of the information gathered during

this study BirdLife International (then ICBP) launched

a recovery programme in 1990 to tackle the major

threats of low productivity, relatively high adult mor-

tality and the limited extent and generally poor quality

Juvenile Seychelles Magpie Rabin Copsychus seychellarum,

Cousin Island, October 1995 (Neil McCulloch)

Juvenile (front) and adult Seychelles Magpie Robins taking

cockroaches from feeding table, Fregate (Neil McCulloch)

of the existing habitat9
. There were then 22 Magpie

Robins.

The recovery project aims to increase Magpie

Robin numbers on Fregate using techniques that will

enable a larger population to be self-sustaining. The

initial increase is being promoted by provision of

supplementary food and artificial nest sites that can be

protected against predators. It is hoped that habitat

restoration through the planting of native woodland

and suppression of invasive exotic vegetation will

eventually raise natural food availability to a level that

will allow supplementary feeding to be discontinued.

A further long-term aim is to reduce the species vul-

nerability by re-establishing breeding populations on

other islands within Seychelles.

Management Techniques and Results

Since the beginning of the recovery programme nest-

ing Magpie Robins and those in the poorest territories

have been supported by provision of additional food.

In late 1992, however, a programme of daily feeding

in all territories was begun. The birds are given freshly

killed cockroaches equivalent to approximately 20%

of their daily food requirement. This is sufficient to

promote more frequent nesting and improve chick

survival but does not significantly disrupt natural for-

aging behaviour. During the period of supplementary

feeding pairs have produced, on average, more than

three eggs per year compared to 1.7 eggs per year

previously. Nestling mortality has also fallen from 40%

to 9-6%.

In order to counteract the shortage of natural tree-

holes and provide more secure alternatives to the nest

sites available a total of 63 nestboxes have been

erected to date. These are readily used by Magpie

Robins. Fitting broad polythene strips above and be-
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low boxes will deter most climbing reptiles. Boxes are

now used for approximately 50% of all nesting at-

tempts. The fledging rate from eggs laid in boxes is

10% higher than in other sites but, more significantly,

only 17% of nests in boxes are abandoned before

laying while 31% of nests begun in coconut crowns

never reach the egg stage because of disturbance.

Nest predation by Indian Mynas continues to be a

problem and measures are regularly taken to control

numbers of this abundant introduced species which

also competes with Magpie Robins for nest sites and,

to some extent, for food.

There is strong circumstantial evidence that the

high adult mortality found among Magpie Robins on

Fregate in the early years of the recovery programme

may have been at least partly attributable to the birds

eating insects killed by household pesticides and sim-

ply swept out of dwellings. In 1991 agreement was

reached with the island management that insecticide

sprays would no longer be made generally available

on Fregate. Birdlife International subsequently initi-

ated trials with safe, hormone-based, insecticides

which were supplied to island residents free ofcharge’.

Since the implementation of the pesticide ban the

annual adult mortality rate of Magpie Robins has

dropped from an average of 20% to 3% in 1995. The

reduced mortality and increased productivity achieved

by the implementation of conservation measures had

resulted in the growth of the world population of

Seychelles Magpie Robins to 60 individuals by the end

of 1995, an increase of 173% since the start of the

project.

From the start of the recovery programme efforts

have been made to clear substantial areas of dense,

scrubby undergrowth from the woodland on Fregate

using local labour. Where possible areas are being

replanted with indigenous trees. More than 4,000

trees have been planted to date but this will take some

time to bring significant benefit to the Magpie Robin

population.

Translocations

The recent increase in Magpie Robin numbers on

Fregate and the shortage of suitable habitat there has

allowed the experimental translocation to three small

islands free of mammal predators (Cousin, Cousine

and Aride). Results from Cousin have been extremely

encouraging. The two pairs introduced in November

1994 have since produced six offspring, all surviving,

and a more recently transferred pair has also begun

nesting. Supplementary feeding has proved unneces-

sary in Cousin’s predominantly native woodland. Two
male Magpie Robins have adapted well to conditions

on neighbouring Cousine and it is likely that prospec-

tive mates will be moved from Fregate soon.

Transfers to Aride have, unfortunately, been less

successful despite its vegetational similarity to Cousin

and its record of having held a natural population of

Magpie Robins into this century. Nine birds have been

moved to Aride since 1992 but only two currently

survive there. Both disease and predation, probably

by introduced Barn Owls Tyto alba
,
have contributed

to losses. Aride appears to present a more complex

situation to that on Cousin. Research and habitat

improvement are continuing and the lessons from the

past setbacks are being assessed in an effort to refine

procedures for future transfers to the island. Despite

the problems eggs have recently been laid on Aride

and hopes are high for successful breeding in the near

future.

Seychelles Magpie Robin being loaded on to a helicopter for

transport to Cousin Island, November 1994 (Adrian Skerrett)

Rat Threat

Despite the increase in numbers brought about by the

recovery programme, the vulnerability of the Sey-

chelles Magpie Robin was again emphasised in

September 1995 when it was discovered that Fregate

Island had been invaded by Brown Rats Rattus

norvegicus. These appear to have gained access via

boat cargo for the plantation and their arrival is a major

setback for the project. Unless the rats can be eradi-

cated quickly there is a danger that as their numbers

increase they will turn to nest predation. Egg loss from

other causes is already high and further pressure from

rats would seriously endanger the Magpie Robins

recovery. It is probable that incubating females and

newly fledged juveniles would also be at risk. A poi-

soning and trapping programme is already underway

but, while this appears to be exerting some control on

the rat population, total eradication is unlikely unless

substantial additional funding can be obtained. The

dangers of secondary poisoning of birds during a full-
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scale eradication campaign present serious logistical

problems, however, and would make it necessary to

remove a substantial number of Magpie Robins from

the island or take them temporarily into captivity.

The Future

The Seychelles Magpie Robin population is now in a

healthier state than it has been for several decades.

Numbers on Fregate are the highest recorded and the

species is now breeding again on other islands. How-

ever, the success of the last five years has yet to be

consolidated. Problems remain. It is uncertain whether

the rat threat on Fregate can be fully controlled. Nor

can it yet be assessed quite how new tourism develop-

ments on Fregate will affect the birds. Landscaping

associated with a new hotel on the island has the

potential to make a significant contribution to habitat

restoration if carried out sympathetically, but much of

the plan remains unclear. The potential for re-intro-

ductions of Magpie Robins to other islands has been

demonstrated but suitable predator-free islands are

few and some may be too small to support self-

sustaining populations. More resources are urgently

needed for the removal of introduced species from

islands which could provide refuges for native wild-

life. The techniques and expertise needed to save the

Seychelles Magpie Robin already exist. What is most

needed, however, is commitment and long-term vi-

sion from all those involved in the conservation of this

fascinating component of a unique avifauna. Much

remains to be done but the outlook is optimistic and

the project has demonstrated the potential of inten-

sive management of wild populations as an initial tool

in the conservation of critically endangered restricted-

range species.
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Degodi Lark Mirafra degodiensis, one of Africa’s

most poorly-known species

Richard Webb“ and Steve Smith h

Degodi Lark was described in 1975 from two speci-

mens collected in 1971 from a site 11 km east of

Bogol Manyo on the road to Dolo Odo in eastern most

Sidamo Province in southern Ethiopia, 4°34’N, 4l°38’E,

but remains one o
c
the most poorly-known species in

Africa 2
. The two specimens are held at the Museum

National d’Histoire in Paris.

The species was re-discovered in February 1980

byJohn Ash and Tom and Katie Gullick 1

in the imme-

diate area of the type locality where they found two

birds 200-300 m apart after a seven and a half hour

search. Two others were found about one km from the

original site on the following day. The birds were

found in an area of 3-4 m high acacias with scattered

Commiphora and other bush species. These remained

the only field observations until the authors in the

company of A. Banwell, N. Bostock, S. Gantlett, K.

Turner and S. Webb found the species in the same area

in December 1995.

On 25 December a bird fitting Ash and Gullick’s

description was found 11 km east of Bogol Manyo on

the south side of the road. The bird, a slim dull-

coloured lark, somewhat pipit-like in appearance was

watched for about an hour and sound recordings

(figures 1 and 2) and photographs (page 86) were

obtained. As described by Ash and Gullick the bird

was entirely fearless as it fed unobtrusively in the

shade of small acacias and bushes. It occasionally ran

onto more open ground but always quickly retreated

to the shade of the bushes!

Figures 1 and 2 Degodi Lark call
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On occasion, if pushed, the bird would fly to the

top of nearby acacias, from where it would give its

previously undescribed call which we would tenta-

tively describe as a high-pitched two note tsee-tsee,

the first note ascending in pitch, the latter descending.

After calling for a minute or two the bird would fly a

short distance to resume feeding on the ground.

When the call was played back the bird would

quickly reappear back on the tops of the acacias and

begin calling or singing. We would describe the song

as a 4-6 note high-pitched trill, twill-ill-Ul-ill-it slightly

reminiscent ofWood Warbler Phylloscopus sibilatrix.

The song was lower pitched than the call and on the

same even pitch throughout. As mentioned above,

the bird quickly responds to tape playback and this

may prove a useful tool in determining the true range

of the species.

Later in the day we located three further individu-

als, two birds 15 km east of Bogol Manyo on reddish

soils (330 m asl) and a single bird 2 km further to the

east (320 m asl). The following morning two more

birds were found, in response to tape playback, dur-

ing a brief roadside stop 17 km west of Bogol Manyo,

the habitat at this point being considerably less open

than the other area in which the species was recorded.

The following description was taken of the bird

seen 15 km east of Bogol Manyo:

A fairly small lark, not appearing short-tailed.

Slightly rufous wash to crown, strong whitish

supercilium from lores to behind the top of the

ear-coverts and thin dark brownish line

through the prominent dark eye. The sides of

the face were paler than the crown and showed

a rufous wash in bright light. The nape was

browner and less rufous than the crown.

Slightly darker streaking extends from the nape

onto the mantle. Warm medium brown streaks

extend onto the upper breast but not onto the

0 seconds 2.500 5.000 7.500 10.000 12.500 15.000 17.500
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throat. The underparts were otherwise white.

In some light the breast streaking appeared

distinctly rufous. The uniform brown wings

had pale feather edges but showed no rufous

wash or panel. The dark centred meclian-

coverts had broad pale edgings and formed a

distinct dark narrow wing bar. The legs were

pinkish the intensity of which varied accord-

ing to the light conditions.

All the birds seen behaved as described above and

we concur with Ash and Gullick that, contrary to

Erard’s original description of the specimens, the bird

appears longtailed in the field.

The Bogol Manyo area is rarely visited despite

holding a number of restricted-range species which

are difficult to find elsewhere in Ethiopia or in neigh-

bouring northern Kenya. These include African

White-winged Dove Streptopelia reichenowi, Somali

Short-billed Crombec Sylvietta pbilippae, Shining

Sunbird Nectarinia habessinica andJubaland Weaver

Ploceus dicrocephalus, all of which were seen during

our visit. Other exciting discoveries undoubtedly await

adventurous birders visiting the area.

Further information on the area, including details

of potential logistical difficulties, can be found in the

full trip report which is available from ABC sales (see

Club News p 71). The recordings of Degodi Lark

together with recordings of67 other Ethiopian species

can be obtained direct from Steve Smith at the address

below for UKT7.50 including postage and packing. ®
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Meller’s Duck, Africa’s forgotten Mallard

H. Glyn Young

Meller’s Duck Anas melleri, a Madagascan en-

demic, was described in 1864 from specimens

sent back to London from Madagascar by botanist

Christopher Meller9,10
. Meller, however, had mistaken

his find for the more widespread, and surprisingly

dissimilar, Red-billed Duck A. erythrorhyncha. This

mistake proved to be only the first in a series of

misunderstandings that have left this dabbling-duck

one of Africa’s forgotten birds.

Two male Meller’s Duck Anas melleri (H. Glyn Young)

A superficial resemblance to the females of the

Mallard A. platyrhynchos, and the apparent willing-

ness of some captive birds to hybridise with more

colourful relatives, led some very eminent scientists to

consider Meller’s Duck to be a recent, island isolate of

the migratory Mallard312 . This theory appears to origi-

nate with Konrad Lorenz, who observed behaviour

and hybridisation, among his own captive-reared

birds6
. The behaviour of Lorenz’s birds was consid-

ered to represent a classic scenario of innate releaser

responses - the strong colours of male Mallards -

stimulating the responses of female Meller’s Duck

more strongly than the dull plumage of her own male.

Meller’s Duck has never been studied in the wild.

However, there have been extensive behavioural stud-

ies on a large captive population that has never shown

any interest in hybridising with any other duck spe-

cies, even when kept at liberty.
14

'
15 These studies have

complimented those of comparative morphology and

genetics (J. Rhymer in litt) of related dabbling ducks,

and suggest that Meller’s Duck is a distinct species,

and, while undoubtedly a member of the mallard

group, it is not an island form of the Mallard. 5 The most

obvious differences between Meller’s Duck and Mal-

lard are in reproductive biology, the Madagascan

species has no down-up display and has a signifi-

cantly longer grunt-whistle and head-up-tail-up

display. 14

Distribution and status

Meller’s Duck is endemic to Madagascar and wide-

spread in the central and eastern regions of the island,

inhabiting permanent wetlands, lakes, rivers, streams

and forest ponds from sea level to 2,000 m. 4 The

largest concentrations, including flocks of up to 260,

have been recorded at Lac Alaotra (Map 1) where

ducks are present throughout the year. Smaller num-

bers have been recorded at many central and eastern

wetlands.

Breeding on the eastern slopes of the Central

Plateau, including Alaotra, probably follows the onset

of the rainy season (November-January at Alaotra).

Ducks become very dispersive following breeding,

and have been recorded at many unlikely sites includ-

ing the west coast of Madagascar, and lakes in the

centre of the capital city, Antananarivo.

A small, almost certainly introduced population of

Meller’s Duck inhabits the neighbouring Indian Ocean

island of Mauritius. The origins of this population are
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unclear, but Meinertzhagen dated the introduction at

around 1850.
7

The population in Madagascar has declined in

recent years through indiscriminate subsistence hunt-

ing, habitat modification and pollution of wetlands

throughout the range. 16
In Mauritius, Meller’s Duck is

close to extinction, probably only surviving through

the release of captive-bred birds.
8

It is listed as Near

Threatened and continuing decline in numbers com-

bined with possible further agricultural development

at Alaotra will push Meller’s Duck towards extinction.
1

Origins and taxonomy
A. melleri is one of 14 species of mallard, a group of

medium-sized dabbling ducks, although the exact

relationship with the other species is not clear. It has

been linked with the African Yellow-billed Duck A.

undulata, these two species constituting the infra-

genus Afranus ,

5 There are also strong behavioural

similarities with the African Black Duck A. sparsa, eg

lack of down-up display, marked territoriality during

the breeding season and strong pair-bonds. Similari-

ties between these two species, however, probably

result from convergence.

Male Meller's Duck Anas melleri, 1995 (H. Glyn Young)

Identification

Meller’s Duck is a 65 cm long, uniformly dark brown,

surface-feeding duck. The sexes are similar. There is

no supercilium, the long bill is blue-grey with a dark

nail, and appears to be longer in males than females as

males have larger skulls. b The speculum is dark green,

bordered with white, and the pale underwings con-

trast with the dark body in flight. Calls are similar to

other mallards, males utter a soft raeb-raeb-raeb,

females a harsh quack.

There should be no confusion with other duck

species in Madagascar, where the size, uniform plum-

age and long bill of Meller’s Duck are distinctive. In

Mauritius, Mallard has been introduced in recent years,

although the female of this species has a shorter, less

uniformly coloured bill and an obvious supercilium.

Female Meller's Duck Anas melleri ( H. Glyn Young)

Where to see Meller’s Duck
Dispersive habits make it possible to see Meller’s

Duck on almost any wetland on the eastern Central

Plateau and eastern region of Madagascar. Visiting

birders regularly see the species at Lac Ivato ( near the

international airport), Lac Alarobia (a privately owned
and protected lake in Antananarivo), at Perinet and at

the nearby Torotorofotsy Marsh. It has also been

recorded at Ambohitantely Special Reserve and

Ranamafana National Park (map 1).

To see the species well, and possibly in large

numbers, Lac Alaotra must be visited. The largest lake

in Madagascar, it can be reached by plane or taxi-

brousse from Antananarivo and there is also a direct

rail link, although this has become erratic in recent

years. Accommodation and travel around the lake can

be arranged from the main town, Ambatondrazaka,

which boasts several small and hospitable hotels,

shops and a good market. The lakeside villages of

Andreba in the east, or Anororo in the west (map 2)

should be used as bases, while the extensive marsh at

the lake’s southern end can be explored in dug-out

canoes (pirogues). Local fishermen, the pirogue own-

ers, can be hired, as guides, and are vital to propel and

keep the pirogues afloat. There are many wetland

birds in this increasingly degraded marsh, which so

excited Jean Delacour in the 1920s.
2 Delacour’s Grebe

Tachybaptus rufolavatusand the Madagascar Pochard

Aylbya innotata, considered virtually endemic to

Alaotra, are, however, possibly now extinct. The rare

Alaotra Gentle Lemur Hapalemurgriseus alaotrensis,

the world’s only reed-eating primate, can often be

seen from the pirogue while in the marsh.

Meller’s Ducks may also be seen from the road

around Alaotra at dawn and dusk as they fly to roost or
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forage in rice paddies. It is now unfortunately very

difficult to see this species in Mauritius, the best site

used to be the reservoir at Valetta.
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Sharpe's Akalat Sheppardia sbarpei

(Mt Nilo Forest Project)

White-crested Alethe Alethefuelleborni

(Mt Nilo Forest Project)

Crested Flycatcher Trochocercus cyanomelas (Mt Nilo Forest Project)
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Project Mount Nilo ’95

Discoveries in the East Usambara and

Nguu Mountains, Northern Tanzania

N. Seddon, D. R. Capper
, J. M. Ekstrom, I. S. Isherwood,

R. Mima, R. G. Pople, E. Tarirno and J. Timothy

Mount Nilo Catchment Forest Reserve:

forested ridge at dawn (Mt Nilo Forest Project)

I
n July-October 1995, Project Mount Nilo ’95, a

conservation expedition organised from the Uni-

versity of Cambridge, UK, surveyed forest birds and

mammals in northern Tanzania. The project assessed

the ecological requirements and threats to the survival

of restricted-range and globally threatened bird spe-

cies in remnant patches of submontane forest in the

East Usambara and Nguu Mountains. We recorded a

total of 130 bird species, including five threatened and

three near-threatened species, and ten endemic to the

forests of the Eastern Arc Mountains. We also re-

corded 22 species of mammals, two of which are

considered threatened.

In both mountain ranges, much submontane for-

est remains unprotected and even areas within the

reserves are subject to degradation. There is an urgent

need for an effective long-term conservation pro-

gramme, not only to help secure the survival of these

threatened species, but also to preserve the catch-

ment forest on which many local people ultimately

depend for water. We recommend that Mount Nilo

and Nguru North Catchment Forest Reserves should

be considered for designation as Important Bird Ar-

eas, and suggestions for their future management are

presented in this paper.

Introduction

The montane forests of East Africa harbour a rich and

unique biological community. They comprise an ar-

chipelago of isolated habitats, where relative stability

over a long period of evolutionary time has enabled

the persistence and differentiation of relict popula-

tions, leading to high levels of endemism. This has

been well demonstrated in birds, and the area has

been identified as an Endemic Bird Area (EBA C24)

accordingly 11
. The EBA supports 29 restricted-range

bird species of which 25 are endemic to the Eastern

Arc Mountains, including the endemic monotypic

genera Modulatrix and Scepomycter16
. Of these re-

stricted-range species nine are listed as threatened

and two 'as near-threatened3
.

These forests have been exploited by man for

2,000 years, but since the mid-1960s there has been

rapid deforestation and habitat degradation through a

big expansion of subsistence agriculture, and large-

scale logging operations9
. While great emphasis has

been placed on the conservation of large mammals
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Figure 2 Location of the East Usambara and Nguu Mountains

and their lowland savannah habitat in Tanzania, the

protection of montane forest has been relatively lim-

ited. For example, the critically important forests of

the Usambara, Uluguru and Nguru Mountains only

have Catchment Forest Reserve (CFR) status, which

does not sufficiently protect the forest from resource

exploitation and manipulation 13
. However, these for-

ests are of fundamental importance, not only in terms

of their biodiversity and their value as a genetic re-

source, but as environmental buffers, catchments for

water, and sources of many forest products on which

local people depend.

Project Mount Nilo 95 was an undergraduate

conservation project from the University of Cam-

bridge, UK. Our aim was to investigate the ecological

requirements and the threats to the survival of the

birds and mammals, in order to promote their conser-

vation. With the assistance and support of the Wildlife

Conservation Society of Tanzania and the East

Usambara and Tanga Catchment Forest Projects, we
spent July-October 1995 surveying the birds and

mammals of two CFRs in two semi-isolated ranges in

the Eastern Arc Mountains: Mount Nilo CFR in the East

Usambara Mountains and Nguru North CFR in the

Nguu Mountains (Figure 1). Using standard expedi-

tion methodology 15

,
eg general field observations,

mist-netting, sound-recording and spot-lighting, we
focused on assessing the conservation status and eco-

logical requirements of restricted-range bird species16

and those listed as globally threatened and near-

threatened'in these two areas.

The East Usambara Mountains
The Usambara Mountains are located in the Tanga

region of north-eastern Tanzania. Separated by the

Lwengera valley they divide into the East Usambaras

and the considerably larger West Usambaras. The East

Usambaras are a steeply scarped, deeply dissected

plateau between 900 m and 1,050 m with a peak

(Mount Nilo) at 1,506 m.

The East Usambaras possess one of the most

diversified floras and faunas in Africa
10

,
and their bio-

logical importance is well documented having first

been brought to international attention by the works

of Barbour and Loveridge 1

,
Moreau 12

,
and more re-

cently by Stuart and van der Willigen 17
. Of those

threatened bird species endemic to the Eastern Arc

Mountains, five are known from the East Usambaras3
.

While the avifauna of the East Usambara lowlands was

recently surveyed by the Cambridge Tanzanian Rain-

forest Project
2

,
that of the highlands is poorly known.

Mount Nilo is the highest peak in the East Usambaras,

yet prior to our visit in 1995 Mount Nilo CFR contained

the least-studied submontane forest in the range:

Moreau visited the area briefly in 193

1

H
,
and Cordeiro

and Kiure6 conducted a ten day survey in 1994.

In July 1995, we surveyed both the Lutindi and

Kilanga regions of Mount Nilo CFR, where fieldwork

was largely concentrated in relatively pristine

submontane forest at 1,000-1,500 m. Working from

two base camps we recorded a total of 91 species of

birds, including 18 species of conservation interest
15

.

Of particular importance were four globally threat-

ened species: the highly elusive ‘Usambara’ Eagle Owl

Bubopoensis vosseleri whose call was heard between

midnight and 00.30hr on three consecutive nights,

Banded Green Sunbird Anthreptes rubritorques for

which we had 11 records in fairly degraded forest

edge habitat at 900-1,200 m, Amani Sunbird Anthreptes

pallidigaster a pair of which was observed in a clear-

ing at 1,250 m, and Tanzanian Mountain Weaver

Ploceus nicolli, occasionally seen in amongst mixed-

species flocks in the canopy of mature trees in both

intact and degraded forest. Until it was observed just

outside the CFR in 1994
6

,
Tanzanian Mountain Weaver

had not been recorded in the East Usambaras since

1 932 when it was last seen at Amani 1
'
1

. Mount Nilo CFR

is very likely to represent the last remaining strong-

hold in the East Usambaras for the nominate race. The

two restricted-range threatened species not recorded

were Dappled Mountain Robin Arcanatororostrutbus

and Long-billed Tailor-bird Orthotomus moreaui.

While it is possible that the fomer species was over-

looked, the lack of records in 1994 5 and 1995 indicate

that despite the presence of suitable habitat this spe-
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Yellow-rumped Tinkerbird Pogoniulus bilineatus

Christine Isherwood

cies is genuinely absent from Mount Nilo CFR. Two
Long-billed Tailor-birds were observed just outside

the Mount Nilo CFR in degraded public land by

Cordeiro and Kiure in 19945
,
but the lack of sightings

in 1995 suggest that the species is rare in Mount Nilo

CFR.

Other records of conservation interest included

two near-threatened species: Southern Banded Snake

Eagle Circaetusfasciolatus, which was observed soar-

ing over and briefly perching in the canopy above

1,100 m, and the vociferous, gregarious and very

commonly encountered Fischer’s Turaco Tauraco

fischeri. In addition, six restricted-range species were

recorded within the reserve: 'Mombasa' Woodpecker

Campethera abingoni mombassica, White-chested

Alethe Alethefuellebomi
,
which while rarely seen in

the field was very commonly netted in intact

submontane forest, the skulking Sharpe’s Akalat

Sheppardia sharpei
,
Red-capped Forest Warbler

Orthotomus metopais, the extremely shy and retiring

SpoMhroatModulatrixstictigula whose plaintive two-

note whistling call was a dominant sound throughout

the reserve, and the easily overlooked and strictly

arboreal Kenrick’s Starling Poeoptera kenricki. Other

species of note included the seldom-recorded African

Green Ibis Bostrychia olivacea
,
known from the for-

ests of East and West Africa, Tiny Greenbul

Phyllastrephus debilis, which was commonly recorded

in mixed species flocks in the understorey, and Green-

headed Oriole Oriolus chlorocephalus which was

uncommonly observed in the canopy, all three of

which were considered as candidates for threatened

status4
. Finally, Uluguru Violet-backed Sunbird

Anthreptes neglectus, once classified as near-threat-

ened4

,
was observed on six occasions in the

understorey of forest-edge and degraded habitat.

Despite much time and effort, we recorded only

nine species of large mammal which strongly hinted

that hunting pressures were high. These included two

that are considered to be globally threatened with

extinction8
: Giant Elephant Shrew Rbynchocyon

cirnei, often seen moving through the undergrowth

in its highly distinctive bounding fashion, and the

extremely vocal Tree Hyrax Dendrohyrax arboreus.

Despite its status as a reserve, Mount Nilo CFR is

being degraded mainly through pole and firewood

collecting and cardomon cultivation, problems that

are likely to worsen as population pressure grows.

Although pit-sawing seemed minimal within the CFR,

this was mainly due to the existence of mature trees in

the adjacent public land, and once this resource is

exhausted logging activities may encroach into the

reserve itself. Our discussions with villagers revealed

that most pit sawing is conducted by people from

outside the area and the industry brings little revenue

to the local communities. Many seemed extremely

concerned by the rate of habitat degredation, and

responded well to suggestions of pole plantations.

The Nguu Mountains

The Nguu mountains are located in the Tanga region

of north-eastern Tanzania. They lie mainly between

860 m and 1,550 m and comprise several peaks and

north-south ridges on the eastern edge of the Maasai

steppe. Acting as an important catchment for eastern

Maasailand, Nguru North CFR is the largest of the nine

reserves that cover the forest of the Nguu Mountains,

but it remains biologically very poorly known.

Forest Batis Batis mixta

(Mt Nilo Forest Project)
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In August and September 1995, we gathered the

first avifaunal information for the mountain range,

carrying out survey work in submontane forest at

1,000-1,550 m in both the northern and southern

regions of the Nguru North CFR. We recorded 97

species of birds, of which nine are of conservation

interest. These included the globally threatened East

Coast Akalat Sheppardiagunningi and Banded Green

Sunbird, both of which were regularly recorded. The

skulking, ground-haunting akalat was common (51

field records and 21 net records) in the dense under-

growth of intact submontane forest at 1,140-1,500 m.

Our records of this species represent a new locality

and an altitudinal range extension of 700 m in Tanza-

nia. The East Usambaras lowlands were previously

considered to have the largest population of this

species’, but our records suggest that the Nguus may
well hold a significantly larger population. It seems

that this species is less threatened with extinction than

previously thought, and although accurate popula-

tion estimates in the Nguus are needed, the species

may better be classified as near-threatened15
. Two

pairs of Banded Green Sunbird were observed in

forest-edge habitat, the female gathered nesting ma-

terial while the male apparently guarded her and sung

from exposed perches. Other records of conservation

interest included those of two near-threatened spe-

cies: Southern Banded Snake Eagle and Moreau’s

Sunbird Nectarinia moreaui, a pair of which were

regularly observed in forest-edge at 1,500 m, feeding

on nectar of flowering climbers, and the restricted-

range White-chested Alethe and Kenrick’s Starling. In

addition, Tiny Greenbul and Uluguru Violet-backed

Sunbird were relatively uncommon sightings, while

Red-capped Forest Warbler Orthotomus metopais

Christine Isherwood

Green-headed Oriole, the melodious song of which

was a ubiquitous sound in the forest, was abundant.

In terms of its mammal fauna, the Nguus proved

extraordinarily rich. Twenty species were recorded in

the field, including at least three species of bushbaby

Galago/Galagoides spp, Blue Monkey Cercopithicus

mitis, three species of squirrel including an

undescribed Funisciurus sp, Leopard Panthera

pardus, Two-spotted Palm Civet Nandinia binotata
,

Porcupine Hystrix sp, Red River Hog Potamochoerus

porous, African Buffalo Syncerus caffer, two species

of duiker Cephalophus spp., and two globally threat-

ened species8
: Giant Elephant Shrew and Tree Hyrax.

Population pressures on the forests of the Nguus

are less than those on the East Usambaras, and hunting

appeared minimal. However, the habitat is being

severely degraded through pole collecting and pit-

sawing, and the latter is likely to be exacerbated when
the road, currently being constructed south of the

reserve, is completed

Conclusions and recommendations for

conservation

The forests of the Eastern Arc Mountains comprise

immensely rich and unique biological communities,

and our results are testimony to this. However, the

project confirmed the fact that these forests are sub-

ject to intense degradation and that there is an urgent

need for an effective, long-term conservation pro-

gramme. Such a conservation programme must include

three main components: protection of habitat, im-

provements in current farming practices, and

environmental education and publicity.

Central to the success of any conservation scheme

is community involvement. In 1995 we found that

there is a growing realisation within the local commu-
nities that forest is an essential resource, and there is

much concern over the fact that this resource is dimin-

ishing. The local people seemed willing to get involved

with sustainable forest management, and to start alter-

native schemes such as pole plantations.

We have therefore recommended that the both

reserves should be designated Important Bird Areas,

and have suggested that several measures should be

taken in order to safeguard the future of these bird and

mammal species and to protect the catchment forest

upon which the local community depend for water.

Measures include more effective demarcation of the

reserve boundaries, cessation of pit-sawing activities,

restriction of pole-cutting, an investigation into the

potential for enhanced farming efficiency, and the

initiation of environmental activities in the villages

adjacent to the CFRs so as to protect the reserve and
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lay the basis for sustainable development in the fu-

ture15
. Encouragingly, we have recently learned that

in response to our recommendations, the Tanga Catch-

ment Forest Project has initiated an education

programme in the villages adjacent to Mount Nilo

CFR.

Finally, we strongly recommended that consider-

ably more biological research is carried out in the rest

of the Nguu mountain range, especially within those

CFRs next to Nguru North CFR. These areas are very

likely to hold further populations of threatened birds,

mammals and plants, and considerably more public-

ity should be given to this important area, both within

Tanzania and internationally.
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Recent observations in the Udzungwa and
Uluguru Mountains, Central Tanzania

Nigel Hunter, Clide Carter and Elia Mlungu

S
tuart and Jensen documented range extensions

and other notable records of forest birds in Tanza-

nia'
1

. Since then the University of Copenhagen has

been carrying out biodiversity studies of the Udzungwa

and Uluguru forest systems. These studies have al-

ready produced two new species and further range

extensions for the UdzungwasT 2
- 3 These reports stimu-

lated us to organise a visit to those two forest systems

with a diversion to Ifakara in between. Aware that

David Moyer was actively working in the Udzungwas,

we sought his advice and he recommended that we
should concentrate our efforts on Udekwa (Ndundulu

Mts) for that particular forest system, where with luck

we could find most if not all of the key species.

CC and NH drove from Botswana on 8 November

1995 with an initial destination of Iringa in southern

central Tanzania. Here they met up with David Moyer,

who provided much needed support in terms of

logistics, specific advice etc, and were joined by EM.

We arrived in the Ndundulu forest on 13 November

(four-wheel-drive vehicle and four hours of walking

being essential), departing after six days. Ifakara was

visited on 20 November and then onto Morogoro on

21 November. Here we were very kindly assisted by

the Tanzanian Regional Forestry Office, especially

Lameck Noah and M Masati, and Zul Bhatia from the

Royal Society for the Protection of Bird who allowed

us to refer to the draft Uluguru biodiversity report.

This influenced us to visit the North Uluguru Forest

Reserve from Tegetero (again a four-wheel-drive ve-

hicle and three hours arduous walking being essential)

between the 22-24 November. The following day we
visited the adjacent Kimboza Forest Reserve for a day

and night, before returning to Iringa, saying goodbye

to EM, and driving back to Botswana.

Ndundulu Mountains (Udzungwa)

The two primary target species in this forest were the

I dzungwa Forest Partridge Xenoperdix udzungwensis

a nd the Rufous-winged Sunbird Nectarinia rufipennis.

Having arrived exhausted on the evening of 13 No-

vember at Matumbu camp (c 1,350 m asl), the 14th

produced little reward other than six species of

greenbul, including Shelley’s Andropadus masu-

kuensis. That evening we decided that, lack of porters

notwithstanding, we must make the effort to reach

Mufu camp at c 1,750 m on 15 November. This we did

obtaining excellent views of Sharpe’s Akalat

Sheppardia sharpei on the way up. The late afternoon

effort at the new site produced good views of Thick-

billed Seedeater Serinus burtoni melanochrous, and

Spot-throat Modulatrix stictigula.

Up at dawn the next morning (not difficult, given

the incessant night-long calling of Tree Hyrax

Dendrohyrax arboreus in every tree), there was tan-

talising bird song. An initial effort to call in Pale-breasted

Illadopsis Illadopsis rufipennis by playback provided

NH with a good view of Dappled Mountain Robin

Arcanator orostruthus. By being extremely still and

patient, further excellent views of the bird were

achieved. The process took some two hours. Such

effort was rewarded by a return to camp for breakfast.

During that break, EM decided to visit the seepage

spring close by in order to create a very small pool for

drawing our water. A little later some muted shouts of

‘Nigel, Nigel, kuja, kuja iku partridge’ had NH and CC

drop everything other than their binoculars and move

towards Elia’s call. We were able to get to within 20 m
of four of the birds we had come so far to see and to

view them in shade and sunlight. We saw them feed-

ing, walking and flying. We felt that the picture in Ibis

does not do them justice. In particular, we were struck

by the three bold black bars that are visible along each

wing. We could hardly believe our luck.

Our attention turned to the quest for the Rufous-

winged Sunbird. EM suggested we try a 1-2 hour walk

to an area where he had seen them on a previous

occasion. We did not find the sunbird, probably be-

cause of the lack of flowers at that time of the year at

that altitude. We were fortunate, however, in seeing

Red-capped Forest Warbler Orthotomus metopias,

Pale-breasted Illadopsis, another partridge and the

common Barred Long-tailed Cuckoo Cercococcyx

montanus. In the afternoon we ventured above the

camp. Whilst enjoying watching Fulleborn’s Black

Boubou Laniariusfuellebomi, and more Red-capped

Forest Warblers, EM detected a soft call note, that he

believed to be the Iringa Ground Robin Sheppardia

lowei. The use of tape recording and playback con-

firmed this and again excellent views were obtained.

We returned to camp but the day was not over.

After supper EM asked if the other two of us would like
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to see a partridge roosting. When he returned half an

hour later with a broad grin, we did not believe it could

be anything but a leg pull. However, we went off with

our three torches, and in exactly the same area that we
had had our good fortune in the morning, Elia shone

his torch on a spindly sapling some 8-10 m away from

the path. We were at eye level with a single partridge.

Remaining apparently calm and unruffled, the bird let

us approach to less than 5 m and accepted centre

stage in the illumination provided by our three torches.

As they say in swahili, ‘safi kabisa’.

The next day we decided to go downhill in search

of the sunbird, reasoning that on the way up at c 1,500

m we had observed an ample quantity of red flowers

on a band of trees adorning a ridge, which were

certainly attracting the Olive Sunbirds N. olivacea.

Breaking camp the next morning (the call of croy - chi

- chik heard before the dawn chorus could well be

attributed to the partridge), we set off reasonably

early. It was a relief to unload backpacks at our ridge

spot and enjoy the thought of a couple of hours

sedentary birdwatching.

For an hour we were unable to convert Olive

Sunbirds into any other species, but then all three of us

were suddenly alerted by sunbird calls that were

different. A tantalising glimpse of a blue head by NH
raised the excitement further. Then in full sunlight on

a treetop, CC and EM had zeroed in on a male. Where

was NH? He was 15 metres away under the all impor-

tant tree, getting great views of the female’s yellow

underparts with well pronounced streaking, listening

to CC exclaim over the blue of the male! Further

sightings of the male in the canopy were tantalising,

and then the pair disappeared as quickly as they had

come. A shake of hands and then on with the descent

to our original camp.

Arriving in the early afternoon, we found all well

at camp but there was no sign of the watchman we had

detailed to look after it. There was nothing to suggest

any mishap and knowing that this was his home area,

we trusted all was well and that he would reappear by

the evening. So back out for some more birding, to be

rewarded with great sightings of Swynnerton’s Robin

Swynnertonia swynnertoni. Sure enough our return

to camp found our watchman back at post. Appar-

ently he had decided, and this was an elderly

gentleman, that he could not borrow our matches in

the camp and so he walked four hours to the village

and then four hours back to camp with his own
matches.

On our way back to Udekwa village excellent

views of White-chested Alethe Alethe fuellebomi,

White-winged Apalis Apalis chariessa and Brown

Parisoma Parisoma lugens concluded a memorable

six days in the Ndundulu part of the Udzungwa Forest

complex. The journey by car continued to Mikumi,

which was to be the base for our interlude to find

Kilombero Weaver Ploceus burnieri.

Ifakara

On the morning of 20 November, we drove from

Mikumi along a patchy road to the site locality of this

weaver at Ifakara ferry. We were somewhat dismayed

to find fairly degraded, dried out and burnt patches of

reedbed interspersed with open areas, and presumed

a bird with apparently such a restricted distribution

would need habitat in better condition than this.

However, within 30 m of the roadside stalls by the

ferry, we found a male coming into full breeding

dress, including the chestnut outer edging to the black

face and throat mask.

We were aware that this area contained possibly

two species of cisticola. The first is thought by some to

be a subspecies of Winding Cisticola C. galactotes and

the second a subspecies of Black-lored Cisticola C.

nigriloris. That there are at least two different cisticolas

in that area is certain. However our observations, for

what it is worth, suggested that the bird, which might

be galactotes, appears to have a jizz and behaviour

very different to that species. An appropriate English

name could be ‘Pipit-like Cisticola’ since its body/tail/

leg proportions, shape, walk and feeding behaviour

were all reminiscent of that family.

The second bird has no black lores, unlike

nigriloris
,
but does have a song that is very similarly

structured to that species. CC taped the duet of the

Ifakara birds and playback certainly stimulated a vig-

orous response without fail. Out of interest NH then

tried the duet of nigriloris from a pre-recorded tape

and this produced no response at all, despite several

attempts, even when the birds were excited by CC’s

playback. This is apparently the reverse of Bob
Dowsett’s and Francoise Dowsett Lemaire’s experi-

ence, who applied the same test a few years back.

Uluguru Mountains

Morogoro Town sits at the base of the Uluguru Moun-

tains and this was where we expected to find Zul

Bhatia, in the hope that he could give us the latest

information on the Uluguru Bush Shrike Malaconotus

alius. On the way up to Bunduki we stopped to enjoy

a low-flying flock of five different swift species, in-

cluding Scarce Swift Schoutedenapus myoptilus, and

five different species of swallow. We found Zul and

his party at Bunduki and, as luck would have it. Zul

had Svendsen and Hansen’s draft report. It revealed
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that our best chance for the bush shrike was at the

Tegetero section of the north forest on tfye other side

to Bunduki. We therefore headed back to Morogoro

for a night stop and fresh permits for the new area.

Again excellent co-operation from the Forest

Department helped us get away to Kinole Tandai (the

last village below Tegetero Mission) in the morning,

where we met the local forester, Mr Masati, and the

village chairman. Reaching Tegetero Mission would

have been impossible without high clearance and the

low ratio gears of our four-wheel-drive vehicle. On
arrival Mr Masati quickly organised his two assistants

and porters and 3.5 hours later we staggered ex-

hausted into our selected campsite at c 1 ,550 m, just as

it was getting dark. CC swears that if he had known

what was ahead, even the bush shrike would not have

tempted him. We retired to bed early that night won-

dering if our legs would be able to move the next day.

Dawn saw us endeavouring to convert Many-

coloured Bush Shrikes M. multicolor into M. alius.

From then on we were intent on trying to distinguish

any call ofwhich we were not sure, since we had been

told that the Uluguru Bush Shrike had a distinctive call.

During this process we gained good views of

Loveridge’s Sunbird Nectarinia loveridgei and heard

Mrs Moreau’s Warbler Bathmocercus winifredae. At

11.00 hr near the camp, CC managed to tape almost

the last note of an unusual call. It was enough to

stimulate a response, and a better recording brought

the bird right in to reveal in full splendour and voice

the beautiful, impossible Uluguru Bush Shrike - magi-

cal!

It was in the lull after this that EM explained to NH
that the evening before he thought he had heard the

‘Usambara’ Eagle Owl Bubo poensis vosseleri, which

he had heard previously in the Usumbaras. There was

nothing we could do about it until the evening, so we
decided to try for Mrs Moreau’s Warbler after some

lunch. We returned to the location where we had first

heard the bird, but initially any effort to attract it

through playback, seemed to evoke a response but

never brought the bird closer. Then we remembered

that we had read somewhere that the species was very

particular in regard to its habitat requirements. So we
moved closer until we felt we were by suitable under-

growth, and tried again. Instantly we had a really

gorgeous bird come and inspect us from only a few

feet away - more magic.

Remarkably all three of us were awake that night

at 03-30 hr in the cold hours of the pre-morning, to find

ourselves listening to the unmistakable call of the

eagle owl. We dressed quickly and playback brought

in a second bird and we were treated to a duet with a

bird on either side. Comparisons with other record-

ings of the owl in the Usambaras and West Africa

confirm the identity. Given that this is an important

range extension, full details of the record are being

provided in a separate article.

Things had gone so well, that our next plan was to

pay a visit to the nearby low-altitude Kimboza Forest

Reserve to see ifwe could locate Kretschmer’s Longbill

Macrosphenus kretschmeri and the Uluguru Violet-

backed Sunbird Antbreptes neglectus. Having set up

camp at Kimboza, we set off in the afternoon to try and

find the longbill. EM had done some reconnaissance

and guided us to what he thought might be appropri-

ate habitat. We had been told that the song was the

best indicator of its presence, yet we picked up some

movement in a thickish tangle of vegetation and

found that the very first bird we had chanced on in

Kimboza was the longbill - unbelievable!

Alas the sunbird proved elusive, but we had lovely

views of Bat-like Neafrapus boehmi and Mottled

Spinetail Telacanthura ussheri flying alongside,

Green-headed Oriole Oriolus chlorocephalus and

Lesser Seedcracker Pyrenestes minor, amongst other

good species. On the morning of 26 November we
began our journey to Gaborone, CC and NH making

a successful excursion to find Angola White-bellied

Sunbird N. oustaleti on 28 November, before heading

homewards.
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The vocalisations of African black tits

(Parus niger complex)

Simon Harrap

The taxonomy of the African black tits of the Parus

niger complex is far from settled. For example,

White 17
,
Hall and Moreau 10 and Dowsett and Forbes-

Watson7 recognised four species (.niger, leucomelas,

albiventris and leuconotus). Sibley and Monroe 12
rec-

ognised five species (separating guineensis from

leucomelas, but lumping carpi, which southern Afri-

can authors had treated as a distinct species for several

years, with niger), whilst Sibley and Monroe 13 stuck

with five, but shifted carpi from niger to leucomelas.

Most recently, I treated the complex as comprising six

species (niger, carpi, leucomelas, guineensis,

albiventris and leuconotus .

n

The relationships within the complex, and thus

the division of the various forms between the species,

have largely been analysed using the traditional tools

of the taxonomists. Data on morphology have been

combined with the often limited and imprecise infor-

mation on distribution to produce a best guess. More

recently, information on vocalisations has been added

to the equation, but largely in an anecdotal fashion. 2,6

The distinctiveness of White-bellied Tit P.

albiventris and White-backed Tit P. leuconotus has

never been doubted. Both have clear morphological

differences from the remaining members of the com-

plex, which form the niger superspecies proper (I

prefer to use the superspecies concept in its restricted

form: that is to include forms that are allopatric or only

very marginally sympatric). Debate has centred upon,

firstly the separation of leucomelas (including

guineensis) from niger (including carpi), secondly

the separation of carpi from niger, and thirdly (and

most recently), the separation of guineensis from

leucomelas. All these taxa are rather similar in appear-

ance, and it is not surprising that some taxonomists

have lumped them all together as forms of
‘

Parus

niger Black Tit’.

Data on distribution, morphology and vocalisations

were used to justify the separation of leucomelas from

niger 1,2 and similarly morphology and distribution led

to the separation of carpi from nigerby South African

authors. 4,5 Sibley and Monroe were probably the first

recent authors to split guineensis from leucomelas,

noting the difference in eye colour (and also the

reports of mixed-species flocks in Uganda which, in

the event, are probably spurious). 12 Importantly how-

ever, Dowsett and Dowsett-Lemaire disputed the spe-

cific status of both carpi and guineensis, citing the

similarity of the vocalisations of carpi to niger, but

they advanced no arguments against the specific sta-

tus ofguineensis, other than the fact that ‘people who
live in East Africa have accepted without question in

recent years that guineensis and P. leucomelas are

conspecific’ (indeed, their discussion of the whole

complex is similarly rather polemical in tone). 6

The purpose of this short note is to document a

number of vocalisations for all the forms concerned,

using both published and unpublished recordings.

Unlike Dowsett and Dowsett-Lemaire6
,
however, I do

not believe that vocalisations can, at present, be used

convincingly in determining the relationships of these

tits, for the following reasons.

1 . In common with tits from the Holarctic and Orien-

tal regions, African tits appear to have extremely

large and complex vocabularies. Only a small

selection of vocalisations is available on tape.

2. It is often difficult to determine the function of a

particular vocalisation. In this respect, Dowsett

and Dowsett-Lemaire state in their discussion of

the vocalisations of the grey tit P. afer superspecies

that ‘As in several African tits with a variety of

song-types, alarm calls are the most stable and

species-specific vocalisations’.
6

1 am unaware of

any published work on any species of Parus, to

justify this statement. Indeed, I would question

their classification of the vocalisations that follow

in their discussion as ‘alarm calls’, since this is just

too broad a category. (In the discussion below,

and purely for convenience, the more complex

vocalisations are dubbed ‘song’. This does not

imply that there is any reason to believe that they

fulfil the usual functions of song amongst

passerines.)

3. The function of vocalisations in determining spe-

cies limits in the Paridae is, as yet, very poorly

understood. Closely similar, yet undeniably spe-

cifically distinct, tits may have song variants that

are extremely similar (eg Marsh P. palustris and

Willow P. montanus Tits). On the other hand,

geographical representatives ofwhat are acknowl-

edged to be the same species may have quite

distinct songs (eg Willow Tits from Europe, Sibe-

ria and Japan). Playback experiments may help to
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resolve relationships, but these have to be con-

ducted with some rigour, and only negative

responses are likely to be significant. To my knowl-

edge, noone has conducted playback experiments

on the black tits.

In the following accounts, sonagrams were prepared

on a Macintosh LC475 using Macromedia’s SoundEdit16
.

Phonetic transcriptions are given below each

sonagram, and largely refer to the transcriptions in the

relevant species accounts in Harrap and Quinn11

,

although some additional material and interpretations

are presented here, as sonagraphic analysis was not

available to me when I was preparing the text for these

species. Recorded material on the various short, mono-

syllabic utterances of these tits was limited, and these

have been largely ignored in the following discussion.

may be preceded by either high-pitched tsi notes or a

fuller and more abrupt tslit. In the example on the

right, the D note is prolonged into an extremely harsh,

rasping zzzzzzzz (see also Fig 9, below). Note that a

series of D notes was presented by Dowsett and

Dowsett-Lemaire6 (Fig 10, p. 368) as the ‘typical alarm-

call’ of Southern Black Tit, but in other species of

Pams the ‘chick-a-dee’ call is a highly complex com-

binatorial system which may be used to convey many

meanings. Indeed, in the Black-capped Chickadee, in

which this type of vocalisation has been intensively

studied, it is thought to be the only known system of

combinatorial animal communication apart from hu-

man language. 14
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chew-ri, chew-ri, chew-ri tch-dzwee'ch-ssht

Fig 2

From Gibbon. 8 The sonagram of the first call (left), a

whining chew-ri, given singly or in short series, is

obscured towards the end by the ‘chick-a-dee’ calls of

a second bird. The second call (right) is a nasal tch-

dzwee’ch-ssbt (see also Fig 12).

1 . Southern Black Tit Parus niger

All recordings are taken from Gibbon, recorded by

Guy Gibbon8
at Vernon Crookes, Umzinto, Natal, and

Gillard9 recorded by Len Gillard, locality unknown.

Osec 1.000 2.000 3.000

10.0

tsi-tsi-tsi-chachacha... tslit'chaaa tslit-zzzzzzzzz

Fig 1

From Gibbon. 8
This is near a classic ‘chick-a-dee’ call

system.

These calls are typical of many of the Paridae, and

comprise one or more short, relatively high-frequency

notes (dubbed ‘A’, ‘B’ and ‘C’ in the classic example,

Black-capped Chickadee P. atricapillus), followed

by a series of harsh, low frequency ‘D’ notes which

characteristically show as a pattern of parallel hori-

zontal bands on a sonagram.

In these examples the harsh, rasping cha notes (ie

the D notes) do note show the banding structure

typical of classic Ds, but the combinatorial construc-

tion of the call is absolutely typical of ‘chick-a-dees’.

The D notes may be given in prolonged series, and
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cheru-cheru-cheru...

Fig 3

From Gibbon. 8 This mellow, slightly throaty call re-

calls in tone a bee-eater Merops sp. The repetition of

a series- of stereotyped notes such as this may be a

‘song’.
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piup-chur-piup-cher-piup pip-churra-pip-churra

Fig 4

From Gillard. 9 Another possible song, on the ‘tea-

cher’ pattern. The right hand figure sounds more

complex, but is similarly a di-syllabic ‘tea-cher’ motif.

The ‘tea-cher’ pattern is named after a common
rendition of the song of Great Tit P. major. It is the

repetition of relatively simple, usually bi-syllabic mo-

tifs. Songs in this pattern are used by many parids, but

especially by Great Tit and its allies. Notably, all the
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African Tits are thought to be descended from an

ancestral Great Tit.

10.0

8.0

6.0

4.0

2.0
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whee’up, whee'up trup-tirra

Fig 5

From Gillard.9 A short but complex (and perhaps

incomplete) phrase.

2. Carp’s Tit Parus carpi

The only recordings available are from Gibbon8
,
re-

corded by Guy Gibbon at Khorixas and Hardap Dam,

Namibia.
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This harsh call was dubbed an ‘alarm’ call by Dowsett

and Dowsett-Lemaire6
(fig. 10, p. 368) and a ‘chickadee’

call in Harrap and Quinn. 11 Note that the harsh cha

notes, which are repeated in series ofup to 19 units, do

not clearly show the characteristic banded structure of

‘D’ notes (although it would probably be more appar-

ent with a higher quality recording and sonagram),

but the construction of the whole phrase is typical of

‘chick-a-dee’ vocalisations. As noted by Dowsett and

Dowsett-Lemaire, this call is very similar to the com-

monest call of Southern Black Tit (see Fig 1).

3. White-winged Tit Parus leucomelas

The only recordings available were kindly supplied

by the National Sound Archive.
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chut-d'r'r'r'r'du chit-z’z'z'z’rr

Fig 8

NSA No. 21389 (left), recorded by R. Stjernstedt at

Lusaka in Zambia; NSA No. 37549 (right), recorded by

Clide Carter at Ndola in Zambia. Both recordings

include a series of ‘chick-a-dee’ calls, quite uniform in

structure. In these examples, three note types are

clearly distinguishable in the call. Note that the right-

hand sonagram shows a call at a rather lower pitch,

which may reflect an individual, sexual or dialectic

difference, but also notable is the great similarity in the

calls given by different birds in different localities.

The recording by R. Stjernstedt was published as

Stjernstedt
16 and used by Dowsett and Dowsett-

Lemaire6
in the production of their Fig 10, p. 368. They

dubbed it a ‘typical alarm call' (see above Under

Southern Black Tit). Although sounding quite dissimi-

lar to the ‘chickadee’ calls of Southern Black and

Carp’s Tit, this is a ‘chickadee’ call (contra Harrap and

Quinn 11
) and is presumably analogous in function, if

not sound, to those of Southern Black and Carp’s Tit

(and probably to those of all the black tits). The ‘D’

note is much shorter in duration than that illustrated

for Southern Black Tit, and repeated more quickly, a

difference similar to that shown by Marsh and Willow

Tits in the Palearctic.
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chit-zorrrr-zorrrr chit-zorrrr chut, tzi’orrrr

Fig 7

This complex of notes includes a typically harsh, tit-

like tsi-tzeet and a single chit note. The melodic

whistle sandwiched between these may be given by

Carp’s Tit (Gibbon notes ‘Probably whistles as well .

’ in

the annotations to the recording), or may be a bulbul

(?). (Note that my own field notes on the vocalisations

of Carp’s Tit include a clear, whistledpiu-piu-piu-piu-

piu, witch-a, witch-a, witch-a..., a squeaky, slurred

si-u, si-u, si-iu and a bulbul-like churia-churia-

chura .)

Fig 9

NSA No. 37549, recorded by Clide Carter at Ndola in

Zambia. Perhaps a variant on the ‘chick-a-dee’ call

type, being a combination of a short, high-pitched

note and 1-2 low frequency notes. The extremely

low-pitched, harsh scolding comprises notes which

lack the banded structure typical of ‘dee’ notes (see

also Fig 1 above, right-hand sonagram). The right-

hand sonagram shows a more complex variant,

comprising three note types.
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Fig 10 Fig 12

NSA No. 21390, recorded by R. Stjernstedt at Lusaka in

Zambia. Both may be ‘songs’. The left hand figure

depicts a complex, rather sad whistled phrase, which

recalls a lark or chat and is not at all tit-like (although

it is somewhat similar in structure to the trilling song of

Rufous-naped Tit P. rufonuchalis of Central Asia and

the western Himalayas). The right hand Fig is a sim-

pler, but nevertheless musical phrase, in the ‘tea-cher’

pattern.

Recorded by Steve Smith in The Gambia (and pub-

lished as Smith 15
). The nasal, rather finch-like rising

dzwee, sometimes combined with a similarly nasal

zeee note (the latter note with a banded structure and

recalling a ‘broken D’, see Smith 14 and compare with

Fig 2, right-hand sonagram). Perhaps in excitement or

alarm, the dzwee note is accelerated into a slightly

higher-pitched, rapid crescendo (right).
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Recorded by Claude Chappuis in north Garoua,

Cameroon (published as Chappuis3
). This is a ‘song’

with a loud, ringing tone, in the ‘tea-cher’ pattern,

although the sonagram reveals a rather complex struc-

ture (recalling some songs of Marsh Tit). Chappuis

considered that such ‘two-note’ phrases were not

typical of the species One sont pas les plus courantes’).
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sree-tip-tuwip-tuwip...

Fig 13

4. White-shouldered Tit Parus guineensis
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sisisisi-pee ruwi-uwi ruwi-uwi-uwi

Fig 11

NSA No. 24902, recorded by Christopher Watson at

Shai Hills, Ghana. Two calls are depicted, a typically

tit-like, very thin, silvery sisisi-pee (with the ‘pee’

louder, fuller and more bell-like, again recalling cer-

tain vocalisations of Rufous-naped Tit) and a

lower-pitched, slightly grating ruwi-uwi.
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whi'tee-pu'ew tee-pu'ew whee-ti'chewee whee-ti'chewee

Fig 14

Recorded by Claude Chappuis at Bembereke, Daho-

mey (published as Chappuis3
). Presented by Chappuis

as a more normal song of four notes, the sonagrams

shows many similarities with the ‘two-note’ song

above.

Fig 15 (below)

Recorded by Claude Chappuis at Jos, Nigeria (pub-

lished as Chappuis3
). Two sequences of extremely
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chit-eee tre'eeee'e'e'e chlu-chiu tseet chi't'r'r'r'r'wee tsi'dzaa'til'sui chuwi-chi't'r'r'r'r'wee-chiu chit'tseee chi-drrr-treep
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complex vocalisations are shown (‘chant en duo avec

notes vibrees specifiques’), the second cut a pro-

longed phrase repeated more or less identically several

times on the recording. At first glance they are quite

unlike the utterances of any Holarctic tit. I suspect,

however, that these are elaborate ‘gargles’ and thus

closely analogous to a class of vocalisation given by

many of the tits in the sub-genus Poecile. Most inten-

sively studied in the Black-capped Chickadee, gargles

are complex phrases, given largely by males, in ag-

gressive and sexual encounters, which sound like

apparently random collections of very short musical

notes jumbled together in rapid succession. A Palearctic

equivalent is the ‘nightingale song’ given very occa-

sionally by Willow Tits.

5. White-bellied Tit Paws albiventris
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chit, tsee'tsee-chaa-chaa... chit, tsee'tsee-chaa-chaa..

Fig 16

Recorded by Claude Chappuis and R. Stjernstedt at the

Taita Hills, Kenya (published as Chappuis3
). Typical

‘chick-a-dee’ phrase, with 4-6 ‘D’ notes. In all six

phrases on the recording the ‘chick-a-dee’ is intro-

duced by a sharp, thin, chik note. Note the great

similarity with the ‘chick-a-dee’ of Southern Black Tit

(see Fig 1) but would Dowsett and Dowsett-Lemaire

consider them conspecific, as they do Southern Black

and Carp’s Tits?

6. White-backed Tit Paws leuconotus
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tchip-pi'kiu't

(1st bird)

tseeh-cherr-cherr (2nd)

tchip-pi'kiu t tchip-pi'kiu 't

tseeh/tchip-pi'kiu

(2 birds)

tseeh-cherr

Fig 18

Recorded by Nik Borrow in Ethiopia. This recording

involved at least two birds, one giving a rather mellow,

bulbul-like 'song, repeated in short series 1-6 times,

tchip-pi'kiu’t (or plit
,
tchiu-p’du...), the other bird a

‘chick-a-dee’ call, with the initial note having a distinc-

tive rising tone; this tseee note is also often given

alone. These vocalisations are interspersed with the

sparrow-like tchu notes (as in Fig 17).

It is clear that our knowledge of the vocalisations

of the black tits is far from complete. The author

would welcome copies of any recordings of these

species, especially when accompanied by notes on

the context and the number of birds involved (and any

other species on the recordings).

White-backed Tit Pams leuconotus

Craig Robson
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tchu, plit'kli chu-eee'u piit'kli chu-eee'u tchu, plit'kli chu-eee'u'chu

Fig 17

Recorded by Nik Borrow in Ethiopia. This stereotyped

phrase, tchu, plit-kli chu-eee’u, where the tchu is a

very sparrow-like note, was repeated with little varia-

tion, either singly or in couplets, for well over a

minute, at c2 second intervals, and is most probably a

‘song’. It recalls no Palearctic tit, but note that the

sonagram reveals that the tchu notes have the banded

structure of D notes (and hence this could be a modi-

fied ‘chick-a-dee’ call).
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Birding in Ghana, West Africa

David Moyer

Resume: Jetez un coup d'oeil aux annonces au dos de la plupart des revues pour ornithologistes et vous

verrez qu’on vous propose un grand nombre de voyages specialises en Afrique. Toutefois, le Ghana

figure rarement parmi les destinations. Cela est regrettable car le Ghana a beaucoup a offrir aux

ornithologistes. Les Ghaneens sont un des peuples les plus chaleureux d’Afrique de l’Ouest et comme
l’anglais est la langue nationale, ceux qui ne parlent pas franpais n’ont pas de probleme pour

communiquer.

Le Ghana est le pays le plus a Test du bloc principal de foret humide de Haute Guinee et, en tant que

tel, il occupe une place importante dans la conservation d’especes d’oiseaux endemiques a cet habitat.

Le systeme d’aires protegees est bien developpe et consiste en pares nationaux, en reserves de resources

(auparavant reserves de production de gibier), en sanctuaires pour la faune sauvage et en reserves

forestieres.

A quick look at advertisements in the back of most

birding magazines will reveal a large number of

speciality tours on offer within Africa. Ghana is, how-

ever, rarely listed among the destinations. This is most

unfortunate as Ghana has much to offer to birders.

Ghanaians are among the most friendly people in

West Africa, and with English as the national lan-

guage, communication is rarely a problem for those

who do not speak French.

Ghana is the easternmost country within the main

block of Upper Guinea rainforest and, as such, it

occupies an important place in the conservation of

bird species endemic to this habitat. The protected

area system is well developed and consists of national

parks, resource reserves (formerly game production

reserves), wildlife sanctuaries, and forest reserves.

Geography and Habitats

Ghana has a total area of 242,000 km2
: it is bounded by

Togo to the east, Burkina Faso to the north, Cote

d’Ivoire to the west and the Atlantic Ocean to the

south. The northern part of the country is mostly

covered by Guinea savanna woodland. This habitat

looks superficially similar to the miombo woodlands

of eastern and southern Africa, but has an entirely

different tree species composition. In the extreme

northeast, the rainfall declines and the Guinea sa-

vanna woodland gives way to the dry Sudan zone

woodland of the Sahel. Most of the southern part of

Ghana is within the Upper Guinea forest zone, the

forest extending in a wedge shape with its base along

the Cote d’Ivoire border north to Sunyani and the apex

to Akosombo at the southern tip of Lake Volta. Two
other major habitats, the coastal thicket and grasslands,

cover the southeast corner of the country. The coastal

thicket zone extends in a narrow strip from near

Takoradi east to Accra. The area from Accra east to the

Volta River, and north to Akuse, is occupied by the

Accra-Akuse-Keta grasslands (Accra-Ho-Keta plains).

There is a small outlier of these grasslands at Winneba

west of Accra and a thin slice along the eastern border

area from the Akosombo-Ho line north to Nkwanta in

the Volta Region.

Topography and Climate

Ghana is relatively flat with most of the country lying

between 100-300 m above sea level. However, the

hills along the southwestern edge of the Volta basin

from Akosombo to Mampong (Ashanti) reach eleva-

tions of over 600 m and several peaks in the Togo Hills

near Nkwanta are over 800 m.

During the day temperatures in the forest zone

average around 30°C, and in the northern regions,

slightly higher. The temperature, however, rarely ex-

ceeds 22°C inside closed canopy forest.

In the south, the rainy season is bimodal with

peaks in June and October, interrupted by a short dry

spell in late July and August. In the north there is a

single wet season with a peak in rainfall during August

and September.

The best time to visit the forest zone is during

August when conditions are relatively cool and dry.

The vegetation is still green and lush from the first

rains and birds’ vocal activity is high. However, this is

the time of peak rainfall in the north and if you plan to

visit both areas then it is probably best to travel

sometime in January or February.

The Birds

The written history of ornithology in Ghana goes back

to 1705, when W. Bosman made sketches of some

common birds that he encountered while stationed at

Axim and Elmina4
. Since then there has been a long

succession of professional and amateur ornithologists
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who have contributed to the knowledge of Ghanaian

birds. Despite the large amount of work done in

Ghana, there are still unexplored areas in the country

and the distribution and status of many species are

poorly known.

To date an impressive country total of 725 bird

species has been recorded in Ghana 1
'
4

. Two of the best

studied sites are Mole National Park within the Guinea

Savannah and Kakum National Park within the forest

zone. Ornithologists have been visiting Mole for many

years and the species list stands at around 316 spe-

cies3
. Kakum National Park protects a forested area in

the central region near Cape Coast. This is a relatively

new national park with a total of 269 bird species

recorded so far. With further fieldwork this list will

certainly grow.

Forest Birding Tips

When birding in high forest it is advisable to have a

telescope. Many of the small canopy birds are often

silhouetted against the sky and can be impossible to

identify using only binoculars. A tape-recorder and

good quality shotgun microphone are very useful to

coax some of the more retiring forest understory

species into view. It will also prove to be valuable for

owling. Always have a good supply of 5 litre ziploc

bags or ‘dry-bags’ to keep optical and audio equip-

ment dry during the frequent rain showers in the

forest.

Birding Localities

In the following account more attention will be given

to sites within easy travelling distance of Accra. Lack

of space prohibits the inclusion of comprehensive

species lists for each locality mentioned. Instead a

general impression of birding prospects and a few of

the highlights for each site will be given. Localities are

organised by administrative region and are ranked in

order of distance and accessibility from Accra.

Greater Accra Region

Accra and Legon

The older residential areas in Accra (North Ridge, East

Ridge, Ringway estates, Cantonments, and Achimota)

contain good numbers of birds. Close to the down-

town area, the grounds of the Sunrise Hotel in North

Ridge are particularly good. Some of the more inter-

esting species seen here are; Red-thighed

Sparrowhawk Accipiter erythropus, Olive Thrush

Turdus pelios, and Yellow-billed Shrike Coruinella

corvina.

The i niversity of Ghana at Legon is a great place

to bird if your time is limited, with Grey Hornbill

Tockus nasutus
,
Green Wood-Hoopoe Phoeniculus

purpureus, Yellow-fronted Tinkerbird Pogoniulus

chrysoconus, Vieillot’s Barbet Lybius vieilloti
,
Fine-

spotted Woodpecker Campethera pnnctuligera,

Splendid Sunbird Nectarin ia coccin igasterand Pur-

ple Glossy Starling Lamprotomis purpureus all

occuring around the campus.

Korle Lagoon

This heavily polluted lagoon is within the city limits of

Accra near the suburbs of Korle-Bu and Korle Gonno.

While not a pleasant place, it holds internationally

important populations ofCurlew Sandpiper Calidris

ferruginea during the northern winter9
.

Panbros Saltpans and Densu River Delta

The Panbros area, 1 1 km west of Accra along the road

to Cape Coast, is a mosaic of saltpans, brackish water

lagoons, sand-dunes, marsh and scrub. This is an

important wintering site for migrant waders in Ghana9
.

Apart from waders, many other species can be seen

there including Black Crake Amauromisflavirostris,
Black-shouldered Kite Elanus caeruleus, Greater

Swamp-Warbler Acrocephalus rufescens, Wind-

ing Cisticola Cisticola galactotes, Black-winged

Red Bishop Euplectes hordeaceus, Red Bishop

Euplectes orix, Yellow-mantled Widowbird
Euplectes macrourns and Slender-billed Weaver
Ploceus pelzelni.

Shai Hills Resource Reserve

This is one of the most accessible protected areas in

Ghana being situated about one hour north of Accra

on the Accra Plains. Take the Tema Expressway and

then head north at the traffic circle on the road to

Kpong and Akosombo. The habitat around Shai Hills

is similar to parts of the East African savanna but bird

species are mostly different. There is a game drive in

the park starting from the entrance gate and circling

the rocky outliers of the Shai Hills. Some species can

be seen from a car but the best way to bird here is on

foot. The sections of road through the thickets on the

south-east side of the hills, and along the east side

(after the game protection camp) are ideal for this. A
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climb through the cassia forest up to the Obonutem

and Sayu caves will also add species to your list, and

the view from the top of the Hioweyo Hill is memora-

ble.

Stone Partridge Ptilopachus petrosas and Dou-

ble-spurred Francolin Francolinus bicalcaratus

are abundant everywhere in the reserve, but White-

throated Francolin F. albogularis is much more

difficult to find. Some common and frequently heard

species in the cassia groves are Snowy-crowned

Robin-Chat Cossypha niveicapilla, Gonolek
Laniarius barbarus, and Green-backed Cama-
roptera Camaroptera brachyura. However, many of

these species are skulkers and seeing them requires

patience. There are several resident pairs ofMocking

Cliff-Chat Myrmecocichla cinnamomeiventris

,

Mocking Cliff-ChatMyrmecocichla cinnamomeiventris

Mark Andrews

around the Sayu bat cave and on the larger rock

outcrops on the hills. Although they are noisy, these

birds are also quite adept at staying out of sight and

you will have to work to get a good view of them. The

thickets, strips of riverine bush and cassia groves on

the plains are home to a population of Violet Turaco

Musophaga violacea, one of the most colourful birds

in Ghana. This species spends much of its time hidden

in thick vegetation but is conspicuous when flying

between thickets. Another colourful species resident

on the wooded plains is the Senegal Parrot

Poicephalus senegalus. They are easy to see in the

early mornings and evenings when pairs and small

flocks fly out from the hills to feeding grounds and

return in the evening to roost. Many other bird species

are found in the Shai Hills and these included

Vinaceous Dove Streptopelia vinacea
,
Red-eyed

Dove S. semitorquata, Blue-spotted Wood Dove

Turtur afer. Black-throated Honeyguide Indica-

tor indicator, Yellow-throated Longclaw Macronyx

croceus
,
Croaking Cisticola Cisticola natalensis,

Whistling Cisticola C. lateralis

,

Zitting Cisticola

C. juncidis, Siffling Cisticola C. brachyptera
,
Pale

Flycatcher Bradornis pallidus, and White-shoul-

dered Tit Parus guineensis.

Songaw Lagoon
Songaw is a complex of brackish lagoons with shal-

low muddy margins, mudflats and saltpans about 80

km east of Accra. This is a RAMSAR site (internation-

ally important wetland) and the most important resting

area for terns Sternidae in Ghana 10
. Many species of

waders can also be seen there.

Eastern Region

Aburi Botanical Gardens

Aburi in the Akwapim hills is about a 45 minute drive

north-east of Accra. Modest but comfortable accom-

modation is available at the botanical gardens or at the

Olyander Guest House (350 m from the north en-

trance). The botanical gardens, although now
considerably run-down, are still attractive and home
to many species of birds. Among the species that can

be found are African Goshawk Accipiter tachiro

toussenelii, Ahanta Francolin Francolinus

ahantensis, Green Turaco Tauraco persa, Black-

throated Coucal Centropus leucogaster, Hairy-

breasted Barbet Tricholaema hirsuta, Speckled

Tinkerbird Pogoniulus scolopaceus, Honeyguide

Greenbul Baeopogon indicator, Grey-headed

Bristlebill Bleda canicapilla, Red-tailed Greenbul

Criniger calums, Gambian Puff-back Dtyoscopus

gambensis, Green Crombec Sylvietta Virens, Green

Hylia Hylia prassina, Blue-throated Brown
Sunbird Nectarinia cyanolaema, White-breasted

Negrofinch Nigrita fusconota, Grey-crowned
Negrofinch N. canicapilla, Forest Chestnut-

winged Starling Onycbognathus fuligidus, and

Splendid Glossy Starling Lamprotornis splendidus.

The Atewa Range is a group of hills about two hours

north-west of Accra between Kade and Korforidua.

The best access to this area is through the town of Kibi.

Atewa reaches elevations of over 600 m and supports

patches of upland evergreen forest, one of the rarest
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and most interesting habitats in Ghana. This area has

never been properly explored ornithologically and

should prove rewarding for anyone with the time to

visit
4

.

Kwahu Plateau (also known as the Nkawkaw
escarpment)

Like the Atewa range, forests on the Kwahu Plateau

near Nkawkaw should provide rewarding birding for

anyone with the time to go there. The Kwahu Plateau

forms part of the southern scarp of the Volta basin, and

breeding colonies of Yellow-headed Rockfowl

Picathartes gymnocephalus are known from there45 .

Central Region

Winneba grasslands (plains)

The Winneba grasslands are an outlier of the Accra-

Akuse-Sogakofe grasslands (Accra-Ho-Keta plains)

and are about one hour west of Accra on the road to

Cape Coast. One of the easiest points of access to this

habitat is 5-5 km west of the Winneba traffic circle at

Gomoa Amanfi. At this point there are relatively intact

areas of grassland, seasonally flooded grassland and

thicket. This is the home of a disjunct population of

Black-backed Cisticola Cisticola eximia winneba

discovered by Admiral H. Lynes and J. Vincent in

1931
7

. Other species of interest recorded here in-

cluded Yellow-throated Longclaw, Croaking

Cisticola, Siffling Cisticola, Moustached Grass-

Warbler Melocichla mentalis, Red-winged Prinia

Prinia erythroptera
,
and Quailfinch Ortygospiza

atricollis.

Brenu Beach

Brenu Akyim is a small village 23 km west of Cape

Coast. Access to this area is via an all-weather feeder

road leading from the main Cape Coast-Takoradi

trunk road. This road passes through some superb

coastal thicket which is teeming with birds and this

area, together with the pristine Brenu Lagoon and

beach, is well worth visiting.

Some of the more interesting birds found there

include: Grey Kestrel Falco ardosiaceus, Guinea

Turaco, Great Spotted Cuckoo Clamator gland-

anus, Pied-winged Swallow Hirundo leucosoma,

Simple Greenbul Cblorocichla simplex
,
Sulphur-

breasted Bush Shrike Malaconotus sulfureopectus

,

Gonolek. Snowy-crowned Robin-Chat, Red-

faced Cisticola Cisticola erythrops, Singing

Cisticola C. cantans, Siffling Cisticola, Red-

winged Prinia. Moho Hypergerus atriceps,

Bar-breasted Firefinch Lagonosticta rufopicta, Af-

rican Firefinch / mbricata and Compact Weaver

Ploceus superciliosus.

Elmina salt pans

Within Elmina town, 1 1 km west of Cape Coast, there

is a complex of river, lagoon and salt-pans. These

extend north to Bronyibima along the main Cape

Coast-Takoradi trunk road. Dense mangroves and

thickets make this an ideal site to look for Wattle-eye

Platysteira cyanea
,
Reichenbach’s Sunbird

Nectarinia reichenbachii, Orange Weaver Ploceus

aurantius and Slender-billed Weaver P. pelzelni.

Brimsu reservoir

Brimsu reservoir, formed by a dam on the Kakum
River, is 10 km north of Cape Coast. The access road

junction along the main Cape Coast-Twifo Praso road

is slightly over 6 km north of Pedu Junction. Natural

forest around Brimsu is virtually gone, but the im-

poundment watershed has been planted with cassia

and contains many forest birds. Specialities found

there include Latham’s Forest Francolin Franco-

linus lathami, White-spotted Flufftail Sarothrura

pulchra , Nkulengu Rail Himantornis haematopus,

African Giant Kingfisher Ceryle maxima, Rosy

Bee-eater Merops malimbicus, Red-rumped
Tinkerbird Pogoniulus atroflavus, Black-cap

Illadopsis Trichastoma cleaveri, White-throated

Greenbul Phyllastrephus albigularis, Forest Robin

Stiphromis erythrothorax and Red-cheeked Wattle-

eye Platysteira blissetti.

Cape Coast

There are not many interesting spe-

cies in and around Cape Coast,

although there is often a pair of

Piapiac Ptilostomus afer attend-

ing cows at the University ofCape

Coast agricultural station. This

site can be reached through

the university campus or along

a dirt track at Akotokyir just

past the Abura market on the

Twifo Praso road. Evenings at

Akotokyir, Abura and Sakina are

a good time to see Mottled

Spinetail Telacanthura ussheri,

and at dusk it is relatively easy to

find Long-tailed Nightjar Capri-

mulgus climacurus along the

gravel roads.

Kakum National Park

Kakum National Park and the contiguous Assin

Attandanso Resource Reserve protect a 360 km2 area

of high forest. Kakum is a half-hour drive north of

Cape Coast, the principal town of the Central Region,

and a 3 hour drive from Accra. A range of accommo-

Mottled Spinetail

Telacanthura ussheri

Mark Andrews
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dation options is available in Cape Coast. If you are

interested in seeing West African forest birds, then a

visit to Kakum is essential.

Kakum’s elevation varies from 135-250 m. There

are some small hills in the south-west corner, but

otherwise the terrain is gently undulating. Most of the

park is covered in forest, virtually all of which has

been selectively logged in the past. The areas most

recently logged are characterised by a broken canopy,

thick vine tangles and undergrowth, but elsewhere

there is a comparatively open understorey and well-

developed canopy.

There are 269 bird species whose presence in

Kakum has been confirmed, and an additional 54

species on the hypothetical list. This number far ex-

ceeds the total of 143 species recorded in both Bia and

Nini-Suhien National Parks, the only other protected

forest areas in Ghana for which there are published

bird lists
211

. Little fieldwork has, however, been un-

dertaken by experienced observers in these parks,

and the actual number of species there is not likely to

be very different from Kakum. By contrast, the 5,000

km2 Mole National Park (almost 14 times larger than

Kakum) has 316 species3 ’
7

. Mole is mostly Guinea

savanna, but contains at least nine different habitat

types3
. The number of species recorded there is not

likely to increase much with further fieldwork as

species totals from other well-studied Guinea sa-

vanna sites range from 300-3293,8
.

A park checklist has been prepared for Kakum.

To obtain a copy, write to the Senior Park Warden,

Kakum National Park, PO Box 427, Cape Coast, Ghana

or to the Ghana Program, Conservation International,

1015 18th St. NW, Suite 1000, Washington, DC 20036

(e-mail : m . omland@conservation.org)

.

There are good birding areas throughout Kakum.

For visiting birders with a limited amount of time

available, however, the recommended strategy will

be to spend more time in some of the best spots. A few

of these areas are listed below:

Abrafo (Park Headquarters)

Abrafo is the best place to bird in Kakum, both in terms

of access and in number of species found there. The

park headquarters at Abrafo is situated in a basin

between Kakum National Park and Pra Suhien Forest

Reserve, and extensive areas of forest edge and canopy

are visible from the grounds. Many canopy species

that are difficult to see in the forest can often be seen

flying over the clearing or perched in the tops of tall

trees. The forest trail system at Abrafo is quite good for

viewing under-storey and middle-storey birds. Dur-

ing 1994 there was a mixed-species flock that formed

each morning along the Kuntan trail just north of the

large Canarium schwenfurthii tree. This flock almost

invariably contained a pair of the scarce Yellow-

bearded Greenbul Criniger olivaceus.

The canopy walkway at Abrafo is probably the

best area in Kakum from which to view canopy and

aerial feeding birds. The largest platform on the walk-

way was built in a huge Antiaris toxicaria tree that is

a constant focus of bird activity. Ten species of birds

have been found nesting in this tree, Great

Sparrowhawk Accipitermelanoleucus, Red-necked

Buzzard Buteo auguralis, Grey Parrot Psittacus

erithacus
,
Red-fronted Parrot Poicephalusgulielmi,

Blue-throated Roller Eurystomus gularis, Red-

headed Malimbe Malimbus coronatus, Yellow-

mantled Weaver Ploceus tricolor
,
Forest Chest-

nut-winged Starling, Splendid Glossy Starling

and (Fork-tailed) Drongo Dicrurus adsimilis. Other

species frequently seen from (and on) the canopy

walkway include Black Dwarf Hornbill Tockus

hartlaubi
,
Blue Cuckoo-shrike Coracina azurea,

Red-billed Shrike Prionops caniceps, Sabine’s

Puffback Dryoscopus sabini, Brown-crowned
Eremomela Eremomela badiceps

,
Sharpe’s Apalis

Apalis sharpei, Little Grey Flycatcher Muscicapa

epulata
,
and Violet-backed Flycatcher Hyliota

violacea. Most birds display very little fear of humans

at tree-top level and great close-up views of many

species can be had. Take your camera to the walkway!

Antwikwaa
Antwikwaa is one of the best places to see forest-edge

species, and birding along the dirt road through de-

graded forest, thicket, and cultivation near the forest

boundary can be very rewarding. The cocoa farms

near the game protection camp are usually full of birds

including: Grey Parrot, Piping Hornbill Cerato-

gymna fistulator
,
Sabine’s Spinetail Rhaphidura

sabini
,
Black Bee-eater Merops gularis

,
Rosy Bee-

eater, Naked-faced Barbet Gymnobucco calvus,

Kemp’s Longbill Macrosphenus flavicans kempi
,

Black and White Flycatcher Bias musicus
,

Ussher’s Dusky Flycatcher Aiiomyias ussheri
,
Ol-

ive-bellied Sunbird Nectarinia cbloropygia. Magpie

Mannikin Loncburafringilloides and Black-winged

Oriole Oriolus nigripennis. A walk along the bound-

ary from the end of the road is usually good for

under-storey mixed-species flocks and other species

such as Spot-breasted Ibis Bostrychia rara
,
Afri-

can Finfoot Podica senegalensis, White-bellied

Kingfisher Corythornis leucogaster and Shining

Blue Kingfisher Alcedo quadribrachys can be seen

along the Afia River. If time permits, a walk along the

old logging road towards the Sukuma River can also

be rewarding.
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Kruwa (Obeng Krom)
After Abrafo, Kruwa is probably one of the best hirel-

ing spots in Kakum. The forest there is more intact

than at Antwikwaa and a good view of the canopy can

be obtained at all times while walking along the old

logging road. It is a half-hour walk from the forest

edge near Obeng Krom village, but it is well worth the

effort. There are many species of fruit trees along the

logging track and great views of greenbuls can be

obtained when the Harungana madagascariensis is

fruiting. As many as eight species of greenbuls in-

cluding Slender-billed Andropadus gracilirostris
,

Yellow-whiskered A. latirostris
,
Cameroun Som-

bre A. curvirostris, Little A. virens, Ansorge’s A.

ansorgei, White-tailed Thescelocichla leucopleura,

Golden Calyptocichla senna, and Honeyguide can

be seen in the same fruiting tree.

About an hour’s brisk walk from Obeng Krom

(near the ground platform) lies some very nice forest

and Raphia swamp. This is probably the easiest site to

find the elusive Nkulenga Rail, Sandy Scops Owl

Otus icterorhynchus and Fraser’s Eagle-Owl Bubo

poensis.

Aboabo
The forest at Aboabo is rather degraded. Nevertheless,

this is the only area in Kakum where a motorable track

passes through forest. Consequently, the view of the

canopy at Aboabo is unparalleled and the wide gravel

road makes birding easier for large groups. Species of

interest there include Crowned Eagle Stephanoaetus

coronatus, Latham’s Forest Francolin, Great Blue

Turaco Corythaeola cristata, Bristle-nosed Barbet

Gymnobuccopeli, Violet-backed Flycatcher Hyliota

violacea. Shrike Flycatcher Megabyasflammulata,

Red-cheeked Wattle-eye, Golden-backed Weaver

Ploceus preussi, and Blue-bill Spermophaga

haematina.

Volta Region

Keta Lagoon

Keta Lagoon, about 170 km east of Accra, is the largest

wetland site along the coast of Ghana. It is a complex

of brackish lagoons with shallow muddy margins,

mudflats and saltpans. Like Songaw Lagoon this is also

a RAMSAR site
9

. Some of the interesting species to be

found there include; Curlew Sandpiper, Spotted

Redshank Tringa erythrops, Eurasian Avocet

Recurviroslra avosetta. Black-tailed Godwit Limosa

limosa. Ruddy Turnstone Arenaria interpres and

Grey Plover Pluvialis squatarola.

Amedzofe

Amedzofe is in the southern part of the Togo Hills

about 3 5 hours north-east of Accra. To reach this

locality, follow the road toward Hohoe passing west

of Ho. At the village of Fume there is a sharp left bend

in the road, turn right here and follow the steep

winding track to Amedzofe. The elevation at Amedzofe

is slightly over 700 m and the view of the Volta basin

from this vantage point is quite stunning. There is a

guest house near the top of the mountain run by the

Ghana Broadcasting Corporation and surrounding

this are some remnants of upland evergreen forest.

Among some of the more interesting species found

here are: Great Sparrowhawk, Ahanta Francolin,

Yellow-billed Barbet Trachyphonus purpuratus,

Simple Greenbul, Little Greenbul, Grey-headed

Bristlebill, Nicator Nicator chloris, Kemp’s
Longbill, Olive-green Camaroptera Camaroptera

chloronota
,
Buff-throated Sunbird Nectarinia

adelberti and Pale-fronted Negro-Finch Nigrita

luteifrons.

Agumatsa (Wli Falls)

Wli Falls is a Wildlife Sanctuary east of Hohoe near

Afegame. After reaching the headquarters, there is a

25 minute walk to the falls through patches of riverine

and lowland forest. The birdlife does not appear to be

particularly impressive, but this may be as a result of

the difficulty of hearing calls and song above the

sound of rushing water. There is a huge roost of

Straw-coloured Fruit Bats Eidolon heluvum on the

cliff face near the falls. This spectacle, together with

the sheer beauty of the cliffs and falls, make this

locality worth a visit. Species of special interest in-

clude Stone Partridge, African Giant Kingfisher,

Hairy-breasted Barbet, Speckled Tinkerbird,

Leaf-love Pyrrbums scandens, Forest Robin, Buff-

throated Sunbird, Western Black-headed Oriole

Oriolus brachyrhynchus
,
Red-vented Malimbe

Malimbus scutatus and Chestnut-breasted Negro-

Finch Nigrita bicolor.

Stone Partridge Ptilopacbuspetrosus

Chris Gibbins

Kyabobo Range National Park (proposed)

This will soon be Ghana’s newest national park and

probably one of the most interesting. Access is through

the village of Shiare about 12 km east of Nkwanta. The

terrain there is too steep for vehicles and these must be
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parked about 2 km from Shiare and the trip completed

on foot. Kyabobo Mountain is 4 km south-east of

Shiare, and at 873 m, it is Ghana’s second highest

peak. The habitat around Shiare and on the Kyabobo

massif is submontane with riverine forest in the valleys

and Guinea savanna on the exposed ridges and hill-

sides. This mosaic of habitats is unique in Ghana.

When properly inventoried, Kyabobo may well be

found to have the highest bird species diversity of any

of Ghana's protected areas. Some of the interesting

species found there included Olive Long-tailed

Cuckoo Cercococcyx olivinus, Black Cuckoo
Cuculus clamosus, African Wood Owl Strix

woodfordi
,
Narina’s Trogon Apaloderma narina,

Spotted Honeyguide Indicator maculatus, Green-

backed Woodpecker Campethera cailliautii

permista, Rufous-sided Broadbill Smithornis

rufolateralis
,
FantiSaw-wing Psalidoprocne obscurn,

Leaf-love, Brubru Nilaus afer,
Puff-back, Red-

billed Shrike, Fire-crested Alethe Alethe

diademata
,
Finsch’s Rufous Thrush Stizorhina

fraserifinschi, Familiar Chat Cercomelafamiliaris,

Brown Illadopsis Trichastoma fulvescens

molonyanum, Rufous-winged Illadopsis T.

rufescens, Capuchin Babbler Phyllanthus

atripennis, Brown Babbler Turdoides plebejus,

Sharpe’s Apalis, Moustached Grass-Warbler,

Shrike Flycatcher, Black and White Flycatcher,

Grey Tit-Flycatcher Myioparus plumbeus, Senegal

Batis Batis senegalensis, Variable Sunbird

Nectarinia venusta
,
Yellow-mantled and Red-col-

lared Widowbird and Blue-bill.

Breweniase Forest Reserve

Between Kadjebi and Nkwanta therewas quite a large

expanse of lowland forest along the road. Some of this

is within Breweniase Forest Reserve, but most is un-

protected and being rapidly converted to agricultural

land. The best forest seen was along a stretch of bush

road just north of Poasi and passing through Ahamasu

and Pampawie. This area would certainly be worth a

visit.

Ashanti Region

Kumasi

Many of the older residential neighbourhoods in

Kumasi have large trees and relatively good numbers

of birds. Probably the best place to bird, however, is

on the campus of the University of Science and Tech-

nology.

Lake Bosumtwi

Lake Bosumtwi is about 35 km south-east of Kumasi.

There is not much forest remaining around the lake

and on the surrounding hills and, consequently, there

are few species of interest found there. However,

there are several sacred groves along the road from

Kumasi to Bosumtwi that are worth visiting and many

widespread bird species can be seen during the drive.

Western Region

Most of the interesting sites to visit in the western

region are forested and many of these are rather

inaccessible. The best place to see forest birds is

probably Nini-Suhien National Park and Ankasa Re-

source Reserve. Other interesting sites include Bia

National Park and the forest reserves at Subri River,

Boin River, Dadeeso, and Cape Three Points. In par-

ticular, Cape Three Points Forest Reserve protects

some of the best remaining coastal forest in Ghana

and access to this site is not too difficult. Visits to any

of the other forest reserves will need some advance

planning and access to a four-wheel-drive vehicle.

Brong-Ahafo Region

Boabeng-Fiema Sanctuary

The Boabeng-Fiema Monkey Sanctuary is in the for-

est-transition zone 130 km north of Kumasi. It can be

reached from Techiman by passing through Nkoranza

to the east or Maasa to the north. The sanctuary, near

Boabeng and Fiema villages, is composed of several

small patches of semi-deciduous forest surrounded

by rich woodland. These areas were set aside to

protect monkeys, the totem of the local people. There

is a high density of fig trees in the forest and this,

combined with the well-maintained trail system, should

make it a good site for birding.

Kintampo Falls

Kintampo Falls is about 2 km north of Kintampo on

the road to Tamale. The area around the falls is

protected and some development has been under-

taken to facilitate access to the falls. The river below

the falls is a good spot for African Finfoot, but, as at

Wli Falls, the sound of rushing water effectively drowns

out most bird calls making birding difficult.

Northern Region

Mole National Park

Mole National Park is the best known Guinea savanna

site for birding in Ghana. Mole covers an area of

around 5,000 km 2 and a total of 316 bird species have

been recorded 5,7
. Mole is mostly pristine Guinea sa-

vanna, but contains at least nine other habitat types

leading to a high species richness3
. Birds that can be

seen include Hammerkop Scopus umbretta
,
Egyp-

tian Plover Pluvianus aegyptius, Rose-ringed

Parrakeet Psittacula krameri, Standard-winged

Nightjar Macrodipteryx longipennis, Speckled

Mousebird Colius striatus, Carmine Bee-eater
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Merops nubicus, Blue-bellied Roller Coracias

cyanogaster , Abyssinian Ground Hornbill

Bucorvus abyssinicus
,
Golden-tailed Woodpecker

Campetbera abingoni, Crested Lark Galerida

cristata, Grey-rumped Swallow Pseudhirundo

griseopyga ,
Yellow-throated Leaf-love Chlorocichla

flavicollis, White-crowned Robin-chat Cossypha

albicapilla, Rufous Cisticola Cisticola rufa ,
Red-

pate Cisticola C. ruficeps, Smaller Green-backed

Eremomela Eremomelapusilla, Yellow-bellied Fly-

catcher Hyliota Jlavigaster, Blue Flycatcher

Trochocercus longicauda, Spotted Creeper

Salpornis spilonota, Beautiful Sunbird Nectarinia

pulchella
,
Brown-rumped Bunting Emberiza

forbesi ,
Red-tailed Lavender Waxbill Estrilda

caerulescens
,
Black-faced Firefinch Eslrilda larvata,

Grey-headed Olive-back Nesocharis capistrata,

Chestnut-crowned Sparrow-Weaver Plocepasser

superciliosus, Red-headed Weaver Malimbus

rubriceps, Little Weaver Ploceus luteolus, Uelle

Paradise Whydah Vidua interjecta, Jambandu
Indigobird Vidua raricola, Lesser Blue-eared

Starling Lamprotornis chloropterus, Yellow-

billed Oxpecker Buphagus africanus and Piapiac.

Other Interesting Localities

There are many other interesting localities for birds in

the Northern Region including the following: the dam
just west of Gambaga, Nalerigu (particular the com-

pound of the Baptist Medical Center), Nakpanduri

and the Gambaga Escarpment, seasonally inundated

grasslands along the road from Tamale and Walewale,

and Bui National Park along the Black Volta.

Upper East Region

This is the only region in Ghana in which the Sudan

zone occurs and several bird species are found only in

this area. Places to bird include Tono and Vea dams

near Bolgatanga, the banks of the White and Red Volta

Rivers, and around Bawku. Interesting species which

can be seen here include Grasshopper Buzzard

Butastur rufipennis, Swallow-tailed Kite Elanus

riocourii, White-bellied Bustard Eupodotis

senegalensis, Denham’s Bustard Neotis denhami
,

Arabian Bustard Otis arabs. Black-headed Plover

Vanellus tectus, Four-banded Sandgrouse Pterocles

quadricinctus, Speckled Pigeon Columba guinea,

European Turtle Dove Streptopelia turtur
,
Abys-

sinian Roller Coracias abyssinica, Red-rumped

Bush-Lark Pinarocorys erythropygiaWhite-rumped

Seed-eater Serinus leucopygias, Cut-throat

Amadinafasciata, Silver-bill Lonchura malabarica,

Long-tailed Glossy Starling Lamprotornis caudatus

and Chestnut-bellied Starling Spreo pulcber.

Upper West Region

There are a number of good areas to bird in this region

but most localities are remote and the roads in rela-

tively poor condition. There are some intact woodland

areas between Tumu and Navrongo and at the Gbele

Resource Reserve south ofJeffisi, and the Black Volta

valley north of Wa is the only place in Ghana where

Buffalo-Weaver Bubalornis albirostris can be found.
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Namibia’s Caprivi Strip

Christopher Hines

Resume: La bande de Caprivi en Namibie est un long couloir etroit de 450 km allant du coin nord-est

du corps principal du pays aux plaines inondees et aux lies du fleuve Zambeze. Avec plus de 450 especes

signalees dans cette petite region et une infrastructure raisonnablement bonne, la bande de Caprivi est

l’un des meilleurs endroits d’Afrique australe pour observer les oiseaux. Pour les ornithologistes en quete

des 'specialties de l’Okavango’, comme 1’Aigrette vineuse et le Coucal des Papyrus, cette region a

l’avantage d’offrir la chance d’observer ces especes a une fraction du cout du Botswana voisin.

Namibia’s Caprivi Strip is a long narrow extension

of land, running about 450 km from the north-

east corner of the main body of the country to the

flood-plains and islands of the Zambezi River. Named
after Chancellor Bismark’s successor, Leo Graf von

Caprivi, the strip was ceded to colonial Germany by

the British. At the time Germany and Portugal wanted

both to stop the northward advance of British coloni-

alism and then join their own East African colonies

(Tanzania and Mozambique) to their western colo-

nies (now Namibia and Angola).

Cecil Rhodes was quicker off the mark and was

able to bamboozle tribal leaders in what is now Bot-

swana, Zambia and Malawi into agreements with his

British South Africa Company, thereby halting the

German and Portuguese plan. The Germans, how-

ever, came to an understanding with the British

government and were ceded the Caprivi Strip in order

to give them riparian access to the Zambezi. Why the

British did this is anyone’s guess, but the oddities of a

colonial past have certainly opened opportunities for

birders.

With more than 450 species recorded in this small

area and a reasonably good infrastructure, the Caprivi

Strip is one of southern Africa’s top birding spots. For

birders in pursuit of Okavango specials, such as Slaty

Egret and Coppery-tailed Coucal it has the distinct

advantage of costing a fraction of the amount one

would spend on a journey in neighbouring Botswana.

The area and sites discussed in this article are

shown in Figure 1. I have tried to cover most of the

important bird sites between Rundu and the eastern

flood-plains of the Zambezi River. The best time to

visit the area is without doubt the austral summer,

particularly the wet season from November to April,

when most of the migrants are present and resident

species are in breeding plumage.

1 have assumed that most visitors to the area will

be coming from the south and west (ie Etosha Na-

tional Park) and the route described is along the main

road from Rundu to Katima Mulilo. The construction

of a new tar road through the Caprivi has opened up

the region considerably and even during the main wet

season from December to March most of the sites

described can be accessed by two wheel-drive vehi-

cles. For birders interested in getting out into more

remote areas with poor roads a four-wheel-drive ve-

hicle is recommended, but my advice is to be very

careful. Should you get seriously stuck it can be days

before someone comes along or a long walk to the

For scientific names see appendix
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nearest settlement to get help. Ask about local road

conditions before attempting some of the trickier

areas.

Malaria is an endemic, year round problem and

prophylaxis are recommended for all visitors. Per-

sonal security is not a serious risk and most people are

friendly and helpful, but take basic precautions: lock

valuables out of sight and don't leave your vehicle

unattended in the bigger towns at night. When plan-

ning to bird along borders or near borderposts etc,

check with local officials and lodge owners on the

current security situation. There have been minor

flare-ups particularly along the Angolan border and

although nothing serious has ever happened, it could

spoil your holiday.

The Sites West to East

Rundu
Rundu makes a good overnight stop for those birders

who cannot go all the way through to Popa Falls.

There is a wide variety ofaccommodation, from budget

camping to fairly upmarket lodges. There is some

reasonable birding around Sarasunga River Lodge

(also has a camp ground), but none of the establish-

ments is particularly geared towards birders. It is

important to check the current security situation with

local lodge owners before birding along the river

front. Another drawback with birding in this area is the

amount of disturbance from Rundu’s large popula-

tion.

About 5 km south of the town (about 1 km from

the turnoff to the airport and military camp) the main

road (B8) crosses a well-developed drainage line. All

the waste water from the military camp drains into this

omuramba and the reedbeds and ponds are some-

times good for waterbirds. Lesser Moorhen, Allen’s

Gallinule, African Crake, African Snipe and Black

Crake are regularly recorded here. African Reed

Warbler, Sedge Warbler, Yellow-crowned
(Golden) Bishop, Red-shouldered Widow and

Common Waxbill are also common. Early morn-

ings and late afternoons are best at this spot and you

may be rewarded with views of Greater Painted-

Snipe, several species of nightjar and with luck a Bat

Hawk
The best birding spot is the area just to the east of

the town by the zoo, golf course and sewage works.

The best access is through the golfcourse which is

easily found off the old main road. Park near the

clubhouse and ask if you may walk around. The

acacia thickets and trees along the fairways are excel-

lent for a variety of species, such as White-bellied

Sunbird Burnt-necked Eremomela, Long-billed

Crombec, Diederik Cuckoo, Little Bee-eater,

Black-eyed Bulbul, Groundscraper Thrush and

Brubru. Purple-banded Sunbird, Orange-
breasted Bush Shrike and Parasitic Weaver
(Cuckoo Finch) have occasionally been seen along

the fairways. Capped Wheatear favour the open

exposed areas towards the zoo and I have seen both

Temminck’s and Burchell’s Courser in this area.

Late evenings are a good time to look out for some of

those difficult crepuscular species. Bronze-winged

Courser are quite common, as are several species of

nightjar including Square-tailed, Fiery-necked and

Rufous-cheeked, although Pennant-winged is

rarely recorded. Birds like African Hobby and Bat

Hawk are infrequently seen, but look for Pearl-

spotted Owlet, Common Scops and White-faced

Scops Owls around the floodlights at night. Listen

out for Red-chested Flufftail in the nearby reedbeds.

The sewage works lie immediately adjacent to the

golf club. The security fencing has all been stolen

from around the ponds and you will always find a

number of people in the area, occasionally hunting.

Although this tends to detract from the birding a list of

over 100 species should be easily achieved in a morn-

ing. The best areas to bird are the upper settling

ponds, which are usually good for a variety of terns

and waders (including White-fronted Sand-Plover),

and the flooded reed areas on the riverside of the

ponds. Bird numbers depend to a large extent on

water levels, which fluctuate markedly, but several

species of heron should be present year round includ-

ing Little Bittern, Slaty Egret and Dwarf Bittern

have also been recorded, usually during the wet sea-

son. The latter tends to favour the areas of short grass

near dense bush or trees, where they will often perch

after being disturbed.

Mark Andrews

Look out for several species of rallids, including

African Water Rail African Crake, Spotted Crake,

Purple Gallinule and Common Moorhen. Afri-

can Skimmer have been recorded here in the past, as
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have large concentrations of Collared Pratincole,

which tend to occur mostly in the open areas around

the golfcourse and zoo. Bee-eaters are always around

and flocks of Carmine, Blue-cheeked and Euro-

pean can be present together. Smaller numbers of

Little, White-fronted and rarely, Swallow-tailed

can also be found. Marsh Owl occurs in small num-

bers.

Several specialities should be seen relatively eas-

ily. Coppery-tailed Coucal occur throughout the

area (as do Senegal and White-browed) and are

easiest to see in the early morning, when they perch

and call from high in the reed beds. White-rumped

Babbler, Chirping Cisticola, Swamp Boubou,

the blackheaded form of the Spotted-backed (Vil-

lage) Weaver and Brown Firefinch are all common
in the sewage works area. Quail Finch is abundant,

but are almost impossible to see, listen out for their

distinctive trilink trilink call as they shoot out of the

grass at your feet.

The Rundu Divundu road (B8)

The 240 km between Rundu and Divundu is on a

good-quality tarmac road, which runs parallel with

the Okavango River, and can be covered in a few

hours. However, it is definitely worth making an early

start, to bird the broad-leaved woodlands en route, to

find a good list of typical species. Don’t bother stop-

ping near settlements and on cleared agricultural land

as there is much pristine woodland.

In the summer months the woodlands are good

for a variety of migrant raptors including Steppe

Eagle and Lesser Spotted Eagle, which can be seen

in large numbers at termite emergences (throughout

the Caprivi) during the early part of the wet season

from November to late January, depending on the

pattern of rainfall. Termite emergences take place

synchronously over large areas and are a major food

source for large numbers of birds. Termites can only

be described as the popcorn of the bird world. If you

are lucky enough to come across an emergence, the

variety and numbers of birds feeding will astound

you. Aerial feeders include Hobby, Red-footed Fal-

con, Black Kite (both the African Yellow-billed

and the migrant races), Lanner and Peregrine Fal-

cons, African Hobby and accipiters such as African

Little Sparrowhawk. Check all the big feeding

groups for small numbers of Eastern Red-footed

Falcon, Lesser Kestrel (they tend to favour very

open habitats such as grasslands and airfields) and

Dickinson’s Kestrel. The larger raptors tend to feed

on the ground and feeding parties may include most

species of vulture, Secretary Bird, Wahlberg’s Ea-

gle, African Hawk Eagle, African Fish Eagle,

Bateleur, Tawny Eagle and Dark Chanting Gos-

hawk.

Large numbers of Abdim’s, Marabou and

Woolly-necked Storks are also found at termite

emergences. Grey Hornbill show a deft touch in

catching termites on the wing, with Red-billed,

Southern Yellow-billed and Bradfield’s Horn-

bills all tending to feed on the ground. In one

particularly wet year I saw several hundred Whisk-

ered and White-winged Terns feeding at a big

emergence in the Lake Liambezi area of eastern Caprivi.

Regular stops along the way in tall, mature wood-

land should give good views of African Golden
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Oriole. Tinkling (Grey) Cisticola, Neddicky (Pip-

ing Cisticola), Southern Black Tit, Pale Flycatcher

and Black (Amethyst) Sunbird. Keep a look out for

Sharp-tailed Starling and Rufous-bellied Tit in

any stand of tall woodland east of the Omuramba
Omatako (about 90 km from Rundu). The woodlands

around Katere have reached near mythical status as

the place to see these species but 1 have found that

they are readily seen in mature woodland all along the

main road.

The Okavango River is broken up into a maze of

small channels and wooded islands in the Andara area

(signposted off the B8) by a broad band of quarzites

which run at right angles through the river. Outside of

Popa Falls this is the easiest place to see Rock
Pratincole, which occur in fairly large numbers on

boulders and rocky outcrops from May through to

February. The dense riparian forest and scrub on the

river bank and islands is also good habitat for African

Emerald and Red-chested Cuckoos, Long-crested

Eagle. African Wood Owl, Retz’s Red-billed Hel-

met Shrike, Collared Sunbird and, very rarely,

Red-capped Robin-Chat (Natal Robin). If you are in

the area at about sunset listen out for the distinctive

kow kow kow of Freckled Nightjar this is the best

place to see it in the north-east of Namibia and look

out for Bat Hawk and African Hobby hunting over

the river. The area is most easily reached through the

Roman Catholic Mission at Andara where you should

ask permission to walk around. A number of the

islands are traditional burial grounds and you should

not go onto these under any circumstances.

Popa Falls and the Mahango Section of the

Okavango National Park

Popa Falls is about 30 ha in extent and is a very popular

camping and accommodation site administered by

the Ministry of Environment and Tourism. It is named

after a low series of rapids which drop about 3 m.

Popa Falls and the Mahango Section of the about

to be re-proclaimed Okavango National Park are with-

out doubt the prime sites for birding in the western

section of the Caprivi. With over 420 species, includ-

ing all the Okavango specialities, recorded in an area

covering only some 25,000 ha, this is the place no

birder should miss.

Popa Falls park can be broadly divided into four

distinct habitats. The area around the hutted accom-

modation is made up largely of very tall knobthorn

Acacia nigrescens forest, with a dense understorey of

shrubs where it hasn’t been cleared. African Wood
Owl and African Barred Owlet can easily be called

up here at night but please use tapes sparingly. Afri-

can Emerald African and Red-chested Cuckoo
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are regularly recorded in the tall trees here but are

difficult to see. Patient searching in these taller trees

should yield at least African Little Sparrowhawk,

African Goshawk and Shikra (Little-banded Gos-

hawk). Other species should include Golden-tailed,

Cardinal and Bearded Woodpeckers, African

Green Pigeon (especially in the early morning when
they tend to sit out to sun themselves) and Black-

collared Barbet. The dense understorey in this area

of the camp is excellent for Terrestrial Brownbul,

White-browed Robin-Chat (Heuglin's Robin), Red-

capped (Natal) Robin (rare), White-rumped
Babbler, Swamp Boubou, Orange-breasted Bush
Shrike, Grey-backed Camaroptera, Ashy Fly-

catcher and a range of Palaearctic warblers.

The drier rocky slopes of the middle of the camp

are covered with relatively low scrubby vegetation in

which it is difficult to see birds. Yellow-breasted

Apalis favour this area, as do Brown-headed

Tchagra, Cinnamon-breasted Rock Bunting

(rare), Blue and Violet-eared Waxbill and Emer-

ald-spotted Wood Dove. The more open areas of

exposed rock are the favoured roosting and nesting

sites for Freckled Nightjar. Other species of nightjar

recorded here include Fiery-necked, Rufous-

cheeked and Square-tailed. Pennant-winged

Nightjar tends to favour open woodland habitats

closer to the Mahango. In the campground area of

Popa Falls the drier scrub comes down to the edge of

a small side channel of the river. Look out in the small

stands of candelabra acacias Acacia hebeclada for

Brown, Red-billed and Jameson’s Firefinches,

Golden Weaver, Yellow-bellied Bulbul, Collared

Sunbird and Tawny-flanked Prinia. At both the

campground and the huts there are several Black

Crake which are veiy tame and feed on scraps around

the fireplaces.

The small island on the eastern side of the camp is

also good for most of the species listed above, but

provides access to the riverine habitats where a number

of specialities occur. As you cross the small zigzag

footbridge turn left along the small channel. The

papyrus Cyperuspapyrus beds here are the favoured

haunt of Greater and Lesser Swamp-Warblers,

Winding and Chirping Cisticolas. Thick-billed

Weaver make their neat nests in the reeds along this

section. The more forested sections are good for

Crested, Black-collared and Yellow-fronted

Tinkerbird, Terrestrial Brownbul, Kurrichane

Thrush, African Mourning Dove, Eastern Black-

headed Oriole, Grey Tit-Flycatcher (Fan-tailed

Flycatcher) and African Green Pigeon.

On the far side of the island there is good view

over the top of the ‘falls’ and the rocky outcrops here
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are favoured roosting sites for Rock Pratincole.

Another good area is at the junction of the camp

boundary fence and the river. The best times to see

this species are the early morning and late afternoon

when they can be seen hunting and displaying over

the falls.

During the heat of the day search the rocks for

basking Crocodile. Hippo occur in the area and it is

for this reason that it is inadvisable to walk around on

the island at night when they come ashore to graze.

Early morning walks along the river may be rewarded

with views of Cape Clawless Otter.

South of Popa Falls, about 15 km on the main road

to Botswana (D3403), is the Mahango Section of the

Okavango National Park, one of Namibia’s birding

hotspots. The reason for this is the variety of habitats,

ranging from open water, flood-plains and swamps to

dry, dense broad-leaved woodland. The most impor-

tant areas are accessible by two-wheel-drive vehicle

(except the western section) and you are allowed to

walk in the park. However, you should exercise ex-

treme caution when birding in the Mahango. Elephant,

buffalo, hippo and lion all occur and are, needless to

say, highly dangerous.

The loop road running down along the Mahango

Omuramba and onto the flood-plain margin provides

the best viewing opportunities. From the gate to the

turnoff onto the loop road (c 1 km) the vegetation is

short, broad-leafed woodland and scrub and is an

excellent area to see African Cuckoo Falcon, Pale

Flycatcher, Bradfield’s Hornbill, Mosque Swal-

low and flocks of Black-throated Canary. Striped

Kingfisher breed in the large false mopane Guibortia

coleosperma at the main gate. Turn left (east) along

the omuramba (deep sand on the road west necessi-

tates four-wheel-drive vehicles) and search the tops

of the large trees for raptors in the early morning.

Martial Eagle, Brown Snake Eagle, Bateleur,

Tawny Eagle, Dickinson’s Kestrel, Common Kes-

trel, Lanner Falcon, African Hobby and Dark

Chanting Goshawk are regularly seen along the first

2 km of the road.

Secretary Bird can often be found striding

through the short grasslands in the omuramba bot-

tom. Dusky, Red-capped, Fawn-coloured,

Rufous-naped and Flappet Larks commonly oc-

cur. Waders found in the short grasslands include

Temminck’s Courser, Crowned Plover, Spotted

Dikkop and Bronze-winged Courser (late

evening). Blue Wildebeest, Burchell’s Zebra,

Tsessebe, Roan Antelope and Warthog favour this

area, particularly when there is a green flush following

rain. Small herds of Red Lechwe move into this area

when the lower sections flood.

About 4 km from the turnoff the road passes a

series of small wetlands on the west and this is an

excellent area for waterbirds, including Red-billed

Duck, Greater Painted-Snipe, African Snipe and

Three-banded Plover. Baillon’s, African and Spot-

ted Crake have been found in the grassier areas.

Slaty Egret, Rufous-bellied Heron, Squacco

Heron and Dwarf Bittern occur here following

good rains.

The flood-plains of the Okavango River are vari-

able in width and character through the northern end

of the park. On quieter lagoons and backwaters Afri-

can Pygmy Goose, African and Lesser Jacana

(rare), White-backed Duck and Allen’s Gallinule

should be looked for. Listen out for Chirping

Cisticola, Greater Swamp-Warbler, Swamp
Boubou and Winding Cisticola in dense stands of

papyrus and Phragmites reedbeds.

There are three resident pairs of Wattled Crane

in the Mahango and these are mostly seen on the

northern flood-plains and near the Giant Baobab

picnic site, which is also the best place to watch the

flood-plain. Long-toed Lapwing, Wattled Plover,

Coppery-tailed and Black Coucals, Black Heron,

Goliath Heron, African Open-billed Stork,

Saddle-billed Stork, Glossy Ibis, several species of

Bee-eater, Banded Martin, Grey-rumped,
Wire-tailed and Lesser Striped Swallow and

Martial Eagle Polemaetus bellicosus (Chris Hines)
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Glossy Ibis Plegadisfalcinellus (Chris Hines)

White-winged Widow can all be seen from here.

Pink-throated Longclaw, Collared Pratincole,

African Skimmer (dry season only), Parasitic

Weaver, Osprey and African Marsh Harrier oc-

cur directly in front of the baobab. This area is also

good for mammals including, with luck, more elusive

species such as Sable and Sitatunga (very early

morning).

The picnic site at Kwetche (about 4 km south of

the Baobab) is set in a narrow strip of riparian wood-

land and overlooks a broad backwater. Kwetche is a

good spot to see White-fronted Bee-eater, Golden

and Southern Brown-throated Weaver and

Swamp Boubou. Playing tapes near the papyrus

reed swamps for Greater Swamp-Warbler, Chirp-

ing Cisticola and African Water Rail is often

successful. African Barred Owlet, Crested Barbet,

Yellow-billed and Red-billed Oxpeckers and Af-

rican Little Sparrowhawk have all been recorded

breeding in the very tall trees just to the south of the

picnic site Pel’s Fishing Owl and Smaller Banded
Snake Eagle have been recorded in this area in the

past, but there are few recent records.

I lave a look at the (former) woodlands just to the

south and west of the picnic spot to get an idea of the

destruction that Elephants can cause. The area around

Kwetche used to be an excellent site to see ‘forest’

species such as Terrestrial Brownbul, Collared Sunbird

and White-browed Robin-Chat - no more. This was

also the favoured habitat of Chobe Bushbuck which

is now rare within the park. There is a strong case to

be made for culling of Elephant in the Mahango, but

no decision has been made because of the intense

pressure brought to bear on the wildlife authorities by

international ‘green’ groups.

The diy woodlands in the western section of the

park are mostly only accessible by four wheel drive

vehicle. However, birding in the woodlands about

500 m south of the loop road turnoff (ie about 1.5 km
from the park gates) is quite good. Long-billed Pipit

of the race nyassae (often known as Wood Pipit) is a

rare species which favours open woodland habitat

where it feeds in the grassy areas. When flushed it

tends to fly up and perch on an exposed branch fairly

high up.

Look in the canopy of the taller trees for small bird

parties which often contain Yellow White-eye,

White-breasted Cuckoo-shrike, Green-capped

Eremomela, White Helmet Shrike, African

Golden Oriole and Southern Black Tit. Bennett’s

Woodpecker is most commonly seen in broad-leafed

woodlands such as these. Check the undergrowth for

Grey Cisticola and Neddicky. Rufous-bellied Tit

is rare and difficult to find in the park as is Sharp-

tailed Starling. They are more easily seen outside

the park in the vicinity of some livestock pens and a

cattle crush about 3 km north of the park gates.

Dense teak Baikiaea plurijuga woodlands in the

extreme west of the Mahango may yield views of

White-headed Black Chat, Racket-tailed Roller,

Stierling’s Wren-Warbler and Wahlberg’s Honey-

bird (Sharp-billed Honeyguide), but they are sparsely

distributed and very hard to find. Meyer’s Parrot is

found throughout the park but the Brown-necked

Parrot tends to favour the drier woodlands and they

can be most often seen flying up the omurambas in the

early morning on their way to feeding grounds.

A frustration for birders is that the park closes at

sunset and it is difficult to see nocturnal species.

However, a slow drive back towards Popa Falls is

often quite profitable and you can pick up Barn Owl
and European Nightjar as well as most of the

nightjars and owls mentioned earlier. However, Fiery-

necked and Rufous-cheeked Nightjars are the

commonest species, while Spotted Eagle-Owl is the

commonest large owl in the area, with Verreaux’s

Eagle-Owl being heard more often than seen. Spot-

lighting along the road may yield views of Lesser

Bushbaby and Common Genet.

There is no accommodation in the park, but there

is a range of facilities in the area. Popa Falls Rest Camp
(administered by the Ministry of Environment and

Tourism) has inexpensive campsites and pleasant

hutted accomodation. Ngepi Camp, about 5 km south

of Popa, has basic camping facilities but is sometimes

difficult to get to. Ndhovu Lodge, 2 km north of the
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Mahango Gate, is a luxury tented camp, set right on

the river and the owners are sensitive to birder’s

needs. A short boat trip here may yield White-backed

Night Heron and Pel’s Fishing Owl, while Bat

Hawk and African Hobby have been seen hunting

over the river in front of the camp on several occa-

sions. If Pel's Fishing Owl is a ‘have to see' on your trip

you may be tempted to dash down to Shakawe Fish-

ing Camp or Drotsky’s Cabins about 30 km south in

Botswana.

Typical broadleaved woodland on Kalahari sands in the

Mahango Game Reserve, Namibia. This vegetation is very

similar to the Miombo (Brachystegia) woodland of

Central Africa (Chris Hines)

West Caprivi and the Divundu Kongola road

The road between Divundu and the Kongola bridge

on the Kwando River is currently being upgraded,

with only the first 40 km tarred. This road is notori-

ously bad during the wet season and extreme caution

should be exercised. The road passes through exten-

sive tracts of typical broad-leafed woodland on Kalahari

sand, occasionally dissected by belts of acacia wood-

land and scrub or grasslands along omurambas or

interdunes. Birding is not particularly good anywhere

along this road but look out for Bradfield’s Hornbill,

Dark Chanting Goshawk, Dickinson’s Kestrel,

Purple Roller and a number of larger raptor species.

Towards the Kwando River the interdunes become

more defined and some contain small pans which

provide some interesting birding in the wet season.

Lesser Moorhen, Yellow-crowned Bishop and

Sedge Warbler can be common at these small

wetlands.

The west bank of the Kwando River

The Kwando River is a narrow, highly channelised

river, which rarely floods, with a narrow flood-plain.

The riparian habitats are similar to those along the

Okavango River but are generally fairly limited in

extent and the flood-plains are drier’. Large Kalahari

sand dunes come down directly onto the flood-plains

and are covered by large, tall, mature stands of broad-

leafed woodlands, dominated by teak. The junction of

the dune and the flood-plain is dominated by typically

dense riparian woodland vegetation, and it is in these

areas that birding is best.

Just before the bridge over the Kwando River turn

north on the road to the main Ministry of Environment

and Tourism office at Susuwe (about 4 km). This area

has some of the best birding along the Kwando, is

accessible by two-wheel-drive vehicle and has a fairly

basic unserviced campground. The area is currently

unproclaimed but falls under the jurisdiction of the

Ministry of Environment and Tourism, who are plan-

ning to proclaim the area in the near future.

Around the office complex search the large trees

for Narina’s Trogon or listen out for their distinctive

two syllableghoogboo call. They are common in these

dune slope woodlands and respond readily to tapes.

Another speciality of the area is Racket-tailed Roller

which should be searched for in the tall teak wood-

lands just to the south of the office complex. In the

summer months Broad-billed Roller and Wood-
land Kingfisher are both common. Coppery
Sunbird is another summer visitor to the area and can

be most easily seen feeding on the large purple flow-

ers of the teak trees on the dunes. Retz’s Red-billed

Helmet Shrike, African Emerald Cuckoo, Red-

chested Cuckoo, African Striped Cuckoo,

Orange-breasted Bush Shrike, Grey-headed Bush
Shrike, Greater Honeyguide, Bradfield’s

Hornbill, Crested Barbet, Purple-banded
Sunbird, Eastern Black-headed and African

Golden Orioles and several species ofwoodpecker,

particularly Bearded, should be seen in these wood-

lands. White-browed Scrub Robin and White-

browed Robin-Chat are easily seen, but Red-capped

Robin-Chat remains extremely difficult to find, al-

though their mimicking calls can be heard every

morning. The understorey of scrub is good for
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Palaearctic migrants, but species such as Thrush

Nightingale and Eurasian River Warbler are more

often heard than seen. Raptors are also well repre-

sented in the area. Wahlberg’s Eagle is common in

the summer months and Steppe, Lesser Spotted and

other Palaearctic migrants should be searched for

following good rains or at termite emergences. Black

Sparrowhawk has been recorded at Susuwe but is

very rare. Other accipiters include African Little and

Ovampo Sparrowhawk, Gabar, Little-banded and

African Goshawk and Lizard Buzzard. Search the

trees along the margins of open areas for African

Cuckoo Falcon which are not uncommon here.

African Wood, White-faced Scops, Barn and

Marsh Owls, Spotted Eagle-Owl and Pearl-spot-

ted and African Barred Owlets, have all been

recorded around the camp. Be careful not to confuse

the booming calls of Ground Hornbill (most often

heard in the early morning) with Verreaux’s Eagle-

Owl, which can also be heard calling at Susuwe.

The backwaters, channels and grasslands of the

flood-plains directly to the north of Susuwe hold a

wide suite of wetland birds, including cormorants,

herons, storks, ibis, wildfowl and crakes. Early

morning is the best time to search for Black and

Coppery-tailed Coucal as they tend to sit out sun-

ning themselves during this period. The kapok kapok.

call of Black Coucal is heard often, but this is a

notoriously difficult bird to see. Breeding colonies of

the distinctive black headed subspecies of Spotted-

backed Weaver, Red-headed Quelea, Southern

Brown-throated Weaver and isolated nests of

Golden Weaver can be found in the reed beds.

The flood-plain grasslands are the best areas to

see Denham’s Bustard and Black-bellied Bustard,

but these two species are never abundant, tend to be

eruptive and can be very sneaky. Desert and Fan-

tailed Cisticola call constantly during the wet season

and Little Button Quail and Harlequin Quail should

be easily flushed, especially in the early morning.

Collared Pratincoles breed in fairly large numbers

on islands which have been denuded of grass.

Mammals are not as abundant as in the Mahango,

but caution is still necessary and it is inadvisable to

walk around at night as Hippo often feed in close

proximity to the campsite. Birding towards the Angolan

border is not very different to the Susuwe area and as

this area is largely uncontrolled, I do not advise going

more than about 5 km north of Susuwe. Ask about

current conditions before taking off.

The main mammal populations along the Kwando

River occur south of the main road (B8) but this area

is unfortunately only accessible by four-wheel-drive

vehicles. To access this area drive south along the

sandy track directly opposite the Susuwe turnoff. The

birds are largely the same as around Susuwe as the

habitats are the same. The appeal of travelling here is

that the tracks take you through some of the best

unspoiled countryside in Namibia this is real ‘wild

Africa'. About 10 km south of the main road is Nambwa
campsite which is beautifully laid out under some

large trees on a small flood-plain island. A little further

south along the flood-plain lies a large cutoff lagoon

(called ‘Lagoon’) and Horseshoe, an old river oxbow,

which are excellent areas for watching all kinds of

wildlife. Large herds of Hippo can be seen at both

sites. Roan Antelope, Sable Antelope, Impala,

Greater Kudu, Red Lechwe, Reedbuck, Buffalo

and Elephant are regularly seen here. Search the

grassier areas for Cheetah and Serval, especially in

the early morning. Wild Dog are irregularly recorded

all along the flood-plain.

Mudumu National Park

Mudumu National Park lies on the east bank of the

Kwando River about 40 km south of the main Kongola

Katima road ( B8) on the D35 1 1 which runs to Sangwali

and Linyanti. It constitutes about 85,000 ha of mixed

woodlands and narrow flood-plains along the main

channel of the Kwando River. Large areas of the

eastern part of the park are nutrient-poor sands which

are covered by silverleaf terminalia Terminalia sericea

and coarse grasslands. These areas are relatively un-

productive from both a birding and other wildlife

point of view. Closer to the river on heavier soils called

‘black cotton soils’ the woodlands are dominated by

mopane Colophospermum mopane, a distinctive tree

with a large leaf shaped like a cow’s footprint. These

woodlands are also relatively unproductive but have

their own distinctive suite of birds. The narrow fringe

of riparian woodland and the narrow flood-plain are

the most diverse from a vegetation point of view and

it is here that birding is at its best and over 350 species

have been recorded in the park.

The road infrastructure within the park is limited.

There is a track that turns west off the D3511 to

Lianshulu Lodge about 5 km from the northern park

boundary. This joins a track that runs south close to

the river to the Ministry of Environment and Tourism

ranger station at Nakatwa, which is also directly con-

nected via a narrow road to the D3511. Lianshulu

Lodge is a beautifully laid out luxury lodge on the

banks of the Kwando River. They offer a variety of

activities including boating and game drives. The only

other accommodation available within the park is an

unserviced camp site at Nakatwa. Both places can be

reached in ordinary cars but the road between Nakatwa

and Lianshulu should not be attempted following
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heavy rains. Other tracks should only be attempted

with four wheel-drive vehicles.

The Terminalia woodlands are unlikely to pro-

duce large numbers of either species or birds, but are

the best place to see Coqui Francolin, Orange

River Francolin (rare), Fawn-coloured Lark,

Flappet Lark, Grey Cisticola, Lilac-breasted

Roller and in the grassland patches, Black-bellied

Bustard and, rarely, Denham’s Bustard. Look out

for the elusive Oribi in the grasslands running along

Lianshulu’s airfield, as well as Temminck’s Courser.

The mopane woodlands are the preferred habitat

of the stunning White-her ded Black Chat which

can seen virtually anywhere. Bennett’s, Golden-

tailed, Cardinal and Bearded Woodpecker are

relatively common, as are Crested and Pied Barbets.

Several small raptors including Lizard Buzzard, Dark

Chanting Goshawk, Shikra and African Little

Sparrowhawk should be seen on most visits. Mopane

woodlands seem to be the habitat in which to find

Common Scops Owl and you should hear them

throughout the night. White-faced Scops and Barn

Owls, African Barred and Pearl-spotted Owlets

have also been recorded here. Bird parties occur in

this woodland type and usually comprise Southern

Black Tit, Long-billed Crombec, Black Cuckoo-

shrike, White Helmet Shrike and Burnt-necked

Eremomela. Long-tailed and White-crowned

Shrikes are also relatively common in these wood-

lands.

The riverine fringe should yield typical species

such as Yellow-bellied and Terrestrial Brownbul,

White-browed Robin-Chat, Ashy and Paradise

Flycatchers, Swamp and Tropical Boubous, Or-

ange-breasted Bush Shrike and Retz’s Red-billed

Helmet Shrike. The gardens at Lianshulu are par-

ticularly pleasant to bird in and you should get good

views of Lesser Striped Swallow, White-rumped

Babbler, Black Crake, Violet-backed Starling,

Collared Sunbird and Thick-billed Weaver. Pin-

tailed, Shaft-tailed and Paradise Whydahs have

all been recorded in the area.

The flood-plains and river are not generally acces-

sible except via Lianshulu’s boats, but patient viewing

White-rumped Babbler Turdoidesleucopygilts

Mark Andrews

at Nakatwa should produce a good range of wetland

birds. Black, White-browed and Coppery-tailed

Coucal all occur here but are difficult to see.

Mamili National Park

Mamili National Park lies at the southern most point of

the Caprivi where the Kwando River, now the Linyanti

River, makes a right angled turn to the north east. This

32,000 ha park is made up of a mosaic of flooded

grasslands, braided flood-plain channels, extensive

reedbeds and papyrus swamps, heavily wooded is-

lands and open water habitats. The two largest islands,

Nkasa and Lupala, form the central focus of the park

Floodplains and islands of the Kwando-Linyanti-Chobe river

systems in Mamili National Park (Chris Hines)

and seldom, if ever, flood. The rest of the park is

inundated at least once every few years during the

winter months. The park is really only accessible by

four-wheel-drive vehicle even when it is completely

dry as the tracks are unserviced and rough. Mamili is

now accessed off the D3511 through the villages of

Sangwali or Malengalenga. There are several tracks in

the park and it is advisable to check the maps at the

ranger stations so that you know roughly where you

are going as none of them are signposted. Accommo-

dation is limited to unserviced campsites at Nyanda

and Lyadura, both of which are quite attractive.

Waterlevel fluctuations strongly influence the oc-

currence of birds in the park. During the drier periods

the extensive grasslands are good for Denham’s and

Kori Bustard, as well as Black-bellied Bustard.

During the rains these grasslands should produce

Little Button Quail, Harlequin and Common
Quail, Rufous-naped Lark and Red-faced

Cisticola. When they have been flooded these

grasslands are excellent for Pink-throated

Longclaw, Wattled Crane, Slaty Egret and Black

Coucal. They are, however, difficult to reach and

extreme caution is advised before walking around in

the water here as crocodiles come up into these

flooded areas to feed. Other wetland habitats yield
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Red-billed Francolin Francolinus adspersus (Chris Hines)

Shaft-tailed Whydah Vidua regia ( K. Bartlett) Bronze-winged Courser Cursorius chalcopterus (Chris Hines)
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Southern Ground Hornbill Bucoruus cafer (Chris Hines)

Lesser Moorhen Gallinula angulata (Chris Hines)
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species typical of these northern swamps and you

should see a good range of herons, ducks, rails,

weavers (including Thick-billed), Red-headed

Quelea, Red-shouldered and White-winged Wid-

ows and a number of firefinch species.

The wooded islands are centres of diversity in a

seemingly uniform landscape and the species occur-

ring here are typical of the riverine fringe habitats of

the Mahango, Mudumu, Susuwe and Zambezi River

areas. Southern Long-tailed Starling occurs here

in small numbers, as do Narina’s Trogon, Red-

capped Robin-Chat, Grey-headed Bush Shrike,

African Emerald Cuckoo and Ashy Flycatcher.

African Wood Owl and African Barred Owlet are

the commonest nightbirds, with several species of

nightjar, including Swamp, recorded from the area.

Three-handed Courser have been recorded from

Nkasa in the past. It is extremely rare but look for it in

areas of dense tree cover with a sparse shrub layer.

Game is not abundant in the park but be aware

that Elephant, Buffalo, Hippo, Lion and Leopard

are regularly recorded. There are a variety of antelope

species but heavy poaching before proclamation in

1989 has resulted in low numbers of all species, with

only a slow recovery.

Katima Mulilo and the Zambezi River

Katima Mulilo is the administrative centre of the Caprivi

Region and situated as it is, on the banks of the

Zambezi River, has some of the best birding in the

Caprivi. It has four distinctive vegetation types or

habitats, each of which provides opportunties for

different birding. From the west, Katima can be ap-

proached by driving directly along the B8 from Kongola

or via Mudumu and Mamili along the D3511 which

swings north from the village of Linyanti.

West of Katima the vegetation is dominated by

Kalahari sand broad-leafed woodland (out to Mpacha

Airport, 20 km from town on the B8) and the birds here

are much the same as in similar habitat elsewhere in

the Caprivi. Pale and Southern Black Flycatchers,

Long-billed (Wood) Pipit, White-breasted

Cuckoo-shrike. Green-capped Eremomela, Grey

Cisticola and African Golden Oriole are all present

in broad-leafed woodland. African Hobby is regu-

larly seen on the stretch of road between Mpacha and

Katima, especially in the late afternoon.

Much of the area to the south and east of Katima,

away from the river, is dominated by mopane wood-

land and the birds here are much the same as those

described for Mudumu National Park, with the signifi-

cant addition of Black-cheeked Lovebirds. There

have been no confirmed records in recent years, but

Tim Dodman's recent work on the Zambian side of

the river indicates the possibilities for this species in

the Caprivi.

The Katima Sewage works are situated in an area

which may be regarded as transitional between broad-

leafed woodland and mopane woodland. It is on the

main road to Kongola (B8) and can be approached

directly down a small track marked Buche Buche

Brickmaking Project, running west off the main road.

Alternatively, the settling ponds can be accessed by

driving down the side of Namib Mills and the Likwama

Farmers Cooperative (both clearly signposted), turn-

ing left and then right down a line of power pylons.

The northern settling ponds are excellent for a variety

of waterfowl including Hottentot Teal, Fulvous

Whistling Duck, White-faced Whistling Duck,

White-backed Duck, Black-necked Grebe,

Dabchick and this is the most likely site in Namibia to

see Yellow-billed Duck. The reeds around the set-

tling ponds host Little Rush Warbler, Lesser

Swamp-Warbler and African Reed-Warbler, as

well as Purple and Allen’s Gallinule, Black Crake

and African Water Rail. Barn and other swallows

roost in large numbers here at night and Hobby and

several species of accipiters can be seen actively

hunting them at dusk. The overflow ponds on the

southern side of the sewge ponds have fluctuating

waterlevels and attract several interesting groups of

birds. Waders are generally well represented and you

should see Greater Painted-Snipe and African

Snipe, several species of Palearctic migrant waders

including Ruff and Green Sandpiper (rare), Long-

toed Lapwing, Wattled Plover and Three-banded

Plover. Rufous-bellied, Squacco, Green-backed,

Purple and Grey Herons are the commonest spe-

cies of heron, but Slaty Egret and Black Herons

have been recorded here as well. Both species of

Night Heron have been recorded here, but the

chances of seeing White-backed are very small.

Rallids are also well represented with African Water

Rufous-bellied Heron Ardeola rufiventris

Mark Andrews
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Rail and African, Baillon’s, Spotted and Black

Crakes being regularly recorded. Striped Crake

and Red-chested Flufftail have been reported here

but are exceedingly difficult to see. Look out in the

woodlands surrounding the sewage works for a vari-

ety of cuckoos including African Striped, Jacobin,

Great Spotted and Klaas’s. Both Retz’s Red-billed

and White Helmet Shrikes occur here and are often

in bird parties with Black Cuckoo-shrike and Yel-

lowWhite-eye. This is a good area for raptors as well

and I have regularly seen African Cuckoo Falcon,

Lanner Falcon and Dark Chanting Goshawk here.

West ofKatima on the road to the Zambian border

and ferry crossing is the Katima Farm. This is a good

area for Smaller Banded Snake Eagle, Long-

crested Eagle, Dickinson’s Kestrel,

Brown-necked Parrot and in the rnopane areas,

White-headed Black Chat. This road is relatively

quiet at night as the border is closed and is quite good

for nightbirds. Pennant-winged, Fiery-necked and

Square-tailed Nightjar are present, as are Bronze-

winged Coursers and Water Dikkop. The whole

of the Katima area is good for owls and you should

hear African Wood, White-faced and Common
Scops and Barn Owls and Pearl-spotted and Afri-

can Barred Owlets ifyou overnight here. Verreaux’s

Eagle-Owl is also regularly recorded in the town.

The dense forest and woodlands fringing the Zam-

bezi River provide very good birding and the best

areas are the conservation area just downstream of the

golf course and the woodlands near Hippo Lodge.

These woodlands are the favoured haunts of Green

(Livingstone’s) Turaco, Trumpeter Hornbill,

African Pygmy Kingfisher, African Goshawk,

African Little Sparrowhawk, Crested Barbet, Af-

rican Emerald Cuckoo, African Wood Owl,

White-browed and Red-capped Robin-Chats,

Coppery Sunbird and Grey Tit-Flycatcher. Yel-

low-bellied Bulbul and Terrestrial Brownbul are

common here, as are Orange-breastedBush Shrike,

Black-crowned Tchagra and Grey-headed Bush

Shrike. The golfcourse is a good area to look out for

Bat Hawk at dusk and several species of nightjar can

be seen hunting insects around the spotlights at night.

The rocky outcrops, sandbanks and flooded river

margin woodlands of the Zambezi River have a dis-

tinct avifauna as well. Rock Pratincole, African

Pied Wagtail and Common Sandpiper can be

easily seen on the rocky outcrops and rapids on the

western side of Katima. The pumpstation area (near

the town generator) is the best site for Rock
Pratincole. African Skimmer, Collared Pratin-

cole, White-crowned and Wattled Plover are

commonest on exposed sandbanks, the Skimmers

using these for roosting and breeding during periods

of low water. The larger islands and backwaters of the

Zambezi are often fringed with a distinctive flooded

woodland of waterberry Syzigium guineense and

these are the best areas to see African Finfoot, Pel’s

Fishing Owl, White-backed Night Heron and

African Giant Kingfisher. Access to these areas is

easiest by boat which can be hired at a number of

places in Katima. Reedbeds and flooded grasslands

are good areas for Black and Coppery-tailed Coucal,

Red-headed Quelea, Chirping and Red-faced

Cisticola.

There is plenty of accommodation in Katima. The

Zambezi Lodge is in the centre of town and offers

luxury hotel style accommodation and a separate

campsite. Hippo Lodge is about 5 km out of town on

the Ngorna road and offers cheaper rooms and camp-

ing. Kalizo Lodge is nearly 40 km out of town and has

rooms and a campsite. Boats can be hired at all three

sites, but make prior arrangements. The best areas to

explore are around the Hippo Island and the wooded

waterways of the Maningi Manzi area, where African

Finfoot, Pel’s Fishing Owl and White-backed

Night Heron are all a possibility.

The Eastern flood-plains, and the Chobe
River area

For those with access to a four-wheel-drive vehicle,

an adventurous spirit and few qualms about sleeping

rough the eastern flood-plains and the Chobe River

area provide the opportunity for some interesting

birding. It is unlikely that you will find anything mark-

edly different from the sites described above, but the

area is poorly watched and anything is possible. The

area is criss-crossed by numerous small, rough tracks

which can be very difficult to drive on during the wet

season.

The area is principally made up of extensive

flooded grasslands, traversed by drainage lines and

the occasional wooded island. In areas where the

grasslands are flooded Long-toed Lapwing, Pink-

throated Longclaw, Rufous-bellied Heron, Little

Bittern and African Jacana are common. Slaty

Egret and Black Heron have been recorded in this

type of habitat. Open water with water lilies is the

favoured habitat for African Pygmy Goose and

White-backed Duck. The wooded islands may con-

tain typical forest species such as White-browed

Robin-Chat, Terrestrial Brownbul, Green Turaco

and Collared Sunbird. The margins of these wooded

areas are a good place to look for Orange-breasted

Waxbill, firefinches and Red-faced Cisticola. They

are occasionally used as roosts by Pel’s Fishing Owl.

At night listen out for the distinctive, slow chop chop
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chop call of Swamp Nightjar, which is seemingly

quite common.

General Information

The majority of the areas described in this article are

controlled by the Ministry of Environment and Tour-

ism, and all carry some sort of entrance fee or

accommodation cost. These are generally low so

please pay them willingly as the income provides an

incentive to continue conserving and managing these

magnificent areas. For more information about Na-

mibia in general please write to:

Namibia Tourism, 6 Chandos Street, London W1M
OLQ. Tel: (+44) 171 636 2928/24 or Fax: (+44) 171 636

2969 or:

Tourism Section, Ministiy of Environment and Tour-

ism, Private Bag 13267, Windhoek, Namibia.

They put together a good package of information

including a roadmap with all the road numbers re-

ferred to above and an accommodation guide giving

the addresses, telephone numbers and rates of all the

facilities mentioned in the article. This package is free.

There are three books worth using, none of which

adequately reflects species distributions in the Caprivi.

Roberts’ Birds of Southern Africa by G. L. Maclean,

Newman ’s Birds ofSouthern Africa by Ken Newman
and The Illustrated Guide to the Birds of Southern

Africa by Ian Sinclair, Phil Hockey and Warwick

Tarboton.

There are several hireling companies doing trips to

Namibia, but few actually take in the whole Caprivi

Strip. Anyone wanting to do a group trip to Namibia is

welcome to contact me directly and I will be happy to

provide further information regarding some of the

trips I lead in the area.
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Appendix
The scientific names of birds and other animals men-

tioned in the text.

Bird nomenclature follows Birds ofAfrica where

published. For species later in the taxonomic order

(warblers onwards) scientific names largely follow

Dowsett & Forbes-Watson and common practice in

Africa. Where alternative English names in common
use are very different these are included in brackets.

BIRDS

Dabchick Tachybaptus ruficollis

Black-necked Grebe Podiceps nigricollis

Little Bittern Ixobrychus minutus

Dwarf Bittern I. sturmii

White-backed Night Heron Gorsachius leuconotus

Black-crowned Night Heron Nycticorax nycticorax

Squacco Heron Ardeola ralloides

Rufous-bellied Heron A. rufiventris

Green-backed Heron Butorides striatus

Black Heron Egretta ardesiaca

Slaty Egret E. vinaceigula

Purple Heron Ardea purpurea

Grey Heron A. cinerea

Goliath Heron A. goliath

African Open-billed Stork Anastomus lamelligerus

Abdim's Stork Ciconia abdimii

Woolly-necked Stork C. episcopus

Saddle-billed Stork Ephippiorhynchus senegalensis

Marabou Leptoptilos crumeniferus

Glossy Ibis Plegadis falclnellus

Fulvous Whistling Duck Dendrocygna bicolor

White-faced Whistling Duck D. viduata

White-backed Duck Thalassornis leuconotus

African Pygmy Goose Nettapus auritus

Yellow-billed Duck Anas undulata

Red-billed Duck A. erythrorhyncha

Hottentot Teal A. hottentota

Osprey Pandion haliaetus

African Cuckoo Falcon Aviceda cuculoides

Bat Hawk Macheirhamphus alcinus

'Yellow-billed' Kite Milvus migrans parasitus

Black Kite M. m. migrans

African Fish Eagle Haliaeetus vocifer

Brown Snake Eagle Circaetus cinereus

Smaller Banded Snake Eagle C. cinerascens

Bateleur Terathopius ecaudatus

African Marsh Harrier Circus ranivorus

Gabar Goshawk Micronisus gabar

Dark Chanting Goshawk Melierax metabates

African Goshawk Accipiter tachiro

Shikra (Little Banded Goshawk) A. badius

African Little Sparrowhawk A. minullus

Ovampo Sparrowhawk A. ovampensis

Black Sparrowhawk A. melanoleucus

Lizard Buzzard Kaupifalco monogrammicus

Lesser Spotted Eagle Aquila pomarina

Tawny Eagle A. rapax rapax

Steppe Eagle A. r. nipalensis

Wahiberg’s Eagle A. wahlbergi

African Hawk Eagle Hieraaetus spilogaster

Long-crested Eagle Lophaetus occipitalis

Martial Eagle Polemaetus bellicosus
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Secretary Bird Sagittarius serpentarius

Lesser Kestrel Falco naumanni

Common Kestrel F. tinnunculus

Dickinson's Kestrel F. dickinsoni

Red-footed Falcon F. vespertinus

Eastern Red-footed Falcon F. amurensis

Hobby F. subbuteo

African Hobby F. cuvieri

Lanner Falcon F. biarmicus

Peregrine Falcon F. peregrinus

Common Quail Coturnix coturnix

Harlequin Quail C. delegorguei

Coqui Francolin Francolinus coqui

Orange River Francolin F. levaillantoides

Little Button Quail Turnix sylvatica

Red-chested Flufftail Sarothrura rufa

African Crake Crex egregia

African Water Rail Railus caerulescens

Baillon’s Crake Porzana pusilla

Spotted Crake P. porzana

Striped Crake Aenimatolimnas marginalis

Black Crake Amaurornis flavirostris

Allen’s (Lesser) Gallinule Porphyrio alleni

Purple Gallinule P. porphyrio

Common Moorhen Gallinula chloropus

Lesser Moorhen G. angulata

Wattled Crane Bugeranus carunculatus

African Finfoot Podica senegalensis

Denham's Bustard Neotis denhami

Kori Bustard Ardeotis kori

Black-bellied Bustard Eupodotis melanogaster

African Jacana Actophilornis africanus

Lesser Jacana Microparra capensis

Greater Painted-Snipe Rostratula benghalensis

Spotted Dikkop Burhinus capensis

Burchell’s Courser Cursorius rufus

Temminck’s Courser C. temminckii

Three-banded Courser C. cinctus

Bronze-winged Courser C. chalcopterus

Collared (Red-winged) Pratincole Glareola pratincoia

Rock Pratincole G. nuchalis

Three-banded Plover Charadrius tricollaris

White-fronted Sand-Plover C. marginatus

Wattled Plover Vanellus senegallus

White-crowned Plover 1/. albiceps

Crowned Plover V. coronatus

Long-toed Lapwing V. crassirostris

Ruff Philomachus pugnax

African Snipe Gallinago nigripennis

Green Sandpiper Tringa ochropus

Common Sandpiper Actitis hypoleucos

Whiskered Tern Chlidonias hybridus

White-winged Tern C. leucopterus

African Skimmer Rynchops flavirostris

African Green Pigeon Treron calva

Emerald-spotted Wood Dove Turtur chaicospiios

African Mourning Dove Streptopelia decipiens

Brown-necked (Cape) Parrot Poicephaius robustus

Meyer's Parrot P. meyeri

Black-cheeked Lovebird Agapornis tilianae nigrigenis

Green (Livingstone's) Turaco Tauraco persa livingstonii

Jacobin Cuckoo Oxylophus jacobinus

African Striped Cuckoo 0 . levaillantii

Great Spotted Cuckoo Clamator glandarius

Red-chested Cuckoo Cucutus soiitarius

African Cuckoo C. gularis

African Emerald Cuckoo Chrysococcyx cupreus

Klaas's Cuckoo C. kiaas

Diederik Cuckoo C. caprius

Coppery-tailed Coucal Centropus cupreicaudus

White-browed Coucal C. superciliosus

Black Coucal C. grillii

Senegal Coucal C. senegalensis

Barn Owl Tyto alba

Common Scops Owl Otus scops

White-faced Scops Owl 0 . leucotis

Spotted Eagle-Owl Bubo africanus

Verreaux's (Giant) Eagle-Owl B. lacteus

Pel's Fishing-Owl Scotopelia peli

Pearl-spotted Owlet Glaucidium perlatum

African Barred Owlet G. capense

African Wood Owl Strix woodfordi

Marsh Owl Asio capensis

Swamp Nightjar Caprimulgus natalensis

Square-tailed Nightjar C. fossii

Fiery-necked Nightjar C. pectoralis

Freckled Nightjar C. tristigma

European Nightjar C. europaeus

Rufous-cheeked Nightjar C. rufigena

Pennant-winged Nightjar Macrodipteryx vexillaria

Narina's Trogon Apaloderma narina

Woodland Kingfisher Halcyon senegalensis

Striped Kingfisher H. chelicuti

African Pygmy Kingfisher Ceyx picta

African Giant Kingfisher Megaceryle maxima

Little Bee-eater Merops pusillus

Swallow-tailed Bee-eater M. hirundineus

White-fronted Bee-eater M. bullockoides

Blue-cheeked Bee-eater M. persicus

European Bee-eater M. apiaster

Carmine Bee-eater M. nubicus

Rufous-crowned Roller Coracias naevia

Lilac-breasted Roller C. caudata

Racket-tailed Roller C. spatulata

Broad-billed Roller Eurystomus glaucurus

Southern Ground Hornbill Bucorvus cafer

Red-billed Hornbill Tockus erythrorhynchus

Southern Yellow-billed Hornbill T. leucomelas

Bradfield's Hornbill T. bradfieldi

Grey Hornbill T. nasutus

Trumpeter Hornbill Ceratogymna bucinator

Yellow-fronted Tinkerbird Pogoniulus chrysoconus

Pied Barbet Tricholaema leucomelaina

Black-collared Barbet Lybius torquatus

Crested Barbet Trachyphonus vaillantii

Wahlberg's Honeybird (Sharp-tailed Honeyguide)

Prodotiscus regulus

Greater Honeyguide Indicator indicator

Bennett's Woodpecker Campethera bennettii

Golden-tailed Woodpecker C. abingoni

Cardinal Woodpecker Dendropicos fuscescens

Bearded Woodpecker D. namaquus

Rufous-naped Lark Mirafra africana

Flappet Lark M. rufocinnamomea

Fawn-coloured Lark M. africanoides

Dusky Lark Pinarocorys nigricans

Red-capped Lark Calandrella cinerea

Banded Martin Riparia cincta

Grey-rumped Swallow Pseudhirundo griseopyga

Mosque Swallow Hirundo senegalensis
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Lesser Striped Swallow H. abyssinica

Wire-tailed Swallow H. smithii

African Pied Wagtail Motacilla aguimp

Long-billed (Wood) Pipit Anthus similis nyassae

Pink-throated Longclaw Macronyx ameliae

Black Cuckoo-shrike Campephaga flava

White-breasted Cuckoo-shrike Coracina pectoralis

Yellow-bellied Bulbul Chlorocichla flaviventris

Terrestrial Brownbul Phyllastrephus terrestris

Black-eyed Bulbul Pycnonotus barbatus

Thrush Nightingale Luscinia luscinia

White-browed Robin-Chat (Heuglin's Robin) Cossypha heuglini

Red-capped Robin-Chat (Natal Robin) C. natalensis

White-browed Scrub Robin Cercotrichas leucophrys

Capped Wheatear Oenanthe pileata

White-headed Black Chat Myrmecocichla arnotti

Groundscraper Thrush Psophocichla litsipsirupa

Kurrichane Thrush Turdus libonyanus

Eurasian River Warbler Locustella fluviatilis

Little Rush-Warbler (African Bush-Warbler)

Bradypterus baboecala

Sedge Warbler Acrocephalus schoenobaenus

African Reed-Warbler (African Marsh Warbler) A. baeticus

Greater Swamp-Warbler A. rufescens

Lesser Swamp-Warbler (Cape Reed-Warbler) A. gracilirostris

Red-faced Cisticola Cisticola erythrops

Winding (Black-backed) Cisticola C. galactotes

Chirping Cisticola C. pipiens

Grey (Tinkling) Cisticola C. rufilata

Neddicky (Piping Cisticola) C. fulvicapillus

Fan-tailed Cisticola C. juncidis

Desert Cisticola C. aridula

Tawny-flanked Prinia Prinia subflava

Yellow-breasted Apalis Apalis flavida

Bleating (Bush-)Warbler (Grey-backed Camaroptera)

Camaroptera brachyura

Sterling's Wren-Warbler C. stierlingi

Green-capped Eremomela Eremeomela scotops

Burnt-necked Eremomela E. usticollis

Long-billed Crombec Sylvietta rufescens

Pale Flycatcher Bradornis pallidus

Southern Black Flycatcher Melaenornis pammelaina

Ashy (Blue-Grey) Flycatcher Muscicapa caerulescens

Grey Tit-Flycatcher (Fan-tailed Flycatcher) Myioparus plumbeus

African Paradise Flycatcher Terpsiphone midis

White-rumped Babbler Turdoides leucopygius

Long-tailed Shrike Corvinella melanoleuca

Tropical Boubou Laniarius aethiopicus

Swamp Boubou L. bicolor

Brubru Nilaus afer

Brown-headed (Three-streaked) Tchagra Tchagra australis

Black-crowned Tchagra T. senegala

Orange-breasted Bush-Shrike Malaconotus sulfureopectus

Grey-headed Bush Shrike M. blanchoti

White Helmet Shrike Prionops plumatus

Retz's Red-billed Helmet Shrike P. retzii

White-crowned Shrike Eurocephalus anguitimens

Violet-backed (Plum-coloured) Starling

Cinnyricinclus leucogaster

Southern Long-tailed Starling Lamprotornis mevesi

Sharp-tailed Starling JL. acuticaudus

Yellow-billed Oxpecker Buphagus africanus

Red-billed Oxpecker B. erythrorhynchus

Southern Black Tit Parus niger

Rufous-bellied Tit P. rufiventris

Collared Sunbird Anthreptes collaris

Coppery Sunbird Nectarinia cuprea

Purple-banded Sunbird N. bifasciata

White-bellied Sunbird N. talatala

Amethyst (Black) Sunbird N. amethystina

Yellow White-eye Zosterops senegalensis

African Golden Oriole Oriolus auratus

Eastern Black-headed Oriole 0. larvatus

Thick-billed Weaver Amblyospiza albifrons

Spotted-backed (Village or Black-headed) Weaver

Ploceus cucullatus

Golden Weaver P. xanthops

Southern Brown-throated Weaver P. xanthopterus

Parasitic Weaver (Cuckoo Finch) Anomalospiza imberbis

Red-headed Quelea Quelea erythrops

Golden (Yellow-crowned) Bishop Euplectes afer

Red-shouldered Widow £. axillaris

White-winged Widow £. albonotatus

Jameson’s Firefinch Lagonosticta rhodopareia

Red-billed Firefinch L. senegala

Brown Firefinch L. nitidula (sometimes merged into L. rufopicta)

Blue Waxbill Uraeginthus angolensis

Violet-eared Waxbill U. granatinus

Common Waxbill Estrilda astrild

Quail Finch Ortygospiza atricollis

Orange-breasted (Zebra) Waxbill

Amandava (Sporaeginthus) subflavus

Pin-tailed Whydah Vidua macroura

Shaft-tailed Whydah V. regia

(Long-tailed) Paradise Whydah V. paradisaea

Black-throated Canary Serinus atrogularis

Cinnamon-breasted Rock Bunting Emberiza tahapisi

OTHER ANIMALS

Crocodile Crocodilus niloticus

Lesser Bushbaby Galago senegalensis

Wild Dog Lycaon pictus

Cape Clawless Otter Aonyx capensis

Common Genet Genetta genetta

Serval Felis serval

Lion Panthera leo

Leopard P. pardus

Cheetah Acinonyx jubatus

Elephant Loxodonta africana

Burchell’s Zebra Equus burchelli

Hippopotamus Hippopotamus amphibius

Warthog Phacochoerus aethiopicus

Greater Kudu Tragelaphus strepsiceros

Sitatunga T. spekei

Roan Antelope Hippotragus equinus

Sable Antelope H. niger

Red Lechwe Kobus leche

Southern (Chobe) Reedbuck Redunca arundinum

Tsessebe Damaliscus lunatus

(Blue) Wildebeeste Connochaetes taurinus

Impala Aepyceros melampus

Oribi Ourebia ourebi

Buffalo Syncerus caffer
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Discoveries

White-fronted Black Chat Myrmecocichla albifrons

breeding in Ethiopia

Lieuwe J. Dijksen

The distribution of the White-fronted Black Chat in

Ethiopia is confined to the western highlands and

the Rift Valley, where it is an uncommon bird in short

grass acacia savanna up to 2,000 m. The race albifrons

occurs in the north and the race pachyrhyncha in the

south. There are no breeding records2
.

The type specimen was described from Tembien

in Tigray Province in northern Ethiopia. The town of

Abi Adi is the administrative centre of Tembien. In

spring 1995 while carrying out research on the breed-

ing biology of the Brown-tailed Rock-chat Cercomela

scotocerca near the town, I also found the White-

fronted Black Chat to be a common bird.

Abi Adi (13°37'N, 39°00'E) lies at an altitude of

1 ,800 m, between the capital of Tigray, Makele (50 km
to the east) and the Simien Mountains (48 km to the

south-west). East ofAbi Adi the mountains rise steeply

to over 2,500 m. West of the town the landscape

consists of often steep stony hills, intersected by many

rivers, flowing from the highlands to the Takezze

River to the west. Most of the rivers are dry for much
of the year. In some of the larger ones like the Tankwa

River some flowing water or pools remain throughout

the year. Wherever possible the hillsides are in agri-

cultural use, producing one crop after the rainy season

(June-September). The area is heavily eroded. Goats,

sheep and cattle graze the areas where ploughing is

impossible, and these areas often support bushes and

acacia trees.

During my research in March and April 1995 I

spent 3-4 mornings a week in an area, along the river

bed, just west of Abi Adi. During these visits the often

very confiding White-fronted Black Chats were al-

ways seen and breeding territories were easily detected

from the birds clear and far-reaching song given from

the tops of bushes or trees. In an area of c75-100 ha

five distinct territories could be identified along with

six territories of Brown-tailed Rock Chat. The males

sang from different song posts through the territories.

Interaction between neighbouring males was regu-

larly observed. No further indications of breeding

were noted until 26 April when a pair was observed

collecting food and carrying it to the other side of the

river bed.

A nest was subsequently found under a stone on

a one metre high vertical section of the river bank.

From a distance three well-developed pullus could be

seen reaching out of the nest as the adults approached

with food. The pullus were all black with some small

yellow subterminal spots particularly on the breast,

shoulders and back and to a lesser degree on the head

and wing-coverts, They were photographed and

ringed (Nairobi x 83 1 35-83 1 37 ). While the pullus were

being ringed the adults remained close by and were

very agitated uttering a rapidly repeated tweet-lee
,

tweet-lee. A sharp tjack-tjack was also heard on one

occasion. These vocalisations are not mentioned by

Keith, Urban & Fry 1

. A few days later the young had

fledged but they remained in the vicinity of the nest for

a further week. When I examined the remains of the

nest I discovered that it mainly consisted of tiny twigs

and stalks of plants, lined with the roots of small

plants, and also some curls of human hair.

White-fronted Black Chat Myrmecocichla albifrons

(Lieuwe J. Dijksen)
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Finally it should be noted that the text on White-

fronted Black Chat in Keith, Urban & Fry2 contains a

discrepancy concerning the distribution in Ethiopia

and Eritrea. Under Range and Status’ it is stated that

there are probably two separate populations, one in

the lowlands of SW Ethiopia and the other in Eritrea.

The distribution map reflects these comments and

consequently excludes the type-locality. However

within the ‘Description’ section the range of the nomi-

nate race is described as ‘N Ethiopia south to Yavello’

yet Yavello lies only about 100 km from the Kenyan

border! With the nominate race being restricted to

Ethiopia and Eritrea this appears to be the first docu-

mented breeding record of the nominate race and is

also the first documented breeding record for Ethio-

pia! @
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White-tailed Plover Vanellus leucurus, new for Ethiopia

Lieuwe Dijksen

The White-tailed Plover winters in north-east

Africa, mostly in Egypt and Sudan along the coasts

of the Red Sea and along the White and Blue Nile

rivers, their tributaries and the River Takezze. It has

not previously been recorded in Ethiopia 1

.

On 17 October 1994, my brother, Adriaan Dijksen

(AJD) and I together with our spouses were birding a

small unused reservoir in the outskirts of Makele

(13°30'N 39°29'E) the capital of Tigray Province in

northern Ethiopia when we discovered a White-tailed

Plover resting on the mud at the water’s edge. We are

both familiar with the species, AJD on its Asian breed-

ing grounds and I with wintering birds in Iraq.

Coincidentally in 1976 1 also observed the first White-

tailed Plover in The Netherlands. AJD took some

pictures of the bird which was easily identified by its

unmarked pale greyish-brown appearance and long

yellow legs. Later it flew to the other side of the lake

and back at which point the distinctive wing-pattern,

with a white patch bordered by black over the lesser

coverts, and the very long legs trailing well beyond the

completely white tail were clearly seen. No other

plover shows these features.

The bird was still present during my next visit to

the site on 2 November 1994 but could not be found

during the midwinter count in January 1993. However

another White-tailed Hover was seen at a reservoir

nearTessanie in Eritrea by Jim Vaughan (John Atkins,

pers comm) during the winter of 1994/95. As birding

activity in Eritrea and Ethiopia is increasing rapidly it

can be expected that the species will be recorded

regularly in the future. 1

White-tailed Plover Vanellus leucurus

Colin Towe

Reference
1. Urban, E.K., Fry, C.H. and Keith, S. (eds) 1986. The
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Postscript

Only an hour after submitting this article on 5 Febru-

ary 1996 Lieuwe visited the reservoir again and

recorded the same or another White-tailed Plover 15

months after the original record.

Editorial team
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In search of the Badanga

Alan Lewis

I
n November 1995, 1 was lucky enough to visit the

Comoros - a little visited group of islands lying in

the Indian Ocean midway between the African main-

land and Madagascar. The archipelago supports about

20 currently accepted endemics, but with a total avian

endemic taxa list of about 54. Most single island

endemics occur on Grand Comoro although the east-

ern island of Anjouan is home to several. Amongst

those endemic to Anjouan is perhaps the most enig-

matic of all Comoran birds, the mysterious and elusive

Badanga or Anjouan Scops Owl Otus capnodes.

Rufous phase Anjouan Scops Owl Otus capnodes

(Alan Lewis)

The Anjouan Scops Owl was only rediscovered in

19922 and remains little known in life. It occurs only

within areas of forest in the mountainous heart of the

island and is considered endangered 1

.

I arrived on Anjouan with Neil Bostock, Ashley

Banwell and Jon Hornbuckle on the evening of 1

1

November 1995. The next morning local transport

brought us to the small village of Dindi, where villag-

ers had eventually showed Roger Safford the species

Lac Dzialandze (Alan Lewis)

at roost. We had no such luck despite one valiant

attempt by a local to entice the Badanga into view by

hitting a number of trees with a large stick. After

several hours walk from the village with local guides

we arrived at the small crater lake of Lac Dzialandze,

where we were to spend the night. Safford had heard

what he believed to be the Badanga around the lake

here.

As the evening sky darkened eerie whistles could

be heard in steep forested patches around the lake.

The call was that described by Safford as the sus-

pected call of the Badanga - a drawn out whistle

peeooee reminiscent of Grey Plover Pluvialis

squatarola. Calling around the lake soon became

erratic and our spirits dropped. We headed for the

nearest bird through dense secondary scrub. Play-

back of the call succeeded only in causing the bird(s)

- probably a pair - to fly over, calling in the darkness.

Five frustrating hours later the birds were proving as

elusive as ever. Standing with the others I played the

tape yet again. I looked up and just glimpsed a small

dark shape fly over us. After a few hurried words with

one of my companions, a torch was passed to me and

the Badanga was in the beam!

For the next hour we were able to observe this

rufous phase individual at close range, both resting

and preening. Much to our astonishment it was joined

for a few minutes by a grey phase bird - presumably

the second bird of the pair.

Whilst we did not actually see the birds call, there

is no doubt whatsoever that the peeooee call is that of

the Anjouan Scops Owl as suspected by Safford. The

rufous individual returned into view several times on

playback of this call and once gave a loud call at very

close range.
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In my limited experience of the species, based on

these observations, the bird seems particularly mobile

for an Otus and rather unresponsive to playback. It is

perhaps likely that we only had a dramatic response

once we had reached the core of the territory. The

birds were recorded as perching from 3-15 m (heard)

from the ground and prefered to perch in thick cover.

This latter point is is marked contrast to Otus rutilus

rutilus of Madagascar which is so conspicous by

night, often perching in the open to call and hunt.

As detailed by Safford, the Badanga seems to be

restricted to patches of primary montane forest on

steep slopes. It seems unlikely that the population

could exceed 100 pairs and may be much lower.

Cultivation in some form is practised on increasingly

steep slopes and given the burgeoning population on

the island there seems to be little hope for this bird in

the long term, unless some from of protected area can

be established.

Whatever the outlook for the species, owl fanatics

will surely be drawn to the mountains of Anjouan to

take up the challenge presented by this elusive bird. ®
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Semipalmated Sandpiper Calidris pusilla

in the Banc d’Arguin National Park, Mauritania:

a new species for Africa

Robert S.R. Williams3 and Martin C. Jacobyh

The Banc d’Arguin National Park on the Mauritanian

coast holds one of the largest concentrations of

wintering waders in the world. The area is both rela-

tively difficult to visit and unmonitored.

During a visit to the park from 6-10 January 1994

we observed a first winter Semipalmated Sandpiper

Calidrispusilla. It was found on the morning of the 7

January feeding with several hundred mixed calidrid

sandpipers on the north side of the Iwik peninsula.

The flock mainly comprised Dunlin Calidris alpina,

Little Stints C. minuta and Curlew Sandpipers C.

femtginea with smaller numbers of other waders.

After approximatly 40 minutes a small wader, the

size of a Little Stint, but heavier billed, marginally

larger and plumper than the surrounding Little Stints

with a short primary projection, was noticed. It also

appeared slightly duller than most of the stints. Almost

immediately the bird flew but it returned and landed

less than ten metres away beside some roosting Ruddy

Turnstones Arenaria interpres. This allowed excep-

tional views in good light conditions, as it roosted.

The bird remained for about 20 minutes permit-

ting a comprehensive description to be taken

1 summarised below) before it flew off when the flock

w as disturbed by a Lanner Falcon Falco hiarmicus. It

was not seen again but the chances of relocating it

amongst the thousands of waders was virtually nil.

Description

Structure

Appeared slightly larger and dumpier than the nearby

Little Stints, but did not appear long legged as does

Western Sandpiper Calidris mauri. Showed a shorter

primary projection than surrounding Little Stints.

Bare parts

Bill: black, heavier than Little Stint being broader

based and thicker and possibly slightly longer (being

about twice the loral distance) bulbous tipped giving

a very slightly decurved effect. The bill was not as long

or decurved as Western Sandpiper.

Legs: black, distinct palmation between middle and

outer toes visible at close range, whilst sleeping.

Plumage

Head: grey crown with black streaking and grey ear

coverts with darker smudgy lores. Noticeable white

supercilium being broader in front of the eye.

Underparts: white with some faint streaking at the

sides of the breast, this was confined to the sides and

did not extend across the front of the breast.

Mantle: uniform pale grey with dark shaft streaks.

Wing coverts: pale grey with dark shaft streaks. A

couple of very worn feathers retained from juvenile

plumage showed pale edges and darker centres.
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Tertials: grey with paler fringes.

Flight feathers:' blackish.

Rump and tail: rump black centre with white sides and

a black tail.

The call was not heard clearly owing to many other

waders calling at the same time and the strong wind.

The palmation between the toes immediately elimi-

nates the Old World stints and reduces the identification

to either Semipalmated or Western Sandpiper. The

combination of the bird’s structure, bill length and

shape, and the streaking on the breast being restricted

to the sides, lead to Western Sandpiper's elimination.

Discussion

This constitutes the first record of Semipalmated Sand-

piper for mainland Africa, although its occurrence is

not unexpected. There are at least 70 records from

Europe, including over 60 from Britain where it is now
annual3

. There are also about ten records from the

Azores3
.

Several other Nearctic waders have also been

recorded from the west coast of Africa
2

,
including

Upland Sandpiper Bartramia longicauda from Mau-

ritania
1

. There are also records of Nearctic waders

including Semipalmated Sandpiper from Eilat, Israel
4

.

The distribution of these records is a reflection of

birdwatching activity. With the largest concentration

of wintering shorebirds on earth the Banc d’Arguin

National Park will surely hold vagrant waders on a

regular basis - they just need to be found!
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Short Note

A comment on the voice and status of Vermiculated

Fishing-Owl Scotopelia bouvieri and a correction to

Dowsett-Lemaire (1992) on the Maned Owl Jubula lettii

F. Dowsett-Lemaire

I
n 1992 I published a paper on the voice of an owl

which I had identified as the Maned Owl Jubula

lettii for reasons explained below. 4
It appears (thanks

to D. Sargeant in litt to C. Chappuis, November 1993)

that it was misidentified and the species concerned

was, in fact, the Vermiculated Fishing-Owl Scotopelia

bouvieri. A paper recently published by Atkinson et

al
1

,
reviewing knowledge on the voice of all three

African fishing-owls including S. bouvieri
,
confirms

this and prompts me to write a correction to my earlier

paper.

The owls, of which I heard several dozen in 1990-

91 in the Kouilou Region of southern Congo, were

never adequately seen when calling, and playback of

the tape failed to attract one to close range. Maned

Owl was certainly in the area. One was seen at dusk in

a patch of dryland forest, where the unknown song

was heard several times on that night and another.

Feathers were also identified from one which escaped

from a mist net in flooded forest (exactly where a pair

of owls produced the unknown songs all night), and

an experienced hunter shot a calling/, lettii near Bena

in the Mayombe. The identification of my calling birds

was based on circumstantial evidence, but this hunter

certified that his bird called like the tape of the owl I

had recorded in the same area in September 1990, and

1 believed him as his identification of various tapes of

owls played to him could not be faulted. Incidentally,

some of the owls called for lengthy periods, even for

months, in dryland forest where one would not have

expected to find fishing owls.

In 1991, copies ofmy tape were sent to C. Chappuis,

C. Erard and R. Ranft. The first two replied that they did

not know the authors of these calls. The song of a

captive female S. bouvieri recorded at Chester Zoo

(published in Figure 1 1 in Atkinson et al
1

) is similar to

song-type one illustrated in Figure 1 ofmy 1992 paper,

except that it appears lower-pitched. The middle

section of 6-8 hoots falls in the range of variation of 4-

7, occasionally more, notes heard in the forests of

Congo. The existence of this tape was previously

unknown to me. Their Figure 12 illustrates a call with

an irregular rhythm, which sounds (in Chappuis3
) like

a rather raucous, low-pitched attempt at a double-

note song (produced by a bird held in captivity,

probably an immature on account of the timbre and

lack of rhythm).

If both of these song-types (often given in duet)

and the low, raucous wail (published by Chappuis3
)

are uttered by S. bouvieri as all present evidence

shows, then its currently presumed status as a scarce

bird must change into that of an abundant species in

certain habitats. They reached densities of 16 duetting

pairs/km2
in the seasonally flooded forests of the

Kouilou, in addition to the wailing birds — of which

there was one for every two pairs of duetting birds. I

watched and recorded the author of the wailing call at

close range over a large pool in the Mayombe (a tape

of which was spectrographed by Atkinson et al
1 and

was unable to age the bird, who was solitary. The

captive author ofthe same call published by Chappuis3

could not be aged (C. Chappuis in litt). By analogy

with Pel’s Fishing-Owl Scotopeliapeli (Liversedge 5
), it

is possible that the wail is only given by immatures. In

Zambia, recently independent immatures (easily rec-

ognised by their plumage, which is paler than the

adults’, and with a yellowish, not rufous forehead)

occupy territories separate from the adults and which

they advertise with their loud wailing calls - pers obs,

and confirmed by many other observers including R.J.

Dowsett and R. Stjernstedt. A tame S. bouvieri brought

up as a chick at Bomassa in northern Cameroon is still

only producing the wailing call at age one and a half

(pers obs April 1996).

In the Kouilou, the authors of these lower-pitched

wails were often intermixed with the pairs producing

the hooting duets, in the same area of flooded forest.

If highest densities are achieved in flooded habitats, S.

bouvieri is nevertheless also encountered in dryland

forest, where its food cannot be fish. The first bird I
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tape-recorded in the Mayombe (and whose song is

illustrated in Figure 1 of my paper) was calling on a

hillside, and the stream at the bottom was very small,

only a few centimetres deep in places, and unlikely to

have contained much in the way of fish. Two months

later the owl was still in the same area, calling with its

mate. With the recent rains the valley bottom had

become rather marshy and was inhabited by large

numbers of frogs. A patch of dryland forest in Bas-

Kouilou where it was heard on two nights had good

populations of birds and bats but, of course, no fish,

and very few frogs.

Further investigations in Odzala National Park in

northern Congo in 1994-95 confirm that S. bouvieri

prefers shallow, still water in pools in swamp forest.

Once again, the highest number of owls heard was in

the one extensive area of seasonally flooded forest in

the park. Where located near big rivers, the owls were

always in an area of brackish water and small swamps

on old arms of the river. RJ. Dowsett (pers comm) saw

the species once in the headlights of his vehicle on the

edge of a pool on the road, in an area of several square

kilometres of dryland forest. The nearest small stream

was 1 km away. It seemed likely that the owl was

hunting for frogs, the only vertebrate food in that and

other pools on the road. Brosset and Erard2 mention

that a captive S. bouvieri fed happily on chicken

heads, so both birds and frogs might be alternative

food to fish. The tame bird from Bomassa, mentioned

above, has been hunting for itself for several months

and has been seen eating mice, frogs and large insects

(R. G. Ruggiero pers comm)
For the moment, the conclusion is that the song of

J. lettii remains unknown. For an experienced hunter

to have confused it with that of S. bouvieri may
suggest that it is of a similar pattern. An old wildlife

scout I worked with recently in Odzala National Park

knew eight different owl species including/, lettii and

S. bouvieri. He described the former as singing also in

duet, the song consisting of one hoot followed by a

series.
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Reviews

A preliminary natural history

survey of Mambilla plateau and

some lowland forests of eastern

Nigeria

ft J. Dowsett (ed) 1989. Tauraco

Research Report No. 1. 56 pp. Pbk

Enquete faunistique dans la foret

du Mayombe et check-liste des
oiseaux et des mammiferes du
Congo

R. J. Dowsett {ed) 1989. Tauraco

Research Report No. 2. 51 pp. Pbk

Flore et faune du bassin du
Kouilou (Congo) et leur exploita-

tion

R. J. Dowsett and F. Dowsett-Lemaire

(eds) 1991. Tauraco Research Report

No. 4. 340 pp. 7 colour plates. Pbk

All published by and available from

Tauraco Press, rue de Bols de Breux

194, B-4020 Jupille-Liege, Belgium.

The contribution to African ornithology

made by the editors of these reports has

been and continues to be enormous. The

two most recent publications from their

own Tauraco Press have already been

reviewed in the pages of this Bulletin

(Vol 2, pp 56-57) and both (the Checklist

ofbirds ofthe Afrotropical and Malagasy
Regions Vol. 1 and A contribution to the

distribution and taxonomy of

AfrotropicalandMalagasy birds) have

become, since their appearance in 1994,

to the writer of this review at least,

indispensable to the point of not being

able to remember how one coped

before they existed. These earlier

productions of the Tauraco Press make

clear two other things about their editors

- that their interests and expertise in the

Afrotropics are not confined to birds and

they are great ones for getting their

hands dirty in the field.

Research Reports (RR) 1 & 2 are

modestly produced affairs - plain

covers, word-processed pages - while

RR4 is more lavish with a colour coVer

and plates of photographs and better

quality printing. All three document the

results of field surveys undertaken, in

places hitherto poorly known
faunistically, in the light of planned or

possible impending changes in land use

- either to become a game reserve or

national park (Mambilla and forests in

the Oban-Ikpan lowlands of extreme

eastern Nigeria), as part of a develop-

ment project (Mayombe, western Congo)

or that would result from exploitation of

an oil concession (Kouilou, coastal

Congo, to the west of the Mayombe).

The reports comprise a number of

chapters, many authored by the

Dowsetts, either by themselves or jointly

with others, dealing the geographical

context, vegetation, butterfly, amphibian

and mammal faunas and recommenda-

tions based upon their findings. RR 1 & 4

also contain sections or chapters written

by others with specialist expertise in

groups such as reptiles.

The content then of all three reports

is not confined to birds, of which you

need to be aware. The following

remarks concentrate mostly on the their

avifaunal content. RR1 records at least

ten additions to the avifauna of Nigeria,

the finding of a similar number of

species only known from one or two

prior records and many range exten-

sions. The results of the expedition have

since been incorporated into the second

edition of the Birds of Nigeria (BOU
Check-list No. 4). Of perhaps wider

interest will be the brief discussion of

the taxonomic relationships of some of

the Cameroon montane bird species

encountered. In particular, vocal and

morphometric evidence is presented to

argue persuasively that the bird hitherto

regarded as a subspecies of Bradypterus

cinnamomeus is better treated as

specifically distinct as B. bangwaensis
,

the affinities of which lie rather with B.

lopezi.

Prior to the Dowsetts work in Congo,

very little was known or had been

published on the birds of the country.

RR2 performs the valuable but compli-

cated task of pulling together the then

state of knowledge of the avifauna of the

country from all available sources, and

arrived at a total of 424 species. That this

is way below what the actual figure

should be is demonstrated by their

addition of more than 70 species during

the course of a visit of less than a month.

This total is further improved upon

results presented in RR4 - by a further

50! There is a short section on the status

of seabirds off the coast of Congo but

the meat of the avifaunal section comes

in the fifty page chapter on the forest

birds of Kouilou which provides detailed

observations on many of the choicer

forest species. Only a few snippets can

be singled out but of particular interest

are the first published descriptions and

sonagram of the mysterious Grey-

throated Rail, details of the nesting

habits of the Black-headed Bee-eater

and, freely admitting to personal

prejudices, resolving some confusion in

Phyllastrephus greenbul vocalization!

Now, does the average rabid birder

need to possess these reports? Clearly,

those with a particular interest in the

avifaunas of Nigeria and Congo do. For

others, however, much of the more

important information contained herein

has since appeared elsewhere, in papers

in Bull. B.O.C. for example and, in

particular, the two other Tauraco Press

publications mentioned in the first

paragraph of this review. However, I

think there still remains enough informa-

tion in these reports that cannot be

found elsewhere, to make those with an

abiding interest in forest birds seriously

consider obtaining them - if they have

not already done so. ®
Lincoln Fishpool

Forest Birds in Cote d’Ivoire.

A survey of Tai National Park

and other forests and forestry

plantations 1 989-1 991

Mary E. Gartshore, Phillip D. Taylor and

Ian S. Francis, 1995. Study Report 58,

BirdLife International, Cambridge. 81pp.

Available from Natural History Book

Service, 2-3 Wills Road, Totnes, Devon

TQ9 5XN, UK. £5.50

Tai National Park (330,000 ha) is by far

the largest and best-preserved remnant

of rainforest in West Africa and is as

such of critical importance for the

survival of many species. Despite its

importance no detailed studies of its

avifauna had been undertaken before

the present study. The aims of the

project were not only to collect informa-

tion on the status and ecology of the
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birds occurring in Tai particularly the

threatened and near-threatened species

but also to investigate other forests and

forest plantations in order to compare

their species composition with that of

Tai.

Of the eight threatened and five

near-threatened bird species found in

Tai the study reports four threatened and

all five near-threatened species from

forest reserves in Cote d’Ivoire. The

most remarkable finding however is that

two threatened and three near-threat-

ened species also appear to frequent

commercial forest plantations (Western

Wattled Cuckoo Shrike, Nimba Fly-

catcher, Brown-cheeked Hornbill,

Copper-tailed Glossy Starling and

Rufous-winged Illadopsis). These

findings together with other results

suggest that for some bird species

plantations begin to resemble natural

forest after c20 years and therefore

could play an important role in maintain-

ing species diversity.

I was particularly interested in the

field methods employed during the

study. Unfortunately the overall efficacy

of bird-census techniques in a tropical

forest environment remains limited. At

best the results of all methods combined

only seem to be able to point out the

obvious, at worst they are difficult or

impossible to interpret. Clearly, more

research is needed to develop a more

adequate methodology. In an attempt to

find some order in the apparent chaos of

field data the report frequently makes

use of statistical methods and formulae,

so that the text in places becomes

unintelligible for someone unfamiliar

with these. Although it may be perfectly

sound to perform ‘a PCA on the

covariance matrix of the resulting data’

or to compute 'the chi-square probability

of Fisher’s exact test for the two-way

table’, I cannot but note that these sorts

of methods often just result in trivialities

- for example the conclusion that some

species are more often found in bird

parties than others (or as the authors put

it ‘show a significant positive associa-

tion’ with bird parties).

I was rather surprised to learn that

canopy surveys from temporary plat-

forms did not seem to be particularly

productive; apparently they are not

really worth the effort.

The inclusion of maps of all forests

and forest plantations studied, with an

indication of the area visited, would

have considerably enhanced the

practical value of the study. It would

have permitted, among other things, an

understanding ofwhy the data recorded

in Yapo Forest are so divergent from

those collected by others who know this

forest well (cf Demey & Fishpool 1994,

Malimbus 12: 100-122). In view of the

Yapo list of 225 species, the number of

82 species found during the present

study seems particularly low, even if

observations were limited to four or five

field days (by how many observers?).

The reason for this low species total

remains unexplained. Truly remarkable

is the composition of the species list.

Species that are common to not uncom-

mon there such as Ansorge’s, Spotted,

Red-tailed, Yellow-bearded and Golden

Greenbuls were missed, while a rare

species such as Green-tailed Bristlebill is

claimed. Even more surprising is the

absence of malimbes, while scarce

species such as White-breasted

Negrofinch figure on the list. There are

other anomalies, eg the absence of Tit-

hylia, Chestnut-capped Flycatcher, Black

Bee-eater and White-crested Hornbill

but presence of the much more rarely

recorded Blue-headed Crested Fly-

catcher, Blue-headed Bee-eater and

Black-wattled Hornbill and no owls, but

Brown Nightjar! All this makes me very

curious to know which part of the forest

was visited. It also clearly demonstrates

that a short visit can only produce

rather biased data which may give an

inaccurate picture of the site. As a

consequence comparisons between the

avifaunas of the sites covered by this

report cannot be made with confidence

and hence the checklist given in

Appendix 1 is rather misleading.

Details are presented on Red Data

Book species, but it is a pity that more

notes on other species of interest have

not been included. The sightings of Pale-

fronted Negrofinch constitute the first for

Cote d'Ivoire and should be properly

documented, especially given the

paucity of records from the Upper

Guinea forest block. Details should also

have been given on Brown Nightjar, the

sightings of which constitute the first

definite records for the country.

In these times of nomenclatural and

taxonomic uncertainty, I always find it

particularly annoying not to know which

authority has been followed. This should

be mentioned, especially in a study on

African birds.

These criticisms should not detract

from the fact that this attractively

produced report, based upon extensive

field work, contains a lot of interesting

information and at the same time

indicates how much remains to be

discovered. It is therefore highly

recommended to anyone seriously

interested in the West African forest

avifauna. ®
Ron Demey

The Birds of Israel

Hadoram Shirihai, edited by Ehud
Dovrat and David A. Christie, 1996.

Academic Press/Unipress. UK£60.

Israel, being on the periphery of the

African continent, is of particular

relevance to students of African ornithol-

ogy. The distribution of many North

African species extends across Israel,

and the country is situated on one of the

main migration routes for birds travelling

between breeding grounds in Europe

and Asia and wintering quarters in

Africa. A number of Afrotropical species

have occurred in Israel as vagrants,

including some first records for the

Western Paleartic.

Weighing nearly five kilos and

containing over 700 pages The Birds of

Israel could easily qualify for the title

'Mother of all Bird Books'. This impres-

sive book reflects the determination and

huge effort of the author and his passion

for birds. It is also the culmination of a

great co-operative effort by the Israeli

ornithological community which has

contributed selflessly to this work. The

wealth of ornithological information

available about Israel from the many
visiting and local birders is apparent in

the level of detail in the information

presented.

Hadoram Shirihai in collaboration

with a team of editors and consultants,

has summarised an extensive database

compiled over many years, updating the

knowledge of the contemporary

avifauna of Israel and the Occupied

Territories. The main body of the text

discusses the status and distribution of

all birds recorded in the country and, to

a lesser extent also addresses the

taxonomic and identification issues of

some key species.

An introductory section provides a

summary of the history of ornithology in

Israel and an overview ot the Israeli

avifauna. Most interesting for me is the

discussion of bird migration through the

country. A second part of the introduc-

tion explains how to use the text and

maps and presents some brief informa-

tion on the geography, climate and

habitats of the country. Information is

provided on general distribution, status,

movements and breeding; with minimal

comments on the habitats or the more
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regular species and sporadic ecological

notes. Maps (as many as five per

species) show migration routes (for

spring and autumn separately if differ-

ent), winter and summer distributions,

breeding, as well as the relative density

in each case. A bar chart summarises the

annual occurrence of each species in the

country. Special attention is given to

subspecies, with descriptions of varying

lengths and detail provided for most

subspecies occurring in the country.

Under the occasional entry 'novospecific

identification’ some recently split

species, which the author recognises as

full species, are briefly described. An
assortment of notes of various length,

mostly about taxonomic issues but

sometimes on distribution or ecology

etc, are distributed throughout the main

text. Attractive black and white illustra-

tions by Alan Harris embellish many
pages of the book. A splendid collection

of some 380 colour photographs of

characteristic and rare birds occurring in

Israel and 90 habitat and landscape

shots, make the book appealing even for

the casual reader

The book is loaded with information,

which would be of special interest to

anyone involved in Middle Eastern and

Western Palearctic ornithology. How-
ever, I could not help but feel that there

is too much crammed into this single

volume, some of which is not necessary

in a national account like this (for

example, general distributions of species

and subspecies which are largely well

known and can be found in any regional

work). The irregular inclusion of

numerous long notes, and the rather

selective entries on subspecific identifi-

cation do not serve the text well. The

inclusion of comments on Sinai in many
species accounts, besides being peculiar

and awkward is of almost no value and

further contributes to the fragmentation

of the text. The design and layout of the

main text (the species accounts) are not

very user friendly, with too many font

sizes and styles, as well as symbols and

abbreviations. In one randomly selected

species account there were at least nine

abbreviations, that is in addition to map
and graph symbols. At first glance I

thought that one might need a users

manual! fin fact there is one which

occupies 12 pages in the introductory

section!) . But it is always difficult and

challenging to try to summarise a vast

quantity of data in an easily comprehen-

sible fashion.

All in all there is no doubt that The

Birds ofIsrael makes an important

contribution to the ornithology of the

Middle East and places in our hands a

treasury of information. It is a valuable

addition to any reference library, and is

highly recommended for all those

interested in the birds of the Middle East

and North Africa. ®
SherifMBaha El Din

A photographic guide to birds of

East Africa

Dave Richards. 1995. 144pp. many
colour photographs. New Holland,

London. UK£7.99

A photographic guide to birds of

Namibia

Ian and Jackie Sinclair. 144pp. many
colour photogrpahs. New Holland,

London. UK£7.99

These two books are part of a series of

similar titles covering various parts of

the world. Each contains a series of

photographs of a proportion of the

species which occur - in the East African

one 265 out the total of about 1350

species. The choice is towards the larger

birds and is stated to be biased towards

those likely to be seen by ordinary

tourists.

There is normally one photograph

per species. Most are good quality

portraits which have reproduced quite

well. They were taken by a variety of

photographers (Namibia) or mostly by

Dave Richards himself (East Africa). The

accompanying texts are brief identifica-

tion notes including habitats and calls,

and there is a small range map included

for each.

Inevitably both books are very

incomplete and therefore of not much

use to the serious birder. In addition the

format is small (pages are 10 cm wide

and 19 cm tall) and they will fit easily

into the casual tourist's pocket. This

latter is clearly the intended market but

there are more complete books available

at only a small increase in weight and

cost, t

PeterLack

40

Southern

Birds of the southwestern Cape
and where to watch them

Compiled by Wally Petersen and Mel

Tripp. UK£12 including p&p from the

Cape Bird Club, PO Box 5022, Cape
Town 8000, South Africa.

One of my most enjoyable trips was to

Namibia and the South African Cape in

November 1994 - hassle-free and lots of

good birds and fine scenery. The south-

western Cape contains a surprisingly

large number of endemics and speciali-

ties, all ‘seeable’, and although major

sites were fairly well documented, a

more detailed guide would have been

very useful. Wally Petersen and Mel

Tripp have done an excellent job in

producing this new guide covering 40 of

the best birding localities. The accounts

are written by people, 25 in all, who
know the sites intimately, and include

specific details of where to find the

specialities as well as directions to the

site, a clear map of it and a complete

checklist with coded abundance and

seasons. The book is liberally illustrated

with good quality photos, although only

seven are in colour (hardly surprising

considering the very reasonable price.

The only omission I could see is a list of

specialities coded against sites.

Whether you are going for a week’s

twitch or a more leisurely tour, you will

not want to be without this book! (?)

Jon Hombuckle
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Recent Reports

These are largely unconfirmed records

mainly covering the period January to

June 1996. We urge that contributors

submit full details to the relevant

national or regional organisations

Egypt

An adult male CrestedHoney Buzzard
Pemisptilorhynchus was seen at Bir El

Ambagi near Quseir on 9 May, this is the

first record for Egypt and Africa and the

second for the Western Palearctic, also at

the same site that day was an immature

Lappet-facedVultureAegypius

tracheliotus, the most northerly record in

recent years. A Basra Reed Warbler
Acrocephalusgriseldis in mangroves 46

km south of Safaga on 8 May was the

first record for the country. Other

notable records were a Red-tailed

Shrike Lanius isabellinus at Quseir on 9

May, a Caspian Plover Charadrius

asiaticus at Hurghada on 7 May, two

Black-winged Pratincoles Glareola

nordmanni from 6-10 May and 6,500

White-eyed Gulls Lams leucopthalmus

at Hurghada rubbish dump on 7 May
was the largest concentration ever

recorded in Egypt. 7,280 Common
Cranes Gmsgrus were counted in a two

hour period 30 km west of Zaafarana on

the Gulf of Suez on 14 March, this was

the largest number recorded at one time

in the country CM & SBED). Two Black-

headedHerons Ardea melanocephala

accompanied a Goliath HeronArdea
goliath near Aswan on 13 December

1995, there are no previous records of

the former species from Egypt (per GK).

Ethiopia

A survey in the Togochale and Teferi

Ber area on the Somali border resulted

in the discovery of a population of

Archer’s Lark Heterom irafra archeri

previously considered to be a Somali

endemic and not recorded anywhere

since 1955 (JA, YD, PR). A field trip to

Wolliso on 17-18 February produced a

Silverbird Empidomissem ipa rtitus

previously known only from the western

part of the country (TG). A very exciting

discovery was that of the nest of a

White-tailed Swallow Hintndo

megaensis near Yavello on 3 May. The

nest, which was previously undescribed,

contained 4 chicks about 10 days old

and was attatched to a rafter pole in a

traditional Borana hut (JH). A flock of

150 Pale Rock Sparrows Petron ia

brachydactyla was seen in Awash
National Park on 26 January and a single

Sidamo Lark Heteromirafra sidamoensis

was present near Negelle on 1 February

(DN, ISR, LS). A remarkable concentra-

tion of over 20,000 flamingos, mainly :

j

Lesser Flamingos Phoenicoptenis

minor were present at the Green Lake:

near Debre Zeit on 15 November 1995

(EWNHS).

The Gambia

Mist-netting on Ginak Island during the

1995-96 winter resulted in a number of

unusual records. Two Common Scops

Owls Otus scops (all previous records

apparently refer to senegalensis). Two
LesserWhitethroats Sylvia cumtca, a

Spectacled Warbler Sylvia conspicillata

and eight GrasshopperWarblers

Locustella naevia were all new records

for the country. Other scarce migrants

trapped on the island were 17 Orphean
Warblers Sylvia hortensis, two Great

Reed Warblers Aavcepbalus

amndinaceus and six Bluethroats

Luscinia svecica (perJMBK). The eighth

Mediterraneran GullLams melano-

cephalus for The Gambia was seen at

Bund Road on 21 February, After strong

harmattan winds a Red-billed

Tropicbird Phaethon aethereus was

reported from Abuko on 13 March, there

are no previous records for the country.

A Lesser Yellowlegs Tringaflavipes

reported from Bund Road on 30 March

would be the second record for The

Gambia. A Red Kite Milvus milvus was

seen over Abuko in February and

another near Ghana Town on 16 May
(only the second and third records) (per

CRB). Puvel’s Illadopsis llladopsis

puveli was added to the national list

after sound recordings made at Pirang

on 30 November 1993 were confirmed

by Claude Chappuis. The species was

heard again this site on 9 April (CRB).

Kenya

Three Grey Parrots Psittacus erithacus

were seen at Kakamega Forest on 19

January, this species has become very

scarce in recent years. Two Basra Reed
Warblers Acrocephalusgriseldis were

seen in the Masai Mara GR on 23 January

( DJF). The wandering Shoebill

Balaeniceps rex was seen in Nairobi NP
on 14 October and 27 November 1995.

Two Abbot’s Starlings Cinnyricinclus

femoralis were seen in Gatamayu Forest

on 26 December 1995 (per CJ/Kenya

Birds).

Malawi

A Red-tailed Shrike Lanius isabellinus

seen on the eastern Nyika plateau on 26

November 1995 was the second record

for the country. The hot dry weather

resulted in a number of unusual records

including five Great White Egrets

Egretta alba at Dam 2, Nyika and a

Woolly-necked Stork Cicon ia

episcopus at Dam 3 on 22 December

1995. A group of six Smaller Banded
Snake Eagles Circaetus cinerascens at

Lengwe on 10 October 1995 was

unprecedented. A large count of 82

Black Kites Milvus migrans were seen

riding a storm front oveFLilongwe on 5

December 1995. 20 Caspian Plovers

Charadrius asiaticus were at

Mpatsanjoka Dambo on 25 September

1995 and a Hoopoe Upupa epops seen at

c 2,300 m on Nyika on 25 December

may have been a European bird (per

JH).

Morocco

An adult Laughing Gull Lams atricilla

was seen at the mouth of Oued Souss on

16 May, also present was an adult

Common Gull Lams canus, while a first

year RoyalTern Sterna maxima was
present there on 17 May (VS).

Mozambique

An atlas survey of Pomene headland,

north of Massinga and an area of

miombo forest and acacia woodland

northwest of Panda from 5-14 April

resulted in the following interesting

records: up to ten Black Egrets Egretta

ardesiaca on the flooded Komati flood

plain and a similar number at Macaneta.

AfricanCuckoo FalconAviceda
cuculoides and Ayre’s Hawk Eagle

Hieraaetus dubius at Pomene, 2-3

Sooty Falcons Falco concolorover

dunes at Pomene, where an Eleonora’s

Falcon Falco eleonorae was also seen.

Green-backedHoneybird Prodotiscus

zambesiaeNW of Panda and Little

SpottedWoodpecker Campethera

cailliautii in coastal forest at Pomene.
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White-breasted Cuckoo-shrike

Coracinapectoralis, Southern Hyliota

Hyliota australis and Mozambique
Batis Batissoror were quite common in

miombo NW of Panda. Woodward’s
Batis Batisfra trum was heard in dune

forest at Pomene. Pink-throated

LongclawMacronyxameliae on the

Komati Flood plain at Macaneta. A party

ofChestnut-fronted Helmet Shrikes

Prionops scopifrons was seen in

degraded forest at Pomene Neergard’s

SunbirdNectarinia neergardi was

found to be fairly common in miombo
and thicket NW of Panda and Plain-

backed Sunbird Anthreptes reichenowi

was seen in lowland forest at Pomene.

Red-headed Quelea Quelea erythrops in

reeds at Lake Guele, NW of Panda,

Pink-throatedTwinspot Hypargos

margaritatus in thickets NW of Panda,

Black-tailed GreyWaxbill Estrilda

perreini in coastal scrub at Pomene and

Black-eared Seed-eater Serinus

mennelli in miombo NW of Panda. (VP

&PRo)

Nigeria

Excellent views of a Rufous Fishing-

Owl Scotopelia ussheri were obtained on

8 April 1995 in gallery forest on the

River Niger at Agenbode (Edo State).

The bird was seen again on 15 April but

no further visits were made to the site

until 20 January 1996. No owls were

seen, but enquiries made of local people

revealed that they were not only familiar

with the species, (which they consider to

be not uncommon) but they had killed

and eaten one the previous day! (PH).

Seychelles

A Lesser Kestrel Falco naumanni
recorded on Bird Island on 17 December

1995 was the second record for the

country, aJacobin Cuckoo Oxylophus

jacobinus at Amitie, Praslin on 24

December 1995 was the fourth whilst a

Great White Egret Egretta alba at

Plantation Club, Mahe from 22 March-7

April was the fifth record (per AS).

Tanzania

A visit to Mkomazi Game Reserve

between 28 December 1995 and 12

January 1996 produced a number of

unusual records including a Black Stork

Ciconia nigra
,
three separate African

Little Sparrowhawks Accipiter

minullus, 34 Eurasian Avocets

Recurvirostraavosetta, a Whinchat
Saxicola rubetra, at least five singing

Friedmann’s larks Mirafrapulpa and a

Shelley’s Staring Lamprotomis(Spreo)

shelleyi <PL).

Zambia

A Peregrine Falcon Falcoperegrinus of

one of the rarely recorded Palearctic

races was seen at Chikuni on 1 1 April

1995. More than 2,000 Common Sand
Martins Riparia riparia were roosting in

sugar cane at Mazabuka on 16 April

1995. Two Alpine Swifts Tachymatptis

melba were seen at Kapiri Mposhi on 25

May 1995. This bird is rarely recorded

away from the Luangwa and Zambezi

Valleys. For the first time in many years

Crested Bustard Eupodotis ruficrista

and Bradfield’s Hornbill Tockus

bradfieldi were seen to the east of

Livingstone on 8 May 1995. There was

an unseasonal African Striped Cuckoo
Oxylophus leuaillantii with Arrow-

marked Babblers Turdoidesjardineii

(its host) in the Luangwa Valley on 7

June 1995. A second locality for the

recently added Scaly-feathered Finch

Sporopipes squamifrons was found on 30

July 1995. Olive Woodpecker
Dendropicosgriseocephalus was at last

found near Livingstone on 9 August

1995. However it is probably not

resident in the area. In Mwinilunga three

Red-throatedWrynecksJynx ruficollis

were found on 21 August 1995 as well

as a colony of Bocage’s Weavers

Ploceus temporalis. On the same day

there were three Senegal Plovers

Vanellus lugubris in Kitwe. In the

Luangwa Valley there was a Madagas-

car Squacco Heron Ardeola idae on 27

August 1995. A number of interesting

species recorded in September 1995

included Fischer’s Sparrow-Lark

Eremopterix leucopareia
,
White-winged

Starling Neocichla gutturalis and Olive-

headed Weaver Ploceus oliuaceiceps in

Lundazi District and White-throated

Francolin Francolinus albogularis,

Greater Kestrel Falco rupicoloides and

Cape Rook Corvus capensis in Zambezi

District. Another Madagasgar Squacco

Heron was found at Shiwa Ng’andu on

10 October 1995 when Terek Sandpi-

per Xenus cinereus and Black-rumped

Button-Quail Tumixhottentota were

also present. Near Chipata a new locality

for African Citril Serinus citrinelloides

was found. Over 30,000 Caspian

Plovers Charadrius asiaticus and 1,200

Red-knobbed Coots Fulica cristata

were present in Lochinvar National Park

on 4 November 1995. A big fall of

Palearctic warblers on the Kafue Flats on

25 November 1995 included an Olive-

tree Warbler Hippolais olivetorum.

Barred Ix>ng-tailed Cuckoo
Cercococcyx montanus was again

present at Mutulanganga on 28 Decem-

ber 1995 after a blank year in 1994.

Several Eurasian RiverWarblers

Locustellafluviatilis were singing in the

same locality. Great Snipe Gallinago

media arrived in numbers in several

places in December 1995, in Kafue they

peaked at 22 in March. There were

nearly 1500 Glossy Ibis Plegadis

falcinellus at Kafue on 26 December

1995 and a few Corncrakes Crex crex

were seen there during December-

February . Lake Lufira Weaver Ploceus

reichardi was an addition to the

Zambian list on 10 January when several

hundred were found near Mbala on the

Tanzanian border. Uncommon Common
Snipe Gallinago gallinago were found

near Nbala on 7-8 January. A few of this

species in Kafue in January and February

constitute the southernmost African

records. The site for Great Crested

Grebe Podiceps cristatus near Mbala

dried out completely during the previ-

ous drought. The only other area for the

species in Zambia is in Western Prov-

ince. On 27 January five Lesser

Flamingos Phoen icopterus minor were

seen over Livingstone. A Little Ringed

Plover Charadrius dubius in Kafue on

10 February was only the seventh

Zambian record. In March one (and

possibly up to three) Olive-tree

Warblers Hippolais olivetorum were

singing near Mazabuka (all per CBe). At

Ikilenge on the Zambezi Rapids, a pair

ofForbes’ Plover Charadriusforbesi

were found on eggs on 16 November

1995 (CS) and another nest was also

found at Mwinilunga.

Records were collated by Iain Robertson

from contributions supplied by John

Atkins (JA), Mindy and SherifBaha El

Din (M&SBED), Clive Barlow (CRB).

Carl Beel (CBe), Yilma Dellelegn (YD),

Ethiopian Wildlife & Natural History

Society (EWNHS), DavidFisher/Sunbird

(DJF), Tony Gallon (TG), Philip Hall

(PH)JensHaugaard (JH), Jordan

Holtam (JH), ColinJackson/Kenya Birds

(CJ), GuyKirwan/OSMEIGK) ,
Michael

King (JMBK), PeterLack (PL ), David

Narins(DN), Vincent Parker (VP), Iain

Robertson (ISR), PeterRobertson (PR),

Peregrine Rowse (PRo), Valery Schollaetl

(VS), Chris Seaton (CS), Laura Singleton

(LS), A drian Skerrett (AS).

ContributionsforRecent Reports can be

sent to Iain Robertson byfax on +44

(0) 1950 460782/460 760 and also by

e-mail 100415. 1 146@compuserve.com
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Birds of the Gambia Co Ltd

Directed by Clive R Barlow and M L Jobe

10 years and a lifetime respectively

in The Gambia!

• Tailored safaris and excursions,

small groups.

• Advisors to wildlife TV crews.

• Bird surveys, data collection and

all matters ornithological.

• Hotel accommodation arrangements.

Write, fax or telephone.

For flights and other information for

The Gambia, call Redcoat Travel Ltd.

Tel (01293) 774141 Fax (01293)774080

Full IATA and ABTA bonded agents

Atlantic Hotel

PO Box 296

Banjul

The Gambia

West Africa

Tel: 220 228601

Fax: 220 227861

If you would like to support conservation

of birds in The Gambia, send a S.A.E. for

information and membership to Tanji

Birders, c/o Birds of The Gambia Co Ltd.

'TFJSJi ZJZJVUUV 'S
ft,* BOATING, CAMPING /n /7 A A
PHOTOGRAPHIC SAFARIS, (Jc/ldV (

^
J

^

PO.B<sl.') 9, NAIVASHA, KEN\A. ret : 031/3037

€

KENYA. Overlooking beautiful Lake Naivasha, an ideal base for all

the National Parks. Two exclusive, private, 2 double bed-roomed

cottages with own swimming pool and boat. Wonderful

Birdwatching. £180 - £200 a week.

Also, if driving yourself anywhere in Kenya, latest information on

car hire, Big Game and Ornithological Parks, S/contained lodges,

Private Houses and Camping away from crowds. Guidebook with

maps and all subsequent queries answered for £15.

M.D. Carnelley, PO. Box 79, Naivasha, Kenya.

Tel: 254-0311-30276
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Topical, lively, informative and ...

now in full colour

BIRDING
WORLD

Europe’s premier monthly magazine for

keen birders

- available only on subscription

• Identification • News * Rarities

* Conservation Britain & Abroad
* Prize Quizbirds

“at the top of the market for serious birders" - BTO News
“essential reading" - American Birding

Write now for a FREE sample issue.

- or just subscribe now - it couldn't be easier. For the next 12 issues, send UKE33
(overseas UK£40 surface or UKE57 airmail), to:

Birding World, Stonerunner, Coast Road, Cley next the Sea, Holt, Norfolk NR25 7RZ

FOREIGN BIRDWATCHING
REPORTS AND

INFORMATION SERVICE

Organised by STEVE WHITEHOUSE

FBRIS is a Central Database of Topical Information including

Recent Trip Reports and Amateur Site Guides from around the

Globe. So, if you are Planning a Trip Abroad,

Give STEVE WHITEHOUSE a call on -

01905 454541 or send £1.20p

For The 1995 AUTUMN CATALOGUE:
(Including many new destinations) To:-

Steve Whitehouse
6 Skipton Crescent, Berkeley Pendesham,

Worcester, WR4 OLG, UK

BIRDING TOURS

The Atlas of Southern African Birds

Preparation of the manuscript for The Atlas ofSouthern African

Birds is nearing completion. The Southern African Bird Atlas

Project covers Botswana, Lesotho, Namibia, South Africa,

Swaziland and Zimbabwe. Based on seven million distribution

records, this is the largest biodiversity project in Africa. The

1600-page, two-volume atlas contains distribution maps and

texts for 700 species; for many, the ranges are strikingly

different to those shown in current fieldguides and handbooks.

200 vagrants are also covered. To receive publication information,

write to the Avian Demography Unit, University of Cape Town,

Rondebosch, 7700 South Africa, email adu@maths.uct.ac.za or

access the Avian Demography Unit’s pages at http://www/uct/

ac/za/depts/stats/adu/
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The Ultimate in Birding

The incomparable Shoebill - seen, along with

Tours to: Morocco • Egypt • Gambia & Senegal • Ivory Coast

Cameroon • Gabon, Sao Tome & Principe • Ethiopia

Uganda • Kenya • Tanzania • Madagascar

Malawi • Zimbabwe • Namibia • South Africa

The best birding in Africa!

Birdquest gives you an unbeatable combination:

great leaders and small groups!

For our brochure contact BIRDQUEST at Two Jays,

Kemple End, Birdy Brow, Stonyhurst, Lancashire BB7 9QY, U.K.

Tel: 01254-826317. Fax: 01254-826780. Fully bonded: ATOL 2937

AFRICAN BIRD CLUB CORPORATE SPONSOR



^NHBSand the ABC
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W e are pleased to announce that from January 1995, NHBS has become a corporate

sponsor of the ABC, and will be providing ABC members with a comprehensive book

supply service. Future issues of the Bulletin will include a mini-catalogue listing in-

print and available books on African birds, wildlife, travel, and ecology and conservation. In

addition, NHBS will be providing a bookstall at each ABC meeting, where we will be

displaying for sale a wide selection of current ornithological literature.

The benefits of NHBS’s quality mailorder service include:

Exceptional Stock
• Most key field guides, site guides, handbooks and monographs permanently in stock

• Many unusual and difficult to obtain imports regularly in stock

• Comprehensive database of 40,000 titles covering all areas of natural history, ecology

and the environment. Catalogues listing up to 13,000 titles issued twice a year.

A Quality Mailorder Service
• Easy ordering - phone (6 lines), fax and E-mail

• Efficient ordering - rapid despatch of goods or acknowledgement of order within 3

working days, recorded order reports issued for unavailable items

• Easy payments, wherever you are - all major credit/charge cards, cheques, foreign

currency payments (US$, DM), transfer to any of our four international bank

accounts.

Customer Service you can rely on
• Professional trained staff, constantly on hand to help and advise you

• Language no problem - phone or write to us in French, German, Spanish, Italian

• Rapid responses to your queries - are there any books on Burundi? Could you send

books to me in Kampala? Do you have an express delivery service?

• A service adapted to the customer - private individuals, professional scientists,

societies, institutions, and conservation organisations.

• Full standing order service for any series

For a free copy of the latest NHBS catalogue, please contact us at the address below.

+

NATURAL HISTORY BOOK SERVICE LTD
2-3 Wills Road, Totnes, Devon TQ9 5XN, U.K.

Tel: 01803-865913 (International: +44-1803-865913)

Fax: 01803-865280 (International: +44-1803-865280)
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Notes for contributors ( . continuedfrom insidefront cover)

Style

Authors are asked to follow the conventions used in The Bulletin

oftheAfrican BirdClub and to refer to a recent issue for guidance,

dates: 23 September 1993 (note the order, no comma, not 23rd),

names ofbirds: use the vernacular name for birds, followed by the

scientific name, viz White-necked Raven Corvus albicollis (with

hyphen, no comma, no parentheses, no author’s name). Underline

for italics if you submit typed or handwritten copy, but please

format with italics if you submit your contribution on disk with

accompanying hard copy. Only the first (generic) name should

have an initial capital. English names ofbirds and other animals

require initial capitals except after a hyphen (eg White-headed

Vulture, Black-backedJackal ), but for group names use lower case

for initial letter (eg bustards, crows). Both English or French and

scientific names should be given when the species is first men-

tioned, thereafter only one name, preferably the English or French,

should be used.

units: use metric units with the following abbreviations: length

(mm, cm, m, km); area (m2
,
ha); mass (mg, g, kg); time (s, min, hr,

day, month, year). Time ofday should be given in the 24-hour clock

form (eg 06.30hr). Speed (m/s, km/hr). The time system used

should be the zonal time closest to solar time. Except at the

beginning of a sentence or when ten or less, numbers should be

given as numerals, not spelled out. All fractions should be decimal-

ised and written as numerals.

punctuation: full points (= full stop, period) should be omitted

from well-known initials, such as ABC and also from 'eg', 'ie', and

‘et al’. Include a full point after each initial of person’s name.

Quotation marks, if used, should be ‘single', not "double”,

references: these should be indicated in the text by superscript

Arabic numbers corresponding to the numbers in the reference list.

For example: '...confirming earlier work34'7
’; 'Lack and Webb 15

stated that... ’or ‘eg Safford et al
3

’. Reference lists should be in

alphabetical order, and appear at the end of the paper or short

communication, following the format below:

• authors' family name(s) followed by a comma, then initials, each

followed by a full point.

• names of publications should be given in full, or for journal titles,

abbreviated according to the 4th edition ( I960) ofthe World List of

Scientific Periodicals and the supplementary lists published since

then by the British Union Catalogue of Periodicals (if in doubt, give

the title in full), and underlined for italics in typescript.

• titles of papers should be given in the original language, unless

this uses a non-Roman alphabet, in which case an English transla-

tion of the title should be used, in square parentheses.

• books: after author(s), year of publication and title, give the town

followed by the publisher.

eg for a journal:

Safford, R.J., Duckworth,J.W., Evans, M. I., Telfer,M.G., Timmins,

R.J. & Zewdie, C. 1993. The birds of Nechisar National Park,

Ethiopia. Scopus 16: 61-80.

eg for a book:

Mackworth-Praed, C.W. & Grant, C.H.B. 1973. TheBirds ofWest

and CentralAfrica, Vol II. London: Longman,

eg for a chapter in a book:

Kroodsma, D.E. & Baylis, J.R. 1982. A world survey of evidence

for vocal learning in birds. In Kroodsma, D.E. & Miller, E.H. (eds)

Acoustic Communication in Birds, Vol 2: 31 1-337. New York:

Academic Press.

Information that has been privately communicated to you should

be referred to in the text as eg ‘(AB Halliday, pers comm)’ and must

not be listed in the references.

PhD theses that are under a publication embargo, or otherwise

unavailable for general reference, may not be quoted in the text.

References should be made either as ‘Halliday (unpublished)’ if it

is Halliday’s own work, or as ‘Halliday (pers comm)' if information

is being quoted by another author.

Verify references before submitting your paper and check the

typescript and proofs carefully for errors in the references. If you

refer to a paper that you have not actually seen, youshould indicate

where you have seen it quoted by adding as much at the end of the

reference in the list, eg (quoted by 4).

tables: each table should be prepared on a separate piece of paper,

and be thoroughly checked. Use ‘0’ for a zero reading, ‘-’ for a

missing value. Titles of tables should be self-explanatory. Figure

legends and table headers will be given in French and English,

diagrams: should be clearly drawn in ink without shading. Origi-

nal black and white photographs and line illustrations should not

be larger than A4 (297x210 mm). Line illustrations should be on

good quality white paper or board, or on tracing material; lettering

should preferably be marked lightly in pencil. All illustrations

should have the author’s names and figure numbers clearly marked

on the back. Where there is any doubt, the upper margin of the

illustration should be indicated.

Proofs

Authors of major papers will be sent proofs for immediate return.

The Editorial Team reserves the right to amend articles without

reference to the author(s).

Reprints

Authors of major articles, who are non-members of the ABC, will

automatically receive one copy of the Bulletin oftheABC free of

charge. Contributors who are members will receive a free copy on

request. Extra copies will be charged at cost, and must be ordered

when the manuscript is accepted.

Reviews

Copies ofnew journals, books or reports for mention or review are

always welcome. Contributions or enquiries should be sent to The

bulletin Editor.

Photographs and artwork

Photographers and artists, by giving permission for their photo-

graphs/artwork to be used in the Bulletin of the ABC also give

permission for their use on the ABC internet pages.

Deadlines

The Bulletin oftheAfrican BirdClub is published twice per year on

1 March (with a deadline of 1 October) and 1 September (deadline

1 April).

Editorial address

All contributions and correspondence should be sent to: The

Bulletin Editor, African Bird Club, c/o BirdLife International, Well-

brook Court, Girton Road, Cambridge CB3 ONA, UK. t

The views expressed by contributors to this bulletin are not

necessarily those of the Editorial Team, the Council of the African

Bird Club or its committees.
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(irand Comoro Scops Owl Otus pciutiani (Alan Lewis)
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